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Preface

These Proceedings are a collection of selected papers presented at ROBOT 2013:
FIRST IBERIAN ROBOTICS CONFERENCE, organised by the Sociedad Española
para la Investigación y Desarrollo en Robótica (SEIDROB) and by the Centre for Au-
tomation and Robotics (CAR, a joint research centre from Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid (UPM) and Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC)), along
with the co-operation of “Grupo Temático de Robótica CEA"-GTRob, “Sociedade Por-
tuguesa de Robotica” (SPR), “Asociación Española de Promoción de la Investigación
en Agentes Físicos” (RedAF), and partially supported by “Comunidad de Madrid under
RoboCity2030 Programme”. This Conference, that was held in Madrid (28–29 Novem-
ber 2013), builds upon the highly successful previous three biannual Workshops that
started in Zaragoza (2007), and continued in Barcelona (2009) and Sevilla (2011).
Those previous and fruitful events, both from the standpoint of their scientific and tech-
nical quality, and for the important number of attending delegates, have motivated in or-
ganizing ROBOT 2013. ROBOT 2013’s main goal was to continue the precedent efforts
in presenting the most recent robotic research and the development of new applications.
While previous events were focused on the Spanish activity, in this edition the core
was extended to the Iberian Peninsula, although we welcome to delegates from other
countries. The interest in robotics has remarkably augmented over recent years. Novel
solutions for complex and very diverse application fields (exploration/intervention
in severe environments, assistive, social, personal services, emergency rescue opera-
tions, transportation, entertainment, unmanned aerial vehicles, medical, etc.), has been
anticipated by means of a large progress in this area of robotics. Moreover, the amal-
gamation of original ideas and related innovations, the search for new potential ap-
plications and the use of state of the art supporting technologies permit to foresee an
important step forward and a significant socio-economic impact of advanced robot tech-
nology in the forthcoming years. In response to the technical challenges in the devel-
opment of these sophisticated machines, a significant research and development effort
has yet to be undertaken. It concerns embedded technologies (for power sources, actu-
ators, sensors, information systems), new design methods, adapted control techniques
for highly redundant systems, as well as operational and decisional autonomy and hu-
man/robot co-existence. Confirming this situation greatest awareness has been received
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to ROBOT2013, and after a careful reviewing procedure the conference finally accom-
modate 106 papers of high quality, where the number of authors goes over 300.

As a summary of the conference, it can be said that included both state of the art
and more practical presentations dealing with implementation problems, support tech-
nologies and future applications. A growing interest in Assistive Robotics, Agricultural
Robotics, Field Robotics, Grasping and Dexterous Manipulation, Humanoid Robots, In-
telligent Systems and Robotics, Telerobotics, Marine Robotics, has been demonstrated
by the very relevant number of contributions. Moreover, ROBOT2013 incorporates a
special session on Legal and Ethical Aspects in Robotics that is becoming a topic of
key relevance. All in all, ROBOT 2013 has been an excellent forum for mutual ex-
change of knowledge among major stakeholders in the field of robotics and we are sure
it will foster a better cooperation to face the challenges posed by Horizon 2020.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in organizing
ROBOT2013. To the Co-Chairs (Pedro J. Sanz, U. Jaume I, Spain, Vicente Matellán,
U. León, Spain, Luis P. Reis, Universidade do Minho, Portugal), to the Plenary
Speakers, to the Programme Committee, to the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas, and to the Escuela Superior de Ingenieros Industriales -UPM, who host
the Conference, our acknowledgement for their invaluable help and kind assistance.
Particularly, thanks are extensive to the Centre for Automation and Robotics - CAR
(CSIC-UPM) colleagues, to its Technical and Administrative Staff and, with special
mention to: Hector Montes Franceschi, Javier F. Sarria Paz, Roemi Emilia Fernández
Saavedra and Fernando Delgado Medrano, because without their invaluable assistance
ROBOT2013 would never been a sound reality.

To end this preface, special thanks to our editors, Springer, that are in charge of this
Conference Proceedings edition, and in particular to Dr. Thomas Ditzinger (Springer,
Applied Sciences and Engineering).

November 2013 Manuel Armada
Alberto Sanfeliu

Manuel Ferre
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to perform data association
in a monocular visual SLAM context. The proposed approach is designed
to avoid the detection of false associations by means of RANSAC, and
is well suited to help in localizing a robot in underwater environments.
Experimental results embed the data association in a trajectory-based
SLAM in order to evaluate its benefits when localizing an underwater
robot. Qualitative and quantitative results are shown evaluating the ef-
fects of dead reckoning noise and the frequency of the SLAM updates.

Keywords: Underwater robotics, Visual SLAM.

1 Introduction

Thanks to recent technological advances, the sub-aquatic world is more accessible
for exploration, scientific research and industrial activity. At present, Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are commonly used in a variety of underwater ap-
plications like surveying, scientific sampling, rescue operations or infrastructure
inspection and maintenance.

Trying to overcome some of the intrinsic limitations of ROVs, such as their
limited operative range or the need for a support vessel,Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs) are progressively being introduced, especially in highly repeti-
tive, long or hazardous missions. Because they are untethered and self-powered,
AUVs offer a significant independence from surface support ships and weather
conditions. This can notably reduce the operational costs when compared to
missions conducted with tethered ROVs.

1.1 Underwater Vision

Light attenuation and scattering, non-uniform lighting and shadows, colour fil-
tering or suspended particles are frequent difficulties when using optical sensors

� This work is partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Research and Innova-
tion DPI2011-27977-C03-03 (TRITON Project), Govern Balear (Ref. 71/211) and
FEDER funds.

M.A. Armada et al. (eds.), ROBOT2013: First Iberian Robotics Conference, 3
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 252,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-03413-3_1, c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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underwater [3]. Contrarily, acoustic sensors have interesting properties in these
scenarios and that is why sonars are the most common choice for AUVs [15].

However, acoustic sensors have low spatial and temporal resolution. For ex-
ample, the Mechanically Scanned Imaging Sonar (MSIS) used in [15,4] among
others, has a linear resolution of 10 cm and spends more than 13 seconds to
gather a full view of its surroundings.

Conversely, cameras have high spatial and temporal resolution. Although cam-
eras are not appropriate in open waters where it can be difficult to see the seabed
or other reference points, they are convenient for surveying or intervention ap-
plications, where the vehicle can navigate close to the bottom or it has to stay
near an object of interest [3]. Examples of such applications are mosaicking and
station keeping. Also, recent literature shows that underwater cameras are being
used more and more to perform visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) [9].

1.2 Underwater SLAM

Nearly all advanced mobile robotic tasks require some knowledge of the robot
location in the environment. The most successful approach to estimate the robot
pose is the SLAM [16]. A wide variety of SLAM algorithms exists, mostly based
on feature maps composed of straight lines and corners in the environment.
Although this approach has proved to be robust and accurate in structured en-
vironments it has two important problems. On the one hand, this kind of features
can be easily found by means of range sensors, but they are error prone when
using a single monocular camera. On the other hand, depending on geometric
features reduces the scenarios where the robot can be deployed, especially in
underwater scenarios where man made structured environments are uncommon
or can be hidden by flora and fauna grown on them.

Common approaches to visual SLAM [6] do not rely on the existence of geo-
metric features in the environment but on the presence of visual features in the
images. These approaches extract visual features from the images provided by
the on-board camera and try to match them against those stored in the SLAM
map. If matching is possible, then map and robot pose are improved. Otherwise,
non matching features are stored in the SLAM map. Thus, the feature matching
method is crucial when adopting this approach.

In order to perform visual SLAM, the feature matcher, which is in charge of
performing the data association, has to meet two opposed requirements. First,
it has to be fast enough to reach the desired frame rate. Second, it has to be
robust enough to work with images gathered from arbitrarily separated places.
This last requirement, which makes possible to detect previously visited places,
is known as loop closing.

Some authors focus on the first of the aforementioned problems and develop
very fast feature matchers providing good results as long as matched images
are similar [11,12]. Unfortunately, these techniques are not well suited to close
loops. Some other authors focus on the second problem using complex features
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relying on complex descriptors [13,2] which reliably detect loops at the cost of
large execution times.

This paper proposes a data association method which is well suited to perform
visual SLAM in underwater environments although it could be also used in
terrestrial or aerial scenarios. The presented approach is able to decide whether
two images overlap or not and, in case they do, it estimates the roto-translation
that better explains the overlap. Thanks to that, the proposed data association
method is especially well suited to detect loops. Moreover, a trajectory based
Extended Kalman Filter SLAM (EKF-SLAM) approach is described and used
to evaluate the proposed data association. Experiments show the ability of our
approach to detect and measure roto-translation between two images even if the
overlapping area is very small.

2 Data Association

2.1 Feature Detection and Tracking

Although detection and tracking of visual features is a growing area in the com-
puter vision community nowadays, there are several widely used and well estab-
lished methods, each one with its own advantages and drawbacks. Our proposal
is based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) which is robust to
changes in scale and rotation, performs well with different illuminations and
camera viewpoints and has proved to be a good choice to register images in the
localization and SLAM contexts [13]. A description of SIFT is out of the scope
of this paper. The reader is directed to the literature for a detailed description
of the method.

There are some optimized and publicly available SIFT implementations, such
as VLFeat [17], which has been used in the experiments shown in this paper.
However, we would like to emphasize that our proposal does not rely on any
specific feature detector, and it can be applied with minor changes to any existing
feature detector and matcher. Consequently, although during the rest of the
paper we are going to refer to SIFT features, other feature detectors can be
used.

2.2 Underwater Scenarios

A common task in underwater surveying missions is to sweep over a certain
area in order to map the terrain or to look for an object, such as archaeolog-
ical or shipwreck remains. In general, this kind of tasks are performed at an
approximately fixed distance to the bottom and, thus, can be considered a 2D
problem.

Figure 1-a exemplifies a typical sweep trajectory followed by a robot which
is endowed with a bottom-looking camera. A circle is depicted over the trajec-
tory every ten camera frames. The rectangles illustrate the camera field of view,
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Fig. 1. (a) Sweeping trajectory. The rectangles illustrate the camera’s field of view.
(b) Existing loop closures. (c) Example of underwater image. (d) Loops detected using
plain SIFT.

so that the overlap between frames can be appreciated. Figure 1-b depicts the
possible loop closures that can be found in the previous example taking into
account the camera’s field of view. A line between two circles means that the
two corresponding images overlap.

Typical sea floor images pose two important problems to long term matching
and, thus, to loop closures. First, it may be difficult to find reliable features
because of the low contrast and the lack of distinctive image regions. Second,
most of the gathered images look similar, leading to similar sets of features and
descriptors even between non overlapping images. Figure 1-c shows an example
of the sea floor images used in the different experiments throughout this paper.

Figure 1-d illustrates the effects of these problems. In this example, every
image was matched against each of the previously gathered ones assuming a
sweep trajectory and emulating a typical SLAM data association. Matching was
performed using SIFT. Two images were assumed to overlap if the number of
SIFT feature matchings between them exceeds a certain threshold. In this data
set the number of SIFT matchings ranged from 3 to 515 with a mean of 67.4. Just
as an example, the lines shown in Figure 1-d denote detected overlaps according
to this criteria using a threshold of 150. It can be seen a large amount of errors,
mainly false positives, especially when comparing to the actual matches shown
in Figure 1-b.
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2.3 The Algorithm

By comparing Figure 1-b and Figure 1-d it can be observed that the most part
of the errors is due to false matchings. Our goal is to detect and remove these
errors as much as possible from an initial guess provided by SIFT. By doing
so, our algorithm, which is fed with two images, not only decides whether they
overlap or not, but also estimates the displacement and rotation between them.
In this paper only 2D motions in the image plane are allowed. Although this
may seem an important limitation, the 2D assumption is affordable in the afore-
mentioned sweeping tasks. Moreover, our approach is not conceptually limited
to two dimensions and, thus, can be generalized to 6 DOF.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Candidate matchings. The yellow lines denote SIFT matchings between the left
and right grayscale images. (a) Two images that actually overlap (b) Two images with
no overlapping.

The first step is to compute SIFT features and matchings for the two images
under analysis. Of course, SIFT features previously computed for one of the
images are not to be searched again. Figure 2 shows two examples of match-
ings. Figure 2-a illustrates a situation in which, after a forward motion of the
robot, there is still overlap between the two images. It can be observed how the
most part of the matchings actually capture the motion. However, some false
matchings appear that may corrupt further motion estimates. In the situation
depicted in Figure 2-b, although there is no overlap between the two images,
several wrong matchings have been detected.

Our proposal is based on the following premise: correct matchings tend to pro-
pose a single roto-translation between the two images, whilst incorrect matchings
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do not. In other words, correct matchings can be explained by a single model
whilst wrong matchings constitute outliers. The goal of Random Sample Consen-
sus (RANSAC) [10] is, precisely, to find a model where inliers fit while discarding
outliers and that is why RANSAC has been adopted in this study.

Figure 3 shows our proposal to compute the roto-translation between two un-
derwater images using RANSAC. The symbol ⊕ denotes the compounding op-
erator, as described in [16]. Roughly speaking, this algorithm randomly selects
a subset C of the SIFT matchings M and then computes the roto-translation
X = [x, y, θ]T that better explains them. Next, each of the non selected match-
ings is tested to check if it fitsX with an acceptable error level. If so, it is selected
too. Finally, if the number of selected matchings |C| exceeds a certain threshold,
the roto-translation that better explains all the selected matchings is computed.
After a fixed number of iterations, the best of the computed roto-translations
constitutes the output of the algorithm.

The algorithm relies on the so called find motion function, which takes the
SIFT feature matchings C and the SIFT feature coordinates in the first (Fref )
and second images (Fcur) as inputs. This function provides the roto-translation
X that better explains the overlap between the images. This is accomplished
by searching the roto-translation that minimizes the sum of squared distances
between the matchings in C. More specifically, the roto-translation and the as-
sociated error are computed as follows:

X = argmin
x

f(x) (1)

ε = f(X) (2)

where

f(x) =
∑

(i,j)∈C

||pi − x⊕ qj ||2 (3)

As an example, our proposal has been applied to the same data used in Fig-
ure 1. Matchings corresponding to images that cannot overlap according to the
camera’s field of view have been rejected. Figure 4-a shows the result of this. By
comparing this image to Figure 1-b it can be observed that all the RANSAC
estimates correspond to actual matchings. Also, it is easy to observe that there
are very few positions with no matchings. This means that, when our proposal
is used in a SLAM framework, most part of the time there will be measurements
available.

In order to provide a fair comparison, Figure 4-b shows the raw SIFT match-
ings depicted in Figure 1-d but now using the abovementioned rejection criteria.
As it can be seen, only a very reduced number of matchings remains and the
most part of the frames have no matchings. Thus, using this method to perform
SLAM will lead to no measurement data during most part of the time.

Figure 5 shows an example of loop detected and closed. The robot first ob-
tained the image shown on the top left and then, when going back because of the
sweep trajectory, the second image was obtained. The bottom image shows both
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Input :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Fref : Feature coordinates {p1, p2, · · · , pm}
in the first image

Fcur: Feature coordinates {q1, q2, · · · , qn}
in the second image

M : Matchings
M = {(i, j)|visual matching(pi, qj)}

nIter: Number of iterations to perform
N : Number of matchings to be randomly selected
α: Maximum allowable error per matching
β: Minimum number of selected matchings to

consider a model

Output:

⎧⎨
⎩

Xbest: The estimated roto-translation
εbest: The error of the estimated roto-translation

found: Boolean stating if reliable matching found

begin
k ←0;
εbest ←∞;
found← false;
while k < nIter do

C ← random selection of N items from M ;
(X, ε) ← find motion(Fref , Fcur, C);
foreach (i, j) ∈ (M − C) do

if ‖pi −X ⊕ qj‖ < α then
C ← C ∪ {(i, j)};

end

end
if |C| > β then

(X, ε) ← find motion(Fref , Fcur, C);
if ε < εbest then

εbest ← ε;
Xbest ← X;
found← true;

end

end
k ← k + 1;

end

end

Fig. 3. RANSAC algorithm to estimate motion from underwater images.
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Fig. 4. (a) RANSAC matchings pruned according to a distance criteria. (b) SIFT
matchings pruned according to a distance criteria.

Fig. 5. Example of loop closure. The detected motion between the two images involves
a rotation of 166.3o.

pictures overlayed according to the motion estimate provided by our algorithm.
It can be observed how both images match almost perfectly.

3 Visual SLAM

This section describes a SLAM framework where the aforedescribed loop closure
approach can be used. The term keyframe will refer to an image that is going
to be used to perform SLAM. For example, if one image every ten is used, that
image is a keyframe.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between keyframes (Fi) and the state vector components (xj)

Our proposal is based on the delayed-state filtering [9] and the trajectory-based
SLAM [5]. Accordingly, the EKF state vector contains the relative positions
between consecutively gathered keyframes.

Xk = [x0
1, x

1
2, x

2
3, · · · , xk−1

k ]T (4)

where each xi−1
i (2 ≤ i ≤ k) denotes a roto-translation from keyframe i − 1

to keyframe i and x0
1 represents the initial robot pose relative to a world fixed

coordinate frame. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that x0
1 = [0, 0, 0]T .

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between the state vector components and
the keyframes, which are labelled as Fi. As the state vector stores relative poses
between consecutively gathered keyframes, the pose of the most recent keyframe
with respect to the world fixed coordinate frame can be easily computed as
x0
k = x0

1 ⊕ x1
2 ⊕ x2

3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xk−1
k .

3.1 Prediction and State Augmentation

Under the assumption of static environment, the state vector does not change
during the EKF prediction step. Also, as the state vector stores the motion
between consecutively gathered keyframes, it has to be augmented every time
a new keyframe is available. Taking this into account, the prediction and state
augmentation steps are only performed after gathering a new keyframe and are
as follows:

X−
k = [X+

k−1, x
k−1
k ]T (5)

At this point, the motion estimate xk−1
k is provided by dead reckoning. Also,

the keyframes have to be stored.

3.2 The Update Step

Every time a new keyframe is gathered, it could be compared with all the pre-
viously gathered ones using the data association algorithm proposed in Section
2. However, performing such exhaustive test can be extremely time consuming.
Different approaches can be found in the literature regarding this issue [7]. In
this regard, our proposal to speed up the process is as follows. First, the posi-
tion of each keyframe is computed from the state vector. Using this information,
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those keyframes that are within a certain radius of the new one are selected.
The radius depends on the robot pose uncertainty and on the camera field of
view. Finally, only the selected frames are compared with the new one using the
proposed data association method. In other words instead of comparing the new
keyframe with all the previously gathered, it is only compared with those that
are close enough to allow a match.

The data association tells whether the new keyframe matches each of the
previously gathered ones and, if so, it provides an estimate of the roto-translation
between them. This information constitutes the measurement vector Zk:

Zk = [zC1
k , zC2

k , · · · , zCn
k ]T (6)

where C1, C2, · · · , Cn denote the keyframes thet actually match the current one
and zCi

k represents the motion estimated by our RANSAC based approach.
The observation function hi is in charge of predicting zCi

k from the state
vector X−

k . In other words, the observation function estimates the displacement
and rotation from FCi to Fk using the state vector. Because of the state vector
format, this can be computed as follows:

hi(X
−
k ) = xCi

Ci+1 ⊕ xCi+1
Ci+2 ⊕ ...⊕ xk−1

k (7)

One of the advantages of the trajectory based approach is that the whole
trajectory followed by the robot is explicitly stored and, thus, improved with
each observation.

The observation matrix Hi is as follows:

Hi =
∂hi

∂Xk

∣∣∣∣
X−

k

=

⎡
⎣ ∂hi

∂x0
1

∣∣∣∣
X−

k

∂hi

∂x1
2

∣∣∣∣
X−

k

...
∂hi

∂xk−1
k

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

⎤
⎦ (8)

It is straightforward to see that

Hi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
000
000
000︸︷︷︸
×Ci

∂hi

∂xCi
Ci+1

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

∂hi

∂xCi+1
Ci+2

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

...
∂hi

∂xk−1
k

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (9)

By applying the chain rule, the non-zero terms of this Equation are as follows:

∂hi

∂xj−1
j

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

=
∂hi

∂xCi
Ci+1 ⊕ xCi+1

Ci+2 ⊕ ...⊕ xj−1
j

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

·

· ∂xCi
Ci+1 ⊕ xCi+1

Ci+2 ⊕ ...⊕ xj−1
j

∂xj−1
j

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

(10)

According to [8] this can be computed as follows:

∂hi

∂xj−1
j

∣∣∣∣∣
X−

k

= J1⊕{gj,�gj ⊕ hi}|X−
k
· J2⊕{gj � xj , xj}|X−

k
(11)
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where J1⊕ and J2⊕ are the Jacobians of the composition of transformations [16]
and

gj = xCi
Ci+1 ⊕ xCi+1

Ci+2 ⊕ ...⊕ xj−1
j (12)

At this point, the observation function h and the observation matrix H con-
sidering all the matched keyframes are as follows:

h(X−
k ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
h1

h2

...
hn

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
H1

H2

...
Hn

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (13)

By means of Zk, h and H , the standard EKF update step can be performed.
However, the effects of linearizations may be especially important due to Equa-
tions 10 and 11. A possible way to alleviate such problem is the use of an Iterated
EKF (IEKF). Roughly speaking, the IEKF consists on iterating an EKF and
relinearizing the system at each iteration until convergence is achieved. The de-
tailed description of the IEKF is out of the scope of this paper. The reader is
directed to [1] for a complete explanation.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments conducted in this section have been performed using the un-
derwater simulator UWSim [14]. This simulator visualizes a virtual underwater
scenario where one or more underwater robots can be configured and deployed.
Moreover, UWSim easily interfaces with ROS [18], which makes possible to
test under simulation exactly the same code that is going to be executed on
a real robot. Also, ROS log files gathered from real underwater missions can
be played and analyzed using UWSim. The environment where this vehicle was
deployed consisted of a photo-realistic mosaic of a real sub-sea environment.
Pictures shown in Figures 1-c, 2 and 5 are examples of the imagery used in the
experiments.

The simulated mission consisted on a sweeping task, which is very common
in underwater robotics. During the mission execution, images coming from a
monocular bottom looking camera were gathered as well as the real robot pose.
However, only the images have been used to perform SLAM whilst the real robot
poses have been gathered with the sole purpose of providing a ground truth to
evaluate the SLAM pose estimates.

In order to evaluate the proposed data association, the trajectory-based SLAM
described in Section 3 has been executed. Dead reckoning used in the prediction
step was computed by means of basic 2D visual odometry: SIFT features were
searched and matched between consecutive frames and the roto-translation be-
tween them computed using least squares. The resulting visual odometry is used
to feed the SLAM prediction step.
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Two different configurations have been tested: 5 and 10 frames of separation
between keyframes. In our particular test case, a separation of 5 means that, in
the straight parts of the trajectory, the overlap between consecutive keyframes
is close to 55% of the image. A separation of 10 frames leads to an overlap close
to a 10%.

Also, in order to test the robustness of our approach in front of odometric
noise, we have added synthetic noise to odometry estimates. Five experiments
using different synthetic noise levels have been tested for each configuration.
The noise used is additive zero mean Gaussian and the covariance ranges from a
[Σx, Σy, Σθ] = [0, 0, 0] in experiment 1 to [Σx, Σy, Σθ] = [4·10−5, 4·10−5, 5·10−4]
in experiment 5. The random noise was added to each visual odometry estimate.
For each configuration (5 or 10 frames of separation between keyframes) and
experiment (five noise levels), 100 trials have been performed in order to obtain
statistically significative results. The resulting SLAM trajectories, 1500 in total,
have been compared to the ground truth in order to quantitatively measure their
error. The error of a SLAM trajectory is computed as the mean distance between
each of the SLAM estimates and the corresponding ground truth pose.

4.2 Qualitative Results

Figure 7 provides some of the obtained trajectories to illustrate the capabilities
of our proposal. The figure shows two trajectories provided by the described
SLAM approach which makes extensive use of the proposed data association. The
ground truth is also shown, as well as the corrupted visual odometry. The noise
level added to visual odometry corresponds to experiment two. Two keyframe
separations, 5 and 10, are shown. It can be observed that, in both cases, the
SLAM trajectory is very similar to the ground truth one, even in presence of
significantly corrupted odometry.

4.3 Quantitative Results

Figure 8 shows the results of the aforedescribed experiments. It can be observed
that our SLAM proposal is able to significantly reduce the odometric error. For
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Fig. 7. Results for visual inspection. (a) Experiment 2, Keyframe separation 10. (b)
Experiment 2, Keyframe separation 5. Even though the depicted odometric trejctories
look different, they have been generated using the same amount of synthetic noise.
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Fig. 8. Errors and 2σ bound

example, in experiment one, where no synthetic noise has been included, the
mean odometric error is 0.15m whilst the SLAM error is 0.004m when using one
every five frames as keyframe. When using one every ten frames as keyframes,
the differences are barely appreciable. This suggests that, for low odometric
errors, the quality of the pose estimates is almost independent of the keyframe
separation being five or ten.

In experiment 5, where the largest amount of synthetic noise has been used,
the mean odometric error raises to 0.99m. When using a keyframe separation
of 5 frames, our approach is able to reduce the mean error to 0.035m. If one
keyframe is used every 10 frames, then the mean error is reduced to 0.042m. In
this case, using one every 5 frames reduces the mean error a 20%.

It can also be observed that, in both cases, the SLAM error and the SLAM
error covariance barely increase with the odometric ones. For example, if one
every five frames is used the SLAM error increases 0.031m from experiment one
to experiment five whilst the odometric error increases 0.837m. If one every ten
frames is used, the increase in the SLAM error is 0.038m, which is significantly
inferior to the odometric error increase.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an approach to perform data association in a monocular
visual SLAM context. The proposed approach has been designed to avoid the
detection of false associations by means of RANSAC, and has shown to be well
suited to help in localizing a robot in underwater environments. Experimental re-
sults embed the data association in a trajectory based SLAM in order to evaluate
its benefits when localizing an underwater robot. Qualitative and quantitative
results have been shown evaluating the effects of dead reckoning noise and the
frequency of the SLAM updates.

Given the good results provided by this method, the next step is to adapt this
method to 6DOF SLAM using an stereo pair. By doing so, SLAM will neither
be constrained to constant height missions nor to almost flat terrains.
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Abstract. This paper represents research in progress in autonomous
manipulation for underwater intervention missions within the context of
the GRASPER project. This project focuses on developing manipulation
skills for an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). Current research in
underwater robotics intends to increase autonomy for all kinds of robotic
intervention operations that require physical interaction. Very few un-
derwater systems have the capacity to carry out intervention without any
kind of umbilical cables for tele-operating the actions. This article aims to
investigate new approaches to follow with the aforementioned challenges,
with the inclusion of learning and probabilistic techniques to increase the
autonomy levels of an underwater manipulation system. With this goal,
a collaboration research action has been established between the IRS-
Lab at UJI (Spain), as experts in the underwater robotic manipulation
domain, and the Institute of Systems and Robotics from University of
Coimbra (Portugal), experts in learning by interaction within a robotic
manipulation context.

Keywords: Underwater Autonomous Intervention, Bayesian Learning,
Dynamic Bayesian Network, UWSim underwater realistic simulator.

1 Introduction

This paper discuss the research in progress, under development by UJI-ISR coop-
eration action, in the context of autonomous underwater intervention missions.
Current research in the underwater robotics intends to increase autonomy for all
kinds of robotic intervention operations requiring physical interaction. Despite
the fact that autonomous robotic intervention on land remains in development
and with some valuable achievements, the current state-of-the-art in underwater
intervention missions is currently in a very primitive stage where the major-
ity of the systems are tele-operated by an expert user. This paper addresses
this challenge through research that stills under development, within the con-
text of a project, funded by the Spanish Ministry, titled GRASPER. GRASPER
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(a) search and recovery of an ob-
ject of interest (e.g. a “black-box
mockup” from a crashed airplane).

(b) the intervention of an under-
water panel in a permanent obser-
vatory.

Fig. 1. TRITON Spanish coordinated project proposed scenarios

(under the responsibility of University of Jaume-I, UJI, and addressing the prob-
lem of the “Autonomous Manipulation”) represents only a sub-project inside
a Spanish Coordinated Project, entitled: TRITON1, “Multisensory Based Un-
derwater Intervention through Cooperative Marine Robots”, which includes two
other sub-projects: COMAROB (“Cooperative Robotics”, under the responsibil-
ity of University of Girona, UdG), and VISUAL2 (“Multisensorial Perception”,
under the responsibility of University of Balearic Islands, UIB). In summary,
TRITON is a marine robotics research project focused on the development of
intervention technologies really close to the real needs of the final user and,
as such, it can facilitate the potential technological transfer of its results. The
project proposes two scenarios to test the concept, and to demonstrate the devel-
oped capabilities: (1, Figure 1a) the search and recovery of an object of interest
(e.g. a “black-box mockup” from a crashed airplane), and (2, Figure 1b) the
intervention of an underwater panel in a permanent observatory.

The specific objectives for GRASPER are the following:

(a) To develop the user interface and simulation capabilities needed for TRITON.

(b) To generate all the mechatronics and sensor improvements to succeed in the
autonomous manipulation requirements.

(c) To develop new planning and control strategies, making use of range and
visual information, finally leading to visual free floating manipulation.

This paper highlights the potential benefits of including a new approach based
on the “learning by demonstration” paradigm, in order to increase autonomy in
the required grasping and manipulation skills. Because initially the experimental
validation will be carried out in virtual reality (i.e. by using the 3D simulator
UWSim [1] described below), some contributions are expected in the aforemen-
tioned objectives (a) and (c).

1 Multisensory Based Underwater Intervention through Cooperative Marine Robots
(TRITON), available: http://www.irs.uji.es/triton/

http://www.irs.uji.es/triton/
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1.1 Initial Strategy and Roadmap

The activities developed in this research activity follow a methodology where the
core techniques can be designed, developed and prototyped with support of a
simulator named UWSim [1]. The research results generated by this activity are
after, tested on real scenarios with different levels of complexity. The Figure 2
provides a graphical perspective of this strategy.

Fig. 2. Development strategy: the core techniques can be designed, developed and
prototyped inside the UWSim simulator. Then, the research results generated by this
activity are tested on real scenarios with increasing scales of complexity.

This methodology and the modular computational architecture is based on
the Robot Operating System (ROS) and provides the support for prototyping
a solution based on a simulator that can be used to target the real robot, in
different real scenarios. The architecture allows us to switch from the simulated
environment to a real scenario at any moment and test the prototyped system
(manipulation, new algorithms, learning, etc.). The real test scenarios include
different physical complexities with increasing degree of realism and hard con-
ditions, when compared with open sea conditions:

• Testbed 1: Water Tank (described below) (UJI, Castellón, Spain)
• Testbed 2: CIRS pool at Girona (UdG, Girona, Spain)
• Testbed 3: Roses Harbour (Roses, Spain)

For each development step or research outcome it is possible to introduce more
complex scenarios by simulating them on UWSim system and test the results in
different testbeds that convey real hardware in real environments with increasing
number of uncontrolled variables (disturbances, visibility, noise, etc.).

1.2 Related Work

In the field of the underwater intervention it is worth mentioning previous
projects like SAUVIM [2], intended for deep interventions, which demonstrated
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the autonomous recovery of seafloor objects by using a very bulky and expen-
sive system; and TRIDENT2 [3], that demonstrated the first multipurpose object
search and recovery strategy in 2012, able to operate in shallow waters. Nowa-
days, two ongoing projects are running in the underwater intervention context
funded by European Commission: MORPH3 and PANDORA4. It is also notice-
able, that the ongoing TRITON project is an extension of the previous Spanish
founded project RAUVI5 [4]. RAUVI was the origin of TRIDENT, demonstrat-
ing in 2011 a successful approach for the search and recovery problem but in a
more limited manner.

Manipulation Learning: One trend in the current state of the art concerns
learning based on geometric properties of manipulation movements to identify
the different manipulation stages [5], or continuously learning constraints in a
Gaussian Mixture Model approach [6]. Kondo [7], Bernardin [8] and Kruger [9]
use symbolic representations encoding hand-object contacts states, temporally
represented in Hidden Markov Models (HMM) or Markov Decision Processes.
Bekiroglu [10] proposes an approach, using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
HMM to learn and assess robotic grasping stability. Lin [11] applies GMM to
learn required fingertip force and pose, to obtain a stable grasp during dexter-
ous manipulation tasks. A different approach is presented in [12], which applies
inverse reinforcement learning techniques to infer the underlying task, which is
being executed by the demonstrator. Another example comes from Jetchev [13]
which adapts inverse optimal control techniques [14] to a single grasping task
on a real robotic platform. Beyond the terrestrial applications, there are ma-
nipulation platforms working on space to fix satellites [15], where the robot is
taught remotely by human operators using an immersive interface with senso-
rial feedback. Underwater scenarios have only recently been addressed, e.g. in
[16] autonomous mobile manipulation in shallow water using a single robotic
arm is presented. Recently, Carrera et al. [17], propose a learning solution for
autonomous robot valve turning, using Extended Kalman Filtering and Fuzzy
Logic to learn manipulation trajectories via kinaesthetic teaching.

1.3 Our Previous Approach

With the aim of increasing the autonomy levels of the underwater manipulation
systems, we have recently been working in a multisensory based manipulation

2 Marine Robots and Dexterous Manipulation for Enabling Autonomous Un-
derwater Multipurpose Intervention Missions (FP7-TRIDENT), available:
http://www.irs.uji.es/trident/

3 Marine Robotic System of Self-Organizing, Logically Linked Physical Nodes (FP7-
MORPH), available: http://morph-project.eu/

4 Persistent Autonomy through learNing, aDaptation, Observation and Re-plAnning
(FP7-PANDORA), available: http://persistentautonomy.com/

5 Reconfigurable Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for Intervention (RAUVI), avail-
able: http://www.irs.uji.es/rauvi/

http://www.irs.uji.es/trident/
http://morph-project.eu/
http://persistentautonomy.com/
http://www.irs.uji.es/rauvi/
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approach6. This approach allows the grasp of different known-a-priori objects
in a water tank, but still requires the user intervention in order to specify the
grasp. Some important pieces of this approach are now described:

UWSim: The Underwater Simulator: UWSim is a software tool for visual-
ization and simulation of underwater robotic missions [1]. The software is able
to visualize an underwater virtual scenario that can be configured using stan-
dard modeling software. Controllable underwater vehicles, surface vessels and
robotic manipulators, as well as simulated sensors, can be added to the scene
and accessed externally through network interfaces. UWSim do the interface
with external control programs through the Robot Operating System (ROS) (see
additional details in section 5). UWSim has been successfully used for simulating
the logics of underwater intervention missions and for reproducing real missions
from the captured logs [1]. UWSim is currently used in different ongoing projects
funded by European Commission (MORPH and PANDORA) in order to per-
form HIL (Hardware in the Loop) experiments and to reproduce real missions
from the captured logs.

3D Reconstruction of the Scene: The aforementioned approach requires the
reconstruction of the geometry of the objects laying on the floor. To achieve this,
a scan of the scene is performed using a structured laser beam attached to the
forearm of the manipulator. The scan is done by moving the elbow joint of the
manipulator at a constant velocity. At the same time, a digital video camera is
used to capture the scene with the laser beam projected on the object. A visual
processing algorithm runs in parallel: the laser peak detector, which is in charge
of segmenting the laser stripe from the rest of the image and computing the
3D points [18]. With these points, a 3D point cloud of the scene is built and
represented on the simulator.

2 Problem Statement and Definitions

The challenging problem addressed in this manuscript is within the context
of underwater robotics. Assume there is an object O represented by a set of
characteristics CO, located in a 3 Dimensional underwater space U ∈ R3. Con-
sider a n DoF manipulator M , operating in U . The challenge is to give M a
set of skills S, such that M is able to reach, grab and manipulate O into
reaching a user specified goal G. At a first stage, this knowledge S is taught by
a human expert. Posteriorly, the manipulator exploits the skill space S, in order
to operate autonomously into solving D(G,O). From this scenario (Figure 3),
we are able to identify the following main problems:

1. The development of a realistic simulation environment, that a human operator can
control and, simultaneously, from which it is able to get realistic feedback while
teaching, via “tele-operation”, a virtual representation of M .

6 Underwater semi-autonomous grasping experiments using laser 3D reconstruction
can be seen on-line: Experiment 1: http://youtu.be/VOLNBWfeoLs, Experiment 2:
http://youtu.be/c62FTTycxsQ, Experiment 3: http://youtu.be/42ZklVwNaqc.

http://youtu.be/VOLNBWfeoLs
http://youtu.be/c62FTTycxsQ
http://youtu.be/42ZklVwNaqc
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Fig. 3. Underwater intervention scenario. A manipulator M detects and object O
in a workspace U . Upon a user specified goal G (or task), it should be capable of,
autonomously, estimate a solution D for successfully accomplish its mission.

2. Find a suitable, probabilistic knowledge representation, which accurately models
the relation between a set of manipulator sensed information I and a set of skills S,
such that M can interpret scene information, identify objects of interest and decide
the best course of action D into satisfying G. The solution D, should be updated
every time new information is available, so to be able to cope with dynamic and
difficult underwater operation conditions.

3. Given a solution for G, project D into a set of motor primitives, allowing the
mechanical system M to operate the different steps of its intervention mission.

4. Define a metric to evaluate the success of each intervention, so the system has the
capability to decide whether or not the new proposed solution for G should be
incrementally added to existent knowledge S.

The proposed solution to this problem can be easily stated: an autonomous
manipulator M should be able to decide the best solution D for a given user
specified goal G, based on the information I its sensors are able to acquire from
the environment U . Such information is, at its most basic forms, identity and
pose of objects O, obstructions and its relative End-Effector M pose towards a
specified goal G. The solution and integration of these problems are expected
to provide an intelligent system, capable of autonomously perform underwater
tasks, with minimum human intervention, while being able to constantly adapt
to the difficult underwater conditions.

Data Acquisition Via Realistic Underwater Simulator. Implementation
of the HRI simulator, ensuring that it will acquire the necessary data for learning
the manipulation skills. The data acquired from the user controlling the simula-
tor will be used to develop a filter for assessing what is considered a good trial
or not, deciding which trials can be included in the learning.

UWSim do the interface with external control programs through the Robot
Operating System (ROS). This architecture provides message-passing and com-
munication between nodes in a transparent manner, thus allowing both local
and remote localization of executing nodes (the simulator itself, the learning
and database modules, the user interface, etc.). As a consequence of this, we
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are able to run the whole system in a single computer but also in a distributed
system, allowing thus remote learning.

3 Manipulation Skills: Phases, Information and Tasks

In our manipulation scenario we parametrize the execution in 4 different stages:

1. Initial: The initial stage is a stage where the robot acquires initial information
from the scene, and starts the first iterations to identify scene properties and find
initial solution D for the proposed user defined task T .

2. Approach: in this stage, the system will refine its assessment of the environment
conditions and will gather extra scene information, adjusting its behavior during
the reach to grasp trajectory.

3. Reach/Contact: once in the neighborhood of the target object, the manipulator
needs to decide the best pose and force parameters to enter in contact with the
object.

4. Contact/Manipulation: at this stage, the manipulator needs to operate the
gripper in order to move the object from an initial to a final position, i.e. a second
goal G, which is defined by a user specified goal OR automatically assessed from
the available sensed information.

We propose a log-spherical intermediate defined key points, at which the manip-
ulation should verify its own attitude towards intermediate and final goals. An
example is show in Figure 4. We define Attitude as the End-Effector pose, ve-
locity and gripper state, with respect to a specific goal. This attitude should be
inferred based on information acquired from the laser scanner and vision system.

O 

Initial 

Approach 

Reach 

Contact 

St
ag

es
 

- Keypoints 

1. Manipulator Attitude is given with 
respect to a given goal in space, may 
it be the object, or the mission goal 
(desired object location). 

Its parameters are 
• Velocity  
• End-Effector Position (x,y,z) 
• End-Effector Orientation (r,p,y) 
• End-Effector State 

 
2. We divide the mission into different 

stages, located geometrically in U, 
whose size is defined logarithmically. 
 

3. At each frontier, we define a 
trajectory keypoint, which can be 
interpolated to give  a solution D. 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed log-spherical space for manipulation stage division. The closer M is
to its goal, it should be assessing its attitude more frequently.

Solutions are addressed from different system perspectives.At each of these
stages a supervised learning process is applied, using a tele-operated realistic
simulator environment, from which data from the scene, from the manipulator
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and from the user controlling the simulator will be recorded in a database for
posterior analysis. Our goal is to map a set of sensed information I into a set of
skills S observed during tele-operated execution. The data will then be associ-
ated by means of probabilistic density functions, into developing an autonomous
decision making framework. We propose a system which will make its decisions
according to information from different perspectives:

1. Sensing Solution: We start by defining a workspace region, which can be
reachable by the manipulator. Sensed information will be projected into an
occupancy grid space and processed for developing an interpretation model
of the scene, objects and actions. Segmented information is complemented
and associated with the manipulator attitude parameters.

2. “Egocentric” Solution: With this approach, we will project all information,
as it would be seen by the gripper perspective. We aim at comparing the
egocentric approach, which will encompass possibly less and different data,
to the proposed sensing solution in terms of manipulation efficiency.

4 Learning Manipulation Skills: Probabilistic Modelling

Learning the adequate end-effector attitude M should exhibit at the different
phases, will encompass the definition of approach, contact and manipulation
skills based on sensed information and using a learning approach. Unknown se-
quences will be conducted in order to assess the framework scene interpretation
and decision capabilities. We propose a Dynamic Bayesian Model as a support
methodology into solving the decision making framework. The development of
our model follows the formalism of Bayesian Programming [19], which allows
efficient and coherent model development. It defines 4 main stages, which are
described in the forthcoming subsections.

Stage 1::Variable Definitions: Bayesian Programming formalism starts by
identifying the relevant variables to the problem. Let us recall we are interested
in estimating the End-Effector attitude, at the Different phases of the interven-
tion, based on sensed information and considering a user-specified goal. We will
address each goal as an independent problem, which can be posteriorly general-
izable. This is due to the fact there are two different goals for our manipulator
to succeed in a mission: grabbing and object of interest AND move/manipulate
it into a specified goal. The mission goals is defined as a tuple {Object, Action},
where the user manually orders the system to find an object and act on it. From
this description we can define the following variables:

– Attitude Velocity V : this variable defines the velocity which the end effector
should exhibit at each given key point.

– Attitude Position X ∈ R3: this random variable vector defines the spatial lo-
cation (x, y, z), relative to object O coordinate system, in which the end-effector
must be positioned, so to perform a correct approach. This location must be un-
obstructed, otherwise the system should select next candidate location. In the
presence of singularities, human tele-operation is required.
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– Attitude Orientation Γ ∈ R3: this random variable vector defines the orienta-
tion of the End-Effector relative to the estimated O pose.

– Attitude End-Effector E: this random variable has two different states {open,
closed}. While scenario complexity increases, it will become a real valued tupple,
representing both opening width and pressure.

– Object Identity O: this variable space state is {Box,¬Box}.
– Object Location OL ∈ R3: this random variable defines the location of O.
– Object Pose OP ∈ R3: this random variable vector states the object pose with

respect to U .
– Estimated End-Effector to Object Distance D: random variable with the

estimation for the relative distance of the end-effector to the object, and at a
subsequent decision stage, from the end-effector to the target Location.

– Occupancy Vo: this variable represent the state of a given cartesian location in
U . For simplicity purposes, we consider this to have two possible states: Occupied
or Empty. The information of this state is retrieved from an occupancy map taken
from the readings of a Laser Range Finder, but will be held into consideration to
be estimated from a stereo vision system.

– Laser Information IL: this random variable vector will represent laser range
finder information.

– Image Information IM : this random variable vector contains image features
and characteristics of segmented objects of interest.

– Task T : is a random variable vector defining the end pose of O.
– Goal G: is a tupple containing information about an object identity O and a

specified task T .

We can now define the joint distribution J of our model as:

J = P (V,X, Γ,E,OL, Op, O, Vo, IL, Ii, T,G) (1)

Stage 2::Decomposition: The second stage of the Bayesian Program is to
define the decomposition of the joint distribution. This is a simplification pro-
cess, where the joint distribution is parametrized in a multiplication of simpler
conditional distributions. Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) can be used to assist
this step. The following Figure 5 represents the proposed DAG of our model.
We break the DAG into different abstraction levels for easier comprehension. As
can be seen the attitude space is where the attitude variables are. As mentioned
previously, the attitude of the end-effector should depend on the available infor-
mation about the object, the environment and also from the user specified goals.
The information about the object may be retrieved from the vision information
as well as from the laser scanner information. We introduce a simplification step
at an initial stage, where the user identifies the object in the occupancy grid,
which at that particular stage resolves into a problem of object verification, in
a classification process. Assuming all variables are independent and identically
distributed, we obtain the following decomposition:

P (V,X, Γ,E,O,OL, OP , G, T,D, VO, IL, IM) =
= P (V )P (X)P (Γ )P (E)P (O|V )P (T |V )P (G|V )P (OL|X)P (G|X)

P (T |Γ )P (OP |Γ )P (O|E)P (VO|O)P (IM |O)P (IL|VO)
P (VO|OP )P (IM |OP )P (VO|OL)P (D|OL)P (IL|D)P (IM |D).

(2)
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Γ

Fig. 5. Directed Acyclic Graph of the proposed Dynamic Bayesian Network. Nodes
represent variables and directed arcs represent variable dependencies.

Stage 3::Formulation: This represents the final stage in the specification pro-
cess. Upon formulating each of the conditional distributions of our decompo-
sition, we have a complete model definition. At this stage, we need to assign
parametric or non-parametric probability density functions to each term of the
previous step. We will tendentiously assign parametric distribution functions, as
these will provide a closed form solution to our problem, and therefore making
the inference process solvable analytically, a desirable property. For variables in
which the space is Rk, it is a common and efficient solution to assign Gaussian
distributions. In case a variable lies in a subspace of R such as R+, one can
decide to assign Poisson distributions. For discrete variables with two states, we
propose either Binomial or Bernoulli distributions, whose parameters might
be user specified or learned from sets of experimental data. Other discrete vari-
ables whose space state is bigger than 2, may be represented by m Multivari-
ate Stochastic Matrices, in which (m − 1) dimensions defined parameters
and states and the other represents the probability values. Considering these
guidelines, we now present the complete specification of our Bayesian Program
in Figure 6, where the decomposition in Equation 2 is compacted for simplicity
purposes. The functions in the formulation, are likelihood distributions, which
can be learnt incrementally or in batch, from experimental data. In our prob-
lem, we will consider the batch approach. Likelihoods are probability density
functions which are defined in terms of a the first random variable, given the
knowledge of the outcome. This constitutes a supervised learning process, and
requires a user to give the learning process information about the outcome of
the variable argument on the right side of the conditional probability.

Stage 4::Bayesian Inference: Once the model is fully specified we can now in-
quire for information, based on observable evidence. The questions to our model
follow the Bayes Rule formalism, i.e., what is the most likely attitude of the end-
effector which will allow to fulfil the desired goal, considering the information
about the environment. For simplicity purposes, variable A is multivariate and
contains {V,X, Γ,E}, O generically defines {O,OP , OL} and I is composed of
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description

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

specification

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Variables:

V,X, Γ,E,O,OL, OP , G, T, D, VO, IL, IM

Decomposition:

P (V,X, Γ,E,O,OL, OP , G, T,D, VO , IL, IM) =

= P (V,X, Γ,E)P (O, T, G|V )P (OL, G|X)

P (T, OP |Γ )P (O|E)P (V0, IM|O,OP )

P (VO , D|OL)P (IL|VO)P (IL, IM|D)

Formulation:

P (V )P (X)P (Γ )P (G|V )P (OL|X),

P (G|X)P (OP |Γ )P (IM|O)P (IM|OP ),

P (D|OL), P (IL|D), P (IM|D) = Gaussian

P (E) = Bernoulli

P (O|V ), P (T |V ), P (T |Γ ), P (O|E), P (V0|O),

P (V0|OP ), P (V0|OL), P (IL|VO) = Stochastic Matrix

identification: Bernoulli, Binomial parameters based on Θ.

Fig. 6. Bayesian Program description: it enumerates the relevant variables, the joint
distribution decomposition and the formulation of the conditional distributions in para-
metric forms. The identification stage refers to the parameters of the Bernoulli distri-
bution that will be estimated from the experimental data Θ.

{IL, IM}. The term P (A) represents the Prior distribution, which is the esti-
mated attitude of the end-effector before new evidence is taken into account. This
distribution is what states the difference between frequentist and subjectivist ap-
proaches. It forces regularization for the posterior probability, avoiding overfit-
ting and ensuring that at least one optimal solution exists and it is unique. The
terms P (I|D), P (I|VO), P (D|O), P (VO |O), P (O|A), P (G|A) and P (T |A) repre-
sent a set of likelihood distributions, which reflect how the evidence affects the
estimation for A. The normalization term is omitted for mathematical simpli-
fication as it does not affect local maximum values for A and its only purpose
is ensuring the posterior density integrates to 1. There are various algorithms
allowing to perform inference. Perhaps the most popular is the Maximum A Pos-
teriori (MAP). It is a point estimate, which allows finding the maximum value
for a given variable based on observable evidence, given by equation 3.

ÂMAP(G, I, VO, T, O,D) =
argAmax P (I|D)P (I|VO)P (D|O)P (VO |O)P (T |A)P (O|A)P (G|A)P (A)

(3)

5 Experimental Arrangements

In order to validate the proposed learning paradigm, the real scenario 1 shown
in Figure 2 (and described below) has been modelled into the UWSim simula-
tor (see Figure 7b). The real scenario includes an underwater vehicle equipped
with a robotic arm. In our initial validation arrangement, we will consider that
the vehicle is docked to the tank in a fixed position (fixed base manipulation
configuration), so the manipulation training will be done by using the degrees
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(a) User interacting with the UWSim. (b) Black-box intervention scenario.

Fig. 7. User interaction with the UWSim simulator using a gamepad controller to train
the system. The user gets complete 3D visual information and contact feedback from
the observed scene.

of freedom of the underwater arm. The interaction between the human and the
virtual robot involves (see Figure 7a): (1) the use of a gamepad, (2) the complete
3D visual information of the scene observed in the computer screen, and also (3)
contact feedback, that is, when the robotic arm contacts an object. Right now,
this binary contact condition is displayed as a simple indicator on the interface,
but later, we will require force feedback implemented on the gamepad.

5.1 Testbed 1: The Water Tank Scenario

The scenario implemented on the simulator corresponds to the real scenario 1
depicted in Figure 2. It consists on a 2m x 2m x 1.5m water tank, whose floor
recreates a real seafloor. The underwater vehicle can move with the aid of four
thrusters in the horizontal plane, but can also be docked to the water tank
to perform fixed base manipulation. Attached to it is a 4 D.O.F. robotic arm
(CSIP Light-weight ARM5E [20]) with the possibility to mount different grippers
(like the UJIOne, a sensorized gripper containing tactile sensors based on strain
gauges in its end-effector7). The vehicle is equipped with an underwater camera
(Bowtech 550C-AL) that is placed near the base of the arm and is looking
downwards. As previously described in section 1.3, the system is able to perform
a 3D reconstruction of the scene by using a laser stripe emitter (Tritech SeaStrip)
attached on the forearm of the manipulator [18].

5.2 The HRI with the UWSim Simulator

The UWSim simulator is an open project in continuous development. It is divided
in different specific branches, where the main one containins the simulator itself.
A second branch, named QtUWSim, has the objective of improving the user
interaction with the simulator, integrated with the Qt library (windows manager
framework). This new environment, allows the user to work with the simulator
through buttons, menus and dialogues. Some options will use the the menus to
load the scene characteristics, topics, objects and vehicles. The possibility to

7 See a reactive tactile sensor test on-line: http://youtu.be/42ZklVwNaqc.

http://youtu.be/42ZklVwNaqc
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the user to move the end effector with interactive markers [21] also exists. This
end effector is defined in a URDF file and loaded into the 3D scene. After the
user selects the “grasp specification 3D” option from the menu, the end effector
is surrounded by 6 interactive markers (3 translational and 3 rotational). So,
the user moves these interactive markers to indicate the end effector position
and orientation to reach the target. Another branch integrates the PCL library8

for 3D reconstruction. A laser is attached to the forearm of the manipulator,
reconstructing the target object as a point cloud image. This data may be used
also to specify grasping points manually for learning. An algorithm can use this
information to find the best grasping points, considering maximum width [18].

5.3 Adapting UWSim for the Proposed Learning Paradigm

As mentioned above, the UWSim simulator do the interface with external control
programs through the Robot Operating System (ROS). This means that all the
inputs and outputs to and from the simulator are done through ROS topics. A
specific ROS node outside the Simulator architecture named arm joy control

allows the user to interact with it using a game controller, by using a specific
launch file. Specifically, it allows the user to move the robot arm in joint space
(q1=Slew, q2=Shoulder, q3=Elbow, q4=JawRotate) and also controlling the
Jaw opening (q5=JawOpening).

A second node named arm joy cartesian control, currently under devel-
opment, will allow the user to control the robot arm in Cartesian space, using
numerical inverse kinematics solvers from the Orocos KDL library, to calculate
the successive trajectory key-points. By using these values, the algorithm calcu-
lates the direct kinematics to verify the user desired point. Due to the few arm
degrees of freedom (4 D.O.F.), the algorithm does not check the arm orientation.

Our validation relies on an accurate representation of the real world in our
realistic simulator. This property allows us to have a 1 on 1 correspondence
between variables on both environments.

5.4 Preliminary Results

The first step in the learning process conveys data acquisition from several tri-
als, upon user demonstration by using the simulator. The acquired variables
are the joint values qi = {q0 . . . q4}; the relative distance to the target object
d; binary data indicating when the target object has been picked; and collision
information (any collision between the arm and/or the end-effector and the tar-
get object). The second step is the automatic execution phase P determination,
where P ∈ {approach, reach,manipulation} is a random variable which identi-
fies the current phase of a given action. We divide an action into three different
phases: the approach phase in which the manipulator identifies the object of in-
terest and starts moving in its direction; in the reach-to-contact the end-effector
is required to take the grasp configuration needed to perform the action; the

8 Point Cloud Library, available: http://pointclouds.org/.

http://pointclouds.org/
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Fig. 8. Preliminary results showing captured data from simulator (qi, range, target
picked, collision) over time and automatic determination of the execution P phase,
where p1 = {approach} is represeted in red, p2 = {reach} is represeted in blue and
p3 = {manipulation} is represeted in green

manipulation stage happens when the end-effector contacts the object to per-
form a specific task. The captured data from simulator (qi, range, target picked,
collision) and the distance-based phase P selection can be seen in Figure 8.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

After very successful research achievements through previous projects, like TRI-
DENT or RAUVI, following a semi-autonomous strategy, we are trying to in-
crease now the autonomy levels, under GRASPER project context, by means of
learning. This new approach is supported by the ongoing cooperation between
UJI (Spain) and ISR (Portugal). In particular, upon successfully implementing
the learning/classification framework, we will achieve two main goals. The first,
is to have a knowledge representation, in which probability density functions
are used to efficiently map sensed information into manipulator action param-
eters, dependent on specific underwater mission goals. The second objective is
having the manipulator accessing the knowledge information in a decision mak-
ing/classification framework and, autonomously, decide the correct course of
action into solving a given user-defined task. The estimated optimal solution is
based on the information it is capable of acquiring from itself and the environ-
ment. This process is intended to increase AUV autonomy capabilities, while
simultaneously reducing, or even assisting human intervention. The model will
include additional information, the state of the AUV in the representation of
the model, to maintain the apropriate arm configuration if the vehicle is not
in a static position. To maintain the vehicle position on top of the object to
manipulate, we will use our already developed visual tracking method [22].
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Fig. 9. Execution and Incremental Learning Block Diagram

The final goal of the project is to have an AUV (Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle) performing an underwater task autonomously, with minimum human
intervention. To that purpose, autonomous execution will be used to incremen-
tally update existing knowledge with new trials (Figure 9). While executing, the
acquired information will be interpreted, and forwarded to a module which will
decide whether the trial will be added to memory for future interventions, or not.
This decision will be based on a comparison between expected and real mission
outcomes. This is a continuous process where the generalized action information
is synthesized into low-level control primitives acting on the manipulator itself.
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Abstract. This paper presents the Squirtle, an Autonomous Surface
Vehicle (ASV) for autonomous navigation and capable of manoeuvring
in tight river environments. Its main features include precise localization
with RTKGPS and inertial sensors, high manoeuvrability and autonomy,
depth sensing and obstacle detection. Its purpose is the exploration and
mapping of the bottom of rivers and of their shores. The article includes
a brief description of the systems developed to fulfil this task. Software is
based on the Robot Operating System (ROS). Results from preliminary
field trials are presented and discussed.

1 Introduction

ASVs are an important tool for studying bodies of water such as rivers, oceans
or lakes. An ASV is able to undertake long term missions of environmental sam-
pling or bathymetric surveying which can be laborious and tedious tasks for
human workers. The absence of the human element means that they can have a
reduced size and navigate on shallower and more dangerous waters. As such, they
can also be employed as a cost effective coast monitoring tool. Further common
uses for ASVs include providing support for an autonomous underwater vehicle
by improving their communication and localization capabilities, as well as re-
trieving data from sensors deployed in buoys without long range communication
equipment. To be able to complete these tasks, ASVs must be able to react to
dynamic environments and modify their course accordingly. Obstacles such as
other vessels, swimmers, buoys, tree branches and other debris are a challenge
that must be dealt with in order to achieve full autonomy. In addition, this type
of obstacles will often be mobile due to currents or even by their own propulsion.

This work focuses on the Squirtle ASV, developed at Institute of Systems and
Robotics (ISR) from the University of Coimbra, and its capabilities to explore
and map a river. This task requires that the ASV is capable of bathymetry
surveying to map the bottom of the river and of detecting shores and small
river islands. These include situations where the shore is defined by vegetation
or pontoons that do not reach the bottom of the river, and as such will remain
undetected by a sonar. Finally, the ASV should also be able to avoid dynamic
obstacles.

M.A. Armada et al. (eds.), ROBOT2013: First Iberian Robotics Conference, 33
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 252,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-03413-3_3, c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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1.1 Related Work

With the rise in popularity of ASVs as a tool for environmental monitoring, there
are a few examples of successfully developed platforms. A review of robotics for
environmental monitoring can be found in [1] and a more specific review of
ASVs developments until 2006 can be found in [2]. In this review, the develop-
ment challenges of an ASV are divided in three main categories: (i) design and
construction; (ii) control and navigation; and (iii) path planning. Some of the
most relevant examples detailed are the SCOUT [3], the DELFIM [4] and the
Charlie [5]. The literature shows that the focus for civilian ASV design is on
producing stable, electric powered vessels, designed for navigating at low for-
ward speeds. This comes in contrast to military vessels, where the focus is on
fast vehicles and teleoperation is a higher priority rather than full autonomy. An
example on this category is presented in [6].

Some of the most recent works have been developed in Australia, focusing on
environmental missions like the detection of greenhouse gas emissions [7]. Other
modern applications of ASV technology include monitoring invasive fish species
in lakes, as reported in [8].

On the more specific problem of shore and obstacle detection, some approaches
can be found in the literature. In [9] overhead imagery is used to detect edges
and obstacles on water bodies. Since up to date aerial footage is not usually
available, different methods have been developed that make use of cameras and
computer vision. A camera and knowledge of the horizon position are used to
determine the coast position in [10]. Although this is a powerful approach for
vessels operating in the ocean or large estuaries, it is less efficient in settings
where the ASV is going up or downstream on smaller rivers where the shore is
not an horizontal line. This particular setting is considered in [11], where a State
Vector Machine (SVM) is trained to recognize the river with an aerial vehicle.
The ideas presented here, due to their applicability to our particular case, were
used as a starting point for the development of the Squirtle vision system, further
discusses later in this article.

2 The Squirtle ASV

2.1 Hardware

The Squirtle ASV, as shown in figure 1, is a catamaran built from two kayak
hulls adjoined by a structure of aluminium profiles. The catamaran design was
chosen for its load capacity and stability, the latter of which is important for
bathymetric surveying. Two boxes are fastened between the hulls, one for power
electronics and batteries and the other for instrumentation and processing ma-
terial. Figure 2(a) shows the hardware systems of the ASV.

Propulsion is created by two Yamaha M12 brushed DC motors with 13.6 kgf
of static thrust each. It is possible to rotate the motors through a linear actuator
connected to the shafts of the motors in an Ackermann steering scheme. For con-
trol purposes, an Arduino micro-controller is connected to the H-bridges driving
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Fig. 1. The Squirtle ASV

the motors. The Squirtle has two methods of steering. Differential steering al-
lows low speed manoeuvring for docking or dynamic positioning purposes. The
second method, rotating the motors, is preferable for higher speed manoeuvres,
since differential turning limits the amount of forward thrust available. With
these three degrees of freedom the Squirtle is able to perform a larger amount
of manoeuvres than most rudder based ASVs, such as rotating in place.

Power is supplied through a pack of 12 V gel electrolyte lead acid batteries.
Each battery has 18Ah of capacity, and up to four batteries can be installed. For
extended autonomy, a 240W solar panel charges the batteries through a MPPT
unit.

The localization and orientation of the ASV is determined by fusing the data
obtained from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a GPS. A second GPS
receiver located on the base station provides the information necessary to aug-
ment the position accuracy with a Real Time Kinematic (RTK) algorithm. With
sufficient satellite coverage, which is typical in most water based environments,
this setup results in a position accuracy of about 1cm. The IMU’s accelerometers,
gyroscopes and magnetometers complement the GPS data providing orientation.
While visual odometry data can be redundant in ideal conditions, GPS signal
degrades significantly under bridges or near shores with tall trees. In such cases
the extra information is useful.

Communication with the base station is maintained through two redundant
channels. A high speed Wi-Fi connection is used as the main channel, while a
long range Xbee connection works as a safety precaution for critical data transfer
and ASV retrieval.

To sense its surroundings, the Squirtle is fitted with a Sick Laser Range Finder,
an Imagenex 852 Ultra-Miniature sonar and a stereo pair of cameras (IDS uEye
GigE). Another camera collecting thermal images was added for improved shore
recognition. The sonar is set at a 45◦ angle, pointing forward, so that shallow
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(a) The Squirtle ASV hardware diagram. (b) The Squirtle ASV software diagram.

Fig. 2. Diagram representing the software and hardware architecture on the Squirtle
ASV

areas can be sensed and avoided. All processing in the Squirtle is performed by
an ODROID-X2, equipped with a quad-core ARM processor running at 1.7GHz.

2.2 Software

The Squirtle software runs on top of Robot Operating System (ROS) framework.
ROS provides libraries and tools to help software developers create robot appli-
cations. It provides hardware abstraction, device drivers, libraries, visualizers,
message-passing, package management, and more [12]. All the frame referentials
are managed by the ROS ecosystem. Figure 2(b) shows the Squirtle software
diagram.

The stereo pair is used to estimate the visual odometry of the ASV. Local-
ization data (visual odometry, GPS and IMU) is sent to the localization node,
responsible for calculating the position, velocity and orientation of the Squirtle.
This is achieved using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).

The localization information is used by the ROS navigation stack. Commands
are issued to the motors and linear actuator by the Squirtle hardware driver node.
The Sick LRF and the Imagenex sonar data is used by the navigation stack for
obstacle avoidance using the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) algorithm. The
ROS navigation stack was originally designed having in mind omnidirectional
and differential drive robots, such as the ones commonly found inside a lab.
However due to the manoeuvrability of the Squirtle the navigation stack was
configured to control a differential drive robot and fine tuned for the Squirtle.

The overseer node is responsible for all fault-tolerating behaviours, such as
recalling the ASV to the base in case communications are interrupted for a pre-
determined period of time. It is also in charge of re-routing critical data over the
XBee connection whenever the Wi-Fi link is broken.

For shore detection, a Bayesian network is trained to recognize the river. The
main addition in this field is the use of thermal information as a feature for the
network.
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2.3 User Interface

User interface was built using the ROS rviz package. A 3D model of the Squirtle
and satellite images from Google allow users to configure missions and follow the
ASV as it fulfils them, displaying water depth and obstacles in real-time. Figure 3
shows a section of the interface representing the bathymetric data retrieved on
a test mission.

Teleoperation is an important part of most robots, and due to the size and
weight of the Squirtle ASV, teleoperation becomes paramount. The Squirtle is
able to run teleoperation in parallel with the autonomous navigation, giving a
user the ability to interrupt the autonomous motion and engage in direct control
of the robot at any time. Furthermore the ROS rviz package can also be used to
access the cameras in the ASV should the robot become out of sight.

3 Example Mission: Mondego River Monitoring

Individual systems were successfully tested in the Mondego river. The sample
mission consisted of autonomously completing two laps of a rectangular path,
followed by moving through teleoperation to a target at 300 m from the base
to check communication signal strength. The tests were performed with notice-
able, south-east oriented, wind and current perturbation. Figure 3 shows the
bathymetry obtained. The green rectangle represents the rectangular path refer-
ence for the Squirtle. Figure 4 is an overhead satellite image of the same section
of the river. The red lines in figures 3 and 4 are equivalent, and shown as reference
since the image in the rviz environment has a different aspect ratio. Bathymetry
results are consistent with the sand banks observable in figure 4. It can be seen
that the discontinuity in depth observed on the right side corresponds to the end
of the sand bank.

Fig. 3. Real Time Interpolation for Bathymetric Data. Values range from red (3.0 m)
to purple (0.2 m).
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Fig. 4. Satellite Image View of the Sand Bank

The performance of the path controller itself showed some vulnerability to
the perturbations described, as can be seen by the larger patch of covered water
near the south-eastern corner of the rectangle. Table 1 shows data relevant to
the two laps performed by the Squirtle in autonomous mode.

Table 1. Autonomous Control Test Data

- First Lap Second Lap

Time to Completion 5min 56s 7min 24s

Average Absolute Error 4.82 m 4.04 m

Maximum Error 12.50 m 10.28 m

Total Distance Travelled 122.81 m 142.40 m

The signal strength test was successfull. At 300m the signal was still strong,
allowing data transfer at over 1 Mbps through Wi-Fi.

4 Conclusion

Future work will include the update of the current yet sub-optimal navigation
controller by performing a series of straight line and zig zag manoeuvres with the
goal of identifying the constants of the system model. Once these constants have
been identified they can be used along with wind and water current measure-
ments to improve the precision and controllability of the Squirtle ASV. Still, the
tests already performed indicate the Squirtle’s usefulness and ability to perform
as expected, confirming its potential as a scientific tool.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the problems of Terrain Based Naviga-
tion (TBN) and Occupancy Grid Mapping for an Autonomous Underwa-
ter Vehicle (AUV). The two problems are solved using the same tools to
make feasible in future works to implement a Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM). Realtime Occupancy Grid Mapping on the real
vehicle Girona500 AUV is achieved by means of the Octomap library.
The resulting map is later used for TBN with the parallelized execution
of a Particle Filter making also use of the Octomap library to compare
multibeam sonar ranges against the known map. The Occupancy Grid
Mapping and the Particle filter are implemented as individual nodes in
the vehicle’s software architecture in ROS. Tests were carried out in
a dataset of a natural environment near the coast. Several parameters
involving the Particle Filter (number of particles, number of beams, un-
certainty of measurements) are studied. Finally, the results are compared
with the dead reckoning obtained by the AUV and the USBL positions
obtained from a surface boat.

Keywords: Occupancy Grid Mapping, Terrain Based Navigation, Oc-
tomap, AUV, Particle Filter, Realtime.

1 Introduction

Terrain Based Navigation (TBN), is the name used by the marine robotics com-
munity to refer to the more general problem of mobile robot localization with a
known map. In particular, TBN solves for the robot pose given an a priori known
map, fusing information from dead reckoning navigation with map-referenced
observations.

TBN has been mainly applied to aerial and underwater vehicles. During the
last years the accuracy and extension of the maps has been increased consider-
ably, and TBN has been adopted as a method to complement Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS), as an alternative when GPS is not available. During the last two
decades, the scientific community working with mobile robots, has pushed for-
ward the boundaries of the knowledge facing an even more challenging problem:
the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping[5]. Recently, these techniques have
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started to be slowly adapted to underwater environments[2,13,11,14,18]. Both
SLAM and TBN have a great potential to improve the autonomy of the under-
water vehicles, allowing AUVs to freely move abroad the areas of coverage of the
acoustic transponder networks.

Navigation sensors provide the robot velocity and attitude measurements, to
be used as the input for the dead reckoning equations needed to compute the
robot pose. Due to the noisy measurements, the position estimate will grow with-
out bounds. In domains like underwater, GPS is not available to bound the drift.
Absolute positioning fixes can be provided underwater by acoustic positioning
like the Long Baseline System (LBL), the Short Baseline (SBL), the Ultra Short
Baseline (USBL) or the GPS equipped intelligent Buoys (GIB). However, these
systems require time for deployment and constrain the vehicle to a certain area
of coverage. TBN has the potential to become an alternative to satellite naviga-
tion and acoustic transporter networks. TBN takes advantage of existing digital
terrain maps from a target area, where the vehicle shall navigate. Conventional
dead reckoning navigation methods provide a prior estimate of the robot pose
within the map. Then, using exteropceptive sensors, terrain observations are ob-
tained and correlated to the a priori known map in order to compute the robot
pose.

1.1 Problem Definition

Let:

– {E} be an inertial earth-fixed frame.

– {B} be the vehicle-fixed frame.

– xt = [x y z φ θ ψ] be the vehicle pose at time t referenced to {E}.
– υt = [u v w p q r] be the vehicle velocity at time t referenced to {B}.
– M(xt) be a digital elevation map of the environment, assumed to be known

a priori.

– zt be the vector of observations coming from exteroceptive sensors (altimeter,
pressure or multibeam sensor).

TBN consist in estimating the vehicle velocity υt, referenced to the vehicle B

frame, and/or the vehicle pose ηt, referenced to the inertial E frame, by matching
observations zt of the measured depth with the ranges from the terrain elevation
map stored in M. For AUVs, the linear velocity is provided by a Doppler Velocity
Log (DVL) sensor and the attitude by a Attitude Heading Reference System
(AHRS).

For an AUV the measurement model is given by:

rt,i = Mi(ηt)− dt + wt, ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N

where wt is the measurement noise, dt the vehicle depth, N the number of beams,
and rt,i the projection of the range measurements along the vertical axis.
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1.2 Bayesian Estimation Techniques for TBN

Let us assume xt to be a Markovian state and:

– p(xt−1) be the probability density function (pdf) describing the probability
of the robot of being at a certain pose at time t− 1,

– p(xt|xt−1, ut) be the state transition probability, also known as motion model,
which allows to predict the robot pose after certain input ut,

– p(zt|xt) be the measurement probability which given a map M() provides
the probability of observing zt when being at state xt,

then, the TBN problem consists on solving for p(xt), given p(xt−1), p(xt|xt−1, ut)
and p(zt|xt). In the context of Bayesian estimation this can be done through the
Bayes filter (BF):

p(xt) =

∫
p(xt|xt−1, ut)p(xt−1)dxt (1)

p(xt) = ηp(zt|xt)p(xt) (2)

In the most general case, the BF cannot be implemented because it relies on
the close form solution of the integral shown in (1). Under some conditions, the
BF can be approximated using different kinds of filters like the Kalman Filter
(KF) [3], the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [16], the Point Mass Filter (PMF),
the Particle Filter (PF) or the Rao-blackwellised Particle Filter (RBPF) [17].

In this paper, the TBN problem is going to be solved with a Particle Fil-
ter (PF). Also called sequential Monte-Carlo (SMC) method, it can deal with
nonlinear motion and/or measurement models without relying on linearization
techniques. PFs use a point mass representation of the density function to ap-
proximate the robot pose posterior [1,4]. A set of random samples or “particles”,
are used to represent the pdf, being able to represent a much broader space of
distributions than Gaussians, like multi modal pdfs. A widely used variant of the
PF is the Sampling Importance Resampling PF (SIR-PF) [6,10,12,17], designed
to solve the PF degeneracy problem where after a while all but one particle will
have negligible weight, by introducing a resampling step to eliminate particles
with small weight while duplicating particles with high weight.

The goal of this paper is to implement a realtime TBN based on a PF in the
Girona500 AUV with an AHRS-DVL motion model and corrections provided by
a multibeam sonar profiler and a known map.

This paper is organized as follows. On Section 2, the general idea of the used
PF is explained. Section 3 introduces Octomap for Occupancy grid Mapping,
followed by Section 4 with the detailed implementation of the PF. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 & 6, present the results and conclusions of the experiments.

2 Particle Filter MCL

The Particle Filter (PF) is a non-parametric solution to the Bayes Filter which
discretizes the pdf by a set of samples or “particles”. Each one of this particles
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can be seen as the possibility of the vehicle being at that position and atti-
tude. PF is divided in three main steps. Prediction or state transition model,
where particles position and attitude is predicted according to proprioceptive
sensors. Weighting or measurement model, where particles are weighted accord-
ing to their likelihood with data provided by exteroceptive sensors, and finally,
resample, where particles with small weights are discarded.

Algorithm 1. Motion Model

function motion model (xt−1, ut) :
φ̄t = φt +N (0, σφ) ūt−1 = ut−1 +N (0, σu)
θ̄t = θt +N (0, σθ) v̄t−1 = vt−1 +N (0, σv)
ψ̄t = ψt +N (0, σψ) w̄t−1 = wt−1 +N (0, σw)⎡
⎣ x̄t

ȳt
z̄t

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣xt−1

yt−1

zt−1

⎤
⎦+Rotφ̄t,θ̄t,ψ̄t

·
⎡
⎣ ūt−1

v̄t−1

w̄t−1

⎤
⎦ · t

return
[
x̄t, ȳt, z̄t, φ̄t, θ̄t, ψ̄t

]

A constant velocity model with 6 DoF (Alg. 1) is used for the motion model.
The inputs are the linear velocities measured by the DVL and the attitude mea-
sured by the AHRS, with their corresponding variances. For the measurement
model (Alg. 2), the likelihood of the complete multibeam scan can be measured
by individual likelihoods of each beam, where each beam range is compared with
the range that would see each particle in its current position on the map. The
difference between the real measurement and the expected one is weighted by a
Gaussian function. Resampling is done by systematically resampling.

Algorithm 2. Measurement Model

function measurement model (xt, zt) :
Require: σz

w = 0
for n = 1 to N do

if z
[n]
t > 0 then

w = w + 1

σz
√

2π
exp

(
− 1

2

(
z
[n]
t −dcast

σz

)2
)

end if
end for
return w

3 Occupancy Grid Mapping with Octomap

Octomap [9] is a library for Occupancy Grid Mapping. Building an Occupancy
Grid of a 3D environment is a highly consuming task in terms of memory. The
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naive approach to construct an Occupancy Grid is to divide the space in equally
sized cubes, creating a regular grid. This approach has some drawbacks, like the
need to know in advance the extension of the map, and that empty regions in
the map are occupying space in memory.

Fig. 1. Space division in octrees

To overcome this problems, Octomap library makes use of an octree represen-
tation of the space. An octree is a hierarchical structure which divides the space
into cube-shaped cells which can be recursively divided in eight children cells of
smaller size (Fig. 1), increasing the resolution by a factor of two at each level.
This way to represent space allows to only declare those cubes that have sub-
divisions/children associated with them, making it much more memory efficient
than regular grids.

Algorithm 3. Custom Mapping

function Mapping (xt, zt, ot) :
Filter multibeam (zt)
Project zt (range, bearing) to (x, y, z).
Transform sensor origin ot from B to E using xt.
Transform scan zt from B to E using xt.
for i = 1 to N do

insertRay(ot, z
i
t)

end for

Maps are obtained with Girona500 [15], an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV) equipped with Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS), Doppler
Velocity Logger (DVL), and a multibeam sonar profiler, which provides the pro-
file of the seabed by means of echosounders and interferometry. Although the
Octomap library is already integrated in ROS and provides a general mapping
node (Octomap Server) to compute and publish maps, it is too generalized to
achieve a good performance with Girona500. A specific node for multibeam sonar
mapping was developed (Alg. 3) to increase map creation speed and to apply
some basic filtering on multibeam data to avoid invalid measurements. These
maps can be used for online path planning as well as for localization. Maps
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obtained by the customized node are denser than the ones obtained with Oc-
tomap Server at the same resolution.

For each ray inserted on the octree map, the Octomap library will take care
of determining all nodes traversed by the ray (ray tracing), lowering their occu-
pancy probability by a specified value, and increasing the occupancy probability
of the last node. When big amounts of scans are inserted, the prune() method
should be called in order to fuse the nodes with same value to save memory.

4 Implementation

Realtime TBN underwater is implemented in a single C++ class (Fig. 2). The
main loop which corresponds to the Particle Filter, is triggered when a message
from multibeam sonar arrives (red arrow). There are other small callback func-
tions that are triggered when the other sensor messages arrive (green arrows).

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the UnderwaterLocalization class

At the UnderwaterLocalization class instantiation, the octree map (known
map) is loaded from a file, the ROS parameters are loaded, and particles are
initialized at random positions around the starting position. The attitude is ini-
tialized by the first reading of the AHRS plus a Gaussian noise. Each particle
is composed of a tf::Pose which provides position and attitude, and a corre-
sponding weight initialized to zero.
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4.1 Sensor Callbacks

When a message arrives to the node, a callback automatically saves its infor-
mation in a variable if it is one of the navigation sensors (AHRS, DVL). On
multibeam sonar, its callback triggers the whole particle filter. One might think
that for each message of each sensor that arrives, a prediction of the PF could
be run. In fact this should be the way. But taking a look at the frequencies of
each sensor messages (Table 1), this simpler solution was chosen.

Table 1. Frequencies and periods of each message

Freq (Hz) T (ms)

AHRS 20 50
DVL 4 250

Multibeam 6.25 160

The solution of triggering the whole particle filter with the multibeam mes-
sage, is feasible because the multibeam operates at a higher frequency than the
DVL. The most important information on the prediction step is the velocities
of the vehicle. Working at a higher frequency means that no DVL message will
be lost. Because AHRS is fast, when the prediction is computed, the newest in-
formation of attitude is introduced into the filter. Finally, to achieve a realtime
implementation, the whole particle filter must run in less time than the period
between multibeam sonar messages (160 ms).

4.2 Particle Filter Loop and Parallelization

A Particle Filter has complexity O(n), being n the number of particles used to
represent the pdf. The more particles used, the better represented is the pdf,
but it takes more time to compute. Since computations for each particle are
independent from the other particles, to speed up the PF some parallelization
is introduced with OpenMP library. On the prediction step, a single for loop
over all the particles runs the motion model. On the weighting step a double for
loop, one for each particle and one for each beam is used. A small speedup can

be obtained by precomputing a part of the exponential weighting outside
(

1
2σ2

z

)
,

which will be the same value for all particles and beams. For parallelization, only
the outermost loop is used, the one over all particles.

Tests were computed on the first 15 seconds of a multibeam dataset (Table 2).
The best improvement between both parallelizations is given by parallelizing the
update step on the Particle Filter. In the prediction step, the improvement is
not appreciable because the operations inside the loop are simple. The results
are even worse for a small number of particles. It takes more time to parallelize,
than the time saved by using it. In the update step, more complex computations
and map queries are performed. The speedup obtained by parallelizing this loop
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Table 2. Time to execute one iteration of the PF

500 particles 1000 particles
Mean (ms) Min (ms) Max (ms) Mean (ms) Min (ms) Max (ms)

No parallelization 178.2 115.4 243.6 367.1 252.3 518.0
Par. prediction 181.6 119.1 248.9 351.6 244.1 463.5

Par. update 46.3 33.4 75.7 86.9 61.9 114.8
Par. pred. and update 46.3 28.4 64.7 86.6 62.2 118.3

is around 4x on an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40 GHz x 8, 64bit OS and 8 GB
of RAM. This means that parallelizing the update step is mandatory, while the
prediction step can be useful if the number of particles is big enough. Results of
parallelizing PF are almost half of the available time 160 ms (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Comparison of parallelization of different parts of the PF

4.3 Map Queries

The octree map is used on the weighting step of the particle filter. The ranges
read from the multibeam sensor have to be compared with the ranges that the
particle itself sees from its position on the map. Queries of range are performed by
using the rayCast() function, where all coordinates have to be given regarding
to the map coordinate frame. Origin and endpoints of the multibeam sensor
have to be transformed from the sensor frame to the center of the vehicle, and
then with each particle pose information, to the frame of the map. The ray
casting query returns the octree node that was hit. To obtain the range one
must compute the norm of the difference between the origin of the multibeam
on the particle oi and the endpoint of each beam ei,j . The range ri,j for the
particle i and beam j is:

ri,j = ||oi − ei,j ||
In the measurement model, instead of the normalized Gaussian the non-

normalized Gaussian
(
exp

(
− 1

2
z2

σ2
z

))
is used. This means that when a beam

of a particle is in complete agreement (z = 0), its weight is one. To normalize
the particle weights between zero and one, it is divided by the number of valid
beams (non zero range).
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5 Results and Discussion

The experiments are carried out on two different datasets obtained at l’Amarrador
(41◦46.137′ N, 03◦01.929′ E), a seamount near Sant Feliu’s coast, with Girona500
AUV on two different days. The AUV is brought by means of a small boat near
the starting point of the preplanned trajectory and recovered after finishing. The
first dataset is a lawnmower survey around the seamount and it is used to obtain
the known map for localization by using the custom localization node explained
at Section 3. The extension of this map is around 200× 250× 40m (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Octomaps at resolution 0.5 m. Left: Map of the seamount obtained from the
first dataset (known map). Right: Map of the seamount obtained from second dataset.

The second dataset (Fig. 4) is a circular coverage planning around the un-
derwater seamount. In this case, the multibeam sonar was mounted sideways
looking instead of downward looking in order to have better coverage of the
seamount. This dataset is used next to test the Terrain Based Navigation Parti-
cle Filter explained in the previous sections, using the first dataset as an a priori
known map. The extension of the dataset is around 40× 40× 20m.

5.1 Ground Truth

The ground truth is obtained by means of an Ultra Short Baseline (USBL)
acoustic positioning system. The USBL system consists of a transceiver mounted
on the surface boat and a transponder mounted on the Girona500 AUV. Using
the surface boat GPS position conveniently compounded with the bearing and
slant ranges as well as with the range measurements from the USBL, the AUV
can be located. Nevertheless, only few measurements are available (97 positions
for a 10 minute dataset). Hence, the estimation error at a certain timestamp
is computed as the difference between the USBL position and the PF weighted
mean position of all particles (Eq. 3). The estimation error is computed for the
97 USBL positions.

et =
√
(xt

usbl − xt
pf )

2 + (ytusbl − ytpf )
2 + (ztusbl − ztpf )

2 (3)
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5.2 The Experiments

Different parameters of the PF were evaluated, having a total of 3× 4× 4 = 48
experiments, corresponding to three different number of particles (500, 1000,
2000), four different number of beams (240, 48, 24, 12), and four different mea-
surement uncertainties (1.0, 4.0, 7.0, 10.0). Different number of particles and
beams can affect significantly to the realtime processing of the particle filter. If
less particles are used realtime its achievable, but representation of pdf may not
be accurate enough to localize correctly. If less beams are used, from the total
of 240 beams provided by the multibeam, computations will also be faster, but
since only some readings are going to be used each measurement will be less
discriminant. On the other hand, different range uncertainties will imply to be
more or less restrictive on positioning errors.

Because PF is stochastic, each experiment was repeated 6 times using differ-
ent particle initializations. To allow a fair comparison of the experiments using
different number of particles, an initialization with the maximum number of
particles considered, 2000, was created at the beginning and all the experiments
were carried out using a subset of this initial set of particles. This was repeated
for each different random initialization. Finally, the runtime of each experiment
was of 600s.

5.3 Results of Terrain Based Navigation

Results were evaluated by taking the mean error through time for each experi-
ment in each iteration. The mean of each iteration was later used to calculate the
mean and standard deviation (std) between same experiments with the different
initializations. Results can be observed in Table 3 and Figure 5.

Table 3. Localization mean error with standard deviation (ē± σe)

σz

#part #beams 1.0 4.0 7.0 10.0

500

240 25.923 ± 00.335 26.864 ± 03.338 29.051 ± 00.253 28.236 ± 00.495
48 35.497 ± 13.510 38.817 ± 08.229 44.661 ± 00.397 23.090 ± 16.313
24 25.303 ± 02.123 44.751 ± 00.562 38.399 ± 10.617 24.145 ± 15.296
12 26.666 ± 00.387 42.753 ± 00.586 10.661 ± 00.438 08.974 ± 02.422

1000

240 27.097 ± 16.315 42.960 ± 01.115 45.043 ± 00.831 28.659 ± 01.025
48 24.158 ± 00.924 23.251 ± 25.075 06.429 ± 00.163 07.433 ± 00.247
24 19.073 ± 08.261 05.632 ± 00.054 07.400 ± 00.546 07.057 ± 00.473
12 26.298 ± 00.931 07.248 ± 00.027 07.658 ± 00.219 07.648 ± 00.006

2000

240 24.497 ± 00.073 44.636 ± 02.986 45.409 ± 00.408 06.142 ± 00.416
48 24.573 ± 01.011 43.710 ± 02.365 05.916 ± 00.471 06.833 ± 00.434
24 37.077 ± 16.791 06.437 ± 00.354 07.403 ± 00.075 06.652 ± 00.019
12 20.663 ± 09.686 09.116 ± 00.595 07.899 ± 00.995 07.649 ± 00.758
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Fig. 5. Localization error and std

As expected, results on different number of particles show a decreasing error
for an increasing number of particles, being 500 particles not enough to perform
correctly the navigation. Increasing the measurement uncertainty σz , provides
better results. Taking into account that the map resolution is 0.5m, the error of
range measurements is proportional to multiples of this number, being 1.0m too
small. Although counter intuitive, decreasing number of beams also improves
the error. The reason is that decreasing the number of beams reduces the com-
putational requirements at each iteration, and more particles can be used still
achieving realtime performance.

The best results are obtained with 1000 particles, 24 beams and 4.0m uncer-
tainty, with 5.632± 0.054m error. This error is still significant for a localization
system, although is partially due to a bad calibration of the AUV transponder
location as well as the location of the boat transceiver and its relative position
with respect to the GPS antennas. Other errors may be due to multipath near
the seamount. Further work is required to address this problems.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed and implemented an AUV navigation and map-
ping method based on the Octomap library. To this aim, several developments
were carried out. First, a motion model based on DVL-AHRS navigation and a
measurement model for the sonar multibeam were developed. Next, after eval-
uating the conventional techniques used for terrain based navigation, a PF was
selected as the preferred Bayesian estimation technique for solving the TBN
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problem in realtime. The system was implemented over the COLA2 software ar-
chitecture and tested with the Girona500 AUV in a natural environment dataset.
Several filter configurations (number of particles, number of beams and measure-
ment uncertainty) were tested. The results of the particle filter were compared
against a ground truth obtained by means of USBL positioning.
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Abstract. There is considerable worldwide interest in the use of groups
of autonomous marine vehicles to carry our challenging mission scenar-
ios, of which marine habitat mapping of complex, non-structured envi-
ronments is a representative example. Relative positioning and formation
control becomes mandatory in many of the missions envisioned, which
require the concerted operation of multiple marine vehicles carrying dis-
tinct, yet complementary sensor suites. However, the constraints placed
by the underwater medium make it hard to both communicate and lo-
calise the vehicles, even in relation to each other, let alone maintain them
in a formation. As a contribution to overcoming some of these problems,
this paper deals with the problem of keeping an autonomous marine
vehicle in a moving triangular formation with respect to two leader ve-
hicles. Simple feedback laws are derived to drive a controlled vehicle to
its intended position in the formation using acoustic ranges obtained to
the leading vehicles with no knowledge of the formation path. The paper
discusses the implementation of this solution in the MEDUSA class of
autonomous marine vehicles operated by IST and describes the results
of trials with these vehicles exchanging information and ranges over an
acoustic network.

1 Introduction

The last two decades have witnessed tremendous progress in the development of
marine technologies that are steadily affording scientists and commercial com-
panies advanced equipment and methodologies for ocean exploration and ex-
ploitation. Recent advances in robotics, sensors, computers, communications and
information systems are being brought to bear on the development of sophisti-
cated technologies to enable safer, better, faster, and more efficient methodolo-
gies for ocean exploration. These advances will undoubtedly revolutionise the
way the oceans are studied, effectively placing scientists at the threshold of a
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new and exciting area when science and technology will join efforts to unravel
the secrets behind recent and unexpected discoveries: intriguing ecosystems and
life forms, thermal vents and cold seeps, and huge accumulations of methane
in the form of gas hydrates, to name but a few. New technologies, especially
autonomous marine robots capable of roaming the oceans freely, equipped with
advanced sensor suites for data collection at an unprecedented scale, will also
play a key role in the related fields of marine archaeology, harbour security, and
transportation. Advanced marine robotic systems are also expected to afford
commercial operators new tools to drastically improve the means available to
monitor critical infrastructures and ocean energy production facilities (e.g. wave
and wind energy generation plants), assess the size and type of fish stocks, detect
and monitor the effect of hydrocarbon spills, assess the extent of mineral, oil, and
gas deposits, carry out and monitor the impact of underwater mining activities,
and increase the efficiency and safety of gas and oil exploration and exploitation
activities. Recent developments in the field of autonomous marine vehicles, with
increasingly powerful and affordable vehicles coming on the market, are steadily
paving the way for a multitude of novel applications.

Many tasks envisioned to be within the reach of multi-AUV (Autonomous Un-
derwater Vehicle) groups require the vehicles to work cooperatively. That often
translates to being able to move in formation, i.e. while maintaining their rela-
tive positions. This paper considers the problem of triangular formation keeping
under severe communication and localisation constraints, conditions typically
found when working with groups of AUVs, and summarises the work that was
previously published in [1,2]. For a reference scenario consisting of two localised
leader vehicles on the surface and an underwater follower vehicle, we use acoustic
ranging and communications to establish and maintain a moving formation of
the three vehicles. Of the multiple real-world applications matching this scenario,
a typical one is surface-guided underwater exploration. We make a realistic as-
sumption that the AUV has independent depth control, and focus on formation
control in the 2D plane only.

We propose a control strategy that estimates the formation speed and heading
from the acoustic ranges obtained to the two leading vehicles, and uses simple
feedback laws for speed and heading to drive suitably defined common and dif-
ferential errors to zero. We then discuss the implementation of this solution in a
MEDUSA-class autonomous marine vehicle, describing the challenges posed by
the medium and the changes that arise as a consequence, and present the results
of real world tests performed with 3 autonomous vehicles.

The paper is organised as follows: the present section provides important
background to our work and Section 2 summarizes previous related work; Section
3 describes the specific problem in more detail; Section 4 contains a description
of the MEDUSA class of autonomous marine vehicles and their dynamic models;
Section 5 describes the error dynamics and outlines the control laws for vehicle
heading and linear velocity; Section 6 discusses the necessary adaptations for
implementation in a real vehicle and Section 7 summarises the results obtained
during real-world trials with 3 autonomous marine vehicles. Finally, Section 8
contains the conclusions and lists directions for future research.
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2 Related Work

One interesting work in formation control for mobile robots is described in [3],
where the authors discuss approaches for both range-bearing and range-range
control, depending on the available sensors, to solve a leader-follower control
problem for a formation graph with an arbitrary number of vehicles; in both
cases, knowledge of the leader motion is assumed. In [4], and supported by robot
experiments, a different graph-based leader-follower solution using range and
bearing is proposed. Another strategy is described in [5] for a 4-vehicle station
keeping problem, using exclusively range measurements and holonomic vehicles
described by simple kinematic points. In [6], a similar scenario is considered,
although global convergence is only proved for a triangular formation.

Bearing-only methods are also available for square [7] and triangular [8, 9]
formations. In [10], the authors advance algorithms to coordinate a formation
of mobile agents when the agents can only measure the ranges to their immedi-
ate neighbours. This solution requires that subsets of non-neighbouring agents
localise the relative positions of their neighbours while these are stationary, and
then move to minimise a cost function.

For the special case of marine vehicles, a solution that decouples the controllers
for formation shape, formation motion and vehicle orientation, but requires posi-
tion information is proposed in [11]. Coordinated path following approaches are
presented in [12] and [13], the latter specifically dealing with underwater pipeline
inspection. These strategies assume that the path to be followed is known to all
vehicles, and generally work by exchanging some along-path synchronisation
measure. An example of a real-world AUV operation making use of formation
control is documented in [14].

3 Problem Statement

Figure 1 illustrates the control problem discussed in this paper, and shows two
leading vehicles (vehicles 2 and 3, represented as x2 and x3) moving along a
certain unknown path, and a follower (vehicle 1, represented as x), of which we
have control. Through the remainder of this paper, and unless otherwise stated,
the absence of an index indicates a variable or parameter related to vehicle 1,
the controlled or trailing vehicle.

The goal is for the trailing vehicle to follow the leaders in an equilateral
triangular formation of side d, i.e. in the figure, x should converge to the desired
position xd. There exists a symmetric solution to the problem, with the desired
position xd mirrored in relation to the segment defined by x2 x3. The solution
shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to a following motion and the mirrored solution to
a leading motion. We only deal with the case of following motion.

The basic control problem consists, as we have seen, of deriving control laws
to drive x to xd. The challenge stems from working with AUVs with no access
to global localisation methods and with slow and unreliable inter-vehicle com-
munication. Here, we make a reasonable assumption that the only localisation
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Ã2xd

x3

x2

x

Fig. 1. System of three robots (x, x2, x3) and their intended triangular formation (xd,
x2, x3). The image shows many of the relevant parameters, including the formation
and independent vehicle headings, as well as the relationships (ranges and bearings)
between them. The heading and course of the vehicles are only aligned in the absence
of current. Note that the colour convention holds throughout the paper.

hardware available on the AUV is a low data rate acoustic modem and ranging
device, which is the case for our vehicles, presented in the next section. The com-
plete problem becomes, then, to derive and implement control laws that achieve
convergence of x to xd using only limited communication and information.

4 Vehicle Details

The MEDUSA-class autonomous semi-submersible robotic vehicles, shown in
Fig. 2, were developed at the Laboratory of Robotics and Systems in Engineer-
ing and Science (LARSyS), Instituto Superior Técnico. The MEDUSAs were
originally designed and built as surface vehicles, but a diving capable version
is now also operational. Nevertheless, in this paper we use an artificially con-
strained surface-bound MEDUSA to emulate our AUV. This has some practical
advantages, as we can mimic the most relevant characteristics of an AUV while
retaining a GPS receiver and a radio communication channel, respectively used
for ground truth and remote monitoring (but not for communication with the
remaining vehicles).

Each MEDUSA-class vehicle weighs approximately 30Kg and consists of two
longitudinal acrylic housings with a total length of around 1m. The upper body is
partially above the surface and carries an EPIC single-board computer, an RTK-
enabled GPS receiver, a full navigation sensor suite and an underwater camera.
Most of the lower body is taken up by the batteries. An 802.11 interface is used
for surface communications, while a Tritech acoustic modem enables underwater
communication. The vehicle is propelled by two side-mounted, forward-facing
stern thrusters that directly control surge and yaw motion, and is capable of
speeds up to 1.5m/s.
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Fig. 2. The MEDUSA AMVs being readied for deployment at an experimental site

As the vehicle moves on the surface, its kinematic equations take the form

ẋ = u cosψ − v sinψ

ẏ = u sinψ + v cosψ

ψ̇ = r,

where u (surge speed) and v (sway speed) are the body axis components of the
velocity of the vehicle, x and y are the Cartesian coordinates of its centre of
mass, ψ defines its orientation (heading angle), and r its angular velocity. The
motions in heave, roll and pitch can be neglected, due to the large enough meta-
centric height. The resulting dynamic equations of motion for surge, sway and
yaw are

muu̇−mvvr + duu = τu

mvv̇ +muur + dvv = 0

mr ṙ −muvuv + drr = τr,

where τu stands for the external force in surge (common mode), τr for the exter-
nal torque (differential mode), and the m and d terms represent vehicle masses,
hydrodynamic added masses, and linear and quadratic hydrodynamic damping
effects. The complete model for the MEDUSA vehicles is presented in [15].
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5 Controller Design

We start by deriving the control strategy using a basic kinematic model for
the vehicles (distinct from the realistic model found in the previous section),
and under the assumption of continuous communication and control. While the
resulting controllers are not guaranteed to apply in the real world, we later show
that, with the proper adaptations, they do indeed work on the real vehicles.

We assume that the follower starts from a following position, in order to
converge to a following motion, and that the leader vehicles (2 and 3) move at
a distance d from each other, according to simple kinematics described by

ẋi =

[
vi cosψi

vi sinψi

]
, i = 2, 3

where (v2+ v3)/2 = vf is the formation speed. The control signals are the linear
velocity v and the heading ψ, and the kinematic model of the follower is given
by

ẋ =

[
v cosψ
v sinψ

]
,

where x ∈ R2 denotes its Cartesian position. Here, we accept that both leaders
move with a common heading ψf = ψ2 = ψ3, and that the total velocity vector
of each leading vehicle is always perpendicular to the line segment that joins
them. The heading ψf is unknown to vehicle 1.

Separate controllers are designed to stabilise each error measure, with the
speed controller stabilising the common mode error and the heading controller
stabilising the differential mode error. What follows is an overview of the result-
ing controllers; intermediate steps in the derivation and proofs of convergence
can be found in [1].

5.1 Error Dynamics

Let zi = ‖xi − x‖; i = 2, 3 denote the distances from the trailing vehicle to
each of the leaders. From the range measurements, we define the common and
differential mode errors

ε =
e2 + e3

2
=

z2 + z3
2

− d

δ = e3 − e2 = z3 − z2,

respectively with ei = zi − d; i = 2, 3. From the definition of zi, it follows that

żi = vi cos(αi − ψf )− v cos(αi − ψ),

Although the control strategy can be applied to other types of trajectories, the
next sections assume the simpler case of straight line constant-speed motion for
the two leading vehicles. This means that v2 = v3 = vf and the simplified error
dynamics for ε and δ become
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ε̇ = cosβ
(
vf cosϕ− v cos(ϕ+ ψ̃)

)
(1)

δ̇ = 2 sinβ
(
vf sinϕ− v sin(ϕ+ ψ̃)

)
,

where

β =
θ2 + θ3

2
− π

2

ϕ =
θ2 − θ3

2
,

and ψ̃ = ψf − ψ is the heading error.

5.2 Speed Controller

We propose the following speed controller to regulate the common mode error ε
to zero:

v = Ks
pε+Ki

∫ t

0

ε dτ,

where Ks
p > 0 and Ki > 0 are the proportional and integral gains, respectively.

The rationale behind the proposed control law is that when the leader vehicles
follow a straight-line trajectory with constant speed vf , ψ = ψf and δ = 0 (i.e.
x is on the perpendicular bisector of the x2x3 line segment), the dynamics of ε
in (1) reduce to

ε̇ = cosβ(vf − v),

and, since cosβ > 0, a control law v = vf +Ks
pε, K

s
p > 0 stabilises exponentially

the origin ε = 0, provided β does not converge to −π
2 . As vf is unknown, we

include an integral term to learn it.

5.3 Heading Controller

For the heading controller we propose the following control law that uses the
differential mode error δ:

ψ = ψ̂f + γ(Kh
p δ),

where Kh
p > 0, ψ̂f denotes an estimate of the formation heading ψf , and γ is

any function such that sin(γ(ay))y > 0, ∀a > 0. An example is the saturation
function γ(y) = π

2 sat(y).

6 Implementation

While the controllers developed show good performance under the assumptions
made during their derivation (results in [1]), moving to a real-world implemen-
tation requires significant changes.
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First and foremost, ranges in an underwater setting are most often measured
using acoustic equipment, by registering the time of flight of an echo request and
reply. In our case, the ranging is done by the general purpose Tritech acoustic
modem that equips the MEDUSA. The low transmission speed makes it so that
we can only issue one echo request every few seconds. Since transmissions cannot
overlap on the single common channel, time multiplexing must be used to obtain
the ranges to each of the leader vehicles. We choose to query each one separately,
although other solutions are possible, e.g. emitting a broadcast ping with vehicle-
dependent delayed replies. Since both leaders have to be queried, a complete
information update only occurs every four seconds. This is in stark contrast
with our previous assumption of continuous measurement.

To prevent changes to the algorithms, we have chosen to implement two hybrid
Kalman filters that take the discrete samples and output a continuous estimate
of the distances. The range information received is never current, and comes
with a latency of approximately 0.5 seconds, imposed by transmission times and
I/O scheduling on both the sender and receiver. We decided not to implement
any mitigation techniques (e.g. back-dating the filter updates), instead retaining
the simplicity of the solution.

The measurements taken are inherently noisy. This noise is, for practical pur-
poses, quite low - we did not fully characterise it, but the individual ranging
error was predominantly under 0.5 m - but it again must be taken into ac-
count. The same way, outliers are inevitable, albeit infrequent. These are mostly
caused by floor geometry and non-uniform propagation in the water, leading to
the reception of an echo reply through a path other than the shortest one and
resulting in an overestimation of the distance. We implemented a simple outlier
filter based on a sliding window. Losses are also an inescapable reality, and need
to be tolerated within reasonable limits.

The heading for the leaders, despite being used, is also not implicitly available
to the follower, and has to be communicated. Seeing as the vehicles use full-
featured acoustic modems to measure ranges, it is possible to piggyback data
on the ranging reply. This feature must be used with caution, in order not to
over-extend communication times (thereby decreasing the sampling rate even
further), but adding an integer to the reply is without major consequences. In
our implementation, the heading is transmitted as a piggybacked single byte on
the echo reply, and fed to another hybrid Kalman filter with the incoming values
whenever a new range is received. While each range estimator is, in the absence
of losses, updated every four seconds, the heading estimator is updated every
two seconds. As the heading of both vehicles should be close to and converge
to the formation heading, this allows for a higher quality and more responsive
estimate.

An overview of the resulting implementation is presented in Fig. 3. The ex-
pressions for the speed and heading controller in our implemented solution re-
main unchanged, with the required adaptations being handled by earlier stages.
While we are using a surface vehicle, the solution is applicable for constant-depth
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z2

z3

Ã f

Fig. 3. Structure and data flow in the MEDUSA implementation of the formation
control algorithm. Modules in grey perform the conversion of available discrete data to
the continuous signals required the algorithm.

underwater operations and, with minor changes, to variable-depth underwater
vehicles equipped with a depth sensor and independent depth control.

7 Experimental Evaluation

Real world trials were conducted in June 2012 at Parque das Nações in Lisbon,
Portugal. This is a fairly sheltered saltwater bay connected to the Tagus estuary,
of which an aerial view is presented in Fig. 4. It provides for ample space for
testing, with minimal currents and good conditions for deployment of the control
center. Water depth is restricted (generally under 5m), which limits the perfor-
mance of the acoustic communication systems. All vehicles were equipped with
the full sensor suite, including RTK GPS, but the trailing vehicle only logs the
position data for ground truth and does not use it, in any way, for navigation.

The leader vehicles, running the Coordinated Path Following algorithm de-
scribed in [15], were configured to execute the 3-legged lawnmower manoeuvre
presented below, spanning around 120m x 120m, at a reference speed vf =
0.4m/s. The vehicles were set to a triangular formation with d = 13m.

Figure 5 shows a top view of the paths described by the three vehicles, starting
in the upper right corner: the leaders are pictured in green and blue, with the
red follower trailing behind. A transient can be noticed at the beginning: none
of the vehicles start in their designated position or heading and need to adjust.
The movement of the leader and their rapidly varying reported headings impact
the Kalman filter estimate, causing the controlled vehicle to start in a non-
ideal direction. Afterwards, the leaders negotiate the set path while the follower
accurately position in the formation.

Minimal packet loss was observed during the trials. When it takes place, it is
mostly while turning, presumably due to mis-alignment of the acoustic modems
in the three vehicles, and is the leading factor causing the vehicle to stray off path.
Nevertheless, Fig. 6 shows that the errors are low: after the initial adjustment
period, the common mode error generally remains under 1m, and the differential
mode error remains under 3m. Two minor peaks in the common error, caused
by packet loss, can be seen around 180 s and 400 s, at the beginning of each turn.

Figure 7 shows the speed of the follower (the mean speed of the leaders is,
as previously stated, 0.4m/s), as well as the headings of the follower (red) and
leaders (green and blue). It also shows the received heading packets from the
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Fig. 4. Aerial view of the sheltered salt-water bay in the Tagus river estuary where the
tests were conducted

Fig. 5. Path followed by the vehicles during real-world trials. The manoeuvre starts
on the top right corner, and the trajectory of the controlled vehicle is shown in red.
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of the common mode and differential mode errors along the
lawnmower path

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the follower vehicle speed v, and headings ψ, ψ2, ψ3, as well
as the discrete references received acoustically, ψf . The vehicle speed is estimated from
GPS measurements, and has non-negligible associated noise.

leader, represented by the black dots. As expected, the plots closely match the
error plots, with a clearly visible peak in speed at 400 s.

8 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we reviewed a solution to a three-vehicle formation keeping problem
where a follower moves in a triangular formation behind two leading vehicles,
using inter-vehicle range measurements with no a priori knowledge of the path
taken by the leaders. The algorithm considers a discrete and noisy measurement
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model with low sampling rate and uses additional heading information piggy-
backed on the acoustic echo reply.

The proposed solution was implemented and tested on the MEDUSA class of
vehicles. The evaluation results show good performance, with minimal distur-
bance under straight lines, even in the presence of packet loss, sensor noise and
outliers. The hybrid Kalman filters used are able to accurately estimate the dis-
tances, despite the low rate of the acoustic ranges, and the piggybacked heading
information allows for smooth response to changes in direction.

Work is ongoing regarding the testing of the algorithm on an underwater set-
ting, using a new diving version of the MEDUSA. The algorithm is also being
extended to a larger number of vehicles and different formation shapes. Future
work should include the pairing of the algorithm with robust methods for initial-
isation and collision avoidance. Finally, open sea trials will allow us to test and
validate the algorithm in the presence of stronger currents, waves and winds.
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Abstract. Two-dimensional forward-looking sonars are becoming
standard sensors in both remotely operated and autonomous underwater
vehicles, increasing the possibility of mapping under low visibility con-
ditions. Due to the inherent nature of sonar image formation, the ideal
mapping strategy relies on maintaining the same orientation, so as to
minimize intensity alterations due to viewpoint changes. However, this is
not always possible and therefore it is necessary to deal with the registra-
tion of sonar images under rotational movements. Previous investigations
have discouraged the use of feature-based techniques and have suggested
the use of global methods that are robust to noise, low-resolution and in-
homogeneous insonification and can deal with the decoupled estimation
of roto-translations. In this paper we review several candidate methods
and assess them by using real data gathered under different conditions.
By identifying the best approach for rotation estimation we aim to extend
the applicability of sonar mosaicing to more diverse scenarios. Results
indicate that applying phase correlation directly to polar frames leads to
the highest accuracy under most cases.

Keywords: forward-looking sonar, mosaicing, rotation estimation.

1 Introduction

Mapping of underwater environments under low visibility conditions is a key
aspect in many application areas such as harbor and dam inspection or moni-
toring of rivers and lakes. During the last decade, advances in sonar technology
have brought a new generation of two-dimensional Forward-Looking Sonars (2D
FLS) that are able to deliver high-resolution acoustic images at near-video frame
rate. However, sonar mapping cannot directly borrow from the techniques used
on optical images given the challenging characteristics of FLS imagery. Several
authors [1] [2] have noticed that the traditional feature-based pipeline (i.e the ex-
traction and matching of local point features to retrieve the transformation that
relates two images) is not applicable to FLS imagery. The noise, low-resolution
and inhomogeneous intensity variations characteristic of the FLS modality do
not allow for the extraction of stable features thus leading to incorrect registra-
tions. In view of that, some works have proposed the extraction of more stable
features based on regions computed from image gradients [3][5].
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In earlier work [7], we have proposed the use of Fourier-based registrations to
address the alignment of FLS images. Fourier-based techniques have been proved
to handle well the challenging characteristics of FLS images. At the same time,
they offer an easy way to derive an uncertainty measure of the registration which
is later included in a maximum likelihood mapping framework to ensure the con-
sistency of the final mosaic. However, most of the presented results deal with
translational displacements, with very little work addressing rotational move-
ments, which the present paper aims to develop. Indeed, since most of the FLS
registration techniques existing in the literature are feature-based, rotation es-
timation has not received explicit treatment as it is intrinsically estimated from
the matching stage.

This paper examines different alternatives for estimating the rotation between
a pair of FLS images and thus identifying the best estimation approach to inte-
grate in a mosaicing pipeline. The inherent nature of sonar images suggests that
mapping an area while maintaining the same orientation view point facilitates
the registrations between sonar frames. In this way, a lawn mower pattern where
the transition from trackline to trackline is performed by sway displacement
instead of rotation is a good mapping strategy since the images do not suffer
from large intensity alterations and shadow movements due to different vantage
points. However, this approach might not be always possible, either because the
vehicle does not allow for the sway degree of freedom, or simply because the area
to cover does not follow a rectangular layout and some orientation changes must
be carried out in order to cover it efficiently. Moreover, if we think not only of
autonomous surveys, but inspections carried out with remotely-operated vehi-
cles (ROVs), the pilot will most likely undertake a large number of rotational
movements. Hence, it is worth studying the particular problem of rotation esti-
mation from FLS imagery since a robust solution would enable the applicability
of sonar mosaicing in more diverse situations and environments.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section provides a brief background
on FLS imaging, describing the geometry model that we take into considera-
tion for the registration process. Section III presents several rotation estimation
methods that, due to their characteristics, are suitable candidates for perform-
ing rotation estimation in FLS images. Section IV presents the experiments,
including data sets of real environments involving rotational movements, either
purely rotational or combined with translational displacements. The outcome of
the experiments is discussed in section V and finally Section VI points out some
conclusions and future work.

2 Background

A Forward-Looking Sonar insonifies the scene with an acoustic wave, spanning
its field of view in azimuth (θ) and elevation (φ) directions (Fig. 1). The acoustic
return is sampled by an array of transducers as a function of range and bearing,
resulting in a polar image with the backscattered intensities at each point (r, θ).
This polar representation can be then converted to cartesian coordinates yielding
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a fan-shaped sonar image of non-uniform resolution. However, given a particular
range and bearing it is not possible to disambiguate the elevation angle of the
acoustic return since the reflected echo could have originated anywhere along
the corresponding elevation arc.

Fig. 1. Imaging sonar geometry (r: range, θ: azimuth, φ: elevation)

According to this image formation process, a general sonar motion induces a
non-uniform transformation in the image coordinates that can be approximated
by an affine transformation that varies across the image depending on the un-
known elevation angles [4]. Some works use this model [6][5] which requires the
knowledge of the elevation angles, to obtain estimates of the sonar 3D motion
including the z direction. The authors make use of shadow information to extract
estimates of the elevation angles.

However, given the narrow beam width that typically characterizes FLS de-
vices in the elevation direction (around 7−10◦), several authors consider only the
zero-elevation plane, which yields a linear projection model in which the sonar
can be seen as an orthographic camera [1]. By using this model, a point on two
sonar images can be related through a 2D rigid transformation, comprising only
the x-y translation and plane rotation [7]. Although it is only an approximation,
it has been shown to hold reasonably well under suitable imaging conditions [3].
For 2D mapping purposes, and under the planar assumption, the estimation of
roto-translations is sufficient and enables the applicability of global-area meth-
ods that can only estimate up to similarity transformations. The advantage of
using a global technique is that instead of using sparse feature information, all
the image content is taken into account. Thus, by incorporating more informa-
tion in the registration process, we are able to handle more changes in the visual
appearance of the image and minimize ambiguities in the registration.

3 Global Methodologies for Image Rotation Registration

The estimation of relative orientations between a pair of images has been ex-
tensively studied in the context of several image processing tasks such as image
registration, pattern recognition or motion compensation to name a few. A large
number of existing techniques rely in the extraction of point features and local
descriptors which, as pointed out earlier, are not effective in the context of FLS
image registration due to the inherent characteristics of this imaging modality.
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Following the idea presented in [7], we seek global techniques that involve the
use of all the image information without requiring the extraction of features, and
at the same time, offer tolerance to noise and inhomogeneous intensity artifacts.
In the following sections we will briefly describe five different techniques found
in the literature that by their properties seem to be promising in these regards.
Notice that the algorithms are focused exclusively in the estimation of rotational
angles, as the translation estimation of FLS frames is considered to be solved by
using phase-correlation as explained in [7]. It should be noted that in using this
scheme, the accuracy of the rotation estimation step is crucial, as the subsequent
translation estimation depends on the previous rotation compensation.

3.1 Polar Magnitude of the Fourier Transform

One of the most popular methods to register images that have both translational
and rotational misalignments is based on the polar Fourier Transform (FT),
often referred to as Fourier-Mellin transform [8][9]. Given two images f(x, y)
and g(x, y) related through a roto-translation given by:

f(x, y) = g(xcosθ0 + ysinθ0 + x0,−xsinθ0 + ycosθ0 + y0), (1)

where θ0 and [x0, y0] are the relative rotation and translation between f and g
respectively, we can express the FT of (1) in polar coordinates as:

F (r, θ) = G(r, θ + θ0)e
−i(ux0+vy0) (2)

From equation 2, we can see that the rotation in the spatial domain is repre-
sented by a linear shift in the polar domain. According to the properties of the
FT, it can be seen that the translation only affects the phase spectrum, so the
rotation can be determined independently from the magnitude of the polar FT:

|F (r, θ)| = |G(r, θ + θ0)| (3)

Hence, the rotation estimation problem is converted to a shift estimation
where the input images are the polar representations of the FT’s magnitude.
This shift estimation can be solved by standard-phase correlation, and will lead
to two possible solutions (θ and θ+π) that can be disambiguated by computing
the two phase correlations and choosing the one with highest correlation peak.

To avoid edge effects caused by the sonar fan-shaped footprint, it is necessary
to smooth the edges of the the input images as well as to window the polar mag-
nitudes of the FT’s. It is common practice [9] to apply some filtering operations
to the FTs in order to attenuate unwanted frequencies that can lead to a noisy
phase correlation matrix. However, determining these filters can be critical as
there is a risk of attenuating not only the unwanted components but also the
discriminating phase components. Here, we do not apply phase correlation on
the original images, but on the polar magnitude of the FT, which has a low
structural nature (particularly in the case of sonar modality) and suffers from
inaccuracies introduced by the interpolation process. Therefore, we choose to
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apply a filter to emphasize the high frequencies, in order to highlight edges and
components that can serve as a reference in the correlation. On the other hand,
in the spatial domain, we apply a smoothing filter to reduce the noise on the
phase correlation matrix and better identify the location of the peak.

3.2 Gradient Cross-Correlation

Tzimiropoulos et al.[10] presented a method for roto-translation estimation us-
ing gradient cross-correlation. The technique is based on the phase-correlation
principle but employs as input images a gray level edge map G computed as
follows:

G = Gx + jGy, (4)

where Gx = ∇xI and Gy = ∇yI are gradients along the horizontal and verti-
cal directions of image I, computed as the first derivative of a Gaussian. This
representation has the advantage that it preserves location, magnitude and ori-
entation of the image’s salient regions. The low-spatial frequencies are filtered
out (areas without specially distinctive traits), while keeping the most salient re-
gions that reflect the orientation of image content. Then, similar to the previous
method, the estimation of the rotation angle is performed as a phase-correlation
in the angular direction of the polar gradient magnitude.

The authors claim that the method does not require windowing operations
since the gradient map will most likely not contain strong edges near the image’s
boundary and therefore no information will be lost or attenuated as a conse-
quence of the windowing. However, in our case, due to the fan-shaped footprint
of the sonar images it is still required to apply a window before the processing
to prevent the correlations from latching on the edges of the image layout.

3.3 Angular Difference Estimation

Some other Fourier-based domain methods are not based on correlation strate-
gies but on a specific property that enables the estimation of rotation working
directly in the Cartesian domain, bypassing the need for any polar conversion.
Given two images, it has been shown [11] that the difference between the mag-
nitudes of the FT of the first image and the mirrored version of the second has a
pair of orthogonal zero-crossing lines. The orientation of these lines with respect
to the frequency axis is shown to correspond to half the rotational angle [11].
Several methods have been proposed for the detection of this cross-pattern, in-
cluding the use of a multiscale Hough transform [11] or the detection through the
definition of an Angular Difference Function [12]. Figure 2 shows an example of
the Fourier magnitude difference of two sonar images that have been previously
masked to avoid edge effects and flipped accordingly. The contour of the differ-
ence image around the center reveals an intricate pattern where it is difficult to
appreciate the presence of a cross pattern. Further tests, not reproduced here
due to lack of space, have attempted to emphasize the cross-pattern by high-
pass filtering in the frequency domain without success. FLS images present, in
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Fig. 2. Contour plot of the FT magnitude difference of two sonar images around the
frequency center. Compared to the images reported in [11], it is unfeasible to perform
the detection of the zero-crossing orthogonal pattern.

general, a low structural spectral magnitude, while all the reported images in
the related literature seem to have strong structural components. Moreover, the
traditional speckle noise of the sonar images can also contribute masking the pat-
tern. Therefore, this branch of techniques do not seem suitable for FLS imagery
and they are not considered in the experimental section.

3.4 Radon Transform

The Radon Transform (RT) has been used in several works [13],[14] to reduce
the dimensionality of the rotation estimation problem by working with 1D pro-
jections. The RT of a 2D image f(x, y), noted as FR(r, θ), is found by computing
line projections along f , where the lines are defined by their perpendicular dis-
tance from the origin r and the angle that r makes with the horizontal axis
θ. Interpolation is required as the projections do not usually pass through the
center of the image’s pixels. An image f(x, y) rotated by an angle θ0 can be
represented by its RT as:

RT (f(x cos(θ0) + y sin(θ0),−x sin(θ0) + y cos(θ0))) = FR(r, θ − θ0) (5)

Hence, an image rotation corresponds to a translation of the angular variable
of the RT. It can also be shown that a translation [x0, y0] corresponds to a
translation of the spatial variable of the RT by an amount that depends on both
the image translation and the angular variable θ0:

RT (f(x+ x0, y + y0)) = FR(r − x0 cos(θ) + y0 sin(θ), θ) (6)

It can be readily seen from Eq.6 that certain choices of θ, particularly θ = 0◦

and θ = 90◦, lead to a direct estimation of x0 and y0 respectively. For instance,
translation y0 can be extracted as the maximum correlation between RT (f(x, y))
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and RT (f(x+x0, y+y0)) for θ = 90◦. However, when undergoing a rotation, the
maximum correlation for the translation will occur in the angle corresponding
to θ = 90◦ − θ0. Hence, the location of the correlation maxima over a range of
values θ̃ ranging from −θmax to θmax gives the estimate for the true rotation:

θ0 = arg max
θ̃

C(θ̃) (7)

where

C(θ̃) = max(corr{FR(r, θ = 90◦), FR(r, θ = θ̃)}) (8)

Thus, in order to estimate a rotation between two images, it is required to
compute 1D normalized correlations between the reference vector FR(r, θ = 90◦)
and each of the different RT vectors corresponding to each of the rotation angles,
a total of 2θmax

δθ 1D correlations where δθ is the selected increment of the angle.
The range of rotation values must be set to cover all the angles of the field of
view of the sonar while the resolution δθ is a trade-off between accuracy and
computation time.

3.5 Direct Polar Estimation

As explained in section 3.1, working with the magnitude of the FT isolates the
rotation from the translation. However, the Fourier magnitude has an oscillatory
nature which together with the conversion to polar coordinates results in the
introduction of inaccuracies. Given that in many cases rotations will not be
combined with translations, we would like to consider the option of estimating
the rotation directly from the polar images.

In the first column of Fig. 3 we can see an example of a pair of polar sonar
frames that have undergone a small translation. The second column, shows two
frames that have been displaced by a much larger translation. The translations in
the cartesian domain introduce a kind of sinusoidal distortion in the polar image.
When translational displacements are relatively small compared to the image’s
size in each direction, the induced distortions in the polar image still allow for the
recovery of the rotation by computing the translation in the angular direction.

Although this scheme for rotation estimation is prone to introducing inac-
curacies in the presence of large translations, we still want to take it under
consideration. The main reason is because the FLS delivers the polar images
as raw data and therefore the rotation estimation would be performed on the
original data without the need of computing any transformation or undergoing
any interpolation. Furthermore, due to the high frame rate of new FL sonars,
the translations of consecutive images will be small, allowing for a reasonably
accurate angle estimation which can be adjusted later when incorporating the
pair-wise registrations inside a global alignment framework. The major drawback
would be in non-consecutive registration of frames undergoing large translational
movements or in loop-closing situations when attempting to match temporally
distant frames that present significant shifts.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the effect of translations on polar sonar frames. The small trans-
lation between the images on the first column (a, c) does not induce severe distortions.
The images on the second column (b, d) have been translated by a larger distance
and the contents are distorted, making difficult to estimate rotations as a shift in the
horizontal axes.

4 Experiments and Results

In this section the presented methodologies are evaluated with real sonar data.
Two different situations are analyzed: when the sonar undertakes purely rota-
tional movements, and when there are, simultaneously, rotational and transla-
tional displacements. In order to test the algorithms under varied conditions, we
employ data sets gathered in different environments and using different sonar
models with significant differences in field of view and resolution.

The Cartesian sonar images have been pre-processed to avoid edge effects
by applying a mask to taper out the boundaries to zero. In the two methods
that deal with images in the polar domain, those have been windowed with a
cosine window. For the Radon Transform method, the angle resolution has been
set to 0.25◦, which is close to the angular resolution of the beams of the used
sonars. The average runtime per registration under a MATLAB environment is
reported in seconds, using a Intel Core2 Duo 3.4Mhz. From here on, we refer
to the different methods as: PMFT (traditional phase-correlation with Polar
Magnitude of the FT), GCC (Gradient Cross-Correlation method), RT (Radon
Transform approach) and PCP (Phase-Correlation directly on the Polar image).
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Table 1. Computation time, mean error and standard deviation of all methods for
Dataset 1. Approximate overlap between consecutive registered frames: 90%.

Method Time(s) Mean Error(deg) Std(deg)

PMFT 1.8 0.2183 0.2055
GCC 2.0 0.6449 0.6542
RT 5.4 0.0585 0.0616
PCP 0.09 0.0230 0.0369

4.1 Purely Rotational Movements

The first dataset consists in a 360◦ scan performed in a dock environment with
a DIDSON sonar mounted on a mechanical tripod. A total of 1176 sonar frames
were collected in a complete circle at every 0.3◦ degrees. Due to the high frame
rate of acquisition we only use 1 out of every 3 frames, which corresponds to an
overlap between consecutive images of around 90%. Then, ground truth rotations
along consecutive frames of the data set correspond to a constant value of 0.9◦.
Table 1 summarizes the mean error and standard deviations for each technique
(in degrees) with respect to the ground truth. As can be seen, the PCP method
has the lowest error with respect to the ground truth angles. This is expected
since under purely rotational movements the estimation of rotations can be di-
rectly found as a translation in the polar images coming from the sonar, without
the need of altering the data and performing any interpolation. Radon Trans-
form approach, performs also reasonably well and the PMFT and the GCC show
slightly higher errors, with GCC arising few clear outliers that would be marked
as unsuccessful registrations by the posterior computation of the Peak-to-Noise
Ratio of the phase correlation matrix as explained in [7].

We can also analyze the trend of the errors when increasing the step between
the images that we take into account. This is equivalent to registering frames
that are increasingly more distant from each other, which effectively reduces
the overlap. We have decreased the overlap until half of the field view of the
sonar, since according to our experience is the maximum angle that we can
detect reliably. By construction, the PCP and RT methods do not allow for
the estimation of an angle difference higher than the field of view of the sonar.
This limit becomes even more restricted if we take into account that a minimum
overlap is required in order to establish the correlation and some information is
lost with the boundary masking operations, resulting in a practical requirement
of an overlap around 50%. Table 2 shows the errors computed for this case, where
it can be seen that in general the errors increase, while still staying low for the
PCP method. The high accuracy of the rotation estimation from PCP method
allows us to generate a consistent mosaic (shown in Fig. 4) just by chaining
the consecutive registration results, without the need of any global alignment.
Notice though there is a small error alignment at the end as a consequence of
the small error accumulation along the sequence.

The second data set used for evaluation was obtained during the ANT’11 sea
trial organized by Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation (CMRE),
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Table 2. Computation time, mean error and standard deviation of all methods for
Dataset 1. Approximate overlap between consecutive registered frames: 50%.

Method Mean Error(deg) Std(deg)

PMFT 2.1393 0.9472
GCC 1.242 1.0323
RT 0.6353 0.5647
PCP 0.351 0.0007

Fig. 4. Mosaic generated by registering with PCP the consecutive frames of Dataset 1

located in La Spezia, Italy, and during which the University of Girona collabo-
rated. The data set was obtained using a BlueView P900-130 FLS mounted on
CMRE’s Autonomous Surface Vehicle. The employed setup allows us to have
precise differential GPS data and heading from 2 GPS units which we use as
ground truth. The data set contains 3724 sonar frames (from which we use 1
out of every 3) gathered in a marina environment following a lawn-mover trajec-
tory (Fig. 5) composed by independent translational and rotational movements.
Table 3 summarizes the corresponding mean errors and standard deviations.

Again, PCP offers the best results. It is worth highlighting that in the pres-
ence of small translations, such as the ones performed during the long straight
tracklines of the trajectory, the method is still able to recover correct rota-
tions (around 0◦). However, if we pay attention to Fig. 6 it can be seen that
the locations with major disagreement (although small) of the PCP with re-
spect the ground truth, are located in the middle of the straight tracklines of
the trajectory (around frames 200, 650 or 900), where the presence of slightly
longer translations between frames tend to cause distortion in the polar images.
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Table 3. Computation time, mean error and standard deviation of all methods for
Dataset 2

Method Time(s) Mean Error(deg) Std (deg)

PMFT 5.7 4.0719 5.3603
GCC 6.1 4.2454 5.3801
RT 25.7 2.5847 2.5691
PCP 0.17 1.9885 3.8212

Fig. 5. Lawn-mover trajectory performed in the second dataset, including translations
and pure rotations in every trackline change

Although the mean error does not appear to be much higher, PMFT and GCC
tend to have an oscillating nature that does not follow the trend of the ground
truth rotational angles. Fig. 6 illustrates as an example how the estimates of
PCP closely follow the ground truth while PMFT estimates diverge. This fact
might be caused by the low resolution and weak content of the images, which
make it difficult to estimate small rotations accurately with the methods that
work with the FT magnitude images. RT reports better results than PMFT and
GCC but the size and the wide field of view of the images (130◦) significatively
increases the computational time.

We have computed the full registration estimates (translations and rotation
with the 4 methods) between all overlapping frames. After discarding the unsuc-
cessful registrations according to the Peak-to-Noise Ratio [7] we introduce them
into a pose-base graph framework together with their corresponding uncertain-
ties [7]. The importance of having good rotation estimates can be clearly seen
from the resulting mosaics. Fig. 7a shows the mosaic rendered by using the PCP
estimates, while Fig. 7b presents the obtained mosaic with PMFT. The errors
accumulate along the trajectory and are difficult to compensate using global
alignment due to the low presence of loop closures in this data set.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the rotation estimation of consecutive frames with PCP
and PMFT

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Final mosaics of the marina dataset. a) Rotations computed with PCP method.
b) Rotations computed with the PMFT method.

4.2 Combined Rotation and Translation

The dataset used in this section was gathered with a BlueView P900-45 FLS
installed in a ROV. The trajectory combines rotations and translational move-
ments as can be observed in the navigation data (Fig. 8). Unfortunately ground-
truth is not available but the navigation can provide us a good reference of the
consecutive angle increments between every position. Table 4 summarizes the
corresponding mean error and standard deviations with respect to the naviga-
tion data.
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Fig. 8. Navigation trajectory of the third data set, combining rotational and transla-
tional movements

Table 4. Computation time, mean error and standard deviation of all methods for
Dataset 3

Method Time(s) Mean Error(deg) Std(deg)

PMFT 3.8 5.0199 6.379
GCC 4.2 5.229 6.023
RT 17.1 4.6481 5.7859
PCP 0.19 5.5074 7.1352

In general the errors are higher since the data presents fast rotations which
decrease the overlap and reduce the reliability of the registrations. We can see
that in this case PCP does not present the best accuracy and exhibits a relatively
higher error than in the other two previous data sets. This is coherent with the
fact that this data set has an underlying translation that leads to a distortion of
the polar images subsequently yielding to a wrong rotation estimation. If we plot
the estimates for each method (Fig. 9) we can see that both PCP and RT get
close to the ground truth estimate along the trajectory (RT with more outliers),
and PMFT and GCC present fluctuations that clearly vary from the ground
truth (GCC estimate has not been plotted to avoid overloading the figure, but
the trend is similar to the PMFT).

This data set has many potential loop closures as the trajectory and the range
of the sonar allow for overlap of temporally distant frames. We consider as a loop
closure a successful registration between frames that are not part of the sequen-
tial neighborhood of a current frame. According to that, PMFT encountered 2
loop closures, GCC 3, RT 10 and PCP 12.When performing the global align-
ment, a larger number of loop closures contribute to ensure the consistency of
the mosaic. Hence, even that the PCP estimates might not very accurate in this
context, a consistent mosaic can be obtained after a graph optimization of a
sufficient number of links (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the rotation estimation of consecutive frames with PCP,
RT and PMFT

Fig. 10. Mosaic generated with PCP after global alignment

5 Discussion

Direct estimation of the rotation in the polar images, although being prone to
inaccuracies in the presence of translations offers the best results, specially for
those FLS with a narrow field of view, where the distortions induced by the
translations are less noticeable. The estimations are accurate since no transfor-
mations and interpolations are involved and the presence of small shifts is han-
dled well thus making the method appropriate in the majority of cases. In the
presence of large translations, if the data set trajectory allows for loop closures,
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the global alignment stage might constrain these errors, making the PCP a valid
option for rotation estimation even in those cases. Otherwise, another method
must be selected to deal with these particular situations. The Radon Transform
approach offers also good performance in both purely rotational and combined
motions but at the expenses of a high computational time. Resolution cannot be
sacrificed past a certain point if we want to guarantee a good translation estima-
tion and in general, good registration. Although it might be a good approach in
the context of off-line mosaicing, it seems unfeasible for real-time implementa-
tions. Regarding the PMFT method, which has been successfully used on optical
images, we can conclude that it performs poorly on FLS images. It should be
noted that results obtained for the first data set, where the employed sonar had
higher resolution compared to the other two, present less error. Also, the prelim-
inary results under rotational movements reported on [7] are successful as they
are based on a dataset with strong image components (distinguished and sharp
straight lines). However, in general, the noise, low resolution and the lack of
strong image features together with the interpolations errors introduced within
its computation discourage the usage of PMFT within FLS modality. Finally, we
have not noticed any advantage of GCC method over the normal PMFT, and in
fact, it appears to give rise to a higher number of unsuccessful registrations. This
suggests that the gradient images that are generated as input for the correlation
are not stable enough (noise may arises small gradient changes) and although a
more robust manner of computing them could be devised, the results obtained
with the analogous PMFT method discourage its use.

6 Conclusions

We have assessed the performance of different global registration methods for
rotation estimation on FLS images, under different situations and using different
sonar models. Results show that rotation estimation performed through phase
correlation in the raw sonar polar frames is the best approach. Its performance
can decrease when the image rotation is combined with large translations and
therefore other techniques may be considered in this situation. Radon Transform
is a suitable candidate for those situations, especially when working off-line, and
should be studied further to find ways of decreasing its computational burden.
On the other hand, if there exists the combination of rotations and large trans-
lational movements it is important to plan trajectories that ensure loop closing
situations to try to constrain the error. Further improvements could incorporate
a selective methodology based on the context: when attempting registrations be-
tween frames that were gathered far in time, a special technique could be used,
while for the rest of the cases a direct estimation of the rotation in the polar
images is the best approach.

Therefore, we have made a step towards generalizing the applicability of sonar
mapping into a broader range of situations, involving the generation of mosaics
gathered under rotational movements which might be necessary in many envi-
ronments or in novel applications like real-time sonar mosaicing to support ROV
pilots.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the automatic computation of the as-
sembly sequence for building truss structures from their 3D geometrical
analysis. This functionality is part of the autonomous planning architec-
ture of a team of aerial robots equipped with on-board robotic arms. The
mission of the team is the construction of a structure in places where the
access is difficult by conventional means. The assembly sequence is com-
puted by applying the well known “assembly-by-disassembly” technique
to the Non-Directional Blocking Graphs (NDBG) obtained from the geo-
metrical analysis of the structure. In this paper two novel local heuristics
are presented to solve the assembly problem: the former is based on the
number of free nodes in the graphs and the latter is related to the size
of the resulting connected subgraphs when each disconnection is applied
to a set of parts. Both techniques are designed to compute the assembly
sequence that allows to parallelize the building process of the structure
if enough robots are available. Simulation results as well as experimental
results with an aerial robot are presented in the paper.

Keywords: local heuristics, automated assembly, aerial manipulation,
autonomous planning, NDBG graphs.

1 Introduction

The work described in this paper is part of the ARCAS European Project funded
by the European Commission. One of the goals of this project is to build a struc-
ture by using a team of aerial robots equipped with on-board manipulators. The
practical interest of this system can be found in situations where it is required
to build a structure in places with difficult access by conventional means (see
Fig. 1).

Other works [2,15,20,9] have addressed cooperation in teams of aerial robots
for multi-purpose missions. However, in those papers the dexterous manipulation
with aerial robots was not present. The use of aerial robots allows to perform
assembly operations in any point of the 3D space, which can represent a relevant
advantage compared to ground robots in areas of difficult access.

In previous work of the authors [16], the so-called TA technique was applied to
compute assembly sequences using a global search algorithm. It was shown that
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Fig. 1. Two aerial robots equipped with LWR KUKA robotic arms manipulating a bar
to build a structure in places with difficult access by conventional means

pre-computing groups of disassembly operations, the depth of the search tree was
reduced allowing to decrease the required computational time. In this work, local
search is added to the previous approach in order to decrease more the runtime
by pruning the tree according to the chosen heuristics in each iteration. These
local heuristics are based on those characteristics of the intersection graphs that
are related to the potential parallelization of the assembly operations if enough
aerial robots are available.

It should be clarified that characteristics such as the number of available
robots, the weight of the parts and the obstacles in the environment are not
taken into account in this work. Only the geometry of the structure is consid-
ered and it is assumed that enough robots are available to exploit the potential
parallelization of tasks in the construction process.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section summarizes related work ad-
dressing the geometric analysis of the structure, the representation of the assem-
bly sequences and the methods applied for their computation. Section 3 describes
the architecture and the algorithms applied to solve the assembly problem, and
the local heuristics mentioned above are presented in Sect. 3.2. The simulation
results of the different strategies are analyzed in Sect. 4 and the whole approach
is illustrated with a real experiment performed with a multi-copter in the facil-
ities of the Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies (CATEC) located in
Spain. Finally, Section 6 closes the paper with the conclusions.

2 Related Work

The particular problem addressed in this work is to compute the sequence of
Assembly Operations (AO) required to build a given structure. Reference [11]
presents a classification of the structures according to different features: number
of hands, monotonicity(whether or not operations of intermediate placement of
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subassemblies are required), linearity (whether all assembly operations involve
the insertion of a single part in the rest of the assembly or more than one part
have to be simultaneously inserted), and coherence (whether or not each part
that is inserted will touch some other previously placed part). The structures
considered in this paper are sequential (for two robots), monotone, linear and
contact-coherent.

Related work is divided according to different areas of research: geometric
analysis and problem representation, and the algorithms to compute the assem-
bly sequences.

2.1 Geometric Analysis and Problem Representation

In this area, several authors have introduced ideas such as the graph of connec-
tions, whose nodes are these individual parts and the links stand for contact
connections between them. In [4] a classification of the different types of con-
nections is provided, and in [18,6] the graphs of connections are represented as
liaison matrices. There are also more particular representations [21] where pred-
icates are used to specify the relative positions of the different parts (part 1 on
top of 2, part 2 at +x with respect to part 5, etc.). Relational graphs have been
applied to analyze the distances between parts from their vertices and/or their
edges [12] and it has been also used the configuration space or C-space in [7,8]
to define a geometric area which represents the contact-free region for every two
parts. In particular, the Minkowski difference P�Q is applied in [7] to determine
the free obstacles region between two polygons P and Q.

The use of AND/OR graphs [10] has been widely applied in assembly se-
quence problems. In this case, the approaches start from a previous analysis
of the structure geometry and represents the different possible combinations of
assembly operations as an AND/OR graph. The AND branches represent the
disassembly of a part (or a subset of parts), whereas the OR branches (different
paths from the same node) represent different disassembly options. In a later
stage, it is possible to analyze the feasibility of the sequences using knowledge
databases [4], geometrical approaches [18], ad-hoc algorithms [23] that differ-
entiate parts and connectors, or building Non-Directional Blocking Graphs [22].
Finally, an algorithm based on the so-called motion space is presented in [7]. Dif-
ferent sequences of translation paths are computed within the C-space in order
to build the structure.

2.2 Methods to Compute the Assembly Sequences

A widely used method is called assembly-by-disassembly. Starting from the ini-
tial structure, the algorithm computes the parts that can be disassembled and
updates the structure after removing them. The process is repeated until no
remaining parts are left. This technique can be applied with the previously men-
tioned Non-Directional Blocking Graphs representation that includes the block-
ing directions between the different parts of the structure.
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There are other algorithms based on different techniques: ant colonies [21,19,6],
neural networks [17], evolutionary algorithms [5,13] and Immune Optimization
Approaches(IOA) [3]. Alternatively to perform a graph search, reference [14]
proposes to transform the liaisons graph into a table of liaisons in matrix form
where a feasible sequence can be found by successively deleting the columns of
the parts already included in the assembly and examining their rows for other
candidate liaisons to be established.

All these algorithms can be setup just to compute feasible sequences or to
optimize the operations according to a given criteria: number of required re-
orientation of parts [21], required tools, number of parts moved, etc. For instance,
in [1] the authors apply Petri Nets to solve the problem minimizing the degree
of difficult of assembly sequences.

3 Adopted Approach

The architecture adopted to solve the problem was also applied in [16] and
it is shown in Fig. 2. It is based on the following modules: NDBG generator,
assembly-by-disassembly technique, heuristics based prune, sequence selection
based on metrics and final assembly sequence computation.

Fig. 2. Architecture adopted to compute the assembly sequence required to build the
structure given as input. The different modules are described in this section.

3.1 NDBG Generator

Let us consider a structure S composed by a set of parts Pi. Constant mutual
blocking relationships between parts of the structure can be labeled with Direc-
tional Blocking Graphs (DBG). A DBG gS(t) for the structure S in a direction
t is a directed graph G = (V,E) with

V 	= 0

E ⊆ {(a, b) ∈ V × V : a 	= b} , (1)

where V is the set of vertices, (a, b) is an edge with source a and sink b and any
node ni ∈ V represents a part Pi of the structure S. In the graph gS(t), an arc
points from Pi to Pj iff Pj blocks the displacement of Pi along the particular
direction given by vector t.
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Let us define w = (n1, n2, ..., nk) as a path in the graph from node n1 to nk.
A strongly connected subset of gS(v) is the maximal subset of nodes such that

∀nj ∈ gS(v) ∧ ∀nk ∈ gS(v) → (2)

∃w = (nj , nj+1, ..., nk−1, nk) ∧
(nj+1, ..., nk−1) ∈ gS(v)

i.e. for every pair of nodes (n1, n2) ∈ gS(v), there is a path from n1 to n2 with
all the nodes belonging to gS(v). Then, the strongly connected subsets of a graph
gS(v) represents individual parts (or subsets of parts) that can be disassembled
from S.

Let dt be a disassembly operation containing the list of parts that can be
disconnected from the structure in a direction t, and D the set including all the
possible disassembly operations. A set of n parts belongs to D if

{n|(n, pi)/∀pi ∈ S ∧ (n, pi) /∈ gS(tj)} ∈ dtj . (3)

Figure 3 shows the different DBGs gS(v) that belongs to the set GS for a given
2D structure. Each graph corresponds to a particular bidimensional direction of
dissasembly v ∈ S2. As the structure is 2D, the different angles associated to the
directions are represented in a circle S2. The partition of the circle of directions
labeled with the corresponding DBGs is called the Non-Directional Blocking

Fig. 3. This is a representation of the full set GS for the structure shown on the left.
On the right, the different graphs gS(v) with v ∈ S2 are grouped in different circular
sectors depending on the translation direction. The graphs on the top and the bottom
of the circle correspond to the vertical direction (upwards and downwards respectively).
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Graph (NDBG). Then, Figure 3 displays the NDBG for an assembly in a 2D
infinitesimal translational case.

As it will be shown later, the disassembly process is iterative until all the
parts of the structure are disconnected, i.e. ∀ni and ∀gS(tj) with ni ∈ gS(tj),
no edges are connected to ni.

Other authors have considered rotations [22] and multiple translations [8] in
the building process. However, in this work in order to follow the graph approach
presented above and expressions such as (3), only one-step translations are con-
sidered in the process. On the other hand, only the three Cartesian axes have
been considered for the translations in the NDBG graphs generation:±x,±y,±z.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the assembly sequence is computed from
the disassembly sequence just reversing the order of the operations.

3.2 Assembly-by-Disassembly Technique

This technique processes the previous GS in order to find paths of disassembly
operations that can disassemble the whole structure. Once a particular sequence
of disassembly operations has been chosen, it is just required to perform the
operations in reverse order to obtain the assembly plan.

In order to find the different paths of disassembly operations in GS , Algo-
rithm 1 has been applied. This algorithm generates a list with all the posible
paths for a given local heuristic. The different heuristics are described later in
Sect. 3.3.

GS ←− Build intersections graph ;
Σ ←− Initialize list as empty ;
while remaining parts connected in GS do

Δ←− getDissasemblySet(GS ,Hi);
update GS ;
Add Δ to Σ ;

end
Algorithm 1: Core algorithm used to implement the assembly-by-disassembly
technique. Σ is a list with all the posible disassemblies Δ applying a given
heuristic Hi.

The algorithm stores in Σ all the posible disassemblies Δ applying a given
heuristic Hi. The heuristics prune the computation of sequences according to
the indices qHi described in Sect. 3.3. The sequences with the highest values of
qHi are returned to be further processed by the next module of the architecture.

In previous work of the authors [16], it was shown that pre-computing groups
of disassembly operations, the depth of the search tree was reduced allowing to
decrease the required computational time. That technique has been also used in
the method getDissasemblySet applied to compute Δ in Algorithm 1.
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3.3 Heuristics Based Pruning

Two different heuristics have been applied in the implementation of Algorithm 1:
the number of free nodes in the graph (HF ) and the features of the connected
subgraphs (HC). Both heuristics are described in the following.

Number of Free Nodes in the Graph (HF ). Let us define v(n) as the degree
or valence of a node n in a graph, i.e. the number of incident edges in a vertex.
For a node n in directed graphs, the number of head endpoints adjacent to a
node is called the indegree v−(n) of the node and the number of tail endpoints
adjacent to a node is its outdegree v+(n). In every graph

v(n) = v−(n) + v+(n) . (4)

On the other hand, let us denote qHF as the number of parts free of intersection
in the structure, i.e. the nodes ni such that g+(ni) = 0 in each graph gS(vi). It is
possible to select those disassemblies leaving the maximum number of free parts
for the next iteration in the algorithm previously described. Then, given the j-th
node nj ∈ gS , the heuristic qHF is computed in each iteration of Algorithm 1 for
a particular disassembly Δ as

qHF (Δ) =

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

αij ; αij =

{
1 if g+(nj) = 0 where nj ∈ gS(vi)
0 otherwise

, (5)

where M = |GS | and N = |gS(vi)|. The computation is performed for each gS ,
and hence, single parts (nodes n such that g(n) = 0) will increase qHF in a quan-
tity + |GS |, i.e. the total number of gS graphs. Then, this heuristic prioritizes
single parts disassemblies that lead to very linear disassembly sequences. This
behaviour can be reduced adding one unit to qHF if a node is free of intersections
in all the graphs gS .

In order to illustrate the idea behind this heuristic, the structure in Fig. 4
will be used as reference. Figure 5 shows two possible disassemblies (d1 and d2):
after d1 there are no additional parts free of intersections, whereas with d2 there
are five free parts. Then, the second disassembly leads to a higher value of qHF .

Fig. 4. Basic structure used to illustrate the ideas behind the different local heuristics
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Fig. 5. Two possible disassemblies (d1 and d2) for the structure shown in Fig. 4

Connected Subgraphs (HC). A connected subgraph cS(v) is defined as a
subset of connected nodes with a minimum degree equal to one, i.e. g(n) = 1.
In addition, cS(v) ∈ gS(v) and for every two nodes n1 and n2 belonging to
different cS(v), there is no path connecting both. Each node n with g(n) = 0 is
a connected subgraph with no edges.

This heuristic is based in the idea of prioritizing disassemblies that divide
the graphs gS in the maximum number of connected subgraphs with a similar
number of nodes. The idea is to divide the structure S in many substructures
that can be disassembled in parallel. Let us define max(cS(vi)) and min(cS(vi))
as the connected subgraphs with the maximum and minimum number of nodes
from gS(vi) respectively. The heuristic qHC is computed in each iteration of
Algorithm 1 for a particular disassembly Δ as

qHC (Δ) =

M∑
i=1

1

βi
; βi =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if rmax = rmin

rmax − rmin otherwise
, (6)

where M = |GS |, rmax = |max(cS(vi))| and rmin = |min(cS(vi))|.
The structure in Fig. 4 will be used again to illustrate the ideas behind this

heuristic. Figure 6 shows all the possible disassembly operations. It can be seen
that the disassemblies from d3 to d7 on the top will lead to low values of qHC

because the graphs gs are divided in subgraphs with a big difference in the
number of nodes. The same applies for the disassembly d1 on the right. But the
disassembly d2 will generate a new graph with two connected subgraphs of 6
(moved parts) and 7 (static parts) nodes.

Heuristics Normalization. In order to combine different heuristics in the
Algorithm 1, it is required to normalize them as

normHF =
|VL|
|V | ∈ [

0, 1
]

(7)
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Fig. 6. All the possible disassemblies for the structure shown in Fig. 4.

and

normHC =
qHC (Δ)

|GS | ∈ [
0, 1

]
, (8)

where VL is the set of free nodes in GS and V is the set with all the nodes.

3.4 Sequence Selection Based on Metrics

After Algorithm 1 finishes, the structure is fully disassembled and the computed
disassembly sequences are ranked according to two metrics: the number of re-
quired movements (Im) and the degree of potential parallelization of the building
process (Ip). Both are computed using counters associated to the parts of the
structure. After ranking the sequences, it is possible to filter the results of the
previous module by using a given threshold.

3.5 Final Assembly Sequence Computation

In the last stage of the process, the assembly sequences are computed just re-
versing the order of the disassembly operations and are represented using the
Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). Each assembly operation (AO)
has associated different features in this format: preconditions with the required
previously assembled parts, effects with the pose of the parts after assembling
them, translation vectors, type of connections, etc.

4 Analysis of the Proposed Approach

Apart from the previously presented heuristics, another heuristic HM has been
simulated for comparison purposes. This heuristic is based on the metric Im
presented in Sect. 3.4 and qHM is computed for a particular disassembly Δ as

qHM (Δ) =
1

ImΔ

. (9)
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Fig. 7. The lowest values of Im are shown for the different simulated heuristics HM ,
HF and HC , which are based respectively on the number of required movements, the
number of free nodes and the characteristics of the resulting connected subgraphs. The
symbol + represents the combination of different normalized heuristics.

In order to compare the different approaches, a set of structures has been used
and ranked with a complexity metric. This complexity C has been defined for a
structure as the sum of the number of edges of all its associated graphs gS(d).
This metric is shown in the horizontal axis of the plots presented in this section.

Figure 7 is focused on structures with complexity above 85 (C > 85) and
shows the values of Im for the different simulated strategies. It can be seen that
the lower values of Im are achieved with the heuristic based on the number of
free nodes (HF ).

On the other hand, Figure 8 compares the heuristic HF with the so-called TA
technique presented in [16] that used only global search. As local search was not
applied to prune the search tree, the spectrum of assembly sequences is broader
and the solutions are better (lower Im). However, the computational load is
higher for the TA algorithm compared to the heuristic HF . This is an important
drawback because the runtime grows exponentially with the complexity of the
structure.

Fig. 8. The lowest values of Im are shown for the best heuristic in Fig. 7 and the
so-called TA technique presented in [16]
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5 Experimental Application

The structure shown in Fig. 9 has been used in an experimental setup to test
the approach presented in this paper to compute the assembly sequence.

Fig. 9. Structure in the experimental setup used to illustrate the building capabilities
of aerial robots equipped with manipulators in the framework of the ARCAS European
Project. The CATIA file with the design of the structure is the starting point for the
computation of the assembly sequence.

The NDBG generator module computes automatically the set GS shown in
Fig. 10 from the structure designed in CATIA. Then, applying the sequencing
Algorithm 1 and the heuristics described in Sect. 3.3, two disassembly sequences
are computed and ranked according to the metrics presented in Sect. 3.4.

Table 1 shows the runtime Tc and the values of the metric Im for the different
heuristics and combination of heuristics. It can be seen that for this particular
structure the values are very similar in general.

The selected disassembly sequence was composed by the following disassembly
operations:

1. Part Y disassembled from G and B towards +z.
2. Part G disassembled from C towards +z.
3. Part B disassembled from C towards +z.
4. Part C as base.

and the final plan for the execution is computed reversing the disassembly op-
erations:
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Fig. 10. Set GS computed for the structure shown in Fig. 9 using the Cartesian direc-
tions as translation vectors

Table 1. Runtime Tc and values of the metric Im for the different heuristics and
combination of heuristics applied to the structure shown in Fig. 9

Heuristics Tc (s) Im
HF 0.42 7

HC 0.38 7

HF + HC 0.45 7

HM 0.46 7

HM + HF 0.40 7

HM + HC 0.40 7

HM + HF + HC 0.40 7

Fig. 11. Aerial robot executing the assembly operations computed with the approach
presented in this paper. A video with the full assembly mission can be downloaded from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id4hwnbPI4U. The test was carried out in the fa-
cilities of the Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies (CATEC) in the framework
of the ARCAS European Project.

1. Part C as base.
2. Part B assembled to C towards −z.
3. Pieza G assembled to C towards −z.
4. Pieza Y assembled to G and B towards −z.
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This plan was executed with an aerial robot of type multicopter equipped with
a manipulator in the facilities of the Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies
(CATEC) located in Spain. The test was carried out in the framework of the
ARCAS European Project. Figure 11 shows a photograph of the autonomous
execution of the mission.

6 Conclusions

In this paper it has been shown that the local heuristics offer lower computational
cost compared to the so-called TA technique presented in [16] that used only
global search. However, local search prunes the tree removing in each iteration
the disassembliesΔ according to the chosen heuristics. An interesting alternative
would be to apply a threshold μ to control the pruning process, so that if μ is
equal to zero, the disassemblies are not discarded.

It should be highlighted that the approach presented in the paper has been
experimentally validated with an aerial robot equipped with a manipulator build-
ing a structure. The robot executed the assembly operations computed by our
method in the facilities of the Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies
(CATEC) in the framework of the ARCAS European Project.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the algorithm can be extended adding
other heuristics or additional methods oriented to decrease the computational
load. Another interesting heuristic could be to prioritize the disassemblies Δ
such that in the following iteration all the parts can be disconnected. Let us
consider VL as the set of free nodes, (V,E) as the set of nodes and edges of
a graph, and CS(vi) as the set of connected subgraphs in a particular gS(vi).
Then according to (5)

∀gS(vi) = (V,E) → |V − VL| = |CS(vi)| , (10)

i.e. removing the nodes free of intersections with g+(n) = 0 from all the
graphs gS(vi), a connected subgraph is generated per each part (all the parts
are disconnected). This heuristic could lead to sequences with disassemblies that
can be easily disconnected from the structure.
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Abstract. In the last decade, the use of small autonomous unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) has been generalized. Specially, multirotor vehi-
cles become really popular and are being employed in several different
applications and fields: military missions, agricultural processes, rescue
and surveillance operations, audiovisual productions.. and even have ar-
rived to the public at large. This entertainment approach has set some
challenges still unresolved: among them, the safety of these systems.

The work presented in this paper is framed in this challenge, focusing
on the multirotors systems behaviour when facing a lift problem. It has
been tried to detect and manage emergency situations, being the goal
to minimize as much as possible the potential damages. It started from
a deep study of the main malfunctions or breakdowns affecting to the
drone’s lift. This study flowed into the design and develop of a model-
based algorithm able to detect this events in a fast and robust way. This
failure monitor allows to effectively apply control techniques to compen-
sate (if it is possible) the breakdown’s effects and to use passive safety
methods (e.g. parachutes) to minimize the potential damages derived
from a fall.

The system and techniques developed in this work were tested both in
simulation and in real experiments, proving they suppose and increment
in the operation’s safeness (i.e. both the own drone and the third party
agents, safety methods).

Keywords: Quadrotor safety, failure detection, degraded flight control
system and pasive security methods.

1 Introduction and Objectives

Aerial robotics provides with many advantages when comparing to ground
robotics: it allows to access to unreachable areas, to cover large terrains or to
easily change their attitude. Nevertheless, all these advantages have also their
return. Among them, the safety problems are really remarkable since the con-
sequences are in general more critical than in the ground cases. Besides, the
rotatory-wing UAVs has a notable predisposition to suffer accidents. It is not
only an statistical fact but also a physical certain: compared to airplanes or other
flying devices, rotorcrafts have not own lift ability. It is completely dependent
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from its propellers’ thrust, implying instability and problems in case of failure
of one of them. Even more considering the motor distribution in a quadrotor,
where a breakdown in any engine will cause a uncontrolled fall.

Apart from the economic looses and legal responsibilities, these events could
actually suppose a risk for the humans health (or even life), and this is completely
unacceptable. Besides, from the popularization of the drones, the frequency of
these incidents has been increased, being more common than may be though.

Without advising against the UAV utilization (due to their great benefits), the
regulation of their use is necessary and the implementation of failure tolerant sys-
tems is required. Many authors have addressed these challenge in literature, but
in general focusing on helicopters: Ducard summarizes most the fault-tolerant
methods, basin all of them in statistical reliability [2]. It includes the approach
that Rago proposed, where state-space model representations of the failures are
used, computing the probability of each failure model [7]. A deeper approach to
the lift problem in quadrotors were done by F. Sharifi [8] and A.Freddi [3]: They
both use a model and the system’s status for generating the “residuals” -as a
difference of the predicted and real outputs- that will be use as indicators of the
state. Concretely, the first work one uses an state estimator for detecting actu-
ator faults, while the second approach uses model based on a Thau’s observer.
Nevertheless, they both use complex models that do not allow to apply these
approaches in a real time control.

This paper presents the work done in this sense, simplifying the model and
continuing the process by proposing a damage-reduction mechanisms that can
be really implemented: The section 2 shows the analysis done related to com-
mon breakdown causes, leading into the failure detection system. It embraces
the quadrotor model and the state machine of the detection system. Section 3
continues with the logic evolution: after the detection, the management system
for minimizing the potential damage is presented. Firstly, the control system
for recoverable situations is presented in 3.1. It allows to balance the drone and
take off in safety conditions. In contrast, the subsection 3.2 presents alternatives
to minimize the damages in case of unrecoverable situations. Finally, section 4
presents the results of the experiments and the conclusions extracted.

2 Failure Detection

As described in the previous section, the firs step for a reliable failure managing
and control bases on the capacity of detecting the failure before getting an
irreversible situation. This analysis is based on a simplified quadrotor model
that allows to detect the most common failures affecting the drone’s lift by
analyzing its dynamic behaviour.

2.1 Quadrotor Model

A quadrotor (also know as quad-rotor) is a rotary-wing UAV that relies in the
propulsion provided by four propellers (as the presented in figure 1). It provides
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Fig. 1. Quadrotor model

a great dynamic stability and maneuver capacity. Nevertheless, this advantage
makes also really unstable the UAV is case of failure.

The kinematic/dynamic model used for analyzing both states is a simplifica-
tion of the one proposed by F. Sharifi [8]. The inputs considered are the four
voltage levels of the motors and the two components of the wind speed (1). As
state variables, the position of the fixed reference system and the linear velocity,
orientation and angular velocity of the quadrotor are considered. (2). Finally, the
output variables defined are the real angular velocity (measured by the gyro),
the linear acceleration (extracted from the accelerometer) -both referenced to
the dynamic system- and the relative height (barometer) to the fixed frame (3).

U = [u1, u2, u3, u4, vvx, vvy ] (1)

X = [x, y, z, u̇, v̇, ẇ, ϕ, θ, ψ, ϕ̇, θ̇, ψ̇] (2)

Y = [ϕ̇, θ̇, ψ̇, ü, v̈, ẅ, z] (3)

The individual thrust (4) and torque (5) generated by the motors are a direct
function of their supply voltage ui. Using them, it is possible to calculate the
resultant momentum (6) and forces over the axis (7) (being ’l ’ as the wingspan
of the drone).

fi = kf ∗ ui (4)

τi = kτ ∗ ui (5)

fm =

4∑
i=0

fi (6)
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τϕ = l ∗ (f2 − f4); τθ = l ∗ (f1 − f3); τψ = τ1 + τ3 − τ2 − τ4 (7)

Operating after considering the quadrotor’s mass (m) and the moment of
inertia (Ju, Jv and Jw), the gravity (g), the Coriolis forces and the fixed-mobile
framework, the state equations can be defined as (8-11):⎡
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Finally, as a result, the output equations are obtained from state and in-
put variables (12), where G corresponds to gyro, A to accelerometer and H to
altimeter measures.⎡
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2.2 Failure Analysis: Lift System

Among all the possible failures and breakdowns, this work is centered in the
events affecting to the drone’s lift. It is due to the potential consequences it
would have in the drone control and stability. They can be characterized ac-
cording to two different parameters: the system affected by the failure and the
importance/relevance of the breakdown in the performance of the system.

Firstly, it is required to analyze the failure-susceptible elements. Statistics
shown that they are usually found in the propellers, engines, bearings, or elec-
trical connections. All of them can provoke a thrust lost in the broken-down
motor, that can be characterized as a linear combination of a translation over
the engine’s axis and a rotation over the opposite axis. It is the result of abrupt
changes in both the linear acceleration and the angular velocity, that can be
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Fig. 2. Accident analysis: top view Fig. 3. Accident analysis: 3D view

detected before the drone’s position and orientation reach dangerous values. In
brief, the sudden lift lost together with the torque originated in the opposite axis
makes the drone to fall turning around of its center.

This behaviour was verified in study conducted to analyze an accident hap-
pened in the RobCib group: figures 2 and 3 show the event: after the take-off and
2 minutes of normal operation, the drone -an Asctec Pelican- suddenly fell down
with no apparent cause. The posterior analysis revealed a failure in one of the
motors (the 3, concretely), that altered the lift. Although the real causes of the
accident have been not discovered yet (it is though that was due to a problem in
the motor power supply), it has been estimated that the failure would had been
detected by the system described in the following section. It would had allowed
to reduce the damages substantially. Both the detection system and the safety
control techniques are presented in the following sections.

2.3 Failure Detection System

Bibliography presents two main different model-based approaches for detecting
failures: the first ones measures the speeds in each one of the motors (by using a
tachometer) and compares it with the theoretical one. C.Yang proves that this
local method provides fast and accurate results [9], but is not able to take into
account physical problems in the propeller or damages in the structure. That is
why the second approach -based on the inner state- is broadly used.

Several works in the bibliography has addressed this approach: G.Heredia
uses an observer based on an analytical (Kalman Filter) identification [4], while
C.Berbra [1] employs a multi-observer strategy (every non-linear estimator ob-
servers the attitude but using different sensitivities, choosing the output of the
one that minimizes a certain criterion). In this work, the Cauchy’s Residues The-
orem has been selected, simplifying the work done by Rafaralahy [6]: The state
of the drone is compared with the theoretical model (presented in subsection
2.1). The state variables taken into account are i) the linear acceleration in X,
Y and Z (ẍ, ÿ and z̈, respectively; and ii) the angular velocities in roll, pitch and
yaw (ϕ̇, θ̇ and ψ̇, respectively) 1. They are acquired by using a fast high preci-

1 Linear acceleration in the Z axis and the angular acceleration in yaw are both dis-
carded for the following steps due to their low relevance in the failure detection.
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sion IMU (mainly basing on the accelerometer and gyro measures). The 6-to-6
comparison generates the drone model’s “residuals”.

These features are good indicator of the real/theoretical divergence: when
their values are close to zero, the likeliness model-reality is high. Conversely,
when discrepancy is relevant, the distance between the model and the actually
behaviour is high. Supposing the model good enough, it implies a failure in
the operation. Figure 4 presents a simplified diagram of the detector, where the
inputs, outputs and residuals (defined as a difference between real and estimated
outputs) are the variables defined in 2.2.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the failure detector

According to the breakdowns effects described in subsection 2.2, breakdown
situation can be supposed when the residuals of one of the linear accelerations (X
or Y) and one of the angular velocities (roll or pitch) exceed a certain threshold.
Even more, a careful study proved that the interrelation among the residuals and
their specific values identifies and determines the rotor affected by the failure.
Table 1 presents the criteria selected for identifying the motor damaged.

Table 1. Damaged motor identification according to the residuals. The numeration of
the motors follows the described in figure 1.

Motor number Angular velocity Linear acceleration

1 θ̇ < −TH1 ẍ < −TH2

2 ϕ̇ < −TH1 ÿ > TH2

3 θ̇ > TH1 ẍ > TH2

4 ϕ̇ > TH1 ÿ < −TH2

In the table TH1 and TH2 corresponds to two different thresholds: angular
and linear. The have to be defined experimentally, since they depend on the
drones characteristics: In this work, the features considered are the ones depicted
in table 2, obtaining both thresholds by simulation. These simulation introduced
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Table 2. Quadrotor parameters

Parameter Value

Mass (m) 1 kg
Wingspan (l) 0.55 m
Force/voltage relation (Kf ) 5 N/V
Torque/voltage relation (Kt) 0.05 N·m/V
Moment of inertia: U axis (Ju) 100,000 Kg·mm2

Moment of inertia: V axis (Jv) 100,000 Kg·mm2

Moment of inertia: W axis (Jw) 200,000 Kg·mm2

Accelerometer deviation 0.025 m/s2

Accelerometer noise 0.005 m/s2

Gyro deviation 0.025 rad/s
Gyro noise 0.005 rad/s
Altimeter noise 0.02 m

Table 3. Results of simulation with mild failure detection system

Failure % Torque (N·m) Detection time (s) α after detection (◦)
10 0.125 0,65 31
20 0.251 0,45 29
50 0.625 0,3 32
100 1.25 0,2 28

different failures of diverse consideration, in order to obtain a general rule for
the residuals. For example, figure presents a 50% breakdown in motor 1, that
was detected after 244 ms. As it is possible to see in the figure 5, the value of
the residuals in θ̇ and ẍ is obtained from the detection level determined.

Nevertheless, the simulations showed that for distinguish in fast and reliable
way between mild and critical failures -those that implies less or more than
50% lift lost, respectively-, two parallel systems with different thresholds are
needed. Tests have proved that 2 m/s2 and 2 rad/s are the optimum value for
detecting critical breakdowns. Conversely, mild failures requires TH2 = 0,5 rad/s
to perform suitably, considering only the average measures in order to avoid false
positive detections due to the sensor’s electronic noise.

The results of the simulations are shown in tables 3 and 4. As it is possible to
appreciate, critical errors are detected quickly. In contrast, it takes a long time
to detect mild errors. However, their effect in the global attitude of the drone is
not actually strong, being in any case enough for applying the control methods
and techniques described in the following section.

Finally, not only simulations but also real experiments were done in order to
validate the hypothesis of the work. Figure 6 depicts the results of an experiment
with a 100% failure in motor 2. As it is possible to appreciate, it was detected
approximately after 390 ms. Orange, blue, yellow and green lines represent, re-
spectively, the residuals of linear accelerations in X and Y and angular velocities
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Fig. 5. Simulation of a 50% failure in motor 1: The breakdown is detected using the
residuals of angular velocity in pitch and linear acceleration in x axis

in roll and pitch. On the other hand, red lines show the detection thresholds and
red points show the time when they were exceeded. The breakdown was detected
using the residuals of angular velocity in roll and linear acceleration in Y axis.

3 Failure Management

Once detected a failure in the drone’s lift, the main goal is to reduce the risk:
Given that a quadrotor is a naturally unstable system -in contrast to hexacopters
or octocopters-, a failure in any of the motors makes impossible to continue the
operation. Nevertheless, a quick detection of the failure allows a counteraction to
stabilize the drone. It makes possible to landing in safe conditions -if the failure
is not critical-, or at least to deploy a passive safety method that minimizes the
damage.

In both cases, the control techniques to apply have to compensate the failure
effects: maintain the drone in the horizontal plane and reduce as much as possible
the fallen speed. In the first case, to guarantee that the landing avoids damages
for both the own drone and to third part agents. On the other hand, in order to
be able to employ the passive guard properly.

Table 4. Results of simulation with critical failure detection system

Failure % Torque (N·m) Detection time (s) α after detection (◦)
10 0.125 0,95 65
20 0.251 0,8 92
50 0.625 0,25 23
100 1.25 0,15 16
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Fig. 6. Results of the detection system carried out in real experiments

3.1 Control Techniques for Degraded Systems

The possibilities of controlling a quadrotor after a failure in their lift system
are quite limited and depends largely on the severity of damages. Therefore, the
distinction between mild and critical failures raised in the detection of faults is
also employed in the management of them.

In the case of serious damage, it has been rejected any possibility of control
the damaged system. Instead, it has been proposed some maneuvers to mitigate
the effects of the fault: stop the motor opposite the damaged motor, then stop
the motor failed and finally increase the thrust of the other two engines. In
addition, it has been recommended to deploy as soon as possible a passive safety
method to break the fall and reduce damage.

On the other hand, in the case of mild failures it proposes a control over the
shaft of the damaged rotor, obtaining the thrust of the opposite rotor of the
damaged rotor from the angle and angular velocity of the shaft, as it is possible
to see at equation (13).

fa = fd + k1α̇+ k2α (13)

Where fa is the control thrust, fd is faulty thrust, α is the angular velocity
and the angle of the shaft and k1 and k2 are constants.

It has been simulated this control system and it has obtained the results of
the figure fig:control This figure shows the evolution of the opposite rotor thrust,
the angular velocity and the orientation of the axis at the previous and following
instants of a 20% failure. As it can see, the control system is able to stabilize
the degraded quadrotor.

3.2 Passive Security Methods

As previously said, passive guards complement the underactuated (emergency)
control system: these devices are supposed to be deployed in the worst situations,
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Fig. 7. Results of simulation of emergency control system

when the drone is completely unmanageable. Their goal is to limit and reduce
as much as possible the drone damages. In this regard, a qualitative study of
different methods (airbag, parachute, static propellers, etc.) was carried out. Due
to its simplicity, well know operation, low cost and robustness, the semi-spheric
parachute was selected as the most suitable passive guard. However, due to its
unfolding complexity, a design where the rotor does not interfere with parachute
spread out is required. Furthermore, since the potential deployment methods
(e.g.pyrotechnic, elastic, mechanical.. ) increase the complexity of the system,
also specific control techniques are required (some listed above and others such
as engine stop).

Despite of the fact the parachute has been more explored in fixed-wing vehicles
than in rotary-wing ones, literature and industry have already addressed some
of these problems. From skydiving to the aerospace industry, the parachute has
proved to be an effective way to reduce the falling speed. Many experiments
and tests have been carried out, and the design principles are quite clear. Thus,
the objective in this work was to study its viability, providing a quantitative
assessment to verify its feasibility.

It has been estimated that a falling speed as low as 5 m/s speed guarantees
the structural integrity of this type of UAVs. Thus, that is the aim imposed:

Fig. 8. Parachute analysis: Height evo-
lution

Fig. 9. Parachute analysis: Falling
speed evolution
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simplifying the model presented by Y.Kim [5], both a numerical and a experimen-
tal trial have been done in order to evaluate the requirements of the parachute:
for a 3.5 Kg quadrotor, a 1.6m diameter parachute with a 1.2 shape coefficient
is required to reach 5 m/s in 0.68 seconds after the full unfolding.

Figures 8 and 9 present an experiment where a dummy scale model felt with
and without parachute (red and blue lines, respectively). As it is possible to
appreciate, the speed reduction during the fall is relevant, providing as well a
longer falling time that can be employed in safety maneuvers.

4 Results and Conclusions

Safety is a critical issue for the development and implantation of the small UAVs
in daily tasks. The economic and human costs derived from potential accidents
(actually frequent) is really high, so safety methods are necessary. This paper
describes the efforts done in this sense, tackling the lift problems in 4-propeller
rotorcrafts. A model-base failure detection system has been designed and im-
plemented, proving its effectiveness both in simulation and in real experiments.
Furthermore, control system for degraded devices has been also designed and val-
idated combined with the detection system. For unmanageable/unrecoverable
situations, passive security methods have been studied, proving that they are
really helpful in these situations.
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Abstract. This paper describes the trajectory control of a quadrotor using 
external position estimation obtained from visual tracking in a scenario with 
multiple quadrotors and a camera mounted in the base of two or more UAVs, 
with the images being transmitted through a radio link. Applications where 
visual tracking can be used include fault detection and recovery of internal 
sensors, formation flying and autonomous aerial refueling. The dynamic model 
of the quadrotor and its trajectory control scheme is described along with the 
model of perturbations considered for the external position estimation. 
Graphical and numerical results are presented in different conditions, 
commenting separately the effect of each identified perturbation over the 
trajectory control. This study is done in simulation as previous step before 
testing quadrotor trajectory control in real conditions due to the high risk of 
accidents and damages on the vehicle. 

Keywords: quadrotor, external position estimation, visual tracking, trajectory 
control, perturbations. 

1 Introduction 

Visual tracking in multi-UAV systems can be used in a number of control 
applications where safety and reliability are important requirements. Examples 
include cooperative UAV formation flying [1], fault detection and isolation [2] or 
autonomous aerial refueling [3]. A vision-based external estimation system will 
eventually provide a measurement that can replace or complement the internal sensors 
of the UAV being tracked. The paper analyzes the effects of the estimation and 
communication delays, packet loss and outliers on the control system performance. 

In UAVs, Fault Detection, Identification and Recovery (FDIR) is usually done 
using the aerial vehicle internal sensors [4-10]. In a multiUAV team of cooperating 
aerial vehicles, the FDIR unit can exploit the team information for detection of faults, 
using the sensors onboard other UAVs for fault detection in a given UAV. This 
scheme requires the computation of the relative position/attitude of a UAV from other 
UAVs.  
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There has been a significant interest in the last years in the computation of this 
relative position between aerial vehicles using vision sensors, especially in 
autonomous formation flight and the closely related field of autonomous aerial 
refueling [11]. Uniquely identifiable light markers (beacons) are placed on the leader 
aircraft and on the refueling drogue to facilitate relative navigation. The beacons are 
one [12] or several [13] Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) that emit structured light 
modulated with a known waveform. The vision sensor onboard the follower aircraft 
filters the received light energy from the LEDs so that much of the ambient energy is 
ignored and thus target detection can be achieved in a noisy, ambient environment. 
Based on the vision data collected, a nonlinear estimation routine is used to estimate 
the relative position and orientation of the vision sensor relative to the refueling 
drogue. 

Ref. [14] employs the method of active contours in the image processing 
algorithms and Kalman filtering to track the leader aircraft across several image 
frames, without uniquely identifiable optical markers on the leader aircraft. Data 
derived by the use of active contours is used to drive an EKF that produces estimates 
of range, line-of-sight angle and their rates. 

Relative position estimation has been done on UAVs [15], using homography-
based techniques to obtain the position of a UAV relative to another UAV from the 
images that both take from the same scene. In this work, relative position estimation 
is done using visual tracking of the UAV from several other UAVs of the team.  

The application of external estimations (on board other UAVs or on ground) to 
control systems introduces some problems to be considered carefully when system 
stability can be affected and the integrity of the robots or persons are in risk. This is 
the case of multi-UAV systems, especially in such unstable vehicles like quadrotors, 
where delays, noise and data loss in the external estimation may have catastrophic 
consequences for their control. 

In this work it is considered the trajectory control of a quadrotor whose position is 
given by a vision-based external estimation system affected by a number of 
perturbations, including delays, noise, packet loss and outliers. Several experiments 
were conducted prior to this study, where the position of a quadrotor was obtained 
from a set of images and measurements of the position and rotation of the cameras 
that tracked it, as well as the real position of the tracked quadrotor obtained by means 
of a Vicon Motion Capture System used as ground truth, what allowed the 
identification of the perturbations mentioned. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the external position 
estimation problem for quadrotor trajectory control. Section 3 covers the dynamic 
model and the control scheme. The perturbations under study are presented in Section 
4. Graphical and numerical results of the simulations in different conditions can be 
found in Section 5, while Section 6 contains the conclusions. 

2 Relative Position Estimation in multiUAV Systems 

Consider a situation with three quadrotors A, B and C. Two of them, A and B, have 
cameras mounted in their base with known position and orientation referred to a  
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global frame. Images taken from cameras are sent along with their position and 
orientation to a ground station. Both cameras will try to stay focused on the third 
quadrotor, C, so a tracking algorithm will be applied to obtain the centroid of the 
object on every received image. An external position estimator executed in the ground 
station will use this data to obtain an estimation of quadrotor C position that can be 
used for position or trajectory control in the case C does not have this kind of sensors, 
they are damaged, or they are temporarily unavailable. The situation described above 
has been illustrated in figure 1. Here the cones represent the field of view of the 
cameras, the orange quadrotor is the one being tracked and the green ball corresponds 
to its position estimation. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Two quadrotors with cameras in their base tracking a third quadrotor whose position 
want to be estimated, represented by the green ball 

One of the main issues in vision-based external position estimation applied to 
position control is the presence of delays in the control loop, which should not be too 
high to prevent the system of becoming unstable. The following sources of delay can 
be identified: 

• Image acquisition delay 
• Image transmission through radio link 
• Image processing for tracking algorithm 
• Position estimation and its transmission 

The first two are imposed by hardware and available bandwidth. The last one is 
negligible in comparison with the others. On the other hand, image processing is very 
dependent on the computation cost required by the tracking algorithm. Before this 
simulation study, the external position estimation system was developed and tested 
with real data, obtaining position and orientation of cameras and tracked quadrotor 
from a Vicon Motion Capture System in the CATEC testbed. The visual tracking 
algorithm used was a modified version of CAMShift algorithm [16], [17]. This color-
based tracking algorithm uses Hue channel in the HSV image representation for 
building a model of the object and detecting it, applying Mean-Shift for computing 
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the centroid of the probability distribution. As this algorithm is based only in color 
information, a small orange ball was disposed at the top of the tracked quadrotor, in 
contrast with the blue floor of the testbed. Figure 2 shows two images captured by the 
cameras during data acquisition phase. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Images taken during data acquisition experiments at the same time from both cameras, 
with two orange balls at the top of a Hummingbird quadrotor 

With the captured data, the estimation of the quadrotor position was obtained 
offline with an extended Kalman filter. Graphical results showed three types of errors 
in the estimation: an offset error about 15 cm between the real position (taken from 
Vicon) and the estimated one due to bad calibration of the cameras, a small amplitude 
noise typical in any estimation process, and the presence of outliers derived from 
faulty data in orientation measurement caused by occlusions. These perturbations will 
be simulated so their effects over the trajectory control of quadrotor can be analyzed. 

3 Quadrotor Trajectory Control 

Since this study is carried out by simulation, a dynamic model of the quadrotor and its 
control system is required. Otherwise, using a real system for testing perturbation 
effects over trajectory control would imply high risk of accidents and damages on  
the UAV. 

This section presents the dynamic equations of the quadrotor, relating the  
three-dimensional position and orientation variables with the control signals, as well 
as the control scheme that allows the quadrotor to follow a path defined by a set of 
way-points. 

3.1 Dynamic Model 

As any other mechanical system, quadrotor dynamics can be derived from two ways 
[18]: using Newton-Euler formulation or Euler-Lagrange formulation, although the 
first one requires less computations and adding dynamic terms to the model is easier. 
In this case, the relationship between translational and rotational accelerations of the 
rigid body and external forces and torques is given by:  × 00 + ×× = .   (1)
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where m is the total mass of the quadrotor, I is the inertia matrix, assumed to be 
diagonal, V and ω are the translational and rotational velocities, and F and τ are the 
external forces and torques applied to the system. Only two kind of external forces are 
considered here: gravity and the thrust of the motors denoted by Ti, with i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Then, the rotational acceleration due to motor forces and gyroscopic terms is: = − + (− + )= ( − ) + ( − )= − + ∑ (−1)  . (2)

where ϕ, θ, and ψ are roll, pitch and yaw angles, Ixx, Iyy and Izz are the inertia moments 
along the three axes (the inertia products are zero if the mass distribution is 
symmetric), l is the length of the arms and Qi is the counter-torque generated by the  
i-th motor. On the other hand, the translational accelerations can be computed as 
follows:  = − ( ) ∑ = (  + ) ∑ = (−  + ) ∑  . (3)

There are three important considerations here: 1) quadrotor rotation is independent 
from position, while position depends on rotation, 2) quadrotor moves due to  
projection of total thrust of the motors over the horizontal plane, and 3) quadrotor is 
an under-actuated system with 6 DOF and only four control signals (the thrust of each 
motor). 

Finally, in ref. [18] it is assumed that motor thrust Ti and counter-torque Qi are 
proportional to the square of its speed: = · ; = · .  (4)

3.2 Attitude and Height Control 

Although in practice controllers actuate over motors speed, four control signals are 
defined in the following way: 

=  =  · ( + + + )· (− + )· ( − )· (− + − + )  . (5)

These signals allow to control quadrotor height, roll, pitch and yaw angles, 
respectively, in terms of rotor speeds, decoupling control problem despite de 
gyroscopic term in (2). 

Looking at (2), if these terms are rejected, orientation dynamic can be 
approximated by a double integrator. The same assumption can be done in (3) for 
small angles. Gyroscopes and accelerometers are combined for having a good 
estimation of rotational position, but they usually also provide rate information in roll, 
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pith and yaw angles. That is why a position and velocity feedback scheme [19], [20] 
can be applied, so references in angular speed and their corresponding control signals 
will be given by: 

= ···    ;    = · ( − )· ( − )· ( − )  . (6)

The errors in roll, pitch and yaw angles are defined as the difference between the 
reference and the orientation measurement, with the references in roll and pitch given 
by the velocity controller (see Section 3.3): = −= −= − . (7)

This technique however cannot be applied for height control because in general, 
for small UAVs, speed on Z axis is not an available signal. Instead, height control 
signal can be decomposed in the sum of a constant term for compensating quadrotor 
weight, and a correction term that considers height error: = + ( ) . (8)

It was found that designing a discrete time controller able to handle discontinuities 
in height references, like steps, was a hard task. Moreover, continuous time 
controllers that provided stable response became unstable when they were discretized. 
Ref. [21] proposes an optimal digital controller for double integrator system with a 
sample time of 0.1 seconds, suitable for height control, which will be used in this 
work. This controller was tested in simulation with good results. 

3.3 Velocity Control 

The velocity control in the XY plane is now considered, maintaining a null reference 
for yaw angle. Let (xd, yd) be the desired point and (x, y) the current position of the 
quadrotor. Then, the direction of the velocity in the global frame can be computed as 
follows: = tan −− . (9)

The quadrotor will try to maintain a constant speed V, although accepting speed 
transitions when the direction changes between way points. Then the velocity error on 
XY axes is computed as follows: = · cos( ) −= · sin( ) − . (10)

Assuming a null reference for yaw angle, then speed on X axis will depend on 
pitch angle, while speed on Y axis will do in roll angle. Simulation experiments show 
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that a simple proportional controller provides good results, so roll and pitch references 
are obtained in the following way: = · ; = · . (11)

3.4 Trajectory Generation 

A trajectory Γ will be defined as a sequence of N way-points, where each way-point 
specifies the XYZ desired coordinates that the quadrotor should reach: = , , … , ; = [ , , ]  (12)

The criterion used for jumping from current way point to the next one was to 
consider a threshold distance dth, so the way-point counter will be incremented if the 
following condition is satisfied: ( − ) + ( − ) + ( − ) < . (13)

No interpolation polynomials were used in this work, so quadrotor will follow 
segments of linear trajectories. 

4 Model of Perturbations 

This section presents the five perturbations considered in the external position 
estimation that is sent to the quadrotor for its trajectory control. 

4.1 Sampling Rate 

As any digital system, external estimator will receive external observations at discrete 
time instants. Two working modes can be considered: periodic sample rate or variable 
sampling time. In general, quadrotor position control system will work at higher 
frequencies that the external estimator, particularly if this functional block makes use 
of computer vision techniques. 

Because quadrotor control system requires position data at fixed rate, a sampling rate 
conversion process is then needed. The simplest solution is the use of Zero Order Holder, 
so last update obtained from estimator will be provided until the next update is received. 
Previous experiments to this work show that the sampling rate for visual-based external 
position estimation is around 5-20 Hz, depending on image resolution and available 
bandwidth for its transmission, while quadrotor sample rate for position control is 
typically between 1-10 Hz for GPS and 100-200 Hz for a Vicon Motion Capture System. 

4.2 Delay 

Here the delay is defined as the elapsed time between the reception in the quadrotor of 
the estimation of its position and the moment when data used for this estimation was 
captured. In the case of image based estimation, the delay includes image acquisition 
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and transmission, visual tracking algorithm application, estimation computation and 
its transmission to the UAV. 

Height is a critical magnitude in quadrotor control, particularly sensitive to delays. 
In many cases, small size UAVs have ultrasonic devices mounted in their base, so it is 
not too hard assumption to consider its internal measurement. In practice, ultrasonic 
devices used with quadrotors usually have a delay less than 100 ms. In most cases, 
delay can be considered to be equal to the sampling time. 

4.3 Noise 

Position estimation process will be affected by a number of perturbations that cause 
the estimation to be slightly different from real value. When the position estimation is 
computed using a pair of images and the position and orientation data of the cameras 
themselves, the main contributions to the error are distortion in non-well calibrated 
lenses, noise in the measurement of position and orientation of the cameras and errors 
in the centroid of the tracked object. On the other hand, an offset error in the 
measurement of the orientation of the cameras causes an estimation error in the 
position proportional to the distance between the cameras and the tracked object. 

In this work, noise will be simulated as an additive random variable, with normal 
or uniform distribution function, characterized by its mean and variance or maximum 
and minimum. The offset error in the position estimation obtained after the 
experiments was around 0,15 m, with a mean distance of 4 m between the cameras 
and the quadrotor. The standard deviation of the noise will strongly depend on the 
number of consecutive frames with tracking loss in one or both cameras. In normal 
conditions, a standard deviation of 0,05 m can be assumed. 

4.4 Outliers 

An outlier can be easily identified as a point that is located far away from the rest of 
estimation points. It has short duration in time, and it will appear at each sample 
period with a certain probability. Therefore two parameters can be associated: the 
amplitude of the outlier, and its probability. This kind of perturbation was identified 
during analysis of the results of image based position estimation, after the application 
of extended Kalman filter, and it was caused by outliers in cameras orientation 
measurement and inconsistencies in centroids in the pair of images. As an extended 
Kalman filter was used for estimation, the outliers will be partially filtered, but 
amplitudes around 25 m can be considered, while an acceptable value for the outlier 
probability is 0,05. 

4.5 Packet Loss 

Position estimation is externally estimated by an agent that receives images from the 
cameras as well as the position and orientation of the cameras, and will send its 
estimation via radio link to the tracked object. In practical, it should be considered the 
possibility of the loss of one or more packets containing this estimation. For this 
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simulation, we consider a probability of packet loss at each sample time, and a 
uniform random variable that will represent the number of packets lost. Values of 
0,01 for packet loss probability and a uniformly distributed random number between 1 
and 10 in the number of packets lost can be used for reference. 

5 Simulation Results 

Graphical and numerical results of simulations in different conditions are presented 
here, showing separately the effects of perturbations indicated in previous section so it 
will be easier to interpret their effects on the performance of trajectory control. These 
results are only for reference. Effects of perturbations will obviously depend on the 
control structure being used, although the one presented in Section 3 is a conventional 
control scheme. 

5.1 Different Speeds and Delays 

Delay in position measurement and quadrotor speed will be increased until instability 
is reached, without considering any other perturbation. The sample time for quadrotor 
control is 20 ms, except in height control, where it was used 100 ms period. Figure 3 
shows the reference path and the trajectories followed for different values of delay in 
XY position measurement and fixed delay of 100 ms in height when the speed of the 
quadrotor is 0,5 m·s-1. A threshold distance of dth = 0,25 m was specified for jumping 
between way-points. 

Table 1 relates different speeds of the quadrotor with maximum delays allowed in 
XY position and in height measurements. In the first case, instability is associated 
with the existence of a loop that catch the quadrotor, preventing it to follow the 
 

 
Fig. 3. Reference path and trajectories followed in XY plane with different values of delay in 
XY position measurement, fixed delay of 100 ms in height measurement and V = 0,5 m·s-1 
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trajectory, while the criterion used for height was an overshoot greater than 50%. 
These results were obtained for the reference path shown in figure 3. The effect of 
delay in height control is independent from quadrotor speed, but in the first three 
cases, height limits the maximum delay allowed when a full XYZ external position 
estimation is considered. 

Table 1. Maximum values of delays in XY position and height measurement for different 
references of speed 

Speed [m·s-1] XY plane max. delay [s] Height max. delay [s] 

0,25 2,4 0,2 

0,5 0,94 0,2 

0,75 0,44 0,2 

1 0,18 0,2 

 
 

The threshold distance dth between the current quadrotor position and the next way-
point can be used to compensate delay.  Then, the higher the threshold is, the lower 
the effect of the delay over the trajectory will be, although this value is limited by the 
minimum distance between way-points. Quadrotor speed will also be limited by the 
maximum error allowed in the trajectory tracking or in the position control for a 
certain application where reducing delay is not possible. However, the speed of the 
UAV might be adjusted depending on the distance to the next way-point, specifying 
higher speeds when the distance is large enough, and decreasing it as the quadrotor  
approaches to the way-point. 

5.2 Noise and Outliers with Fixed Delay 

In this simulation it will be applied an additive Gaussian noise with 0,2 m2 variance 
and outliers with uniformly distributed amplitude in the range ±10 m and a probability 
of 0,1 over position measured in XY plane. It will be maintained a delay of 0,25 s in 
this measurement, and 0,1 s on height. Figure 4 shows the external XY position 
estimation used by the trajectory controller. The reference path was the same. 

In figure 5 it can be seen the effects of noise and outliers separately over trajectory 
control in the XY plane. It has also been represented the trajectory followed without 
this two perturbations, considering only the delay. There is an important change on 
the behavior when noise is applied over estimation. Outliers instead are filtered by the 
low-pass dynamics of the quadrotor, so their effect is not very significant in 
comparison due in part to the lack of a derivative term in the velocity controller, as 
seen in (11). Trajectory control can be therefore enhanced if position estimation is 
filtered before being used by controller. 
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Fig. 4. External estimation of XY position with Gaussian noise, outliers and a reference speed 
of V = 0,5 m·s-1 

 

Fig. 5. Trajectories followed by the quadrotor with noise and outliers (blue) and without them 
(black) 

5.3 Delay, Noise, Outliers and Packet Loss 

Finally, all perturbations presented in Section 4 will be considered together, 
introducing now a packet loss probability of 0,02 with a uniform random number of 
packets lost between 1 and 10. These perturbations are only applied over XY position 
estimation because, as mentioned above, the height is assumed to be measured with 
internal sensors. Figure 6 represents the trajectory followed by the quadrotor for 
speeds of 0,5 and 0,75 m·s-1. As quadrotor trajectory controller needs position 
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measurements every sample period, when a packet is lost, the system will use the last 
measurement received. This implies serious problems if the last measurement was an 
outlier and the number of packets lost are large enough, causing strange behaviors 
The sudden change in the direction of the quadrotor in figure 6 for V = 0,5 m·s-1 
around (x, y) = (1,7, -1,1) may be due to the coincidence of both perturbations. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Quadrotor trajectories with simultaneous application of noise, delay, outliers and packet 
loss for V = 0,5 m·s-1 (blue) and V = 0,75 m·s-1 (green) 

On the other hand, height control is not affected by these perturbations despite the 
coupling between XY position and height through the control signals, as motors thrust 
is used for controlling these three variables. In figure 7 the Z-axis reference and the 
real height are shown in the conditions described above and V = 0,75 m·s-1. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Reference and real value for height when XY position is affected by noise, delay,  
outliers and packet loss with a reference speed of V = 0,75 m·s-1 
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The simultaneous application of all perturbations considered in this study has an 
unacceptable effect over the trajectory control. Delay and packet loss have a similar 
influence as the second one can be considered as a random delay. Outliers, if they are 
not consecutive, are filtered by the low-pass quadrotor dynamics, and they can be 
easily detected too. On the other hand, noise is the main cause of the bad results in the 
trajectory tracking shown in figure 6. There are two ways to decrease its effect: 
improving the position estimation, or considering control methods more robust to 
noise. 

In general, the accuracy of the visual position estimation will depend on the 
number of available cameras without tracking loss, their relative position, and the 
accuracy in the measurement of their position and orientation. As the number of 
cameras increases, the uncertainty in the estimation and the effect of outliers are 
reduced. On the other hand, it could be possible to obtain an estimation at higher rates 
if the image processing is done onboard each of the UAVs instead of sending and 
processing images in a ground station. A global time reference would also be needed 
for computing the elapsed time since the last frame was captured, so cameras do not 
need to be synchronized. 

6 Conclusions 

Visual estimation in multi-UAV systems can be used for trajectory or position 
control, replacing or complementing the measurements from the internal sensors of a 
certain UAV. However, a number of perturbations are introduced by the external 
estimation system in the control loop, whose effect should be studied. In this paper it 
has been analyzed by simulation the effects of delay, noise, outliers and packet loss in 
the trajectory control of a quadrotor. These four perturbations are typical in an 
external position estimation system that computes the position of a tracked object 
from images captured by two cameras whose position and orientation are known, and 
that transmit this estimation through a radio link. This simulation is required before 
testing trajectory control with external position estimation due to the risk of accidents 
and damages on real quadrotor if the system becomes unstable. Graphical and 
numerical results have been presented in different conditions, identifying separately 
the effects of delay, noise and outliers, as well as considering the four perturbations 
together. Delay can be partially compensated by increasing the threshold distance to 
the next way-point, changing the direction of the quadrotor before crossing it. Noise 
will strongly depend on the tracking algorithm and in the position and orientation 
measurements, although it can be partially filtered or rejected using more robust 
control methods. On the other hand, outliers can be easily identified and therefore 
removed from estimation. However, the presence of noise or outliers in the external 
estimation before a packet loss may have unacceptable consequences in applications 
where safety and reliability are important. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to show a methodology to obtain a model of 
a rotary wing UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) employing a frequency-domain 
System Identification (SYSID) methodology using CIFER®. The methodology 
is applied to the CB-5000 RUAV and discuss several identification issues, from 
the telemetry acquisition process, parametric model to be identified and 
identification technique, to finally validate and implement the model. The 
UAV’s real autopilot software is integrated with the CIFER® model showing a 
good behaviour without any change on the tuning of the real autopilot gains. In 
order to validate and compare the results, an alternative two rigid body 
kinematic model is presented. Finally, the models integrated with the autopilot 
are compared by using the experimental data of the real RUAV (Rotorcraft 
UAV) platform following the same flight plan. 

Keywords: UAV modelling and control, Identification, CIFER®, UAV, 
rotorcraft, aircraft modelling and control. 

1 Introduction 

In the next years, unmanned helicopters are going to be used for numerous 
commercial, civil, and military applications. This type of platform has a VTOL 
(Vertical Take-off and Landing) capability that enables UAS (Unmanned Aerial 
System) to operate in uneven terrains, or even operate from mobile platform such as 
the deck of a ship. Easy to transport and deploy, these flying autonomous vehicles are 
safe and cost-effective platforms to carry cameras and other surveillance equipment or 
even to transport and deploy loads [1].  

SYSID (SYStem IDentification) is a technique for dynamic response determination 
by means of a state measurement series of a physical system. It is used to develop or 
improve the mathematical representation of a system using experimental data. Among 
the different types of SYSID, this paper is concerned about the identification type 
supported by CIFER® (Comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses): 
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frequency-domain identification of a linear parametric model. This type has been 
widely proved to be the best option in SYSID of rotary wing aircraft (see e.g. [2] and 
the references given there). Results here presented derive from [3]. 

It is intended to follow all identification steps – in natural order – throughout this 
document. Therefore this paper begins with a brief description of the identification 
flight maneuvers for the data acquisition. Section 3 shows the parametric model to 
identify and some issues about parameter estimation and initial conditions needed for 
identification. Section 4 provides some guidelines and tasks for  data conditioning 
before CIFER® usage. Section 5 deals with the main issues that should be taken into 
account in the identification and verification process with this software. In section 6 
an alternative modelling technique is presented. Section 7 introduces the guidance and 
control UAV algorithms. In Section 8, the controller previously described is simulated 
with the different models. The results are compared with real data obtained on 
experiments by following the same flight plan. Finally, conclusions of this work and 
future extensions are presented in Section 9. 

2 Flight Data Collection 

Identification flight tests were performed on a modified RC helicopter (see Fig. 1) 
that was converted into a UAV with the integration of several sensors and a 
processing unit. The RUAV navigation algorithm is based on an Extended Kalman 
Filter estimation (see [4] and [5]), using a loosely coupled INS/GPS (Inertial 
Navigation System/Global Position System) integration combined with a 
magnetometer unit. A real-time operating system embedded in a PC-104 sends all 
measurements via Wi-Fi to a ground station. There they are logged and supervised by 
flight test engineers. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (Right) RUAV platform with all the avionics to collect the frequency sweep data. (Left) 
CB-5000 main characteristics. 

These flight tests are the input of the identification process; hence, the model 
accuracy is directly related with the dataset. The main goal is to record a set of data 
good enough to identify the model parameters. Therefore they should excite all 
dynamics modes of interest in the range of frequencies where the model is going to fit 
the real system. This range will also depend on the purposes and applications of the 
model. 
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The tests that a pilot should perform in open loop are the following:  

• Trimming the RUAV in a particular flight condition (e.g. hover flight at a given 
altitude). Since the parametric model is linearized around a trim condition (see 
Section 3), the dynamic response should consist in perturbations around that 
condition. 

• Doing sinusoidal sweeps for each control variable reducing progressively the 
oscillation period (see Fig. 2). Ideally, each test should be accomplished using just 
the control variable of interest. However, RUAV are very unstable (even more than 
manned helicopters) and to maintain the trim condition is really challenging. 
Because of this, small pulse corrections need to be done by the secondary control 
variables. These data logs are employed for identification tasks. 

• Doing doublet-steps maneuvers (see Fig. 3) for each control variable of 
approximately 10s of duration for CIFER® verification tasks. 

Hence, once the helicopter is trimmed in a flight condition, the pilot sweeps using 
just one control variable (e.g. lateral cyclic control, as can be shown in Fig. 2) and 
introducing small an instantaneous corrections with the rest of control signals to 
maintain the helicopter as stable as possible during the sweep. The process is repeated 
for each control signal (four times in this case). Helicopter status and maneuvers are 
supervised using the commented ground station. 

It is important that all maneuvers start and end in the same trim condition. Also the 
data set will only be valid for identification in calm atmosphere with winds up to ~2.5 / . More guidelines and suggestions to accomplish identification flight test can be 
found in [2], [3], [6] and [7]. Nevertheless these recommendations are hard to execute in 
practice. In fact, the accomplishment of RUAV identification tests in cruise condition is 
very challenging; the pilot has to control safely a very unstable aircraft maintaining the 
cruise condition, sweeping one control input and reducing the actuation of the secondary 
ones while the RUAV is getting far away. Hence, an adequate flight tests design and an 
expert pilot familiarised with these experiments are required. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Typical lateral cyclic control signal sweep maneuver 

Alternatively, a close loop identification test could be done but this approach has 
the drawback that the behaviour being identified includes the system composed of the 
platform and the control system, and then the results are not useful for control design 
purposes. 
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Fig. 3. (Up) Ideal Doublet-Step verification manoeuvre for lateral cyclic. (Down) Real Dublet-
Step manoeuvre. 

In order to collect the required data for identification, a detailed maneuver design 
should be done. This process is about determining the maximum and minimum 
frequencies of interest in system dynamics, length and number of sweeps for each 
control variable and sample rate required. Windowing parameters in CIFER® (see 
Section 5) are connected with these parameters. References [2] and [8] offers practical 
guidelines for these purposes. As is explained in [3], a spreadsheet can implement 
these parameters for easy maneuver design tasks (see Table 1). 

Then, for each control signal, as many sweeps of length  as necessary should be 
performed to obtain an approximate sweep flight time of  . These sweeps should 
never have a duration of less than ] . It is advisable to execute each sweep to 
adjust a specific frequency range (LF, MF, and HF). 

In order to facilitate the sweep maneuvers, sweeps for each control can be divided 
by frequency range (see Fig. 2): 

• Low Frequency (LF):  ~0.05Hz  - ~0.75Hz 
• Medium Frequency (MF): ~0.75Hz  - ~1.50Hz 
• High Frequency (HF):  ~1.50Hz               - ~<5.0Hz 

Experience demonstrates than over the 40% flight test time is employed on LF 
sweeps because their low rate excitation brings out easily the RUAV from trim 
condition. However, this LF information is a key aspect to capture the RUAV 
translational dynamics.  

RUAV dynamics are conservatively collected in a range of frequencies between 
0.05Hz and 5Hz [6], but it can be estimated from a normal scale helicopter (see [7]) 
with a similar configuration using the rule given by = 1√  (1)

where  is the model scale. 
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Table 1. Spreadsheet structure (Input Parameters & Computed Parameters) for detailed 
maneuver parameter design 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Parametric Model and Parameter Estimation  

The identification process determines numerical values of a parametric model that 
will fit the real system. So, it is necessary to develop a parametric model. The aim 
here is to obtain a model that predicts the real system dynamics response with enough 
accuracy for control strategies purposes but simple enough to easily identify and 
manipulate it for control system design. In addition, a simple model contributes to 
evaluate the identified parameters physical meaning. 

In order to achieve an appropriate accuracy-simplicity balance,  and based on other 
successful aircraft identifications (see [9]), a high order hybrid formulation model 
(see [2] and the references given there) can be developed (see [3]). This model is very 

INPUT PARAMETERS 

Damping  0.05 

Frequencies Hz 

Minimum of Interest  0.05 

Maximum of Interest  5.00 

Fixed Sample Rate  50.00 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS 

Frequencies Hz 

Recommended Sample Rate  50.00 

Low Pass Filter Frequency  10.00 

Global Maximum Frequency  10.00 

Periods & Times T [s] 

Mininum Period  0.20 

Maximum Period  20.00 

Sweep Length  100.0
0 

Minimum Sweep Length ]  80.00 

Total Sweep Length  200.0
0 

Maximum Window Size  40.00 

Min. Win. Size (Ligth 
Damping) 

3.18 

Min. Win.Size (Heavy 
Damping) 

6.00 
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similar to the one developed by Mettler in [6] and can be used as reference for RUAV 
identifications. 

The modelling approach consists in formulating a non-linear ODEs system based 
on physical principles (mechanics, aerodynamics, momentum theory, blade element 
theory, etc.) and the convenient hypothesis. After that, this model is linearized around 
a generic flight condition and is expressed in terms of a matrix state-space system in 
the form, ( ) = ( ) + ( − ) (2)( ) = ( ) + ( ) (3)

which is a formulation used by CIFER® equivalent to the standard space-state system 
formulation (see [9] and [8] for more details. 

Matrices , ,  and  are shown in Fig.4, where ,  are Rotor and Fly-bar time 
constants. Stability Derivatives written as # embed flight conditions (e.g. = −

) just for compact purposes. Index #  represents trim flight condition. Matrices 
 and  are, 

= 0 cos− cos  0  

=  

(4)

(5)

State vector, measurements vector and control signals ( ,  and  respectively) 
have the structure.  = [ ]  = [    ]  = [ ]  

(6)

(7)

(8)

where , ,  are body velocities at estimated Center of Gravity (CG) and , ,  
are body velocities at real CG. , ,  are the angular rates, ,  are the roll and pitch 
Euler angles, , ,  are the body accelerations, ,  are Rotor Tip Path Plane 
longitudinal and lateral inclination angles, ,  are Fly-bar Tip Path Plane longitudinal 
and lateral inclination angles. The control signals are ,  longitudinal and lateral 
cyclic control signals, and    are collective and tail rotor control signals. Note 
that yaw Euler angle ( ) does not appear in the state vector since it is full decoupled 
of the system and determined by its kinematical equation.  

Helicopters hover and axial flight dynamic response change significantly for cruise 
flight. However, air density variations can be neglected in RUAVs flight envelope, 
which implies the flight condition is independent of altitude.  Therefore, at least two 
models have to be identified: one for hover condition and another for a particular 
cruise condition. The method is valid to identify both flight conditions. The difference 
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will be the different parameters remaining at the end of the identification (see section 
5) and its values. Nevertheless, the hover model is valid up to speeds about ~7 −8 /  (see [6]).  

Here, taking into account the verification experiments presented in section 8, only 
a hover model is presented. 

Note that a simple rigid body formulation is not enough to give a complete 
characterization of the RUAV dynamics. Rotor is actually a dynamic system that 
responds both to control signals and fuselage state. Hence the rotor forces and 
moments are not instantaneous and a dynamic coupling will exist between these 
systems. This coupling is emphasized when gyroscopic rotor inertia is of the same 
order as fuselage inertias – it is the case of RUAVs – because the rotor effect becomes 
more relevant. So, in addition, a simplified set of rotor dynamics equations are 
needed. In practice, if roll and pitch frequency responses clearly show characteristics 
of a second order system, they constitute a trademark of such coupled dynamics. 

The physical effects modelled (see [3]) are listed below. Each one has associated a 
colour that matches each effect with their correlative parameters in the system 
structure shown in Fig.4.  

• Fuselage rigid body dynamic equations. It can be clearly differentiated rotational – 
roll, pitch and yaw – dynamics (yellow) and translational – horizontal and axial – 
dynamics (magenta).  

• Fuselage roll and pitch kinematic equations. Yaw kinematics is decoupled and they 
do not need to be included in the identification (blue). 

• Rotor flapping dynamics coupled to fuselage (red). 
• Fly-bar flapping dynamics coupled to rotor (green). 
• Corrections associated to uncertainty of the CG, as considered in [6]  (grey). 

 

Fig. 4. Model matrices. Each colour corresponds to a modelled physical effect. 
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CIFER® system identification consists in an iterative process. Therefore a set of 
initial conditions are needed for the different parameters involved. The aircraft model 
in the identification problem can be shown as an equation system where there are 
more unknowns – that is, the parameters to identify because vectors ,  and  are 
now inputs from flight data – than equations. Then, it is critical to begin identification 
from a good starting point. 

The initial conditions are usually fixed to zero if nothing is known about it, or fixed 
to a value close to cero if a parameter sign is known. Sometimes an estimation can be 
obtained using other measurable data (e.g. rotor and fly-bar time constants,  and  
respectively, can be estimated from aerodynamic blade foil analysis) or employing 
similar aircraft parameters (e.g. non-dimensional stability derivatives). 

Table 2. Estimated parameters 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Moreover, some parameters should be known a priori. Some of them can be easily 

and directly measured (e.g. masses), while others are difficult to determine accurately. 
This is the case of the inertia terms. If a CAD model of the RUAV is available, they 
can be accurately calculated. Another alternative is to determine them using 
pendulum test for inertia determination (see [10]) but the RUAV can be damaged in  
the process and it needs specific tools and equipment. Usually in literature this 
problem is solved condensing these inertias into the forces terms (e.g. defining 
stability derivatives such as  ∗ = /  ) but model parameters physical values and 
meaning are lost. 

For CB-5000 identification purposes, a CAD model was not available and the 
RUAV configuration was continuously changing (e.g. components on avionics tray) 
so the inertia terms where estimated using a concentrated masses model. Main RUAV 
parts and its position were weighted and measured. 

On the other hand, some system dynamics equations can be oversimplified in order 
to obtain a SISO transfer function. For instance, pure axial dynamics (ascent-descent 
movements, associated to collective control signal) are part of the MIMO system, but 
can be reduced to a SISO model considering only on-axis terms (neglecting any 
coupling dynamics) as can be shown equation (9), = /− /           (9) 

 

Inertias [kg·m2]  Rotor Fly-bar 

 0.12919 Blade Lift Slope  7.491 7.549 
 0.72918 Inertia [kg·m2] 0.2776 0.0126 

 0.60011 Lock Number 1.5732 0.7584 
 -0.00436 Time Constant 0.0747 0.1550 

 -0.02609  

  -0.00050 
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where /   is the output-input pair (  is the upward velocity and  is the 
collective control signal),  is the RUAV total mass,  and  are the on-axis 
Stability Derivatives, and  is the total aerodynamic delay since signal control is 
commanded and a RUAV upward velocity response is observed. 

A first approximation – for initial conditions in MIMO system purposes – of the 
above last three terms can be obtained using SISO system identification. CIFER® 
NAVFIT module performs rapid frequency identification tasks for these SISO 
systems. This last technique for initial condition estimation was used here for 
estimating on-axis Stability Derivatives and delays for axial and yaw dynamics. 

4 Telemetry Postprocessing 

Once flight data are obtained, a post processing is needed before they can be treated 
by CIFER®. Otherwise it is necessary to waste time trying to identify an inconsistent 
data set. Typically the licensed software SMACK (SMoothing for AirCraft 
Kinematics, see [11], [12], [13]) , developed by NASA for flight data reconstruction 
purposes, is used. Alternatively, it is possible to use the  Matlab application presented 
in [3]. The fundamentals and techniques for flight data treatment implemented in this 
application are gathered in [7]. 

The tasks performed to the rough data logs are the following: Units, axes and signs 
convention homogenization; Magnitudes translation from IMU to the assumed CG; 
Outliers and dropouts suppressing; Selection of data of interest (frequency sweeps) 
from rough data logs; Analysis of Kinematic Consistency; Trim condition 
determination and perturbation magnitudes construction; Control signals processing, 
depending on actuators and the particular RUAV; High frequency filtering, and data 
conversion to a format supported by CIFER®. 

5 Identification and Verification Process 

CIFER® is a tool to solve the aircraft system identification problem based on the 
frequency response approach. The Army/NASA Rotorcraft Division at Ames Research 
Center in United States jointly developed it in 80’s. Mainly, this software is composed by 
a set of six core programs that carry out the basic computations of the frequency response 
identification method. They are FRESPID, MISOSA, COMPOSITE, NAVFIT, 
DERIVID, and VERIFY. In general, these programs are employed in this. More 
information about the software can be consulted by the reader in [8] and [2]. 

Once flight data are suitably conditioned, frequency response databases can be 
extracted from them employing FRESPID. This module computes this database by 
using a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) variant. In terms of computational calculations, 
the quality of this database does not only depend on the dynamic information inside 
these flight data, but also is depends on the windowing configuration parameters. It is 
important to configure those variables in FRESPID as closely as possible to the 
optimal window size (see Table 3) computed using parameters obtained in flight 
maneuver design (Table 2). Coherence function (  see [9], [3]) offers a good 
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reference of computed dataset quality for each frequency considered. The frequency 
range where this function is good enough (typically ≥ 0.6) basically determines 
the frequency range where model can be fitted. 

Table 3. Optimal FRESPID Windowing 

FRESP
ID 

Window 

TWIN  [ ] á  [ / ] 
A 40.000 62.832 

B 20.000 62.832 

C 23.000 62.832 

D 14.500 62.832 

E 6.000 62.832 

 
Now, as it is already known, the objective is to fit the parametric model to the 

frequency response database. This fitting procedure is supervised checking Both bode 
diagrams for flight data and identified model (see Fig. 5). It is recommended to select 
conservative frequency ranges for each frequency-response database pair (e.g. /

), that is, those ranges where coherence function is at its highest level. These 
ranges will be increased or reduced in future model refinements. 

Moreover, as was commented in Section 3, the identification process can be seen 
as solving a mathematic system where there are more unknowns than equations. That 
was the reason why a good initial condition set for parameters is needed but is also 
the reason why the CIFER® user has to employ a determined algorithm in the 
identification tasks. That is, the user should include or exclude some system 
equations, parameters, constraints among these parameters and frequency response 
pairs to be identified while identification procedure is taking place. 

This algorithm will depend on the dynamic system and model equations to be 
identified and essentially, it lies in breaking down the model in small subsystems. As 
the identification is taking place, the initial model is growing little by little to include 
new terms and couplings until it identifies the whole model. Therefore, to build a 
model based on physical principles simplified using reasonable hypotheses is a key 
aspect in order to understand each model parameter meaning and create this 
identification algorithm.  

For example, attending to the model structure in Fig. 4 in RUAV modelling can be 
shown that whole helicopter rotational dynamics are controlled via control signals 

 and  through rotor flapping dynamics and a fuselage-rotor coupling terms 
associated to the rotor physical linkage (red). In addition, there are easy good initial 
conditions for the parameters involving this subsystem –  (rotor time constant),  
and  (lateral and longitudinal rotor flapping coupling effect),  and  (fuselage-
rotor linkage). This coupling corresponds basically to the I/O on-axis pairs /  and / , and I/O off-axis pairs /  and / , where  and  corresponds to roll 
and pitch angular rates.  
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After that, the equations for the fly-bar effect (green) can be included, and 
sequentially translational horizontal dynamics, CG uncertainty, axial dynamics, and 
yaw dynamics. Finally the rest of coupling terms (such as , ) are added in a 
model refinement process.  

However, it is unknown a priori if some parameters, such as some aerodynamic 
Stability Derivatives, should appear in the model or they should be dropped. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Typical DERIVID output bode diagrams. It will appear as many diagrams as I/O pairs 
identified. 

For this purpose it is important the use of CIFER®’s statistical parameters and cost 
functions derived during each identification step. According to [2], these variables can 
determine which model parameters are representative or not for the frequency 
response database adjustment (insensitivity analysis), and which parameters seem to 
adjust the same effects or are correlated (Cramer-Rao Bounds, Ellipsoid of 
Confidence) and the level of fitness between the frequency response database and the 
identified mathematical model. Once this point is reached, it is remarkable to analyse 
model parameters obtained – their sign, magnitude and physical meaning – and check 
model eigenvalues – number and level of stable or unstable modes and compare, if it 
is possible, with similar aircraft. 

Assume that the flight data of a dynamic mode associated to a parameter in the 
mathematical model (e.g.  or ) has not been excited enough (e.g. longitudinal 
translational dynamics, associated to low frequencies that in practice are complex to excite 
correctly). In that case, CIFER®’s statistical parameters will discard these terms during 
identification because there is not good enough information about that dynamics in flight 
data. This is the reason why flight test should collect as much good data as possible. 

Also as many I/O pairs as possible should be included for RUAV dynamic 
characterization. Including less pairs – typically off-axis effects – can make the model 
unable to predict with enough accuracy the real aircraft dynamics. However, 
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Table 4. I/O pairs used in the hover identification. Colour scheme represents the main 
relationship with the corresponding physical effect associated. 

I/O Pair [ / ] [ / ] Colour /  0.303 5.605 /  1.360 17.520 /  0.219 17.520 /  0.157 17.520 /  0.219 5.605 /  0.350 17.970 /  5.863 29.690 /  0.750 1.601 /  0.184 17.520  /  0.192 22.000 /  0.295 15.080 /  0.750 17.520 /  0.661 18.500  

 
including too many pairs can have the same effect because it is possible that some 
model equations might not catch some non-modelled dynamics (and, in consequence, 
they are not relevant for aircraft dynamics characterization). 

Table 5 presents final model parameters identified for a hover flight condition and 
their respective insensitivities (I) and Cramer-Rao bounds (CR). Parameters not 
appearing in that table were dropped from model structure in model refinements. 

Table 5. Identified parameters value and their statistical parameters 

PARAM VALUE CR [%] I [%] PARAM VALUE CR [%] I [%] 

 -0.594 11.24 4.579 0.039 8.41 1.764 
 3.167 35.34 6.768 = 0.389 5.50 0.814 
 -55.430 5.82 1.542  1.297 12.21 0.816 
 4.042 34.18 2.238 1.172 9.47 0.592 
 1.157 18.85 6.185  0.099 7.03 0.900 
 -3.097 12.65 1.992  -3.068 2.77 1.327 
 56.850 10.22 2.328  -0.742 33.05 2.290 
 30.030 26.10 2.309  -0.225 5.04 2.515 

 -6.054 11.93 5.701  0.905 3.89 1.945 

 0.206 13.23 3.152  1.183·10-3 21.01 3.492 
 44.640 7.29 0.789  -2.900·10-4 12.68 2.334 

 -0.102 18.15 5.939  -3.162·10-3 9.05 1.217 
 -73.150 8.11 0.809  -4.491·10-3 7.81 0.829 

 0.468 13.02 3.257  6.644·10-3 6.50 0.311 
 -2.009 21.92 2.746     
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Once the model has been identified, the next step is the model verification using 
VERIFY module. Time domain verification flight data test (doublets steps 
maneuvers) are compared in time-domain with time-domain identified math model 
prediction, using as inputs the same fight tests control signals (Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 6. Example of model verification using VERIFY 

6 Alternative Two Rigid Bodies UAV Kinematic Model 

An alternative modelling approach for the same RUAV is presented in order to 
compare its behaviour with the model obtained using CIFER®. This model, derived 
from basic mechanical principles, consists of the dynamic and kinematic equations of 
two rigid bodies: the main rotor and the fuselage. The controller and simulation model 
are based on the work developed in [15].  The main hypothesis behind this approach 
is that the ratio between the main rotor fuselage masses to the main rotor rotational 
speed is higher than in the full size helicopter case. All these characteristics imply that 
the inertial effects of the main rotor cannot be neglected.  

The full mathematical model of the UAV is composed of two main parts: the 
mechanical model, and the torques and forces generated by the aerodynamic model. 
The aerodynamic of a helicopter is very complex, but by using experimental data we 
concluded that a linear algebraic approximation is good enough to be used on the 
design process of the control system.  An additional drag force source was added 
using a simple equivalent sphere drag model. In this case, drag module and direction 
depends on the velocity vector of the helicopter. 

In the model the following generalized coordinates are used:  , ,  that define the 
position of the CM  in the inertial frame GS,  , ,  are the velocities in GS, , ,  are 
the Euler angles in the helicopter frame,  , ,  are the angular velocities (see [15]). 
The inputs of the system are the main rotor force  and the torques , , . The 
scheme of all the components that are used in the mathematical simulation model is 
shown in Fig. 7 (see [14] for more details).  
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corresponding to , , ,  (roll) and  (pitch) respectively. Velocity and rate 
variables are accordingly denoted by . This control loop is implemented by means 
of three PID controllers, one for each degree of freedom. Next, the resulting 
accelerations are converted into the desired orientation of the main rotor plane and the 
needed lifting force ( ,∗ ). 

The inner control loop computes the main rotor torques ( ,∗  and ,∗ ) from the 
desired and current orientation. The orientation around the third axis (yaw dynamics, 
given by the yaw angle ) is controlled by a separated control loop. 

 
 

 

Fig. 8. Controller flow-chart and structure taken from [16] 

8 Control and Model Simulation and Comparison with 
Experimental Data 

In order to completely verify, compare and validate the presented method, both the 
CIFER® model and the alternative model are integrated via Simulink with the UAV’s real 
autopilot software. A flight test was performed where the real RUAV with the autopilot 
was following specific position references (flight plan). Those recorded references were 
used as input for the models. Fig. 9 shows a very simple schematic of this idea. 

The flight plan is focused on testing the lateral and longitudinal model dynamics to 
compare them with the real helicopter behaviour when they are linked to the autopilot.  
Firstly, a lateral movement of ±50m is commanded (time 145s to 190s approximately) 
as can be shown in Fig. 10. The associated roll angle ( ) and roll rate ( ) can be found 
on Fig. 11 while the corresponding lateral control signals are shown on Fig. 12. 

The same procedure has been performed with a longitudinal movement of ±50m 
around time 210s to 270s (Fig. 10) with the associated pitch angle ( ) and pitch rate 
( ) states variables (Fig. 11), and the longitudinal control signals (Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 9. Verification experiments schematic 

 
Fig. 10. Position references and ground velocities 

As can be shown on the graphs, both models are suitable for general simulation 
purposes. Nevertheless, the following differences can be found between the different 
models and the experimental data. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Attitude and angular rates 
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On the one hand, if it is compared the response of both models with the real 
telemetry, it can be concluded that a CIFER® simulation in terms of position and 
velocities is closer to the real data (Fig. 10). The controller used in both simulations is 
the same to the one that was tuned previously for the real aircraft. This means that 
CIFER® model captures some effects that the two bodies’ model cannot reproduce.  
On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows that real position and velocities are continuously 
fluctuating with approximate amplitude of two meters while models simulations do 
not exhibit this behaviour. This can be explained in terms of sensor states accuracy. 
That is, real RUAV system employs sensor measurements to estimate its state 
variables but these measurements have a position error about two meters because the 
INS/GPS does not have a DGPS (Differential GPS). Moreover, the real helicopter is 
also affected by non-modelled gusts, winds and other perturbations. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Control signals 

Fig 12. shows that, in spite of the fluctuating control corrections due to the lack of 
sensor accuracy mentioned before, the control signal of the controller using CIFER® 
model is more similar to the real signals in shape and magnitude that the signal 
generated by the controller using the two rigid bodies model. Another difference 
between CIFER® and two rigid bodies’ model is that CIFER® capture better off-axis 
dynamics. An example is the grade of coupling between translational and collective 
dynamics. This effect can be shown by analysing the collective correction associated 
with the longitudinal movement of the helicopter around time 210s to 270s. At the 
beginning of the translational movement the lifting force should be tilt into the 
movement direction. However, this tilting implies that its vertical projection now 
cannot make up for the aircraft weight. In order to compensate it, thrust vector 
module needs to be increased, and this is done by increasing collective control signal. 
Once the aircraft acquires forward velocity it needs less collective input to maintain 
the same altitude because of the new air inflow thought main rotor. This value is even 
lower that the required for hover flight condition. When the helicopter slows down, 
the lifting force should be tilted into the opposite direction of the movement direction, 
the thrust vector module needs to be increased again in order to compensate it. The 
reader can extract similar and other considerations from those figures. 
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Taking into account all the facts mentioned before, CIFER® modelling seems to be 
more suitable for control and more realistic simulation purposes. Nevertheless both 
modelling techniques can be widely used for sense and avoid, guidance, trajectory 
generation and other applications.  

9 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, we have presented the entire modelling process of a RUAV from 
frequency sweeps capture to the verification and validation process. This modelling 
technique has been compared with an alternative two rigid bodies’ model and the real 
flight data using the same flight plan and control system. 

Furthermore, we have described several key aspects that should be taken into 
account on small UAVs frequency system identification. In addition, an RUAV 
control system architecture has been presented.  

CIFER® modelling approach has the advantage of being based on direct 
experimental data but it has the drawback that it requires an elaborated flight tests. 
These tests are usually difficult to accomplish and sometimes requires risky 
manoeuvres. 

The presented simulation results are fairly similar to the real flights data and it can 
be concluded that the degree of complexity versus accuracy of these models is good 
enough for general UAV control and guidance applications.  

Identification results could be improved by using computer aided flight tests (see 
[3]) and increasing position accuracy using a DGPS sensor. An alternative non-linear 
model can be obtained using several linear models identified in different flight 
conditions (see [18]). 
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Abstract. This work addresses the problem of fault detection and diag-
nosis (FDD) for a quad-rotor mini aerial vehicle (MAV). Actuator faults
are considered on this paper. The basic idea behind the proposed method
is to estimate the faults signals using the extended state observers the-
ory. To estimate the faults, a polynomial observer is presented by using
the available measurements and know inputs of the system. In order to
investigate the observability and diagnosability properties of the system,
a differential algebra approach is proposed. Furthermore, an evaluation
function depending on the system states is developed, in order to be used
in a controller, which will compensate the failures. The effectiveness of
the methodology is illustrated by means of numerical simulations and
some experimental tests.

Keywords: Quad-rotor, polynomial observer, diagnosability, fault
detection and diagnosis.

1 Introduction

The growing development in research on MAVs and the consequent improve-
ment of technologies like microcomputers, vision systems and other sensor de-
vices, have increased the performance requirements of such kind of systems.
Problems related to trajectory tracking, flight-formation, vision-based localiza-
tion and lately MAV equipped with manipulators, have been widely researched
in the last few years. Therefore, a good performance in the inner-loop of such
flight envelopes is needed.
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A wide range of nonlinear control techniques like backstepping [1], [2], singular
perturbation techniques [3], sliding modes and switching control [4], [5], have
been treated to deal with the complex dynamics of the quad-rotor.

Due to the high cost of the MAV equipment, it is imperative to provide such
systems with a fault-control loop, responsible for the identification of possible
faults presented at any time of the flight envelope.

Motivated by the fault diagnosis problem, which is the problem of observing
fault signals, and the necessity of developing sufficiently robust controllers to
cope the presence of likely faults, this research work deals not only with the
MAV stabilization problem, but also with the identification of actuator faults.
Few works dealing with the fault diagnosis problem applied on quad-rotors are
presented in the literature [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

Taking the attitude, position, angular and translational velocities of the quad-
rotor MAV as available measurements, we develop a solution for the fault diagno-
sis problem by means of the differential algebraic approach. With this approach,
it is possible to construct a bank of observers in order to implement a scheme
of residual generation for fault diagnosis [11], or implement a control law based
on state estimation [12]. Thus, it is possible to combine different schemes of
nonlinear observers. In [13], the authors present a reduced order and a sliding
mode observer, to reconstruct faults in an experimental task, for the case when
only one output is available. A reduced order observer and an algebraic observer
is presented in [14]. The approach given in [15] is used for fault detection and
fault estimation of a wound-rotor induction motor (WRIM). In [16] a polyno-
mial observer, a reduced order observer and a sliding mode observer are used
in order to estimate an reconstruct the system states and faults for the case
of multiple available outputs. In [17], the polynomial observer is used for the
synchronization of chaotic systems.

The paper is organized as follows. The fault diagnosis problem is formulated
in Section 2. In order to estimate not only the system states but also the faults
dynamics, an extended Luenberger observer called polynomial observer is devel-
oped in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, the results previously obtained is applied to
the Quad-rotor MAV. Section 6 presents some simulation results for the fault re-
construction problem. Finally, some conclusions and future works are presented
in section 7.

2 Fault Diagnosis Problem

The Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) task has the goal of detecting the pres-
ence of a fault and construct an estimate of the unknown fault dynamics. Such
faults can affect directly the performance of the system components. Therefore,
a FDD scheme provides all the necessary information about faults, such as pres-
ence (time), type (actuator/sensor) and dynamics (magnitude and form). Thus,
based on this information, it is possible to design a system reconfiguration to
minimize the fault effects. We begin by defining the terms fault and failure as
follows:
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Fault: An undesired change in a system parameter or variable that reduces
the performance/magnitude of one component of its nominal value. In summary,
a fault is an unacceptable tolerable malfunction.

Failure: A complete breakdown of the system, caused by a catastrophic mal-
function of one or more components of the system. In summary, a failure is an
intolerable malfunction.

Throughout this work, we describe a class of nonlinear systems with faults as
follows

ẋ(t) = g(x, u, f)
y(t) = h(x, u)

(1)

where

x ∈ R
n is the state vector

u ∈ R
m is the vector of known inputs

f ∈ R
μ is the faults vector (unknown inputs)

y ∈ R
p is the outputs vector

In this paper, we consider only the case of faults in the actuators. So, we intro-
duce the concept of observability and diagnosability in the field of the differential
algebra.

2.1 Observability and Diagnosability Condition

The observability and diagnosability notion of a system, linear or nonlinear in
the differential algebra approach need a basic definition. Further details can be
found in [13].

Definition 1. For the system described by (1) a state x is said to be observable
if it is possible to estimate the state by means of the available measurements of
the system, so we say that x is observable if it is algebraically observable, i.e.,
the state x satisfies a polynomial equation in terms of u and y and some of their
time derivatives:

P
(
x, y, ẏ, ÿ, ..., y(n), u, u̇, ü, ..., u(n)

)
= 0 (2)

Definition 2. A fault f is said to be diagnosable if it is possible to estimate the
fault from the available measurements of the system, i.e., f is diagnosable if it
is algebraically observable if it satisfies a polynomial equation in terms of u and
y and some of their time derivatives:

P
(
f, y, ẏ, ÿ, ..., y(n), u, u̇, ü, ..., u(n)

)
= 0 (3)

Remark 1. The diagnosability condition is independent of the observability of
the system.

Referring to system (1), the vector f contains the unknown inputs. In order
to estimate its uncertain dynamics, the state vector is extended to deal with the
fault vector. So, we can rewritten the system in an extended form as follows
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⎧⎨
⎩

ẋ (t) = g (x, u, f)

ḟk(t) = Ωk (x, u, f)
y (t) = h (x, u)

1 ≤ k ≤ μ (4)

The following results from the theory of differential algebraic are on useful
tool to determine whether a fault can be reconstructed from the know inputs
and available outputs.

Theorem 1. Assume that the system (1) is diagnosable, then the number of
faults is less or equal to the number of available measurements (outputs), i.e.

μ ≤ p

The proof of Theorem 1 can be seen in [18].

3 Polynomial Observer

The polynomial observer, is a scheme that combines two kinds of observers. The
first one is like an extended Luenberger observer which is used to reconstructing
and estimate the system states. While the second one is a free mode observer,
which has the function of reconstruct an estimate of the faults dynamics. The
polynomial observer can be seen as a Taylor series, where the first-order term
is the observed state, thus improving the performance and speed of convergence
including terms of high-order correction in the structure. It is worth mentioning
that this scheme is considered for the case of multiple outputs available, where
the terms of higher order correction are odd powers and are a linear combination
of the observation errors of each output available and the order of the polynomial
compensations is a determining factor for the parameter ”q”.

Consider the system with presence of faults, given in (4), the observation
problem for the unknown vector of faults can be estimated using a polynomial
observer. Therefore the system (4) can be rewritten as⎧⎨

⎩
ẋ (t) = Ax+ Ψ (x, ū)

ḟk(t) = Ωk (x, ū)
y (t) = Cx

1 ≤ k ≤ μ (5)

where ‖Ωk(x, ū)‖ ≤ N,N ∈ R
+ and Ψ(x, ū) is a nonlinear function that satisfies

the Lipschitz condition, with ū = (u, f) uniformly bounded.

‖Ψ(x, ū)− Ψ(x̂, ū)‖ ≤ L‖x− x̂‖ (6)

3.1 Observer Design

Now, consider the system with faults (5), the following lemma describes the
construction of the polynomial observer.
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Lemma 1. Let the system (5) be algebraically diagnosable, then, the following
nonlinear system is a full order state observer for the given system

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

˙̂x (t) = Ax̂+ Ψ
(
x̂, u, f̂

)
+

+
p∑

i=1

q∑
j=1

Kij(yi − Cix̂)
2j−1

˙̂
fk(t) =

q∑
l=1

K̄kl(fk − f̂k)
2l−1

(7)

Where

A ∈ R
n×n

x̂ ∈ R
n×1 is the estimate of the state x

f̂k ∈ R
μ is the estimate of faults vector f

q ∈ R
+

Ψ(x̂, u, k̂) ∈ R
n×1

[Kij ]1≤i≤p
1≤j≤q

, [K̄kl]1≤k≤μ
1≤l≤q

are positive gains

where x̂0 = x̂(t0) and f̂k0 = f̂k(t0) are arbitrary initial conditions, the parameter
q determines the order of the polynomial compensation. To ensure the observer
convergence, the following assumptions are considered:

A1: fk(t) is algebraically observable
A2: The gains [Kil]1≤i≤p can be chosen such that the following algebraic Riccati
equation has a symmetric and positive definite solution P for some ε > 0

(A−
p∑

i=1

Ki1Ci)
TP + P (A−

p∑
i=1

Ki1Ci) + L2PP + I + εI = 0

A3: The gains [Kij ]1≤i≤p
2≤j≤q

are chosen such that

λmin((PKijCi)
T + (PKijCi)) ≥ 0

We define the estimation error vector as e = [ex, ek]
T , whit ex = x − x̂ and

ek = fk − f̂k. So from the systems (5) and (7), we determine the dynamics for
the corresponding error estimation

ėx = (A−
p∑

i=1

Ki1Ci)ex−

−
p∑

i=1

q∑
j=2

Kij(Ciex)
2j−1+

+[Ψ(x,̄ u)− Ψ(x̂,̄ u)]

ėk = Ωk − K̄k1ek −
q∑

j=2

K̄kj(ek)
2l−1

(8)
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3.2 Convergence Analysis

In order to ensure the convergence to zero of the estimation error, we establish
the following theorem.

Theorem 2. For the system (5), suppose that x(t) ∃ ∀ t ≥ 0, the function
Ψ(x, ū) satisfies the Lipschitz condition given in (6), and x(t), f(t) are alge-
braically observable. Thus, if there exists a positive definite matrix P and posi-
tive observer gains Kij , K̄kl such that the system (7) is an observer for system
(5), then the estimation error converges to zero asymptotically.

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate

V = V1 + V2

V1 = eTxPex;V2 = 1
2e

2
k

(9)

where the matrix P satisfies the assumption A2.
The proof of theorem 2, is developed in two parts as follows:

i) The time derivative of V1 is given as

V̇1 = ėTxPex + eTxP ėx

= eTx ((A−
p∑

i=1

Ki1Ci)
TP + P (A−

p∑
i=1

Ki1Ci))ex+

+2exTP [Ψ(x, ū)− Ψ(x̂, ū)]−
−2

p∑
i=1

q∑
j=2

Kij(Ciex)
2j−2eTx ((PKijCi)

T + (PKijCi))ex

From the follow inequality based on the Lipschitz condition

2exTP [Ψ(x, ū)− Ψ(x̂, ū)] ≤ L2eTxPPex + eTx ex (10)

and using the Rayleigh’s inequality together with assumption A3. it follows
that

−eTxPKijCiex ≤ −λmin(PKijCi + (PKijCi)
T )‖ex‖2 (11)

Therefore, applying inequalities (10) and (11) we have

V̇1 ≤ eTx [(A−
p∑

i=1

Ki1Ci)
TP + P (A−

p∑
i=1

Ki1Ci)+

+L2PP + I]ex−
−2

p∑
i=

q∑
j=2

Kij(Ciex)
2j−2λmin(PKijCi + (PKijCi)

T )‖ex‖2

≤ eTx [(A−
p∑

i=1

Ki1Ci)
TP + P (A−

p∑
i=1

Ki1Ci)+

+L2PP + I]ex
= −ε‖ex‖2
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ii) In the same way, for the second term in the Lyapunov function candidate,
we obtain the time derivative of V2 as

V̇2 = ekėk

= ek(Ωk − K̄k1ek −
q∑

l=2

K̄kle
2l−1
k )

= ekΩk − K̄k1e
2
k −

q∑
l=2

K̄kle
2l
k

≤ |ek||Ωk| − K̄k1e
2
k

≤ |ek|N − K̄k1|ek|2
= −[K̄k1|ek| −N ]|ek|

V̇2 is negative inside the set {|ek| > N/K̄k1}, i.e., exists ε̄ > 0 such that
K̄k1|ek| −N = ε̄ > 0.
We prove that |ek| is upper bounded. Now let constants α, β upper bounds of
V2(ek). With β > N2

2K2
k1

, the solution that initiates in the set {V2(ek) ≤ β}
will remain inside that set for all t ≥ 0, because V̇2 is negative in V2 =
β. Therefore the solution of ėk is uniformly bounded [19]. Furthermore, if
N2

2K2
k1

< α < β, then V̇2 will be negative in the set {α ≤ V2 ≤ β}. In this
set V2 will decrease monotonously until the solution is in the set {V2 ≤ α}.
According to [19] the solution is uniformly ultimately bounded with ultimate
bound |ek| ≤

√
2α. For example, if we define α = N2

2K̄2
k1

and β = N2

K̄2
k1

, the
ultimate bound is

|ek| ≤ N

K̄k1

Hence
V̇2 ≤ −ε̄|ek|

Finally, from (i) and (ii), we conclude that

V̇ ≤ −ε‖ex‖2 − ε̄|ek| < 0

4 Application to Quad-Rotor MAV

In this section, the polynomial observer approach developed in Section 3 is ap-
plied to a Quad-rotor MAV. We will state the mathematical model of the MAV
and some notations. Then, the diagnosability analysis of such vehicle dynamics
is developed.

4.1 Modeling

The Quad-rotor mathematical model using the corresponding coordinate system
shown in Figure (1) is given as follows
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Fig. 1. The three-dimensional quad-rotor model

mẍ = (u1 + u2 + u3 + u4)(SψSφ + CψSθCφ)
mÿ = (u1 + u2 + u3 + u4)(SψSθCφ − CψSφ)
mz̈ = mg − (u1 + u2 + u3 + u4)(CφCθ)

θ̈ = u3 − u1

φ̈ = u2 − u4

ψ̈ = u1 − u2 + u3 − u4

(12)

where ui are the control inputs, (x, y, z) the position states and (θ, φ, ψ) the
orientation angles. Using the model (12), the following changes of coordinates is
made in order to formulate the problem

x1 = x x3 = y x5 = z x7 = θ x9 = φ x11 = ψ

x2 = ẋ x4 = ẏ x6 = ż x8 = θ̇ x10 = φ̇ x12 = ψ̇

With this notation, the state vector is given by x = [x1, x2, ..., x12]
T

and the
input vector as u = [u1, u2, u3, u4]. For a Quad-rotor MAV, we consider a fault
as a reduction of the performance of one or two actuator, with the constraint
that if the failure affects an actuator, the second failure will affect the opposite
actuator by the symmetry of the structure, i.e. the failure effects can only be
minimized when these occurs in the following form:

1. The fault effects only one actuator

2. The fault affects the pairs (u1, u3) or (u2, u4)

Other wise we would have a catastrophic malfunction and it would be impossible
to minimize the fault effects.
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We now consider the presents of a fault on four of the engines, so we define
the input with presents of fault as ūk = uk+fk. Therefore the system with faults
is given by:

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 =
1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sx11Sx9 + Cx11Sx7Cx9)

ẋ3 = x4

ẋ4 =
1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sx11Sx7Cx9 − Cx11Sx9)

ẋ5 = x6

ẋ6 = g − 1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Cx9Cx7)

ẋ7 = x8

ẋ8 = ū3 − ū1

ẋ9 = x10

ẋ10 = ū2 − ū4

ẋ11 = x12

ẋ12 = ū1 − ū2 + ū3 − ū4

(13)

where fk are additive faults that which affect directly the performance of the
engines that produce the thrust inputs uk.

4.2 Control Strategy

The proposed control strategy is based on the idea that the global system (12) is
constituted of two subsystems, the attitude dynamics and the position dynamics,
each one with a time-scale separation between them [20]. From this fact, it is
possible to propose a hierarchical control scheme where the position controller
provides desired attitude angles φd, θd which are the angles to be tracked by the
orientation controllers. We have implemented a nonlinear control strategy based
on this principle. In this paper we don’t present the control strategy, due this is
not the purpose of the present work, however the interested lector can see more
details about the control strategy applied on this paper in [3].

4.3 Diagnosability Analysis

From Theorem 1 it is required that the number of faults (μ = 4) be less or
equal to available measurements. For this case, we consider the output vector
as y = [y1, y3, y5, y7, y9, y11] = [x1, x3, x5, x7, x9, x11].i Taking into account the
above mentioned considerations, the condition from theorem 1 is hold with 4 =
μ < p = 6. To determine the diagnosability of the system (13), we evaluate the
algebraic diagnosability condition given in definition 2. For the considered faults,
inputs and outputs, the system (13) results in
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ÿ2 =
1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sy11Sy9 + Cy11Sy7Cy9)

ÿ3 =
1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sy11Sy7Cy9 − Cy11Sy9)

ÿ5 = g − 1

m
(ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Cy9Cy7)

ÿ7 = ū3 − ū1

ÿ9 = ū2 − ū4

¨y11 = ū1 − ū2 + ū3 − ū4

(14)

From system (14), we have that

m (g − ÿ6)

Cy9Cy7

= u1 + f1 + u2 + f2 + u3 + f3 + u4 + f4 (15a)

ÿ7 = u3 + f3 − u1 − f1 (15b)

ÿ9 = u2 + f2 − u4 − f4 (15c)

ÿ11 = u1 + f1 − u2 − f2 + u3 + f3 − u4 − f4 (15d)

Adding (15a) and (15d)

m(g − ÿ5)

Cy9Cy7

+ ÿ11 = u1 + f1 + 2u3 + 2f3 (16)

Adding 2(15b) and (16)

f3 =
m(g − ÿ5)

4Cy9Cy7

+
1

2
ÿ7 +

1

4
ÿ11 − u3 (17)

Replacing (17) into (15b)

f1 =
m(g − ÿ5)

4Cy9Cy7

− 1

2
ÿ7 +

1

4
ÿ11 − u1 (18)

Adding, (15a) and (15c)

m(g − ÿ5)

Cy9Cy7

+ ÿ9 = u1 + f1 + 2u2 + 2f2 + u3 + f3 (19)

Replacing (18) and (17) into (19)

f2 =
m(g − ÿ5)

4Cy9Cy7

+
1

2
ÿ9 +

1

4
ÿ11 − u2 (20)

Finally, replacing (20) into (15c) it follows that

f4 =
m(g − ÿ5)

4Cy9Cy7

− 1

2
ÿ9 +

1

4
ÿ11 − u4 (21)

Therefore, from equations (17), (18), (20) and (21) we conclude that the sys-
tem (13) is diagnosable, with the considered inputs and outputs.
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4.4 Polynomial Observer

The system (13), can be expressed in a similar way as in (5) with: A ∈ R
12×12

where the elements of the matrix are given as follows: a1,2 = a3,4 = a5,6 = a7,8 =
a9,10 = a11,12 = 1 and zero other wise.

The nonlinear function Ψ(x, ū) = [ψ1, psi2, ..., ψ12] is given by:

ψ1 = ψ=3 = ψ5 = ψ7 = ψ9 = ψ11 = 0
ψ2 = 1

m (ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sx11Sx9 + Cx11Sx7Cx9)
ψ4 = 1

m (ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Sx11Sx7Cx9 − Cx11Sx9)
ψ6g = − 1

m (ū1 + ū2 + ū3 + ū4)(Cx11Cx9)
ψ8 = ū3 − ū1
ψ10 = ū2 − ū4
ψ12 = ū1 − ū2 + ū3 − ū4

So, the following system is a polynomial observer for the given system⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

˙̂x (t) = Ax̂+ Ψ
(
x̂, u, f̂

)
+

+
6∑

i=1

3∑
j=1

Kij(yi − Cix̂)
2j−1

˙̂
fk(t) =

3∑
l=1

K̄kl(fk − f̂k)
2l−1

(22)

Where we fixed the parameter q = 3 and the f1≤k≤4 are given by (18), (20),
(17), (21).

5 Evaluation Function

In this section, an evaluation function is presented in order to use the estimate
of the failure with the methodology developed in the previous section. Such
evaluation function is presented in a way that could be used in a controller to
compensate the failure.

Without loss of generality, we present the evaluation function for the roll
dynamics, but the same procedure could be developed for the pitch and yaw
dynamics.

5.1 Fault Detection

In order to detect the fault and at the same time differentiate it from perturba-
tions inherent in the system, we define the evaluation function ef as a function
of system states as follows

ef =
1

(1 + e−cb(φ−b))(1 + e−ca(φ̇−a))
(23)

where parameters ca and cb are positive real numbers which define the fault
slope for φ and φ̇ respectively. The parameters a and b represent the position
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Table 1. The parameters of the Quad-rotor MAV considered for the experimental
tests.

Parameter Value

cb 1

ca 1

b 20 deg

a 10 deg/sec

and velocity in roll dynamics for which there will be a fault. Accordingly, they
are the boundaries between a disturbance and a fault.

So, the basic idea is to estimate the disturbances and then use them in the
evaluation function (23). In this way, one should predefine the parameter values
a, b. So, by means of an observation of the system dynamics, one knows the
existence of a fault. This approach allows to determine the existence of a fault
without any measurement of engine speed, eliminating the use of additional
sensors on the platform.

In addition, a control strategy could be implemented by using (23), due such
evaluation function is continuously differentiable and furthermore, it depends on
the system states (φ, φ̇).

5.2 Experimental Results by Using the Evaluation Function

In this subsection, some experimental results are presented to visualize the per-
formance of the evaluation function at real-time experiments. The experimental
results have been tested on the Quad-rotor experimental platform developed
at the HEUDIASYC Laboratory. More details about this platform can be seen
in [21]. We have simulated the failures by disturbing the Quad-rotor platform
in the roll dynamics. For these tests, we have used the parameters shown in
table 1.

Two motors are involved in the pitch dynamics (Fig. 1). Thus, if one of this
motors fails, its velocity will be reduced or augmented, causing an aggressive
rolling moment due to the difference of thrust between the faulty motor and
the operating motor. Therefore, we can evaluate such moment by inspecting the
pitching dynamics, i.e. the behavior of the states (θ, θ̇). In order to visualize
the behavior of the evaluation function on the real-time experiments, we have
perturbed the Quad-rotor platform on its roll axis. Fig. 2 shows the performance
of the evaluation function (23). As we see in this figure, the disturbances lower
than 20 deg have been omitted by the evaluation function, while the disturbances
greater or equal to 20 deg have been taken as failures. With this approach, we can
tune the parameters given in table 1, in order to choose a desired performance
to tell the system how to distinguish a perturbation of a fault.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation function (23) and states of the roll dynamics.

6 Fault Reconstruction Results

In this section, we present some simulation results of the procedure developed in
Section 3. The dynamics of the Quad-rotor MAV and the fault dynamics have
been simulated using MATLAB Simulink. For the simulation procedure, we have
consider the following conditions: The desired values for the position dynamics
are xd = yd = 0m and zd = 0.75m and for the attitude dynamics are θd = φd = 0
and ψd = 45 degrees. The objective is that the Quad-rotor take off and reaches
the desired height and remain stable in that position, in other words, we want
that the desired values for the linear and angular velocities are equal to zero. To
simplify the calculations we assume that m = g = 1. A simulation time of 300s
and a step of 0.001s has been chosen.

For all simulation results we have considered that the fault affects the per-
formance of each engine, i.e. the actuators for the Quad-rotor MAV. Four faults
were artificially generated as follows

f1 = 0.226(1 + sin(0.5te−0.1t))U(t− 50)

f2 = 0.045(1 + sin(0.076e(t−0.3)))U(t− 20)
f3 = 0.055e−0.01(t−0.3)U(t− 10)+

+0.068e−0.005(t−1)U(t− 80)+
+0.159e−0.07(t−1.3)U(t− 140)

f4 = 0.718e−0.01(t−2)U(t− 30)

where U(t) is the unit step function. The magnitude of the faults were selected
very close to the magnitude of the generated thrusts inputs for the case without
faults, to obtain better results.

The results of the implementation of the polynomial observer proposed in (22)
for the fault diagnosis task, for the considered available outputs and inputs. As
shown in the Figure 3, for the fault f1. The gain values for the proposed observer
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Fig. 3. Estimation result for the fault f1

were K11 = 2.5,K12 = 34 and K13 = 66. In the same way in figures 4, 5 and
6, we show the estimation result for the faults f2, f3 and f4, where the gain
values for each observer are K21 = 5.05,K22 = 2,K23 = 1.6, K31 = 1.5,K32 =
27,K33 = 56 and K41 = 4.23,K42 = 7,K43 = 3 respectively.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed polynomial observer, we
use initial conditions different from zero, to see how long it takes to converge to
the actual value of the fault. The initial conditions were f1,c.i = 0.087, f2,c.i =
0.065, f3,c.i = 0.055 and f4,c.i = 0.073.

For all faults we obtained good estimation results. As can be seen, the pro-
posed observer converge quickly to the actual values of the faults, and although
the approach only considers the case of fault with differentiable dynamics, it is
noted that the approach has the capacity to reconstruct abrupt faults as shown
in figures 5 and 6.

The attitude dynamic under the effect of the faults is shown in figure 7. The
direct consequence of the presence of faults on actuators, is that, the controller
tries to stabilize the system and bring the dynamics of roll, pitch and yaw to
the desired values. However due to thrust limitation, the objective is not fully
accomplished .Noticed that the faults affects more the dynamics in yaw.

Figure 8, shows the corresponding angular velocities in roll, pitch and yaw for
the case of presence of faults. As can be seen, between in the first 100 seconds the
angular velocities change abruptly, because in this time interval, all the faults
appear.

The position dynamics affected for the faults are shown in Figure 9. Note
that the difference between the dynamic without faults and with fault is very
significant, especially for the dynamics in the y-axis, which is very large. The
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Fig. 4. Estimation result for the fault f2
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Fig. 5. Estimation result for the fault f3

Position controller generates large inputs to try reach the desired position val-
ues. However due to the faults the errors grow and the controller is unable to
compensate such errors.

Finally figures 10 and 11 show the control inputs and corresponding thrusts
generated by the control strategy. As can be seen in Figure 10 the difference
between both cases is very significant, because for the case without faults the
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Fig. 6. Estimation result for the fault f4
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Fig. 7. Comparison for the attitude dynamics for the case without faults (blue line)
and with faults (red dash-dot line)

control inputs are constant while for the case with faults, the thrusts are non-
constant and larger. The controller tries to compensate the error generated by
the presence of the faults, but it shows clearly in Figure 11, where we see that
the corresponding thrust forces inputs are very similar to the dynamics of the
faults but with opposite sign. Notice that the faults cause the controller does
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not function properly, as we observed for the thrusts 1 and 4 (Figure 11) and the
control inputs 2, 3 and 4 (Figure 10), there is a time instant when its becomes
negative and this is impossible, because it would mean that the thrust force is
opposite, i.e, when the thrust force becomes negative, the engine does not have
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Fig. 11. Comparison for the corresponding thrust inputs for the case without faults
(blue line) and with faults (red dash-dot line)

the ability to change the direction of rotation, and therefore stops completely
(turned off) and in this case we are not dealing with a fault, we would have a
failure.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

This work deals with the problem of fault detection and diagnosis task for a
Quad-rotor mini air vehicle (MAV) using the differential algebra approach. This
approach consider the unknown faults like an augmented state of the system, the
strategy is proposes a bank of observers in order to estimate the fault dynamics,
in this case we are only use the available measurements and known inputs. A
polynomial observer was proposed to deal with the fault estimation problem for
the case of multiple faults. This approach detects and identifies multiple faults
of relative small magnitudes. In this work the FDD task for a system stabilized
in the closed-loop using a control strategy is presented.

The second part of this paper concentrates on the study of the controllability
of the system with a failure. For that purpose, we have presented an evaluation
function depending on system states. By means of this evaluation function, we
can develop a control methodology which compensates the effect of the failure
under certain considerations. That will be the subject of the second part of the
paper.
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Abstract. Tremor is the most common movement disorder and strongly
increases in incidence and prevalence with ageing. Although not life
threatening, upper limb tremors hamper independent life of 65% of those
suffering from them, greatly impacting on their quality of life. Current
treatments of tremor include drugs and surgery. However, tremor is not
effectively managed in 25% of patients. Therefore, further research and
new therapeutic options are required for an effective management of
pathological tremor. This paper introduces some rehabilitation robots
developed for tremor suppression based on biomechanical loading, their
evaluation and the identification of their limitations. At the end, authors
aim to provide a view of the potential of this novel approach for tremor
management and the plans for commercialization.

Keywords: tremor, assistive robotics, biomechanical loading.

1 Introduction

Tremor is defined as a rhythmical, involuntary oscillatory movement of a body
part, [1] . Under certain circumstances, like the performance of precise tasks, or
prolonged maintenance of a posture, we all exhibit a certain degree of tremor.
This is called physiological tremor [2]. When tremor arises from a neurological
condition, becoming cause of disability, it is referred to as pathological tremor,
[3]. Pathological tremor is the most prevalent movement disorder, [4], and pro-
jection studies foresee that prevalence will double by 2050, [5]. Importantly,
pathological tremor, referred to as tremor in the remainder in the document,
does not constitute a monolithic entity, and appears caused by ten different so-
called syndromes. Among them, Parkinson’s disease (PD), and essential tremor
(ET) are the most relevant in terms of prevalence, [6].

Tremors are currently managed through pharmacotherapy or surgery, consist-
ing either in stereotactic thalamotomy, or more commonly nowadays, in Deep
Brain Stimulation (DBS). Unfortunately, both alternatives have significant draw-
backs associated: drugs often induce side effects, and show decreased effectiveness
over years of use, while DBS is related to increased risk of intracranial haemor-
rhage ( 4 % of patients), and psychiatric manifestations, and the percentage of
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eligible patients is extremely low; for instance, only 1.6 to 4.5 % of those with
Parkinsons Disease, [2]. As for the tremors themselves, the mechanisms account-
ing for the alleviation of their symptoms by drugs, thalamotomy or DBS are
unknown, hampering the refinement of the existing treatment forms, and the
development of novel ones. As a result, tremor is not effectively managedin a
significant proportion of patients, up to 25 % according to some estimates [1],
and is a major cause of dependance and loss in quality of life. In addition, tremor
carries important social and psychological burden associated, which further af-
fects both patients’ and relatives’ lives. This motivates that the development of
novel therapies for tremor is matter of paramount importance.

It has been established in the literature thatmost of the different types of tremor
respond to biomechanical loading. In particular, it has been clinically tested that
the shunt increase of damping and/or inertia in the upper limb leads to a reduc-
tion of the tremorous motion, i.e. the change in impedance characteristics of the
upper limb has a direct effect on the tremor characteristics, [7].

This paper describes two research projects in which two different wearable
robots based on force loading were developed and validated for tremor manage-
ment. The first consisted of a robotic exoskeleton that applied forces to differ-
ent joints of the upper limb and consistently attenuated moderate and severe
tremors. The second apporach takes the form of a neuroprosthesis based on
transcutaneous neurostimulation.This system is based on the same approach of
biomechanical loading but using human muscles as actuators. It was evaluated
with patients and successfully alleviated mild tremors, although to a lesser ex-
tent than moderate or severe ones, but it moves toward the implementation of a
textile-based device that better fulfills patient expectations. This paper is orga-
nized as follows. The robotic exoskeleton is briefly described in the next section,
which is followed by a description of the development and validation of the neu-
roprosthesis. Section 4 discuss the major findings of both apporachs. The paper
concludes by outlining current and future research in the field of biomechanical
loading.

2 Wearable Orthosis for Tremor Suppression

The active orthosis (exoskeleton) WOTAS was developed under the framework
of the European project DRIFTS [8]. The concept of WOTAS is to develop an
active upper limb exoskeleton based on robotics technologies capable of applying
forces to cancel tremor and retrieve kinematic information from the tremorous
upper limb. The overall aim of this project was to develop a powered orthosis
to provide means of testing non-grounded tremor reduction strategies in three
joints of the upper limb. This robotic orthosis platform is able to monitor, diag-
nose and control tremor in subjects. This robotic exoskeleton is equipped with
kinematics (angular position, velocity and acceleration) and kinetic (interaction
force between limb and orthosis) sensors. Moreover, it could also apply dynamic
force to the articulations of the upper limb by means of a set of flat DC motors +
pancake gears [8]. Innovations of the WOTAS exoskeleton are its portability, it
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is a no invasive system, and provides direct information from each joint of the
upper limb, allowing the estimation of the contribution of each articulation to
the overall tremorous motion in the kinematic chain of the upper limb. This
platform also allows the implementation of different control strategies to tremor
suppression for each joint, in such a way that independent control strategies
could be applied to each joint. This robotic device spans the elbow and wrist
joints, being able to apply independent tremor suppression strategies to elbow
flexo-extension, wrist flexo-extension and wrist prono-supination, see Figure 1.
The total weight of the final system is roughly 850g.

Fig. 1. Assistive Robotic device for tremor reduction (WOTAS, Wearable Orthosis for
Tremor Assessment and Suppression)

The device was clinically validated with tremor patients (from different
pathologies: essential tremor, Parkinson, Multiple sclerosis, Post-traumatic
tremor and mixed tremor) with successful results: it was able to achieve a con-
sistent 40 % of tremor power reduction for all patients, and to attain a reduction
ratio in the order of 80 % tremor power in specific joints of patients with severe
tremor. Moreover, patients related that the exoskeleton did not affect their con-
comitant voluntary motion, which is a common drawback of tremor and very
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important for users acceptance. The device achieved this performance by means
of, [8]:

1. an algorithm able to distinguish in real-time the voluntary from the invol-
untary movement of the patient at each upper limb joint;

2. the modification of inertial and damping characteristics of the corresponding
musculo-skeletal system;

3. the application of out-of-phase tremor cancellation forces.

The approach to mechanical suppression of tremor by means of exoskletons
presents limitations mainly due to the physical interaction between the exoskele-
ton and the human limb:

– The transmission of forces through soft tissues plays an important role in
the efficiency of tremor suppression. There is a physical limitation for tremor
suppression through wearable devices due to force generation (size and power
consumption of the actuators) and transmission through soft tissues.

– Emerging actuators technologies, i.e. Magneto-Rheological Fluid actuators
(MRFs), Electro-Active Polymer actuators (EAP) and Ultrasonic motors,
were evaluated for an orthotic implementation. It was concluded that, despite
the success of the approach, there is no suitable actuator technology in terms
of cosmetic and aesthetic (low weight, compact to be worn beneath the
clothes) as well as functional requirements (torque, bandwidth).

– Patients related that these bulky exoskeletons could not be considered as a
solution to their problem since it is considered that the use of such device
should cause social exclusion.

In summary, robotics based solutions have shown clinical evidence of the ap-
proach based on human limb impedance control. However it results in bulky and
non cosmetic solutions for which patients are especially reluctant.

3 Neuroprosthesis for Tremor Suppression

In the framework of the TREMOR project (EU-ICT-2007-224051),a neuropros-
thesis was developed to circumvent the major limitations identified in the
WOTAS exoskeleton described in the previous section. We elected to use Func-
tional Electrical Stimulation (FES) as a means of generating biomechanical load-
ing to the tremulous limb. The neuroprosthesis developed takes the form of a
textile that may be easily worn underneath the clothes, being therefore closer
to a final product. This is enabled by the fact that the neuroprosthesis does
not need external actuators, since it utilizes the patient’s muscles to load the
tremulous limb. Furthermore, most of the existing systems apply constant forces
to the tremulous limb, while this neuroprosthesis adapts the force applied to the
ongoing tremor characteristics, and has the ability of actuate only when needed,
i.e. when tremor poses a functional problem. Obviously, this is an important im-
provement regarding user acceptance and the performance of the system itself.
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The neuroprosthesis developed utilizes closed-loop transcutaneous neurostim-
ulation to apply mechanical loads in order to alleviate upper-limb tremor. It
drives wrist flexion-extension and elbow flexion-extension; pronation-supination
is not targeted because of the difficulty of using transcutaneous neurostimulation
on muscles that elicit supination due to from the above-mentioned selectivity is-
sues. Therefore, neurostimulation was delivered at the following sites: flexor carpi
radialis, extensor carpi ulnaris, biceps brachii and triceps brachii (lateral head).
An independent multichannel unipolar neurostimulator (Una Systems, Belgrade,
Serbia) controlled each pair of antagonists; common electrodes were placed at
the distal third of the forearm and close to the olecranon process, [9].

Neurostimulation was modulated based on instantaneous tremor characteris-
tics, which are estimated from solid-state gyroscopes based on a two-stage algo-
rithm. Each targeted movement was measured with a pair of gyroscopes using a
differential configuration. The two-stage algorithm, built upon that implemented
in WOTAS, separates the volitional and tremor components of movement based
on their different frequency content, and given that they are additive. Figure 2
illustrates the operation of the controller.

The evaluation of the neuroprosthesis with patients indicated that tremor was
attenuated irrespectively from their etiology (mean reduction Ratt = 48.1 ± 26.3
%, p < 0.001), and, for the six patients evaluated, its amplitude and frequency
did not have an effect on the performance of the NP. However, there could
be a subtle trend towards larger attenuation of more severe tremors, although
it was not statistically significant. Remarkably, no patient found the sensation
induced by NP-driven muscle co-contraction unbearable, and a number of them
spontaneously reported that felt an improvement in their condition. All patients

Fig. 2. An example of the controller that modulates muscle co-contraction to attenuate
tremor. The plot shows the estimation of tremor (solid line) and the amplitude of the
current applied at the extensors (dashed line) and flexors (dotted line). The instant
at which the NP was triggered is signaled with an arrow. Notice the different scales
employed for the representation of neurostimulation amplitude and angular velocity. A
positive value corresponds to wrist extension.
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exhibited a positive, yet variable, response to the approach here presented, which
is of great interest for ET patients, given that only 50 % of them benefits from
the drugs that are currently prescribed to manage their disorder, [9].

In summary, the results of the evaluation demonstrate that irrespectively
from its etiology, severity, and frequency, tremor is significantly attenuated by
NP-driven muscle co-contraction. Furthermore, the positive outcome of these
experiments encourages the large scale validation of the approach, either alone,
or as a complement to pharmacotherapy.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents two alternative treatments for tremor suppression based on
biomechanical loading. In summary, biomechanical loading is non-invasive and
painless. It may be effective in patients who are insufficiently responsive (or have
adverse reactions) to drugs or in whom surgery is contraindicated. Moreover,
this treatment avoids the potential side effects of drugs and the risks of surgical
procedure.

The work presented here is based on clinical evidence with a limited number
of patients (n=10 for WOTAS and n=12 for the neuroprosthesis), and most
of them showed a positive response to the approach. Although the number of
patients is small, it is considered sufficient to provide proof of concept of the
feasibility and interest of using biomechanical loading as an alternative treatment
for tremor. Owing to the reduced number of patients, the results of this study
cannot be extrapolated to the general population and cannot be considered
as clinical validation. Nevertheless, we are encouraged by the results and are
considering the possibility of performing a large-scale multicenter validation of
the neuroprosthetic concept. We aim to include 500 patients (suffering from
different pathologies that cause tremor) from 30−50 different hospitals around
the world. The expected outcome is that biomechanical loading could either
substitute or complement the pharmacotherapeutic management of tremors.
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Abstract. Robotic rehabilitation has become very popular in recent
years. Nevertheless it still faces various problems related to the system
actuation devices. Some classic actuator features, like the noise, weight,
size-force relationship, and the efficiency, make them little suitable for
such applications. For this reason, piezoelectrically driven ultrasonic mo-
tors have become the alternative actuators to the conventional electro-
magnetic motors. This is due to their light weight, compact size and
soundless performance characteristics. The aim of this article is to present
a new actuator based on an ultrasonic motor (USM) and a magnetorhe-
ological clutch is integrated into a device used in robotic rehabilitation
for the elbow joint. At the end, a control strategy algorithm for the USM
and its first preliminary results will be presented. The work presented
was carried at the Systems Engineering and Automation Department
of Carlos III University of Madrid, under the HYPER CONSOLIDER-
INGENIO 2010 Spanish project.

Keywords: ultrasonic motor, magnetorheological clutch, rehabilitation
robotics, MR fluid.

1 Introduction

Apart from the conventional engines and within human centered actuators there
are the bio-inspired actuators, like the pneumatic muscles, piezoelectric mate-
rials, and Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) [1]. Ultrasonic motors (USMs) are a
kind of actuators that uses ultrasonic level mechanical vibration as their driving
source. In comparison to conventional electromagnetic motors, they have several
important advantages: the high holding torque, high response characteristics,
high torque density at a low speed (no gears necessary), silent operation, no
electromagnetic noise, and compact size [2]. However, they have some disad-
vantages that limit their use today such as their reduced life span and slight
oscillation of its controller speed.

In robotic rehabilitation, an important issue is the interaction between the
human body with the rehabilitation device, its portability, and the response
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Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 252,
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time of the actuator. Other criteria that must be taken into account are the
aesthetic and comfort of the device. These requirements hugely depend on the
actuator, which should be: light, small, and soundless. Standard devices based
on conventional engines are noisy, while ultrasonic motors are silent enough for
portable applications and daily use.

On the other hand, in rehabilitation systems focused on human limbs, the
quick response of the device is very important. The actuators should be able to
free the joints and shafts instantly to avoid muscle injuries in situations such as
involuntary muscles contractions or spasms. To deal with this requirement, the
work presented uses a magnetorheological clutch in conjunction with USM. For
spasm detection a new sensor will be integrated in the system. The proposed
sensor in this case is a torque sensor. This is capable to detect the involuntary
muscle contraction with a good precision.

The proposed actuator uses an ultrasonic motor (USR60-E3NT), a planetary
gear (with a ratio of 4.3:1), and a magnetorheological clutch as a conceptual
design for the elbow joint rehabilitation.

To test the feasibility of the proposed system a test bench and its control
architecture which simulates the upper limb have been developed, based on a
full system software simulation previously validated.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the prototype of the
proposed device. Section 3 presents the software simulation of the system. Section
4 describes the control algorithm of the actuator. Section 5 gives the experimental
results and discussions. At last, Section 6 give the conlusions of the presented
work.

2 Prototype of the Proposed Device

The ultrasonic motor offers a torque of 1Nm at 150rpm, using a planetary gear
the assembling from the two devices forms an actuator with a 4Nm maximum
torque at 37.5rpm. A cross section of the actuator and the magnetorheological
clutch is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Crossection of the proposed actuator. 1. Motor and planetary gear 2. Clutch
housing 3. The output shaft 4. Free space for magnetorheological fluid 5. Input shaft.
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The total weight of the actuator is represented of the sum of the three devices:
the weight of the ultrasonic motor (250g), the weight of the planetary gear (200g)
and the weight of the electromagnetic clutch (500g). The maximum dimensions
of the actuator are given by the diameter of the clutch (89mm) with a total
length (motor, planetary gear and clutch) of 132.2mm.

2.1 Test Bench to Simulate the Elbow Joint

For the first validation of the rehabilitation device of the elbow joint, it was
necessary to design and to develop a new test bench capable of simulating the
biomechanics of this joint. Due to differences between the angles of each person
correlated to the weight differences and muscle structure of the arm, it is not
possible to have an accurate simulation. Based on recent studies, in the daily life,
the elbow joint shows a functional arc of 100degrees of flexion and 50degrees
of supination. The angles of the two degrees of freedom can reach up to 150,
and 85degrees respectively. The proposed design of the test bench allows only
the simulation of the flexor angle which is considered the main movement of the
elbow.

The weight of the arm and the forearm were calculated according to a person
of 70kg of weight and 1, 80m of height. Knowing that the arm segment is the
2.6% of the total mass, forearm is the 1.6% and the hand is the 0.7% [6], the
arm has a weight of 1.82kg, and the forearm with the hand, has a weight of
1.61Kg. The sizes were calculated according to individual height, representing
the 14.6% for the forearm, the 18.6% for the arm and the 10.8% for the hand.
Using these parameters the test bench (Figure 2) is able to simulate the inertia
of the segments.

According to the characteristics of the test bench, the torque in the elbow joint
can be calculated depending on the center of gravity of the forearm segment:

M = w ∗ g ∗ r = 1.6 ∗ 9.81 ∗ 0.2 = 3.158Nm (1)

Where M is the force moment for elbow joint, w the weight, g the acceleration
of gravity, and r the radius (from the joint to the center of gravity of the forearm
segment).

For rehabilitation exercises, with not load applied it has been considerated
enough an actuator with 4Nm torque.

2.2 Actuator Hardware Components

Magnetorheological Clutch

A. Proposed Design

The clutch design consists of a cylinder representing the housing part of the
clutch, which is connected to the input shaft. Inside, there is a central disc close
to the wall part (housing part), and connected to the output shaft. The space
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Fig. 2. Test bench for the elbow joint of a person with 70kg: arm of 1.82kg, forearm
and hand of 1.61kg

between the disk and the housing is filled with magnetorheological fluid (MR),
formed by many micrometer-sized particles, which may be polarized in order to
change the viscosity of the whole fluid depending on the intensity of the magnetic
field they are exposed to. The proposed design of the clutch is shown in Figure
3. The torque on the output shaft is obtained from the movement of the input
shaft and transmitted by the fluid.

Fig. 3. MR clutch proposed design

B. Transmitted Torque
The transmitted torque to the output shaft, for a variable number of inner disks
(n-disk) is calculated using the equations (2)-(4). This n-disk property is the
main difference with the one presented in [3].

In order to simplify the calculations, some modifications are done considering
that approximately the 95% of the inner disk area is effective in terms of the
transmitted torque to the output shaft.
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Ttot = Td + Th (4)

In equations (2)-(4), the calculation is divided in two parts.

1. Td is the one corresponding to the transmitted torque due to the inner disks,
and Th is referred to the housing part. The total sum depends also on the
number of inner disks n.
In the expressions above, η is the fluid viscosity with no magnetic field ap-
plied, and it is assumed to be a constant value of 0.3Pa · s.

2. |Δω| is the relative rotational speed between both, input and output shafts.
3. hd is the separation between two consecutive inner disks, and hh is the

separation between the closer inner disk to the housing part.
4. R2 is the inner disk radio, while R1 is the shaft radio that connects them.
5. τB is the yield stress of the fluid, for the applied magnetic field. This variable

parameter in function of the magnetic field offers the possibility to control
the transmitted torque or the fully release of the elbow joint in the necessary
case. From now, it is assumed that the fluid, when magnetized, is always at
the same level. Therefore this value is approximated to a constant, that for
the rest of the calculations is assumed to be 5 · 104Pa (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. MRF-140CG Magneto-Rheological Fluid

For the proposed clutch, the maximum torque for transmission was calculated
at 8Nm.

Ultrasonic Motor

The characteristics of these kind of actuators, compared to conventional electro-
magnetic motors, is that they are suitable for robotic, automotive, aerospace,
or prosthesis applications where the requirements are good positioning precision
and low speed. Some examples of these robotic applications, where ultrasonic
motors were used, are a robotic hand [7], a prosthetic hand and the trembling
reduction device [8].
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Impaired upper limb function is one of the most common sequels in spinal
cord injury (SCI) patients. Upper limb strength is impaired to some extent in
people who have suffered cervical SCI, making them difficult to perform many
activities of daily living (ADL) such as drinking, eating and personal hygiene.
For this reason, they may require technical assistance [9].

A methodology to analyze the kinematic data of the upper limb when per-
forming a functional activity like drinking from a glass is reported in [10]. The
forces were reported such as the movement’s momentums and also expressed on
the proximal reference system of the joint. An additional small external load of
0.300kg was simulated in the hand segment in order to simulate light lifting.
At the elbow, the maximum flexion moment was of 3.1Nm in the C6 group
(subjects with metameric level C6 tetraplegia). This value was greater in the C6
group than in control group and C7 group (subjects with metameric level C7
tetraplegia).

According to the characteristics of the test bench (1) and [9], [10], in order to
raise the forearm segment it is necessary more than 3.1Nm of torque. For this
reason, it is used one ultrasonic motor as an actuator device: USR60-E3NT with
a speed of 150rpm and a maximum torque of 1Nm together with the planetary
gear with the ratio of 4.3:1. Using a planetary gear, the speed is reduced while
increasing the torque to the 4Nm. This ensemble is able to raise the forearm
segment, with a maximum velocity of the 37.5rpm. The actuator torque and the
maximum velocity of this device, is classified between actuators for rehabilitation
of elbow joint in flexion/extension.

The USM is endued with one relative encoder with resolutions between 96 and
1024 counts per revolution. With a relative encoder, it is not possible to find the
initial position of the forearm, so it is introduced a new absolute encoder in the
system. This encoder is based on Hall effect and he have a resolution of 1024
counts per revolution.

2.3 Control Hardware

According to the requirements, the electronic hardware is selected according to
the electric power requirements and the characteristics of the input-output ports
interface. The architecture is based on an autonomous embedded control system
with no need of a PC style computer.

The selected microcontroller is based on 32 bits ARM CPU, clocked at 24
MHz, and clocked at 72 MHz when a LCD color touch screen is being used. This
electronic architecture provides enough computational resource for the whole
system.

The driver of the USM is the original given by the manufactured, named
D6060/24V.

3 Software Simulation

Various software packages have been used for simulating the performance of
the proposed device in the test bench, which was designed using Solidworks R©.
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Mechanical structure of the test bench is developed using one toolbox for
Matlab R©, Simmechanics R©, which offers a comprehensive simulation environ-
ment correlated to the mass and the inertia of the arm segments. This envi-
ronment allowed a co-simulation between the proposed device, (developed in
Simulink R©) and the test bench. The co-simulation design in Matlab is shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Design of the control algorithm of the simulated device

The co-simulated model consists of: the USM, the clutch MR, and the test
bench. The USM receives as reference signal the angular position of the arm
and a PID control algorithm feeds the clutch with the speed and the torque
signals. The MR clutch block, using the input parameters (the number of disks
and dimensions), calculates the torque output depending on the fluid viscosity
(variable depending on the magnetic field). The output signal of the clutch gives
the torque for the elbow joint, and a sensor in the joint measures the angular
position (which closes the control loop), the angular velocity, the angular ac-
celeration, and the torque (which is identical to the torque generated by the
clutch). The first results of the co-simulation can be seen in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Simulate result
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This software simulation environment provides a useful and accurate tool for
the development and tuning the device control algorithms that will be tested in
test bench.

The results show that the proposed ultrasonic motor model fits to the param-
eters of speed, time force, and response time necessary to rehabilitate a human
arm (for a 70kg person) without needing any help force of the muscles.

When the speed is 0.5rad/s the input torque to the elbow joint is between
−2.2Nm and 1.5Nm. The asymmetry of the torque is due to the angular posi-
tion, velocity and the inertia of the moving arm.

The results are verified with a specialized software in simulation of muscu-
loskeletal structure, named MSMS R©[5]. Using this software, a simulation envi-
ronment for human arm with muscles has been developed. The model uses the
size and the characteristics of a person of 70kg of mass (Figure 7).

Fig. 7. MSMS R©environment

The results (Figure 8) highlight that the torque of the elbow joint, following
a sinusoidal movement, does not exceed 2Nm. The difference with the results
giving in Fig. 6 is due to the arm position and the velocity.

Fig. 8. Simulate result with MSMS R©
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In the both cases the proposed actuator respects the parameters of the re-
sponse time, of the torque, and speed and the medical requirements.

4 Control Algorithms

4.1 Control Strategy for the Magnetorheological Clutch

Several control strategies based on the models like: Navier-Stokes, Bouc-Wen,
Prandtl-Ishlinskii are presented and analyzed in previous work [4]. The first re-
sults showed that Prandtl-Ishlinskii model is the most appropriate for a good
response time (short response time). The main advantage is that the use of a
hysteresis compensator, as seen in Fig. 9, is fast and precise enough to control the
exerted torque, and it is only possible using this model (the analytical inverse ex-
ists). The identification procedure of finding the operator values is accomplished
using a genetic type algorithm.

Fig. 9. Hybrid control strategy using a Prandtl-Ishlinskii compensator

4.2 Control Algorithm of USM

In the literature, there are various models of control for USMs: PI control models
of speed, position or torque [11] [12], fuzzy models [13], [14], models based on
neural networks, or a combination thereof. Because of the complexity of the
mathematical model of these types of motors, most control designs are made
based on input/output data acquisition (in most cases black-box model).

In this work it is designed a new cascade control model with two control loops
for angular velocity, and angular position, each one with its own PI controller.
The proposed control scheme consists of a relatively simple algorithm, that meets
the objectives, with an error in the position angle of 0.08 degrees and a low
computational power use. The control scheme is shown in Figure 10.

The control scheme uses two encoders: a relative encoder, positioned in the
shaft of the motor, to calculate the speed and one absolute encoder positioned in
the shaft of the gear, to operate at lower speed and to calculate the real position
of the arm.

Matlab R©and Simulink R©are used to develop the control algorithm and reg-
ulating the controllers. The program is developed in signed fixed-point 32-bit
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Fig. 10. Design of control algorithm for USM

word length with 10 bits of them for the decimal part, on real-time kernel archi-
tecture. Data acquisition was done in real time in Matlab R©using port Universal
Serial Bus R©(USB).

5 Experimental Results

This section shows some of the experimental results obtaining with the test
bench. The operation of the USM is analyzed with several experiments to check
the correct performance of the prototype. The real and the simulation model of
the system can be seen in Figure 11.

The USM answer in the test bench can be seen in Figure 12. The structure of
the first device actuator tested is composed of the USM and the planetary gear.
Due to the planetary gear tolerance, the error of control in position increases

Fig. 11. The real model and the simulation model
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Fig. 12. USM response to step reference with constant speed in test bench

up to 0.7 degrees. In this case, the engine must follow the reference signal in
position with a constant speed.

The exoskeleton movement (flexion and extension) need to have a good re-
sponse to the input signal, in position with one adequate speed. In this case, the
proposed algorithm is able to maintain a constant speed while despite of iner-
tia and mass of the arm. Figure 12 highlights the output signal, from cascade
control with the reference signal in position.

The first tests of the proposed actuator in the test bench were made by mag-
netization of the magnetorhelogical clutch with Neodymium magnet, allowing
transmitting the necessary torque 1:1 (the torque of output shaft clutch is equal
with the torque of the motor). In this case, the clutch is subjected to a magnetic
induction of approximately 0.8T . In the future, the necessary magnetic field will
be produced by an electromagnet wich will be able to provide independent con-
trol for the torque transmitted by the clutch just by changing the viscosity of
the fluid.

In Figure 13 shows the response of the proposed actuator controlled in po-
sition when the magnetorhelogical fluid is magnetized, giving the possibility
to transmit more than 5Nm. In this case, the USM have a constant speed of
200degrees/second.

As can be observed in Fig.13, the clutch not change the performance of the
control algorithm, the skating effect not appear for the inner disk.

Figure 14 shows the actuators response to a step input reference where the
clutch is not subjected to a magnetic field. In this case, the inner disk of clutch
skates leaving the output shaft of actuator free. Then, the torque transmitted is
close to 0Nm. This test highlights the capacity of the actuator to leave free the
forearm when the clutch is not subjected to any magnetic field.
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Fig. 13. Actuator response to step reference with constant speed in test bench, when
the clutch is magnetized

Fig. 14. The actuator response to step reference, when the clutch is not magnetized

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a new type of actuator for rehabilitation device, based on
USM and magnetorelogical clutch. This actuator is proposed to be used in ex-
oskeleton for rehabilitation of the elbow joint.

The designed actuator is able to work under real conditions of torque, weight,
size, noise and response, according to medical requirements.

The new cascade control scheme, in position control and speed control, has
been presented and implemented for USM. The presented results of the control
algorithm highlight the precision of the position control.
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On the other hand, the preliminary results of the actuator, based on mag-
netorhelogical clutch, highlight the capacity of the actuator to transmit the
torque of the motor. In critical response, when the involuntary contractions
occurs (when used in human joints) (such as spasm), the actuator is capable to
leaving free the human joint in milliseconds. In the future, the magnetic field will
be provided by one electromagnet, giving the possibility to control the torque
transmitted by the clutch independently, by changing the viscosity of the fluid
with the magnetic field.
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Abstract. This article presents the skeletal-mathematical model and a 
measurement system for providing real-time information related to position, 
angular velocity, and orientation of different movements related to the upper 
limb of human shoulder using Inertial Measurement Units (IMU). The main 
goal of this system is to improve the rehabilitation tasks of unilateral brachial 
plexus injury, therefore a complete kinematic analysis of the shoulder skeletal 
system, considering only the essential variables to simulate the movements used 
in rehabilitation, is detailed. Finally, are presented some experimental tests 
based on joint physiology and biomechanics of human shoulder for children 
less than 10 years, according to desired restriction of medical staff belong to 
Hospital Infanta Sofía of Madrid. 

Keywords: Brachial Plexus Injury, Kinematic Model, Kinematic Analysis, 
Inertial Sensor Unit, Experimental test. 

1 Introduction 

The unilateral brachial plexus injury is the lesion o tear of a group of nerves located in 
the neck region. These nerves travel thru the axial pass under the neck bone and 
ramify to give place to most of the nerves that allow the movement and give 
sensitivity to the arm and forearm [1], [2]. 

According to the National Statistic Institute in Spain, the current birth rate is 
400,000 children per year; this allows estimating a frequency of 400 to 800 obstetric 
paralyses per year. Although most of the babies heal on their own, still a 10 to 20 
percent remain with permanent weakness. According to [2], it is stipulated that the 
brachial plexus paralysis is a prevalent lesion found in new born children, this lesion 
may be seen in births of a traumatic nature. This type of paralysis can cause long term 
functional disability. Furthermore, obstetric brachial lesions may present certain 
peculiarities: when is produced in the moment of birth, they have higher rate of 
recuperation, than those seen in adult patients [3]. 
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The mechanic forces acting on an infant during birth, especially the traction and 
compression can produce a variety of lesions to the brachial plexus. For example, [2] 
explains a shoulder dystocia (it is produced when the anterior region of the infants 
shoulder is impacted on to the mothers pubic simphysis as seen on Figure 1a) during 
vaginal birth with a cephalic presentation, this may produce an over extension of the 
neck and therefore generating a lesion to the plexus. Nevertheless this type of lesion is 
also seen after a c-section and vaginal births with an abnormal presentation; for 
example a pelvic presentation shown in Figure 1b). 

 

Fig. 1. Production mechanisms of obstetric paralysis. a) Shoulder dystocia b) Delivery in pelvic 
presentation. 

It is also explains that risk factors may be maternal, fetal or those associated with a 
difficult birth. Within the risks on the maternal side, it can highlight an excessive 
weight, maternal diabetes, uterine abnormalities and history of brachial plexus 
paralysis. Risks associated with the infant it is only mentioned fetal macrosomy 
finally  risks associated with birth include shoulder dystocia, prolonged labor, 
assisted delivery with forceps or vacuum extractors and podalic presentation. 

The location of the lesion is determined through a clinical analysis; however the 
type of lesion is established in correlation with the recovery time. For example, it is 
considered that if the superior roots are dissected an Erb palsy would occur, better 
known as “bad shoulder-good hand”. In this type of palsy there is a shoulder function 
deficiency and limited hand function as shown in fig. 2a. According to [2] in this 
lesion the muscle group affected is the external rotators, the shoulder abductors, 
elbow flexors, forearm supinators and frequently the wrist extensors. In other words, 
the superior musculature is affected. On the other hand, if the inferior nerve roots are 
dissected a Klumpke plasy would occur. This palsy is known as “good shoulder –bad 
hand”. It can observe a lesion were the muscles affected are the wrist flexors, finger 
flexors and the hand intrinsic muscles, as seen on fig. 2b.  A complete lesion would 
affect both the shoulder movements as well as the hand movement. In this type of 
lesion all the roots within the plexus are affected [2]. 

The superior paralysis is the most frequent. It is estimated to represent almost 80% 
of the cases, more than 90% of this lesion resolves within a year of the infants life. A 
complete paralysis appears in 20%, the inferior lesion has the lower incidence a 2 %. 

According to [2], thorough studies show that during the systematic exploration of 
the brachial plexus after a lesion only 20-30% showed functional sequels, this 
concludes that the rate of recovery is elevated. Classification of the type of lesion may 
help to determine the long term recovery prognosis. However the impact of the lesion 
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Fig. 2. Brachial plexus injuries. a) Upper left limb injury. b) Lower right arm injury type [4]. 

over arm and hand function during lactancy could generate significant sequels over 
motor and sensitive functions in the development of the infant. 

According to [2] - [5] the treatment for brachial plexus paralysis is initiated within 
the neonatology unit were a professional specialized in passive exercises initiates 
therapy and gives support and guidelines to the family. It is of special importance to 
reduce the stress over the plexus both from the gravity force and traction force. The 
exercise will reduce the risk of atrophy and muscle contractures on the long term; this 
allows having a better ground to work in case of a reconstructive surgery. Although 
the majority of cases show a rapid recovery, it is important to keep the public 
informed about the lesion its evolution and treatment. 

The persistence of symptoms beyond the first month of live suggests that the lesion 
could require specialized treatment. The surgical procedures for infants according to 
[2], [3] consist in a meticulous exploration of the plexus to determine the location and 
extension of the lesion. The lesion may require nerve graft. Self graft implantation 
both from the sural region of the leg, or coetaneous arm nerves. The objective of the 
surgery is to restore muscle equilibrium and free possible contractures or deformities. 
The recovery time after surgery is usually between 7 to 9 months, rehabilitation and 
nerve recognition therapy is necessary. Both therapies are crucial to improve strength 
sensitivity and movement of the intervened extremity. 

The development of new technology has allowed a better cinematic analysis of 
body movement, in hand helping with the development of new tools for the treatment. 
Both biomedics and biomechanics represent a viable alternative to help physicians to 
discover the degree of damage and assist in better patient’s rehabilitation. 

In this article a direct kinematic model is presented in order to get the 
biomechanical parameters that describe the behavior of rigid bodies that form the 
human shoulder. These parameters are related to both the position and the orientation 
of shoulder bone structure. Authors also present the development of software and 
hardware architecture developed for monitoring the rehabilitation process. The system 
is made of an inertial measurement unit that is fixed in the shoulder of patient. Data 
are collected in user interface where it is possible to observe the range of shoulder's 
movement. 

Section 2 presents a description of the shoulder anatomy and the Denavit-
Hartenberg parameters are showed. The kinematic analysis is also presented taking 
into consideration the manipulability measure. Section 3 describes the hardware and 
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software architecture developed to collect data of the shoulder rehabilitation. Section 
4 presents some experimental results performed with a healthy child under 10 years 
old. Finally, conclusions and futures steps in this research are commented.  

2 Skeletal Model of Human Shoulder under the Pathology 

The human shoulder is an extremely sophisticated and interrelated system that can 
produce a wide variety of complex movements in space. Since a geometrical point of 
view, the shoulder has between 13 and 16 degree of freedom (DoF) and the range of 
movement are increased by muscles, ligaments and tendons. All of these elements are 
connected between them; therefore the model is complex but not impossible.  

In [6] it is stated that, given the complexity of the human shoulder, it is convenient 
to model the shoulder girdle (clavicle and scapula) as a closed kinematic chain (the 
simplest of parallel mechanisms) while the glenohumeral joint should be modeled as 
serial chain.  

The foregoing is based on the girdle is responsible to support the load and the 
inertial forces generated by the arm to manipulate objects. Furthermore, the 
glenohumeral joint has the same range of motion but lower load capacity. 

In [7], girdle is modeled as an element with 5 DoF: 3 for the glenohumeral joint 
and 2 to the sternoclavicular joint. Authors used Denavit-Harbtenberg (D-H) 
methodology to determine the parameters of mobility. 

In [8] it is stated that there are two ways to model the kinematic chain of the 
human shoulder, open chain and closed chain. The open chain corresponds to three 
rigid bodies (clavicle, scapula and humerus bone) connected by three joints 
(sternoclavicular joint, glenohumeral joint and claviescapular join) which result in a 9 
DoF mechanism. 

The closed chain is defined with the interpretation of "false scapular thoracic", 
which is a kinematic connection that allows modeling the shoulder girdle. Also it 
provides the possibility of sliding on the anterior part of thorax with possible rotation 
on its axis perpendicular. 

On the other hand [9] [10] modeled the human arm as a rigid body kinematic chain 
with three joints (shoulder, elbow, elbow, wrist, wrist-hand) with six degrees of 
freedom, three in the shoulder joint (flexion / extension, abduction / adduction and 
rotation), two in the joint of the elbow (flexion / extension), and one in the junction of 
the wrist (flexion / extension). 

Figure 3 shows the elements used to simulate the movement of the shoulder, the 
sternoclavicular and glenohumeral joint and collarbone as one rigid link. Figure 4 
shows the coordinate systems of each joint according to the D-H convention. 
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Fig. 3. Bone model used for implementation of kinematic chain: glenohumeral and 
sternoclavicular union, and clavicle. [11]. 

2.1 Shoulder's Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters and Kinematic Analysis 

As can be seen, each reference system is associated with the kinematic chain 
described: 2 DoF for the sternoclavicular joint (SC), and 3 DoF for the glenohumeral 
joint (GH). 

It is noteworthy that there are two offsets with respect to the axes modeled: 

• Longitudinal displacement along x1 axis (distance A in Figure 4). This corresponds 
to the distance between the sternoclavicular joint and the glenohumeral joint region 
(clavicle length). 

• Displacement along z2 axis that represents the distance between the glenohumeral 
joint and scapula (distance D in Figure 4). 

 

Fig. 4. Reference systems according to D-H convention 

The values considered for constant A is 8 cm and 3 cm for constant D. These 
values are according to a child under 10 years old.  

Table 1 summarizes the DH parameters considered in the shoulder model.  

Glenohumeral join
Clavicula link 

sternoclavicular joint 
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Table 1. D-H Parameters 

DoF θ d a α 
1 21 π+q  0 0 2π  

2 2
q  D  A 0 

3 3q  0 0 2π−  

4 234 π+q  0 0 2π  

5 5
q  0 0 0 

 
Figure 5 shows an interface development under Matlab® to simulate the 

kinematics parameters given in Table 1. 
Clearly it can be observed the 5 DoF modeled: 2 DoF for the sternoclavicular joint 

and 3 DoF for the glenohumeral joint. Thereby, it validates that the kinematic 
behavior of the model is according to the basis movement of human's shoulder. After 
this the Jacobian matrix was computed and the manipulability measure (ec. (1)) was 
evaluated [12].  

 = det ( ) ( )  (1) 

The interface was especially useful to get the limit of movements of 
sternoclavicular and glenohumeral joints. After many tests presented in section 4 it 
was found that the range of movement for both is between -80 and -45º. The same 
results were reported in medical literature like [2], [5], [13]. 

The main conclusion of this study is that for muscle, tendons and ligaments 
provide greater range of motion to the human arm.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Kinematic user interface 
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Table 2 summarizes the results obtained by varying the first degree of freedom of 
the sternoclavicular joint from -80 º to -45 º. The remaining joints were fixed at 0°. 
Figure 6 shows the manipulability ellipsoid. It could be observed that the Jacobian 
matrix is well-defined when q1 is close to -70º. 

Table 2. Manipulability analysis for -45º<q1< -80º 

  
Minor axis of ellipsoid 

  

Major axis of ellipsoid 
 

Manipulability Measure 
 

-80º 0.98174 0.1126 1.4029e-006 

-70º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 

-60º 0.9808 0.040 7.3367e-007 

-50º 0.9803 0.025 1.3949e-006 

-45º 0.9730 0.020 8.9465e-007 

 
Table 3 shows that the manipulability index is not altered when the second degree 

of freedom of sternoclavicular joint moves. Therefore, it was fixed in -70° and it was 
concluded that the first DoF of sternoclavicular joint is the most relevant for the 
movement of the shoulder if the bone model is only taken into consideration. 

In thirst test, q3 joint was moved while the rest joint remained constant in 0º. The 
dependence between glenohumeral and sternoclavicular joints was demonstrated. 
Table 4 summarized the results. It can be observed that the manipulability index is 
null for each movement considered to q3 joint.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Manipulability ellipsoid for -45º<q1< -80º 

Table 3. Manipulability analysis for -45º<q1< -80º and q2=70º 

  
Minor axis of ellipsoid 

  

Major axis of ellipsoid 
 

Manipulability  

-80º -70º 0.9812 0.1126 1.4029e-006 

-70º -70º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 

-60º -70º 0.9808 0.048 7.3367e-007 

-50º -70º 0.9803 0.028 1.3949e-006 

-45º -70º 0.980 0.028 8.9465e-007 
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Table 4. Manipulability analysis for -45º<q1< -80º and q2=70º 

 
Minor axis of ellipsoid 

  

Major axis of ellipsoid 
 

Manipulability  

-80º 0.9863 0 0 
-70º 0.9794 0 0 
-60º 0.9792 0 0 
-50º 0.9785 0 0 
-45º 0.9860 0 0 

Table 5. Manipulabity measurment for SC and GH joints 

   
Minor axis  

  

Major axis  
 

Manipulability  

-70º -70º -80º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 
-70º -70º -70º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 
-70º -70º -60º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 
-70º -70º -50º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 
-70º -70º -45º 0.9812 0.076 1.8583e-006 

 
In the last test it was settled the values for sternoclavicular joint at -70º while q3 

was settled as it is shown in Table 5. The results obtained for manipulability measure 
show that the range of shoulder’s motion is conditioned primarily by sternoclavicular 
joint while glenohumeral provides stability and it does not affect to range of motion. 

3 Hardware and Software Architecture  

For getting data from the movement of human shoulder, a commercial (Razor 9DoF 
AHRS) inertial measurement unit (I.M.U.) sensor was used. Figure 7 shows a view of 
the user interface developed to visualized data from IMU sensor. In the user interface 
it is possible to see the data's graphics and details of communication between sensor 
and PC.  

The IMU has implemented an Atmel microcontroller through which programs can 
dump the data to control 3 sensors. Also, IMU has already implemented Firmware 
Test Program, which provides the data in different ways (floating point, ASCII data or 
binary). The IMU is connected to PC through USB port.  

The IMU is provided with a 3-axis ADXL345 accelerometer, a 2-axis LPR530AL 
gyroscope that is able to take measure in X and Y axis and, a LY530ALH gyroscope 
for measuring along Z axis and finally a magnetometer HMC5843 model.  

After calibration, it is able to provide data from Euler angles (yaw, pitch and roll). 
Calibration of the sensors, and programming the data fusion algorithm was performed 
under Arduino®. 

For processing data from IMU the direction cosine matrix was used. The matrix is 
composed of all possible combinations of the vectors resulting from the information 
measured by the sensors.  
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Fig. 7. I.M.U Sensor and User Interface designed for getting experimental data 

If the matrix is given by ec. (2), the pitch, roll and yaw angles can be computed as 
ec.(3)-(5) show respectively.  
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4 Experimental Results about Articular Physiology 

Experimental tests were performed with a healthy child under 10 year-old. The 
movements are performed according to the joint physiology [14] and the shoulder 
biomechanics [15]. These movements are important in the process of rehabilitation of 
a child with the disease.  

The tests were performed from a neutral anatomical position, i.e. with elbows bent 
at 90º so that the forearm was in the sagittal plane. The IMU is placed on the child 
glenohumeral joint as shown in Figure 8.  
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Fig. 8. Neutral anatomical position 

Figure 9a) shows the results obtained when the child makes a move by the 
contralateral anterior way. Child was asked to perform 3 or 4 slow movements and  
prolonged manner like a child with the disease. 

Figure 9b) shows the results obtained when child performs a homolateral  
movement.  

The Three Phases Deflection [15] movement is reported in Figure 9c). This 
movement is the one with greater range and the sensor could capture all the data when 
the shoulder moves up and down an average of 4 times.  

Finally, Figure 9d) shows recording data when the child makes the movement 
known as "Measure Hippocratic of Abduction". This starts from the rest position 
(Figure 8) and an angle of 120° to the dorsal trunk side. This exercise represents the 
action cleaning the head. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Experimental Results 

In [16] a complete description about software implementation and other tests 
including healthy adults can be follow. 

a b 

c d 
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These experimental tests were performed following the hospital' rehabilitation  
protocol. Despite they were performed with a healthy child it was possible to get a 
feedback from medical staff. Some of them are sketched below: 

─ The information provided by the sensor is useful for evaluating the progress of 
rehabilitation tasks. 

─ The presentation of the information is adequate and easy to understand. 
─ The user interface can provide extra information about patient's medical history. 
─ A flexible mechanism must be designed in order to fix the sensor to patient's 

shoulder. 
─ It could be very useful to check the sensor in rehabilitation of other members like 

legs, arms, knee, hit, etc. 
─ The user interface's appearance must be improved in order to be easily accepted 

(for example, the black color in the bottom of figure is not recommendable). 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper authors presented two results needed in the development of robotic 
orthosis for treatment of unilateral brachial plexus pathology.  

A rigorous study of the skeletal system that forms human shoulder was presented. 
This system has between 13 and 16 DoF, but in order to model the plexus brachial 
injure, 5 DoF are enough. Tree of these DoF can be located in the glenohumeral joint 
while the other two in the sternoclavicular join. 

Injury is considered as prevalent because during the last three decades has not been 
registered a decrease in the rate of its occurrence. Therefore, this research area must 
be explored. 

This paper shows a kinematic model and analysis of the skeletal shoulder system 
under plexus brachial injury.  

From the model obtained, it was able to make a study on the range of shoulder 
motion and it has proven the joint interdependence even if the nerve is damage. 
Furthermore it has been observed that glenohumeral joint is one of the responsible of 
the shoulder movement while the sternoclavicular provides stability to the arm.  

Using classical techniques of robot kinematic modeling it was possible to obtain 
the range of sholder's motion and analyze its behavior when the joint references are 
modified. A specific user interface was implemented in Matlab. The interface shows 
results in an easy and fast way.  

The kinematic model and its analysis is a very useful result in order to design an 
exoskeleton for improving the rehabilitation tasks. 

In this article authors also present the hardware and software architecture 
development for getting data from real movements. A commercial inertial 
measurement unit was programmed and calibrated. Data is showed in other user 
interface designed under LabView. The IMU was mounted in a healthy kid's shoulder 
and he was asked to perform typical movement in rehabilitation protocol. The 
feedback provided by medical staff has been very positive and the system can be used 
in the next future. 
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5.1 Future Steps in This Research 

The bone model is not enough to model the brachial plexus injury. Therefore authors 
are working in order to complete the model using muscles, tendons and ligaments. 
These elements are responsible of the forces used to move the arm and then it will be 
possible to get dynamical results.  

Using kinematics and dynamical results, an exoskeleton can be developed to help 
medical staff in the hard tasks of rehabilitation. The information from inertial sensor 
will be used to control the mechanism at the same time that it provides rehabilitation 
data.  

It is important to research about how many sensors must be used and where they 
must be fixed.  
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Abstract. This paper presents a multi-modal interface for interaction
between people with physical disabilities and an assistive robot. This in-
teraction is performed through a dialogue mechanism and augmented 3D
vision glasses to provide visual assistance to an end user commanding an
assistive robot to perform Daily Life Activities (DLAs). The augmented
3D vision glasses may provide augmented reality vision of menus and
information dialogues over the view of the real world, or in a simulator
environment for laboratory tests and user evaluation. The actual dia-
logue is implemented as a finite state machine, and includes possibilities
of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), and a Text-to-Speech (TTS)
converter. The final study focuses on studying the effectiveness of these
visual and auditory aids for enabling the end user to command the as-
sistive robot ASIBOT to perform a given task.

Keywords: assistive robotics, end-user development, human-robot in-
teraction, multi-modal interaction, augmented reality, speech recognition.

1 Introduction

During the past years, and due to the complexity of systems and robotic plat-
forms to control, the importance of the developments in the field of Human-
Robot Interaction (HRI) has been greatly increasing. This is most noticeable in
systems developed for people with disabilities, such as assistive robotic systems,
where HRI’s must be designed taking the type of users who will use the system as
well as their disabilities into account. In recent years, innovative breakthroughs
have been developed in this field thanks to the development of multi-modal
interfaces that may adapt to the needs of the users of these systems.

This paper presents the latest developments in multi-modal interfaces with the
ASIBOT assistive robot [1]. The main components are an augmented reality 3D
vision glasses system with inclinometer, and an interactive dialogue mechanism
which has been implemented as a finite state machine. Figure 1 depicts an actual
screenshot of the user’s view of the developed augmented reality interface at
run-time. The system as a whole is capable of guiding the user through the
different options within the interactive dialogue, while presenting synchronized
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Fig. 1. Assistive Robot Multi-Modal Interaction Augmented 3D Vision screenshot

information to the user through the augmented reality 3D vision glasses interface.
Through the interactive dialogue, the user is capable of commanding the robot
to perform a set of actions, as well as controlling several different visual and
functional aspects of the interface.

Section 2 of this paper describes the State of the Art and several works related
to the presented developments. Section 3 presents the Open System Architecture
in its current implementation. Section 4 describes the experiments performed
allowing users to test the system. Finally, Section 5 outlines several conclusions.

2 State of the Art

Augmented reality systems are being widely used for the development of multi-
modal interfaces, as they provide the possibility of multiple configurations. One
of the main articles dealing with this kind of device is [2], which defines the
types of configurations that augmented reality systems may have. In the article,
systems called Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) are defined, a concept that refers
to screens located near the eyes of a user’s head, in addition to showing the
advantages and disadvantages of using this kind of system. Subsequently, this
study was updated in [3], introducing new concepts such as the called Head-
Worn Displays (HWD), based on the use of small projectors that project onto
a semi-transparent mirror to display information over the real world. Another
relevant article is [4], where a survey is performed, which shows the main features
of the displays used in augmented reality systems. In addition, in the article, the
different techniques and positioning of the augmented reality systems based on
the new technologies used in this field is described.

Before studying the different fields that rely on augmented reality technolo-
gies, it is important to review how the collaboration between humans and robots
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is when using augmented reality interfaces. A review on how HRI must be in
the context of augmented reality interfaces can be found in [5]. This proposal is
later evaluated in [6] by the same authors.

As is shown in [7], technologies based on augmented reality are being used in
many fields thanks to several possibilities that these system allow. In the indus-
trial robotic field, augmented reality systems are used for the tele-operation of
industrial robots. The use of an augmented reality interface for the control of
a manipulator robot in unstructured environments is described in [8]. Another
example is the system proposed in [9], where the positioning of a robot and
generation of its trajectories is obtained through the use of augmented reality.
A different area where augmented reality systems are being used is in the field
of robotics oriented medical applications. In [10], the authors suggest the use
of augmented reality system for controlling a robot as support in surgery tasks.
Another interesting application in this field is proposed in [11], where they use
augmented reality as support for performing laparoscopic surgery. In rehabil-
itation robotics, studies are underway, also based on augmented reality with
the aim to help patients with mobility disabilities. In [12], the authors use an
augmented reality system to support the rehabilitation of the hand following a
cerebrovascular condition. A more limited number of studies can be found in the
field of assistive robotics. Among them is the system proposed in [13], which uses
an augmented reality setup for control and interaction between a wheelchair and
the user.

The most common interfaces that are being used in assistive and social robotics
are based on voice recognition, where a person can interact with a robot through
voice commands, sending orders or requesting information. An example of inter-
active dialogue mechanism between a human and a social robot can be found in
[14]. Examples of robots that may perform tasks, actions, or exchange informa-
tion with a user can be found in [15] or [16]. An example of a voice recognition
system to control a wireless assistive environment can be found in [17].

3 Open System Architecture

The ASIBOT Open System Architecture is provided through the use of the
YARP [18] robotics platform. It acts as glue between the components, which
are simultaneously decoupled and asynchronously updated with the flow of user
and environmental information. Figure 2 depicts a basic connection diagram
between the different components that compose the architecture. Two types
of connections are used: streaming data flow connections for information that
should be updated quickly, and remote procedure port connections that return
acknowledgements of reception that may also be used for information on the
degree of accomplishment of a certain task.

The following subsections will describe some of the main characteristics of the
different components that compose the system and are depicted in the diagram.
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Fig. 2. Assistive Robot Multi-Modal Interaction Augmented 3D Vision scheme

3.1 Augmented Reality 3D Vision Glasses

The Augmented Reality 3D Vision Glasses used in this system are the Vuzix
Wrap 920AR Glasses, which are shown in Figure 3. This device provides a Head-
Mounted Display with two frontal cameras for the stereo video capture. In ad-
dition, it has a 6-degree of freedom head inclination tracker, and a high fidelity
stereo audio output.

Fig. 3. Vuxiz Wrap 920AR Augmented Reality System

The development of the interface that is shown on the display is based on
the Open Source OpenGL libraries. To develop the augmented reality graphical
interface, text and geometrical elements with textures are overlapped upon the
real world or simulator images that are incoming from the cameras.

3.2 Simulation Environment

Our basic setup usually involves a three-layered structure: the simulator class
(which uses the OpenRAVE-core libraries for graphical and physical aspects),
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Fig. 4. ASIBOT assistive kitchen simulation environment

a robot kinematic solver class, and a robot kinematic controller class. Figure 4
depicts the default loaded simulated environment.

As a new feature for this application, an OpenRAVE plugin called externObj
has been developed. This plugin enables a Simulation Environment input port
that receives streaming data from the Object Localization module, synchronizing
the position of an object in the simulated environment with the actual real
position of an object provided by the Object Localization module.

3.3 Real Robot Controller

The Real Robot Controller is also three-layered, with the real robot controller
class at the motor-sensor level. This class manages the movements of the real
robot using CAN-bus messaging with the robot’s drivers. The bus is internally
treated as a shared resource protected by software semaphores to avoid the
possibility of different threads attempting to access the bus simultaneously.

3.4 ASIBOT Task Server

A Task Server has been developed, which allows tasks to be implemented as
classes that inherit from a same Task base class and be instanced through remote
procedure port calls. The specific tasks used for this application have been those
implemented in the TaskGrabCan and the TaskDrink classes. TaskGrabCan is
capable of making the robot to grab a can in the environment, taking the current
position of the robot and the located object into account. TaskDrink moves a
grabbed object near the user’s lips to allow the user to drink.
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3.5 Color Segmentation

An Open Source library that wraps around OpenCV has been released, namely
Travis. Travis (which stands for Tracking and Vision library) is a small library
for computer vision in robots [19]. The parametric image segmentation Travis
provides has been used within the Color Segmentation module, which processes
an incoming stream of images within a periodical thread. The Color Segmenta-
tion module is used as a bypass module that outputs to the Augmented Reality
3D Vision Glasses display. Its input may be switched between the 3D Vision
Glasses’ cameras or their simulated environment analogous, providing object
segmentation information to the user in either of the two cases. Figure 5 depicts
the Color Segmentation of the red can of the simulated environment. The vi-
sual output includes the object contour (pink contour), centroid (blue dot), and
rotated bounding box (blue rectangle).

Fig. 5. User’s view of the Color Segmentation module bypassing the simulator image

3.6 Object Localization

The Object Localization module uses data from a Microsoft Kinect sensor placed
in the environment. The color segmentation of the object is based on the Travis
library, described in the previous subsection. It obtains object centroids, that
are then matched with the depth image provided by the official YARP wrapper
of the Kinect OpenNI drivers. The real world coordinates of the object are com-
puted through homogeneous transformation matrices provided by the developed
ASIBOT TinyMath library.

3.7 Automatic Speech Recognition

The Automatic Speech Recognition module uses the CMU Pocketsphinx and
GStreamer packages in a Python environment. Natural language parsing is not
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used, and instead a small vocabulary corpus of specific words is compiled for our
applications.

3.8 Text-to-Speech

The Text-to-Speech module used is the iSpeak module that can be directly found
within the iCub Software repository. It is actually a wrapper around the Festival
and eSpeak packages for speech synthesis.

4 Experiments

The experiments where performed with ten healthy robotics-related people us-
ing the system in the ASIBOT kitchen environment1 in conjunction with its
simulated representation. The range of ages of the participants was between 25
and 35 years old. After a brief description of the system and its components
(approximately 5 minutes), they were allowed to use the robotic system freely.

The following is an actual transcription of a dialogue performed between one
of the human users and the ASIBOT assistive robot developed system.

ASIBOT→ I’m ready. Ask me to show tasks, or to perform an action.
User→ Show tasks.
ASIBOT→ I understood SHOW TASKS. Is that correct?
User→ Yes.
ASIBOT→ How do you want to see the tasks? Text, speech, icons?
User→ Text.
ASIBOT→ I understood TEXT. Is that correct?
User→ Yes.
-Text with task names appear in the interface-
ASIBOT→ Okay, perfect. I’m showing the text. I’m ready. Ask me to show
tasks, or to perform an action.
User→ Grab.
ASIBOT→ Performing grab task.
-The robot performs the task of grabbing a red can object-
ASIBOT→ Finished grab task.

In order to measure the satisfaction of the users with the robotic system, we
provided them with SUS tests (System Usability Scale). As a summary of the
results:

– The average punctuation was 84 ± 10.88 over 100 (where 100 is the best
score). This is higher than the 70.5 ± 9.5 score achieved using a web-
browsable multi-modal system, recently published by the authors [20].

1 It is important to notice, however, that the system is ubiquitous and has been de-
signed to work in any part of a living environment.
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– The best results were obtained in the items “I though the system was easy to
use” and “I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system
very quickly”, both with an average of 4.7 ± 0.48 (where 5 is the best score).

– On the other hand, the worst results were obtained in: “I think that I would
need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system”, with
an average of 2.3 ± 1.16 (where 5 is the best score).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the creation of an Assistive Robot Multi-Modal Interface system
based on augmented 3D vision and interactive dialogue has been proposed. To
this end, different systems based on augmented reality and interactive dialogue
mechanisms have been studied. A complete system has been developed under
our Open System Architecture, which has been tested with users in the form of
a closed user-ready system.

As a result, we have understood the capabilities and functionalities of our
system. The limitations of our current developments detected by the users in
the tests and our own subjective and objective appreciations will lead to future
developments with increased accessibility, usability, and end user satisfaction.
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Abstract. Lower-limb exoskeletons and powered orthoses in gait as-
sistance applications for patients with locomotive disorders possess the
potential to significantly affect society in the near future. This paper
presents the primary features of a lower-limb exoskeleton to enable paral-
ysed children to walk. Because these patients are unable to move their
limbs, the device generates their basic motions in everyday life, e.g.,
standing up, sitting down, and stable ambulation. A walker provides
stability in the lateral plane, while the active orthosis provides stability
in the sagittal plane while walking. The walker has been devised with
a two degree of freedom mechanism to allow the user to sit down and
stand up in a stable and comfortable way without the movement of the
walker itself. The gait of the orthosis parameters such as step height,
body height or step length are modified online, based on an impedance
control approach, providing a safe and smooth gait pattern. Two shoe
insole pressure measurement systems provide ground reaction force and
center of pressure to adapt these gait parameters online. An adjustable
compliance actuator has been designed and incorporated to the knee
joint of the active orthosis. This Actuator with Adjustable Rigidity and
Embedded Sensor (ARES) fulfills the demanding characteristics required
in an active orthosis’s joint, namely, intrinsic compliance to allow human-
machine interaction, high power-to-weight ratio, high peak torque, small
size and low weight. Exploiting the characteristics of ARES actuator a
control scheme has been designed and implemented to achieved a reduc-
tion in the energy expenditure while keeping compliant to accommodate
unexpected disturbances. The final ATLAS exoskeleton has been success-
fully tested in a healthy user, in a quadriplegic child, and in a patient
with neuromuscular disease.

Keywords: Powered active orthosis, Gait trajectory generation, Ex-
oskeleton, Walker, Energy consumption.

1 Introduction

Active orthoses are devised to increase the locomotive ability of an individual who
is suffering from leg pathology. In the field of exoskeleton devices a classification
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can be made depending on the disease and potential for improvement of the user
abilities:

– Rehabilitation exoskeletons. In a case of patients with neurological injury
or with chronic incomplete spinal cord injury (SCI), a gait rehabilitation
exoskeleton can help the user to relearn and recover the motion of their
limbs. These rehabilitation exoskeletons [1] reproduce the motion of the user
limbs in a body-weight supported treadmill [2]. This motion helps in the
formation of user new neural path-ways to relearn to walk [3].

– Exoskeletons for partial assistance. In the case that user has lost strength
in some of his or her limbs, such as an aged user, this portable exoskeleton
device can detect the user intention by the use of electro-miographical signal
(EMG) and augment it [4], like in the hybrid assistive limb (HAL) [5, 6].

– Exoskeletons for full support assistance. If the patient suffers from a complete
spinal cord injury (SCI) which has resulted in paraplegia or quadriplegia, an
assistive exoskeleton that helps to walk a person with lower-limb pathology
can replace the function of a wheelchair. These types of exoskeletons are
called active or powered orthoses. An active orthosis besides offering much
more mobility than a wheelchair, significantly improves the circulation, bone
density and excretory system of user. The use of active orthoses, either re-
habilitation or assistive, favors the exercise of the user’s muscles, preventing
rapid deterioration associated with wheelchairs and providing the user with
psychological benefits of self-esteem.

However, it is not straightforward to exchange a wheelchair for an exoskeleton.
An individual who has spent 20 years in a wheelchair loses articular range and
experiences excessive rigidity (espasticity), hip dislocation and scoliosis, which
impede normal locomotion even when assisted by an exoskeleton. Therefore,
the design of an active orthosis for children is urgent because the sooner that
movement can be provided to paralysed limbs, the better they evolve and resist
functional degeneration.

Currently, there are commercially available autonomous lower-limb exoskele-
tons. However, the development of fully functional active orthoses for paralysed
patients requires further research. Specifically, the development of active orthoses
for completely paralysed patients, such as quadriplegics, has not been considered
because of the added difficulty of stability control and acquiring the user’s inten-
tion. In the development of ATLAS project these objectives are tackled through
the development of a walker and an active orthosis, providing the user the abil-
ity to stand, sit and walk. The walker has been designed to provide stability in
lateral and frontal planes. This is a height adjustable walker, with smart features
to assist the user allowing them to sit down and stand up while still attached
to the walker. It is intended for the development of daily activities and ensuring
adequate stability for users to submit greater mobility limitations.

A full lower-limb active orthosis has been developed in which the locomo-
tion cycle is configurable based on a new parameterised trajectory generation
approach. Additionally, the exoskeleton adapts reactively to unexpected events.
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For the robot to be robust against perturbations in the sagittal plane and to
control dynamic stability, an impedance control approach is proposed.

In a lower-limb exoskeleton, one of the most important features is safety in
human-robot interaction. Thus, changing the stiffness of the joints to adapt to
the movements of the user is a need. For this reason, a specific actuator has been
designed and developed for the knee joint of the ATLAS active orthosis with
adjustable compliance. The compliant actuator extends along the leg so that it
does not protrude. This actuator not only provides elasticity to the joint, it also
acts as a joint torque sensor. Its design is based on a stiff conventional actuator
in which adjustable compliance has been included by the pivot displacement
technique [7]. Using this variable stiffness actuator, a control scheme is applied
to reduce energy consumption by exploiting the natural dynamics of the limbs
and the energy stored in the springs.

In this paper, Section 3 presents the details of the walker design. Section 2
describes the full active orthosis concept, featuring the hardware specifications
for the robotic structure, the actuators and the sensorial system. Subsection
3.1 details the control of locomotion and Subsection 3.2 describes the safe gait
pattern that is followed by the joints. Section 4 introduces the adjustable-stiffness
actuator (ARES) in the knee joint of the orthosis. Making use of this actuator,
an energy-efficient control scheme of locomotion is described in Section 5. Finally
Section 6 presents the primary conclusions.

2 ATLAS Orthosis Concept and Design

In orthotic terminology ATLAS orthosis (see Fig. 1) can be considered as an
active THKAFO (Trunk-Hip-Knee-Ankle-Foot Orthosis). ATLAS is intended
to support a 25-kg girl affected by leg impairment and help her to walk at a
moderate speed (≤ 1m/s). It is a 6 degree of freedom (DOF) mechanism, having
3 DOF per leg; hip, knee and ankle to allow the user to move in the sagittal
plane. The flexion and extension motion of the hip, knee and ankle joints is
driven by electrical brushless Maxon motors in combination with harmonic drive
units. The setup provides repeated peak torque up to 57 Nm, and average torque
of 32 Nm at speed higher than 20 rpm for each actuated joint. The orthosis is
adjustable for height, allowing a range of user heights from 140 cm to 165 cm and
a maximum weight of 50 kg. The sensorial system is composed of goniometers at
hip, knee and ankle to measure user joint angles and an in-shoe plantar pressure
measurement system at each foot (see Fig. 2) that provides the total ground
reaction force (GRF) and the center of pressure (COP). This insoles are based
on a matrix of 85 conductive pressure sensors distributed along the sole area
measuring a pressure range of 15-600 kPa with a resolution of 2.5 kPa. This
amount of sensors allow very precise location of the center of pressure and a
correct measurement of the ground reaction force.
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Fig. 1. Front and lateral view of ATLAS exoskeleton

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Goniometer and flexible in-shoe plantar pressure measurement system: (a) In-
sole and 2D goniometer attached; (b) Pressure analysis

3 Walker Concept and Design

The walkers used for rehabilitative function are not designed for its incorpora-
tion and use in an user’s everyday activities. Those devices which incorporate
mechanisms to enable sitting, standing or exercise muscle toning are character-
ized by large structures or rigid configuration systems that do not allow users’
requirements in a regular social environment. The patent document [8] presents
a practical device that provides the ability to sit and stand, but this system
requires a movement of the wheels of the walker on the horizontal plane to
compensate for the natural movement when sitting. Similarly, in case of lock-
ing the wheels of the device, this restriction of movement causes an unnatural
movement of the user’s body. For these reasons, we have designed an adjustable
height walker with an integrated intelligent control system that provides greater
security. The kinematic chain which is derived from the connections to the user,
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provides two degrees of freedom to the sitting mode sufficient to fit the positions
described in the sitting and standing user. Figure 3 shows how the device adapts
to the user’s movements while sitting. Figure 4 presents snapshots of a user in a
test while sitting down, see how the walker allow to follow the body trajectory
without displacement.

Fig. 3. The walker adapts to the user’s movements while sitting

Fig. 4. Snapshots of a user in a test while sitting down

3.1 Compliance Controller

The control of an active orthosis for quadriplegic users has to be thought of in
a similar way as an autonomous biped robot. Therefore we have implemented
a control scheme based on a compliance controller, adapted from [9], which
basically uses parameterized joint trajectories as equilibrium points while small
forces are allowed to separate slightly from those equilibrium points in order to
allow for some compliance. The control scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The desired
foot forces are calculated to support the user weight and maintain the center of
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the active-compliance controller

pressure within the desired path. Actual cartesian force vector is calculated from
the values obtained with the insoles. Therefore, the active compliance equation
for each leg has the form:

Fdes − F = −Kp(Xdes −X)Kf
−1 +XrefKf

−1 (1)

where X is the vector of actual cartesian position of the foot, Xdes is the vec-
tor of reference positions obtained from parameterized trajectories, F is actual
force sensed from insoles in stance and Fdes is the vector of desired Cartesian
foot forces, obtained from the force-distribution algorithm [10]. Kp and Kf are
diagonal matrices of gains. Xref are cartesian foot position references as inputs
to joint controllers after inverse kinematics transform.

These final position reference, Xref and its derivative are traced by the con-
troller through a PD current control scheme.

I = Kip(X−Xref ) +Kid(Ẋ− Ẋref ) (2)

where X is again the actual position, Ẋ is the actual velocity and I is the current
vector.

3.2 Gait Pattern Generation

Traditional orthoses base their movement on the tracking of clinical gait anal-
yses (CGAs) patterns, which are de-normalized and adjusted to the user. This
gait trajectory ensures an ergonomic and natural gait. However, they cannot
adapt to the environment characteristics. Biped robots, on the other side, use
adaptable gaits. To go further, the gait parameters in an active orthosis should
be modifiable like biped robots do.

ATLAS project uses CGA based gait trajectories. However, the parameters
of the gait are changed as a function of the ground reaction force and the centre
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of pressure sensed by the insoles. ATLAS orthosis can modify the ground clear-
ance, the body height and the step length. Fig. 6 shows how the foot trajectory
changes when these parameters change. These new reference trajectories have to
be defined without abrupt movement, this is, the final path that the foot must
follow must be differentiable.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Original foot path obtained by CGA (marker +) and modified (marker o) to
(a) provide more ground clearance (b) reduce body height (c) reduce step length

The stability of the proposed orthosis with compliance controller has been
successfully tested with a healthy user, with a quadriplegic child and with a pa-
tient with neuromuscular disease using the walker described in Section 3. Figure 7
shows snapshots of a user in a test while walking with the walker and the orthosis.
Videos of the tests can be watched online at (http://www.car.upm-csic.es/
fsr/egarcia/ATLAS.html).

Fig. 7. Snapshots of a user in a test while walking

http://www.car.upm-csic.es/fsr/egarcia/ATLAS.html
http://www.car.upm-csic.es/fsr/egarcia/ATLAS.html
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4 Adjustable Compliant Knee Joint

The actuation of the joints in an exoskeleton requires peaks of high torque,
about 50Nm at the knee [11], while allows compliance to the human wearer.
Pneumatic actuators with antagonist configuration offer high power output and
are able to change stiffness in a biomimetic way. Some rehabilitation devices
have been developed with pneumatic actuators [12], but active orthoses must be
portable and nowadays pneumatic and hydraulic actuator needs equipment that
is too large and weighted to be feasible. So an efficient electric actuator is needed
to drive the knee joint. Also it has to be able to change its stiffness fast enough
to accomplish a steady gait at approx. 1 m/s. This kind of actuators must be
small enough for not to bother the user and have an aesthetic appearance. Also
they have to be as light as possible, for not to increase the inertia moment of the
limbs and for being easy to handle, put on and off. For this reason some design
prototypes that meet these specifications are being proposed. Some new electric
actuators with variable compliance have been designed, as AMASC designed at
Carnegie Mellon University [13], MACCEPA at Vrije Universiteit Brussels [14],
VS-joint and QA-joint mechanisms at the German Aerospace Centre (DLR)
[15], and AwAS at the Italian Institute of Technology (IIT) [16], but most of
these actuators have been designed for robotic arms, and none of them has been
implemented and demonstrated in a portable and wearable active orthosis.

4.1 Working Principle of the Variable Stiffness Actuator

In the first prototype of ATLAS active orthosis, the flexion and extension mo-
tion of the hip and the knee joints was driven by electrical brushless flat Maxon
motors in combination with Harmonic Drive units. The resulting motor-gearbox
set provided enough torque to move the user and showed a large power-to-weight
ratio but was too much rigid for a human-machine interaction task. Therefore,
based on this configuration for being flat and powerful enough, we have de-
signed our actuator prototype ARES (Actuator with Adjustable Rigidity and
Embedded Sensor) that incorporates variable compliance and provides an ac-
curate torque measurement. Figure 8 represents a CAD scheme of our design
and the real prototype. The stiffness adjustment is based on the pivot displace-
ment principle in which the actuator position and stiffness control are decoupled
achieving more energy efficiency [7]. The torque provided by the motor-gearbox
set is transmitted by a slotted bar and a pivot to an elastic device that finally
moves the joint. These elastics devices are composed by parallel springs that
provide intrinsic compliance to the joint.

Through the slotted bar, the pivot allows vertical displacement driven by a
motor which provides stiffness variation. The higher the arm between the center
of the motor and the pivot point, the greater rigidity.

A linear encoder has been attached to the pivot point to measure the spring
compression, this provides a measure of the torque applied by the relationship:

τ =
2ΔxKequivLarm

cos(φ)
(3)
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Fig. 8. CAD design of the variable stiffness actuator, principle of operation and real
prototype

where, Δx corresponds to the elastic elements compression, sensed by the en-
coder, Kequiv is the equivalent rigidity of the spring set, angle φ is the deflection
between the actuator and the joint, and Larm is the length of arm.

Thus, this actuator allows the modification of the stiffness while provides in-
formation about the torque applied, allowing compliant force control. Table 1
presents the main specifications of the variable impedance actuator with embed-
ded sensor (ARES).

Table 1. ARES variable impedance actuator general specifications

Compliant joint properties

Peak torque Up to 76 Nm
Max deflection ±8◦

Stiffness adjusting time 0.6 sec
Weight 900 gr
Length 235 mm
Width 50 mm
Power 90W

5 Energy-Efficient Control Scheme of Locomotion

In our previous work [17], we proposed some methods to increase energy effi-
ciency, based on the study of high-efficiency passive biped robots. In the design
of an energy-efficient control scheme we have focused on three points, due to the
characteristics of the actuator:
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1. Utilize the elastic elements of the actuator to store and release energy.
2. Exploit passive dynamics during swing.
3. Reduce costs at heel strike collision exploiting the intrinsic impedance.

This new actuator provides intrinsic impedance that the rigid one doesn’t,
then, to take full advantage of the strategies proposed and achieve a reduction
in energy consumption, two parallel strategies are proposed:

a. Modification of the gait pattern to follow based on a force control approach.
b. Design of a state machine controller with different values of stiffness at each

state.

The motion control of active orthoses has traditionally been based on the rigid
tracking of clinical gait analysis (CGA) reference patterns, typically resulting in
high power consumption. The position pattern obtained from the CGA, incor-
porates the intrinsic compliance that the human joints have. Therefore, instead
of following accurately the CGA pattern, we have exploited the inherent com-
pliance of the ARES joint and followed a simplified commanded joint pattern,
allowing the joint to adapt to the ground while walking. Figure 9 shows the CGA
position pattern followed by the knee and the modified pattern.
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Fig. 9. CGA pattern utilized with the rigid actuator and the pattern implemented in
the variable compliant actuator ARES

During locomotion, a state machine switches between stiffness values for the
knee joint. The state machine, see Figure 10, that we have incorporated at the
knee joint is based on the study that we have presented in our previous work [17].
Four discrete knee stiffness states are required:

State 1. After toe-off, at the beginning of swing phase, a large stiffness is needed
to let the motor lift up the shank.

State 2. When it has reached the highest foot height during swing, zero stiffness
allows exploiting the intrinsic dynamics of the limb for swinging it forward
and the potential energy stored when the motor changes its direction.
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State 3. At the end of swing, the stiffness is increased to prepare for the collision
at heel strike but kept low enough to allow the actuator springs to absorb
the impact energy, enabling an adequate load response to begin the stance
phase.

State 4. At the support phase the motor of the joint is kept blocked and a
high stiffness is enforced to support the user weight but still providing some
compliance.

State 1

Swing phase a

Large stiffness

State 2

Swing phase b

Zero stiffness

State 4

Stance

Large stiffness

State 3

Swing phase c

Medium

 stiffness

Toe off

Maximum

Height of

Shank

Knee angle

  < angle threshold (5º)

Heel Strike

Fig. 10. State machine controller. In each state a range of stiffness and the transition
condition are shown.

It is important to remark that due to the characteristics of the variable compli-
ance joint design, the force required to change the stiffness of the joint increases
as the torque does. Therefore, to reduce the energy consumed by the motor
which changes the stiffness, every modification in stiffness is performed when a
reduced torque is being done.

5.1 ARES Experimental Results

The actuator prototype has been incorporated in the knee joint of our ATLAS
active orthosis, see Figure 11. The state machine scheme proposed in Section
5 has been implemented but with a variation, due to the fact that with our
actuator we cannot achieve zero stiffness. As zero impedance is not achieved,
it is necessary to use a control scheme that reduces energy expenditure. Zero
torque control reduces the impedance of the joint via software control.

Figure 12 (a) presents the commanded position to the actuator and the real
joint position achieved due to the compliance, controlled with the state machine.
Notice that even without having set a path that follows the pattern of hump
in the heel strike, it is observed that the load response follows that pattern
due to the low impedance implemented that allows the knee to adapt to the
ground during the support phase. A comparison with a CGA knee trajectory
is shown. The controlled knee stiffness reproduces the natural knee behavior,
without commanding a stiff CGA pattern.
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Fig. 11. Implementation of the adjustable compliant actuator
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Fig. 12. (a) CGA pattern utilized with the rigid actuator and the pattern implemented
in the variable compliant actuator. (b) Commanded position and the real position
reached with the compliant actuator. (c) Current consumption with the rigid actuator
and with the variable stiffness actuator.

A comparison of the current consumption in a steady gait with a CGA pattern
and rigid actuator and with the new pattern and the compliant actuator is shown
in Figure 12 (b). Notice the energy expenditure reduction in each current peak,
which corresponds to changes of direction of the trajectory in the joint. This is
because the springs accumulate and release energy at each change of direction.
During the support phase, no energy is required to block the knee due to the
large stiffness, the high reduction ratio in the motor-gear kit and the position
pattern proposed. Even so, in Figure 12 (a) it is shown how the knee allows
adaptation thanks to the inherent compliance of the joint.
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6 Conclusions

This paper presents results on the development of a full lower-limb active orthosis
and a walker for a paralyzed child.

A walker provides stability in the frontal and lateral planes while walking, in
addiction, it allows the user to sit down and stand up keeping the walker fix to
the ground and adapting to the pattern described by the point of attachment
for these actions characteristics of the user.

The ATLAS active orthosis concept consists of a lightweight, strong 6-DOF
mechanical structure driven by DC motors at the hip and the knee and a passive
synergic ankle. The user’s joint angles, foot plantar pressure and trunk inclina-
tion are measured to provide motion control, which is based on a compliance
controller that follows parameterised trajectory data. A parameterised trajec-
tory make the orthosis motion adaptable and provide safety and a more natural
gait while the compliance controller increases posture performance.

The 70% of potential users of an active orthosis suffer spasmodic movements,
making absolutely necessary intrinsic compliance in their joints. Besides, the
active orthosis actuators must occupy little space and be lightweight to be com-
fortable, aesthetically pleasing and portable. Therefore, our prototype actuator
-ARES- features the demanding characteristics that an active orthosis requires,
namely, intrinsic compliance to allow human-machine interaction, small size and
low weight. This variable stiffness actuator has been implemented in the knee
joint of the lower-limb exoskeleton ATLAS.

For the command of the actuator motion in the lower-limb active orthosis a
new pattern has been defined and a state machine that switches between different
stiffness has been defined to take advantage of the characteristics of the actuator
and the dynamics of the legs. Although we have implemented a simpler pattern
than that obtained from CGA, the response of the knee joint resembles the CGA
data, due to the intrinsic compliance of the actuator, imitating the behavior of
a biological joint. Compared to the rigid actuator following a pattern of CGA,
the compliant actuator achieves a reduction in energy consumption of 39%. It is
observed a reduction in the peak of the current when the direction of the joint
changes. An important reduction is achieved keeping the knee motor locked in
the support phase, while providing compliance enough to accommodate the body
weight.

Experiments have been successfully accomplished in a healthy user, in a
quadriplegic child and in a patient with neuromuscular disease.

Acknowledgments. This work has been partially funded by the Spanish Na-
tional Plan for Research, Development and Innovation through grant DPI2010-
18702.
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Abstract. Heart motion compensation is a challenging problem within
medical robotics and it is still considered an open research area due to
the lack of robustness. As it can be formulated as an energy minimization
problem, an optimization technique is needed. The selection of an ade-
quate method has a significant impact over the global solution. For this
reason, a new methodology is presented here for solving heart motion
compensation in which the central topic is oriented to increase robust-
ness with the goal of achieving a balance between efficiency and efficacy.
Particularly, genetic algorithms are used as optimization technique since
they can be adapted to any real application, complex and oriented to
work in real-time problems.

Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, Deformation, Stochastic Optimization,
Beating Heart Surgery, Robotic Assisted Surgery.

1 Introduction

Research in minimally invasive beating heart surgery has gained interest because
of the advantages it presents over traditional cardiac procedures [1, 2]: shorter
rehabilitation, quicker recovery, reduction of both risk for neurological injury
and blood transfusions or even improve cosmetics etc. Therefore, this research
line has become a key issue for improving the quality of human life because
according to World Health Organization (WHO) cardiovascular diseases are the
first cause of death throughout the world [3].

In spite of the benefits of beating heart surgery, two sources of disturbance
affect this surgical procedure: heart motion and breathing. In consequence, heart
stabilization becomes a challenge since the surgeon has to deal with a constant
moving target. Even though small devices positioned over the heart based on
vacuum pressure have been proposed in order to reduce motion in the area of
interest, some residual motion remains [4]. That is, human tracking is reliable up
to frequencies of 1Hz and the heart rate is about 1.18Hz (≈ 70 beats/min) [5,6].
Therefore, the research goal is to compensate these disturbances to offer the
surgeon the sensation of being operating on a static area. Current heart mo-
tion compensation relies on the estimation of movement using computer vision

M.A. Armada et al. (eds.), ROBOT2013: First Iberian Robotics Conference, 237
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 252,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-03413-3_17, c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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techniques. In this regard, the first proposal in this research line was presented
by Nakamura [7] in which the introduction of heartbeat synchronization was
established. However, the main drawback of this approach is the use of artifi-
cial markers which are impractical due to the complexity of fixing them on the
heart surface during a real procedure. Subsequently, a solution based on natural
markers was proposed in [8], which has given rise to realistic solutions.

Despite the fact that different solutions have been proposed such as those
presented in [9–11] in which texture, shape-from-shading and TPS are the center
topic, there is not yet a suitable solution working on real conditions due to the
lack of robustness. The reason is the complex nature of the problem that is
due to various factors: small workspace, variable lighting conditions, glossy area,
deformable tissue and hardware limitation that is restricted to the use of the
endoscope. Therefore, due to the characteristics of the problem it is necessary
to carefully choose the optimization technique that offer the optimal results in
a short time. In this regard, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) can deal with previous
requirements and at the same time offer an elegant solution. Thus, GAs is a
perfect match to this application.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the mathematical formulation
of the problem is presented as well as the set of problems in which it is divided. In
Section 3, the optimization based on genetic algorithms oriented to the cardiac
context is explained while in Section 4 the experimental part is presented based
on a realistic data set. Finally, in Section 5 some conclusions are presented as
well as the future work.

2 Heart Motion Compensation

Heart motion compensation is based on the perception of movement of the heart
and the generation of the same actions, as can be seen in the scheme presented in
Fig. 1. The motion compensation’s module is divided into three modules: i) de-
formation model, ii) the objective function, and iii) optimization technique. That
is, the solution can be seen as the performance of the three modules acting in an
iterative loop. In particular, the selection of the deformation model has to offer
both valuable information and good computational time [13]. The selection of
each module is crucial in the sense that global performance depends on them. In
particular, the deformation model has to present characteristics such as: optimal
mathematical properties, low computational cost and the ability of describing
the displacement field even in complex deformations. The second module that
allows managing the available information has to be easy to compute and to
evaluate mathematically. Likewise, the third module that is related to choosing
the best value from different alternatives has to deal with crucial factors such as:
complex problems, large amount of data, flexibility, and a good response time.

2.1 Formulation of the Problem

From a mathematical point of view, heart motion compensation can be formu-
lated as an energy minimization problem. That is, given two images the former
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Fig. 1. Scheme that shows the integration of heart motion compensation to a robotic
surgical system

represents the fixed or reference image F : ΩF ⊂ �d and the latter the acquired
image (i.e. from laparoscope) A : ΩA ⊂ �d, where the image domain is denoted
by Ω. Then, the goal is to find the optimal transformation T for:

argmin
T

Et(T ) = argmin
T

D(F, T (A)) + αR(T ) (1)

where Et(T ) is the total energy to be minimized, D refers to the level of align-
ment between both images and R is related to the regularization term that help
to create a well-defined displacement field at all locations. This term is bearing
in order to fulfil the Hadamard’s postulate [12], and α ∈ �+ gives a balance
between both terms. In this case, the transformation, T , is represented by the
changes occurred on the heart given by the displacement field u. Then, defining
x ∈ �d as a vector Eq. 1 can be reformulated as:

argmin
u

Et(u) = argmin
u

D(F (x), A(u(x) + x)) + αR(u(x)) (2)

Thus, before applying the optimization technique, it is necessary to define how
the information will be managed and analyze the best regularizer, R, to be
use. In this sense, the traditional Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) is selected
as dissimilarity measure, D, due to its characteristics such as simplicity and
effectivity that made it a good option for this application. On the other hand,
even if Tikhonov [14] is the most common regularization technique, it seems to be
too strong in this problem. In the same way, other regularizers like the Mumford
and Shah model [15] are not suitable for this application due to characteristics
such as complex mathematical formulation or high computational cost that make
them not suitable for real-time operation. A good alternative is the proposal
pioneered in computer vision by Rudin et al. in [16] called Total Variation model
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(TV). This approach has been selected due to seems to offer a good balance
between the computational consumption and complexity.

According to previous, using SSD as dissimilarity measure, TV as regular-
ization technique and considering images as continuous functions Eq. 2 can be
reformulated by

argmin
u

Et(u) = argmin
u

∫
Ω

(F (x)−A(u(x) + x))2dx+ α

∫
Ω

| ∇u(x) | dx (3)

As practical effects, an approximation of all integrals by a discrete sum is
done. Thus, the total energy, Et, from Eq. 3 can be rewritten as

argmin
u

∑
x∈(1≤x≤Ω)

(F (x)−A(u(x) + x))2 + α
∑

x∈(1≤x≤Ω)

|u1(x)− u(x)| (4)

In this work, he displacement field u(x) is modelled using an interpolation
technique. In particular, it is described by b-splines. This work is oriented to 2-
dimensional space, however, it is easily extended to n-dimensions. The main idea
is to define a grid of lattice points in R2 that allows representing the deformation
under the influence of these points. In this regard, u(x) is represented by the
summation of the tensor products of univariante spline. Then, u(x) is presented
as

u(x, y) =

L∑
l=1

M∑
m=1

Bl(μ)Bm(v)Ci+l,j+m (5)

where the size of the grid is given by L×M with uniform spacing δ, i = [x/δ(x)]−
1, m = [y/δ(y)]− 1, μ = x/δ(x)− [x/δ(x)], v = y/δ(y)− [y/δ(y)].

3 Optimization Based on Genetic Algorithms

The selection of the optimization technique has a significant impact over the
global solution of the problem because efficiency is a common factor to bear in
mind in a system. Since heart motion compensation is a complex problem and
its solution is oriented to work in real-time, traditional optimization techniques
like gradient-based algorithms are not able to offer robust results [17]. A good
alternative is the use of Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms (EOA) since they
can be adapted to any real-world problem.

EOAs have been used for long time but it was not until recently that their
potential has been explored in depth in cases like multi-objective optimization.
One of the most well-known and representative class within this paradigm is
related to GAs. They were developed by Holland who presented a well-described
explanation about how they work in [18]. The main idea behind these kind
of algorithms is to imitate the biological natural process based on the natural
selection theory.

One of the main reason to useGAs is because their central topic of research is re-
lated to robustness. That is, the balance between efficiency and efficacy necessary
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Fig. 2. The iterative process of GAs is carried out mainly in four stages

to survive in different environments [19]. In addition, they offer advantages that
overcome traditional optimization techniques, being the most remarkable [20,21]:
good results with both complex and large number of variables, parallelism, flex-
ibility, use of probabilistic rules instead of deterministic, resistance to becoming
trapped in local optima and hybridization with other methods. These characteris-
tics are desired since the behaviour of this kind of applications depends on various
factors such as reaction time and the amount of data.

In Fig. 2 the process of GAs starts with the generation of the initial popula-
tion. Then, the selection of those with the best fitness. Next, the new offspring
is formed by the crossover, and after applying mutation diversity is achieved.
Finally, the new population is created. Particulary, in this work rank is used
instead of a fitness proportionate as selection method. This is because with the
use of the second approach the best individuals can be discarded. Therefore, in
order to create the best population the rank method is selected. Also, a single
point crossover was chosen and diversity is achieved by altering some genes from
the chromosome (i.e. mutation). After applying the previous stages the best
chromosomes from the last population can be lost. Hence, using elitism is the
best way to avoid that situation. During this process, the best chromosomes are
copied directly to the new population.

4 Experimental Part

In this section, the performance of the methodology is evaluated on the data set
of Hamlyn Centre Laparoscopic at Imperial College of London [22]. In addition,
all experiments were assessed under the same conditions, using a PC with Intel
Core i7 CPU 2.00GHz, 8.00GB RAM under windows 7 operating system. This
sequence consists of 900 frames of 355*285 pixels size, corresponding to the
cardiac surface affected by both respiration and cardiac motion. As first step, the
elimination of specular reflections is applied during the sequence. This process is
required because the reflection of the light over the glossy surface generate errors
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Fig. 3. A) A lattice points of L ×M is defined over the heart surface, and B) after
applying the deformation model based on b-splines the displacement field is obtained

Fig. 4. A sequence of the tracking of the region of interest over the heart

during the execution of the algorithm. Despite different advances techniques can
be used for solving this problem, in here, a simple threshold was applied in order
to avoid this situation.

Thresholding was selected due to its simplicity and fast computational re-
sponse. In Fig. 3 the grid used over the heart surface for tracking the region of
interest can seen, in this area an interpolation based cubic b-spline is done. It
allows obtaining the displacement field that is used during the minimization pro-
cedure. Here 16 control points were enough since the main objective is tracking
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the movement in a certain point of interest. These actions will be imitated by
the robot’s instrument. Also, in Fig. 4 the effect caused by various heart cycles
can be seen in the alteration of the grid.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Heart motion compensation is a challenging and unsolved problem in medical
robotics due to the lack of robustness. Therefore, the central topic of research
in this context is related to robustness, this factor is crucial especially when the
solution is oriented to work on human beings. In this sense, in this paper a new
methodology for heart motion compensation is presented based on the combina-
tion of both b-splines as deformation model and GAs as optimization technique.
According with the results, GAs have shown a good response time even with
large amount of data. In addition, they offer a balance between efficiency and
efficacy. That is, they are able to cover the demands of real-time problems such
as reliability and speed, and have demonstrated to be a good line of research
for solving this problem. However, even if GAs offer different advantages, it is
necessary to bear in mind a set of factors in order to achieve optimal results
like the strategy for preserving the best chromosomes. Finally, as future work
hybridization will be tested. In other words, using a combination of both GAs
with other traditional techniques. The method will be extended to �3.
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Abstract. Endowing current surgical robotic systems with haptic feed-
back to perform minimally invasive surgery (MIS), such as laparoscopy,
is still a challenge. Haptic is a feature lost in surgical teleoperated sys-
tems limiting surgeons capabilities and ability. The availability of haptics
would provide important advantages to the surgeon: Improved tissue ma-
nipulation, reducing the breaking of sutures and increase the feeling of
telepresence, among others. To design and develop a haptic system, the
measurement of forces can be implemented based on two approaches:
Direct and indirect force sensing. MIS performed with surgical robots,
imposes many technical constraints to measure forces, such as: Miniatur-
ization, need of sterilization or materials compatibility, making it nec-
essary to rely on indirect force sensing. Based on mathematical models
of the components involved in an intervention and indirect force sens-
ing techniques, a global perspective on how to address the problem of
measurement of tool-tissue interaction forces is presented.

Keywords: surgical robotics, haptic feedback, indirect force sensing,
machine learning, data fusion, mathematical models.

1 Introduction

Robotic surgery improves traditional minimally invasive surgery (MIS), such as
laparoscopy, through teleoperation. Integrating haptic feedback (HF) as a fea-
ture in such surgical robotic systems is still a challenge because there are many
technical constraints imposed by MIS procedures. To design and develop a HF
system, two problems must be addressed: a) Measurement of forces and b) dis-
playing the obtained information to the user, [1]. Measurement of forces can
be implemented following either a direct or an indirect force sensing approach.
In the former, the sensors are located in the point of interaction between the
tool and tissue (i.e. the grasping mechanism at the instrument tip); in the lat-
ter all electronics (i.e. sensors and other hardware) are moved apart from the
patient, and also it is suitable for a large variety of standard instruments, but
unfortunately, it may lead to inaccurate results [2].

In robotic surgical systems that perform MIS procedures, such as laparoscopy,
all natural HF is lost because the surgeon no longer manipulates the instrument
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directly. Haptic tehcnology can solve this problem through a force feedback sys-
tem that implements indirect force sensing as depicted in Fig. 1. The need for
applying these techniques is due to restrictions imposed by the surgical site,
[1]: Several constraints on force sensor design such as size, geometry, cost, bio-
compatibility and sterilizability, make difficult the placement of such sensors in
the tool tip. Also, the forces applied on the patient would ideally be estimated
without using a force sensor.

The process of extracting haptic information can be implemented considering
a set of mathematical models and indirect force sensing techniques applied to
different scenarions. Each component of a surgical robotic system that forms a
chain, starting from the slave robot manipulator, followed by the surgical instru-
ment, and ending with human organs/tissues, as shown on Fig. 2 for a laparo-
scopic procedure, should be modeled as follows. The first component, the slave
robot, should be modeled through the dynamic equation, [3]. The second, the
surgical instrument, should be modeled as: a) A single rod (without the grasp-
ing or cutting mechanism) [4] and b) just modeling the grasping [2] or cutting
force [6] at the instrument tip. Finally, human organs/tissues can be represented
by deformable object models.

The set of techniques that deal with the problem of measuring haptic in-
formation in an indirect way, most of them implemented in scenarios different
than the surgical site, and considered in this paper are: (i) Estimation of forces
on deformable objects using vision (Vision based force measurement, VBFM).
(ii) Soft tissue modeling using visual and force information. (iii) Learning de-
formable objects models through robot interaction, using visual and force in-
formation. (iv) Implementation of a contact/collision detection method using
a single 6D force/torque sensor. (v) Slip detection and prediction based on a
multi-dimensional time series of data. (vi) Surface and texture recognition based
on information that come from 3-axis accelerometers. (vii) Detection of con-
tact and tactile events in the surgical area through high frequency acceleration
signals.

The aim of this paper is to present a set of methods and techniques that
can be used to design a force feedback system, through indirect force sensing
in the context of robot assisted MIS with the objective of performing surgical
procedures such as laparoscopy.

2 Haptic Feedback in Robotic Surgery

The goal of haptic feedback (HF), as depicted in Fig. 1, is to provide force
(FF) and/or tactile feedback (TF) to the human operator to achieve a sense
of transparency, in which the surgeon does not feel as if he/she is operating a
remote mechanism, but rather that his/her own hands are contacting the patient
[1]. From the Fig. 1 it can be seen that FF and TF systems, require the use of: a)
Sensors on the patient side to acquire haptic information and b) haptic displays
to convey the information to the surgeon, [1]. In the next paragraphs these
concepts are explained; TF systems are not considered in this work, however a
detailed explanation can be found in [1].
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Force feedback (FF) systems as shown in Fig. 1, typically measure and display
the forces applied to the patient by the surgical instrument. The first task can
be implemented under a direct or indirect approach, as explained in the last
section. The second task consists in the transmision of this information to the
user through direct force feedback (DFF) or a sensory substution (SS) technique,
[1]; DFF refers to the use of conventional force display technology, in which
the motors of the master manipulator are programmed to recreate the forces
sensed by the patient side, [1]; in SS the haptic information is presented through
graphics on screen (visual force feedback) [18] [19], or a combination of vibration
and sounds (high frequency acceleration feedback) [16] [17], to give the user some
feeling about the tool-tissue interaction forces. Virtual fixtures (VF) can provide
complementary information through force feedback. They are software-generated
force and position signals applied to human operators in order to improve the
safety, accuracy, and speed of robot-assisted manipulation tasks (i.e. a virtual
wall may be placed around a delicate anatomical structure to keep the surgical
instruments from contacting it) [1].

The measurement of tool-tissue interaction forces under an indirect force sens-
ing approach, considering sensors located outside the body, should deal with the
kinematic constraints of the surgical tool, perturbing forces (i.e. friction force
at the trocar), distortion effects (i.e. scaling and mirroring of tip forces due to
lever-arm effect) and restrictions on force sensor design (ie. size, geometry, cost,
biocompatibility, and sterilizability) imposed by the MIS procedure and surgical
environment.

In the following sections, a set of mathematical models for each component of
the surgical system followed by techniques that deal with the acquisition of haptic
information are presented, suggesting how to address the problem of indirect
force sensing.

Fig. 1. Haptic technology: Force feedback (FF) & Tactile feedback (TF)

3 Mathematical Modeling of a Surgical Robotic System

A surgical robotic system has some key components that form a chain that
starts with the slave robot manipulator, followed by the surgical instrument, and
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Fig. 2. Modeling the components of the surgical robotic system: Slave robot manipu-
lator, surgical instrument and human organs/tissue

ending with the human organs or tissues. These components in the context of
laparoscopic surgery are ilustrated on Fig. 2 and modeled as follows.

The slave robot manipulator can be modeled using the manipulator dynamic
equation, derived from the Lagrange or Newton-Euler formulation, or expressed
in any convenient form (such as operational space). See [3] for more details about
this topic.

The surgical instrument can be decomposed into two parts: a) Modeling the
surgical instrument as a rod, and b) modeling the force at the grasping or cutting
mechanism. In the first case, the grasping or cutting mechanism at the tip is
neglected; nonetheless, the following elements should be considered:

1. Tool-tissue interaction forces. According to [4] the forces and torques gen-
erated at the tool-tip vary with the surgical task and specific procedure;
nonetheless, experimental data suggests that they are in the range of 0.5 to
10N and 0 to 0.1 Nm, respectively.

2. Perturbation forces. They come from the restrictions imposed by the surgical
MIS procedure itself and other effects, and add noise to the real tool-tissue
interaction forces: (i) Friction force at the trocar. It can be modeled by a
non-linear function that depends on the linear velocity of the instrument
[4]. The forces vary with the trocar used; for example, for a specific model
of trocar, the forces can be as large as 3N. However, by taking care of the
selected trocar and/or adding a lubricant, the kinetic friction can be reduced
from 15% to 45%, [5]. This force is in the range from 0 to 3N, [4]. (ii) Torque
developed at the abdominal wall. It is generated while performing movements
with the surgical tool and it mainly depends on 2 DOF: The direction (α)
and tilting angles (β). A linear model can be obtained when considering
only the tilting angle, ranging from 0 to 0.7 Nm, [4]. (iii) Inertial and gravity
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forces. They are generated only due position, velocity and acceleration of
the surgical tool.

3. Distortion of forces. Scaling and mirroring of tip forces are originated by the
lever-arm effect imposed by the MIS procedure: As the instrument tilts about
a theoretical axis located in the abdominal wall, the force is transmitted via
lever, the arm of which depends on the depth of the instrument insertion
into the cavity, [4].

In the second case, some linear/non-linear models found in literature can be
used to approximate the grasping or cutting force at the tip of the instrument:

1. Pulling/pinching force. In [2] a mathematical model to accurately determine
the pulling and pinching forces of a laparoscopic grasper from force measure-
ments at the shaft of the instrument (even when the exact geometry of the
grasping mechanism is not known) is described; based on an experimental
study, it was found that the force transmission from rod to forceps can be
approximated by a two dimensional function of the forces applied on the
rod (internal mechanism of the instrument) and the opening angle of the
grasper.

2. Cutting force. An analytical model (with application in haptic rendering in
laparoscopic surgical simulation) for cutting human iliac artery with laparo-
scopic scissors is presented in [6]. The model is based on the concepts of
shearing deformation and fracture mechanics.

Human tissue and organs can be represented by deformable models. In the
context of surgery simulation, [7] presents some methods for tissue modeling
based on heuristic and continuum mechanical approaches (also suggest a third
cathegory of hybrid models not commented here). In the former the mass-spring
model (MSM) is used to represent a body as a set of discreted masses con-
nected with spring (or spring-damper) elements; it is computational efficient,
and commonly used in computer animation to render the behavior of soft bod-
ies. However, it doesn’t describe the real mechanical behavior of an object. The
latter is based on connected elements (a 2D/3D mesh or boundary) and con-
tinuum mechanics equations; the finite element method (FEM) and boundary
element method (BEM) fall in this cathegory. They are computationally expen-
sive, but they describe the mechanical behavior of a soft body given its material
properties (ie. Young Modulus and Poisson Ratio).

4 Indirect Force Sensing Techniques

A set of methods and techniques (most of them defined in environments different
than the surgical site) designed to measure forces under an indirect approach
are described in this section.

Interaction forces between a instrument driven by a haptic device and a de-
formable object, are inferred in real time in [9] based on the visual information
from the slave environment, without force sensor. The method was evaluated in
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two scenarios: Micro and macro-scale environments. In the micro-scale environ-
ment, cell manipulation (zebrafish embryos) is improved by allowing the operator
to feel the forces through a haptic system, while performing a specific task such
as punturing the cell; in this case the concept of vision based force measurement
(VBFM) is implemented by capturing the deformation of the membrane (through
a camera and computer vision techniques) and predicting the force generated,
by modeling the cell membrane using boundary element method (BEM). In the
macro-scale environment a similar procedure is performed, but using a piece of
silicone as a deformable object. The same concept of VBFM, is implemented in
[10] to model an elastic object (such as biological tissue) using a feedforward
neural network (FNN) in conjunction with a deformable template matching al-
gorithm; here the FNN is trained with a set of images that provide information
about deformations of elastic objects, and the applied loads measured by a force
sensor.

Deformable objects are found in every day life environments, so it’s impor-
tant to endow robots with the capability to interact with them. An interesting
approach to this problem is described in [11], where mechanical properties of de-
formable objects are modeled through robotic interaction in a learning process,
using visual (object deformation is captured through a depth camera) and force
information (captured through a force/torque sensor). Here deformable objects
are modeled through a 3D mesh using FEM. The objective is to estimate the
Young modulus (E) and Poisson ratio (ν) that characterizes the material object.
A similar approach is presented in [12] to model and simulate soft tissues; in this
case the lighting conditions are controlled (three sources of light are used), three
cameras capture the deformation of the object, and the magnitude and direction
of interaction forces are measured by a 6D force/torque sensor.

A contact/collision detection method is developed and implemented for a hu-
manoid robot in [13], so that it can move safely in an unstructured environment,
using an indirect force sensing technique; in this case a single 6D force/torque
sensor is mounted on the humanoid robot’s arm. Here two approaches are con-
sidered and evaluated: The model and machine learning approach. The former
uses the manipulator dynamic equation to detect contact states. The latter takes
advantage of supervised machine learning algorithms to perform the same task;
in this case the use of Least-Square Supported Vector Machines (LS-SVM) and
Feedforward Neural Networks (FNN) algorithms are evaluted. Based on exper-
imental data, the machine learning approach seems to be more accurate than
the model approach.

A method for slip prediction is developed in [14] in which three states (slip,
pre-slip and stationary contact) are detected an predicted, based on a multi-
dimensional time series of data that come from a 6D force/torque sensor, and an
artificial finger which has randomly distributed strain gauges and polyvinylidene
fluoride films (PVDF) embedded in silicone. An incipient slip is detected by
studying temporal patterns in the data (at least 100 ms before a slip takes
place). Here data is analyzed using probabilistic clustering that transforms it
into a sequence of symbols, which is used to train a Hidden Markov Model
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(HMM) classifier; furthermore, two unsupervised learning algorithms are used:
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Gaussian Mixture of Models (GMM).

In [15] surface and texture recognition is performed by a humanoid robot that
interacts with different materials by scratching them; here a frequency domain
analysis of the vibrations detected by the 3-axis accelerometers and machine
learning algorithms, such as k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Supported Vector
Machines (SVM), are implemented to perform this task.

A system (denominated VerroTouch) is developed in [16] to partially restore
the sense of touch in a commercial surgical robotic system: It measures the
vibrations (captured by 3-axis accelerometers) produced by tool contacts and
immediately recreates them on the master handles (through vibration actuators).
This augmentation enables the surgeon to feel the texture of rough surfaces, the
start and end of contact with manipulated objects, and other important tactile
events; however it does not provide low frequency forces.

5 Conclusions

The mathematical models and indirect force sensing techniques presented in the
last two sections, address the problem of measuring tool-tissue interaction forces
in robotic surgery considering an indirect approach. They suggest the use of
three powerful tools: Machine learning algorithms, data fusion and mathematical
modeling. This is justified in the next paragraphs.

Machine learning algorithms implement a variety of tasks such as prediction
of values and states, classification, clustering, and dimensionality reduction, that
mimic human learning processes.

Data fusion leads to the possibility of estimating tool-tissue interaction forces
using redundant information. Using different kind of sensors, the system can
predict with a better accuracy haptic information. For example, the combination
of visual and force information can be used to model or learn deformable objects
models, as described in [11] and [12], respectively. If only visual information is
presented, forces can be approximated with some degree of fidelity, as defined
by the VBFM approach, [9] [10]. Finally, if only high frequency signals that
represent contact and tactile events are captured by the haptic system through
accelerometers, they can be processed and sent to the master console, and the
surgeon will perceive them as vibrations and/or sound, [16] [17].

Mathematical models of the components of the surgical system in Fig. 2, al-
low to interpret interaction forces. Some of them can be suitable to implement
in real time, for example, the pulling/pinching force model for a laparoscopic
instrument presented in [2]. However, other can be computationally expensive,
such as modeling deformable objects with the FEM method [7]. To approximate
complex mathematical models, techniques such as machine learning algorithms
can be used to model elastic objects (similar in nature to biological tissue) as
explained in [10] or to detect contact states, as described in [13].
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Abstract. Surgical robotics has usually provided the handle of surgical tools by 
using teleoperated systems or the automation of certain surgical tasks. 
However, the final goal of this field has always consisted of allowing the 
surgeon to perform an intervention without additional human assistance (i.e. 
solosurgery). In this way, this paper is focused on the design and 
implementation of a semi-autonomous surgical robot capable of assisting the 
surgeon during a suture procedure on a Hand Assisted Laparoscopic Surgery 
(HALS) scenario. The methodology proposed is based on a dispatcher system 
which manages the actuations of the robot depending on the recognized 
gestures of the surgeon’s tool. The performance of the whole architecture has 
been tested by means of in vitro trials. 

Keywords: Surgical Robotics, Task Planning, Human-Robot Interaction, 
Autonomous Robots, Hidden Markov Models. 

1 Introduction 

Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has become one of the most important surgical 
techniques in the last twenty years due to its capability of reducing the size of 
incisions, shortening postoperative convalescence and diminishing other 
complications. These improvements involve several social and economic 
consequences, for example minimizing the time that patient stays at hospital. 

In this way, one of the current trends in MIS consists of the Hand-Assisted 
Laparoscopic Surgery (HALS). This technique allows the surgeon to insert a hand 
through a small incision via a pressurized sleeve. Thus, the surgeon can use his non-
dominant hand intra-abdominally while he operates a standard laparoscopic 
instrument with the other hand. With this technique the surgeon gains control over the 
operation, sense of depth and tactile feedback in comparison with a conventional 
laparoscopic surgical technique while still being a MIS intervention. This strategy has 
been proved as a valid option in certain kind of interventions, for example on a 
colorectal cancer surgery [1] where the patients presented a similar blood loss, 
operative time and stance in the intensive care unit than MIS interventions. Similar 
results have been obtained for colon cancer surgical interventions [2]. 
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However, the HALS methodology only allows the surgeon to manipulate one 
laparoscopic tool, so it is necessary additional assistance for handling the camera or any 
other surgical instruments. This technique also requires that the surgeon remains in 
direct contact with the patient. Conventional systems like ZEUS by Computer Motion 
and DaVinci by Intuitive Surgical are not designed to satisfy such requirements. 
Therefore, the replacement of a human assistant needs a sophisticated robot system 
capable of taking autonomous decisions as well as communicating through an advanced 
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) system for a natural collaboration. 

The automation of surgical maneuvers by using the robot co-worker concept 
allows surgeons to concentrate on the surgical procedures while the robot assistant 
automatically helps in a collaborative way. Visual Servoing techniques are defined as 
the most common methodology for designing automated tasks and it is used in 
surgical applications like safe movements of the endoscope on cardiac surgery [3]. 
Other works based on the automation of surgical maneuvers are devoted to actively 
assist the surgeon during the intervention, for example: by performing autonomous 
stitching and knot tying procedures [4]; by providing automatic conversion from 
laparoscopic navigation to open-surgery motion [5]; or by automatically navigating 
on cholecystechtomy interventions without pre-operative information [6]. 

A natural and collaborative interaction between the surgeon and the robot assistant 
requires an advanced HMI capable of imitating the communication with a human 
assistant during an intervention [7]-[8]. In this way, some studies focus on the location 
of the surgeon’s arms [9], whereas others devote to the tracking of the surgeon’s tools 
[10] or even the detection of face gestures [11]. However, these HMIs add new and 
unnatural tasks to the surgeon. For this reason, a new generation of interfaces have to 
provide the robot with the knowledge of the surgical protocol [12]-[13], in such a way 
that the current stage of the intervention can be known and the robot assistant can react 
autonomously in order to help the surgeon without direct commands. 

This paper proposes a robotic assistance designed for a HALS scenario with 
capabilities of both, automation of surgical maneuvers and assistance in a 
collaborative way regards an improved HMI. For this purpose, firstly section 2 will 
introduce the HALS scenario for a suture procedure, as well as the control 
architecture proposed in this work in order to solve the automatic assistance to the 
surgeon. The main element of this architecture consists of a dispatcher system, which 
is devoted to follow each step of the suture procedure and will be explained on section 
3. The evolution of such dispatcher occurs if the robot finishes a task or a recognizer 
of the surgeon’s tool movements detects the fulfillment of a gesture, all of what will 
be covered on section 4. The implantation and experiments which validate the 
methodology are exposed on section 5. Finally, section 6 presents some conclusions 
and future lines of researching. 

2 Surgical Scenario and Control Architecture 

The development of the robotic assistance previously stated requires an initial  
description of its environment and the constraints that will limit its movements. 
Therefore, this section firstly introduces the HALS scenario as well as the suture 
method selected for the automation of a surgical task. 
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On the other hand, the analysis of a surgical protocol must take into account the 
coordination between all surgical tools involved on the intervention. The knowledge 
of such coordination allows distributing the tasks considered between the surgeon and 
the robot assistant. For this purpose, this section secondly shows the control 
architecture proposed in this work to aid the surgeon without additional human 
assistance. 

2.1 HALS Scenario and the Surgical Protocol 

Fig. 1 shows a surgical HALS scenario which includes the robot assistance to the 
surgeon. In this way, the robot interacts with the patient’s body and the surgeon in a 
constraint space inside the Abdominal Cavity. One of the Surgeon’s Hands is inserted 
through a special incision in order to directly manipulate the anatomical structure of 
interest. Thus, only one hand remains free to use another instrument, which has been 
denoted as the Surgeon’s Tool. Therefore, a robot assistant should be able to handle at 
least the laparoscopic Camera and an extra tool labeled as the Robot Tool. Such 
limitation for the surgeon’s freedom of movements can be particularly relevant in 
certain surgical procedures which require the use of additional tools. 

 

Fig. 1. Navigation problem for a robot assistant on a HALS scenario 

More specifically, the traditional suture and knot tying consist of a procedure that 
involves two laparoscopic tools, and can be performed through several 
methodologies. This work focuses on the Rosser technique because it separates the 
tasks of both tools in two roles: the main and the supporting tools [14]. First one 
performs the suture and knots over the tissue; on the other hand, the supporting tool is 
devoted to assist the procedure by holding the needle or stretching the thread. Thus, a 
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surgical robot may provide automated assistance in a collaborative way by handling 
such supporting tool. 

2.2 The Control Architecture 

The previous description of the suture & knot tying procedure on a HALS scenario 
states the three main features for the use of a robotic assistant: 

• The navigation of the supporting tool with several restrictions to the movement. 
• The detection of the suture gestures performed by the surgeon. 
• The monitoring of the suture workflow in order to know the current task. 

In this way, Fig. 2 introduces the control architecture proposed to automatically 
assist a suture procedure. The overall system, so-called State Assistant, consists of 
three elements which solves each of the problems described above. The Suture 
Assistant models the workflow of the suture procedure through a state diagram that 
will be detailed on section 3. Such workflow can be modified by means of a surgeon’s 
Voice Command processed by the Voice Decoder device. Depending on the current 
task of the suture, the state diagram is devoted to dispatch the detection of the current 
surgeon’s surgical gesture or the actuation of the robot assistant with an automatic 
 

 

Fig. 2. Control architecture for an automatic assistance to the surgeon 
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movement. These tasks are applied by two State Manager systems, respectively: the 
Gesture Recognizer or the Interactive Auto-Guider. They communicate with the 
suture assistant by sending the activation of the Transition and receiving the Current 
State of the suture procedure. The gesture recognizer requires the Tools Locations 
measured by a Tools Tracking sensor for both, the surgeon and the robot. On the other 
hand, the interactive auto-guider receives the Force & Torque exerted and the current 
Robot Location in order to compute a suitable Planned Trajectory for the robot tool. 
The overall explanation about these inputs as well as the methodologies proposed to 
solve these state managers will be exposed on section 4. 

3 The Suture Assistant 

The main task of the suture assistant consists of following the suture procedure 
online. More specifically, a suture using the proposed Rosser technique can be 
divided into four steps denoted as maneuvers. Each maneuver is also subdivided into 
several elemental movements, so-called gestures. This work has considered two 
simplifications in order to adapt the original Rosser technique to an automated 
assistance: 

1. All consecutive gestures performed by the same hand are grouped into a single 
gesture. 

2. Only one hand can perform a gesture at the same time. 

The description of the suture procedure starts with the Needle Setup. This maneuver 
is devoted to insert the needle into the abdominal cavity, so the surgeon is able to locate 
it in the center of the screen. Secondly, the Needle Puncture maneuver stitches the tissue 
with the surgical needle. Afterwards, the Knot Tying consists of three knots that must 
ensure and close the tissue, so this maneuver has to be repeated three times. Finally, the 
Cut Thread maneuver removes the extra thread and finishes the suture procedure. 

Table 1 summarizes the sequence of gestures already adapted for an automated 
assistance by applying the simplifications previously commented. Each gesture has 
been labeled as Sk depending on its order on the sequence, and is included into its 
corresponding maneuver. Besides, this table also shows which subject (surgeon or 
robot) performs its corresponding gesture. 

The sequence of gestures described on Table 1 can be implemented into the Suture 
Assistant as the state diagram proposed on Fig. 3. As it has been stated above, the 
assumption of allowing only one subject (surgeon or robot) to make a task at a time 
avoids possible concurrency issues on this finite-state diagram. 

Each state of the diagram matches with a gesture of the table, and each frame 
covers a maneuver with their corresponding series of states. All states are connected 
with transitions Tk that allows the evolution to the following state. The robot states Sk

R 
in red color denotes a gesture performed by the robot supporting tool. On the other 
hand, surgeon’s states labeled as Sk

S in green color identify the gestures of the 
surgeon’s main tool. Robot states compute a trajectory planning based on a specific  
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Table 1. Suture Procedure with Robotic Assistance 

Maneuver Tool* Gesture Description 

Needle Setup R S1
R Insert needle and center on screen 

 S S2
 S Take needle and locate on tissue 

Needle Puncture R S3
 R Hold tissue next to the suture 

 S S4
 S 

Puncture tissue, extract needle and stretch 

thread 

 R S5
 R Release tissue and open grasp 

 S S6
 S Locate needle into robot’s grasp 

Knot Tying R S7
 R Locate needle for knot 

 S S8
 S Rotate tool around the thread 

 R S9
 R Stretch thread and close knot 

Cut Thread R S10
 R Get the needle closer to the suture 

 S S11
 S Take thread’s both ends & stretch 

 R S12
 R Grasp thread under surgeon’s tool tip 

 S S13
 S Change to cutting tool and cut thread 

 R S14
 R Extract thread and needle 

   *Tools: (R) Robot and (S) Surgeon. 

 

target force or location, whereas surgeon’s states recognize the current gesture  
performed by the surgeon’s tool. In particular, the state diagram always starts from an 
initial state S0 in order to represent the beginning of the suture procedure. 

The normal workflow of the diagram which follows the suture procedure is 
represented by solid arrows tagged with the transitions Tk. As a specific situation, the 
knot tying maneuver needs to be completed three times. Therefore, the transitions T9 
and T10 of state S9

R are conditioned by an iterator i that indicates the number of loops  
already performed. 

The state diagram on Fig. 3 also shows additional transitions between states 
represented by dotted arrows and denoted as Ek or k+1Ek. The notation depends on the 
source and target of the transition in such a way that Ek returns to its same state Sk, 
k+1Ek  starts from state Sk and goes to state Sk+1. These special transitions are included 
in order to provide the surgeon a methodology to modify the normal workflow of the 
suture procedure. Such situations consider bad gestures recognition, unexpected 
events during the surgical protocol or even an anomalous behavior of the robot 
assistant. For this purpose, the transitions related to a specific state Sk are activated 
through a respective command voice of the surgeon for each transition Ek, 

k–1Ek  
or k+1Ek. 
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Fig. 3. State diagram based on the workflow of the suture procedure 

4 The State Managers 

States of the Suture Assistant require the actuation of two systems that handles the 
evolution of the state diagram to its next step. Firstly, section 4.1 will describe the 
interactive auto-guider proposed for the automation of the robot tool tasks. Secondly, 
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section 4.2 will be focused on the gesture recognizer developed for analyzing the 
surgeon’s movement in order to detect the current gesture. 

4.1 The Interactive Auto-Guider 

The suture procedure exposed in Table 1 determines the main tasks that the robot 
must be able to handle: 

• Move the robot tool tip towards a target location. 
• Apply a force over a specific tissue of the patient. 
• Stretch the suture thread. 

In this way, the interactive auto-guider has been designed as shown in Fig. 4 to 
manage these tasks during the evolution of any robot state Sk

R of the Suture Assistant. 
The trajectory planning can be computed in terms of a target location vector rk or the 
exertion of a vector force Fk. This decision is taken by the Target Selector element 
depending on the current robot state Sk

R, and its outputs are obtained with the aid of 
the current tools locations vector rt. The final input of the robot is the controlled 
location vector rc, which consists of the contribution between the planned location rp 
and the incremental displacement Δxf. Vector rp is computed by means of the Auto-
Guide Planner and represents the next location of the trajectory, whereas vector Δxf 
requires the actuation of the force control loop shown below Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Interactive Auto-Guide System for autonomous actuations 
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The transition Tk of Sk
R will be triggered once the following conditions are  

accomplished: 
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Where εr and εf are the thresholds considered to reach both, the target location and 
the exertion of a desired force respectively. 

Firstly, the force loop is based on a force-accommodative controller with a PI 
feedback that receives the vector force F measured by the robot and outputs the 
controlled vector force Fc. This signal is substracted to Fk afterwards and transformed 
to Δxf by means of a gain K which models the robot-environment relative stiffness 
with (2): 

 ( )ckf FFx −=Δ −1K  (2) 

Thus, in case of a non-zero Fk the robot will move with the direction of Δxf until 
that force is applied. The stiffness K may be different depending on the current state 
Sk

R (i.e. holding tissue of the patient or stretching the suture thread). On the other 
hand, the Environment has been modeled with a Kλ that represents its real stiffness, 
and re is the position where the robot contacts the environment surface with the 
exertion of a null force. 

Secondly, the Auto-Guide Planner element of Fig. 4 focuses on finding a path 
towards rk by avoiding obstacles within the environment through the Artificial 
Potential Fields (APF) algorithm. Though this method computes a trajectory for the 
robot tool by itself, it has been added a velocity corrector system that modifies the 
robot velocity regards the prediction of a future collision in case that an obstacle is 
expected to cross the APF planned trajectory [15]. 

The APF associates a virtual repulsion field Um
rep to each of the m obstacles and a 

virtual attraction field Uatt to the target location. Such fields generate virtual forces of 
attraction Fatt and repulsion Fm

rep over the robot tool. Thus, the force vector required 
to move the robot to the next planned location rp is: 

  +=∇−−∇=
mm

rep
m

att UU rep
m

att
p FFF  (3) 

The obstacles considered in this work consist of the surgeon’s tool and the inner 
tissue of the abdominal cavity, whose surface is represented by a grid of m–1 vertices 
generated through a monocular SLAM technique with reallocation for laparoscopic 
sequences [16]. On the other hand, expression of Fatt has been chosen to be quadratic 
with the distance towards the target location whereas each Fm

rep is generated by a 
cylindrical field around each obstacle, thus: 
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The gains Katt, Krep on (4) represent the relevance of that virtual force relative to the 
others. Parameter ρm defines the minimal distance between the robot tool and that  
m-th obstacle, ρm is the unitary vector with that direction and ρm

0 is the maximum 
distance where Um

rep may affect the robot trajectory. The distance between the robot’s 
tool tip and the target location is denoted by Δrk, and modifies the contribution of the 
repulse force nearby the target location. Moreover, Fm

rep includes an extra unitary 
vector nm which prevents the trajectory to find a local minima position [17]. In this 
way, the trajectory can be followed by means of the velocity vector vp, which results 
from integrating the vector Fp (5): 

 = dtpp Fv  (5) 

4.2 The Gesture Recognizer 

This state manager interprets the gestures performed by the surgeon. Each of these 
gestures corresponds to a surgeon’s state Sk

S as described on section 3, and consists of 
a specific sequence of interactions that occur between the surgical tools. Such 
interactions are considered basic actions and are defined by observable characteristics, 
which include information about the tools pose and their kinematics [18]. Each 
gesture is modeled by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and is described by a 
stochastic diagram with a finite number of states, where each state represents a basic 
action. The topology of the network used in this work for the HMMs is based on a 
modified Bakis Model, which allows several backward steps in each state [19]. 

The recognition of the current surgeon’s gesture requires its comparison with all 
the HMMs Γ=[λ1 λ2 … λk] of each gesture Sk

S that are included into the Gestures 
Library shown in Fig. 5. This scheme considers both, the Training Mode of the 
HMMs and the Recognizer Mode of the current gesture. These processes share  
the acquisition of the sequence of observable characteristics E=[e1 e2 …]. In this way, 
the Data Pre-Processing element receives as input the tools location vector rt and 
transforms the velocities of the tools tips, the angle between tools and the distance 
between tips into a features vector C. Afterwards, the Data Coding module assigns an 
observable characteristic e depending to the combination of the components of C. The 
Sequence Selector module is devoted to stack the sequence of observable 
characteristics E of each surgical task. This sequence represents the whole gesture 
once the velocities of both tools Vt are null or the mean time required to complete this 
gesture tm has been exceeded. 
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Fig. 5. Gesture Recognizer System of surgeon’s tool movements 

On one hand, Fig. 5 shows in dashed line the Training Mode, which processes the 
training of the HMMs Γ stored in the Gestures Library. For this purpose, the Baum-
Welch Algorithm adjusts the parameters of each HMM λk with the aid of several trials 
of its corresponding gesture [20]. 

On the other hand, the Recognizer Mode uses the Forward-Backward Algorithm in 
order to compare the sequence E with the set of HMMs Γ and find the most probable 
gesture [19]. If this gesture is equal to the current state Sk

S established by the Suture 
Assistant module, the transition Tk is activated and the state diagram already described 
on Fig. 3 evolves to its next state. 

5 Implantation and Experiments 

The surgical scenario of Fig. 6 exposes the required elements for the robotic 
assistance on a HALS intervention with a simulated patient. The surgeon follows the 
intervention through a Screen which shows the image from the laparoscopic Camera. 
This tool is hold by the Endoscopic Robotic Machine (ERM), a robot assistant 
developed at the University of Malaga which moves the endoscope through voice 
commands [21]. The other surgical tools are handled by both, the surgeon and a 
Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator which is navigated with a low-level force controller 
[22]. The location of all the surgical tools is registered by means of a 3D Tracker 
device. Meanwhile, the other Surgeon’s Hand holds an organ or tissue inner the  
Abdominal Cavity. 
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for the validation of the State Assistant 

 

Fig. 7. Sequence of Needle Puncture and Knot Tying maneuvers 
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The experiment proposed consists of analyzing the evolution of the main 
maneuvers for the suture procedure: the needle puncture and knot tying (see section 
3). Thus, Fig. 7 presents the results obtained during the sequence of gestures for these 
maneuvers from S3 to S9 (see Table 1). The two upper graphs plot the evolution on the 
robot tool tip position r and force exerted F. These values change whenever the suture 
assistant evolves to a new robot state that sends its corresponding target position rk 
and/or target force Fk. More specifically, in the end of the gesture S3

R the robot applies 
a constant force over the tissue which aids the surgeon to insert the needle in S4

S, 
whereas states S7

R and S9
R are devoted to stretch the thread in order to close the three 

knots. Below, a third graph exposes the recognition of the most two probable gestures 
made by the surgeon’s tool (higher values are more probable). In this way, it can be 
deduced that the corresponding gestures λk are recognized with confidence due to the 
high difference with the second choice. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has presented the control architecture for a robotic assistance on a HALS 
scenario. More specifically, two issues have been identified in order to use such 
systems with this technique: a flexible auto-guide planning for the robot tool 
trajectories and the exertion of forces; and a natural surgeon-robot communication 
that implements both, direct orders from the surgeon and real-time gestures 
recognition. The commercial robotic assistants are usually focused on a teleoperation 
interface; therefore, they are unable to address a HALS technique due to the requisite 
of direct contact between the surgeon and the patient. 

Another extra advantage of this work is that the methodology proposed for a suture 
can be extrapolated to other types of surgery.  The only requirements would be the 
adaptation of the state diagram and additional training for the gesture recognizer. 

From the automatic guidance point of view, the authors believe that a deeper 
interaction between the camera movements and the robot tool would improve such 
automatic tasks. Moreover, other surgical procedures could be considered for their  
automation in addition to the suture like cutting, transporting or holding a tissue.  
Besides, all these techniques have emergency protocols that may also be considered 
for automation, for example in case of an unexpected broken vessel or tissue. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an implementation of the Multiple Hy-
pothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm in the Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) context. The proposed algorithm uses laser data received
from two front mounted sensors on a mobile vehicle. The algorithm was
tested with simulated and real world data and shown to obtain a very
good performance. Nonholonomic motion models were used to model the
movement of road agents instead of the more traditional constant veloc-
ity/acceleration models. The use of the nonholonomic motion models al-
lows to obtain not only the linear velocity, but also the steering angle of
vehicles, improving this way the future prediction and handling of occlu-
sions. The MHT algorithm possesses some well-known critical disadvan-
tages due to its complexity and computational growth, in this work we
circumvent these limitations in order to achieve real time performance in
real work conditions.

Keywords: LIDAR, MHT, Nonholonomic.

1 Introduction

Robotic systems are ever more present in our society. As their interaction with
humans increases so does the need for robust safety measures. In order to have
autonomous systems performing even more meaningful roles, their capability to
perceive and understand our environment must improve.

In this context, tracking algorithms are a basic tool in any situation awareness
system. The need to assess the behavior of other participants is paramount to
any decision making algorithm. Tracking algorithms appear in a wide variety of
contexts: vision or laser-based people tracking for mobile robotics and surveil-
lance systems, sonar-based submarine tracking, tracking of animals to study
their behavior, etc. [1].

The purpose of Multi Target Tracking (MTT) is to estimate the state of mul-
tiple different targets recursively. One of the most significant task in a tracking
algorithm is the data association. In this step new unlabeled measurements need
to be associated with previous detected targets.

This paper presents a solution to the data association problem based on the
well known Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm. This method was
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coupled with nonholonomic motion models to estimate targets behavior. Two
planar laser sensors provide the range data used to describe targets. Additional
details on the test vehicle can be found in [2].

As opposed to other more simplistic methods, the MHT method permits the
delay of ambiguous association decisions until additional data relives the ambi-
guity. MHT is widely regarded as an important data association method in the
tracking community due to its probabilistically handling of parallel hypotheses,
whereas most competing techniques are suboptimal in nature [3].

The algorithm, introduced in [4], creates a set of possible association hypothe-
ses for each target at each time frame. It exhaustively enumerates all possible
combinations creating an exponentially growing hypotheses tree. The creation
of every possible combination, instead of just the best combination, allows the
algorithm to delay the association in ambiguous cases.

The MHT algorithm can be implemented in several different fashions as pre-
sented in [3]: hypotheses oriented, track oriented, multidimensional (or mul-
tiframe) assignment method, and Bayesian MHT. This work implements the
hypotheses oriented MHT as the method of choice.

In this method each hypothesis presents a different interpretation for all past
measurements, consisting of a set of non-conflicting disjoint tracks [1]. These hy-
potheses are created recursively from previous hypotheses as new measurements
are received. These hypotheses can be visualized in a hypotheses tree, where
each node represents a hypothesis.

The MHT algorithm, initially proposed for radar applications [5–7], has been
previouslyused inapplications in theAdvancedDriverAssistanceSystems (ADAS)
context with various purposes. In [8, 9] the authors implement theMHT in a track-
ing application for a mobile vehicle. The authors use the multi hypotheses
approach to compute several possible classification results. The different hypothe-
ses allowed to better interpreter the clusters created with the laser data. In their
application the MHT algorithm is not used to perform data association.

The algorithm is also commonly applied to pedestrian detection and tracking.
In [10] a redefinition of the probabilities hypotheses in proposed. The authors
explicitly model track occlusion to reflect the fact that legs frequently occlude
each other. In [11, 12] the authors reformulate the MHT algorithm to handle
information from multiple robots.

This paper introduces in section 2 the proposed implementation of the al-
gorithm. In section 3 the results of the trials with synthetic and real data are
presented. Section 4 presents a discussion on the main issues and section 5 re-
ports the final conclusions.

2 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking

2.1 Overview

The proposed algorithm starts by checking the valid possible associations be-
tween the current measurements and the existing targets. The measurements are
checked against the predicted positions of existing targets using a Mahalanobis
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distance gate. Nonholonomic motion models are used to predict the targets po-
sitions. Valid possible associations are used to assign measurements to clusters
(section 2.3).

Each cluster is treated as an independent data association problem. The likeli-
hoods of valid associations between measurements and targets create ambiguity
matrices. The Murty’s linear assignment algorithm [13] is then used to create
the k -best possible assignment hypotheses.

Out of all created hypotheses only a subset is propagated for each cluster
limiting in this fashion the grow of the hypotheses tree.

The output targets correspond to the targets in the most likely hypothesis in
each cluster.

2.2 Hypotheses Probabilities

As proposed in [14] and presented in [10] the probability of each individual j
hypothesis Ωk

j given the new measurements zk, at iteration k, can be calculated
using the probability of the assignment set Ψj(k) and the parent hypothesis
Ωk−1

p(j) , denoted by the index p(j), as:

p
(
Ωk

j |zk
)
= p

(
Ψj(k), Ω

k−1
p(j) |zk

)
(1)

Applying the Bayes’ rule yields:

p
(
Ωk

j |zk
)
= η p

(
zk|Ψj(k), Ω

k−1
p(j)

)
p
(
Ψj(k)|Ωk−1

p(j)

)
·

p
(
Ωk−1

p(j)

) (2)

The first term in the right-hand side, η, is a normalizer that ensures that all
the probabilities of hypotheses in a cluster add up to 1. The next term is the
measurement likelihood. Assuming a Gaussian pdf for a measurement associated
with a target (N (zik)

δi , δi = 1 if the association is true, δi = 0 otherwise), and a
uniform association probability for a new track over the observation volume V ,
the measurement likelihood is calculated for all Mk measurements as:

p
(
zk|Ψj(k), Ω

k−1
p(j)

)
=

Mk∏
i=1

N (zik)
δiV −(1−δi) (3)

The center right term of equation (2) is the probability of an assignment

set, p
(
Ψj(k)|Ωk−1

p(j)

)
. This probability is dependent on the probability of the

number of targets with a certain label, the probability of a specific distribution
of measurement assignments, and the probability of a specific distribution of
target assignments.

The final term of equation (2) is the recursive term, the probability of the
parent hypothesis.
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The combination of all these probabilities wields a simplified version of the
probability of a single hypothesis, equation (4), given that many terms cancel
out. The final probability is independent of the observation volume V . The
detailed deduction can be consulted in [10].

p
(
Ωk

j |zk
)
= η′′

Mk∏
i=1

N (zik)
δi ·

pNdet

det pNocc
occ pNdel

del λNnew
new λ

Nfal

fal ·
p
(
Ωk−1

j |zk−1

)
(4)

2.3 Clusters

The MHT implementation here presented revolves around the notion of cluster.
Although introduced by Reid [4], the idea of clustering hypotheses is not usually
discussed nor implemented. A cluster arises from the need to deal with conflicting
targets, targets that share the possibility of association with one measurement.
This possibility indicates that a valid association between each target and the
measurement can occur. When two targets share a measurement the data asso-
ciation must contemplate the fact that only one of the targets can actually be
associated with that measurement, in practice these two targets must be eval-
uated together. In this simplistic case two different valid associations can be
made, each resulting association is now treated as a hypothesis. In a more com-
plex case, with several conflicting targets and measurements, a hypothesis is a
valid association of all targets with all measurements, different valid associations
create different hypotheses within the same cluster (figure 1).

Cluster

m1

m2

. . .

Measurements

h1

h2

. . .

Hypotheses

t1,h1
t2,h1
. . .

t1,h2
t2,h2
. . .

. . .

Targets

Fig. 1. Cluster composition. A cluster is composed of a set of measurements and hy-
potheses, each hypothesis has a variable number of targets.
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2.4 Hypotheses Creation

The first step of the algorithm is to assign current measurements to existing
clusters. Once all clusters are updated new hypotheses can be created. The
clusters are solved separately and in parallel given that different clusters do not
share conflicting targets. Each cluster is composed of a set of measurements and
a set of hypotheses.

The purpose of this step is to associate the measurements to the targets
of the cluster. Each hypothesis presents a different set of targets that can be
associated with the measurements. The measurement-to-track association may
have several possible solutions, creating this way the ambiguity problem. Instead
of enumerating all possible combinations, the proposed implementation uses the
Murty’s algorithm to generate the k -best possible associations, making this way
feasible the implementation of this algorithm. Of the complete set of k -best
associations, in each cluster, only a small group is propagated according to a
minimum representativity rule.

In each cluster, for each hypothesis, an ambiguity matrix is created. This
matrix expresses the association likelihood between each target and each mea-
surement (table 1). These probabilities are calculated from the bivariate normal
distribution of the target position at the measurement position. Take notice
that the probabilities in this matrix do not necessarily add up to 1 when adding
columns or rows.

Table 1. Example ambiguity matrix. The ambiguity matrix expresses the probability
of association between each measurement and each target.

t1 t2 t3

m1 0.8 0.2 0.1
m2 0.3 0.1 0.9

From the ambiguity matrix all the possible associations can be extracted. In
order to obtain these associations in an efficient manner Murty’s algorithm is
implemented.

2.5 Murty Algorithm

The Murty’s algorithm introduced in [13], determines the k -best assignments in
a linear assignment problem in polynomial time.

The algorithm, as described in [15], starts by finding the single most probable
association by interpreting the problem as a weighted bipartite matching prob-
lem. A bipartite graph is created with the targets on one side, measurements on
the other, and the negative log likelihood of each association as the arcs con-
necting them. To solve this classic assignment problem the Hungarian method
was employed [16]. From this solution the Murty’s algorithm partitions the main
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problem into a list of new problems. These new problems follow two rules: first
there are no duplicated problems, and second the union of the sets of solutions
to these new problems contains all solutions for the main problem except the
solution already calculated.

The k -best algorithm obtains the solutions iteratively. The best solutions is
found and removed from the problem by replacing the problem with its partition.
The best solution of the partition is found and the same methodology is applied,
then algorithm continues until k solutions are obtained or there are no more
valid solutions.

The Murty’s algorithm termination criteria may be modified to better suit the
MHT problem [10]. Given the formulation the Murty’s algorithm, it provides an
ordered list of solutions, from the best to the worst. We can set a lower limit
that would stop the search for additional solutions by analyzing the probability
of each solution as they are created. Another hypothesis would be to examine
the representativity of all the solutions found so far, setting a minimum required
value as the threshold.

The output of the assignment step is a list of possible children hypotheses for
each cluster. After assignment, the targets in each hypothesis are labeled as one
of the following: detected, occluded, deleted, or new.

2.6 Hypotheses Propagation

Each of the child hypotheses has a probability that is calculated using equation
(4).

The propagation of all these hypotheses would cause the exponential growth
of the tree even with the application of the Murty’s algorithm. Each hypothesis
in a cluster would create k new hypotheses at each iteration.

To avoid this growth another pruning strategy is applied. For each cluster
only a subset j of the best hypotheses is propagated.

The first step to obtain this subset is to normalize the probabilities of all
the new hypotheses, the sum of the probabilities of all new hypotheses inside a
cluster must be 1. After normalization the best j hypotheses are appended to
their respective parent hypothesis in the cluster. Hypotheses from the previous
iteration that have no new children are considered dead.

In this step an additional stopping criterion was applied. If the sum of the
probabilities of the hypotheses added so far account for a minimum representa-
tivity of 95%, no more hypotheses are added.

2.7 Motion Models

To predict the future positions of targets and reduce the search space, motion
models are used [17]. In this implementation a nonholonomic model is proposed.
This model, obtained from [18] and previously used in [19], incorporates the
constraints that dominate the motion of a car-like vehicle contrary to the most
typically used models [20].
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The model consists of five state variables (5): the global xp and yp, linear
velocity vl, global vehicle orientation θ and steering angle ϕ. The global reference
system corresponds to the mission start position.

x = [xp, yp, vl, θ, ϕ]
T

(5)

The model is obtained as follows:

ẋp = cos(θ) × cos(ϕ)× vl

ẏp = sin(θ)× cos(ϕ)× vl

v̇l = 0

θ̇ = sin (ϕ)× vl/l

ϕ̇ = 0

(6)

This model undergoes discretization to be used in a Extended Kalman Fil-
ter (EKF) framework. The variables xp, yp and θ are inputted as the filter
measurements from the data. The filter parameter matrices were experimentally
tuned to achieve a good performance.

The use of such a model has some important benefits over more traditional
models. This model allows to obtain not only the linear velocity, but also the
steering angle of the vehicles, this is of extreme importance given that it allows
for large occlusions in maneuvering situations.

3 Results

Two main sets of experiments were conduced. A set with simulated data and a
second experiment with real world urban data.

The first set allowed to test the data association step with large amounts of
data. The simulated data provided a straightforward ground truth which easily
allowed the quantification of the total number of errors. This quantification
enabled the comparison of different parameterizations of the algorithm in both
association performance and computational cost.

The second experiment allowed to test the algorithm with real world data.
The data consisted of a key situation for ground vehicles safety and autonomy,
namely roundabouts. This trial is especially important due to the very high
complexity which limits the application of simpler algorithms.

3.1 k-j Parameterization

The MHT algorithm is heavily dependent on the hypotheses creation parame-
terization for both tracking and computational performance. The increase in the
allowed number of hypotheses should, in theory, increase tracking performance
but substantially increase the computational load.

This experiment evaluates the tracking performance dependency on the k and
j parameters. Since the two parameters are heavily interconnected a simultane-
ous analyses of both was performed.
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The experiment consisted of a single set of 10 trials tested with various k-
j configurations, ranging from 1-1 to 10-10. Each trial consisted of a set of 30
targets moving in linear trajectories with similar speeds (figure 2). These targets
started in different normally spaced apart positions (x = 0 for all targets and y
with incremental spacing with distribution N (0.66, 0.22)) but crossed each other
while moving. The trajectories orientations were uniformly distributed in the
interval ]−π/9, π/9[, while the velocities were normally distributed N (15.0, 1.02)
with a short acceleration ramp at the beginning. As can be seen in the figure 2, in
these trials an error rate of zero is impossible due to their very high complexity.
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Fig. 2. Simulated targets raw data trails. The targets are color coded for easy distinc-
tion. At the start of the trial, on the left side of the graph, the targets are ordered by
id.

Figure 3 presents the results of the experiment. Each bar plots the mean
percentage of error per target per trial using a total of 10 trials. Take notice
that k > j and j > 1 when k = 1, do not appear because not all combinations
of k-j are valid or interesting. For instance, it is useless to extract from a single
hypotheses more new hypotheses (k) than the total we will evaluate (j ).

As can be observed the worst performance is obtained with 1-1, 12.1%. A
sharp increase in performance is obtained with a small increase in the number
of hypotheses, a 28% increase in performance from 1-1 (12.1%) to 2-2 (8.7%).

After the initial dip, the performance stabilizes around 8%, improving to low
7% only with a large number of hypotheses. The best performance, 7.08%, is
obtained with 4-10.

While the performance increase with j is clear, the parameter k does not
significantly influence the results.

Additionally a computational cost comparison was performed. Figure 4
presents the mean iteration time for the 10 trials (each with 500 iterations)
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Fig. 3. k-j parameterization influence. Each bar presents the results for 10 trials with
specific k-j values.

with different k-j parameterizations. Two different implementations of the al-
gorithm were tested: a single thread implementation and a multi thread imple-
mentation. In the multi thread implementation each cluster was processed in a
parallel thread. Inside each cluster, the evaluation of each hypothesis was also
implemented in parallel.

As expected, with parameterization 1-1, both implementations have the same
and best performance. The performance of each implementation degrades expo-
nentially with the increase of k-j. The multi thread implementation presents the
best performance, with mean iteration time lower by around 30% (29.8% at 2-2
and 35.8% at 10-10 ), compared to the single thread implementation.

The tests were conducted in computer equipped with a dual core processor.
In a computer with additional cores, additional performance gains are expected.

3.2 Roundabout Trial

In this trial, real data was provided to the algorithm. The data was obtained
in the city of Aveiro-Portugal in a three lane large roundabout (figure 5). The
vehicle entered twice in the roundabout, in both occasions the vehicle had to
stop due to traffic. A total of 34 different vehicles were encountered and visible
in the laser data.

Egomotion was provided by internal sensors in the vehicle as presented in [19].
In order to obtain a set of metrics of the algorithm performance, ground-truth

information was needed. The acquired raw laser data was hand labeled, with
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Fig. 5. Raw data acquired in the trial, corrected with egomotion. The moving targets
points are not displayed. The red line plots the vehicle path during the trial.

all 34 vehicles segmented and tagged. To take advantage of the nonholonomic
motion model proposed, nonholonomic measurements are needed, measurements
must correspond to the position of center rear axis and orientation of the vehicle.
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This paper focuses on the data association step of the tracking algorithm, the
segmentation is out of scope of this paper.

In this trial the total percentage of association errors over all performed as-
sociations was 4.22%.

In order to detect the loss of a target while it was still in scene the total
created targets were compared to the ground-truth total count, figure 6. The
loss of a target most often occurs due to occlusion from other targets and fixed
objects. This is particularly critical at longer ranges where a target may only be
represented by a single point.
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Fig. 6. Accumulated number of targets. The difference between the ground-truth and
the detected targets identifies situations were a target was lost and subsequently reini-
tialized. At the end of the trial the accumulated detected targets were 11.7% higher
that the ground-truth.

The distribution of the distance from the Kalman filter estimated position
to the measurement data is presented in figure 7. This figure presents only the
distance for correct associations. The data indicates that estimation is performed
correctly and accurately.

4 Discussion

The trials using simulated data do not allow for an evaluation of the true perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Nonetheless they allow the comparison of different pa-
rameterizations and the influence of difference factors. These comparisons would
be very hard to achieve using real data due to the lack of ground truth.

The higher number of available hypotheses typically leads to a better perfor-
mance, but also increases dramatically the computational load of the algorithm.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the distance between the estimated position of targets and the
hand labeled measurements, excluding bad associations

For instance, at the beginning of the trials all targets belong to the same cluster
(due to their proximity), in the trial 1-1 with 30 targets, a single 30 × 30 cost
matrix must be evaluated, but in the 10-10 a total of 10 matrices (30×30) must
be evaluated 10 times using the k -best algorithm.

The performance increases due to the higher number of hypotheses is obvious
when the number of hypotheses is low, but at higher numbers this performance
increase fluctuates and the computational cost oversteps this gain. This perfor-
mance curve is very hard to extrapolate to the real scenario. The size in the
number of hypotheses can be correlated to the targets dynamics, lower dynam-
ics indicate that some hypotheses must be kept during a long time, given that
2 or 3 iterations are not enough to ascertain which one is correct. The use of
the k-j approach completely limits the exponential growth of hypotheses but has
some potential drawbacks. On the short-term, high probability hypotheses may
be oversampled completely obfuscating other lower probability valid hypotheses,
that on the long run would be better alternatives.

The evaluation of each individual hypothesis is independent of all the others,
due to this fact their processing may be performed in parallel. The heavy paral-
lelization of the algorithm is of crucial importance to improve performance in the
most complex trials. This parallelization feature is also of extreme importance
to allow the implementation in dedicated systems.

The trial with real data allowed to ascertain the true behavior of the algo-
rithm. The algorithm very accurately estimated the total count of targets. This
demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to deal with occlusions. In this trial several
other vehicles moved in close proximity to our vehicle creating large occlusions
zones. These zones often caused vehicles to become occluded during large peri-
ods of time. The nonholonomic motion model allowed to correctly estimate the
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true position of the vehicle until it exited the occlusion zone, preventing this way
the reinitialization of its tracking.

5 Conclusions

This work presents a hypotheses oriented implementation of the multiple target
MHT algorithm.

The MHT algorithm applies the notion of multiple valid hypotheses to an
association problem thus delaying critical decisions that could be proved wrong,
to a time when more information relieves the ambiguity. At each iteration, a set of
hypotheses expresses the different possible, within gating distance, combination
of measurement to track associations as well as the different assumptions on the
number of actual tracks and false alarms. The hypotheses clustering allowed the
partition of the main problem into independent subsets, both simplifying and
improving the computational speed by allowing parallel processing.

The algorithm demonstrated high performance and robustness with both sim-
ulated and real data.

Synthetic data was used to evaluate effect of the hypotheses limitation via
the k-j method. The increase in the total number of hypotheses leads to a initial
large increase in performance that quickly stabilized.

The polynomial Murty ranked assignment algorithm was used to replace
Reid’s original NP-hard exhaustive hypotheses creation, evaluation and branch-
ing. The hypotheses limitation and pruning, though the j limit algorithm, com-
pletely avoid the exponential growth of the hypotheses tree. This limitation
scheme although necessary imposes some important drawbacks that should be
addressed.

The algorithm was tested using real world data. The data was obtained in a
key situation for road autonomous system safety, namely a large roundabout.
The association algorithm performed very well and the use of an advanced
motion model allowed to overcome most occlusions, preventing the creation of
surplus targets.
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Abstract. Programming by Demonstration (PbD) covers methods by
which a robot learns new skills through human guidance and imitation.
PbD has been a key topic in robotics during the last decade that includes
the development of robust algorithms for motor control, motor learning,
gesture recognition and the visual-motor integration. Nowadays, PbD
deals more with learning methods than traditional approaches, and fre-
quently it is referred to as Imitation Learning or Behavioral Cloning.
This work will review and analyse existing works in order to create a
taxonomy of the elements that constitute the most relevant approaches
in this field to date. We intend to establish the categories and types of
algorithms involved so far in PbD and describing their advantages and
disadvantages and potential developments.

Keywords: Mobile Robotics, Programming by Demonstration (PbD),
Imitation Learning, Learning from Demonstration (LfD), Taxonomy.

1 Introduction

Programming by Demonstration (PbD) covers methods by which a robot learns
new skills through human guidance and imitation. Also referred to as imitation
learning, lead through teaching, tutelage, or apprenticeship learning, PbD takes
inspiration from the way humans learn new skills by imitation in order to develop
methods by which new tasks can be transmitted to robots. In this paradigm,
the programmer become an instructor where both the decomposition and the
programming of a skill is performed through the observation of a demonstration
done by the instructor, which can be either a human being or another robot.
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1.1 Motivation

The motivation of this paper is connected with our current research which is
focused on envisaging the most relevant techniques that allow us to teach and
share skills to a group of autonomous outdoor mobile robots called VinBot1.

The purpose of the project is to provide the necessary navigation and behav-
ioral skills to a number of agriculture robots so they can perform tasks such as
monitoring the growth of crops and estimating very valuable information such as
the yield. These robots will be networked, that is, robots connected to a cloud-
based service which will provide the off-board computational resources and all
the necessary tools for communication, storage, process and share of the data
obtained by the on-board sensors.

Robots in VinBot must be capable of learning certain skills involved in au-
tonomous outdoor navigation, such as the creation of maps of the fields and how
to cope with changes in this mutable environment while moving through them
in different periods of the time. Also the avoidance of unknown obstacles and
potential risks to the integrity of the robot will require learning new skills or, at
least, sharing sets of already acquired strategies from other sources. Finally, we
need natural ways to specify and control the missions, as well as learning certain
tasks to tend a specific crop will also be necessary.

Here the importance of autonomously learning skills from demonstrations is
even more evident since the interaction will mostly be performed with users
unaware of robot programming who might not even be located in the same
place as the robot. Additionally, we intend this newly acquired knowledge can
benefit any other robot in the system. This implies that the representation of
skills must be adequate both for transferring not only to similar but also to not
strictly identical robots, as well as shared and replicated onto a number of units.

Consequently, we intend to employ the PbD paradigm for the tasks of skill
learning and transference in the context of networked autonomous mobile robots.
As it will be shown in this paper, PbD is a natural approach to deal with both the
problems of learning skills from demonstrators and the representation of skills
among different robotic embodiments. Despite most of the approaches analysed
here were usually applied to more human-like platforms, such as humanoids or
robotic arms, we also want to investigate what type of approaches best fit our
specific mobile robot platform.

1.2 Outline of the Paper

This paper will first review the state of the art in the area of imitation learning
techniques, analysing both the defining elements that compose the most relevant
approaches and review the taxonomy of techniques describing their advantages
and disadvantages. The objective of this paper is dual: summarizing and stan-
dardizing the current state of this problem and its constituent elements, and

1 VinBot is an FP7 European project starting in 2014 whose main object is to develop
a cloud-based mobile robotic system for agricultural applications.
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also analysing the scope of each of them. Such categorization will be useful for a
better understanding of the techniques and deciding the most effective methods
and posterior research lines in the development of a system using PbD.

2 Programming by Demonstration (PbD)

Since the 80s research in this topic has grown steadily and has become a central
topic in robotics. Learning robot skills for complex platforms that interact in
complex and variable environments is faced with two key challenges.

First, the complexity of the task to learn is such that learning by only trial-
and-error would be impractical. In this way, PbD appears as a strategy to speed-
up and to facilitate the process of learning by reducing the search space and yet
allowing the robot to refine its model of demonstration by trial-and-error. Also
PbD permits the robot to incorporate usual tasks by means of a non-specialized
instructor.

Second, PbD favours a closer relation between the learning process and control
stage, so the latter can be adapted in real time to perturbations and changes
that will likely happen in the environment.

In this section we describe the building elements encounter in PbD and orga-
nize them in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

2.1 Elements in Programming by Demonstration

The challenges faced by PbD were enumerated in [4] as a set of key questions:
What to imitate? How to imitate? When to imitate? Whom to imitate to? To
date only the first two questions have actually been addressed in PbD. Fig. 1
shows an example of the first two questions.

Fig. 1. Observation of multiple demonstrations and reproduction of generalized mo-
tion. In this case, extracted from [57], moving the chess queen forward. The robot
records its joint’s trajectories and learn to extract (what to imitate?) and after that it
reproduces the skill (how to imitate).

In a similar manner, Breazeal & Scassellati in [5] went in further detail into
the ideas of how, in fact, a robot is able to know what elements to imitate when
attempting to learn the movements of a human being, what perceptual aspects
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are relevant to this task and how a robot is able distinguish the parts that will
be emulated once a relevant action is perceived, as well as the moment the robot
must convert this perception into a sequence of motor responses in order to
achieve the same result.

According to the work by Argall et al. [6], PbD can be divided in two stages,
namely, collection of examples, where all the information forming a demonstra-
tion is collected, and derivation of a policy, also known as mapping, where a set
of examples are used to define a group of actions able to reproduce the behavior
outlined in the demonstration.

What to Imitate: Collection of Examples. In this first stage, a set of
informations from the demonstrator, be it a robotic or human, and possibly
also from the environment, is collected from the readings of a capturing system.
This can be a device mounted either on the demonstrator or on the learner, the
commands of a remote control operated by the demonstrator, or a sensor located
externally in the environment, like a camera.

Due to the correspondence problem, i.e., how to correspond actions in different
embodiments and robotic platforms [4] (Fig. 2), in the collection stage we must
be aware of the particular structure for both the demonstrator and the robot
learner. Consequently, two successive mapping steps are required in order to cope
with this problem, namely, record mapping and embodiment mapping, where the
first is a mapping between sensor readings and motor commands and the latter,
a mapping between motor commands from the demonstrator’s body onto that
of the learner.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the correspondence problem, extracted from [57]

Hereafter we describe the sort of techniques summarized in Table 1 showing
their requirements with respect of record and embodiment mappings. Two main
groups of techniques can be separated depending on whether the demonstrator
conveys directly the learner. Also the main related works are referred in Table 1.

In teleoperation (Fig.3), the demonstrator operates the robot learner and its
sensors capture the motion. No record mapping is necessary since the sensory
system is that from the robot learner. In shadowing, the demonstrator shows the
task and the robot learner captures the motion with its sensors while attempting
to match that of the instructor. In this case, a record mapping is necessary. Both
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Table 1. What to imitate? Techniques in the first stage –Collection of Examples
according to [6]–. First column tells the method the demonstrator employs to convey
the learner. The use of record or embodiment mappings is shown respectively in 3rd and
4th columns. The most extreme cases are teleoperation, where no mapping is needed,
and the case of external observation, where both mappings are required.

Demonstrator Technique Record Embodiment Related
Methods Names Mapping Mapping Works

Robot Learner
Teleoperation No No [7, 9–14]

Shadowing Yes No [15, 16]

Externally
Sensors on Instructor No Yes [2, 17, 18]

External Observation Yes Yes [19–22]

in teleoperation and in shadowing no embodiment mapping is needed since the
robot captures information directly from its sensors.

In case sensors are on the instructor, record comes directly from these sensors
and need no record mapping. With this imitation technique, the demonstrator
executes the task and the sensory system information is recorded. If sensor read-
ings come from an external observation, the demonstrator executes the task and
the external sensory system records the execution which will be translated by
means of a record mapping onto the learner motor commands. In case no sensory
device is located on the robot learner, an embodiment mapping is also required
both in sensor-on-instructor and external-observation techniques.

Fig. 3. Teleoperation is one of the most common way for wheeled mobile robots. In
this case, extracted from [58], a Pioneer 3-DX robot is teleoperated by a Phantom
Premium haptic device.

How to Imitate: Derivation of a Policy. The second stage consists in exe-
cuting a group of actions that allows the robot to reproduce the behavior that
was demonstrated from a set of examples. The following are the three most com-
mon approaches: 1) learning a function mapping states to actions, 2) learning a
model of the world dynamics, or 3) using a planner that produces the sequence
of actions after learning the model of an action.
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We relate the most interesting works corresponding to this section in Table 2,
classifying them with respect to the learning approach utilized.

Table 2. How to imitate? Methods in the second stage –Deriving a Policy according
to [6]–. Most of the works in PbD are within the Mapping Function category, either in
Classification or in Regression.

Approaches Learning Techniques Related Works

Mapping
Function

Classification

Low Level Robot Actions [23, 24, 29]

Robot Movement Primitives [7, 19, 25, 28]

High Level Behaviors [23, 26, 27]

Regression
(Mapping
Function
Approx)

At Run Time [13, 32]

Prior Run Time [28, 33, 34]

Prior Execution Time [14, 17, 20, 21]

System
Models

Reward Based
Learning

Engineering Reward Function [35, 36]

Learned Reward Function [9, 22, 37, 38]

Plans Using a Planner [12, 39]

In the first approach, learning a mapping function, the algorithms can be
grouped in two different families depending on whether the output is discrete
–classification– or continuous –regression–.

In the second approach, learning a model of the world dynamics, a reward
function is maximized. It can be a user-defined or learned in optimization pro-
cess. It is typically formulated within the framework of Reinforcement Learning
(RL).

In the third approach, goal executions can be represented as plans. Therefore,
the planning framework represents a policy as a sequence of actions leading from
an initial state to the target state.

2.2 Performance of Programming by Demonstration

Recent studies demonstrate that the performance achieved by the different ex-
posed techniques may vary substantially. Different metrics to compute the im-
itation performance for each proposed approach can be used as in [41], where
several metrics were utilized to evaluate a reproduction attempt with respect to
the set of demonstrations (e.g. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Norm of Jerk,
Learning Time and Retrieval Duration).

Argall et al. [6] also exposes the limitations of the dataset provided in the
demonstration. The first limitation is caused by the dataset sparsity, which can
occur when the demonstrator cannot demonstrate all possible states –underde-
monstrated states–. To deal with this problem, [8, 39] proposed a generalization
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from existing demonstrations and [10, 14, 23], an acquisition of new demonstra-
tions. The second, by the poor quality of a set of examples, which can happen
whenever the instructor’s demonstrations is ambiguous, unsuccessful or subop-
timal in certain areas of the state space.

Different solutions were proposed to improve demonstration data when the
demonstration is suboptimal or ambiguous [7, 11, 18, 23, 40] and attempts to
learn from experience by means of feedback from the demonstrator or a reward
function were tried, as in RL [8, 13, 17, 39, 40]. Table 3 shows main works dealing
with the causes of low performance.

Table 3. Evaluation of the Apprenticeship. Two main reasons were identified in
[6] as the cause of low performance: underdemonstrated states and poor quality data.
We show some of the works dealing with this problems and the approaches followed.

Reasons Approaches Related Works

Underdemonstrated
State

Generalization from Existing
Demonstration

[8, 39]

Acquisition of New
Demonstrations

[10, 14, 23]

Poor quality data
Suboptimal or Ambiguous

Demonstrations
[7, 11, 18, 23, 40]

Learning from Experience [8, 13, 17, 39, 40]

3 Taxonomy of Programming by Demonstration

Many approaches were proposed in relation with PbD. In this section we consider
the most relevant ones, as enumerated in Table 4, and we intend to describe the
advantages and drawbacks of each of them.

A great majority of the approaches in PbD mainly focuses on the spacial posi-
tion and velocity of the end effector or the joint angles. First attempts depended
on an explicit temporal indexing and virtually operated in an open loop. Main
drawback of these techniques is that time dependence makes them very sensitive
to both temporal and spatial perturbations.

To compensate these shortcomings, a heuristic to re-index the new trajec-
tory in time is required, while simultaneously optimizing a measure of how well
the new trajectory follows the objective one. This heuristic search is highly task-
dependent and non-trivial and becomes less intuitive in high-dimensional spaces.
One of these time-dependent approaches [46] employs Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM) and an extended Kalman’s filter to follow a given trajectory. This
algorithm also learns a local model of the robot’s dynamics along the chosen
trajectory.

EM was also used in [44] to optimize a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for
the estimation of the parameters of existing models. In order to find a statisti-
cal noise-free estimation of the dynamical model several approaches using either
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Table 4. Approaches on Programming by Demonstration. There are two main
sets of applications where PbD has been applied. For each set, several metrics were
used to evaluate the performance of the techniques. Main approaches are related to
their corresponding reference.

Applications Metrics Approaches Related Works

Robot 3D position
and velocity coordi-
nates of end-effector
and/or joint angles

RMS, RMSE, Learn-
ing Time, Norm of
Jerk, Retrieval Dura-
tion, Max/Rel. Likely-
hood, Stability, Exter-
nal Reward

HMM+GMR [41]

DMP [42]

MoMP [3]

BM [30]

SEDS [29]

RL [37]

Robot position, ori-
entation and velocity.
Obstacles distances
and discrete actions

Task Performance,
Instructor Evaluation,
Max. Reward Function

IRL [9]

RL
[49]

[52]

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [31], Locally Weighted Projection Regres-
sion (LWPR) [33] or Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) [41] were proposed.
GMR and GPR find a locally optimal model of the function by maximizing
the likelihood for a complete model to fit the data, while LWPR minimizes the
RMSE between the estimates and the data. One of the main drawbacks of these
approaches is that they cannot guarantee a stable estimate of the motion since
no stability constraint is forced near the optimization attractor point.

Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) [45], originally proposed by Ijspeert
et al. [2], offer a method by which a non-linear dynamical model can be esti-
mated while ensuring global stability at the optimization attractor point, that
is, robustness and precision encoding of complex dynamics. DMP is also robust
against perturbations and allows changing parameters of the trajectory without
altering the overall shape of the movement. These models are straightforward
learned by imitation and well suited for reward-driven self-improvement. MoMP
is an extension of these models recently proposed by Mülling et al. [3] to cope
with complex motor tasks requiring several movement primitives. MoMP cre-
ates a framework based on the idea that complex motor tasks can frequently
be solved using a relatively small number of movement primitives and do not
require a complex monolithic approach to solely cope with an entire task.

A different robust approach complementary to DMP is that of SEDS by
Khansari et al. [29], which intends to ensure time-independent learning gen-
eralized dynamics from multiple demonstrations. SEDS also outperforms BM,
previously proposed by Khansari et al.[30], in that it ensures globally asymp-
totic stability instead of local stability and can generalize better the motion for
trajectories far from those in the demonstrations. BM is more accurate, offers
more flexibility and ensures the motion is locally stable. SEDS is more constraint
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because it fits a motion with a single globally stable dynamics. SEDS and DMP
are complementary in the following way. DMP must be used whenever a motion
is intrinsically time-dependent and only one single demonstration is available. In
contrast, when the motion is time-independent and multiple demonstrations are
available, SEDS would be the choice. A third time-independent approach based
on HMM and GMR is proposed in [41]. This method evaluates the eigenvalues
of each linear dynamical system and ensures that all of them have negative real
parts (stable). Nevertheless, asymptotic stability is not guaranteed.

Considering objectives like position, orientation, and velocity of the robot,
distances to the obstacles and a discrete set of actions, most of the techniques
are reward-based, that is, a known reward function to guide the exploration is
assumed [49–53]. A robot’s policy will then consist in choosing actions that
maximize an expected reward function. In order to avoid the former selection,
Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [9] offers a framework to automatically
determine the reward and discover the optimal control policy using a discrete
state action space. Alternative approaches derive a cost function in a continuous
space [22, 55].

Recent IRL works consider multiple experts and identify multiple reward func-
tions [56]. The goal here is this multiplicity of policies will make the controller
more robust by offering alternative ways to complete the task whenever the
context no longer allows the robot to perform the task in the optimal way.

More recently, Grollman et al. [54] proposed an approach based on learning
from a set of failures where the evaluation of metrics is a binary value represent-
ing the success of the learned task. This work offers an interesting alternative
to approaches that combine IL and RL since no reward function needs to be
explicitly determined.

4 Discussion

As seen in the previous sections of the paper, selection of a certain type of PbD
approach is determined by a number of steps we must take into account. First of
all, we must consider what information from the instructor during a demonstra-
tion will be recorded and employed to teach our robot learner. Choosing a certain
approach will be determined, let’s say, by the possibility or desire of using the
capturing system directly on the instructor or instead obtaining the information
from the images of a set of cameras looking at the scene. Several possibilities are
available and the actual scenario of the task to learn will determine to a great
point the most proper way to capture the movements.

The creation of a set of policies that will control the robot is a question of both
the type of information we obtain from the sensors and the quality of such data,
as well as the algorithm to perform the learning process. Data can be continuous
or discrete, but also have different levels of quality, from motor commands to
higher semantic behavioral levels, like in ’bring an apple from the kitchen’. On
the other hand, considerations about the construction of the learning algorithms
–p.e., the mapping functions– and at what precise moment the resulting actions
will be required also determine the approach to chose.
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A series of drawbacks must be taken into account in designing the procedure
for PbD. Since the learning process usually consists in iterative algorithms which
will adjust the results according to some objective function until a goal is met,
it is important to keep in mind several measures of performance in order to
obtain an adequate solution, such as the total time and convergence speed of
a particular algorithm. Also the robustness to perturbations and precision of
the solutions obtained in the demonstrations and the possibility to include new
examples to the learning process. In this aspect, stability is a key element for
most current approaches. However, sometimes stability can only be maintained
locally, while other times it can be globally. Two of the most important aspects
that generate low performance are under-demonstrated states, which turn into
poor generalizations and problems when incorporating new data, and data of
poor quality from ambiguous and not relevant demonstrations.

Looking at the taxonomy of the most relevant current approaches to PbD, we
can appreciate that the two important steps to resolve are the measure of the
performance of the result and the procedure to model the dynamic of the system
with respect to the learning algorithm. For the first, most approaches use norms
that measures the discrepancy with respect to the ideal demonstration provided
by the instructor. The advantage of this approach is that we can rely on the
instructor experience and goodwill, but the dependence on the instructor might
also limit the overall performance of the system as the instructor become less
competent or tasks grow in complexity and a correct demonstrations are more
difficult to obtain. For the second problem, the main limitation is the scope of
the task, i.e., a combination of primitives that can be learned independently
and generalized or a longer scope task engulfing more extensive behaviors. This
might compromise not only the stability of the solution but also the codification
of the task into primitive ones, if we think of large differences between instructor
and learner embodiments.

With respect to the future of PbD, Cangelosi et al. [48] proposed a roadmap
of action learning research starting from 2010 till following 20 years. Until 2012,
PbD was focused on how to solve action learning, where simplest actions or
movements are considered, intended as complete motor primitives. Presently, we
are on-going the second milestone in the roadmap, which refers to the flexible
acquisition of action patterns and their combination to achieve more complex
goals. For further details please refer to the work by Karaoguz et al. [47] or also
to already mentioned Mülling et al. [3], who proposed to cope with complex
motor tasks employing several movement primitives.

The acquisition of hierarchical and compositional actions is expected to be
solved during the forthcoming years, and by 2016, the association between syn-
tactic constructions and composite actions via social learning is likely to become
the main focus of the investigation. On our behalf, future developments of PbD
might also consider the semantic content of human commands, which can be
found in natural language, but specially in visual content provided by cameras
or instructional videos.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we showed the categories and types of existing algorithms in PbD
and discussed their advantages and drawbacks. We reviewed the state of the
art in the area of imitation learning, analyzing both the building elements that
compose the most relevant approaches and proposed a taxonomy of techniques
describing. A summary and a standardization of the PbD techniques was accom-
plished in this paper, as well as the usage of each technique. Such categorization
is expected to be useful for a better understanding of the PbD approaches and to
decide the most effective methods and posterior research lines in the development
of systems using PbD.
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Abstract. The rising number of applications involving service robots demands 
more specific and custom control strategies. Under those special working 
conditions on-road signaling and beaconing robots are framed. Control 
strategies that transcend each individual robot and focus on the whole set are 
required, instead of treating each one as a single entity. Thus, control 
methodology - which usually involves both planned control as behavioral based 
control - will depend not only on each single robot’s parameters, but also on the 
parameter analysis of other group robots, taking them into account within the 
decision process.  This paper describes an approach to a collaborative control 
architecture that enhances the mapping and positioning tasks of the robot, as 
well as the functional organization of the whole robot group. That enhancement 
is achieved by means of mutual recognition between system’s robots, the use of 
specific sensors and the sharing of robot's position data together with its 
movement parameters and the information about its surroundings. 

1 Introduction and State of the Art 

Nowadays road beaconing tasks employ signals and cones that must be placed 
manually on the road by a team of workers, and that must be relocated manually too 
every time that road works need it. That implies a hazard to the workers health due to 
the risks derived from the proximity of traffic. 

In order to minimize that kind of risk a robotic beaconing system is proposed. It 
consists on mobile robots that carry the beaconing elements and can be deployed on 
the road in an automated way. Such a robotic system needs a complex control 
strategy, and in order to do so a collaborative architecture is proposed as the best 
choice to manage it. 

Collaborative architectures are far from uncommon in today’s robotics scene [1]. 
We can find them in a wide number of devices, ranging from household cleaning 
equipment (Roomba) or toys (AirDrone) to tracker robots, control appliances and 
surveillance solutions. The variety of robotic appliances also leads to an increasing 
need of communication and interoperability among them [2]. 
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Robot control architectures can be classified in three main types [3]: hierarchical 
(or deliberative), reactive and hybrid. 

Hierarchical architectures use a control structure based on a perception-planning-
acting loop scheme. They use high level environment models that allow complex 
artificial intelligence algorithm designs, but they use to have latency problems when 
reacting to fast environment changes. 

Reactive architectures are based on behaviors, receiving data from the sensor 
systems and generating control commands based on them. Each one of the different 
programmed behaviors runs on an isolated layer of the robot’s control system. This 
type of architecture has a high response rate, but limited functionality if there are no 
environment models available. 

Hybrid architectures combine elements from both previous architectures, 
incorporating a high level planning layer supported by a low level reactive layer. The 
architecture described in this paper is comprised within this last type, assigning 
mapping and action planning to the high level layers while reactive behaviors (as the 
obstacle avoidance) are assigned to the low level layers. 

An illustrative example of collaborative architectures is robotic soccer: a 
competition game in which two robot teams play. Just as in the real life game, robots 
of the same team communicate and cooperate with each other in order to achieve the 
game objective: manage a ball through the playing arena and score a goal.  This task 
can be implemented via 3-D simulation or using real robots, taking into account that 
there are several approach possibilities depending on the architecture employed.  
There are mainly three possibilities: teams controlled by global vision equipment (a 
camera is placed over the playing arena and its images are processed by a computer), 
local vision teams (each robot has its own camera and processes the images by itself) 
and humanoid teams (biped robots with local vision). The collaborative architecture 
proposed in this paper uses an approach similar to the one of the local vision teams, in 
which each robot has its own vision system and share the relevant information 
retrieved with the rest of the robots of the working group. New technologies and 
programming approaches involving cooperative architectures are shown at the 
Robocup event, a robotic contest that takes place every year [4] (Fig. 1). 

Another collaborative architecture example is so-called swarm behavior [5]. This is 
a behavior that can be found in wild animals and has its origin in a set of simple rules 
which they follow without any apparent centralized coordination. The term “swarm” 
comes from swarms of insects, although the concept can also be used to refer to the 
flocks of bird, herds of vertebrates and also to schools of fish. This behavior is applied 
to robotics in order to solve problems as different as object transportation, task 
assignation or nano-medical issues. One of the most extended uses of the robotic 
swarm is the collaborative mapping [6]. Collaborative mapping uses several robots 
that navigate through the same area while mapping it by means of different types of 
algorithms (probabilistic approach, triangulation, relative positioning). Using this 
method, the result is substantially better than the any single map provided by one of 
the robots. The proposed architecture uses swarm behaviors to perform some 
collaborative tasks as mapping or obstacle avoidance. 
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Fig. 1. Robotic soccer and robotic swarm mapping 

2 Beaconing System: A Description of the Proposed 
Collaborative Architecture 

Road signaling and beaconing is used for a variety of tasks, ranging from alerting 
road users of traffic accidents and road works (from roadside weed clearing to asphalt 
crack sealing), to undertaking road or lane cuts (due to weather or police work, for 
instance).  

The system described in this paper (called RoboCone) consists of a group of 
autonomous robots, each of them carrying a work cone and a light beacon on top of 
their structure. The aim of this automated system is to minimize the risks that appear 
for workers during the tasks of manual deployment and recovering of the signaling 
and beaconing equipment (most accidents involving road workers occur when sign 
are being deployed or removed). Each robot can be remotely positioned at a desired 
position on the road. This automated deployment and subsequent positioning can be 
performed both manually (a worker controls the process remotely) or automatically (a 
control system manages the positioning tasks following a previously introduced 
pattern).  The number of robots will depend on the particular requirements of each 
case, and will stay between ten units (minimum quantity of robots to perform a proper 
lane cut) and one hundred units (maximum number of robots that the processing 
equipment can manage). 

RoboCone system is designed to work with ROS [7]. ROS (Robotic Operative 
System) is an open source framework containing libraries and tools specifically 
designed for robots development and control. This system is based on “nodes” (each 
node represents a running process) that communicate to each other over TCP/IP using 
a multiple subscriber/multiple publisher scheme. ROS offers a functional abstraction 
of the robotic control, regardless of the hardware used, acting as a middleware. The 
ROS repository includes implementations of algorithms libraries for purposes as 
different as SLAM systems (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping), auxiliary 
device drivers (cameras, GPS, gamepad) or 3D models of real robots ready to be used 
within the Gazebo simulation environment. 

RoboCone architecture comprises a node for each cone robot or guide robot 
belonging to the system. Each node acts as a driver, whose objective is to 
communicate with the robot both sending as receiving messages. Sent messages are 
received as operative commands (movement commands, data requests) by the robot, 
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while the received ones (usually raw sensor data sent by the robot) are processed and 
re-formatted into a new type of message that is published through the proper channel, 
called “topic”. This data is used by the action planner, whose mission is to coordinate 
the robots by sending and receiving information to each node driver. 

Along with these nodes, Gazebo 3D simulator also adds an extra node for each 
robot represented in the simulation. Each one of these new nodes emulates the 
behavior of the real robot by the use of real physic laws (gravity, collisions, 
friction…). 

Two types of robots participate in the beaconing tasks. The first (called “guide-
robot”, Fig. 2) is a robot whose mission is to map the road as it ”drives” along it, 
retrieving information and details about road condition as well as possible obstacles 
on it. In order to perform this task, it carries a laser scanner that provides SLAM data 
[8], which is used together with video cameras that take images of the track. It also 
carries an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) that provides movement information [9] 
and a GPS system used to get an estimated position of the robot [10][11]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Guide robot 

The second type of robot (called “cone robot”, Fig. 3) is the one that carries the 
beaconing system and is positioned on the road to alert road users about tasks and 
events on their route.  To do so it carries a signaling element (roadwork cone) with a 
light beacon that can be remotely operated. The cone robot also has a video camera, 
an ultrasonic distance measurement system and an infrared line detection system. 
They provide detection capability both for obstacles and road lines.  It implements an 
IMU to retrieve odometry data to manage its movement, as well as a GPS system to 
provide precise positioning of the robot [12]. 

Every robot system consists on one guide robot and several cone robots, whose 
number depends on the area that is going to be signaled.  The deployment process is 
performed in an automated way, following the previously programmed parameters 
and directives (length of the road cut, width, distance between cones, number of 
robots…). The operation scheme followed by the robots during the deployment 
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Fig. 3. Cone robot with and without mounted work cone 

process is as follows. The guide robot leads the way, moving forward on the road 
shoulder while cone robots follow it [13]. The guide robot maps the road and sends 
the information about which path they have to follow to the cone robots.  Once they 
reach the desired deployment spot, the system starts placing each cone robot into their 
appropriate position. After being deployed, the robots can stand still or move along 
the road, following the work in progress (ie. linear maintenance tasks, such as 
roadside weeding or road mark painting).  After the completion of those tasks, cone 
robots move back to the road shoulder and then follow the guide robot to the place at 
which the collection or storage takes place. A diagram of the whole deployment 
process is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows a simulation capture of the deployed system 
in a typical lane cut scenario. Both cone robot and guide robot simulation models 
have been designed specifically for this project, including all the real robots 
capabilities and functionalities. Simulation was performed with Gazebo simulation 
environment, using ten cone robots and one guide robot and specifying the lane cut 
parameters (cut width: 2.5m, cut length: 27m, type of formation: lane cut). The 
starting position of the robots was lined on the road shoulder. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Automated deployment process diagram 
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Fig. 5. Deployed beaconing system  

Within this working scheme, collaborative tasks performed by the system can be 
grouped into four areas: 

─  Positioning tasks: each robot uses its own position measurements (GPS, odometry, 
IMU and camera) together with the information processed by other robots to 
correct and enhance their position estimation. 

─  SLAM tasks and obstacle mapping: in cooperation with the guide robot, each cone 
robot sends information to the mapping system, allowing a better system 
performance and enhanced robot path calculations. 

─  Monitoring, positioning and tracking tasks: the system uses camera and sensor 
information to scan the surrounding area and detect positioning errors, obstacles or 
events in order to apply the correct actions. 

─  Management and auxiliary tasks: the system reacts to changes in the placement of 
components, as well as to new needs in their placement or structuring. 

Each one of these tasks is described in greater detail below. 

2.1 Positioning Tasks 

 Each one of the robots gets its own position information from the GPS module, the 
odometry system, the IMU and the line detection sensors. This information is used to 
estimate robot’s position, and is then sent to the control system in order to be 
processed.  This positioning data includes an error that depends on the precision grade 
of each sensor. Differences in the error percentage from one robot to another lead to a 
global lack of precision of the whole system. 
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The information concerning a single robot given by the rest of robots of the system 
is used to enhance the positioning of the first one as a possible way to minimize that 
error. The way in which this is implemented is as follow: 

The camera mounted on each robot allows it to take images of its field of view.  
Those pictures are processed by image recognition software in order to find other 
robots which are part of the system in the pictures [14]. This can be done with shape 
recognition algorithms, color recognition filters or by means of identification of QR 
tags placed on the robots (in case that QR codes are used)[15] [16]. 

Once the system detects other robots, the images are processed to calculate their 
positions (distance and orientation) in relation to the robot that took the picture. These 
calculations are possible thanks to previous knowledge of the robot’s size and 
geometry. After applying these operations to the whole group of robots, a large 
number of relative measurements are obtained: this allows for the performance of a 
correction of the individual measurements and thus a fine adjustment of each robot’s 
position. The information provided by the line detection sensors (when available) also 
helps the system to adjust robot position. The operation diagram of the position 
correction system is as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the use of a detection algorithm 
to find the relative distance and orientation of a cone using a real image. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Position correction process diagram 
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when it finds itself in a specified position determined by the system.  This way 
a full group of images can be assigned to the scanner data associated with one 
position, instead of a single picture. This methodology not only allows an 
improvement of the information stored in the map, but also the addition of 
new data (objects, line positions) or even the detection of changes in map 
information over time. 

Apart from the information supplied by the cameras, the cone robot’s sensor 
systems allow the inclusion of more detailed information to the map. They 
can determine or confirm the position of road lines (using an infrared based color 
detection sensor system), detect irregularities on the asphalt (bumps and holes can 
be found via robot-to-road infrared distance sensors) or find little obstacles on the 
surface. An approach to this strategy is the one shown in Fig. 8.  

With all this data the system can accurately calculate trajectory and points 
of passage (waypoints) for each robot [17]. This trajectory is calculated by means 
of the use of path planning algorithms, and the result is a collection of waypoints that 
the robots must follow in a specific order. The spacing between those points is small 
enough (between 0.5m and 3m) to allow the robot travelling between them using 
straight movements, which increase both the movement precision as the system 
positioning accuracy. Proximity between waypoints also allows optimized obstacle 
avoidance strategies and path recalculation tasks (for example when a new obstacle is 
reported to the system). 

 

 

Fig. 8. SLAM mapping process diagram 
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2.3 Monitoring, Positioning and Tracking Tasks 

Both during the deployment period and the beaconing tasks, the information obtained 
from sensors and cameras is used to test the system is operating correctly. During the 
movement and deployment phases the visual information and the sensor data allows 
for the correct movement and path monitoring. This would be the case of the 
combined robot movement, in which the cone robots follow the guide robot using the 
same path, simply leaving a predetermined distance between them.  Any unforeseen 
deviation taken by a robot is registered by the rest, both in the images taken and in the 
distance measured by the ultrasonic sensors. The analysis of that information allows 
the correction of that deviation almost instantly. 

If the deployment has already been completed, data received from each robot’s 
camera is used to check both the correct positioning and the proper operation of the 
light beacons. It is also possible to perform change detection in the deployment area, 
in order to find undesired operations - such as access violations (ie. invasion of the 
working area by a vehicle) - that would be recorded by the camera system and the 
obstacle detection system. A diagram of this operation scheme can be found in Fig. 9. 

 
 

 

Fig. 9. Monitoring, positioning and tracking process diagram 

2.4 Management and Auxiliary Tasks 

If, through any of the previously described methods, the system detects any kind of 
anomaly in the positioning or functionality of the robots, it takes the appropriate 
measures to solve it. There are some different possible scenarios. The two main ones 
are: 

─  Detection of an unexpected obstacle while in movement: in this situation the robot 
that finds the object applies a dodging maneuver (when possible) and reports the 
position of the obstacle to the system. This way the map is corrected and the paths 
and points of passage are recalculated to avoid it. 

─  Detection of failures in the deployment scheme: if a robot is detected outside of its 
assigned position (eg. due to a malfunction, a battery that ran out or a collision) the 
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system recalculates the whole formation’s positions to accomplish with the most 
important programmed parameters (length, width and placement of the beaconing 
system). The rest of robots therefore move to cover the gap left by the “missing” 
robot and continue to fulfill the main beaconing requirements of the road 
maintenance operation (eg. length and width of the “protected” area). That means, 
for example, that if one robot fails and the whole formation must cover a defined 
area (given parameter) the distance between robots (another system parameter, but 
less important) must change. Detection of the failure can be achieved through 
image processing, through sensor data from the other robots, or through the very 
information provided by the malfunctioning robot (low battery level, wrong GPS 
position data…). 

3 Collaborative Robot Architectures: Technological 
Comparison 

Three type of collaborative robot architectures have been compared: a robotic soccer 
architecture (Robot Soccer Nao [18]), a multi-robot mapping architecture 
([19][20][21]) and the proposed design for automated deployment and positioning of 
beaconing robots (Robocone system). Its main characteristics are described in the 
following chart (Table 1). 

Table 1. Technological comparison of collaborative robot architectures 

 Robot Soccer Nao Multi-Robot 
Mapping 

Robocone 

Global 
objective 

Scoring a point in the 
opponent goal and 
preventing the rivals to 
do so in self goal 

Creating a map Road beaconing and 
mapping 

Collaborative 
tasks 

Sharing of cartographic 
data, opponent robot 
blocking, strategy 
planning and tactics 
implementation 

Sharing of 
cartographic data 

Sharing of 
cartographic data, 
movement and 
position correction, 
event detection 

Positioning Through computer 
vision and odometry 

Through GPS, 
odometry, range 
finder system, 
computer vision 

Through differential 
GPS, odometry, range 
finder system, line 
detection, computer 
vision 

Vision system Yes: local vision and 
global vision 

Yes: local vision Yes: local vision 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Equipped 
sensors 

2 HD cameras 
1280x960, 4 
microphones, 9 tactile 
sensors, 8 pressure 
sensors, 1 IMU, 1 sonar 
rangefinder (0–70 cm) 

Infrared range finder, 
sonar, IMU 

Laser range finder 
(30m), sonar sensors 
(0-3m), IMU, camera, 
GPS, line sensors, 
infrared edge sensor 

Communi- 
cations 

Wi-Fi Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Wi-Fi 

Data 
processing Internal: local vision 

External: global vision, 
map fusion, role 
assignment, path 
planning  

Internal: computer 
vision External: map 
merging 

Internal: computer 
vision, obstacle 
avoidance External: 
map merging, path & 
action planning, 
system coordination 

 

The main pros of the proposed architecture against the other ones within its field of 
application are the following: 

─ Differential GPS correction. This allows improved and more accurate position 
estimation, essential for on-road tasks. 

─ Robot recognition. This allows the correction of the robots position based on 
computer vision. 

─ Sensors’ information. Line detection sensors, obstacle detectors and edge sensors 
supply important road information that enhances the mapping and path planning 
tasks. 

─ Surveillance activities. The use of the images taken by the robots during road 
works allows the detection of ongoing zone intrusions or other risky situations. 

4 Further Work and Conclusions 

At its current stage, the collaborative system is still being developed. Despite this, 
there are some interesting preliminary results that can already be presented in this 
paper already. Both the robotic platforms (guide robot and cone robot) have already 
been designed and built (Fig. 10), and that their control algorithms have been 
implemented.  Moreover, the sensor systems are fully operative (GPS, IMU, distance 
and line detection, cameras) and part of the sensor software has already been 
programmed (odometry tasks, single robot positioning, single robot movement 
planning and execution). The communications system (through WiFi technology) is 
under development, although the first tests have been already completed successfully. 
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Furthermore, simple mapping software with obstacle detection and recognition has 
been already built.  

All this said, in order to achieve further developments, the image recognition and 
relative positioning software, currently under development, should be finished before 
this project can be completed and finally tested.  

 

 

          

Fig. 10. Guide robot and cone robot (physically built) 

Finally, the collaborative architecture basics have been designed but, however, 
they have not been fully implemented. The pending challenges are, therefore, 
collaborative position correction, SLAM tasks, cone (object) tracking and group 
behavior management .They must be achieved to provide the system with the tools 
needed to make it fully functional in a real use scenario. 
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Abstract. The present paper presents the ongoing research undertaken
as a research experiment, called HERMES, inside Echord european in-
tegrated project framework. The goal of the HERMES experiment is
to study, analyze and finally implement the packaging of shoes on a
robot system that mimics the required degree of flexibility and dexter-
ity provided by the human workers. The use of a bimanual system with
anthropomorphic hands has been chosen as it could also be applied to
solve other processes of similar or even higher complexity in the future
and thus provide a holistic approach towards automization in footwear
industry. In this paper, the first experimental results of the HERMES
experiment are presented.

Keywords: Robot vision, bimanual robotic systems, automation,
control.

1 Introduction

The present paper presents the ongoing research undertaken as a research exper-
iment, called HERMES, inside Echord european integrated project framework
with an overall aim of studying, analyzing and finally implementing the packag-
ing of shoes on a robot system that mimics the required degree of flexibility and
dexterity provided by the human workers. The use of a bimanual system with
anthropomorphic hands has been chosen as it could also be applied to solve other
processes of similar or even higher complexity in the future and thus provide a
holistic approach towards automization in footwear industry.

The footwear sector is an important part of the European manufacturing
industry and it plays a crucial role on the economy and social well-being in
numerous localised regions within the EU27. The footwear market has annual
sales of around 2.1 billion pairs and a value of around e49 billion; the EU alone
accounts for about 5% of global production [1]. The European footwear industry
is highly competitive, both on the European Union (EU)’s internal market, and
on global markets mostly due to its quality, design and fashion attributes. The
industry is dominated by small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) and is
particularly exposed to international competition.
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One of the main challenges faced by the footwear industry is the increasing
costs of production, which have led EU firms to relocate and outsource their
products and processes to developing countries as a cost-reducing strategy. In
addition to cost savings, more efficient supply chains help to reduce cycle times
and meet customers’ demands. The most innovative companies use technological
investments to partially automate formerly manual processes, streamline opera-
tions, improve customers’ service and knowledge, enable new imaginative ways
of innovating products, speed up distribution [1].

The footwear industry accounts for some of the shortest production runs to
be found (eight pairs of shoes is the average order size). Automation is more and
more required in order to ensure competitiveness in this growing market. The
introduction of intelligent robotic technologies can contribute to overcome the
complexity in the automation of the associated production processes.

This paper presents the final implementation of the packaging of shoes on a
bimanual robotic system with anthropomorphic hands that mimics the required
degree of flexibility and dexterity provided by the human workers.

2 Robotics and Automation in the Footwear Industry

From 1996, there are some research projects dealing with the automation of
manufacturing processes in footwear industry, such as, SPI6 project financially
supported by Italian Ministry of University and Research. The main goal of
SPI6 was the integration between product design and manufacturing and the
automation of some of the most important phases of footwear manufacturing.
Another project funded by EU that have dealt with the idea of enhancing the
productivity and flexibility of footwear industry from different perspectives is
the INTELISHOE project [2]. The main objective of INTELISHOE was devel-
oping innovative capacities of SMEs of a traditional sector such as the footwear
and auxiliary industry by the taking-up of IS technologies aiming at the re-
duction of time-to-market through the implementation of a distributed design
concept and subsequent prototype production which will allow to establish new
work procedures. The SSHOES project addresses the development and demon-
stration of customized product concepts (notably, footwear and insoles), the
creation of an engineering framework for footwear products and processes, the
assessment of materials and production processes to achieve full eco-sustainable
product concepts, and on the creation of a technology framework for the digi-
tal engineering of customized diabetic footwear and insole products. The EURO
Shoe project provided a first approach towards an engineering framework of cus-
tomized shoes, where the issue of designing and manufacturing a single pair of
shoes was achieved successfully from a manufacturing perspective [3]. Low cost
3-D digitizing technologies and quick production process for footwear and com-
ponents yielded for the first time to customised shoes in an industrial way. The
CEC-MADE-SHOE project has achieved progress in the field of eco-sustainable
materials (biodegradable leather and components) for shoes and components,
advanced tools for customization process (magic mirror), first step towards sim-
ulation tools (virtual shoe test bed) and new product concepts (bio-shoes and
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active shoes) in the domain of fashion footwear [4]. The FIT4U project funded by
EU inside Seventh Framework Programme has developed an engineering frame-
work for customized safety footwear and gloves [5]. The ROBOFOOT project
has recently achieved progress in the introduction of robotic technologies [6].
ROBOFOOT has demonstrated that robotic solutions for manual tasks that are
considered by the industry as being among the most complex and challenging are
possible with the re-design of manufacturing processes, new robot programming
and controlling tools, the development of smart end-effectors and the support of
machine vision [7–9]. However, there are still a lot of work to do to develop a
commercial robotic application for the most complex and challenging processes,
such as, packaging of shoes.

3 Packaging Process Inside Footwear Production Process

There are four main activities involved in the shoe manufacturing: i) the man-
ufacturing of uppers; ii) the making (assembling); iii) the finishing; and iv) the
delivery. The finishing phase of production is shown in Figure 1. It can be split
on the following operations: polishing of the shoes, addition of various acces-
sories, laces and insocks, final check for possible inaccuracies and preparation of
the box for delivery or stock in warehouse. The ”To put shoes in the box” block
is the part of the finishing process which is called Packaging. Operators at the
end of the production line manually do all the tasks involved in the Packaging
process. Workers take the shoes, visually inspect them and if everything is fine
and no defect is identified, proceeds with the packaging process, i.e. introducing
a soft piece into the shoe (usually a simple piece of crumpled paper plus a plastic
rib), and finally introducing the pair of shoes into the box.

Packaging process is one of the operations with higher workforce impact.
Workers verify the correspondence in the pair (numbers), they write the pair
number on the box, the pair of shoes is put into the box (sometimes having to
introduce some piece of paper (or similar) to separate them and the box is closed
with the lid (see Figure 2).

4 Design of the Bimanual Robotic System

4.1 Analysis of Packaging Process

The process of putting one shoe into the box, introducing a piece of paper,
putting the other shoe and closing the box with the lid takes from 20 to 25
seconds to a human worker. Therefore, the robotic system should carry out this
task in the less or equal time.

From the analysis, it can be extracted that the process will require a re-design
of the process (such as an automatic box feeding system) to adapt it to the
proposed robotic system. In the scope of the HERMES project, the packaging
process will not include any further operation, such as, classification of the box
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Fig. 1. Description of the finishing phase [10]

Fig. 2. Packaging in LAGAL SHOES manufacturing process

or building of the pallet. To understand how humans interact with shoes and ma-
nipulate them in the packaging process, a motion capture system has been used.
In short, a motion capture setup composed by 12 V100 cameras and ARENA
mocap software manufactured by Natural Point has been used to monitor the hu-
man behaviour and the object trajectories in a general packaging task. ARENA
mocap software incorporates camera calibration, easy skeleton creation, multi-
ple actor and objects tracking, real time solving and streaming, editing tools,
and flexible data export options for full body motion capture. Marker tracking is
the foundation of ARENA’s motion capture technology. Using reflective markers
placed on actors and objects, calibrated cameras create a cloud of 3D points.
These 3D points can be labeled and exported to other applications or mapped
to ARENA’s skeleton solver for tracking full body motion. Captured actor and
object data can be exported to 3D animation and analysis packages using stan-
dard 6DoF digital file formats. In Figure 4, some snapshots taken during the
motion capture process are shown. In this process, the information provided by
the camera was used to compute joint angles, velocities, trajectories and so on.
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Fig. 3. Detail of motion capture system to monitor the human behaviour

Fig. 4. Snapshots of motion capture process

4.2 Required Workspace

To compute the required workspace, 10 subjects were carried out the packaging
process (putting the pair of shoes into the box and closing the box with the
lid) inside our motion capture facilities. Using the information provided by the
motion capture system, such as, joint angles, velocities, trajectories and so on,
a required workspace was identified. In Figure 5 , the upper-limbs and head
trajectories acquired by the motion capture system for one subject in a packaging
process and volumetric workspaces for each limb computed with the information
extracted from the experiment with 10 subjects are shown.

Different solutions, specifically kinematic configurations of the robot hardware
(e.g. length of connectors) and sensor positions were designed and simulated for
the robotic system for automatic packaging of shoes and validated with respect
to the specifications. The design and preliminary evaluation of the robotic solu-
tion with special attention to mimic the human behaviour during the packaging
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Fig. 5. Left: Upper-limbs (blue, red) and head (green) trajectories for one subject,
Right:Upper-limbs workspace

process will be carried out using CAD software and simulation tools in dynamic
environments. Taking into account the information provided by these simulations
and required upper-limbs workspace for packaging process, a bimanual robotic
system based on a 7 DOF robot configuration using PRL modules manufactured
by Schunk and custom-made links has been selected as the optimal solution. The
designed links along with the Schunk modules creates a kinematic chain. A world
coordinate frame is established in the base of the robot. In order to determine
the transformation matrix from the world frame to the end-effector frame, a
local coordinate frame needs to be established for every link of the robot. Each
local coordinate frame is defined using Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention. In
Figure 6, bimanual robot workspace (green colour) and upper-limbs workspace
(yellow colour) are shown to demonstrate that the robot workspace is enough to
reach the human workspace in packaging process.

5 Hardware and Software Components

In this section, the main hardware and software components developed up to
now inside HERMES project framework are described in detail.

5.1 Hardware

The main components of a customized bimanual manipulator (see Figure 7):

– 7 PRL ROTARY UNITS (2xPRL120, 2xPRL100, 2XPRL80, PRL60) from
Schunk for each robotic arm

– 1 FT Sensor FTN-Gamma from Shunck for each robotic arm
– 2 Antropomorphic hands from Prensilia
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Fig. 6. Left: Bimanual robotic system with the coordinate frames using the Denavit-
Hatenber convention. Right:Robot workspace vs upper-limbs workspace for packaging
process.

Fig. 7. Low level control functions of the robot have been encapsulated in a MATLAB
class called HERMES

5.2 Low Level Control Functions for Bimanual Manipulation

Software modules to move and control the two robotic arms and hands has been
implemented. First, the software modules to move and control the robotic de-
vices in open-loop were developed and tested. After that, the direct and inverse
kinematics of the bimanual robotic system was designed and implemented. Fi-
nally, basic trajectory planning algorithms were integrated and applied to the
project demonstrator. All the low level control functions of the robot have been
encapsulated in a MATLAB class called HERMES (Figure 8). HERMES class
can be decomposed in the following modules:
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Fig. 8. Low level control functions of the robot have been encapsulated in a MATLAB
class called HERMES

– Matlab Guide Interface: MATLAB Guide Interface developed to com- mand
the virtual and real robot. The interface has been generated with the MAT-
LAB toolbox guide. Using this interface, robot motions in the joint space
and cartesian space can be performed.

– HERMES Class: MATLAB Class allows to generate a HERMES object that
has access to all the control functions, parameters and tools of the robot.

– STL (STereoLithography) Drawings: MATLAB data files with graphical in-
formation about vertices and faces of the mechanical components of the robot
extracted from STL files. With the help of this information, a 3D image of
the robot is represented in a MATLAB figure.

– Robot Properties: Matlab data files with the information about kinematic
and dynamic parameters of the robot.

– Kinematics, Differential, Dynamics and other functions: Set of functions to
compute forward and inverse kinematic algorithms, to solve redundancy and
motion trajectories, to compute direct and inverse dynamics, etc.

– Plot Functions and Virtual Robot: A toolset to represent a high quality 3D
model of the robot in Matlab graphical environment. These plot function
can be used to test control algorithms in the virtual robot and environment
before to run them in the real robot.

– C/C++ Functions: Set of functions written in C / C++ that enable commu-
nication between the robot controller and the MATLAB environment. These
functions are compiled into the MATLAB environment using the mex build
tool. The result is a transparent communication between MATLAB and the
robot controller in real time.

– Simulink Control Loop: The MATLAB class and its functions are accessible
from the Simulink environment, allowing the development control schemes
in a simple way. The real robot can also be controlled from Simulink envi-
ronment using block C / C + + Functions.

– Virtual Reality Software: Simulink schemes controlling the real robot can be
linked virtual reality software using UDP communication blocks.
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– ROS(Robot Operating System): It can be linked with ROS

– Real Robot: Block representing the real robot. The connection between a
PC running Matlab and the HERMES class to the real robot is carried out
using a CAN network

5.3 High Level Control System

Based on the analysis of the manual packaging process and the technical speci-
fication for the robotic system, the high-level control loop suitable to solve this
task were designed and implemented. The high level control system has been im-
plemented by defining generic ROS interfaces to single capabilities of the robot.
Specifically, functions like object detection and localization, arm movements and
grasping were considered as single modules whose functionality can be easily ac-
cessed from the control script in a standardized way using the service and action
concepts of ROS. Both concepts define a client-server mechanism in which the
client triggers the server to fulfil some function, e.g. object localization or an arm
movement. The difference between both approaches is that services are block-
ing calls to the server whereas actions are non-blocking, i.e. the script could
execute further instructions while the request is handled. Object detection and
grasping can be executed quite fast by the system, so it is sufficient to imple-
ment them as services. The arm movements, however, can take some more time
and are therefore provided as an action to the control script. The figure illus-
trates the implemented interfaces. This work allows for quickly assembling the
real scenario from these basic capabilities by simply sequencing calls to different
functionalities in the high level control script. The communication protocol for
the interfaces is detailed in the boxes of figure 9.

Fig. 9. Communication Protocol in ROS
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5.4 Computer Vision System

An essential prerequisite for applying robotics technologies in footwear packaging
and the automatic manipulation of relevant objects such as shoes, shoe boxes and
packaging paper is the ability of the robotic system to detect these objects in the
environment automatically. By acquiring 3-D sensor data and colour information
of an object from different viewpoints, object models can be created as a basis
for their future detection in a scene.

Local methods [11] extract interest points, so called feature points, from the
object views and perform classification on the regions around these points.
Global object representations are based on statistical classification techniques
where complete object views are used to train an object classifier [12]. Global
approaches are powerful in deciding whether or not an object appearance that
is not included in the training set e.g. from a different perspective, belongs to a
known object. On the other hand, local interest point matchers have advantages
in detecting an object even if only parts of it are visible e.g. in cluttered scenes.
Both methods give only limited information about the objects precise position
and orientation required for manipulation in 3-D space. Here so-called (geomet-
ric) model-driven approaches are needed that fit a 3-D shape model into the
scene and track this shape in a sequence [13]. These methods reliably compute
the pose information under the constraint that there is a priori knowledge about
the scene location where model fitting needs to be started.

Object detection and learning has been the topic of numerous projects in
the past. Initial work on 3-D data acquisition, object body fitting and feature
point classification was done at Fraunhofer IPA in the context of their Care-
O-bot developments [14, 15], e.g. within the EC-funded Cogniron project. In
prior work existing methods could be improved by early fusion of range and
colour images and the extraction of 6-D (3-D position and orientation) feature
points, meaning that full coordinate systems are defined for each feature point.
With the current approach, objects can be detected very efficiently (less than
a second) at very large spatial ranges [18]. The detection result is available in
real 3-D point coordinates and orientations. A first trial to apply the learning
and detection system to shoes showed promising results (Figure 10) if enough
texture is available.

While the shoe box and the wrapping paper usually have enough texture to use
this kind of detection systems, many shoes have too few texture to detect a suf-
ficient amount of feature points. Hence, a texture-less detection approach has to
be used for shoe detection. The initial approach based on a point cloud segmen-
tation and description of the resulting clusters with the SAP descriptor [20, 21],
but it depended a lot on the success of the segmentation step. However, especially
on spatially sparsely distributed objects like shoes or shoe boxes, uninformed seg-
mentation is likely to fail and so does the following classification step consequently.
To avoid this error mode, a new descriptor for the detection of texture-less objects
has been developed [19]. It is based on pixel-wise computations that are aggre-
gated during model training. Objects are detected in real scenes by applying a
sliding window method that turns a previous segmentation step unnecessary and
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Fig. 10. First results: Detection and localization of a sports shoe and 3-D model of the
shoe

therefore is better suited for detecting complex objects in cluttered scenes than
a solution based upon previous segmentation. The proposed descriptor operates
on single shot RGB-D images originating from a RGB-D camera device like the
Microsoft Kinect. Initially, the computation of the local point feature descriptor
captures 2D image and 3D depth cues with a binary descriptor. This per-pixel
information is aggregated into a histogram over the object related image area.
The histogram is reordered and normalized in order to achieve rotation and scale
invariance.

6 First Experimental Results

6.1 Basic Trajectory Planning to Put a Shoe into the Box

The first experiments of putting a shoe into the box has been carried out with
success using the information about human behaviour obtained using the motion
capture system. Basic trajectory planning algorithms have been implemented to
follow a learned trajectory made by a real worker in our motion capture facilities.
In Figure 11, some frames of the packaging process are shown.

6.2 Computer Vision System

The recognition and localisation of the object can be divided into two steps:
1) we have to train the appearance of an object. Therefore, we developed a
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Fig. 11. First experimental results: Basic trajectory planning to put a shoe into the
box. Each frame of the sequence is shown from frame 1 to 8(from Left to Right and
from Top to Bottom).

simple training procedure that only requires capturing different perspectives of
the object of interest placed next to a checkerboard. The training procedure
can segment the object automatically as shown in Figure 12; and 2) Once a
new object is trained it can be detected in images as shown in Figure 12. The
highlights of this detection method are that the object may be placed in a
cluttered scene and that we get a pretty accurate initial guess of the object
pose. The pose estimate can be refined afterwards by aligning the captured data
with the stored model using the ICP algorithm as demonstrated in Figure 13.

The perception module requires to obtain a recognition model for each object
that should be recognized, e.g. shoes, the shoe box or a shoe divider. To generate
an object model it is necessary to capture the object from multiple perspectives,
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Fig. 12. First results: Training procedure (left) and recognition procedure (right)

i.e. all those perspectives that should be recognized later. As recognition also
includes the pose estimate of the object, a fixed coordinate system must be at-
tached to the object during modeling so that the viewing angles of each recorded
perspective can be stored. This data allows to determine the orientation of the
objects during the recognition step. So far, the coordinate system has been fixed
during recording by placing the objects next to a checker board. However, when
the object shall be recorded from all sides the checker board will be occluded
from a range of perspectives. Hence, no coordinate system will be available for
those recording. To overcome this limitation for object modeling the checker
board has been replaced with board that contains 4 Pi-Tag markers. The pat-
tern of this board is shown in Figure 13. The relations of all marker locations
to the center of the board are exactly known so that the object coordinate sys-
tem can be established whenever at least one marker is visible to the camera.
Consequently, modeling of objects from all sides is now possible with the new
solution.

Fig. 13. Left: pose refinement with the ICP algorithm (red=model points,
green=captured points), right: object recording using the Pi-Tags
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7 Conclusions

The present paper presents the ongoing research undertaken as a research ex-
periment, called HERMES, inside Echord european integrated project frame-
work. The HERMES experiment will demonstrate the potential to apply robotic
technologies in the packaging process of the high added value shoe production.
Important key technologies for bimanual manipulation, specifically in terms of
detection and manipulation of non-rigid parts, are being developed and will be
transferred to potential system integrators for future commercialisation. The
consortium is finishing the integration of all the modules to make the final
demonstration of the project at the end of November. The use of anthropo-
morphic robotic hands is justified by two main reasons: the first one is to mimic
the human behaviour in the packaging process and the second one is that simple
parallel and/or suction grippers would only be useful for some kind of shoes and
materials and anthropomorphic hand would be adaptable to most of the shoes
and materials.
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Abstract. In this article we propose a method for cooperatively build-
ing a scene map between a human and a robot by using a spatial re-
lational model employed by the robot to interpret human descriptions
of the scene. The description will consist in a set of spatial relations be-
tween the objects in the scene. The scene map will contain the position of
these objects. For this end we propose a model based on the generation
of scalar fields of applicability for each of the available relations.

The method can be summarized as follows. In first place a person will
come into the room and describe the scene to the robot, including in
the description semantic information about the objects which the robot
can’t get from its sensors. From the description the robot will form the
“scene mental map”. In second place the robot will sense the scene with a
2D range laser building the “scene sensed map”. The objects positions in
the mental map will be used to guide the sensing process. In a third step
the robot will fuse the two maps, linking the semantic information about
the described objects to the corresponding sensed ones. The resulting
map is called the “scene enriched map”.

1 Introduction

In many everyday life tasks and situations we make use of spatial relations for
resolving references (eg. “The scissors are in the left drawer”), explaining a wished
objects layout (eg. “put the plant close to the left corner”) or focusing someone’s
attention into a certain region (eg. “look behind the table”). In our work a person
will use this kind of relational language for describing a scene to a robot in order
to help it in the mapping of the scene and to improve the map itself. The scene
will consist in a set of objects distributed inside a room which dimensions are
known by the robot.

We find three possible situations which can occur in this kind of collaborative
mapping process: (1) the person and the robot are together while mapping the
scene, (2) the robot first senses the scene and afterward the person describes it,
(3) the person describes the scene and afterward the robot senses it.

In our work we will face the third situation. The person will first describe the
whole scene using the aforementioned spatial relations. From the description the
robot will build a map of the scene, composed of a representation of the objects
located at their respective positions. This “mental map” has two purposes in the
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scene mapping process. In first place, it will be used for guiding the robot sensing
process. That is, after interpreting the description the robot will go into the room
and seek the described objects in the positions they have in the mental map. In
second place, during the description the person may add semantic information
about the objects which the robot could need for fulfilling its duties. For example,
a post-delivering robot who has to leave a letter at Mike’s desk should know who
is the owner of each desk in its map. As the described objects are matched with
their corresponding sensed objects, this semantic information can be trespassed
to the latter.

In the rest of the article we will distinguish between four different scene maps.
(1) The “human mental map”, the map the person forms in his mind from viewing
the scene. (2) The “robot mental map”, the map the robot builds from interpret-
ing the human description of the scene. (3) The “robot sensed map”, the map
the robot builds from sensing the scene. (4) The “enriched map”, built from the
fusion of the robot sensed and mental maps. We call this last map enriched be-
cause it mixes the accuracy of the robot sensors with the semantic information
provided by the person in his description.

We would like to remark that the generation of the “robot mental map” can
facilitate by itself the human robot interaction in many different cooperative
tasks apart from mapping an scene. Reorganizing the objects in a room, defining
an strategy for searching an object or exploring an area. For all of these tasks
the robot has to interpret the “mental map” the person has in mind and to verify
it using its own sensors.

The contributions of the present work are: (1) A model for interpreting spatial
relations. (2) A method built upon the former to let the robot to map a scene
in collaboration with a human. In the rest of the article we will, present the
related work, the relational model, the method and the results of the experiments
conducted for testing it.

2 Related Work

There are numerous attempts of interpreting qualitative spatial relations. In [1]
Moratz et Al. define a computational model for the projective spatial relations
similar in spirit to the one developed here. In their work each relation defines a
canonical direction and depending on the position of the referenced object with
respect to this direction the relation became true or false. In their experiments
they tried to understand how people express spatial knowledge by asking the
subjects to tell the robot to go towards one of the objects in the scene (ie. to
uniquely determine that object from the others in the scene). The drawback of
their work is that the conditions for a spatial relation to be fulfilled are boolean
which is against the intrinsic vagueness of these relations.

In [2] Stopp et Al. use a computational model of the topological (near) and
projective (front, behind, left, right, above, bellow) relations for accessing to a
robotic arm through natural language. Their model [3], as the one presented
in here, is based on the concept of the continuous decay of the applicability of
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the spatial relations as we separate from an ideal condition which defines the
relation.

In the same direction, Kelleher et Al. [4] introduce the fact, also contemplated
here, that the applicability of the projective relations decay with the distance
to the referent object. They also state that the “size” of the generated fields is
proportional to the size of the referent object.

As far as we know, all the previous works related with the interpretation
of qualitative spatial relations face the case of single relations between objects
which positions are deterministically known, therefore not considering possible
uncertainties. Just in [3] Gapp defines the way to perform single compositions
between relations. In the work presented here however, is required to interpret
the description of a whole scene without the support of any perceptual informa-
tion, ie. to “imagine” the whole scene. This requirement led to the development
of a general framework for composing spatial relations, estimating probability
distributions for objects which positions are known just by spatial relations with
other objects and the interpretation of spatial relations between these “imagined
objects”. Regarding this last point, in [5] Mavridis et Al. let a robot to imagine
objects on top of a table at positions expressed by spatial relations, but they are
more focused in the maintenance of a 3D representation of the environment from
the robot sensors and in the interpretation of spatial relations between sensed
objects. In their work the variety of spatial relations is very limited. Also they
can’t be composed neither be expressed between imagined objects.

Regarding the existing approximations for building maps from relational de-
scriptions, they result quite simplistic, or lets say, the accuracy of the map nei-
ther the interpretation of the spatial relations itself weren’t the main objective
of the research. In [6] Coyne et Al., develop a model for interpreting narratives
(ie. for generating a 3D representation from them), but they are more focused
in the aesthetics of the representation and in the natural language processing.
Though their work contemplates an extensive vocabulary including many spatial
relations, the model for the latter seems to be too deterministic. That is, the
spatial relations seems to define fixed distances between the objects no matter
the context (though they don’t provide any details at all about this model).

The process of building a map from a description presents several similari-
ties with the well known in robotics SLAM problem [7,8], though it presents
important differences which forbid to undertake it using the same approaches.
In the former a person uses a set of qualitative spatial relations for expressing
to the robot the positions of the objects in a scene and his own. Since the point
of view from which the spatial relations are referred influences their interpre-
tation, the robot must infer the position of the objects and the person’s at the
same time. Up to here the similarities. The person’s position is expressed also
through relations with other objects introduced in the description, that is, there
is no explicit odometry information. This makes a distinction with most of the
situations faced in robotics, for example [9]. More than that, as it will be seen,
the objects probability distributions extracted from the spatial relations are far
from being gaussians, which makes inapplicable any EKF Slam algorithm. As
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Fig. 1. Canonical directions for the projective relations in the intrinsic (a) and extrinsic
(b) cases

said above, the approach taken here for building the “mental maps” will be to
extract probability distributions for the positions of the referenced objects in the
given spatial relations and to reduce the uncertainty by directly composing the
relations given for each object.

Finally, as it’s been said, the mental map built from the description is used by
the robot to guide the sensing process, ie. to direct its sensors to the positions
where according to this map the actual objects more probably are. In the same
direction, [10] Aydemir et Al. use background knowledge and the interpretation
of spatial relations to perform indirect object searching. For example, if the
robot has to look for a cup in its environment and it knows that cups are usually
on top of tables; it looks first for a table, computes the region determined by
the expression “on the table” and looks for the cup inside that region. Their
model though, just contemplates two spatial relations: in, on. Logically they
don’t consider compositions and the spatial relations can’t be directly used by
a person for communicating spatial knowledge.

3 Relational Description Model

In this section we specify the model used by the robot to interpret the scene
descriptions. The approximation taken for this interpretation is based of the
generation of scalar “Fields of Applicability” (FOAs from now) for each of them.
These scalar fields represent the distribution of the applicability of a certain
spatial relation in every point of space. The characteristics of each FOA will
depend on the spatial relation which it represents and on the pose and geometry
of the objects involved in the relation (eg. the table in “on the left of the table”).

3.1 Preliminary Concepts

In any grounded spatial relation there are several objects implied, each of them
fulfilling a different function. Before going with the generation of the FOAs is
important to define them.
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In our syntax, the Point of View (POV) is the object which states the position
from which the relation is expressed (usually corresponding to the person refer-
ring the relation). The Landmark (LM) will be the object used as referent (eg.
the table in “the chair on the right of the table”). Finally, we will designate the
Trajector (TR) as the referenced object (eg. the chair in the previous sentence).
The FOAs will be generated using the POV and the LM. The applicability of
a potential TR for a relation will be measured by evaluating the corresponding
field on its center of gravity.

We will consider two types of relations, being the FOAs generated by each
type closely related: topological and projective. The topological relations (“near”,
“far” and “close to” in our model) are proportional to the distance between the
LM and the TR. The projective ones (“left”, “right”, “front”, “behind”) define a
canonical direction. In this case the applicability will decay with the angular
deviation of the vector −−−−−→

LM,TR from that direction.
The next idea we must take in consideration is that there are more than one

possible frame of reference in which a relation can be interpreted [11]. In the
intrinsic case the frame is defined exclusively by the LM orientation (Fig 1a).
The front direction is determined by its physical or semantic characteristics (eg.
the side in the direction of motion in a mobile object).

In the extrinsic case, the frame is defined by the positions of the POV and
the LM (Fig 1b), being the front direction the one going from the LM to the
POV.

In the performed experiments all the employed objects are cylindrical, thus
they don’t have an intrinsic front. In other case the influence of each frame of
reference should be decided. Generally is accepted that in case of competition,
the intrinsic frame dominates [12], though the concrete “weight” of each frame
is not a decided matter.

3.2 Fields of Applicability

Their values goes from 0 to 1, being the applicability for a relation null if 0 and
maximum if 1.

As the purpose of the FOAs is to specify objects positions in a 2D map, they
will be defined in the euclidean plane. In the expressions where the POV, LM or
TR appears, it must be understood that they refer to their projections on the
XY plane.

Proximity Field. This field doesn’t semantically correspond to any of the
mentioned relations, but it will form part of the rest of the FOAs expressions. It
expresses the concept of proximity between two objects and obviously decreases
with the distance between them.

The reason for using the “proximity” instead of directly the distance between
objects is that the former encompasses contextual factors which must be taken
into account for the correct interpretation of the spatial relations. These are: (1)
the size of the involved objects and (2) the size of the scene itself. For example,
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Fig. 2. Parametrization of the topological relations as a function of the proximity

the relation “near the house” clearly implies a larger area than “near the pen”.
By defining the “near” FOA in terms of the “proximity” instead of the distance
this circumstance can be implicitly considered. In the same way, a correct inter-
pretation of “near the house” must lead to a larger region if the considered scene
is the whole city than if it’s reduced just to the house neighborhood.

The former intuitive concepts are considered in the proximity expression as
two constant factors which affect the proximity rate of decay with the distance
(dmax, an). In turn, this decay is modeled as a linear function:

proximity(LM,P ) =

{
1−

(
d

dmax

)
/an , d

dmax
≤ an

0 , d
dmax

> an
an = a

amax

where ’P’ is a point of the plane, ’d’ the euclidean distance between ’P’ and the
closest point of the LM and ’a’ the area of the LM. ’an’, the normalized area,
expresses the fact that the proximity must decay slower for larger LMs [4]. It’s
defined as the area of the LM divided by the area of the larger object in the
scene (’amax’).

’dmax’ corresponds to the maximum distance in the scene. This factor ex-
presses that the same distance must correspond to larger proximity values in
larger scenes.

Projective Relations. The values for the FOAs generated from these rela-
tions will decay with two factors. (1) the angle α between the vector −−−−→

LM,P
and the canonical direction. (2) the distance with the LM. The latter assertion
is supported by Kelleher et Al. [4], but intuitively projective relations “loose”
definition with the distance. As a extreme case, if a chair is 20 Kms far from a
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table it would never be said to be on the left of it, independently of the angle
they form.

The canonical direction for each relation in the extrinsic and intrinsic cases
are the ones in the Fig 1 [11]. Once set the canonical direction, the expression
of the field for all the projective relations is:

projective(POV,LM,P ) =

{[
1− α

αmax

]
·proximity(LM,P ) , α < αmax

0 , α > αmax

where αmax = 90o. As it was argued in the former subsection, the proximity was
used instead of the distance between P and the LM. The decreasement with the
angular deviation has been modeled as a linear function of the angle α.

Topological Relations. The topological relations have been modeled as lineal
parametrizations of the proximity, in accordance with the interval of distances for
which each of them is conceptually acceptable (“close to” for very short distances,
“near” for mid-length distances and “far” for points very separated from the LM).

The parametrizations used in the model are the ones represented in Fig 2.
They were fitted in order to improve the interpretation of the descriptions in the
performed experiments.

3.3 Virtual Objects

When the person describes the scene, the robot just knows about the position of
the objects from the relations made in the description. For taking this circum-
stance into account we introduce the concept of virtual objects in contrast with
the sensed ones, ie., the ones acquired from the sensors.

The position of these objects, created from the description, is defined by the
spatial relations in which they are the TR. For example, in “there is a chair in
front of me” the position of the chair is defined by “in front of me”.

As the FOAs represent the distribution of a spatial relation applicability, it’s
natural to express the uncertainty in a virtual object position in function of the
FOAs corresponding to the relations in which it was TR.

Concretely, we define the probability density function for the center of gravity
of a virtual object ’TR’ of being located at the point ’P’ if its position was
specified by the spatial relation ’rel’ as:

fTR(P |POV = Q,LM = R) = 1
nrel(POV,LM,P )

n =
´
P rel(POV,LM,P )dP

being ’rel(POV,LM,P)’ the FOA corresponding to the spatial relation ’rel’ and
’P,Q,R’ points of space.

Three things must be noted in the former expression. (1) there is a conditional
dependence with the positions of the the POV and LM. This is natural, as
those positions appear in the expression of the FOAs. (2) The integral in the
normalization of the FOAs should be evaluated over the region corresponding
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to the interior of the room, representing that the probability for a virtual object
of being inside the room in which the description is performed must be 1. (3)
It’s normalized and it just can take non-negative values, hence fulfilling the
conditions for being a density function.

If the POV or the LM are also virtual objects, we will need to extract the
marginal distribution for the TR position by making use of the law of total
probability:

fTR(P ) =
1

n

¨

Q,R

rel(POV,LM,P )fPOV (Q)fLM (R)dRdQ

The former expression should be autonomously evaluated by the robot for
any relation, POV and LM when interpreting a description. As a practical
workaround, we opted for discretizing the probability distribution for the vir-
tual objects position. In this way, fX(P ) turns into p(X = P ) and the integral
into a double summation.

The discretization was made by evaluating the FOAs over a grid covering the
scene region (ie. the interior of the room).

The resulting expression for the marginal distribution is:

p(TR = P ) = 1
n

∑
Q

∑
R rel(POV,LM,P )p(POV = Q)p(LM = R)

n =
∑

P rel(POV,LM,P )

where ’P,Q,R’ are points of the grid.
In the worst case (POV and LM virtual), when processing a spatial relation

the FOA must be evaluated for each grid point being the POV and the LM also
at any grid point. This makes the algorithm to be O(n3) with the number of
grid points.

As an approximated solution to the former marginal distribution expression,
we can take the assumption that the POV and the LM are located at their mean
positions according to their own distributions. That is, to assume that all the
terms in the summation in the marginal distribution expression are zero but the
one in which p(POV = PPOV ) and p(LM = PLM ), where PPOV and PLM are
the mean positions for the POV and the LM.

With this approximation the algorithm for processing a spatial relation turns
to be O(n) with the number of grid points. In the experiments the exact and
the approximate solutions were tested in order to decide if the first one deserves
its higher time complexity.

Regarding how theoretically appropriate is taking the former assumption, it’s
partially supported by the “gricean principle” which states that when an utter-
ance is given from a speaker to a listener both of them expect the contextually
most typical interpretation of the utterance [13]. In our case this principle can
be translated as that the speaker will give a reference expecting the listener
to “imagine” the objects in their more typical positions, ie. in the ones corre-
sponding to the maximums of applicability for the relations which defined their
positions.

Finally, we have to consider that the spatial relations included in the model
just give information about the relative positions between the implied objects,
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ie. they say nothing about their size or orientation. In our model this implies
that as all the information about the virtual objects comes from the description
there will be a complete uncertainty in these magnitudes.

In the expression of the “proximity” field it appears the distance to the LM
and its area. These parameters obviously depend on the concrete geometry of the
LM which in turn depends on the orientation and size (jointly with the position
and the type). Thereby, some assumptions must be taken. These will be that the
virtual objects are of a “standard size” (see the architecture subsection) for the
computation of the area and that they are point objects for the computation of
the distance.

3.4 Composition Model

In a description, more than one relation can be provided for the same virtual
object in order to better specify its position. That is, they can be referred more
than one relation with the same TR. Therefore it’s needed to determine how this
spatial information will be composed.

Two relations with the same TR can be given with two purposes: (1) to delimit
the region in which it can be located. This case corresponds to an intersection
between the regions in which each of the relations is applicable. In logical terms
it will be a conjunction (eg. “the ball is on the right on the table and close to the
wall”). (2) to enlarge the region in which it can be located. This case corresponds
to a union or disjunction (eg. “The ball is on the right of the table or on its left”).

We will suppose that when two relations are referred for the same TR the
intention is to concrete its position. Hence, in this case it will be performed a
conjunction. In contrast, when the LM in a relation is ambiguous (eg. “near the
wall” if there are more than one wall), a constructive composition (disjunction)
will be performed for that relation being the LM each of the possible candidates
(eg. each of the walls in the former example).

Regarding how these two compositions are performed, it can be remembered
from the last paragraph that from a spatial relation in which the TR is a virtual
object, it can be deduced a probability density function for its position (fTR(P )).
When two relations are given for the same TR we will have two different densities:

f1
TR(P ) = 1

n

˜
Q,R rel1(POV1, LM1, P )fPOV1(R)fLM1(Q)dRdQ

f2
TR(P ) = 1

n

˜
Q,R

rel2(POV2, LM2, P )fPOV2(R)fLM2(Q)dRdQ

An intersection (or conjunction) will correspond to the joint probability den-
sity function, and a union (or disjunction) to the union of the two density
functions.

Before concreting the expressions for the composition a reflection must be
done about the independence of the composed densities. Each of them represents
the probability for the same virtual object of being located at a certain point
of space given a different spatial relation. Or more precisely, they represent the
probability for the relations which define the respective densities of being fulfilled
when the object is located at a certain point. With the latter interpretation,
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Fig. 3. Probabilities distributions for and object a) “behind the table”, b) “far from
the table” and c) and the conjunction of the two previous ones. Red color corresponds
to the maximum value in the distribution and blue to the minimum. The table is the
hollow rectangle and the POV the filled polygon.

and remembering the expressions of the FOAs, it can be stated that the fact of
fulfilling one of the relations doesn’t directly conditions the fulfilling of the other.
Although there can be an indirect dependence. For example, the statement “the
chair is on the left of the table” indirectly conditions the veracity of the statement
“the chair is on the right of the table”, but in terms of the definitions of the FOAs
which represent both relations, there is no dependence.

Basing in the former argument, we will suppose the density functions corre-
sponding to different spatial relations to be independent. This statement leads
to the following expressions for the composition of two relations:

f1
TR(P )

⋂
f2
TR(P ) = f1

TR(P )·f2
TR(P );

f1
TR(P )

⋃
f2
TR(P ) = f1

TR(P ) + f2
TR(P )− f1

TR(P )
⋂
f2
TR(P );

In the discrete case (ie. discrete probability distributions) the expressions for
the the composition are analogous to the latter. In Fig 3 is shown the distribution
for a TR which is “behind the table” and “far from the table” (ie. the final
distribution is the intersection of the former ones).

4 Collaborative Scene Mapping

In this section we overview the method used for building the scene maps de-
scribed in the introduction and the architecture of the implemented system.
The presented collaboration procedure tries to exploit the inherent capacities
of each of the parts: the robot and the human. The robot can contribute with
the accuracy of its sensors and its computational capacities for processing and
composing information. On the other hand, the human have a unique facility in
the segmentation and classification of objects. He also may possesses background
knowledge and information about particularities or functionality of the objects
in the environment to map.

In first place the person describes the scene using the contemplated set of
spatial relations and the robot forms a mental map of it by interpreting those
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relations according to the presented model. This mental map provides informa-
tion about the type of the objects in the scene and the region where they are
most probably located. When sensing the scene, this information is used for
sense guidance. That is, the robot looks for the actual objects in the regions cor-
responding to the covariance ellipses of the virtual objects in the mental map.
Also, as it’s been said, after sensing the scene the robot tries to match these vir-
tual objects with the sensed ones, linking the semantic information associated
to the former to the latter.

4.1 Architecture

The system has three main components: (1) a spatial relations library which,
given a relation, a POV and a LM (sensed or virtual), evaluates the correspond-
ing FOA over a 2D grid following the model described in the previous section.
(2) A simple parser which translates the descriptions given by the human. (3) A
Geometric Scene Description component (GSD), which keeps a list of the scene
objects and actualize the information about them when new relations are pro-
cessed. The objects can be added to the GSD in two ways, being perceived by
the robot sensors (sensed objects) or introducing them in the description (virtual
objects).

Each object in the list is an instance of a type of object (eg. chairs) which has
associated a 3D mesh used by the spatial relations library in the computation
of the FOAs. Each instance has a pose, a covariance, an a scale. The scale is
set as the proportion between the dimensions of the actual object and the 3D
mesh corresponding to its type. The virtual objects will be considered to be of
a “standard size”, ie. for them the scale will be set to one.

The virtual objects in the GSD have also a grid corresponding to their position
probability distribution. From this distribution is extracted a mean position and
a covariance matrix used in the matching of the robot mental and sensed maps.

4.2 Robot Mental Map: Processing the Descriptions

In the first part of the mapping process the person describes the spatial layout
of the scene without the robot being there. The idea is that as he provides
relations for the same TR he will be imposing additional constraints over its
position which will reduce its covariance.

In order to ensure a correct interpretation of the description, the person must
follow some rules. These are:

1. Before making any movements he must specify them by describing his target
position in the same way as he would do with any other object, ie. using the
same spatial relations (eg. “I move in front of the second table”). This ensures
a correct position for the POV in the interpretation of the relations.

2. He must specify his intrinsic orientation when providing relations in which
he is the LM (eg. “The table is on my left”). He will do that by telling where
is he looking when referring the relation (eg. “If I look to the back wall, the
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table is on my left”). This ensures a correct definition of the intrinsic frame
in these cases.

3. The objects involved in a spatial relation must be unequivocally specified.
That is done by naming them with its type and the ordinal number cor-
responding to their order of appearance in the description (eg. “the second
chair is on the right of the first table”).

The robot mental map is formed by all the virtual objects in the GSD after
processing the whole description.

4.3 Enriched Map: Scene Check and Map Refinement

In the next step the robot senses the scene by using its 2D range laser. For this
task the robot is supposed to be able to detect and classify the objects present
in the scene (at least the ones introduced in the description) and to localize itself
inside the scene (ie. in a map of an empty room with the known dimensions).

As it’s been said, in order to ease this process the robot uses the formerly
computed mental map for guiding the sensing. This is performed by following
the next method: after coming into the room, the robot places itself in the middle
of it and direct the laser to the regions corresponding to those in the mental map
where the virtual objects are more probably located. That is, to those regions
corresponding to the covariance regions of the virtual objects.

The sensed map will be formed by all the sensed objects in the GSD after the
sensing process.

After sensing the scene, the robot performs the matching of the virtual objects
with the sensed ones. To achieve an assignment (called objects fusion) the system
looks for three requirements:

1. The sensed and virtual object are of the same type.
2. The probability for the virtual object of being at the sensed object position

is greater than a certain threshold (according to its final probability distribu-
tion). For the experiments this threshold was set to the half of the maximum
in the probability distribution.

3. For each relation in the description in which the virtual object acts as LM,
there is a sensed object of the TR type with an applicability greater than a
threshold when the relation is evaluated using the candidate sensed object
as LM. This threshold was set to 0.5. This second check helps to prevent
wrong fusions in complex scenes (when there are several objects of the same
type).

If the three requisites fulfill the sensed object is taken as a candidate for the
fusion. From all the candidates is chosen the one closest to the mean position
of the virtual object. Once a fusion is accomplished, the semantic information
associated with the virtual object is added to the sensed one and the former is
deleted from the GSD. The final position for the object is the one corresponding
to the sensed object.
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Fig. 4. a) Robot “Tibi” sensing the second scene. b) 2D view of the virtual map showed
in the picture (c) contrasted with the ground truth (blue objects). c) Mental and sensed
maps for the second scene used in the experiments. The sensed objects are the gray ones.
The virtual ones has the color the person told in the description. They are visualized
the covariance ellipses for the virtual objects.

If after trying to fuse all the virtual objects there are still any of them in the
GSD the robot infers that the sensed scene doesn’t correspond to the described
one. As at the time being there is no mechanism to detect wrong fusions, if
one virtual object is fused with a sensed object not corresponding to it, that
will probably prevent the correct fusion of the rest of the objects. Anyways this
never happened in the performed experiments.

The objects in the GSD after the fusion forms the enriched map. In our
experiments we symbolize the semantic information given by the person with
the color of the objects (as the robot is using a range laser which provides no
color information). That is, with the “name” of the color of the objects as the
person perceives them (eg. “red”). In the maps an RGB value is associated with
each color just for visualization purposes.

5 Experiments

The conducted experiments were focused on testing the accuracy of the robot
mental maps and the efficiency when matching them with the sensed ones. For
that mean, we placed a set of objects inside a room and asked ten people among
the researchers of the institute to describe the scene using the relations specified
in section 3 and following the rules in subsection 4.2. The only information the
robot had about the scene were the dimensions of the room, that there was a
door and the location of the latter. The initial position of the person describing
the scene was supposed to be “close to the door”.
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Fig. 5. Mean distances from the virtual objects to the ground truth in the ten descrip-
tions processed for the scene2

From each description the robot built a map by generating and composing
each relation and afterward came into the scene, sensed it and performed the
matching. The objects could be of three types: post, bin or pipe. Two scenes were
tested. A simple one with one object of each type (scene1). A more complex one
with several objects of each type (scene2).

As an example of the provided descriptions, next is shown the one from which
was computed the most accurate mental map of the second scene (description 7
in Fig 5).The built mental map is shown in Fig 4.

“There is a red post in front of me. The post is near me. There is a white pipe
behind the post. The pipe is close to the post. There is a black bin on my left.
The bin is close to the left wall. There is a black bin on my left. The second bin
is close to the left wall. The second bin is close to the first bin. The second bin
is on the right of the first bin. There is a black bin close to the back wall. The
third bin is close to the left wall. There is a white pipe near me. If I look to the
third bin the second pipe is in front of me. There is a red post near the back wall.
The second post is near the left wall. If I look to the third bin the second post is
in front of me. The third bin is behind the second post.”

The descriptions were processed using exact and approximate solutions when
generating FOAs from virtual POV or LM (subsection 3.3).

The results were evaluated according to three parameters:

1. Mean distance from the objects in the robot mental map to the ground truth
for all the objects in all descriptions (“distance” in table 1).

2. Mean covariance in the virtual objects position, expressed as the length of
the radius of a circumference of the same area as the covariance ellipse,
r =

√
area/π (“covariance”).

3. The percentage of times that the robot succeed to match the robot mental
and sensed maps (“matches”).
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Table 1. Mean distances, mean covariances and percentage of success in the match-
ing of the virtual and sensed maps for the two scenes using the two approaches for
generating the FOAs

distance (m) covariance (m) matches (%)

approximate approach scene1 0.9 ± 0.2 0.6± 0.1 90
scene2 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6± 0.1 80

exact approach scene1 0.9 ± 0.2 0.73 ± 0.09 100
scene2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.73 ± 0.08 90

The results achieved are summarized in Table 1. There is no data about the
performance in the sensing process as the robot achieved to detect all the objects
in every case. This success is no doubt due to the simplicity of the geometry of
the chosen object. This choice was made in order to isolate the assessment of
mental map and fusion processes from possible errors in the object detection.

The first thing we realized after conducting the experiments is that not all the
people have the same “descriptive skills” (or the same understanding of space).
As it can be seen in Fig 5 the results are very description dependent, going the
mean distances from 0.29 m to 1.43 m (though almost all of them stay in the
interval 0.4 - 1.0).

For using the mental map as a tool by itself the interesting numbers are those
corresponding to the mean distances and covariances. But for using it as an
intermediate step in the mapping process (as done in this article), the most
relevant data is the percentage of matches. The accuracy of the mental map is
important for guiding the sense and fusing the objects. But if after all the robot
achieve to match the two maps, the final object positions will be the sensed ones.
In this sense, the success percentage is around 90 %.

Regarding the options in the FOAs generation, the mean distances to the
ground truth were the same when using the exact and approximate solutions
in the generation of FOAs from virtual objects. Though the former option tend
to generate larger covariances, which helps to improve the matches percentage.
On the other hand, the larger covariances could lead to wrong fusions. But this
didn’t happen in the conducted experiments.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a model which let a robot to build the map of a scene in
collaboration with a person. To that end, the person must describe to the robot
the layout of objects in the scene using qualitative spatial relations being able to
include semantic information about the objects in the description. An extension
of the model which let to express more precise information about distances and
orientations would no doubt improve the accuracy of this map. Although we
plan to research in that direction in the future, in the present work we preferred
to limit ourselves to a more ordinary language which people usually use when
expressing spatial knowledge.
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The mental map built from the description provides information about the
type of the objects in the scene and the region where they are most probably
located. For the time being just the position is used for guiding the sensors. An
interesting expansion for a future work would be to study the joint use of the
type and position information to improve the segmentation process. Also taking
into account possible occlusions in the sense guidance would make the method
more robust.

Finally, the mental and sensed maps are fused, being trespassed the semantic
information in the virtual objects to the sensed ones.
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Abstract. An important problem in robotics is the empirical evaluation of clas-
sification algorithms that allow a robotic system to make accurate categorical
predictions about its environment. Current algorithms are often assessed using
sample statistics that can be difficult to interpret correctly and do not always
provide a principled way of comparing competing algorithms. In this paper, we
present a probabilistic alternative based on a Bayesian framework for inferring
on balanced accuracies. Using the proposed probabilistic evaluation, it is possible
to assess the balanced accuracy’s posterior distribution of binary and multiclass
classifiers. In addition, competing classifiers can be compared based on their re-
spective posterior distributions. We illustrate the practical utility of our scheme
and its properties by reanalyzing the performance of a recently published algo-
rithm in the domain of visual action detection and on synthetic data. To facilitate
its use, we provide an open-source MATLAB implementation.

Keywords: multiclass classifiers, accuracy, balanced accuracy, probabilistic
performance.

1 Introduction

A central theme in the development of intelligent, autonomous robots has been the
challenge of decision problems. Typical examples include the critical tasks of object
detection [3,14], scene recognition [8,27], active SLAM [10,11] or loop closing [15,17].
All of these domains have seen significant progress in the development of increasingly
accurate classification algorithms.

By contrast, there has been less focus on the evaluation of the performance of such
algorithms. Assessing the performance of a given classifier is crucial as it allows us
to (i) obtain an interpretable estimate of the degree to which its results generalize to
unseen examples from the same distribution from which the existing data were drawn,
(ii) compare competing approaches, and (iii) tune the (hyper)parameters of a classifier
in light of the estimated performance in a given domain.

A common basis for evaluating the performance of a classifier is the confusion ma-
trix. It provides a summary of classification outcomes and permits the inspection of
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the number of correct and incorrect predictions in each class. However, in the absence
of an appropriate summary statistic, reporting a confusion matrix by itself is generally
insufficient and easily leads to highly subjective interpretations of performance.

Commonly used summary statistics that are based on confusion matrices include the
overall sample accuracy; the per-class, or balanced, sample accuracy; the Kappa coef-
ficient; and the Fμ-score. Other statistics include the area under the receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under the precision-recall (PR) curve, although
these are typically limited to two-class (binary) classification problems (see [21] for a
generalization).

While all of the above performance metrics can be helpful in understanding the be-
haviour of a classifier, the key quantity of interest in most practical domains of ap-
plication is the generalization ability, i.e., the probability of the classifier to make a
correct prediction on an unseen example. It is tempting to try and answer this question
by considering the accuracy of a classifier alone. However, classification accuracy is a
misleading performance indicator when the data are not perfectly balanced [1,6,12,18].

A straightforward way of resolving the above limitation is to replace the accuracy
by the balanced accuracy, defined as the arithmetic mean of class-specific accuracies.
Critically, however, it is not sufficient to report the mean of class-specific sample accu-
racies. Rather, we must infer on the latent class-specfic accuracies of which the observed
sample accuracies are an instantiation. Inferring on the balanced accuracy then means,
for example, to report a point estimate as well as a measure of uncertainty about this
estimate.

This paper describes a simple Bayesian framework for assessing the performance of
classifiers. The proposed model makes it possible to compute the full posterior distribu-
tion of the balanced accuracy given the available classification outcomes. This approach
extends previous work [6, 7] by providing a generalization to multiclass classifiers. In
addition, we suggest a concrete method for comparing two balanced accuracies based
on the posterior distribution of their difference. This method allows one to rank com-
peting classifiers in a probabilistically interpretable fashion.

Using a Bayesian model for multiclass balanced accuracies offers three strengths
over previous schemes: (i) the useful properties of the balanced accuracy are general-
ized to a multiclass setting; (ii) a Bayesian perspective allows us to explicitly incorpo-
rate prior knowledge (e.g., domain-specific information or a cost function that assigns
a measure of importance to each class), account correctly for posterior uncertainty,
and easily derive other posterior inferences; (iii) the model enables cross-algorithm
comparisons that correctly account for the posterior uncertainty about each algorithm’s
performance.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the merits of a Bayesian
approach to performance evaluation. Section 3 provides a concrete example of a deci-
sion problem from the domain of robotics, followed by a brief overview of previous ap-
proaches to performance evaluation. Section 4 develops the proposed Bayesian model
for performance evaluation in multiclass classification and a method for comparing
competing classifiers. Section 5 presents a set of experiments in order to characterize
the properties of the approach and illustrate its application. We conclude the material in
Section 6 with a brief discussion.
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2 Bayesian Inference on Classification Performance

In most situations, evaluating the performance of a classifier aims at characterizing the
classifier’s ability to predict the correct class of data that has not yet been seen. Abstract-
ing away from specific implementations, we can denote the performance of a classifier
by the variable λ ∈ [0, 1]. The two limits 0 and 1 refer to the ability of making incor-
rect or correct predictions on all future instances, while 0.5 refers to classifications at
random. Despite the advantages of a Bayesian framework, λ has mostly been evaluated
by adopting a classical, or frequentist, approach to inference.

Classical inference considers distributions over data but does not permit distributions
over parameters such as λ. As a result, it is restricted to point estimates, λ̂, and, most
commonly, 95% confidence intervals, representing the interval in which the true value
would be in 95% of cases if the experiment was repeatedly carried out an infinite num-
ber of times. A ‘test’ is then carried out by asking whether the value of a summary
statistic (i.e., a t-score), or a more extreme value, could be observed under a ‘null’ hy-
pothesis. The main advantage of point estimates, confidence intervals, and hypothesis
tests is their computational simplicity. However, their correct interpretation is prone to
errors [4].

In a Bayesian framework, inference proceeds by passing from a prior distribution,
p(λ), to a posterior distribution, p(λ|D), that is informed by the data y. Depending on
the given cost function, the posterior mean, mode, or median then replaces classical
point estimates. Posterior intervals replace confidence intervals. And Bayesian model
comparison replaces hypothesis tests. The main advantage of Bayesian inference is its
conceptual simplicity (providing a probabilistic statement about the quantity of interest
rather than providing a sampling statistic about a summary statistic) and the flexibility
with which posterior inferences can be summarized [16]. A downside is that Bayesian
inference is often computationally more complex than classical inference. In the appli-
cation considered in this paper, however, this is not an issue, since the classifier evalua-
tion is usually small-scale and carried out offline.

3 A Motivating Example

To illustrate the importance of assessing overall classification performance, we consider
the example of a service robot, designed to clean the dishes in a kitchen. A core compo-
nent of such a robot is the capability of visually classifying objects as a ‘mug’, a ‘sink’,
or a ‘bottle of wash-up liquid’. Clearly, any classification algorithm designed for this
task must be proficient at detecting all three types of object, since all are required to
complete the task. Thus, we are interested in the overall performance of the classifier
(i.e., the variable λ) rather than its performance on individual classes.

3.1 Confusion Matrices

A common way of reporting classification results, especially in a multiclass setting, is
to compile a confusion matrix, also referred to as a contingency table or accumulation
matrix. Let each element xr,c of a confusion matrix C ∈ N

l×l represent the number of
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Fig. 1. (a) Three example confusion matrices, summarizing the classification outcomes described
in Section 3. (b) Conventional performance metrics with classical error bars stemming from the
standard error of the mean. To reproduce these results, see MotivatingExample.m, available
online [9].

times a classifier predicted class r when the true class label was c. Thus, diagonal and
off-diagonal elements indicate the number of correct and incorrect predictions, respec-
tively.

Let us suppose that three competing classifiers were tested on a given dataset, result-
ing in three matrices C1, C2, and C3 (see Fig. 1). Using a graphical representation of the
matrices, one can easily obtain an intuitive sense about which classifier performed best
(C3). However, such an assessment remains vague and does not obviate the need for a
quantitative evaluation. For instance, how confident are we that classifier 2 performed
better than chance? How certain is it that classifier 3 outperformed classifier 1? Several
metrics have been proposed to address such questions. In the next part, we will review
some of these, focusing on their properties regarding the assessment of prediction ac-
curacy of a classifier.

3.2 Performance Metrics

The literature on performance metrics on the basis of confusion matrices is large and
diverse, comprising both frequent propositions of new statistics and the development
of statistical models for their estimation. Here, we briefly consider some of the most
common metrics and outline where balanced accuracies fit in.

The most common statistic for reporting the performance of a multiclass classifier
is its sample accuracy (acc), defined as the number of correct predictions across all
classes, k, divided by the number of examples, n. While conceptually simple, assess-
ing performance using the sample accuracy alone has long been known to be prone to
erroneous interpretation. This is because the accuracy does not account for the degree
of class imbalance that may be present in a given dataset [1, 6, 12, 18], which means it
can only be correctly interpreted in relation to a dataset-dependent baseline accuracy.
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An example of the misleading nature of inferences based on accuracies can be seen in
the results of the example in Fig. 1b. The plot shows that the sample accuracy of C2 is
close to that of C1, despite C2 misclassifying classes 2 and 3 most of the time.

In robotics, a common way of overcoming the above limitation is to resort to the Fμ-
score [24, p. 183], defined as the across-classes average of the Fβ-score [26]. The Fβ-
score itself, frequently used in binary classification, is given by the β-weighted average
between precision and recall. Setting β = 2, as is commonly done, yields the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 1b, the Fμ-score accounts for the
degree of class imbalance in the test examples. At present, however, there has been no
established convention of computing its corresponding confidence or credible intervals.

Another approach to overcoming the limitation of sample accuracies is based on the
Kappa coefficient [13], which has been one of the dominating metrics in the domain of
remote sensing. It quantifies the degree of overall agreement within a given confusion
matrix C ∈ N

l×l,

Kc =
p0 − pe
1− pe

(1)

with

p0 =
1

l

l∑
i=1

ki, pe =
1

l2

l∑
i=1

Ci+ × C+i, (2)

where ki is the number of correct predictions in class i and l is the number of classes.
Ci+ and C+i, respectively, are the row-wise and column-wise sums of row and column
i in the confusion matrix.

Like the Fμ-score, Kc accounts for the degree of class imbalance in the data. How-
ever, it can be invariant to the number of misclassifications and does not necessarily
reflect what one would intuitively consider prediction strength [25].

An alternative is the balanced accuracy (bac), defined as the average accuracy ob-
tained on all classes. In the case of a multiclass classification problem, its sample
statistic is given by

λ̂ =
1

l

l∑
i=1

ki
ni

, (3)

where ki is the number of correct predictions in class i, l is the number of classes and ni

is the number of examples in class i. The balanced accuracy is frequently used in prac-
tice and has several conceptual strengths over the conventional accuracy while main-
taining its simplicity. However, a probabilistic approach is not always being adopted
when interpreting it, despite the fact that the limits of a frequentist confidence interval,
as can be seen in classifier 3 in Fig. 1b, can easily lie outside of its [0, 1] domain. (One
possible remedy is to apply a z-transform prior to computing the interval.)

In summary, current approaches to multiclass performance evaluation face multiple
challenges: (i) assessing performance on the basis of sample statistics does not replace
principled probabilistic inference; (ii) error bars are often based on ill-justified distri-
butional assumptions, such as in the case of classical confidence intervals without a
z-transform; (iii) classification accuracy remains a popular metric even in those cases
where an imbalanced dataset leads to misleading conclusions; (iv) alternatives to the
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above, such as the use of a Bayesian framework [6, 7] have not yet been generalized to
multiclass classification problems.

4 Theory

To help address the challenges outlined above, we describe a Bayesian approach to
estimating the accuracy and balanced accuracy of a classifier in a multiclass setting.
The adoption of a Bayesian perspective has long been considered helpful in this context
(cf. [5, p. 68-74]; [24, p. 72-78]) and has in particular been described previously for
binary classifiers [6, 7], where C ∈ N

2×2. Here, we develop a generalization to the
multiclass case where C ∈ N

l×l with l ≥ 2. In order to keep our treatment self-
contained, we will begin with the binary case and then demonstrate its extension to
multiclass classification.

It is worth pointing out that the approach in this paper differs from the implementa-
tion in [6, 7] in that we suggest a feasible strategy for computing the posterior distribu-
tion of λ in a multiclass setting. Our strategy is based on the characteristic function of
the per-class posterior distribution and its Fourier transforms. This strategy is compu-
tationally more efficient than a direct extension of the previous implementation, which
would otherwise require an l-fold convolution, where l is the number of classes in the
classifier.

Another focus of the present paper is the comparison of competing algorithms based
on the posterior distribution of the difference of their respective balanced accuracies.

4.1 Problem Statement

We consider the solution to a decision problem in which each one of n i.i.d. examples
(or trials) is associated with a class label from a finite set of categories {1, . . . , l}. We
wish to assess the generalizability of the classifier. In others words, we wish to charac-
terize the classifier’s ability of predicting the correct class on future, unseen data, i.e.,
estimate the variable λ.

4.2 Solution Sketch

In a Bayesian framework, the performance of a classifier is considered a latent (unob-
servable) variable, and we use probabilities to express our uncertainty about classifica-
tion performance before and after observing actual classification outcomes. Under this
view, evaluating the performance λ of a classifier means passing from a prior distribu-
tion p(λ) to a posterior conditioned on observed data p(λ|D). The posterior encodes
the plausibility of all possible true performance values in light of the observed data,
and there are many ways in which it can be summarized, for example, in terms of the
posterior mean, mode, or a posterior interval.

To model classification performance, we code correct predictions as y = 1 and in-
correct predictions as y = 0. A classification result can then be viewed as a sequence
of outcomes y1, . . . , yn. Modelling each outcome as the i.i.d. result of a Bernoulli ex-
periment, we obtain

p(yi|λ) = Bern(yi|λ) = λyi(1− λ)1−yi , (4)
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where λ is the probability of any one trial being classified correctly. This implies that
the number of correct predictions k in a sequence of trials y1, . . . , yn follows a Binomial
distribution:

p(k|λ, n) = Bin(k|λ, n) =
(
n

k

)
λk(1− λ)n−k (5)

Finally, we express any available prior knowledge about classification performance by
placing a prior on λ. A natural choice for this is to use the conjugate prior of the Bi-
nomial distribution, i.e., the Beta density. In the absence of any preceding classification
results, we express maximal prior uncertainty (i.e., all values in the domain [0 . . . 1] of
performance λ are considered equally plausible a priori) using a uniform distribution

p(λ) = Beta(λ|a, b) = Beta(λ|1, 1). (6)

Thus, given the observed data k and n, we obtain the posterior performance as:

p(λ|k, n) = Bin(k|λ, n)× Beta(λ|1, 1)
p(k)

= Beta(λ|k + 1, n− k + 1) (7)

This posterior encodes our knowledge about λ in light of the observed classifica-
tion result. Critically, it goes beyond point estimates of performance (such as, e.g., the
sample accuracy k/n), since it reflects how uncertain we are about our estimate. For in-
stance, observing only very few classification outcomes will be correctly accounted for
by a wide posterior distribution; whereas the observation of a large additional number
of outcomes would cause the posterior to shrink to a more precise distribution.

Having described the model in general terms, we will now turn to the special cases
of posterior accuracies and balanced accuracies in a multiclass setting, as described in
the following two sections.

4.3 The Posterior Multiclass Accuracy

In what follows, we describe how to obtain the posterior distribution of the accuracy for
a multiclass setting. It should be noted that this section merely serves as a preparation of
the next section; using the accuracy to describe the performance of a classifier is often
misleading and is discouraged [1, 6, 12, 18].

In order to infer on the posterior classification accuracy of a multiclass classifier, we
can use the model described above as is. In the multiclass setting, the variable1 θ then
simply represents the probability with which an individual trial is classified correctly,
i.e., classification accuracy. In other words, the posterior distribution of the overall ac-
curacy is given by

p(θ|k, n, a, b) = Beta(θ|a+ k, b+ n− k), (8)

where a = 1 and b = 1 encode our prior ignorance about the classifier’s performance
(see [19] for a comparison of alternative priors). The key point to note here is that the

1 The variable θ represents the same as the variable λ, i.e., the performance of a classifier. We
changed its notation to prevent abuse of notation in the next section.
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availability of a full posterior distribution yields a plethora of useful ways of forming
summary statistics. For example, we could report a central 95% credible interval,[

F−1
B(a+k,b+n−k)(

0.05
2 ); F−1

B(a+k,b+n−k)(1− 0.05
2 )

]
, (9)

where F−1
B(·)(·) is the inverse cumulative density function of the Beta distribution, eval-

uated at the desired quantile.
Alternatively, we could derive a point estimate of classification accuracy that mini-

mizes the expectation of a given loss function. For example, the optimal point estimate
under an �2-loss function is the posterior mean:

〈θ〉p(θ|k,n,a,b) =
a+ k

a+ b+ n
(10)

In contrast, the expected loss of a (0, 1)-loss function is minimized by the posterior
mode:

argmax
θ

p(θ|k, n, a, b) = k + a− 1

a+ b+ n− 2
(11)

This shows that we can reinterpret the conventional sample accuracy k/n as the
optimal estimate under a flat prior and a loss function that is L(θ, θ̂) = 0 if θ = θ̂ and
1 otherwise.

4.4 The Posterior Multiclass Balanced Accuracy

Classification accuracy, as defined above, is a misleading measure of performance when
the data are not perfectly balanced. This is because a classifier may take advantage
of an imbalanced dataset and trivially achieve a classification accuracy equal to the
fraction of the majority class, and thus potentially much higher than the 1/l baseline.
Put differently, the baseline accuracy that can always be achieved by a classifier, even
in the case of zero mutual information between data features and class labels, depends
on the degree of class imbalance; it is not always 1/l (i.e., 0.5 in the case of binary
classification).

This issue can be resolved by replacing the accuracy by the balanced accuracy, i.e.,
by the arithmetic mean of class-specific accuracies,

λ :=
1

l

l∑
i=1

θi, (12)

where θi is the (latent) accuracy of the classifier on class i. When the data are perfectly
balanced (i.e., the data contain the same number of examples from each class), the
balanced accuracy reduces to the conventional accuracy. Critically, however, its base-
line performance is always 1/l, regardless of the degree of class imbalance. Thus, if a
classifier has achieved class-specific accuracies above 1/l only by exploiting the class
imbalance, its balanced accuracy will drop to 1/l, as desired [7].

Under a Bayesian perspective, we wish to pass from a prior distribution over the
balanced accuracy to a posterior distribution in light of the observed classification out-
comes D = {(k1, n1), . . . , (kl, nl)}. We have seen in (8) how we can obtain the poste-
rior distribution of the overall accuracy. Thus, to obtain the posterior balanced accuracy,
we first apply (8) to each class in turn; we then find the conditional distribution over λ.
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Computing λ. In [6, 7], a convolution is used to compute λ for the binary case. The
direct extension of its convolution approach would require an l-fold convolution, where
l is the number of classes in the classifier. This would in turn require the numerical
computation of an l-dimensional integral, which can be both computationally complex
and numerically unstable.

An alternative is to consider the inverse Fourier transform of the products of the
characteristic functions of the individual distributions, as described next.

The probability distribution of a given random variable θ is fully specified by its
characteristic function Φθ which is given by the Fourier transform F{θ} [22, p. 145].
Thus, owing to the product property of the Fourier transform, the convolution of two
functions is identical to the product of the functions’ Fourier transforms. In the con-
text of classification, we can exploit this fact to obtain the posterior distribution of the
balanced accuracy as

p(λ|D) = F−1{Φθ̌1
× · · · × Φθ̌l

}, (13)

where Φθ̌i
is the characteristic function of θ̌i := 1

l θi, ∀i = 1 . . . l, and where F−1{·}
is the inverse Fourier transform [22, p. 272]. This step is facilitated by the fact that the
posterior distributions of all individual class-specific accuracies, p(θi|ki, ni), are Beta
densities and can be obtained using (8).

Just as in the case of the posterior accuracy, it is useful and important to obtain sum-
mary statistics, such as the mean, mode, or a credible interval. In contrast to the closed-
form expressions we saw in the previous section, analytical solutions for balanced-
accuracy statistics are not available. To address this limitation and facilitate their use,
we provide a numerical implementation in MATLAB.2

4.5 Comparing Competing Multiclass Classifiers Using Their Posterior
Performance Distribution

Given the posterior distribution of the performance of one classifier p(λ1|D), a critical
question is how this given classifier compares to a competing classifier with posterior
performance p(λ2|D) or others, e.g., p(λ3|D). This question can be answered by con-
sidering the pairwise posterior differences between the respective competing classifiers,

p (δ | D) , (14)

where δ := λ(j)−λ(i) denotes the difference between the posterior balanced accuracies
λ(i) and λ(j) of two competing classifiers (cf. the difference between proportions [20,

p. 175-176]) and D = {k(1)1 , . . . , k
(1)
l , k

(2)
1 , . . . , k

(2)
l } is the classifiers outcomes.3

Properties of δ. The domain of the random variable δ is continuous in [−1 . . .1],
Its distribution can summarized, for example, by reporting the posterior expectation. It
represents the expected algebraic distance in performance between the two classifiers.

2 The software can be downloaded from: http://mloss.org/software/view/447/
3 The dataset sizes {n(1)

1 , . . . , n
(1)
l , n

(2)
1 , . . . , n

(2)
l } have been omitted for brevity.

http://mloss.org/software/view/447/
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Computing δ. Algorithmically, we can compute the posterior density of the difference
of two balanced accuracies using a stochastic approximate inference approach. Specifi-
cally, under a Monte Carlo scheme [24, p. 154-155], we repeatedly draw samples from
p(λ(i)|D) and p(λ(j)|D) and collect the differences between each pair. This approach
will result in an approximation of p (δ | D). In practice, a high number of samples (e.g.,
5 000) is required for a suitable approximation.

A simple heuristic method for comparing competing classifiers can be done by rank-
ing them by their performance’s algebraic distance against each other. We suggest the
following simple scheme:

1. Given T competing classifiers, compute the pairwise posterior difference between
them (using eq. 14) and its posterior mean. Decide on a winning classifier for each
comparison based on the sign of the posterior mean.

2. Count the number of times each classifier wins.
3. Rank the competing classifiers according to its number of victories.

This simple scheme assumes that the classifiers are tested with the same dataset.
It also assumed that the posterior mean of δ approximates the p(λ(i) > λ(j)|D) for
every pairwise comparison, which could be an optimistic approximation. Non-heuristic
schemes of comparison are of interest and objective of future research.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present a set of experiments to compare the proposed probabilistic
evaluation to previous frequentist approaches such as sample accuracy, sample balanced
accuracy, Kappa coefficient and Fμ-score. We begin by considering the synthetic data
from the motivating example in Section 3 and conclude the section by reanalyzing an
empirical dataset from the domain of action detection.

5.1 A Bayesian Look to the Motivating Example

Using the confusion matrix of Fig. 1a as input, the posterior distribution of the bal-
anced accuracy (henceforth PDBAC) of each classifier can be computed as described in
Section 4.4. The PDBAC of each classifier is depicted in Fig. 2.

As expected, the posterior mean of the classifiers show a clear difference in per-
formance between (C2) and the others. This behavior is also exhibited by the sample
balance accuracy, the Fμ-score and the Kappa coefficient, but not for the sample accu-
racy, as discussed in Section 3. Moreover, the uncertainty associated with the posterior
mean is in the correct domain of the random variable λ for all classifiers, unlike the
(non-z-transformed) accuracies, which for C3 exhibit non-sensical uncertainty bounds.

To illustrate the effect of sample size on posterior inferences, Table 1 details the
performance metrics after evaluating C1, C2, and C3, as well as two scaled versions of
them. As expected, as the number of trials grows, the limits of the classical confidence
intervals assume more sensical values. It is further worth noting that the classical point
estimate itself is ignorant to the sample size (since the confusion matrices retain the
same proportions). By contrast, the posterior mean reflects a shrinking influence from
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Fig. 2. (a) Confusion matrix of the classifiers studied in Section 3. (b)(c)(d) Posterior distribution
of the classifier’s multiclass balanced accuracy. For each distribution the posterior mean and 95%
confidence interval is indicated. Figure generated by IllustrativeExample0.m, available
online [9].

the prior and a growing influence from the data as its posterior interval tightens. The
posterior mean and the sample balanced accuracy would agree in the limit of infinite
data.

Ranking Competing Classifiers. The procedure described in Section 4.5 makes it
possible to rank the competing classifiers C1, C2 and C3 according to their posterior
distributions. We begin by computing the pairwise distribution p (δ | D) for each com-
peting classifier. The three resulting distributions are depicted in Fig. 3.

It is worth recalling that the posterior mean of δ is not simply the difference between
the involved posterior means. The posterior mean of δ takes into account the uncertainty
of the λs. Continuing with the next steps of the proposed method, the resulting rank is:
1. C3, 2. C1 and 3. C2.

5.2 Action Detection

There has been increasing momentum in studying models for visual recognition of hu-
man actions from images. One recent study [23] proposed a system for action modelling
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Table 1. This table summarizes performance statistics of the classifiers studied in Section 3.
C1, C2 and C3 are the confusion matrices of the classifiers considered in section 3. C4, C5 and
C6 provide the same information scaled by a factor of 10. Likewise, C7, C8 and C9 are scaled
by a factor of 100. The statistics computed for all matrices is the mean and the 95% confidence
interval. The table compares the PDBAC with the sample balanced accuracy, the sample accuracy,
the Fμ-score, and the Kappa coefficient. The grey figures represent 95% C.I. whose limits escape
the domain [0, 1].

PDBAC bac acc Fμ-score KC

μ 95%C.I μ 95%C.I μ 95%C.I μ 95%C.I μ 95%C.I
C1 0.776 [0.62 - 0.90] 0.829 [0.73 - 0.92] 0.891 [0.79 - 0.98] 0.821 - 0.769 [0.57 - 0.96]
C2 0.498 [0.37 - 0.65] 0.462 [0.32 - 0.59] 0.717 [0.58 - 0.85] 0.457 - 0.331 [0.02 - 0.63]
C3 0.879 [0.74 - 0.97] 0.966 [0.92 - 1.01] 0.978 [0.93 - 1.02] 0.945 - 0.953 [0.86 - 1.04]
C4 0.822 [0.77 - 0.87] 0.829 [0.80 - 0.85] 0.891 [0.86 - 0.92] 0.821 - 0.769 [0.70 - 0.82]
C5 0.468 [0.42 0.52] 0.462 [0.42 - 0.50] 0.717 [0.67 - 0.75] 0.457 - 0.331 [0.23 - 0.42]
C6 0.955 [0.93 - 0.98] 0.966 [0.95 - 0.98] 0.978 [0.96 - 0.99] 0.945 - 0.953 [0.92 - 0.98]
C7 0.828 [0.81 - 0.85] 0.829 [0.82 - 0.83] 0.891 [0.88 - 0.90] 0.821 - 0.769 [0.75 - 0.78]
C8 0.463 [0.45 - 0.48] 0.462 [0.44 - 0.47] 0.717 [0.70 - 0.73] 0.457 - 0.331 [0.30 - 0.36]
C9 0.966 [0.96 - 0.97] 0.966 [0.96 - 0.97] 0.978 [0.97 - 0.98] 0.945 - 0.953 [0.94 - 0.96]

Fig. 3. (a)(b)(c) Posterior distribution of the difference of two posterior balanced accuracies com-
puted as explained in Section 4.5. The posterior balanced accuracies λ1, λ2, and λ3 stem from
C1, C2, and C3, respectively. For each distribution the posterior mean and the 95% confidence
interval are indicated. Figure generated by IllustrativeExample0.m, available online [9].
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Fig. 4. (a) Confusion matrices of two classifiers [2, 23] for visual action detection (see Sec-
tion 5.2). (b) Posterior distributions of the two classifiers’ multiclass balanced accuracies. (c) Pos-
terior distribution of the difference in balanced accuracy between the two classifiers. Figure gen-
erated by IllustrativeExample1.m, available online [9].

based on a classification method for human actions from image sequences. The authors
compared their classifier to an alternative approach [2] using a dataset composed of
three classes representing the acts of ‘moving an object’, ‘making a sandwich’, and
‘opening a book’, respectively.

We revisited the reported results and, based on the published confusion matrices
(Fig. 4a), computed the posterior multiclass balanced accuracies along with several sum-
mary statistics (Fig. 4b). Our results show that, in contrast to conventional sample ac-
curacies, posterior balanced accuracies provide a rich representation of our knowledge
about each classifier’s performance. Critically, using the approach outlined in
Section (Sec. 4.5), we can infer on the difference between the two performances. Specif-
ically, given the two competing classifiers , CB is ranked number one with a posterior
expectation of the difference of 0.23. We illustrate the full posterior distribution of δ
using a kernel density estimator (bandwidth 0.0125), as shown in Fig. 4c.

6 Discussion

Classification algorithms frequently form a critical part of complex systems for pat-
tern recognition and machine learning, such as those found in the domain of robotics.
However, evaluating the performance of a given system, and comparing it to others, is
often subject to methodological limitations. Reporting overall classification accuracy,
for example, is statistically unwarranted because it can only be interpreted in relation
to a baseline level that depends on the degree of class imbalance at hand. Sample statis-
tics, such as the sample balanced accuracy for instance, rectify this problem but do not
readily embrace our uncertainty about the performance metric of interest.
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In this paper, we described how the above limitations can be overcome in a natural
way using a Bayesian framework for inferring on the balanced accuracy. The approach
generalizes our previous work on balanced accuracies for binary classification problem.
More importantly, a method of ranking competing classifiers using their posterior bal-
anced accuracy is proposed. The main advantage of this methods is that it permits to
account for the uncertainty in the classifiers’ performance during evaluation.

One critical feature of this approach is the flexibility with which posterior inferences
can be summarized. In particular, we can obtain derivative inferences, such as our confi-
dence with which one classifier is better than another. In this context, it is worth noting
that, in order to ensure a fair comparison, it is important that the algorithms whose
performances are compared were applied to the same dataset.

To facilitate its widespread use, we provide an open-source MATLAB toolbox which
we have made available for download [9]. With this toolbox we hope that balanced accu-
racies may help improve the correct evaluation and comparison of multiclass classifiers
in future classification systems.
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Abstract. In this work is presented a general architecture for a multi
physical agent network system based on the coordination and the be-
haviour management. The system is organised in a hierarchical structure
where are distinguished the individual agent actions and the collective
ones linked to the whole agent network. Individual actions are also organ-
ised in a hybrid layered system that take advantages from reactive and
deliberative control. Sensing system is involved as well in the behaviour
architecture improving the information acquisition performance.

Keywords: Intelligent Robotics, Limited Resources Management,
Embedded Systems.

1 Introduction

Some years ago, no one beyond the filmmakers imagined the current capabili-
ties of the robots, spread from those who are cloistered in the factories, to the
accompaniment and protocol Asian robots. Technology evolution in terms of
computing power, sensory capability and mechanical improvements, allows to
perform more autonomous robots, with complex tasks or behaviours, even in a
heterogeneous collaborative mess. From this fact arises the need for control sys-
tems capable of handle robots while perform their tasks, and coordinate them
to achieve cooperative tasks.

There is a lot of solutions to this problem, some focus on part of the problem,
while others are dependent on a certain platform or architecture. The alternative
proposal, mixes some of these solutions or paradigms and seeks to avoid some
problems encountered by addressing the problem from a general point of view,
and offering a platform independent solution.

From another point of view, these tasks require a lot of information from the
environment in order to interact properly with it. Therefore in addition to the
advanced sensing systems mounted on robots, special behaviour are required to
encourage and/or optimise the acquisition of information. The proposed solution
also addresses this idea.
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1.1 Previous Work

Robot control architectures have been a highly contested issue for years, and
remains, in response to the large number of publications that keep coming on this
subject. By hindsight, several trends can be observed: Deliberative Architectures,
Behaviours-Based Architectures and hybrid solutions that mix both.

Early control architectures performed a deliberative execution because of its
straight application despite of its requirement of a exhaustive previous knowledge
of the situation to control. Nowadays this is still being used on some architec-
tures like the one presented by Conor in [19], which is focused on the control of
autonomous submarine vehicles.

The first steps in the model definition and formalisation of behaviour was
exhibited by R. Brooks in [6]. The work describes an architecture for control
mobile robots. Modelling some layers with different levels of competence. Each
of these layers can access all the sensor data and generate control actions for
the actuators. Separate tasks can suppress or inhibit inputs outputs. Thus, the
lower layers can function as highly reactive mechanisms or reflections, while the
upper layers are working to achieve the overall goal. Other classic behaviour
based architectures like the proposed by and Arkin [3] remain strong influence
over many current works like the presented by Cañas and Matellán in [7] where
autonomous behaviours are generated by using dynamic hierarchies of small
schemes. Thus, is obtained a scalable and extensible architecture which provide
more flexibility than subsumption architecture and improves its performance in
dynamic environments.

Some years later arises the trend of combine both previous paradigms. These
kind of systems are called hybrid architectures or reactive-deliberative architec-
tures. Stoytchev in [25] presents a hybrid robot architecture that combines three
components: deliberative planning, reactive control, and motivational drives.
Each of the three components addresses one of the challenges: To adapt quickly
to changes in the environment; To understand high level human commands; and
To be engaging and fun to use.

The amount of applications that requires a certain level of cooperation, and
the increment of the capabilities of the agents involved, have promoted the num-
ber of researches focused in coordination architectures. Typical coordination
system make use of a fusion of behaviours and an arbitration process in or-
der to execute the most accurate action for each situation, a clear example was
explained by Proetzsch in [21] where is proposed a solution called integrated
behaviour-based control (IB2C). In this work is proposed the use of “behaviour
modules” as the basic units of the architecture which contains information about
the action, the rating, and the transfer functions of the behaviour. Those be-
haviours can be stimulated and inhibited in order to calculate the level of its
relevance which in turns is reflected on the activity level of that behaviour to
the current state. This activity level is used to perform a weighted fusion of the
system behaviours for providing the output. One of the most relevant contribu-
tions of this work is the capability of implement different coordination methods
separated in two main groups: arbitration or command fusion.
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Actually most of the proposed solutions make use of fuzzy logic (FL) for the
behaviour coordination. In [11] R. Huq offers a solution for behaviour-based
control by combining the rigid state-based paradigm of the discrete events sys-
tem (DES) with the flexibility of FL proposing the use of a fuzzy discrete event
system (FDES) [15,22] as solution. The application of a DES ease the analysis
of complex system that can be clearly described as a sequence of events. Tran-
sitions between states are usually based on sensory information, which implies
that sensory uncertain can lead to an erroneous performance. Nevertheless, the
application of FL can help to represent this uncertain, offering a mechanisms
for dealing with that situations. In that architecture behaviours are defined by
its associated action, the sensory information and a state-based modulation of
its activity. That last element make use of fuzzy event matrices to generate pre-
dictions to estimate the activity of the behaviour. For the modelling of those
matrix are used “fuzzy state vectors” which defines the probability of perform
a transition between two states given a certain event. Based on the information
contained on those vectors an arbitrator must determine the actions to perform.
This paradigm is later extended on [12,13].

Although this, there are some coordination methods which offers some out
the box solutions ,like the ones formulated on [16]. In this case is presented a
multi-robot cooperation inspired in a biological system, a pack of wolves. That
way is differentiated both alpha and betta roles which can be swapped between
the pack members in function of its capabilities and collaborate to achieve a
common goal, for the case, the simulation of an elk hunt.

The relevance of perceptual information for the execution of basic behaviours
is clearly remarked in classical studies like Mataric in [17] where are remarked
the advantages of centralised or distributed behaviours and its disadvantages,
between some of them are related to the limitations in this time. Asama in [4]
describes the importance of distributed information on robot systems making
an analysis of functions distribution between the agents and path planning. On
more actual works can be found some works where is implemented a communi-
cation between agents in order to share sensory information. A clear example of
this can be found in [18] by Matellán where is compared three different fuzzy
communication methods in order to share perceptual information about the envi-
ronment and defines how this is reflected on its behaviours and the performance
of its tasks.

1.2 Outline

As outline of this paper: After the introduction section 1.1 describes a review
of related works explaining advantages and detected problems. A description of
the used platforms and simulators is depicted in section 2. The proposed Mission
Based System is shown in section 3. The group coordination approach is depicted
in section 4. A clarify example is shown as a use case in section 5. A comment
about the implementation issues is reported in section 6. The paper ends with
some conclusions about the work in section 7.
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2 Framework Overview

2.1 Development Platforms

The architecture introduced on this work is referred as a general solution for
agents in networked environments. Nevertheless, all the proposed examples and
validation tests will be focused on robotic platforms, including mobile and hu-
manoid robots. Using mobile robots as agents of the system provides a reliable
platform for validation, due to the wide range of sensors that can be equipped
with, and its wheel-based locomotion. Humanoid robots on its side provides a
more restricted platform, due to its complex locomotion an the limited number
of sensors that can assemble. Validation tests have been performed on avail-
able robots and for which the research group has great experience in previous
developments.

Mobile robots, just as has been described, are characterised by its displace-
ment capabilities and its flexible configuration. Two different types of mobile
robots are implied at this work, each one developed following its own philoso-
phy. First is introduced the KertrolBot [26], as is showed on 1(d), a small size
micro-controller-based robot which is propelled by a differential locomotion, is
equipped with infrared sensors, and disposes of Wi-Fi communications. The goal
of the KertrolBot is to provide solutions for small applications due to simplicity
of its design and the low computational power.In the second case the Yet Another
Intelligent Robot (YAIR), as can be observed in 1(c)[5], offers a similar locomo-
tion but disposes of a bigger structure in which are integrated a screen, some
more sensors as a camera or a laser range sensor, and the use of a computer
as main operational unit. The YAIR offers a more wide range of applications
because of its advanced capabilities and its computing power.

Giving way to the Humanoid Robot, the main challenge faced is dealing with
biped walking. This locomotion is far more complex that the exposed on previ-
ous robots, and implies some restrictions on the mobility, the weight, and the
stability, which limit the sensors that can be equipped with. In this particular
case, we use the commercial robot Nao, displayed on 1(b) [23]. In spite of all the
restrictions, this robot offers a good demonstrator for the development of some
convoluted tasks like playing soccer.

For testing more complex environment situations, and disposing of more va-
riety of robot models, we use a simulator, like Gazebo [14]. This one is a robot
specific simulator which offers the capability of reproduce most of the real ap-
plications which are proposed on this paper, and enhance fast development and
validation of the described architecture. An example of simulated robots can be
observed in 1(a).

2.2 System Architecture

Beyond the execution of behaviours, agents must assemble mechanisms for per-
forming some other type of jobs. Then, a scalable and flexible framework is es-
tablished in order to group required tasks according to its functionality forming
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(a) Simulator (b) Nao (c) YAIR (d) KertrolBot

Fig. 1. Presented Platforms

modules. These modules offer abstraction from their implementation providing
an interface which can be easily accessed by other modules.

Perception Module. In almost every proposed situation, agents must obtain
information about the physical world in order to perceive its environment. De-
pending on the environment and the possibilities, the appropriate sensor must
be used. Thus the module must provide elaborated information as independent
as possible from the source. Each one must be properly studied for adapting
its raw sensory measures to a predefined data type. That adaptation process is
the main objective of this module, which provides understandable information
about the physical world to other modules that required it in order perform a
proper operation. That is specially critical for the case of the Global Modelling
and the Actuation modules.

Global Modelling Module. A reliability knowledge of the environment to-
gether with the agent’s location in space brings the capability of use this infor-
mation to take decisions about the best way to face its mission. That takes even
more relevance when the agent have to perform some kind of path planing, or
location tasks, in order to achieve its mission. To meet this need, current module
offers a localisation method which allow to estimate the location of an agent in
the space from the information provided by the perception module. But a model
of the area is also needed in order to be able to discern its position in it. For
that reason this module must also manage the environment map, generating it
in case that no previous information is provided. Many techniques for both, lo-
calisation and environment mapping, are implemented as will be introduced on
the Environment Interaction section.

Actuation Module. On the way to achieve its mission an agent may have to
interact with the environment, which can involve from apply a control action
to perform a displacement on the space. As will be introduced next, usually
the actuation is raised as the result of a behaviour fusion, which reflects the
desire of the agent to perform a certain action. Just as the opposite case of the
adaptation phase described on the perception module, the main purpose of this
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one is to translate the information provided by other modules, expressed in a
defined data type, to a raw value required by the actuator that will depend of
their characteristics.

Communication Module. Some of the information managed in the previ-
ously mentioned modules, and specially the Perception Module, is sensitive to
be shared with other agents of the system. In that way, sharing information
between agents provides knowledge, including the state of the other agents, the
progression of the mission and information about the environment. The estab-
lishment of this module enhances the coordination and brings the capability
of setting up some levels of cooperation among robots, as well as the imple-
mentation of distributed consensus and data association mechanisms [1]. Those
methods can be remarked as a hot topic according the amount of publications
that refer to it. On next sections will be introduced how the proposed system
offers a great base for integrating a distributed consensus layer.

Behaviours Module. The Behaviours module is responsible for generating
commands. The work described in this paper mainly turns around this module.
We propose an approach named “Hierarchical Hybrid Architecture for Mission-
oriented Robot Control”. System has been split hierarchically in two
components:

– On one hand, the coordination side offers a high level of abstraction and
manages all the information related to the collective strategy, consequently
it can be represented as a module of distributed agents.

– On the other hand, the control side works with information from different
levels of abstraction, but this information belongs to the individual behaviour
of each agent. On Figure 2(a) can be noticed the general representation of a
behaviour system.

3 Individual Behaviour – Mission/Submission System

The individual behaviour layer is responsible for executing the mission that has
been assigned to that agent. An individual behaviour is defined as any behaviour
carried out by one unique agent that leads its actions in a certain lapse of time.
This behaviour is determined by a mission, which has been assigned to each agent
from the upper layer as is show later on the section “Group Coordination”. In
most cases, individual behaviours can be composed by actions of heterogeneous
complexity, for that reason this layer has been split in three different levels: Main
behaviour, Mission, and Submission (or Mission State). On following sections
will be described concepts ranging from the more basic levels to the mentioned
Mission in ordered to ease its understanding. In Figure 2(b) is shown an overview
of the interaction between this three levels.
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(a) General Overview (b) Individual Overview

Fig. 2. Architecture Overviews

3.1 Basic Behaviour

A Basic Behaviour (or Basic Skill) is an action executed by an agent in response
of stimulus, or precise commands transferred to a lower module to perform an
action. Basic behaviours are strongly related to the agent performance in both
input (perception capacity) and output (actuation capacity). It also is charac-
terised by aiming to a simple and precise goal. A basic behaviour can not be
divided and executed in a concurrent way.

Output Features: The output of a basic behaviour must actuate according the
capabilities offered by the agent API, which is widely ranged between different
kind of actions. In general case, it is defined as the establishment of a certain
value as output information. On software agents this can be considered as a
trigger between its own states. However, physical agents offers different options
like, for example, establishing a voltage on an actuator, positioning a servomotor
to a certain angle, making the final effector of a robot reach a position, or the
establishment of a reference velocity for a mobile robot. It must be remarked
that this performance is imposed by the kind of the current agent which is being
working with.

Characterisation of Input Stimulus: Input signals that are used by the
basic behaviours provides a low abstraction level. In most cases, this signals are
used to close control loops which rule basic behaviours.

3.2 Behaviour Fusion

As has been explained on the basic behaviour section, basic skills must be simple
and indivisible. One of the main reason for the establishment of that restrictions,
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is to provide the system a mechanism to fuse those abilities, obtaining as a result
the emergent behaviours that allows the resolution of more complex problems
that can not be solved separately.

Motivational State: The concept of “motivation” is introduced for being used
as a weighting element when a fusion of basic behaviours is performed. One
behaviour, with a high level of motivation, will influence on the composition in
a more representative way than other less motivated. In every behaviour, its
motivation value, must be computed previously to the fusion. On this calculus
may take part many factors as temporal and sensory data, the own logic state
of the system, ifnextchar.etcetc..

Composition Function: The “composition function” is used in order to obtain
the final value of the actuation for a certain variable based on the contributions
brought by the different behaviours. As a basic composition function is proposed
the weighted mean of the basic behaviours outputs, using the “motivation” as
weighting element. Composition is calculated using equation 1. For the basic
behaviour i, its motivation BMi, is multiplied by its contribution BCi. The
result of the sum of all these products fro all the basic behaviours is normalised
with the summation of the motivations. For that purpose can be used any other
function, therefore the comparison of different functions, and the analysis of its
influence on the output is relegated to a future work.

u() =

∑n
i=1 BMi · BCi∑n

i=1 BMi
; (1)

Disjoint Behaviours: Are called disjoint those behaviours that must/can not
occur simultaneously because there is not physically possible, or because a de-
sign restriction. As more visual examples, when using biped robots as physical
agents is not possible to perform a kick while the robot is walking, or in the
case of wheeled differential robots is not possible to follow a straight line with a
constant speed while is performing a turn on the vertical axis. For the establish-
ment of the composition avoiding disjoint behaviours is proposed a modification
of the previous Equation 1. The concept of composition table (equation 2) is in-
troduced, in every row is indicated the composition coefficient of each behaviour
with the rest. In this way, the element c(i, j) shows the index of composition
for the behaviour j with the i. The composition of a behaviour with itself must
be 1, while the index with disjoints behaviours, which cant be executed at same
time, must be 0. Therefore, this coefficient is dimensionless and could take real
values between 0.0 and 1.0.

Ci,j =

⎡
⎢⎣

1 · · · [0.0− 1.0]
... 1

...
[0.0− 1.0] · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)
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The composition equation 1 has been modified for taking into account this
composition matrix obtaining a new equation 3. The procedure to follow implies
that composition coefficients must be extracted from the behaviour column with
the highest motivation value. Thus new equation must be:

u() =

∑n
i=1 BMi · BCi · ci,j∑n

i=1 BMi · ci,j ; j = more motivated behaviour index. (3)

Fig. 3. The fusion of Behaviours A, B and C are conditioned by their levels of
motivation

Fatigue Factor: The fatigue factor weights the contribution of a behaviour
depending on the lapsed time from its activation. The contribution values are
ranged from 0.0 to 1.0, and are obtained as the product of other 2 subfactors:

– Rise subfactor: Favours the progressive introduction of the behaviour. Its
value is initially 0.0 and is linearly increasing until reaches the rising time
when must be 1.0.

– Fall subfactor: This factor limits the action of a behaviour if is reached the
fatigue time and remains active because has not accomplished its goal. Its
initial value is 1.0 and is decreasing until 0.0. After the falling time the values
is maintained till expires the blocking time.

These factors are calculated from 3 parameters, rising time, fatigue time and
blocking time. This parameters will be established according to the dynamic of
each behaviour.

3.3 Submission or Mission State

A submission is composed by a set of the available basic behaviours. When a
state is active every behaviour of the set is also activated. The activation of
several behaviours leads to the emergence of new behaviours as a result of the
fusion of its control actions. A submission is also characterised by its table of
composition and all the basic behaviours contained.
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Fig. 4. The application of the Fatigue factor avoids to get stuck on the execution of
non-progressing behaviours

3.4 Mission

Is defined as a “mission” the complex task realised by an agent, as a part of a
group, in order to reach a certain objective assigned for the upper coordination
level. Missions may have a concrete goal or may execute a repetitive task. If
an agent is performing alone, the mission to achieve will not be modified along
time. Missions are represented by a HFSM (Hierarchical Finite State Machine),
in which graph are depicted two types of elements: states and transitions. States
are explained in detail on the “Submission or Mission State” section. One of the
states will be marked as the initial state and will be the first to activate once
the mission starts. Transitions between states are performed after the evaluation
of a set of sensory conditions, and can be traversed in one direction only. Those
conditions ensures that the partial objectives of the state has been successfully
accomplished. It can be considered that the mission does not provide an output
for itself, but takes the output of the active state in the moment of the execution.
Mission requirements will evaluate the state of accomplishment of the submission
in execution. It must be to distinguish two cases:

– Global requirements: will be the sum of the requirements of every state in
the mission, along with the requirements of every existing transition.

– Actual requirements: are the requirements of the actual states, with the sum
of the requirements of its exit transitions.

3.5 No Goal Oriented Behaviours

Although the proposed architecture aims to the accomplishment of goals, not
all the behaviours involved are directly related to the objective. The main func-
tionality of these behaviours is to provide the needed support for assure that
the goal-oriented behaviours dispose of all the requirements for its proper exe-
cution. Between these requirements most usually can be found the need of an
environment interaction or the knowledge of the status of the other agents in
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the network. Therefore, this section will fall on the characteristics of the be-
haviours employed for covering this demand and the way that is managed in the
architecture.

Environment Modelling and Localisation: Most of the executed tasks that
are relevant to the coordination system, are also related with the interaction
with the environment. That is specially critical when the agents have to perform
some kind of path planing or location tasks in order to achieve its objectives. For
providing them the knowledge of the characteristics of the environment in which
are located can be provisioned a previously generated map, or as alternative can
make use of simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) [8] techniques that
allow the agents to generate a map of its initially unknown surrounding thanks
to the sensory information.

Typically the use of mobile robots as agents implies the need of being able to
locate its own position in the map for developing its tasks in an proper way. Many
techniques have been used for that purpose, like the Montecarlo Particle Filter
[9] Monte-Carlo Particle Filter (MCL) and the some variants of the Kalman
Filter (KF) as the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [24], although it also have
been developed some derived techniques by taking profit of the advantages of
both them. That way in [20] is presented a location solution for humanoid robots,
in a soccer game environment, which propose a combination of these techniques.

A good knowledge of the environment and their location in space brings the
possibility of using this information to take decisions about the progress of the
mission. The exchange of data between agents allows to perform a better distri-
bution of the tasks, enhance the environment model, or detect dynamic obsta-
cles. That way, next section will describe the advantages provided by the data
distribution between agents and the establishment of consensus procedures.

Cooperation and Consensus: In a network of agents, where a common ob-
jective is fixed, the fact that every agent is working on its own without caring
about the state of other ones does not take profit of the advantages of these
systems. Any kind of cooperation between agents will provide a remarkable en-
hancement for mission execution.

One of the tasks that will be improved by this cooperation is the environment
modelling. If a map of the work area is provided the detection of dynamic ele-
ments is a simple decision, but it is not also on those situations where agents
must generate its own map. Once an element of a new area are spotted there is
no initial distinction about if is an static or a dynamic obstacle. This situation
can be solved by a consensus phase where agents which also has been explored
this area contribute with their information, as can be seen on [2].

Some of the most common application of cooperation to the environment
modelling are intended to perform efficient area exploration. This kind of coop-
eration are widely used in mobile robot and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
networks [10]. An exploration performed with several robots which provides a
certain overlap between the sensed range allow a fast association between the
distributed information an provides an agile method for environment modelling.
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Focusing on the mission development, cooperation is also a clear benefit as it
improves the performance and speeds up the execution. In a network of agents
which does not perform any type of cooperation, tasks must be preassigned
independently of its state. By enabling a consensus phase, this state, which
characterises the agent (position, tasks in execution, ifnextchar.etcetc.) may be
considered in order to decide which are the most qualified robot to execute a
new task when its required.

Task Integration Approach: The need of localisation implies the execution
of several tasks in order to guarantee a accurate estimation. That way several
behaviours have to be exclusively or tightly related with that kind of tasks.
As any other behaviour active they must also be fused in addition to other
behaviours related purely related with the mission execution. In most of the
cases required actions are intended to the sense of its surrounding, but in some
other cases implies active motion in order to perform a pursuit of localisation
marks.

Examples: Following the example explained in previous sections. Physical
agents need to be localised and with a good sensory feedback. Thus additionally
to the 2 Basic Behaviours described in section 5 a Non Goal Oriented Behaviour
is joined. The behaviour is Landmark Following:

– Landmark Following.
• The objective of the physical agent is to trace its trajectories as near as
possible to the available landmarks. That way, positioning is not lost.

• The action, output, or control action, taking into account the exposed on
previous examples, can be one of the components of the velocity vector
which guide the agent near to landmarks.

• Perceptual requirements are the position of the surrounding landmarks.

4 Group Coordination

The lower layer need the indication of what mission must be executed, for that
reason is implemented a group coordination layer. By the application of that
layer can also be obtained some other additional benefits, thanks to a good co-
ordination between agents any activity can be performed in a more efficient way
than in a individual approximation. Next is introduced the different sublevels in
which is decomposed this layer.

4.1 Tactics

Tactics will be defined as a set of missions to achieve by a group of agents.
None tactic is preassigned to a mission nor an agent, but must establish certain
restrictions referred to the minimum resource types that must have an agent to
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perform a concrete task. The number of agents, which realises this tasks, does
not have to be known a priori, therefore it must be established a priority task
assignation criteria. In the same way, it is possible to exist duplicates (an agent
perform more than one) according to the available resources.

Tactic Execution. Mission Assignation: The most adequate way for a
proper execution, is the assignment of the different missions to each agent in
order to reach the goal of the strategy. Each mission is assigned in a reactive
way attending to its restrictions and the capacities of the agents. The assigna-
tion criteria can also depend on the sensitisation, or attend to an opportunistic
pattern. Tactic objectives are the same as the strategy ones, but additionally
must optimise the distribution of missions between agents.

4.2 Plan

The Plan describes the set of actions that the group of agents must perform
for reaching the goal. This actions are grouped in Missions and this in turn are
grouped in Tactics. This plan aims to the achievement of set of actions, Tactics
and/or Missions, executed in a determined order, and carried out by a group
of agents which can swap theirs missions in a opportunistic way. An HFSM
describes the Plan in which each state is a Mission.

5 Experimental Use Case

This example tries to clarify the concepts explained above. The context for the
example is the scenario shown in Figure 5. There a factory is simulated where
the handling of materials is performed by 4 physical agents (gripper differential
robots) that transport the freight from a charging dock and to the corresponding
download box.

Fig. 5. Team Behaviour Example
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5.1 Robots Coordination: Plan

In the coordination level is defined a three state plan and the corresponding
tactic for each of these states, each one of this named as tactic.

1. Merchandise reception: A big amount of freight is receipt.
2. Standard merchandise movement: Some freight is receipt.
3. Merchandise dispatch: No freight is receipt.

5.2 Tactic

In the case that a big amount of freight is receipt a state machine evolves to the
“Merchandise reception” state. The wheelbarrows must unload the freight and
take the charge to one of the unload places. The tactic consists of 4 Missions,
but these are not assigned in principle to any particular agent.

– Mission I: Freight Reception.
– Mission II: Freight Reception.
– Mission III: Freight Reception.
– Mission IV: Battery charging.

Tactic Execution. Mission Assignation: This scenario use 4 robots to
achieve the goal. The tactic sets 3 equal missions to receipt the freight and
leaving it in the proper place, while 1 robot reload its batteries. The assignment
is done according to battery load criteria.

5.3 Mission

As example of Mission “Freight Reception” is explained: The goal of this mission
is collect freight from a charging dock and unload it at the appropriate place.
Another mission can be, relocating objects: load collection in a given box to
move it to another.

5.4 SubMission

The first mission described above, could consist of a set of submissions as follows:

– Go to the loading dock.
– Adjust the freight to be picked up.
– Loading the freight.
– Go out of loading dock.
– Go to the unload site.
– Download freight.
– Go out of unloading dock.

As this is a simple example, all submissions are executed sequentially and in
loop, but not always be this way.
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5.5 Basic Behaviour

As example the first submission is explained. This submission is formed by 2
Basic Behaviour:Displacement to site and Environment object collision avoiding.

Displacement to site:
• The objective of the physical mobile agent is to perform a movement in
the direction of a interest goal.

• The action, output, or control action, as the shown on the previous ex-
ample, relies on the performance of the agent. In addition, the behaviour
must obtain the direction and velocity of the displacement required for
reaching the position of the interest place.

• The relative position between the robot and the goal site are the per-
ceptual requirements.

Environment object collision avoiding:
• The objective of the physical agent is to avoid to collide with its sur-
rounding objects while is in movement.

• The action, output, or control action, taking into account the exposed on
previous examples, can be one of the components of the velocity vector
which avoids the collision with a certain object.

• Perceptual requirements are the position of the surrounding objects.

6 Implementation

Although the model referred along this document is functional and has been
tested, the evolution, tests and improvements are always progressing. Current
implementation has been developed on C++, using a computer with a Linux dis-
tribution as main operative system, and has been tested using both a simulator
which offers virtual representation of robots, and real mobile robots as elements
to control. The robots used in this test are the humanoid platform Nao. In both
cases tests have been done using the framework developed to attend the Stan-
dard Platform League (SPL) in the RoboCup1 championship by the Hidalgos
Team.

6.1 Development Model

The behaviour module has been implemented with the aim of be usable over
several robots, so has been designed robot-API independent. Different behaviour
components (Basic Behaviours, Missions, Submissions, Plans, Tactics, etc) use
the c++ heritage mechanism to take the architecture benefits. Thus, one base
class is generated by each component in a header file. The behaviour designer
just must generate a class per component that extend the appropriate basis
class, and add the behavioural functionality code. Next subsections explain each
component in detail.

1 http://www.tzi.de/spl

http://www.tzi.de/spl
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Basic Behaviour. In a Basic Behaviour derived class, the functionality has
been split into 3 functions/blocks:

– Motivation Update: in this function user has to calculate and store the value
of the current motivation for the behaviour in edition.

– Contribution Update: in this function user must set a proper values for
contributions over which it has influence. Different behaviours could act over
different actuators or system variables.

– Actuation function: takes the result of the fusion process and perform the
actuation. Each behaviour decides which contributions need, and how to use
them to actuate on the robot API.

Submissions. As was described, a submission is a set of Behaviours. In the
constructor the designer must add all the required basic behaviours. Additionally
user must afford a function that calculates and provide the accomplishment level
of the current submission.

Missions. A Mission is a set of submissions that are executed following the
criteria imposed by a finite state machine. That way, the programmer has to
specify states and transitions to depict the flow of the machine.

– The states are conformed by submissions, the designer just need to instan-
tiating the previously defined.

– Transitions are needed to indicate the relationships between states. The code
that manage the transit condition, and the states of input and output, define
the transition.

6.2 Behaviour Migration

After the design of behaviours, the code is compiled and linked as a dynamic
library. The library could contain the complete behaviour or a subset. Availing
of this mechanism, is possible to modify part of the behaviour (e.g. basic be-
haviour), link alone in a new library and send it to the robot, then the module
is requested to load this behaviour in place of the current one.

7 Conclusions

The presented hybrid architecture presented in this paper take advantages from
reactive and deliberative control. The aim of this architecture is to manage the
behaviour of a heterogeneous group of physic agents. The layered structure allows
a easy behaviour definition, obtaining a good reactive response in the low level
and a simple planning in the deliberative level.

The group coordination level, deal with the missions assignment according
the robots state and resource availability.

Finally architecture introduces sensory tasks in the behaviours system, thus
resultant actions could improve the perceptual performance. System is being
tested in a simulator and different mobile robots.
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Abstract. This paper presents a real-time vision framework that detects and 
tracks vehicles from stationary camera. It can be used to calculate statistical 
information such as average traffic speed and flow as well as in surveillance 
tasks. The framework consists of three main stages. Vehicles are first detected 
using Haar-like features. In the second phase, an adaptive appearance-based 
model is built to dynamically keep track of the detected vehicles. This model is 
also used in the third phase of data association to fuse the detection and tracking 
results. The use of detection results to update the tracker enhances the overall 
framework accuracy. The practical value of the proposed framework is 
demonstrated in real-life experiments where it is used to robustly compute 
vehicle counts within certain region of interest under variety of challenges. 

1 Introduction 

Traffic is becoming an inevitable part of our daily lives especially in crowded cities 
which forces the demand for developing intelligent traffic surveillance systems. These 
systems help in monitoring, analyzing, and controlling traffic, while operating in real 
time and providing accurate information about traffic conditions. Traffic surveillance 
systems can be divided into intrusive and non-intrusive systems. The former include 
loops detectors that are inserted below road surface to detect metallic vehicle mass 
that crosses it. Such solutions incur high cost and safety risks associated with their 
installation and maintenance. The latter include traffic cameras that are easily 
installed and maintained to provide additional information such as vehicle trajectory 
and recognize activities of interest such as accidents and driving in the wrong 
direction. In this paper, we present a real-time vision framework that is suitable for 
traffic camera systems to detect and track vehicles within a pre-defined region of 
interest called the virtual loop. The paper is organized as follows: Section  2 states the 
related work, Section  3 introduces the proposed method, Section  4 discusses 
experimental results, and finally conclusion represented in Section  5. 
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2 Related Work 

Most video-based traffic surveillance systems have a predefined method to select its 
region of interest (ROI) such as frame difference [ 1, 2] and virtual loops [ 3, 4]. Virtual 
loop methods employ prior knowledge to select the ROI directly. In this paper, the 
ROI is selected manually where road lanes are usually selected as ROI. 

Video-based traffic monitoring is applied on three major stages: detection, 
tracking, and data association. In detection, most methods detect the vehicles using 
background subtraction [ 5] depending on motion information. Background reference 
frame is the core of background subtraction methods. Frame differencing between 
two successive frames may be applied [ 6] but it is sensitive to noise and illumination 
changes, parallax and motion in the background (i.e. trees and other non-vehicle 
objects). Other methods for background estimation are running average [ 7] or 
Gaussian Mixture model (GMM) [ 8] that estimates background reference to reduce 
parallax effect and periodic motions as well as illumination changes, but it will fail in 
crowded roads due to very slow motion. For the purpose of detecting vehicles 
independent on the motion and traffic flow, we used Haar-like features of vehicles 
instead of background subtraction techniques. For tracking, Kalman filter [ 9, 10] or 
any dynamic model are usually used as a tracker for its simplicity and real-time 
performance. However, there are two limitations: linearity and the need to frequently 
update the object’s state using detection/measurement in the correction. In order to 
bind detected targets and tracked targets, data association techniques such as one-to-
one association and overlap-rate-based association can be used [ 16]. 

3 Framework Architecture 

In this section we describe the proposed framework. Section ( 3.1) shows how we used 
Haar-like features and Adaboost cascade classifiers in the detection. Tracking is 
presented in Section ( 3.2) and finally linking the detection and tracking is described in 
Section ( 3.3). 

3.1 Detection 

The first stage in the framework is vehicle detection. First, preparing positive samples 
and negative samples manually so that vehicles are the positive samples and anything 
else that can form a background are the negative samples. Then Haar-like features as in 
Fig. 1. are used to extract different features of vehicles in different scale and shapes. 
More specifically, we used three kinds of features as used in face detection algorithm  
by Viola and Jones [ 11]. The value of a two-rectangle feature is the difference between 
the sum of the pixels within the rectangular regions. The regions have the same size  
and shape and are horizontally or vertically adjacent. A three-rectangle feature 
computes the sum within two outside rectangles subtracted from the sum in a center 
rectangle. Finally a four-rectangle feature computes the difference between  
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Fig. 1. Example rectangle features are shown relative to the enclosing detection window. The 
sums of the pixels which lie within the white rectangles are subtracted from the sum of pixels in 
the gray rectangles. Two-rectangle features are shown in (A) and (B), (C) shows a three-
rectangle feature, and (D) a four-rectangle feature. 

diagonal pairs of rectangles. Given that the base resolution of the detector is 24x24, 
the exhaustive set of rectangle features is quite large. An integral image is computed 
in order to rapidly calculate these features. 

Integral image can be computed using few operations per pixel and once it is 
computed, any Haar-like feature can be computed in constant time. A variant of 
Adaboost is used both to select a small set of features and to train the classifier. 
Adaboost is an algorithm for constructing a strong classifier as linear combination of 
weak classifiers. A weak classifier ℎ ( )consists of a feature , a threshold Θ  and a 
parity  indicating the direction of the inequality sign: ℎ ( )  = 1, ( ) ≤ p Θ0, ℎ  (1) 

These weak classifiers are constructed in cascade manner which uses all the 
information collected from the output of a given classifier as additional information 
for the next classifier in the cascade. Constructing cascade of classifiers achieves 
increased detection performance while radically reducing computation time. The key 
insight is that smaller, and therefore more efficient, boosted classifiers can be 
constructed which reject many of the negative sub-windows while detecting almost all 
positive instances (i.e. the threshold of a boosted classifier can be adjusted so that the 
false negative rate is close to zero). Simpler classifiers are used to reject the majority 
of sub-windows before more complex classifiers are called upon to achieve low false 
positive rate. The overall form of the detection process is that of a degenerate decision 
tree, what we call a "cascade" as shown in Fig. 2. A positive result from the first 
classifier triggers the evaluation of a second classifier which has also been adjusted to 
achieve very high detection rates. A positive result from the second classifier triggers 
a third classifier, and so on. A negative outcome at any point leads to the immediate 
rejection of the sub-window. Similar to decision tree, subsequent classifiers are 
trained using those examples which pass through all the previous stages. As a result, 
the second classifier faces a more difficult task than the first. The samples which 
make it through the first stage are harder than typical samples. At a given detection 
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rate, deeper classifiers have correspondingly higher false positive rates. After the 
learning phase, the detection stage concluded in extracting Haar-like features from an 
initial window size and scale it with a specified percentage that affect the accuracy of 
detection and performance time (i.e. the larger scaling percentage, the less 
computation time and the less false positives). As we'll see in the tracking system we 
choose this scaling to be large as we need real time performance and only care about 
detecting the target at least once during its life time within the virtual loop. 

 

Fig. 2. Cascade Illustration. A series of classifiers are applied to every sub-window. The initial 
classifiers eliminates a large number of negative examples with very little processing. 
Subsequent layers eliminate additional negatives but require additional computation. After 
several stages of processing the numbers of sub-windows have been reduced radically. 

3.2 Tracking 

Detection module only isn't enough; vehicles must be tracked over frames to 
eliminate counting the same target multiple times. Kalman filter or any dynamic 
model is a popular choice in tracking for its simplicity and real-time performance. But 
it needs to frequently use the detection/measurement to update the object state 
(position and velocity) in Kalman’s correction. While our detection module focuses 
on accuracy (less false positive) than repeatability (detecting the vehicle multiple 
times); therefore it isn’t suitable to integrate Kalman with our detection. Thus, a real 
time and less dependent on external measurements like Compressive Tracking (CT) is 
modified to integrate with the framework. CT is a generative model that represents 
the object efficiently as a feature vector extracted in a compressive domain and uses 
these features to discriminate the target from background including similar objects. 

In this work we extend CT to deal with multiple objects tracking and use external 
information from detection if exists to enhance the object model with scaling. 

Features 

Using the same features as in [ 12], the features are extracted from Multi-Scale filter 
bank then a sparse measurement matrix is applied on the high-dimension features to 
generate low-dimension ones that preserve most of the salient information. Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma [ 13] states that the distances between the points in a vector 
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space are preserved with high probability if they are projected onto a randomly 
selected subspace with suitably high dimensions. One of the ways to construct an 
approximation to such a projection matrix  is done by Achlioptas [ 14] defined as 

 

= 1, ℎ 120, ℎ  1 − 12  −1, ℎ 12
 

 
 

(2) 

 
Model Construction 
For each target, set of positives and negatives samples are generated around the object 
centers to construct the model with Naïve Bayes classifier using the extracted features 
for each. Fig. 3. shows positive and negative samples subset with multiple objects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

          (A)                     (B) 

Fig. 3. Positive and Negative samples subset for multiple objects. (A) Detected vehicles, (B) 
For each vehicle, positive (top row) and negative (bottom row) samples are obtained to 
differentiate between the object and the background including similar objects. 

As mentioned in [ 15], the random projections of high dimensional random vectors 
are almost always Gaussian. Thus, the conditional distributions ( | = 1)  and ( | = 0)  are assumed to be Gaussian distributed with four parameters 
( , , , ) where  is each feature in the low dimensionality distribution and y 
represents sample label. Assuming the independency in the feature vector; the 
parameters are incrementally updated with 

  ⟵ + (1 − )  (3) 

⟵  ( ) + (1 − )( ) + (1 − )( − )  (4) 
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Where  is a learning rate declaring how adaptive the model is to new 
information,  is the feature average and  is the feature standard deviation. These 
parameters are updated using the extracted samples each frame. The samples are 
generated with fixed size (without scaling) to provide more representative model for 
the filters. Although the tracker successfully keeps track with scaling changes but it 
doesn’t cover most of the object. This issue is fixed in data association phase as will 
be discussed in Section ( 3.3). 

3.3 Data Association 

While tracking seeks target localization continuity, data association stage seeks 
linking the independent detected targets of current frame with the tracked targets over 
frames. Data association must consider challenging factors like the absence of 
detected target, false detections and ambiguity. And to maintain a real time 
framework, we use a simple matching technique such as overlapping besides the 
constructed models built in the tracking phase as shown in Section ( 3.2). Algorithm 
(Table 1) describes data association algorithm. Before proceeding with the algorithm, 
several terms are defined: 

Detected Target (DT): Every detected target returned from the detection phase  
explained in Section ( 3.1). 

Tracked Target (TT): For each object’s model, a prediction is generated which is 
called tracked target. 

Get Confidence: apply the track’s model on the detection target give the learnt  
parameters in model construction. 

Update Classifier: updates the track’s parameters by (3), (4) using a list of  
measurements. 

Table 1. Shows how tracking and detection results are associated 

Algorithm 1 DataAssociation(DT,TT) 

FOREACH Track ∈ TT do 
 MaxOverlap ← 0 
 FOREACH Detection ∈ DT do  
  MaxOverlap ← max(MaxOverlap,Detection ∩ Track) 
  Confidence ← getConfidence(Detection,Track) 
 end for 
  if MaxOverlap > Thresh OR Confidence > ConfThresh 
then 
  updateClassifier([Track,Detection]) 
 else 
  updateClassifier([Track]) 
 end if 
end for 
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This algorithm ensures multiple criteria: 

• No ambiguity, due to the backward-forward association where each tracked 
target either is associated with the most overlapped, a confident detection or 
none (absence of detections). 

• False detection, is handled using the models' discriminative rules. 
• Scaling, data association provides new scales detection to the tracker that 

helps updating the model with a more recent scale of the object. 

4 Experiments and Results  

As most of vehicle surveillance systems have been tested on different datasets; the 
problem is lacking representative datasets. Thus, self-collected dataset is used to test 
the performance. The dataset format is 640*480 pixels, 30 frames/sec and about 3 
minutes long taken from desert road with variety of challenges scenarios:  

 
• Heavy flow, as shown in Fig.4 there is slow motion and an overlap between 

targets, in which techniques with clustering or motion dependent may fail. 
Although detection doesn't detect all the vehicles present at each frame but 
each vehicle is detected at least once in the ROI over time. The tracking 
algorithm keeps track of the detected vehicles even with absence of detection 
in the next frames. 

• Illumination, as shown in Fig. 5. there is a clear illumination change due to 
shadow. The detection module is not affected by it unlike frame differencing 
techniques besides it doesn’t depend on the environment lighting condition. In 
addition adding blur noise to the samples in the cascade classifier training. The 
strong compressed features in the tracking are also not affected by the 
intensity changes. 

• Multiple Detection, as shown in Fig. 6 resulted from many common detected 
vehicles features on the same vehicle that is successfully solved in the data  
association. 

The following parameters were used in the experiments: 

• Detection, Haar detection scale percentage parameter is set to 1.3 and thus 
balancing real-time and high true positive accuracy detection and search 
window is set to 15. 

• Tracking, Given target location, the search window is relatively proportional 
to the target size. Positive samples generation are 4-pixels around the target. 
Negative samples’ inner radii is set to 10 pixels around the object while the 
outer radii is 1.5 multiples the search window. 

 
The framework achieves 93% accuracy and overall average running time of 0.2017 

seconds. Table 2 gives insights about the error rate in each phase; notice how 
updating the tracker by the detections feedback from data association improves the 
results.  
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Abstract. The objective of the work presented in this paper is to investigate the
optimal learning strategy for snake-like modular robots using a (1+1) Evolutio-
nary Algorithm. We take into account three different but correlated tasks: efficient
locomotion, reaching a given point and obstacle avoidance.

Starting from earlier results on locomotion, we have performed three different
sets of experiments. In the first, the snake must learn to go to a goal point, and
we investigate how employing different fitness functions affect the learning of
this task. In the second experiment the snake must learn how to avoid obstacles.
In this experiment we test two possible behaviors, called mixed and switched
strategies. Finally, in the third set of experiments, we introduce the concept of
incremental learning and compare it with the “all-at-once” learning schemes of
the first two experiments.

The results of the simulations indicates that the modular robots are able to
learn both tasks with the (1+1) Evolutionary Strategy adopted, and that the fit-
ness function that explicitly rewards each of the tasks perform better that the
fitness function that takes into account the locomotion task only implicitly, re-
warding only the reaching of the target point. We also demonstrate that the ob-
stacles avoidance configuration with only one behaviour (mixed) is better than
the configuration with two behaviours (switched) and that incremental learning
provide a faster evolution towards good controllers.

Keywords: Evolutionary robotics, embodied evolution.

1 Introduction

The aim of the research presented here is to develop new evolutionary strategies for
generating robot controllers for real, physical robots.

The scenario we are working on is an ecosystem of robots that evolve both their
physical structure (body) and control software (mind). In this ecosystem, like in the
real world, individuals have to learn some basic skill to survive, or improve the abili-
ties that they have inherited from their parents. They will have to learn to find energy
sources, without which they would eventually starve to death. Occasionally, they will
meet and mate. New offspring will be generated by crossing over their genetic material.
These will be at all effects new individuals, whose morphology will be determined by
the morphology of their parents. We assume that an instrument for their physical im-
plementation exist. This shall be an automated production mechanism that, following
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their genetic blueprint, would build the newborn individuals, by assembling basic parts
(“organs”) or even by producing them on-the-fly by 3D printing technology [1].

At this stage, we are centering our research on lifetime learning, i.e. the process
where newborn individuals have to learn (or improve) their skills. Note that new in-
dividuals are not aware of their morphology. The only information they have is the
number of modules they are formed of. Thus, the first thing they have to learn is how to
control themselves.

We implement lifetime learning with a (1+1) on-line and embedded evolutionary
strategy. This means that the robots manage internally and in real time the evolution
process. This simple strategy is preferred since our aim is to perform on-line evolution
on real robots. In the case of classical EAs adopting a population on n >> 1 individ-
uals, multiple candidate controllers need to be evaluated at each generation, meaning
multiple test runs of the robot. This is clearly time consuming and is preferred when
evolving off-line controllers, i.e. when controllers are first evolved, typically in simula-
tions, and the best one is finally deployed to a real robot.

Lifetime learning implies that the robots have to learn some basic skill to survive,
such as finding energy sources, finding mates and avoiding obstacles. All such tasks
assume a basic skill, that is the ability to move efficiently.

In previous work [2], we have compared different encoding strategies for the robots
controller, and showed that good controllers for modular snake-like robots to learn effi-
cient locomotion can be generated. Thus, in this work robots controllers will adopt such
encoding, which will be briefly described below. Here, we focus on the tasks of going
to a goal point, that in future will be either a food source or a potential mate, and the
task of avoiding obstacles that may be present in the environment.

When it comes to learn different tasks, the question of which is the best way to
take them into account to reward good individuals arises. The first objective of the
work presented in this paper is to investigate how employing different fitness functions
affects the learning of the target reaching task. Clearly, in order to reach a target point,
efficient locomotion must be employed. Thus, taking into account only the final distance
to the target point takes intrinsically into account efficient locomotion. However, one
can design a fitness function that is composed of different terms, each rewarding a
particular skill, in this way taking into account explicitly the two (or more) tasks.

For the next task (obstacle avoidance) we compare two different strategies. It is easy
to see how the task of avoiding an obstacle may generate conflict with the task of going
to a goal point, in the case the obstacle is in the path to reach the goal point. In this
case, two strategies can be adopted. In the first, the controller has to learn how to take
the conflicting goals into account, properly weighting two terms of the fitness func-
tion. We call this the mixed strategy. In the second, a higher level behaviour controller
switches between the “goto point” and “avoid obstacles” behaviours. This strategy is
called switched strategy.

This first two sets of experiments was aimed at finding the best strategy for the robots
to learn all tasks at once. In the third part of this paper we introduce a completely
different learning scheme, based on incremental learning, where robots learn one task
at a time, building from previous experience.
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The robot ecosystem we work with exists in a virtual world, simulated adopting a
realistic 3D simulator, that faithfully reproduces both the real world physics and the
robots’ kinematics and dynamics as well as the physical interactions with the world’s
objects.

Besides aiming at reducing the reality gap, we share the growing feeling in the re-
search community that “matter matters”[3]. That is, the body, its shape, and its phys-
ical interaction with the environment have an impact on the way the mind is shaped.
Therefore, we include realistic physics in our simulated ecosystem, in such a way that
controllers will be evolved taking into account such physical interactions.

The physical realism of the simulations implies a high computational cost, making
these simulations very slow1. For this reason, the modular robots we adopt at this stage
are very simple. They are composed of a number of modules connected to each other
by a motor that allows horizontal movement. However, by including an additional de-
gree of freedom to the joints, a wide variety of movements in 3 dimensions could be
generated. Also, allowing more connections, more complex morphologies (e.g. in form
of H, that would resemble a four-legged robot) can be generated. Figure 1 depicts the
basic modules and snake-like robot.

The parameters required by each motor are the three classical parameters of periodic
undulatory motion: rotation speed, amplitude and phase, plus a bias value that allows
curved paths (see below).

Related Work

There is a considerable body of work on controllers for snake-like robots controllers.
Undulatory motion can be generated e.g. by central pattern generators [4], Neural
Networks [5,6,7,8], or modulated architectures [9,10,11].

Central pattern generators and neural networks are both powerful techniques, but
have the drawback of needing too much information (think, e.g., at the number of
connection weights that the have to be evolved).

It must be pointed out that the most usual configuration for evolving robot controllers
is off-line and off-board: an evolutionary algorithm is run in an external computer, and
controllers are then deployed into the robots (either real or simulated) to be evaluated.
This is the case e.g. of the one of the most known evolutionary robotics works, the
evolving virtual creatures of C. Sims [7] and J. Bongard [8].

Recently, on-line evolution has also been proposed in the literature (see e.g. [12],
where virtual agents are evolved in continuous time, but without lifetime learning). In
particular, Eiben et al. [13] proposed an embodied on-line and on-board distributed
evolution, where each robot evolves on board a population of candidate controllers,
and at given times robots exchange controllers with each other. This strategy is called
island method. The strategy we adopt here adopts just one controller for each robot,
without exchanges between robots. This approach is similar to the one proposed in [14],
where a (1+1)-online Evolutionary Algorithm is proposed. The main differences with
this work lays in the genotypes (robot controllers) representation (Neural Networks vs.

1 With 2 robots with 4 modules in the arena, simulation time was t = 0.3× with respect to real
time, while with 6 modules, simulation time was t = 0.1×
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Fig. 1. Left: Body modules and possible connection points. Centre: “head” module equipped with
two distance sensors. Right: Modular snake consisting of 6 body segments.

periodic functions) and in the fact that our approach adapts better to different robot
morphologies.

Finally, the concept of incremental learning has been introduced by Bongard [8] with
the purpose of evolving robot morphologies starting form simple configurations to more
complex ones. Here, instead, we use incremental learning for learning increasingly
difficult tasks.

2 Snake Locomotion

In this section, we briefly recap some basic concept on snake serpentine locomotion.
We model the snakes movement using the known “serpenoid” functions described

by Hirose (see e.g. [15]):

φi(t) = 2α sin(ωt+ (i− 1)β) (1)

φi(t) is a sinusoidal function that determines the position of joint i between two body
segments and n is the number of body segments of the snake (i = 1 . . . n− 1). Param-
eters ω, α and β determine the shape of the serpentine curve realized by the snake-like
robot, defining respectively angular speed, amplitude and phase of the oscillation of the
joints.

The set of all such parameters, called genes is stored in an array of floating-point
values, which is called the chromosome of the robot’s controller. Chromosomes undergo
mutations that result in different controllers. A mutation consist on modifying each gene
adding a random quantity drawn from a Gaussian distributionN(0, μ), where μ is called
the mutation rate.

As commented above, previous work [2] allowed us to reach the conclusion that the
best configuration for the evolution of snakes was the so called He1Sig encoding, which
uses the equation:

φi(t) = Ai sin(ωi · t− ϕi) i = 1 . . . n− 1, (2)

where n is the number of modules of the robot and each join has its own values
for amplitude (Ai), phase (ωi) and frequency (ϕi). The He1Sig encoding has a com-
mon mutation rate μ (range of the gaussian perturbation) for all the genes that is also
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Fig. 2. Example of the effect of c in the trajectory of the snake locomotion

stored in the chromosome (and therefore undergoes evolution as well). Thus, the total
chromosome length is of 3 · (n − 1) + 1 genes. Gene values are normalized in the
range [0, 1].

2.1 Controlling Direction

In order to direct to a given location, the robots could rotate in place to point towards
the location, and then move straight, a strategy commonly used in mobile robotics.
This option, besides being somehow “unnatural”, would require switching between to
behaviours: rotate and move straight. A more elegant way to execute this task is to bias
the locomotion of the snake so that in performs a curved trajectory, ending at the target
point.

Equation (1) can be easily modified for such purpose (see [16] for more details) as:

φi(t) = 2α sin(ωst+ (i − 1)β) + γ (3)

Adding the term γ makes the wave motion of the snake to be asymmetric, resulting
in a curved path. The term γ can be expressed as a function of the desired curvature
radius c : γ = − c

n (see also Fig. 2).

3 Getting to a Goal Point

In our case, the desired curvature radius is not explicitly calculated. Instead, it is a
parameter encoded into the chromosome that takes into account the angle between the
current snake orientation and the line connecting the snake and the target point. In other
words, the snakes have to learn how much to bias their locomotion in order to reach the
target point. Therefore, Equation (2) is added a path curvature term:

φi(t) = Ai sin(ωi · t− ϕi) + Ci · angle(t) (4)

where Ci are additional n− 1 genes, each joint having its own bias term2 and the term
angle(t) is the angle between the snake orientation u(t) and the direction of the target

2 Following the same logic that each joint has its own set of parameters, even though these would
not be strictly necessary.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the angular component of the motion. The green line is the ideal trajectory.

point v(t) (see Figure 3)3. Thus, chromosome length is finally 3(n− 1) + 1 + (n− 1)
genes.

3.1 Fitness Function

The first question to be addressed is how to evaluate how good is each individual, that
is, how to define the fitness function for the task “go to point”.

For teaching the “goto point” skill, we compared two types of fitness function, one
that only takes into account the distance from the target (Fd, Equation (5)), and one
that takes into account separately the motion and the distance to the target (FmFd,
Equation (6)):

FitnessFd = Fdistance = (1− DistFinal

DistInitial
) (5)

where DistInitial and DistFinal are respectively the initial and final distances from
the target (note that reaching the objectives gives a fitness of 1);

FitnessFmFd = 0.5 · FMovement + 0.5 · Fdistance

= 0.5 · diststraight

distaccum
+ 0.5 · (1− DistFinal

DistInitial
)

(6)

where distaccum is the distance travelled in relation to the initial position of the snake,
and diststraight is the motion in relation to the orientation of the snake. The ratio
diststraight/ distaccum expresses how much of the distance travelled was actually in
the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 4).

Equation (5) rewards individuals that actually get close to the target point, regardless
the way they reach it. Although it appears clear that in order to reach the target efficient

3 Note that as the snakes moves, the angle varies and the theoretical ideal trajectory is an arc of
circumference.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of distance components of the fitness

locomotion must be developed, this function may reward erratic movement such as
random jumps or rolling motion.

Equation (6) explicitly rewards motion pure serpentine motion, i.e. along the longi-
tudinal direction of the snake.

3.2 Experiments

In order to assess the effectiveness of each of the two solutions described above, we
have performed a set of experiments using the 3D simulator Webots, which adopts the
ODE (Open Dynamics Engine4) for collision detection and simulation of rigid body
dynamics. The ODE library allows accurate simulation of physical properties of objects
such as velocity, inertia and friction.

Table 1. Summary of the parameters used in the experiments

Parameters of the experiments
Configuration FmFd4Mod Fd4Mod FmFd5Mod Fd5Mod FmFd6Mod Fd6Mod
Fitness FitnessFmFd FitnessFd FitnessFmFd FitnessFd FitnessFmFd FitnessFd

Size 4 5 6

Representation Heterogeneous (chromosome length: 3(n− 1) + 1 + (n− 1) real valued genes)
Algorithm type (1+1) evolutionary strategy
Generations 500 500 500 500 500 500
Mutation Gaussian perturbation N(0, μ), where μ is part of the chromosome
Crossover N/A

We have performed experiments with three different configurations, consisting of 4,
5 and 6 modules. In order to avoid bias for a fixed position, for the snakes to learn to go

4 http://www.ode.org

http://www.ode.org
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to a particular point, we calculate the fitness for 4 layouts. In this way, every controller
has to learn to go to different target the points. In each layout the snake is placed in the
center of the arena, and the target point is placed at one of the four corners of a square.

In each fitness evaluation, the snake was allowed 20 seconds (simulated world time)
to get the target point. As they have four objectives in four layouts, each controller is
tested for 80 seconds. Each snake was allowed to evolve for 500 generations.

Experiments have been performed for all combinations of snake size and fitness func-
tion. The parameters of the experiments are summarised in Table 1. For each configu-
ration, 10 independent runs were performed.

Table 2. Summary of the experimental results for the “goto point” task

Controller
FmFd4Mod Fd4Mod FmFd5Mod Fd5Mod FmFd6Mod Fd6Mod

Best 0.89204 0.55795 0.84927 0.94464 0.93436 0.96827
Mean 0.64271 0.32916 0.75409 0.73339 0.89686 0.74027
Std. dev. 0.14616 0.15417 0.080097 0.22175 0.050982 0.29902

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the average fitness obtained for the different config-
urations (recall that fitness is normalised in such a way that the perfect behaviour has
fitness 1).

The results of the experiments have shown that, for all different snake sizes, the
best controllers are the ones that are generated using the fitness FitnessFmFd (Eq.
6), that is, the one that explicitly rewards efficient locomotion. Note also that standard
deviations are smaller, indicating a more stable behavior. This can be because adding the
locomotion term condition eliminates controllers that achieved getting close to the goal
points “by chance” with a chaotic movement, and therefore there is a bigger variance
between lucky runs and bad runs..

Note that longer snakes achieve better solutions. This is easily explained since in
equality of conditions, longer snakes move faster.

4 Avoiding Obstacles

Also in the case of avoiding obstacles, the robot shall modify its trajectory performing
a curved path. In this case, the curvature will depend on the readings of the two range
sensors mounted in its head (see Figure 1, center).

Calling ds = V alue left sensor − V alue right sensor the difference between
the values of the distance sensors (higher values mean closer obstacles), Equation (4)
can be added a curvature term that let the snake avoid obstacles:

φi(t) = Ai sin(ωi · t− ϕi) +Di · ds (7)

Again, the snakes have to learn how much to bias their locomotion in order to avoid
the obstacles, i.e. discover the correct values of weightsDi. As before,Di are additional
n− 1 genes, biasing the sinusoidal actuation of each of the joints.
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Fig. 5. Best fitness and standard deviation obtained for the different configurations (average over
10 runs)

Fig. 6. Best fitness of the six configurations analysed (average over 10 runs)

However, this time the task is more complex, since obstacles are on the way to the
goal point of the robot, and thus there are two conflicting objectives. There are two
ways to deal with this situation. One is changing between behaviours go to point/avoid
obstacle (“switching” strategy) and one consists on putting bias terms of Eq. (7) and
Eq. (4) altogether (“mixed” strategy).

Switching Strategy. The idea in this first configuration is that the robot learns tow
separate two behaviours. If one of the sensor values are greater than a given threshold
T (an obstacle is detected) then the controller uses the avoid behaviour, if not it uses
the goto point behaviour.
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// switched strategy
d_s=Value_right_sensor-Value_left_sensor;
if (Value_right_sensor>T || Value_left_sensor>T)

targetPositionH[i] = amplitudeH[i]*sin(omegaH[i]*t+phaseH[i])
+ D[i]*d_s;

else
target_positionH[i] = amplitudeH[i]*sin(omegaH[i]*t+phaseH[i])

+ C[i]*angle;

---------

// mixed strategy
d_s=Value_right_sensor-Value_left_sensor;
target_positionH[i] = amplitudeH[i]*sin(omegaH[i]*t+phaseH[i])

+ C[i]*angle + D[i]*d_s;

Fig. 7. Pseudo-code of the two strategies for avoiding obstacles and reaching a target point. Top:
switching strategy, bottom: mixed strategy. The variable targetPositionH is servo’s reference
position.

Figure 7 (top) shows the pseudo-code of this strategy. Note that in the case of the
switching strategy, threshold T is not a fixed parameter, but it is encoded in the chro-
mosome and therefore undergoes evolution as well.

Mixed Strategy. The second option considers only one behaviour. The controller must
learn to give sufficient importance to each aspect of behaviour in order to go to a point
while avoiding obstacles. In other words, we let evolution discover the correct mixing
(i.e. values for the terms Ci and Di).

Fitness Function

In either case, in order to design the fitness function for this task, we have to define a
term that evaluates how good is the robot in avoiding obstacles. This can be measured
by how much time it takes to actually avoid it and how close it got.

We take into account the worst case, the higher value of the two sensors, and compute
its accumulated value Favoid that sums the values of the sensors, and the time during
which the sensors detected the obstacles, measured in number of steps Nsteps. Thus:

FitnessFa = (1− Favoid

Nsteps
) (8)

In the previous section we have seen that the fitness function that explicitly re-
wards the different tasks performed better. So, in for the experiments involving learning
to avoid obstacles described below we used the following fitness equation (see also
Eq. (5) and (6):

FitnessFmFdFa =
(
Fmovement + Fdistance + (1− Favoid

Nsteps
)
)
/3
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Fig. 8. Arena with obstacles. The starting position of the snake is the center of the arena. The
green point depicts the target point.

Fig. 9. Experimental results for the mixed and switched strategy

4.1 Experiments

We have performed tests in order to compare the two obstacle avoidance strategies.
In these experiments the snakes had to learn efficient locomotion, to go to a target

point and to avoid obstacles. Therefore we used a similar configuration as in the previ-
ous set of tests, with targets placed at four different points, but adding obstacles in the
arena (see Fig. 8).

Each controller is allowed running for 40 seconds at each iteration, since adding
obstacles makes it harder to reach the target point, and therefore more time is needed.
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The ability to reach all four targets was taken into account. Hence, each controller is
tested for 40 · 4 = 160 seconds.

The number of generations during which the controller is evolved has been increased
in this experiment. Although in the previous task the snakes had managed to learn the
task of going to a target point in a short time (less than 300 generations), this task
is much more complex, and almost 1000 generations are needed to evolve good con-
trollers. Experiments were performed only for the snake of the intermediate size of 5
modules.

Table 3. Summary of the results for the mixed and switched strategy

Mixed strategy Switched strategy
Best 0.84115 0.66055
Average 0.75281 0.64218
Std. dev. 0.12492 0.025981

The results can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 9. The results show that the mixed
strategy achieved better results with respect to the switched strategy.

It also appears that the switched strategy get more easily stuck in local minima, since
as it can be noticed in Fig. 9, the fitness increases at the beginning of the simulations
but soon reaches a stable value.

5 Incremental Learning

In the las series of tests, we introduced the concept of incremental learning. Incremen-
tal learning consists on letting the robot learn one task at a time, building from what
previously learned. In practice, this means that robot controllers are first evolved to pro-
duce efficient locomotion. Then, good controllers for locomotion are further evolved
adding the new task of reaching a target location. Finally, good controllers are chosen
and evolved for accomplishing the task of avoiding obstacles.

Clearly, this is different from what we have done before, where controllers for the
“locomotion+reaching” tasks and for the “locomotion+reaching+avoidance” tasks
where evolved from scratch, starting form chromosomes with random values. In the
following we call this strategy “all-at-once” learning.

Hence, in each experiment, we choose the best controller from the previous
experiment to learn the new skill.

When implementing this strategy, a series of issues must be dealt with. First, the size
of the chromosome is different in each step. In the first experiment, which is the simple
movement, chromosome needs 3 · (n − 1) + 1 genes, which refer to the 3 variables
needed by n − 1 motors (amplitude, phase and frequency) plus one for the mutation
rate μ that evolves with the rest of the chromosome. In the second experiment, reaching
a target point, we had to add a variable to each motor, which is what allows the curved
path. The same happens in the third experiment, avoid obstacles, which requires one
more variable for each motor. New chromosomes were generated adding genes to the
new ones and initializing these with the value 0.
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The second issue is how to consider the old fitness in the new experiments. It was
decided to maintain the previous fitness as initial value for the new experiments.

5.1 Experiments

The experiments performed were the same that was carried out done previously. A brief
explanation is shown below.

First Step: Locomotion. In this step, each controller is checked for 10 seconds and the
distance traveled was measured to calculate the fitness. In practice, this is exactly the
experiment performed in [2].

Second Step: Reaching a Target Location. In this experiment, each snake had to get
to four points at the four corners from an imaginary square, as described in Section 3.
Fitness defined by Eq. (6) was adopted, since it shown to be the best option.

All the other simulation settings were kept as for the experiments of Section 3. As
before, the snakes had 20 seconds to get to each point, always starting from the same
starting point, so each controller is tested for 20 · 4 = 80seconds. The only difference
was that chromosomes were not initialised randomly, but were the best chromosomes
resulting from the previous step.

Third Step: Obstacle Avoidance. In the third step, the best chromosomes resulting
from the second step, i.e. controllers that were good at the locomotion and target
reaching tasks, were used as starting point to evolve new chromosomes for controllers
capable of avoiding obstacles. All the other simulation settings were kept as for the
experiments of Section 4, and the “mixed” strategy was adopted.

The results obtained in the experiments are shown in Figures 10 and 11, which com-
pare incremental learning to all-at-once learning described in the first part of the paper.
Numerical data are summarized in Tables and 5.

The comparison between the two strategies shows that the controllers achieve similar
results both as far as fitness and learning time is concerned (cf. 4), although incremental
learning appears to be faster and has a slightly lower variance.

However, when increasing the difficulty, adding the obstacle avoidance skill, some
important differences appears. First, on average, better controllers are produced with
incremental learning. Second, it appears that the evolution process is more stable, in

Fig. 10. Comparison between the minimum, maximum and average best fitness between all-at-
once learning (left) and incremental learning (right) for steps 1 and 2
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Table 4. Comparison between the minimum, maximum and average best fitness between all-at-
once learning and incremental learning for steps 1 and 2

Incremental All-at-once
Best 0.8424 0.899
Average 0.6906 0.767
Std. dev. 0.1134 0.163

the sense that there is less difference between “good” and “bad” controllers (the stan-
dard deviation is notably smaller with respect to the all-at-once strategy). Finally and
more important, evolution time is dramatically reduced. For instance, a fitness value
of 0.7 (which denotes a good controller already) is achieved by incremental learning
in approximately 50 generations, while learning from scratch took over 500. This last
feature is extremely important since experiments are very time consuming due to the
high computational cost of the physical simulations.

Fig. 11. Comparison between the minimum, maximum and average best fitness between all-at-
once learning (left) and incremental learning (right) for steps 1, 2 and 3

Table 5. Comparison between the minimum, maximum and average best fitness between all-at-
once learning and incremental learning for steps 1, 2 and 3

Incremental All-at-once
Best 0.77939 0.86782
Average 0.77839 0.71441
Std. dev. 0.00141 0.14309

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The ultimate goal of this research is to get a group of modular robots be able to learn
basic survival tasks, such as moving, reach food, avoid obstacles and find a right partner.
The range of possible combinations and design choices is extremely wide. For this
reason, we are proceeding step by step, studying optimal design choices incrementally.
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After the first set of experiments, aimed at studying good chromosome encodings
for efficient locomotion (the very basic skill for survival), we moved to the next step,
learning to go to a target point. Here, the issue of how evaluate individuals has been
dealt with.

Next, we dealt with obstacle avoidance, which introduced the problem of how to deal
with conflicting objectives.

We can summarise the results of these tests stating that for learning different -but
related- tasks, the best option is to design fitness functions composed of various terms
that reward each individual task, and good individuals are the one that perform better
overall. We have also seen that a single behaviour taking into account all the goals
is capable to be correctly tuned by evolution with no need of higher level behaviour
controllers, although for more complex combinations a high level controller may be
needed.

This has a further advantage. Besides global fitness, it is possible to know which par-
ticular skills the individuals are good at. Thus, when mating, individuals can be chosen
taking into account an additional dimension: not just one number, but an array of values.
In future work we plan to exploit such an additional dimension letting the individuals
choose whom to mate with, according to its skills. For instance, one individual that is
good in finding food, but not so good in avoiding obstacles, would want to mate with an
individual with complementary skills, hoping that the offspring can inherit both good
skills.

Finally, we have seen that incremental learning may provide an effective way to
deal with learning different tasks in reasonable time, a key issue to perform extensive
simulations. This is in fact similar to what children do at school, and in fact the term
“robot school” has also been used to describe this learning strategy5.

In the ecosystem we are implementing, individuals will be generated by
asynchronous mating, and time will not be discrete, in form of “generations”, as it
is common in evolutionary algorithms, but continuous real time. New individuals will
enter the world and will survive and reproduce according to their skills, part of which
will be inherited, and part developed trough learning. The life span of the individuals
will only be determined by their ability to find food, although both ageing mechanisms
and grace period for newborn individuals shall be devised. Population size will thus be
variable, only limited by the amount of resources available in the world.

The final and major future challenge of this work will be extending the proposed life
cycle including evolvable morphologies for the individuals.
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Abstract. Applications with large teams of robots are becoming more
and more useful. If the scenario is very crowded or very dynamic, conflict
resolution when using a shared workspace is a challenging problem. In
this paper, an scalable, decentralized and reactive approach for collision
avoidance is presented. The robots can navigate in a 2D environment
avoiding each other and without high computational requirements. In
addition to the conflict resolution algorithm, a multi-robot simulator is
presented. The system is flexible and can be used to simulate different
algorithms with realistic robots. Finally, an extension of the simulator
is proposed in order to operate real robots in a multi-robot testbed.
Results of the collision avoidance approach are shown with both real
and simulated robots.

Keywords: Multi-robot coordination, conflict resolution, testbeds.

1 Introduction

The use of multi-robot teams shows a clear trend in the last decade. Advances in
swarm robotics make it possible to use large teams of robots in different applica-
tions such air-traffic control, multi-UAV missions, logistics, etc. If the scenarios
are highly dynamic or the number of robots is variable, the problem of conflict
resolution becomes challenging. In particular, this paper focuses on multi-robot
systems for conflict resolution in crowded environments. We consider teams that
can vary dynamically during operation, adding new robots and removing others.

Although there are centralized algorithms that can tackle collision avoidance
with multiple vehicles [4], they are not usually suitable for dynamic applications,
since they take many resources when computing the solution (online recomputa-
tion becomes infeasible). This paper opts for a decentralized conflict resolution
approach in which robots can reach their goals in a reactive manner, sharing as
little information as possible and requiring low computational resources. In par-
ticular, robots detect potential collisions with local information and solve them
assuming that the others will follow the same rules. Each robot only needs to
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know the position of its neighbouring robots, but not their velocities, orienta-
tions or goals. Therefore, the algorithm scales well with the number of robots
and adapts when robots are missing.

This paper includes several contributions. First, the paper proposes a decen-
tralized state machine to control the robots and avoid collisions. In particular,
the state machine is designed for robots with differential drive which can ro-
tate in situ. The approach is decentralized and scalable because each robot runs
its own state machine accessing only local information. Second, a simulation
framework with Matlab/Simulink has been developed in order to test multi-
robot systems in realistic scenarios. The framework is general and flexible and
allows us to deal with different kinds of robots and algorithms but, in this pa-
per, it is illustrated to simulate the proposed conflict resolution approach. This
tool is quite relevant in order to reduce the gap between theory and real multi-
robot systems, since models of real robots and controllers can be used together
with the conflict resolution scheme. Third, a framework to operate multiple
robots in a real testbed has been developed. This framework allows users to
run collision avoidance experiments with a team of Pioneer robots in a testbed
scenario.

Regarding related work, many authors solved collision avoidance in the past
by means of mathematical programming or control theory [4,1,8,11]. In par-
ticular, [1] provides a thorough review of these kind of approaches. Although
these methods can obtain optimal solutions, they are complex and in many
cases, do not allow for online re-planning. Navigation functions based on po-
tential field can also be used to solve multi-robot collision avoidance [13,6]. If
the navigation functions are decentralized, some approaches [12] propose to use
rules of the road to assign priorities to the vehicles. Others achieve collision-
free trajectories by reasoning with velocity profiles [5,2]. In [14], Optimal Re-
ciprocal Collision Avoidance is introduced to select in a decentralized fashion
velocities that guarantee collision-free movements. The algorithm is extended
in [3] to cope with certain kinds of non-holonomic vehicles. Most approaches
based on velocities assume that the velocities of the other robots can be shared
or sensed. Finally, the work in this paper is similar to that in [10], but it of-
fers advantages against their Generalized Roundabout Policy (GRP). Although
the GRP can be applied to any kind of vehicles (it was originally developed
for airplanes), it is not efficient for vehicles that can stop and turn at zero
forward speed, like differential drive robots, helicopters or quad-rotors. Our
method takes advantage of this kind of mobility and reduces the area required
by the robots to navigate avoiding each other. Also, we present an implementa-
tion in a multi-robot testbed of our approach, showing the algorithm with real
robots.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the conflict resolution
approach; Section 3 details the simulation framework with multiple robots;
Section 4 explains the multi-robot system in a real testbed; and Section 5
includes conclusions and future work.
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2 Collision Avoidance Approach

2.1 Preliminaries

This section presents a decentralized algorithm to avoid collisions among
multiple robots working in a shared environment. The main objective is the
following: Given a team of robots in a 2-D workspace, and given their initial
positions and their goal destinations, they should be able to navigate to the final
configuration avoiding collisions. Mathematically, there is a set of robots N =
{1, . . . , n(t)} with positions {pi(t)|pi(t) ∈ R

2}i=1,...,n and headings {θi(t)|θi(t) ∈
[0, 2π]}i=1,...,n. Besides, there is an initial configuration I = {p1(0), . . . , pn(0)},
a goal configuration G = {g1, . . . , gn}, and a set of static obstacles S = {1, . . . ,
m(t)}. Each robot has an omnidirectional perception system that allows it to
detect obstacles (static or moving) in a circle of radius Rs. Note that the number
of robots n(t) can vary throughout time, since new robots could appear or some
robots could stop working and become static obstacles. The algorithm makes
the following assumptions:

1. Robots are able to localize themselves globally in the scenario, so each robot
i has its position pi(t) available.

2. Robots have differential drive, so they can rotate in situ with zero linear
velocity.

3. Obstacles around each robot can be sensed and also positioned. The sensing
radius is Rs for each robot.

4. Each robot has access to the positions of its neighbouring robots (those
within its sensing radius Rs). These positions could be transmitted or sensed
with the local perception system.

In order to operate, each robot needs to define two regions around itself: a
Safety Disk and a Reserved Disk.

Definition 1. The Safety Disk is a circle of radius Rsd around each robot that
determines the area in which that robot could stop safely (assuming maximum
velocity) without hitting a hypothetical obstacle. For obstacles beyond this circle,
the robot can assure a safe stop before colliding. Rsd can be defined depending
on the robot dynamics and size. Therefore, a collision is considered to take place
whenever two or more safety disks overlap.

Definition 2. The Reserved Disk is a circle of radius Rrd around each robot
such that Rrd > Rsd, and it is used to detect conflicts. A conflict is considered
to take place whenever two or more reserved disks overlap. Moreover, we define
the conflictive neighbours of a robot as the subset of neighbours that are in conflict
with it.

It is important to note that Rs must be greater than 2Rrd in order to be able
to detect all possible conflicts in the system. Otherwise, obstacles in conflict may
be out of the sensing range. The idea of using a safety disk to define a collision
allows the robots to operate safely even under uncertainties in their positions.
Moreover, artificial safety and reserved zones can be defined for all the static
obstacles, so that moving robots and other obstacles are treated seamlessly.
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2.2 State Machine

This section describes the decentralized state machine that defines the behaviour
of the robots. Each robot runs the state machine locally and tries to reach its
goal reactively, without having information about others’ goals, orientations or
velocities. In order to detect and solve conflicts, only obstacles in the neighbour-
hood are considered. In the following, the behaviours for the different modes of
the state machine (see Fig. 1) are described.

Fig. 1. The robot behaviour is defined by a state machine with five states

Goal-reached. When the robot gets to its destination point, the state switches
to Goal-reached. In this state, the robot stops and waits until a new goal is
assigned. Moreover, since the positioning systems of the robots have always some
error, a distance threshold dth is defined: a robot is considered to be at its goal
if its distance to it is lower than dth. Otherwise, robots may not converge to the
destination due to minor inaccuracies. This threshold is usually lower than Rsd

and its value depends on the accuracy of the positioning system of the robot.

Rencontre. In this state1, the robot detects one or more conflicts that need
to be solved, so it stops immediately its movement in order to prevent possible

1 Rencontre is a word derived from French that means meeting someone unexpectedly.
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Fig. 2. Different conflictive situations. The safety and reserved disks are drawn around
the robots. (a) Rencontre situation for robot 1, which has conflicts with robots 2 and
3. Its navigable area is shown in white. (b) Robot in the middle is in Blocked state.
The other robots will surround it counter-clockwise until it is released. (c) Robot 1 is
in Free state. Despite the conflicts, the robot can still drive towards the goal without
collisions with heading θg.

collisions. Then, an avoidance heading is necessary in order to surround the
obstacles. For that, all conflictive obstacles around the robot must be analysed.

For a given robot i and conflictive obstacle j, the space is split into two semi-
planes defined by a separator line Lij . If Bij is the closest point to pi of the
intersection of the two reserved disks, Lij is the line that contains Bij and is

perpendicular to the vector
−−−→
piBij . The semi-plane defined by Lij that contains

the obstacle j is the forbidden area FAij for the robot, while the other is the
navigable area NAij . After processing all the obstacles causing conflicts, the
total forbidden area of the robot i is defined by the union of all the individual
forbidden areas FAi =

⋃
j∈Ci

FAij . The remaining area is the total navigable
area, since the robot can move in it without provoking collisions. This partition
of the workspace is depicted in Fig. 2a. Note that only positions of the obstacles
in the robot local coordinate frame are needed for the computation, but not their
velocities nor orientations.

If the navigable area is an open space (infinite area), the robot can find an
avoidance direction that allows it to surround the current obstacles preventing
collisions. In particular, for each line Lij two possible avoidance directions can be
proposed, those parallel to the line. The robot only considers avoidance directions
that drive it into the navigable area, and selects the one that will allow it to
surround the associated obstacle counter-clockwise. For instance, in Fig. 2a each
obstacle for robot 1 defines an avoidance direction moving the robot into the
navigable area (vectors with solid lines) and one moving it into the forbidden
area (vectors with dashed lines). In this case, θa is selected as avoidance heading
because it also allows robot 1 to surround robot 3 counter-clockwise.

In the Rencontre state, the robot performs an in-situ turn in order to orien-
tate towards its selected avoidance direction θa without moving into the forbid-
den area. Once it is oriented correctly, the avoidance manoeuvre is safe and the
robot switches to the Rendezvous state.
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Rendezvous. If the robot is performing an avoidance manoeuvre with any con-
flictive obstacle, it is in this state2. This means that a conflict has occurred
but the navigable area is open, which allows the robot to look for an avoidance
heading. Indeed, after the Rencontre state, the robot is oriented to an avoidance
heading, so it can start the Rendezvous operation safely. The robot will move
forward keeping the heading θa, which will vary in real time as the navigable
area does.

Blocked. In case that the conflicts produce a navigable area that is a closed
polygon (finite area), the robot is Blocked and surrounded by obstacles (see
Fig. 2b). In this state, the robot stops and waits until any of the moving obstacles
is gone. It is important to note that each robot assumes that the others will follow
the same rules, so they will move away eventually if there is free space in the
scenario.

Free. This is the normal operation mode, where the robot can go freely towards
its goal. This situation will only happen if there are no conflicts or there are
conflicts but the goal is still in the navigable area. Therefore, the robot will be
commanded to go to the goal in a straight line without avoiding obstacles (see
Fig. 2c). If the robot reaches its goal, it switches to the Goal-reached state, but
if the goal gets out of the navigable area an obstacle avoidance will be required.

2.3 Discussion

All the static obstacles in the environment can be surrounded by a safety and
a reserved zone as it was explained before. Therefore, collisions will always be
avoided. Regarding the moving obstacles, in addition to the other robots in the
scenario, there may be external agents that are not controlled by the system,
such as other vehicles and people. In this case, the algorithm is no longer guar-
anteed to find the solution. The reason is that those external obstacles do not
behave according to the system rules, so they may trap robots and lead them
to deadlocks. However, robots stop whenever they detect collisions, so a safe
navigation is assured, at least from our system’s side.

Since we are considering robots that could fail and stop anywhere, there may
be situations in which they occupy the goals of some other robots or block others’
paths. To solve these situations, the inclusion of a higher level planner will be
considered for future works. Deadlocks could be detected and solved by sending
new destinations to the robots involved.

So far, only homogeneous robots with similar reserved and safety disks have
been considered. However, the approach would work even in the case of hetero-
geneous robots. In that case, different robots would have different safety and

2 Rendezvous is a word derived from French that means meeting someone at a specified
time and place.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the multi-robot simulator. A Matlab Manager is in charge of
managing the individual Simulink blocks for each robot.

reserved disks, each of them according to their characteristics. Besides, neigh-
bouring robots would also have to communicate that information, since others
would need it to discover and solve possible conflicts.

3 Multi-robot Simulator

In order to test the capabilities of the system for different scenarios, a multi-robot
simulator has been developed with Matlab/Simulink. The simulator is generic,
so the algorithm proposed in this paper as well as alternative approaches can be
tested easily. For the design, the following specifications were taken into account:

1. The simulator should consider large teams of robots coexisting in the same
workspace.

2. All the simulated robots should have realistic dynamics.
3. The system should be flexible, allowing the user to configure new dynamic

models or different control schemes.
4. The simulator should provide a friendly human-machine interface.

In the architecture, a Matlab Manager plays the relevant role of controlling the
coordination among individual simulations for each robot (see Fig. 3), which are
run in parallel. For a multi-robot experiment, the simulation is divided into time
steps of Tstep seconds and each robot is simulated individually with a Simulink
model that is initialized with the last saved state. The simulator also implements
a communication system that allows robots to share messages. In particular, a
maximum delay of Tstep in the reception of the messages is considered.

The Simulink model used to model each robot (see Fig. 4) adds some flexi-
bility to the system, since it is prepared to include different dynamics. The only
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Fig. 4. Simulink block diagram of one of the simulated robots. Dynamics and low-level
controllers for the motors are modelled, as well as the reactive state machine.

restriction is that the model should include the possibility of being initialized
in a point p with an orientation θ and a speed v at any time. The architecture
allows the user to change the whole configuration of the robot, giving to the
system enough flexibility to emulate all kind of ground robots and control sys-
tems. Moreover, the Matlab Manager is in charge of allocating memory for all
the Simulink modules and initializing them. The resulting state for each time
step is saved in a logging file so that the experiment can be replayed later.

A friendly user interface was implemented to help the user to design fully
controlled scenarios, challenging scenarios or randomly crowded scenarios. The
user is also allowed to define a queue of simulations that can be combined and
executed sequentially in a predefined or random order. This feature is quite
useful for experiments with many trials, such as Monte-Carlo simulations.

In order to illustrate the simulator, an experiment evaluating the performance
of the conflict resolution approach presented in this paper is shown. In particular,
multiple simulations were run (Tstep = 0.1s) with initial configurations drawn
from a uniform distribution in a scenario of size 14× 14m (only initial configu-
rations without conflicts were considered). The parameters of the algorithm for
this experiment were Rs = 5m, Rsd = 0.4m, Rrd = 0.6m and dth = 0.25m.

The results of the simulations in terms of travelled distance are depicted in
Fig. 5, where teams with different number of robots are considered. For each team
200 samples of distances are taken. All distances are normalized with respect to
the unconstrained case, in which each robot can travel alone in the workspace
straight to its goal. If the scenario is not very crowded, the travelled distances
are close to the unconstrained case. When the number of robot increases the
distances also do, but a nice degradation can be observed.

Finally, it is important to note that many other simulations were run with the
system, testing complex initial configurations and crowded environments. They
are not shown in the paper due to space constraints. Indeed, in a stress test for
the simulator, it was able to run successfully simulations of up to 100 robots
coexisting in a crowded workspace.
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Fig. 5. Normalized travelled distances of simulations in a workspace of 14 × 14m,
varying the number of robots. Each box plot represents the median (red line), and the
first and third quartiles (blue box) for 200 simulations.

4 Multi-robot Testbed

In addition to the simulations, we have performed a number of real experiments
using a testbed with multiple robots. For this purpose, an extension to the
simulation tools has been developed in order to use the user interface of the
simulator with the multi-robot integrated testbed of CONET3 [9]. The CONET
testbed is installed at the University of Seville (Spain) and was designed to test
and validate collaborative algorithms with different levels of decentralization,
including fully distributed and centralized systems. The testbed also allows users
to operate experiments remotely by the Internet.

The testbed is set in a room of more than 500m2 (22×24m) with three columns
in the middle and an IP camera that provides remote users a general view. There
are 5 skid-steered holonomic robots (Pioneer 3-AT). The robots are equipped
with several sensors including an Hokuyo 2D laser and one Microsoft Kinect
RGB-D sensor. A Netbook PC with an Intel Atom processor, 1,024 MB SDRAM
and a IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n Wireless bridge provides enough computational
capacity at each robot to perform experiments.

The software architecture of the testbed is based on the open-source mid-
dleware Player [7]. The Matlab Manager in Section 3 is extended in order
to interact with the testbed. In particular, a VPN direct connection is estab-
lished with Player in order to command the Pioneers 3-AT. The same user

3 Cooperating Objects Network of Excellence (INFSO-ICT-224053). Available online:
http://www.cooperating-objects.eu/

http://www.cooperating-objects.eu/
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Fig. 6. In blue: Path of a Pioneer 3-AT using the proposed algorithm to avoid three
static obstacles. In red: Path of a simulated robot initialized with the same conditions
in the simulator. The circle is the initial position and the cross the goal.

interface as before can be used here to define the scenario and the experi-
ments. Then, the Manager is in charge of managing the Player connections with
the robots, initialize them and run the experiments autonomously. Moreover,
after each experiments data are logged and the robots are sent to their idle
positions. It is important to note that this architecture allows the user to per-
form real experiments in the testbed remotely, without the need for physical
presence.

A test of the reactive conflict resolution algorithm presented in this paper was
performed with a real robot in the testbed.4 The experiment consists of a robot
that has to cross the room avoiding the three columns in the middle, that are
static obstacles. The same experiment was simulated with the system in Section
3 to compare the results, which are shown in Fig. 6. In both cases, the robot
reaches the goal avoiding the obstacles, and it can be seen that the behaviour
of the simulated robot is quite similar to the real one. The parameters of the
algorithm for this experiment were Rs = 5m, Rsd = 0.4m, Rrd = 0.6m and
dth = 0.25m.

A second test using five real robots was also performed. The experiment con-
sists of five robots placed forming a circle in the free part of the room. The
goal of each robot is placed at its antipodal position, enforcing a crowded con-
frontation in the center of the circle. The results of this experiment are shown
in Fig. 7. It can be seen how each robot reaches its goal avoiding any collision
with the others. This experiment uses the same parameters as above except for
Rrd, that was increased to Rrd = 0.7m in order to make the avoidance more
conservative.

4 In all the experiments, the robots were localized using a map of the testbed and the
Hokuyo readings. Also, robots shared their positions to each other.
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(a) Starting positions t = 0s. (b) Going to the conflictive point t = 4s.

(c) Avoiding the confrontation t = 29s. (d) Ending the confrontation t = 47s.

(e) Final positions t = 59s. (f) Paths of the robots.

Fig. 7. Five Pioneer 3-AT using the proposed algorithm to solve a conflictive situation
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5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a multi-robot system for conflict resolution. A decen-
tralized and reactive algorithm for collision avoidance in crowded scenarios is
proposed. The computational requirements for the robots are low, so the ap-
proach can be run in small robots in dynamic environments that require on-
line recomputation. Besides, the algorithm is decentralized and scalable with
the number of robots in the team. Although the paper focuses on robots with
differential drive, future work will extend the method to Ackermann vehicles,
including forward and backward manoeuvres.

A multi-robot simulator based on Matlab/Simulink is also presented. The idea
is to exploit its flexibility in order to test different kinds of robots and controllers
in a realistic manner. To complete the system, the simulator architecture is
extended to be able to test algorithms in a real testbed. Experiments with real
robots and simulations are shown to illustrate the performance of the collision
avoidance method.

Future work will consider the adaptation of the multi-robot system to ROS5,
in order to be able to interact with other testbeds and make the system more
portable. Moreover, using distributed computers to run the simulated robots in
parallel can be of interest.

Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported by the DECOV
project (P10-TIC-6220), the European Center for Ubiquitous Technologies and
Smart Cities (UBICITEC) and the FP7 EC-SAFEMOBIL Project [288082].
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Abstract. This research presents how augmented reality (AR) can be
used for assistance tasks in indoor environments. The approach of AR
supported human-robot interaction arises two classical questions in robot
navigation: What does the robot need to do to show the AR? (task plan-
ning) and, which are the best movements to reach the destination allow-
ing the user to get the AR information? (path planning). In addition, a
constraint related to assistance environments has to be considered: How
can the robot perform its tasks in order to improve the interaction?.
These problems along with how AR can enhance human-robot interac-
tion, and therefore improve the human experience with the robot, are
addressed along the paper. The first experiments developed with this
system are performed using the gazebo simulator. The solutions pro-
posed are analized using a low cost platform for elderly assistance, which
already uses AR for some assistance tasks, developed in Universidad
de Len.

Keywords: Navegacin, path planning, augmented reality, AR, Human-
Robot Interaction.

1 Introduction

Human-robot interaction (HRI) is a branch of robotics which has been working
for years to improve dialog between humans and robots. Based on some motiva-
tional features from human-human interaction (HHI) [1], HRI tries to improve
human robot dialog: proxemics, movements and body position, postures, gaze
or engagement, and gestures are some of the features in HHI defined by Hall.

Since, in some situations, robot navigation can be adapted to improve dialog
as part of interaction with humans, this research focuses in movements and body
position: a robot with a face should be looking at his human listener and an arm-
equipped robot should be able to point objects. Since our robot interacts with
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humans using augmented reality (AR), a valid display position has to be offered
to the user.

Human gaze and proxemics have been taken into account for this work. Gaze
has been proved to be useful for HRI in many works such as [3] or [2]. In
Yoshikawa [5] works, human gaze control is utilized by the robot to improve
human response; another example is the application of human gaze to improve
robot gesture in ELIAS platform[4].

Proxemics is a HHI field which focuses in the space between individuals in
the moment of interaction [6]. It can be considered as the personal space of the
individual, defined by Hall in [7], or the individual territoriality [1]. This feature
is relevant because the robot must remain inside a secure space while showing
its display to the human.

In a regular HRI situation, dialog can be adapted for either explicit or implicit
communication, as defined by Breazeal [11]: spoken dialogs (conversations, casual
talk) or pointing tasks (Kanda [8]) can be defined as explicit communication. A
robot taking decisions while paying attention to human gaze is an example of
implicit communication.

This research introduces a method to improve human robot interaction using
explicit communication models, specifically augmented reality. A system to de-
fine navigation paths has to be developed: it has to offer a safe path while the
robot interacts with humans using AR and also maintain the human territoriality
during the dialog.

During last years many researchers have been working in human robot dialog
and robot pose to improve the interaction between humans and robots. For in-
stance, Jorge Rios-Martinez presents a path planning system using an algorithm
called Risk-RTT [9]; the system focuses path planning estimation in a proxemics
safe way and avoids human disturbance or collisions problems following three
rules proposed in Lam work [10]: collision free rule, interference free rule, and
waiting rule.

If the tasks that the robot and the human can do together are considered,
Krus[13] presents a way of path planning calculation focused in human require-
ments and improving the human aware navigation planner; they modified the
HANP algorithm, oriented to build paths in environments, to have more human
awareness functionality.

The basis for this work, like in others related researches, is: initiation,
attention and position. The main differences with other research can be
enumerate as:

– The platform. We have no physical embodiment or personification in the
robot.

– The initiation point it is not casual, the robot is not searching the individual,
and the robot only has a pre-defined cases of assistance.

– The attention. The view points of the robot and the view points of the
individual are different and has to be defined working with the clasical deixis
problem ([12]).
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– The position and navigation. In our proposal path planning design has to be
performed according to augmented reality. The navigation takes place in a
defined position so that the human can reach the display, which means this
position is related to robot morphology.

AR is beneficial for HRI in several aspects, for instance, an arm is not needed
to point to things, regions, or interesting points, since a display can be used
instead, avoiding the problems of deixis since a virtual signal is being overlapped
over the goal and the user has the exact points that he needs to know. Also,
extra virtual information can be offered to the user to ease task performance;
for instance, environmental data or a map can be presented to the user for a
task consisting of arriving at a given location where and object is located at.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 defines the hardware and con-
trol software features of the plaform used for this research. Section 3 defines
some traditional navigation strategies in general HRI situations. In section 4,
interaction improving strategies available for robots using AR are defined. An
experiment with gazebo is presented in section 5, and conclusions are given in
section 6.

2 Overall Approach

In this section we define how does the robot work from two points of view: the
hardware and the control system. From the hardware side, the whole platform
is described. In regard to the control system, arquitecture deployed in the robot
to control the system is analyzed.

2.1 Robot Configuration

All the reasearch has been made around a platform based on iRobot base solu-
tion. Two versions of this platform are used, iCreate and Roomba, the iCreate
version is used in turtlebot platform and the Roomba base is used with our plat-
form MYRABot. The former differs from the latter in the parallel port available
to plug more stuff.

These platforms have two independently powered wheels working in a differ-
ential way, which means that each wheel can run independently of the other. The
two wheels are non steered and are situated in opposite position of the platform.
In addition, the robot has a caster wheel.

It is also worth noting that the robot is supposed to always move on a regular
non-slippery floor without unexpected objects to simplify the experiments.

Figure 1 shows the theoretical robot configuration for this research. The com-
ponents of our robot can be enumerated as:

1. Kinect Camera: The one in the front part of the platform is used.
2. iRobot Base: Represents the base that used for the research.
3. Display and webcam: the laptop display and camera in the top of the robot

are used.
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a) MYRABot platform b) MYRABot morphology

Fig. 1. Robot Configuration

The location of these components is a limitation to our navigation model using
HRI. In figure 1, a robot configuration with its display located at the robot front
is presented. According to the display position, navigation has to be carried out
in one way or another as it is explained in section 4.

All system are controlled using ROS.

2.2 Control Configuration

The robot control architecture is based on a hybrid tree layer architecture. Its
high level representation is presented in figure 2.

The low level part represents the robot configuration defined previously. This
control architecture defines four main components:

1. The Behavioral Subsystem: It is in charge of reactive behaviours and per-
forms actions defined by the deliberative layer

Fig. 2. Robot Control Architecture
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2. The Deliberative Subsystem; It defines long term actives in the system.
3. The Motivational Subsystem: It has two components, one oriented to robot

motivation and another oriented to HRI motivation.
4. The Interaction Planner Subsystem: It defines the basic controllers to ma-

nipulate the deliberative behaviours in a more effective interaction-oriented
way.

3 Navigation Strategies

The navigation strategies are always restricted by robot morphology, sensors and
actuators on the one hand and the environment on the other hand. Our robot
restrictions are: the steering base, the sensors disposal and the display position.

In the first place, a robot navigation example is defined in order to better
understand how to apply models of navigation with augmented reality. Then
two proposal to improve the AR supported user experience are given.

3.1 Basic Navigation in Known Environment

This type of navigation takes place in a well known region, for instance, navi-
gating using a map. The robot is placed in a given start position and then asked
to reach a goal. The robot then makes different path planning and chooses the
best path to try to reach the goal.

Fig. 3. Clasical navigation system

In figure 3, the classical navigation in well known environment can be defined
in these five points, 1) star point, the user demands a goal, 2) path planning,
the robot calculates the best paths to reach the goal. 3,4) the robot chooses the
best of path to arrive at destination and goes there, 5) the robot is in the goal
point and the user follows the robot.

In this research, we carried out this experiment using the turtlebot in the
gazebo simulator, ROS and RVIZ. The map it is calculated a priori to be used
in the test. The localization system used in our system is the adaptive Monte
Carlo localization method proposed by Dieter Fox. The navigation planner used
implements the Trajectory Rollout and Dynamic Window approaches to local
robot navigation on a plane. Both are ROS packages defined in the navigation
stack.

In picture 4, the proposed routes to a point near the table is depicted. In both
cases the yellow line identifies the total route and the green line that overlaids
the yellow one defines the local cost map to reach that point.
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Fig. 4. Path planning

4 HRI Oriented Navigation Strategies Using AR

When an augmented reality system is to be used to improve the user experience,
the robot’s display location has to be taken into account. The reason for this is
that the strategy to follow will be different according to each case.

a) The display is oriented backwards b) The display is oriented forward

Fig. 5. Display configurations in the platform

Two different cases are defined according to our robot morphology (see figure
5). The numbers identify the kinect sensor, the iRobot Base and the display plus
webcam respectively. Picture 5 shows the display oriented to the back part of
the robot. Picture 5 shows the display oriented to the front part of the robot.
The human is represented in each picture with the needed position to get AR
marks. These two scenarios result in two main strategies:

1. Back strategy
2. Frontal strategy

These strategies have to give an answer to the two questions defined at the
beginning of the research: task planning and path planning.
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4.1 Task Definition

The human needs something that is located somewhere in the house, and the
robot knows the position of that object: it knows where the object is located in
the map and it has to reach this position to advice the human. According to the
chosen way (classical or with AR) the task plan differs:

The classical task plan consists of: a) the robot starts, b) the human asks
about the object, c) the robot makes the path to the object, d) the robot starts
the navigation e) the human follows the robot (optional) f) the robot reaches
the object and g) notices the human.

The task with AR is defined as: a) the robot starts, b) the human defines the
task, c) the robot shows a message in the display c) the robot makes the path to
the object, d) the robot starts the navigation e) the robot shows virtual arrows
in the display with the route to the goal f) the robot has to control the human
position during navigation g) the robot reaches the object h) the robot chooses
the best place to notice the human with AR. The main problems to take into
account related with this task are:

– Problem oriented to proxemics (figure 6): task f) the robot has to control
the human position during navigation. A PID has to be used to manage the
human position while he is following the robot. The proxemics problem and
the human territoriality space have to be managed this way to offer a safe
AR solution.

Fig. 6. Generic example of proxemics problem

– Problem oriented to deixis (figure 7): task h) the robot chooses the best place
to notice the human with AR .
A problem arises when the robot reaches the goal: the human has to be
informed about the location of the object on the table, but there is no arm
mounted on the robot to point to the object. Given that the deictic problem
of ”the object is on the table“ or ”the object is here“ needs to be avoided
since not all people has the same point of view of the scene, the augmented
reality system has been added: when something has to be pointed to, a
virtual marking signaling the goal is shown in the screen of the robot.

4.2 Back Strategy

This section explains the ”Back Strategy”. In this case the display and the
webcam are located in the back position of the robot and the kinect is pointing
to the front part.
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Fig. 7. Which is the best place to show the AR mark?

Fig. 8. Back Strategy navigation

For the proxemics problem the system has to use the webcam installed in the
display. The control system has to take into account whether the human is too
near or too far to regulate the robot velocity. If the robot get personal distance
(less than 1.2 m), then an action like increase velocity, stop the platform or
change the path plan has to be done.

The figure 8 presents this situation, 1) the robot recognized the individual
and starts the navigation, 2) the robot continues the navigation 3) the human
disappears, the robot stops or not depending of the interaction configuration,
4) the robot is in the private zone, the robot needs to increase velocity, 5) the
robot reaches the goal.

The next strategy is oriented to the final position that the robot has to reach
to be able to show the AR to the user. When the robot estimates the final
position to be reachd, it takes into account the use of AR or not, depending
of motivational and wether it is activate or not. The solution is fully human
oriented and the location of the human in the scene has to be figured out.

The figure 9 shows the possible solutions presented in this research; two modes
of AR presentation have been considered:

1. Mode 1: The robot is staring the object. The object is presented in the
screen. The robot occludes the object.

2. Mode 2: The object is presented in the screen and it can be seen in front of
the human.

The problem with mode 1 is that the kinect is being used and its height is
is not enough to reach some tables. A solution could be taking a picture of the
table during the path navigation and then show it to the human. The benefits
to choose the mode 2 is that the webcam sensor can be used to get images from
the table and show the AR in the display.

Therefore when the goal point is reached there are several possible solutions,
the system only has to avoid the possible obstacles. An example can be seen in
figure 10.
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Fig. 9. Solutions available for BS

Fig. 10. Two possible solutions taking into account the AR and the environment

4.3 Frontal Strategy

For this strategy the display and the webcam are located in the front position;
the kinect is also positioned in the front. Figure 11 shows the possibilities. Once
again, if the robot sees the individual while navigating, the navigation plan
continues or not according to the overall system; for instance, the system can be
forced to wait until the human is in front of the robot.

The personal space with the human has to be watch over (so that the robot
doesn’t get nearer than 1.2 m). If the robot is too near the human, its velocity is
increased to stay outside the personal zone. Again the deixis problem is solved
in the same way it was with back strategy. The general modes are presented in
figure 12, with the favorite mode to use being mode 2.

Fig. 11. Frontal Strategy navigation

Fig. 12. Solutions available for Frontal Strategy
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The big problem of this solution is the reactivity. The robot doesn’t have
any sensor in its back so the ability to reacts in a dynamic environment is not
available. For this reason, this method should be revised with a different robot
morphology to improve the backwards navigation.

5 Experiments

The experiments where developed using gazebo simulator, ROS and the turtlebot
plataform assuming that the computer is open on top of the platform showing
the display to its back. The experience constraints are:

– Task goal: the robot has to reach an object that is on the table. The robot
has to navigate for the environment guiding the human until it reaches the
object and alert the user about the object.

– Strategy: The strategy defined for this experiment is the Back Strategy.
– Description: The robot make the necessary signals to advise the user during

the travel to reach the object. The human should be following it in safe
conditions.

– Restriction: We haven’t got human in this experiment. We are showing how
the deictic problem is solved.

Fig. 13. Simple scenario simulator navigation

The left picture in figure 13 shows the initial path planning to reach the goal,
the middle picture shows the robot route and the pose during its travel and
finally a correction is applied to improve the experience and the position behind
the table is reached. Considering the robot used and its defined morphology, the
human should be seeing the display at the same height as the table.

A simple test with an actor was also performed in the simulator. These were
problems that we found:
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– The first one was the final position in the environment. Sometimes, the robot
reaches approximately the final position, it sees the human and do not see
the table, so the estimation agree with the goal of our algorithm.

– The second problem is related to proxemics, undefined human movements
and recognition problems. If the human changes the velocity and the camera
looses the human, the human can collide with the robot.

6 Conclusions

A novel approach to improve the explicit HRI dialog using augmented reality
have been presented. Due to the robot morphology, the restrictions to tasks aim-
ing to improve the dialog using AR are increased and path planning is modeled
to offers the best point of view to human.

Two strategies were presented according to the robot restrictions:“Back Strat-
egy” and “’Frontal Strategy”. In both strategies proxemics and deixis problems
are considered.

Navigation control to get a goal according the distance to the human and
reaching a right position near the goal to show the augmented reality effectively
is one of this research’s contributions. The second contribution consists in the
application of the augmented reality as a tool to mark objects in a environment
in a explicit dialog.

This research is still in earlier phases, a mathematical approach has to be
done. Experiments with the real platform should also be performed to validate
the utility of augmented reality in guidance assistance task.
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Abstract. People detection and tracking is an essential skill to obtain
social and interactive robots. Computer vision has been widely used to
solve this task but images are affected by noise and illumination changes.
Laser range finder is robust against illumination changes so that it can
bring useful information to carry out the detection and tracking. In fact,
multisensor approaches are showing the best results. In this work, we
present a new method to detect and track people using a laser range
finder. Patterns of leg are learnt from 2d laser data using supervised
learning. Unlike others leg detection approaches, people can be still or
moving at the surroundings of the robot. The method of leg detection
is used as observation model in a particle filter to track the motion of a
person. Experiments in a real indoor environment have been carried out
to validate the proposal.

Keywords: Leg detection and tracking, laser range finder, supervised
learning, particle filter, mobile robots.

1 Introduction

A social robot or a service robot should have located the people at its surround-
ings and to be aware of their presence. Therefore, people detection and tracking
is an essential skill in order to achieve a social and interactive robot. This is
a very challenging task as people is freely moving by the environment. Many
researches have focused their efforts in this field in last years using different
kind of sensors. Vision systems have been widely used to deal with this problem
[10]. In our research group this problem has been attacked through the use of
stereo vision [14], [15], [16]. Stereo vision systems and other kinds of devices
as the Kinect [13], allow the acquisition of various kinds of information such
as color and depth. However the depth information is not always reliable and
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Fig. 1. Peoplebot robot equipped with laser range finder SICK LMS200

the images are affected by noise and illumination changes. Other kind of sensor
used in people detection and tracking is the laser range finder (LRF) [2], [8],
[17]. Compared with vision, the use of a LRF is advantageous since it is robust
against illumination changes in the environment. Nevertheless, the LRF has also
some limitations because we obtain only distance information in one 2d-plane.
The best solutions are obtained fusing the information from different sensor sys-
tems. There are several authors who combine LRF and vision [1], [9]. Thus, the
trend in this field is to use multisensor approaches [4] because integrating several
sources of information the obtained system is more robust and efficient.

In this paper we focus our attention in the development of a system to detect
and track people using a LRF. In future works we will integrate the information
from the LRF system with previous stereo vision systems for people detection
and tracking [16]. In the current work, first a new method to detect legs using
LRF and supervised learning is proposed. This method analyses certain geomet-
ric features present in the laser data and then a classifier is trained using Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [6]. The classifier will be able to identify patterns of legs
in the surroundings of the robot both for static or moving people. After that, a
particle filter is designed to track the motion of people. The classifier is used as
an observation model to detect the legs of the people. In the current work the
robot is immobile and observing the motion of people at its surroundings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the hard-
ware of our system and presents the human leg detection algorithm. Section 3
shows the tracking algorithm based on particle filter. In Section 4, experimental
verifications are described. Finally some concluding remarks and future works
are commented in Section 5.

2 Leg Detection

Our hardware system comprises a PeopleBot mobile robot equipped with a laser
range finder SICK LMS200. It scans 180o with a 1o resolution at 75 Hz. The
maximum range of distance in the current operation mode is 8 meters. It is
mounted at a height of 30 cm from the ground. Fig. 1 shows this robot.
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In the detection stage, our aim is to detect legs when people are moving and
static. It is a challenging objective because legs patterns are different in both
situations. In our approach we separate the laser measurements into clusters and
geometrical properties of these clusters are studied. Such as their width or depth,
which let us to distinguish between legs and other objects such as waste baskets
or table legs. In order to detect if a cluster is a leg or not a SVM classifier is
used. It has been trained with a large number of positive and negative samples.
Bellow we will explain deeply all the steps performed.

Our system is designed to be used in Human Robot Interaction (HRI) appli-
cations, so we are going to consider that the person who desire to interact with
the robot is near. Thus we have defined a maximum interaction distance and all
range measurements further than this distance are ignored. In the experimenta-
tion, we have estimated this distance as 3m.

The robot mostly operates in an indoor polygonal environment. Therefore,
the following step is to remove the information associated to long lines, that
correspond to walls. For this operation a Line Hough Transform [11] has been
implemented. The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in
computer vision. The purpose of the technique is to find lines by a voting
procedure.

The next step is to cluster the remaining points by the application of the
clustering threshold distance Dthreshold and the clustering minimum number of
points Cmin. We consider as a cluster a group with at least Cmin points where the
distance between two consecutive points is lower than Dthreshold. As geometrical
properties we have computed the same three attributes used in [8]. They are:
the contour of the neighbor points in a cluster from P1 to Pm, the width defined
as the distance from P1 to Pm and the depth as the maximum distance between
a point Pi and the line P1Pm. Figure 2 shows these attributes.

A large data set has been acquired for training the SVM. This dataset con-
tains positives samples, which was registered with people walking and stand-
ing in front of the robot and negative samples corresponding to table legs,
waste baskets, boxes and an extinguisher. Notice that some of this objects could
have geometrical properties similar to an human leg, and they will increase the

Fig. 2. Illustration of the defined geometrical parameters in a cluster
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precision and robustness of the classifier. It is important to remark that positive
samples were acquired while people were moving, so our system will be able to
detect a person who is walking, not only people standing. We use a balanced
dataset containing 1156 both positive and negative samples.

In order to apply the SVM classifier, the LibSVM was used [6]. Different
kernels have been considered and the best precision is obtained with radial basis
function (RBF). A wide grid-search using cross-validation has been performed
in order to find the optimal value for these parameters [7] obtaining a precision
about 91.5%.

Table 1 corresponds to contingency table for a 10-fold cross validation using
the parameter values described before. Results are very promising since the rates
of true positives and true negatives are very high.

Table 1. Contingency table

Observation class
Positive Negative

Predicted class
Positive 93.67 % 12.35 %
Negative 6.33 % 87.65 %

3 Tracking

Particle filter is well known for its many applications in tracking. Target tracking
problem is expressed by recursive Bayesian estimation. Essentially, two steps are
given in each iteration: prediction and estimation. Both steps take into account
the information of an observation model. Equations of particle filter are well
known [3].

In this paper, a particle filter is used to estimate the position of the detected
people. In the current work only one person will be tracked. The state in time
t is defined as a pair of coordinates (x, y). The coordinates correspond to the
middle point of the straight line which links the two points representing both
detected legs of the person. That is, the people position St is represented by a pair
St = [xt, yt]. The prediction is carried out by the model of the state transition.
We do not consider in the model the motion of the people. Thus, a model of
the movement of the target is intentionally not defined. The state transition is
defined as St = St−1 + Rt−1 where St−1 is the previous state vector and Rt−1

is the process noise. The noise is modeled using a Gaussian with average μR

and standard deviation σR. Experimental data have been taken into account to
establish the values of μR and σR in order to model the conditions of the real
world.

Condensation algorithm [12] is used to generate a weighted set of particles
(si(t), Πi(t)) where si(t) represents a possible position of the people, and Πi(t)
is a factor called importance weight representing an estimation of the observation.
At the beginning the algorithm is provided by an initial sample (si(0), Πi(0)) of
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N equally weighted particles. At each iteration, the algorithm uses the sample
set (si(t − 1), Πi(t − 1)) to create a new one. A resample mechanism is used
to solve the divergence problem by eliminating particles having low importance
weights. Afterwards, the model of state transition is used to predict the motion
of the person obtaining the prediction of the state S′

t. The weight Πi(t) of each
particle is computed based on the new observation Z(t). Then the weights are

normalized so that
∑N

i=1 Πi(t) = 1.
The observation model is needed to carry out the update. As model of ob-

servation, the leg detection method explained in Section 2 is used. Thus, each
laser reading set is analyzed and the positions of possible legs are obtained. To
calculate the probability for each particle the nearest possible legs are taken into
consideration. The probability of each particle is calculated as:

Πi(t) =
1

σz

√
2π

exp−
1
2 (

dist−μz
σz

)
2

(1)

being dist the euclidean distance between si(t) and the position of the nearest
legs. The parameters μz and σz correspond to the average and standard deviation
of a normal distribution, respectively. μz = 0 and σz has been experimentally
tuned. The final person position corresponds to the mean of the state E [S(t)],
calculated as E [S(t)] = ∑N

i=1 Πi(t)si(t).

4 Experimentation

Different experiments have been carried out in order to validate the proposal.
The goal is to test the accuracy of the tracking algorithm in a real environment
having several people. A set of seven paths on the floor were defined with dif-
ferent trajectories and including easy paths like a straight line as well as more
complicated paths such as circles or curves in which motion direction continu-
ously changes. Fig. 3 shows the acquisition scenario and the seven paths defined.
Then, different samples of people following these trajectories have been acquired.

Fig. 3. Acquisition scenario for tracking system test
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Four different people have participated in the experiments. It is important to
acquire data from different people since each one has his or her own gait. Every
person has walked on each trajectory six times with different speed walking. In
total 168 trajectories have been analyzed.

In order to evaluate the tracking performance of each trajectory, we have cal-
culated the distance of the predicted position by the tracker to the real trajectory,
which has been manually computed. The MOPT measurement [5] has been used
for this purpose. The algorithm has been evaluated with different numbers of
particles: 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250. Table 2 shows the results obtained for each
trajectory in mm, where column T indicates the trajectory. For each trajectory
and each number of particles, mean error (MOTP) and standard deviation in
mm are indicated. As it can be observed the error obtained is very low and it
decreases when the number of particles increases. Fig. 4 shows as the tracking
error decreases when number of particles increases. For a number of particles
higher than 200 the error decreases in a lower rate. Because of that, we have
used 200 particles. Using this number of particles, the average tracking error
for all the trajectories is computed. This value is 24.11 mm and its standard
deviation is 4.16 mm. The average run time obtained is very low, 2.4 ms, so we
can claim that the system can operate in real time.

Table 2. Results in mm for particle filter with 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 particles

Number of particles
50 100 150 200 250

T MOTP Std MOTP Std MOTP Std MOTP Std MOTP Std
1 30.78 17.31 28.92 16.70 27.41 16.20 26.71 16.62 26.66 16.47
2 34.39 42.08 31.30 40.28 30.47 40.23 30.44 40.53 30.24 41.30
3 24.12 17.24 21.87 15.71 20.53 15.33 20.31 15.92 19.21 15.46
4 28.77 18.68 27.13 17.84 25.44 17.67 25.05 18.22 24.65 18.17
5 28.40 17.25 26.23 16.85 25.42 17.16 25.49 18.10 24.64 17.37
6 26.78 18.33 23.77 17.72 23.74 17.41 22.90 17.18 22.83 17.52
7 21.47 16.90 19.39 17.20 18.58 16.93 17.90 17.07 17.19 16.76

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The contributions of this paper can be summarized in two. The first one is
the method to detect the human legs. It does not assume any specific shape
of legs. Also, it is not needed that the human is still and looking towards the
robot. We use supervised learning to learn the different patterns of legs which
can appear in the robot surroundings corresponding to moving or still people.
These patterns are learned from a large number of sample data using SVM.
The second contribution is the robust tracking of leg positions using the method
for leg detection as an observation model within a particle filter. Experiments
on leg detection and on people tracking have been carried out to validate the
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Fig. 4. MOTP error in mm vs number of particles for each trajectory

proposal. The experimental results show that human legs are properly detected
in the most of the cases. Also, the experiments on the tracking show that our
LRF based tracking system is working obtaining a low error tracking the human
position.

As future work, the LRF based tracking system will be integrated with other
previous stereo vision based systems in order to obtain a multisensor tracking
system. The multisensor tracking system will be used to follow a person in an
indoor environment.
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Abstract. Precision farming goal is to maximize the productivity of the
crops while minimizing the use of resources. Given that the agricultural
technique has evolved along the millenniums, the only real option to
keep increasing the agricultural productivity requires the use of technol-
ogy: currently, many different robots are being used to harvest, plow and
identify weeds. This work aims to reduce the environmental invasion the
use of these implies, maximizing at the same time the knowledge of the
crop status. We propose a new type of environmental-friendly ground
mobile robot employed to monitor temperature and humidity in agricul-
tural fields Used as a distributed sensor web. It takes measures of these
environmental variables in any specific place required. It also allows to
determine zones of the crop with bad irrigation or under germination
risks and take corrective actions on time, providing better growing con-
ditions: adequate germination time, faster growing and better efficiency.
We present its architecture and a new external module used to measure
the temperature and humidity. Beside, we also present two experiments
carried out to validate the spherical robot approach: the results obtained
first at a cornfield and the second in small orchard in CAR-UPM-CSIC
facilities are exposed and analysed.

Keywords: Precision farming, mobile robots, temperature and mois-
ture monitor, spherical robot.

1 Introduction

World population has reached 7 billion people and it is expected to reach 9 billion
by 20501. This excessive population increment has as a consequence the growth in
humankind necessities (energy, food, health, etc.). Considering that the Earth’s
resources are now being overexploited, pleasing the increasing necessities requires
and involves the use of new technologies. For example, it has been calculated
that agriculture needs to increase a 25% its productivity to meet the production
level needed by the year 2050 [Bergerman et al., 2013]. For this reason, robotics,
automation and agriculture are fields that each day are more related. Automatic

1 http://esa.un.org/unpd/ppp/index.htm
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sensing, handling, and automatic processing of products are now commonplace in
agriculture [Billingsley et al., 2008]: The necessity of producing more food with
less resources leads to, as consequence, the presence of more automated and
robot-assisted crops. New technologies can be used in agriculture to plow the
soil efficiently, seek for weed and only applied herbicides where needed. Efficient
irrigation and intelligent harvesting are also fields were the technology has a
significant impact.

Many robots have been used in these areas in many different ways. Never-
theless, there are still many challenges that have been not addressed yet: For
example, the environmental impact or the efficient use of energy. This work pro-
poses a different type of mobile robot to measure environment. It supposes a
low environmental impact system to acquire temperature, soil temperature and
environmental humidity data continuously, able to detect zones of the field with
irrigation system problems or where new points of irrigation are needed. It would
maximize the growing speed, the seed protection and crop health in general.

2 Precision Farming

Precision farming (PF) is an agricultural management concept based on observ-
ing and responding to intra-field variations: as explained by [Lu et al., 1997],
nowadays PF goes further than precision agriculture (PA), since this concept
concerns the whole farm management. Its goal is to optimize returns on inputs
while preserving resources. Ideally, it can be considered a trend that allows a
better use of natural resources preserving the environment and helping to reach
each year the increasing production needs.

Focusing on this concept, the main targets of PF could involve: i) the reduction
environmental loading by applying fertilizers and pesticides only where they are
needed and when they are needed; ii) the minimization of losses from excess
applications or due to nutrient imbalances; iii) the reduction of weed escapes
and insect damage; iv) the development of techniques that allow to decrease
of contamination of land and water; and, in general, the application of any
sustainable technique that may provide an increase of the productivity and the
efficiency [Bongiovanni et al., 2004]. Subsection 2.1 presents one of the physical
evidences that possibilities the use of technology in a favorable way.

It is crystal clear that the technology is at the agriculture service. It can be
applied in many topics: from sensing to automation of tasks (i.e. AI applied to
the farming processes, etc.), it provides with great results in both environmental
and economic terms. However, the main role is nowadays played by robotics for
supporting on-site physical operations. Its employment in PF is still growing
at a fast pace, providing every day new capabilities and advantages: for exam-
ple, J.Valente uses UAVs with vision systems for detecting weeds in large fields
[Valente et al., 2011]; the RHEA project [Gonzalez-de-Santos et al., 2011] em-
ploys different types of actuators for efficiently remove weeds, adequating the
treatment to the specific problem and minimizing the use of pesticides. Another
good example is the use of automated tractors equipped with sensors (lasers,
cameras and others) to seed, harvest, weeding in a efficient manner reducing
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the damage to the soil and the products used [Eaton et al., 2008]. Nevertheless,
many challenges remains unsolved. Section 3 presents a study on this problem-
atic and Section 4 digs into the solution adopted in this work: ROSPHERE

2.1 The Role of Humidity and Temperature in PA

No usually known, soil temperature and moisture are really important in crop
management. Not during the adult life of the plant but during the seeding, plant-
ing and germination process, these variables are critical [Bierhuizen et al., 1974,
Harper et al., 1965]. The soil temperature, for example, is a trustworthy indica-
tor of the proper seeding timing: If the land is too cool, germination is delayed,
which results in seed stress and uneven or inadequate seeding emergence. In con-
trast, if the temperature is unusually high, the seeds can be dried up and their
dormancy period violated [Garcia-Huidobro et al., 1982, Roberts et al., 1988].
Table 1 presents some examples of the optimum (and minimum) germination
temperatures for several different plans/crops.

On the other side, moisture should be considered as a relevant regulator of the
own temperature. Wet soils take longer to warm up and cool down, being possible
to use this effect for, for example, mitigating cold stresses during the planting
[Doneen et al., 1943]. Furthermore, the adequate management of both variables
supposes a huge difference in terms of production, growing speed and how quickly
plants take up water and nutrients. Besides, soil temperature affects to the speed
of biological reactions, speeding up the reactions the warmer temperatures and
slowing them down the colder ones.

They are usually measured at 5cm under the land level and, considering the
differences between day and afternoon/night, both variables have to be acquired
(at least) twice per day 2. Nevertheless, J.Dudhia proved a direct relation among
the superficial temperature/moisture and the underground one: [Dudhia et al.,
1996]. It allows to use a directional sensor as the SHT71 humidity sensor and
extrapolate the soil temperature.

Even more, the relation between the environmental moisture and the irrigation
necessities is clear: In every stage of the crop, an insufficient watering results in
the crop dried up. However, an excessive irrigation can drown the seeds and drag
the nutrients downwards. Thus, the humidity control provides with not only a
good indication of the field status, but also with a reference for the irrigation
system.

3 Mobile Robots in Agriculture

As presented before, a great amount of the mobile robots have been used in the
last decades in PA: [Hollingum et al., 1999], [Lee et al., 1999] and [C.W. Bac et al.,
2013] are a good example since they present different variations and capabilities.
These last ones, together with the efficiency ratio and the general characteristics,

2 The discrepancy between them could be up to 100%, but the average daily soil
temperature usually lies between both readings.
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Table 1. Germination temperatures for field crops

Minimum (◦) Preferred (◦)
Cereals and oilseed

Wheat 4 20
Barley 3-5 20
Oats 5 20-24
Canola 3 7-10 20

Forage Crops

Alfalfa 1 25
Red clover 3 26
Sweet clover 1 18-25
White clover 5 18-20
Orchard 1 18-20

Vegetables

Bean 8-10 16-30
Cabbage 4 7-35
Carrot 4 7-30
Corn 10 16-32
Lettuce 2 4-27
Pepper 16 18-35
Pumpkin 16 21-32
Spinach 2 7-24
Tomato 10 16-30

have been improved along the time, and their implementation (navigation, guid-
ance, control, etc.) mastered. However, their typology have remained the same
along the time: wheeled ground mobile robots. It implies that they continues pre-
senting the same disadvantages: the use of these robots compacts the ground and
hinders the nutrient penetration, damaging in many times the crop and slowing
down the crop growing.

That is why a new generation of robots -depicted in figure 1- is emerging and
becoming popular nowadays: from aerial robots [Valente et al., 2011] to mobile
manipulators [De-An et al., 2011], they all try to minimize the environmental
impact while maximizing the effectiveness. Nevertheless, they do not allow an in
situ ground measurement, really important in many agricultural practices: The
robot to be used in an specific crops have to be selected according to the field
conditions, the fragility of the crops, its extension, etc. Is for those reasons that
when is necessary to measure variables directly over the field, a compromise
among capabilities, crop structure and field invasion has to be reached. The
work presented in this paper proposes a new alternative that provides this local
acquisition capability together with a environmental-friendly motion system:
spherical robots, due to its way of induce movement, are much less invasive,
being possible to use it as a ground sensor. The major drawback is referred to
the necessity of new guidance and control techniques to allow precise movements
in the field that guarantee a correct acquisition.
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Fig. 1. Ground mobile robots in agriculture, (a) Aarhus University in Denmark (b)
Wageningen University and Research Centre, (c) CAR-UPM-CSIC

3.1 Spherical Robots

Even though nowadays robotic spheres are not widely used as ground mobile
robots, there are quite significant new references in the literature. They are
mainly focused in operational concepts and new prototypes proposals: Initially,
the research done aimed to validate concepts about its physics. In this regard, dif-
ferent authors have proposed diverse internal structures to generate movement,
where the objective was to create a mechanical system that allows shifting its
centre of mass inducing self-motion as consequence. There are five typical meth-
ods that can be found in literature used to achieve this goal, an explanation of the
methods and examples could be found in [Amour et al., 2006 and Ylikorpi et al.,
2007]. These typical methods are explained below.

– Spring central member. this method uses a central body that includes a
driven wheel at one of its ends, and a passive wheel in the other, a fixed
spring guarantees the contact between both wheels and the spherical shaped
body. The main disadvantage of this design is the loss of energy due to
friction between both wheels and the difficulty to orientated motion control.

– Car driven. It is one of the simpler concepts, the robot relies on a vehicle
inside that induce motion in the sphere by its motion inside it. Even though
it is easy to construct, the main drawback is the lack of contact when the
robot moves on surfaces with depressions and bumps, implying loss of energy
and difficulty to generate movement and overcome obstacles.

– Ballast mass with fixed axis system. This system uses an inner pendulum with
two rotational degrees of freedom. The first DoF rotates around a fixed trans-
verse axis and the second around a longitudinal axis. [Michaud et al., 2001
and Kayacan et al., 2011], has the advantages of better control to change the
mass center and less energy loss. As disadvantage the robot is non-holonomic.

– Ballast mass with moving axis. It also has an inner pendulum, but in this
case with an additional DoF that allows the main axis to move, its main
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disadvantage is its complexity, requiring highly elaborated structures, as
advantage it can generate movement in any direction.

– Hemispherical wheels. use two hemispheres as large encompassing wheels,
the design of this type of robots is the simpler of all, but, it has as dis-
advantages the impossibility of a total enclosure due two the need of each
side moving independently, difficulty to change direction, as well the need of
an independent control of each of the hemispheres, as advantage the force
is directly applied to the ground to generate movement implying a better
efficiency.

4 ROSPHERE

ROSPHERE is a spherical-shaped robot with the capability to self-induce non-
holonomic movements by varying its mass center, it uses the Ballast mass with
fixed axis system explained previously. The robot has an inner two-degree-of-
freedom pendulum. The robot includes a spherical shaped body (30 cm of di-
ameter), fixed main axis, a central unit or ICU (Internal Control Unit) and the
ballast or hanging mass. The first DOF rotates about the fixed axis, a hanging
mass located at the bottom of the sphere is moved generating back and forward
movements, while the second DOF has a mechanically limited range of rotation,
and rotates about a perpendicular axis generating side movements, for more
information see [J.D Hernández et al., 2013]. Current version of the robot was
designed to get the Centre of Mass as far as possible from the geometrical center
in order to induce the movements easily (see figure 2).

Fig. 2. ROSPHERE inner body and robot image

4.1 Hardware Architecture

ROSPHERE incorporates all necessary resources in order to behave as an au-
tonomous vehicle. Thus, the equipment includes a embedded computing system
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composed by a Robovero and an Overo Fire embedded computer. the communi-
cation capabilities of ROSPHERE includes Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Xbee modules
as communication mediums, to transmit and receive data not only to the base
station but also with external sensors. with regard to the sensing capabilities,
the system includes the equipment required for guidance, navigation and control
(GNC) systems, such as a low cost inertial measurement unit (IMU) in order
to measure angular velocities and accelerations, a magnetometer with pan-tilt
correction capability and a single GPS.

Fig. 3. ROSPHERE hardware

To allow visual inspection of how the pendulum works during the operation
of the robot, the prototype has been made by using a commercial transparent
ball. Although good results have been obtained by using this enclosure, a more
suitable material should be used in its final version in order to increase traction.
The slots in the case have been sealed using special rubber bands in order to keep
the robot protected from dust and humidity and to increase traction. Different
sensors can be placed on both of its sides, Nevertheless, if a heavy sensor (e.g.
a camera) is used, a counterweight or different sensors should be added to the
other side of the sphere in order to maintain the center of mass in the same
position.

External sensors such as humidity and temperature are currently connected
to an arduino external module that sends the collected data through an Xbee
device to the central unit.
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4.2 Software Architecture

Software architecture can be explained into two parts. The first part is respon-
sible for the high-level processing and the second for the low level (sensors and
actuators level, communications). The high level process interprets remote com-
mands from the central station and performs basic GNC tasks by using infor-
mation from the sensorial system (IMU, magnetometer). Therefore, this layer
transfers teleoperation commands to low-level controller and calculates refer-
ences to controllers to perform the maneuvers required. This part is executed on
Overo board with Ubuntu version 12.0.4. further, a ROS-Core has been included
in order to implement a standard ROS (Robot Operating System) architecture.

ROSPHERE aims to be a complete ROS compliance robot, in order to use
a wide spread of algorithm and already developed tools and their drivers to be
used with robotic simulators (e.g. Gazebo or V-REP).

The Overo communicates with Robovero by using a USB hub. Robovero is
in charge of low-level control and sensing and serial communication. Therefore,
it reads the serial message received by an Xbee module attached the humidity
and temperature data and performs basic filtering in order to create complete
messages for the high level controller. An important development was required in
order to optimize Robovero firmware in order to improve the update frequencies
in sensors readings and processing.

Fig. 4. ROSPHERE software

4.3 Temperature and Humidity Sensor Module

An arduino FIO device has been programmed to read and SHT71 which provide
environmental humidity and temperature; It also reads a MLX90614 IR sensor,
used to read soil or plants temperature. All the data is obtained from the sensors
and transmitted to the arduino by and I2C channel and digital pins. Then the
arduino process the data and transmit it via an XBee module to be received in
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the main processor of the mobile robot used. The module could be used in any
mobile robot only be attaching it to a convenient place, the robot only should
have an XBee module on its main processor to receive the data string from the
humidity and temperature module.

This module could be integrated easily in a mobile robot as ROSPHERE to
obtain the temperature and humidity in crops

5 Test and Results

Two different sets of test were conducted in order to validate the behavior of the
whole system. As far as the ROSPHERE mobility had been already verified, the
experiments were designed to check the correct performance of the humidity sen-
sor and the IR sensor implemented in ROSPHERE. The second goal of the tests
conducted was to corroborate the utility of the moisture acquisition, in order to
validate it as a bad-irrigation-zones and germination-risk-areas identifier.

5.1 Orchard Test

An experimental setup was made in the laboratory facilities in order to mea-
sure humidity and validate results: the irrigation system shown in figure 5 was
implemented. It is composed by six irrigation nozzles, which have a separation
30cm among them. After a normal operation, the two nozzles located in the mid-
dle were obstructed to obtain a bad irrigation in order to check if difference in
temperature and humidity in the surrounding area between followed the model
studied in subsection 2.1. As table 2 shows, the hypothesis was validated, exist-
ing a relevant difference in the magnitudes between the broken and the normal
irrigation nozzles.

Fig. 5. orchard at CAR-UPM-CSIC installations
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In the orchard, humidity, environmental temperature and soil temperature
were measured in 6 different points. Besides, they were measured at differ-
ent times, contrasting the ROSPHERE measures with an external module lo-
cated at 10cm above the ground. The acquisition started at 9:30am -just after
the irrigation- measuring both the temperature and humidity every hour until
14:30pm, when the failure was simulated: In two consecutive points the irriga-
tion system was obstructed and the data acquired proved the system’s capability
for detecting those failures only using the temperature and humidity measures.
Table 2 presents the temperature and humidity log obtain every hour.

Table 2. Temperature and humidity in the orchard

Irrigation points (◦C , %)
Time Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6

9:30am 20.2 ,46.9 20.6 , 46.6 22.2 , 44.9 22.2 , 45.1 19.8 , 46.3 18.9 , 47.8
10:30am 21.2 ,40.9 21.0 , 41.1 23.0 , 39.7 23.4 , 39.8 20.5 , 40.5 20.3 , 41.2
11:30am 21.8 , 35.6 21.3 , 34.8 24.1 , 33.5 24.1 , 33.4 21.4 , 36.4 20.9 , 36.3
12:30am 29.6 , 30.1 29.5 , 30.0 33.7 , 29.7 33.2 , 28.6 29.3 , 32.7 29.8 , 32.5
13:30am 38.4 , 26.9 40.1 , 27.0 39.4 , 25.7 37.8 , 27.0 33.4 , 28.0 33.6 , 28.6
14:30am 43.0 , 20.9 45.6 , 22.5 44.9 , 19.4 43.4 , 19.4 38.8 , 20.4 39.3 , 20.4

Besides, the recorded humidity, environmental temperature and soil temper-
ature in the orchard at 9:30am are plotted in figure 6 (a). There, it could be
easily distinguished the zone with bad irrigation: highlighted in red, it is zone
differentiated by an increased of the soil temperature and a decrease of humidity.

On the other hand, figure 6 (b) presents the plot obtained at 13:30 pm .In this
occasion, a portion of the orchard (at the end of the crop row) was in the shade
so its soil temperature was minor than the rest of the orchard. Even though, the
humidity level was revealed as a good indicator of the proper irrigation.

5.2 CAR-UPM-CSIC Corn Crop

The mobile robot ROSPHERE was also used to measure the temperature and
humidity of the corn crop located at CAR-UPM-CSIC facilities. This test was
performed to verify the capacities of a mobile robot to measure directly in a
real environment (see Figure 7). The sensor was located at the ROSPHERE’s
the side, 10cm high from the soil, pointing to the ground. The crop had a drip
irrigation and it was not irrigated the day when the measures were taken.

Figure 8 presents the humidity, environmental temperature and soil tempera-
ture measured in a cornfield by ROSPHERE in the CAR-UPM-CSIC facilities’
corn crop.

By using the ground mobile robot, it was possible to measure the environment
temperature in any wanted position , soil temperature and humidity. It was also
that the mobile robot ROSPHERE did not compact the soil, causing minimum
alterations on it.
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Fig. 6. Environmental variables in the orchard at 9:30am and 13:30pm

Fig. 7. ROSPHERE in the CSIC facilities’ corn crop

Even though the temperature and humidity was measure properly, due to the
irregular structure of the field (stones, holes, and other obstacles), the control
of ROSPHERE was somewhat difficult and major problems were present to
overcome medium size obstacles (i.e. 5cm height stones).
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Fig. 8. Environmental variables, temperature and humidity obtained at corn crop
CAR-UPM-CSIC

6 Conclusions

Precision agriculture is a valuable tool to increase crops productivity. It should
use every new technology at the reach as new sort of ground mobile robots.
However it implies a lot challenges that have to be addressed. For example,
shadows affect how the soil temperature evolves: when the temperature falls
drastically in the crop, only humidity measures should be taken into account to
determine bad irrigation zones.

In this preliminary study, zones with bad irrigation could be detected by using
a mobile robot due to they capability of measuring changes in temperature and
humidity in every point along the the crop.

When a low impact methods are needed for monitoring the field, new types of
mobile robots as ROSPHERE can be useful. It allows to measure environmental
variables guaranteeing the crop integrity and the suitable nutrients and water
absorption.

However, this types of robots requires new control algorithms and mechanisms
in order to overcome obstacles in unstructured fields.
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7 Future Work

Due to the difficulty to overcome obstacles (stones, holes, irregularities on the
ground), new control control strategies and possibles mechanical changes should
be developed to have the spherical robot ROSPHERE working in unstructured
environments.

New experiments and algorithms to determine thresholds in the variation of
humidity and soil temperature to determine fails in irrigation.

Determination of schemes to monitoring temperature and humidity of crops
and cooperation with other robots to cover efficiently crops.
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Abstract. The RHEA project is based on the cooperation among aerial
and ground vehicles aiming at performing several precision agriculture
tasks. This work is focused on the description of the aerial mission in the
mentioned project. The work includes a description of the units, the goals
and mission types, the requirements involved in the mission planning as
well as their supervision and monitoring. The missions are performed by
using a fleet of last-generation hex-rotors that rely on high payload and
extraordinary stability. These features allow taking steady pictures with
high quality cameras in large extension fields. As result, high-resolution
images of the field to cover are obtained in order to provide with weeds
pots positions to ground units for their removal.

Keywords: Precision agriculture, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Coverage
Plath Planning, RHEA.

1 Introduction

The Robot Fleets for Highly Effective Agriculture and Forestry Management
(RHEA) project [3] is being carried out under the 7th framework program, iden-
tified as NMP-CP-IP 245986-2.

RHEA is focused on the design, development, and testing of a new generation
of robotic systems for both chemical and physical (mechanical and thermal) effec-
tive weed management. The project is focused on both agriculture and forestry.
It covers a large variety of European products, including agriculture wide row
crops (processing tomato, maize, strawberry, sunflower and cotton), close row
crops (winter wheat and winter barley) and forestry woody perennials (walnut
trees, almond trees, olive groves and multipurpose open woodland).

RHEA aims at reducing the use of agricultural chemical inputs in a 75%,
improving crop quality, health and safety for humans, and reducing production
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costs by means of sustainable crop management using a fleet of small, hetero-
geneous robots –ground and aerial– equipped with advanced sensors, enhanced
end-effectors and improved decision control algorithms. RHEA can be consid-
ered as a cooperative robotic system, falling within an emerging area of research
and technology with a large number of applications.

As previously mentioned, the key elements of the project are both the ground
and the aerial fleets. Currently, ground fleet is made up of three small tractors
endowed with different systems so as to perform singular treatments (mechanical,
chemical and thermal treatments). On the other hand, the aerial fleet consists
of two hex-rotors that are in charge of carrying out aerial tasks.

The roll of the drones (aerial units) is focused on aerial photography.
Therefore, they are required in order to take high resolution aerial pictures of
the filed. The pictures taken from aerial units are used for creating geo-referred
mosaicking.

Agricultural experts are in charge of obtaining the position of the weeds pods
by using this mosaic. These positions are the inputs for the ground units mis-
sion planner. Moreover, considering the position of the targets (weeds) and the
crop rows directions, the mission manager is in charge of determining the opti-
mal path for the ground units in order to remove the weeds without damaging
the crop.

All the process from obtaining digital images, mosaicking creation, weeds
detection and ground vehicles path planning is performed in a Base Station
computer, which is also in charge of sending the missions to tractors and the full
mission monitoring.

The work presented is structured as follows. Next section is dedicated to
description of the aerial units. Section 3 summarizes the definition of the aerial
mission and the mission planner. Section 4 describes the full control structure
as well as aerial mission monitoring. Finally, some conclusions are presented.

2 Aerial Vehicles Description

The aerial vehicles that are in charge of performing aerial missions in the RHEA
projects are the AR200 units, designed by AirRobot company [1].

The six-rotors aerial units have sensor-payload up to 1.5 kg, big reach and
long flying time (about 40 minutes). They rely on digital data transmission
and control on a real-time basis. An important feature of the drones is their
innovative folding system that allows a space-saving and comfortable transport
to the field. Moreover, using six-rotors allows certain redundancy, reducing in
this manner the accident risk in case of fail in one motor.

Two cameras (visible and near infrared spectrum) are shipped on the drone,
mounted on a gimbal system that reduces vibrations and allows the cameras
point down when the drones perform steady flights (i.e., hovering in a way point).

Drones allow way-point programming as well as some payload control com-
mands. Thus, the main part of the program includes a list of ordered way-points
where the drone has to take a picture. Drones are able to fly this programs in
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Fig. 1. RHEA aerial fleet in CAR-CSIC facilities (Arganda del Rey, Madrid)

fully autonomous mode. Nevertheless, take off and landing are performed in a
supervised mode. This means that after loading the mission into the drones, a
supervisor pilot (required by the emerging UAV regulation) is in charge of com-
manding the drone during taking off maneuver by sending altitude commands.
It is important to point out that a low level attitude control in charge of its
stabilization is always running.

When the drone has reached some meters high, the drone operator is able to
switch the system to fully-autonomous navigation mode, and then, the taking-
pictures mission starts.

After finishing the missions, drones return to their home points and then, the
pilot takes again the control so as to send the orders for descending in a safe
way. Notice that drones do not rely on perception sensors in order to detect if
landing point is free or occupied. Moreover, considering the small free distance
from the cameras to the bottom base line of the drones, it is important to ensure
that no stones are in the landing place.

Drones provide with telemetry information during the flight, including infor-
mation required for supervision such as position estimation and battery level
among other.

Cameras used in RHEA require a long time for image saving into the mem-
ory card. Thus, a minimum time is required between shootings, and therefore
between consecutive way points, in order to ensure that all the pictures are
correctly stored. After finishing the flights, operator has to remove the cameras
cards in order to start with the mosaicking process in the base station computer.
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Fig. 2. RHEA drone in flight with a detail of the cameras mounting

3 Aerial Mission Definition and Planning

The first step in mission definition has be performed by using the GUI (Graphical
User Interface) provided by the base station computer. Thus, the user has to
define the field of interest by using a polyline with the aid of graphical tool.
Each point of the polyline contains their three UTM or Universal Transversal de
Mercator coordinates. This polyline has to delimit an unshaped closed polygon.

Moreover, taking into consideration some safety parameters such as proximity
of roads or forbidden areas to fly, two additional polylines have to be defined
by the user so as to be consider them as safety borders. The inner border will
be considered as the area that it is possible to fly in order to take pictures.
Obviously, the field definition polyline has to be inside it. Nevertheless, the
outside border, defines an area where drones are not allowed to fly in any way.

Taking into consideration that two drones will perform their task simulta-
neously, the next step in the process should be the area repartition. Several
approaches have ben developed by the research group regarding area repartition
that take into consideration different criteria, such as different endurance, bat-
tery level or just different features [4]. Nevertheless, the main criteria considered
in the RHEA project is the safety. Thus, the goal is to maintain the drones as
far as possible from each other during the mission. This issue has been crucial
in the determination of the algorithm used for the mission planning. Therefore,
the area repartition will be detailed at the end of this section.

On the other hand, nearly all the requirements of the mission arise from the
spatial resolution required by the experts in detection for the final mosaic (i.e.,
1 or 2 pixels/cm) and the camera to be used (Sigma DP2 Merrill Compact Dig-
ital Camera). Therefore, taking into consideration the resolution of the cameras
(4800x3200 pixels), each image has a maximum size of 48x32 meters. Consid-
ering the focal length (30mm) and the sensor size (23.5 x 15.7 mm), heights
H close to 60 meters are obtained by applying the following expresion to both
sensor dimensions.

H = FocalLenght
RealSize

SensorSize
(1)

In addition to this, in order to ensure that small errors in stabilization (i.e.,
attitude values different that zero for Roll and Pitch angles during the camera
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shooting), errors in position estimation (mainly due to the use of single GPS
instead of differential one) or errors in position control (i.e., difference between
actual and goal position) do not affect to the mosaicking process, a typical
value of 60% for overlapping between consecutive images has been stablished.
Therefore, every point in the field is ensured to be in two consecutive images. As
a result, the distance between waypoints should be 19 meters when 1 pixel/cm
of spacial resolution is required.

Considering all these restrictions, a matrix of waypoints (i.e., points separated
nineteen meters where the drone has to take a picture) is projected on the field.
The selection of the main direction of the field, which is the main direction
considered for performing this projection, is the longest segment of the polyline
that defines the field. This direction is used for determining the yaw angle of
the drones (that is the same that the cameras) so as to optimize the mosaicking
process.

Since it has been stablished as a requirement for the planner that no shift
between adjacent cells should happen (apart from the performance errors pre-
viously mentioned), no displacement between columns is considered in order to
adapt the matrix to the shape of the field.

After projecting the complete waypoint matrix, the next step is to determine
which of them are required (i.e., its image includes a part of the field) or not. It
is important to highlight that if the field has not a rectangular shape, the matrix
will be incomplete (some of the projected way points will be no longer required
to fly over). Therefore, a complex algorithm has been implemented in order to
decide whether the image taken from each point falls inside the field.

Once all the required waypoints have been obtained, a path for each aerial
unit in charge of performing the coverage has to be designed by the planner.
Therefore, the objective for the planner is to create optimal paths. This obviously
involves criteria such as not repeat the same waypoint or minimizing the total
mission time, that considering a fix number of waypoints means to minimize the
path length.

Several techniques have been tested in order to design a optimal path for a
fleet of drones in charge of performing aerial coverage [6] [5] during the project.
Nevertheless these solutions have some shortcomings, mainly regarding their
processing time and the difficulty to implement time dependent safety criteria
in their cost functions. For these reasons, a basic solution based on back and
forth motions has been finally selected. The proposed solution has very low
computational cost, performing the planning in real time without the necessity
of long optimization process, that became high time consuming.

Moreover, the structure of the solution obtained by using this type of algo-
rithm allows easily splitting a global path into ”n” parts, being ”n” the number
of aerial robots available for the mission. Neverheless, as previously mentioned,
the main reason that led to this election was the safety.

The number of waypoints assigned to each drone could be modified depending
on different factors, thus the initial and final distances to be travelled by the
drones can be easily compensated by assigning less waypoints to the drone that
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Fig. 3. Example of plan for two drones over maize field in CAR-CSIC facilities (Ar-
ganda del Rey, Madrid). No heading optimization applied.

should travel farther. Another safety criteria is to assign only full columns in
the matrix to drones, thus two drones will never flight along the same column
simultaneoulsy. Finally, some additional weighting procedure can be applied if
some different among the drones exists. (e.g., different level of battery).

The planner has been coded by using C++ language. It is designed allow-
ing multi-platform compilation. Nevertheless, it currently runs under windows 7
operative system that is the OS selected for all the ground station development.

4 Mission Execution and Monitoring

A overall structure and sequence for aerial mission managing is provided in
Fig. 5. It also includes the main software blocks or modules that are involved in
such process. This section is focused on the description of these modules, from
the functionality point of view.

4.1 Graphical User Interface

The first block that should be invoked is the GUI or Graphical User Interface. It
is been developed by Cyberbotics Ltd, by using Webots 7, a mobile robot sim-
ulator [2]. GUI not only has basic functionality such as mission definition and
telemetry monitoring but also simulation capabilities. Thus, after defining the
filed of interest by using polylines and geographical information systems tools,
a mission definition file is created. This file also contains information regarding
safety issues such as flight area and forbidden areas, according to user crite-
ria. Moreover, cameras and resolution request parameters are also considered in
mission definition. Cameras and hardware parameters are stored in a Data Base.
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Fig. 4. Picture of the corner in maize field at ICA-CSIC facilities in Arganda del Rey
(Madrid), 50 meters high

Once the mission is defined, the user is able to invoke the aerial planner in
order to obtain the trajectories for the areal fleet according to the description
provided in section 3. In this step, a mission plan file is created. This plan that
includes path for one or two drones (according to user or mission preferences)
should be displayed by GUI so as to allow the user to validate it. This validation
is performed by the user in order to check if the full area is covered by the images
and verify the overlapping stablished. In order to perform this visualization, the
GUI should take into account the parameters of the cameras and the height of
each way point.

After this validation, the mission plan file that has a generic format, which
does not depend of the type of drone to be used, is coded according to specific
Airrobot protocols. Thus, after this coding phase, one or two flight plans are
created (depending on the number of drones to be used in the mission). This
coding step requires the transformation between UTM coordinates that are used
by all the RHEA system to terrestrial coordinates (latitude-longitude) used by
drones. Moreover, a conversion to binary format that is used by the aerial units
protocol in order to optimize the available bandwidth is also performed during
this conversion.

As previously mentioned, the GUI includes an aerial drone simulator. The
simulator is able to read the flight plan files in order to show on the screen of
the GUI a 3D graphical representation of the drones performing the flight plans,
taking into account distances and time between waypoints. This simulation is
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Fig. 5. Aerial Mission Managing Sequence

performed by using webots 7 simulator by Cyberbotics. This simulation also
includes parameters of the cameras so as to allow visualizing their field of view
as Fig. 6 shows.

4.2 Aerial Mission Supervisor

If the base station operator considers the simulation results as successful, the
Aerial Mission Supervisor is in charge of downloading the flight plans to the
drones trough their Aerial Unit High Level Controllers, as next section de-
scribes. Currently, both Aerial Mission Supervisor and the two Aerial Unit High
Level Controllers are running in a separate laptop under windows 7 professional
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Fig. 6. Simulations of aerial mission by using Webots 7. Courtesy Cyberbotics.Ltd.
Cameras field of view projection on the field corresponding to waypoints is shown in
purple.

operative system. It is expected that in a near future, these modules will run
into base station computer if its performance is good enough.

This module is in charge of analyzing the state of the vehicles and the mis-
sion. Thus, individual alarms from single vehicles are identified, processed and
reported to user by using the GUI. It also controls the mission progress, taking
into account some parameters and timeout previously stablished (e.g.., maxi-
mum time to reach a way point, or maximum time to complete de mission).
Some warning levels have been also defined for the battery level.

On the other hand, the aerial mission supervisor receives the control mission
commands from the GUI in order to start, pause, resume or abort the mission.
Starting the mission only involves sending the full mission and parameters to
drones so as to be able to take off. After loading the mission into the drones, the
pilot has to send climbing commands to the drone by using the remote control in
order to take off. Once the drone has reached certain high (stablished in the op-
erational protocol of the project), the pilot is able to switch to fully autonomous
navigation mode in order to start the flight to the first waypoint. The different
stages during the missions are monitored trough the GUI in the base station.

Nevertheless, stopping the mission only requires that the drones have to re-
main in hovering maintaining their current positions, waiting for another com-
mand. If resume command is received in this state, the drone will continue the
mission, going to the next waypoint in the list. On the other hand, aborting the
mission not only requires to stop the flight plan immediately but also to return
to home point. Anyway, the pilot is able to take the control of the drone and
commanding velocity commands at any time just by using the manual controller.
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It is also worth noting that drones do not rely on collision detection systems.
Therefore, Aerial Mission Supervisor has the responsibility of commanding them
in a safe way.

Due to security reasons, in some circumstances (i.e. when the battery level
is under a certain threshold), the drone returns home autonomously with no
previous control command. Moreover, if the security border list is breached,
(e.g. due to wind guts) the drone will perform an emergency landing over that
position with no intervention of the aerial mission supervisor.

4.3 Aerial Unit High Level Controller

The Aerial Unit High Level Controller (AUHLC) is a module that is in charge of
low level commanding and communications with the drones, by using Airrobot
protocols. It has been coded in C++ under windows 7 OS. A tread is created
for managing each drone in a separate way.

The AUHLC handles the conversions between UTM coordinates from planner
and Geographical (longitude-latitude) for de aerial units, the height references
(relatives instead of absolutes) and the format of the communication packets.

Nevertheless, its main task is to convert the high level commands from su-
pervisor (stop, pause, resume) to the adequate low level orders chain for the
drones. Moreover is in charge of processing single UAV state information such
as position, velocity, battery level, rotors speed, etc., and modulate it in or-
der to inform to aerial mission manager according to the frequency required for
performing high level mission supervision.

From the physical point of view, the AUHLC communicates to drones through
a special hardware device developed by AirRobot, denoted as BKS shown in
Fig. 7. There are two BKSs, one for each drone. Each BKS is connected to the
AUHLC computer by using a USB port. BKS includes digital links for com-
municating both data and video streaming packets. The video (obtained from
the cameras on board) is shown on the screen of the manual controller in real
time to the drone operator . Additionally, it is possible to show in Base station
computer by using the frame grabber output of the BKS.

On the other hand, the remote control required for supervised flight phases
(take off and landing) as well as a safety controller, is also connected to the BKS,
in order to transmit the manual commands to the drone (attitude and thrust
commands).

4.4 Mission Dispacher

According to shown in Fig. 5, all the communications inside the RHEA system
that involves some module in the base station are controlled by another module
denoted Mission Dispatcher. It is in charge of performing the high level mission
supervision by using a state machine implementation.
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Fig. 7. BKS3 and manual controller (in black) for AirRobot drones
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, a brief description of the roll of the aerial robots in the project
RHEA has been presented. A description of the goal of their missions as well
as the main requirements has been introduced. The work has been focused in
the control and managing structure for aerial vehicles, from mission definition to
monitoring and supervision, describing all the modules involved in this complex
task.

Currently, the project is in the integration stage. Several flight plans have been
obtained by the planer. Successful flights have been performed by using only
one drone simultaneously. Neverthless, the complete control structure, mission
definition and commanding have been tested. Final verification tests including
two drones simultaneously will be performed on the last few days of August,
2013.
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Abstract. Specific weed management consists on adjusting herbicide 
treatments depending on the zone infested and the type of weed. In this context, 
the discrimination between grasses (monocots) and broad-leaved weeds (dicots) 
is an important objective mainly because the two weed groups can be 
appropriately controlled by different specific herbicides. This work proposes a 
method of discrimination between these types of weeds based on a combined 
strategy, the Sugeno Fuzzy Integral, where the final decision is taken by 
combining seven attributes, the Hu moments. The main challenge in terms of 
image analysis is to achieve an appropriate discrimination between both groups 
in outdoor field images under varying conditions of lighting as well as of soil 
background texture. 

Keywords: Precision Agriculture, weed discrimination, monocots/dicots 
discrimination, Sugeno Fuzzy Integral, colour segmentation, Hu moments. 

1 Introduction 

Precision Agriculture is intended to adjust the use of resources and agronomic 
practices to the requirements of soil and crop seeking greater sustainability and 
efficiency. In other words, aims to reduce economic and environmental costs 
traditionally associated with agriculture. 

The application of herbicides for agricultural purposes has been realised for 
decades with relevant gains in crop production. However, excessive or careless use of 
certain herbicides can have detrimental effects on the surface water and ground water 
quality. There is no doubt that the use of selective herbicide application on weed-
infested areas of the field, rather than the entire field, would be of great interest [1]. 
As a result, efforts are being encouraged by concern over reducing agricultural 
chemical use without sacrificing crop yield.  

Several authors show that the distribution of the most harmful weeds for a 
particular crop is not uniform, and it generally (about a 70% of the fields) affects less 
than 40% of the crop [2, 3]. Due to this fact, the selective application of herbicides 
only on infested areas can lead to significant reductions in the amount of product 
applied and provide both economic and ecological benefits [4 - 6]. From the point of 
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view of herbicide treatment, efficiency is higher if selective treatment is performed 
for each type of weed instead of using a wide spectrum herbicide [7]. 

To adapt the treatment to the individual needs of each kind of land, it is essential to 
have accurate information on the state of the crop to be treated, i.e. where the weeds 
are located, the degree of coverage or type of infestation present. Traditionally, 
different methods have been used to obtain information of the field from the air and 
the ground. In the case of aerial images and data coming from satellites, information 
collection depends heavily on the weather (no clouds or fog) and, although remote 
sensing in agriculture has experienced a resurgence in recent years thanks to the use 
of cameras hyper and multi-spectral [8], yet the cost is high and the resolution is low. 
Ground sampling allows a lower resolution (centimetre) although in this case the 
information contained in each image covers small crop areas. 

The development of methods of detection of weeds from images has always been 
an open field of great importance to Precision Agriculture [9 - 13]. The problem has 
no simple solution owing to the great diversity of crops and weeds, changes in 
exterior lighting, differences in the texture of the terrain (fundamentally due to 
humidity), different states of crop growth and infestation, great similarities between 
the crop and weeds that infest it, etc. [14, 15]. All this makes the discrimination 
between the crop, weed and soil a complex task, and the difficulty increases if the aim 
is to discriminate between groups of weeds or to apply herbicide in real time as the 
position of the infestation is detected [4, 16 - 20]. 

One of the key criteria for herbicide selectivity is based on differences between 
monocots and dicots. For this reason, the determination of the coverage percentages 
of both groups is essential to the development of an autonomous system of treatment 
able to adjust the type of herbicide and the dose to the dominant infestation. 

The literature contains several examples of works that propose methods of image 
processing that combine colour, position, outline, texture, size, or spectrum to 
distinguish between weeds and crops [21, 22]. Other works present combinations of 
image processing techniques as Fuzzy Clustering and a fuzzy inference neural 
network to identify plants, based on leaves [23].  

The success with which these aspects can be adapted to classification depends on 
the kind of crop, weeds, manner and moment that the images are gathered. In other 
words, early weed detection is an objective that can be planned according to criteria 
oriented to two different levels with an increasing requirement: 1) estimation of 
presence or absence of weeds by discrimination from bare soil and row crops, and 2) 
differentiation between groups of weeds e.g., monocots vs. dicots (since they can be 
controlled by different herbicides) according to one or several differential parameters 
(spectral characteristics, and other features as size or form). Previous works have 
faced this problem by means of techniques as neural networks or genetic algorithms 
[21, 24].  

Changing the subject, moment invariants were firstly introduced to the pattern 
recognition community in 1962 by Hu [25], who employed the results of the theory of 
algebraic invariants and derived his seven famous invariants to rotation of 2-D 
objects. Since that time, numerous works have been devoted to various improvements 
and generalizations of Hu’s invariants and also to its use in many application areas. 
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Invariance with respect to translation, rotation and scaling is required in almost all 
practical applications, because the object should be correctly recognized, regardless of 
its position and orientation in the scene and of the object-to-camera distance [26, 27]. 

Weed spatial distributions are unique, with monocot infestations more patchy than 
dicots [3]. Besides, monocots differ architecturally from dicots as one can see in Fig. 
1. For these reasons, a strategy based on using Hu moments in shape recognition may 
be suitable. Moreover, these moments have been used successfully in previous works 
solving different problems but where images present similar features (outdoor images, 
changes in exterior lighting, varying conditions of lighting, differences in the textures, 
overlapping, etc) [28]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
 (e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 1. Images (a) and (b) show monocots (long and slender leaf), whereas images (c) and (d) 
present dicots (broadleaf and short). Images (e) and (f) display a mixture of both kinds of 
weeds. 
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This work constitutes a new approach to discrimination among groups of weeds. In 
particular, this work presents a novel method of discrimination between monocots and 
dicots, based on the support that each region belonging to weed receives by 
combining attributes. Our hypothesis is that a region belonging to a weed species can 
be characterized by a set of seven attributes based on the seven invariant moments of 
Hu. Furthermore, the Sugeno Fuzzy Integral (SFI) approach is used for the 
combination, so the decision about the kind of weed for a region, can be made 
according to the support that each region receives by combining the attributes by 
means of the SFI.  

SFI has been reported to give excellent results as a classifier combiner [29]. 
Moreover, based on the conclusions reported in [28, 30 - 32], the SFI appears as a 
suitable method for the combination of attributes. In fact, with a little adjusting it can 
be used for combining attributes in this proposal, so that a decision about a unique 
kind of weed (monocot or dicot) can be made for each region.  

Summarizing, the combined SFI strategy makes possible an automatic way to 
distinguish between different kinds of weed in outdoors images. The final purpose is 
to estimate the coverage percentages of each type of weed in the image. 

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed approach, 
including a brief overview of the SFI. Section 3 describes the results obtained by 
using the combined approach. Section 4 presents the conclusions and future work. 

2 Proposed Approach 

An essential issue in the field of pattern analysis is the recognition of objects and 
characteristics of these objects regardless of their position, size and orientation. The 
idea of using moments in shape recognition gained relevance when Hu [25], derived a 
set of invariants using algebraic invariants. In particular, Hu defined seven values, 
computed by normalizing central moments through order three that were invariant to 
object scale, position, and orientation. 

Based on previous invariant moments the novel proposed approach consists of four 
stages: 1) image segmentation of vegetation cover and regions definition, 2) labelling 
of disconnected regions, 3) extraction of the Hu invariant moments for each region, 
and 4) discrimination of both monocots and dicots regions by means of the SFI. 

The segmentation of the image is a two-steps process. First, it applies the equation 
(1) to each pixel of the original image with the aim of isolating the vegetation cover 
[33]. 

 
( ) ( ) ( )BIbGIgRIrIS ⋅+⋅+⋅= (1) 

 
where r = − 0.884, g = 1.262, b = − 0.311. The greyscale image resulting is then 
binarized by using a threshold that was set to 10 in this case (Fig. 2b). 

After that, an opening morphologic operation is applied for enhancing the regions, 
avoiding the overlapping among regions belonging to different weed types, and for 
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removing in the image the pixels belonging to noise with the minimum alteration of 
those belonging to monocots and dicots. 

The opening operation is accomplished with a structural element that 
symmetrically operates in all spatial directions, i.e. a 5×5 matrix known as diamond.   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Image with mixed monocots and dicots. (b) Segmentation of the vegetation cover of 
image (a). 

In the second stage, the regions are labelled following the procedure described in 
[34], which basically finds the connected components (regions in this case) in a 
binary image. In this method, all the pixels in the same region are given the same 
level. The searching of the connected components is done in top-to-bottom scan 
order, i.e. all pixels in the first connected component are labelled as 1, those in the 
second as 2 and so on. 

Once all regions have been labelled, the seven Hu invariant moments are computed 
for each region. Therefore, the attributes are the seven mentioned above, i.e. 

{ }7654321 ,,,,,, φφφφφφφ≡Ω , where [ ]1,0∈iφ  and it is associated to the seven Hu  

moments. 
Then each region is matched with its class of weed. This is a decision that can be 

made through the combined SFI method, such as it is briefly described below.  
The SFI requires the computation of the relevance assigned for each attribute, from 

which the so-called fuzzy densities can be computed. This is solved by computing the 
−λ fuzzy measure [29]. In the proposed approach the calculation starts with selecting 

a set of seven fuzzy measures, that we will call g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7 according to 
[29], each one representing the individual relevance (strength or competence) of the 
associated attribute in Ω .  

The value of λ  needed for calculating gi is obtained as the unique real root greater 
than − 1 of the polynomial, 

 

( ) 0,11 ≠+=+ ∏
Ω∈

λλλ    g
i

i  (2) 

 
As it was previously mentioned, SFI is suitable for combining classifiers. 

Nevertheless, it requires a previous training stage to adjust some parameters. In that  
approach, SFI learns the relevance for each classifier, so that, during the combination, 
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every classifier intervenes with a specific different weight on the final decision. In our 
combined SFI approach, it is also computed the relevance of each attribute for  
determining its specific contribution to the decision through the fuzzy densities. As in 
[35], although with a different criterion, the relevance of each attribute is determined 
by considering a number of reliable true and false training examples obtained from a 
set of different regions. The process is as follows: for each region in an image, it is 
computed the grade of support for its class (monocot or dicot), but considering each 
one of the seven attributes separately. So, we compute the averaged percentage of 
error, p1,... p7, for the selected regions and for each attribute, based on the expert 
criterion. Thus, the relevance for an attribute i is  computed by (3), 

 

 == 7

1j ji
i ppg   (3) 

 
Once the g1, … g7 are obtained and λ is found, the SFI works as follows: 

1. For a given region, it is obtained a vector as: [ ]T7654321
''''''' ,,,,,, φφφφφφφ ; 

without lost of generality assume that 1
'φ  is the highest value and 7

'φ  the lowest. 

In this way, this vector is arranged under this criterion, i.e. 

7654321
''''''' φφφφφφφ >>>>>> . 

2. Arrange the fuzzy densities correspondingly with the mentioned arrangement, i.e. 
g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7 and set the first fuzzy density g(1) = g1. 

3. For t = 2 to 7, g(t) is calculated recursively by (4), 
 

)1()1()( −+−+= tggtggtg ii λ  (4) 

 
4. Calculate for each candidate region i, the final degree of support to be matched 

with each class l as, 

( ) ( ){ }{ }hgmaxl h
h

i ,min φμ
Ω∈

= (5) 

5. The decision about the class a region belongs is made by selecting the maximum 
support ( )liμ  among all classes. 

3 Results 

The images used in this work were taken in maize crops sited in Madrid (Spain) on 
different days and therefore under varying lighting conditions. A conventional camera 
positioned atop a tripod was used and the images were acquired in vertical from 
heights below 1.5 meters, from a space of 50×50cm between two maize rows, with an 
original resolution of 1700×1700 pixels. Therefore the vegetation that appears in the 
images is always related to weeds, i.e. monocots, dicots or both kinds of weeds. In 
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short, given an RGB image the aim of the developed approach is to estimate in the 
image the cover percentages of each weed group as well as of soil.  

From the sixty-six images available, twenty-eight presented a mixture of weeds. 
Nineteen images presented only monocots and nineteen only dicots. An important 
infestation was observed in the 14% of the images. In this work, fourteen images were 
selected because represented a wide range of situations. After applying steps 1 
(vegetation cover segmentation) and 2 (labelling of disconnected regions) in the 
selected set of images, one-hundred different regions were extracted and analyzed. In 
general, the number of regions extracted per image ranged from five to twenty. In the 
cases where an important infestation was observed, it could be extracted less than five  
different regions. 

Fig. 3 displays, as an example, the regions extracted by the application of steps 1 
and 2 over the original image represented in Fig. 2a. Each region appears labelled 
with a unique label, represented as a colour in a scale for visualization purposes.  

 

Fig. 3. Labeling regions. Each isolate region appears identified by a unique color. 

The tests corresponding to the SFI strategy have been carried out with fourteen 
images including one-hundred different regions belonging to monocots and dicots. 
We use four of them (twenty-eight regions) for computing the relevance of each 
attribute for SFI, from which the fuzzy densities can be obtained. According to the 
explanation in section 2, the averaged percentage of error, p1,... p7, are:  p1 = 8 ( 1φ ), p2 

= 10 ( 2φ ), p3 = 15 ( 3φ ), p4 = 25 ( 4φ ), p5 = 21 ( 5φ ) , p6 = 23 ( 6φ )  and p7 = 19 ( 7φ ). 

Based on (3), the fuzzy values are exactly the following: g1 = 0.066, g2 = 0.083, g3 = 
0.124, g4 = 0.207, g5 = 0.173, g6 = 0.190 and g7 = 0.157. As one can see, the most 
relevant attribute is the first one. 

At a second stage, we apply the SFI approach region by region for the remainder 
ten images, as described in section 2. 

Furthermore, it is available the information of class membership provided by the 
expert criterion. Thus, for each region in an image it is known its correct class 
according to the expert knowledge and this information can be used to compute the 
percentage of error of the proposed approach. For each one of the seventy-two regions  
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obtained from the remainder ten images used for testing, the error for each region and 
the average of these errors are computed. 

According to the Hu moments extracted for each region, some preliminary 
conclusions can be obtained for each kind of weed. In monocot weeds, Hu moments 
tend to have negative values in the fifth, sixth and seventh moment and in the case of 
moments that give a positive value, they are close to 1 or 2. In dicot weeds, the values 
in the seven moments are close to zero and never reach 1. They may have negative 
values in the fifth, sixth and seventh moment, but these values are very close to zero. 
These assertions can be confirmed in Table 1, which shows the Hu invariant moments 
obtained from fifteen regions of each kind. These regions were randomly extracted 
from the images used in this work, belonging to the two types of weed under study, 
Fig. 4. 

Table 1. Invariant moments of Hu obtained from fifteen regions of each kind 

Weed 
1φ  2φ  3φ  4φ  5φ  6φ  7φ  

Monocot 1.7535 2.0493 2.2928 0.8794 1.1990 1.2571 − 0.3485 
 1.3380 1.3438 2.0149 1.3801 2.3014 1.5997 0.0134 
 1.6944 0.9968 2.1177 0.1024 0.0359 − 0.0080 − 0.0314 
 1.6345 1.0468 2.1471 0.4223 − 0.3960 − 0.4321 0.0702 
 1.5036 0.9277 1.0881 0.3654 0.1670 0.2495 − 0.1587 
 1.0571 0.3035 1.2304 0.0342 − 0.0023 − 0.0046 0.0066 
 1.2608 1.2070 0.2663 0.2907 0.0808 0.3193 − 0.0043 
 1.1625 0.5494 0.7047 0.0474 − 0.0016 − 0.0225 − 0.0085 
 1.7169 2.2861 2.0890 0.2256 − 0.1469 − 0.3326 0.0492 
 1.4536 1.1760 2.0314 0.4380 0.3875 0.3890 − 0.1433 
 1.6496 2.5818 0.6256 0.4177 0.2127 0.6468 − 0.0188 
 1.1978 0.3617 1.4753 0.1781 − 0.0877 − 0.1067 0.0253 
 1.6589 1.8999 2.2096 0.7830 1.0055 0.8419 − 0.2225 
 1.1070 0.2534 0.5144 0.0242 0.0013 0.0121 − 0.0024 
 1.3074 1.0152 1.6444 0.7993 0.8766 0.8044 − 0.2670 

Dicot 0.2982 0.0424 0.0030 247e − 9 − 41e − 12 − 29e − 8 − 21e − 10 
 0.2595 0.0189 0.0015 105e − 9 66e − 12 13e − 10 − 42e − 11 
 0.2605 0.0154 0.0078 0.0004 6e − 7 42e − 6 52e − 9 
 0.2799 0.0071 0.0177 0.0015 73e − 7 12e − 5 16e − 7 
 0.4753 0.1139 0.0585 0.0108 0.0003 0.0036 − 11e − 7 
 0.2690 0.0382 0.0004 0.0002 43e − 9 27e − 6 69e − 11 
 0.2343 0.0032 0.0007 0.0001 25e − 9 31e − 7 − 57e − 10 
 0.2971 0.0019 0.0261 0.0005 19e − 7 99e − 7 − 57e − 9 
 0.1981 0.0056 0.0002 59e − 7 19e − 11 37e − 8 6e − 11 
 0.1966 0.0066 0.0009 54e − 6 12e − 9 43e − 7 − 3e − 9 
 0.1926 0.0030 76e − 5 3e − 6 1e − 10 1e − 7 1e − 10 
 0.2094 0.0053 0.0018 63e − 6 − 1e − 9 5e − 7 2e − 8 
 0.2008 0.0029 0.0019 99e − 6 37e − 9 33e − 7 2e − 8 
 0.2108 0.0036 0.0041 16e − 6 37e − 10 9e − 7 2e − 10 
 0.1991 0.0086 58e − 5 3e − 5 26e − 10 1e − 6 3e − 9 

 
These conclusions allow to justify the relevance of Hu moments in this proposal to 

discriminate between monocots and dicots.  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 4. (a),(b) Two regions belonging to monocots; (c),(d) two regions belonging to dicots 

Through this initial analysis, a classifier based on the Hu moments was designed in 
order to discriminate between monocots and dicots as described in section 2. The 
average percentage of error (compared to the pre-classification done by an expert) 
obtained with SFI decision making approach is 14.9. The standard deviation (σ ) 
obtained is 1.5. This means that the combination of attributes improve the results. The 
best individual criterion seems to be the first moment ( 1φ ). This implies that it is the 

most relevant attribute. This agrees with its relevance obtained above, as it has turned 
out to be the most relevant attribute. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a strategy for discriminating between monocot and 
dicot. The method has proven effective and simple; furthermore it is based on colour 
segmentation, morphological operations and a well known strategy, common 
operations in image processing. 

For each region in an image the seven Hu moments are obtained for determining its 
correspondence to monocot or dicot. Under the SFI method, the values among seven 
attributes are combined and a decision for choosing the unique class for each region is 
made.  

The proposed combined strategy works properly when the weeds present an early 
stage of growth. This is the best moment for applying the herbicide. If the images 
present states of a higher crop growth, weeds will probably present overlapping and 
the segmentation process will get difficult mainly due to occlusions that do not allow 
to see the whole shape of each plant. Nevertheless, the proposed approach provides an 
useful methodology to discriminate between monocots and dicots in early growth 
stages.  

Although the results achieved can be considered satisfactory, they could be 
improved by applying Machine Learning techniques to obtain other classifiers able to 
automate the  classification, by means of some induced knowledge which implies the 
seven moments. 

The proposed combined approach can be applied to any environment. In this 
context, site-specific weed management could mean a significant reduction in 
herbicide use, which saves the farmer money and benefits the environment. As it was 
described in the section 1, efficiency is higher if selective treatment is performed for 
each type of infection instead of using a wide spectrum herbicide. For this reason, this 
proposal can be essential in the future. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the main characteristics of a robot whose aim is to 
perform field inspection using autonomous navigation. The solution developed for 
crop row tracking is shown, which is a fundamental behaviour for crop inspection. 
For this purpose, an image processing method is implemented to determine the 
vehicle’s relative position to the crop row in real time. This position is supplied to 
two fuzzy controllers, one for angular speed and the other for linear speed. To 
integrate crop row tracking and other skills that the robot needs, we propose 
generating the different behaviours of the robot using a network of nodes with 
different functions: perceptive nodes, cognitive nodes and actuator nodes. The 
actions of the robot emerge from this set of behaviours, depending on the goals 
and needs that must be met at each given moment in time. 

Keywords: autonomous behaviour, crop inspection, nodes network, 
motivational constructs. 

1 Introduction 

Traditionally, farming practices have tended towards uniform management of the 
field while ignoring the spatial and temporal variability that appears in the crops. This 
presents basically two types of effect: a) air and soil pollution, with consequent 
pollution of groundwater and b) a marked increase in the economic cost of 
agricultural production. 

Furthermore, in the next 25 years it will be necessary to double agricultural 
production, with increasingly less soil and water available, which leads us to a 
situation where technology is crucial to minimize production costs while performing 
safe management of the environment [1], [2]. 

In recent years, thanks to the development of technologies such as Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS), crop sensors, humidity and soil fertility sensors, 
multispectral sensors, remote sensing, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and 
Decision Support Systems (DSS), the concept of Precision Agriculture (PA), which 
proposes farming management adapted to crop variability, has emerged. 

PA techniques aimed at the selective treatment of weeds by applying herbicides 
only in infested crop areas, as opposed to the blanket methods used in traditional 
farming, are particularly important. Even the amount of treatment applied can vary, 
depending on the density and/or the type of weed.  
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The first step when performing a selective application is to estimate the herbicide 
needed for each crop unit [3]. This requires gathering data in the field to ascertain the 
distribution of weeds and the spatial variability of each species (Perception). With the 
information collected in the field, the next step is to determine the best action to apply 
to the crop (Decision Making). Finally, a set of field operations, consistent with the 
previous decisions, must be carried out to obtain the selective treatment of weeds 
(Action). 

The perception stage is not required in conventional treatment where the same  
dose of herbicide is applied to the entire crop. Therefore, it is essential to automate 
this step as much as possible and make it as cheap as possible if the goal is 
economically viable Precision Agriculture. One technique that may be used to collect 
field information, autonomous vehicles equipped with onboard sensing elements (and 
of reduced dimensions so as to minimize impact on crop and soil compaction), 
displays considerable potential. 

This paper presents a robot which is designed to conduct crop inspection using 
autonomous navigation. Based on ideas from the fields of etiology and cognitive 
psychology, we propose a network of nodes with different functions which, guided by 
the goals and needs of the robot, generates autonomous behaviour that allows the 
robot to inspect crops without human intervention. 

2 Description 

The robot used in this study is a commercial model (mBase-MR7 built by 
MoviRobotics). It has four wheels, with differential locomotion, has no steering 
wheel and can rotate on its vertical axis. The on-board camera used in this project is a 
Creative Live! Cam Notebook Ultra webcam, which has an 80° lens. The camera is 
placed at a distance of 80 cm from the soil and is connected to the computer inside the 
robot via a USB connector. The motherboard used is a Mini-ITX LV-67F with an 
Intel Core i7 Mobile Processor and 4 GB of DDR3 RAM. 

In Fig.1a, the necessary equipment to conduct field inspection may also be seen, 
namely, a Panasonic Toughbook CF-19 laptop, a Canon EOS 7D camera and a  
Hemisphere R220 GPS receiver with RTK correction. 

The typical layout of a crop field of maize may be seen in Fig. 1b. In order to 
inspect a crop row, the robot is positioned at either end of the latter so that the row is 
located between the two wheels. It begins to advance, tracking the crop row thanks to 
the onboard camera and continues until it reaches the far end of the row. Once it has 
covered one row, the robot performs the necessary manoeuvres to position itself at the 
head of the next row it wishes to inspect. The procedure is repeated until all the rows 
have been inspected.  

For field inspection with full coverage, a set of individual behaviours is observed, 
such as: 1) the tracking of a crop row, 2) the detection of the end of a crop row, and 3) 
the correct positioning of the robot at the head of the next row. Additionally, the robot 
must also include behaviours such as 4) the detection and avoidance of obstacles to 
avoid collision and 5) monitoring the battery level, so that when it detects that the 
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an image composed of black and white columns is obtained (Fig. 3c). To determine 
the points that define the crop row, in each strip the geometric centre of the block with 
the largest number of white columns together in the centre of the image are chosen. 
The method then estimates the line based on the average values of the coordinates of 
the points found, previously taking away the points that are false positives caused by 
weeds. These false positives can be easily identified because they normally tend to be 
located far from the other crop points detected. If the distance from the other points is 
greater than a certain threshold it may be classified as a false positive and eliminated 
from the set. After obtaining the straight line that defines the crop row (Fig. 3d), the 
angle (α) between the direction of motion of the robot and the line that defines the 
crop row and the displacement (d) between the centre of the vehicle and the line that 
defines the crop row may be calculated.  

3.2 Navigation Control 

The navigation control of the vehicle consists of two controllers, one for angular 
speed and the other for linear speed. Both controllers are fuzzy and therefore emulate 
the behaviour of an experienced driver; for example, if the vehicle is moved to one 
side of the crop row to be followed, the driver must turn the wheel the other way to 
correct the direction of the vehicle. 

The controller acting on the angular speed of the vehicle has as inputs the 
displacement of the centre of the vehicle from the midpoint of the crop row (d in Fig. 
2), and the angle of orientation of the robot (α in Fig. 2); and the controller produces 
as an output the angular speed of the vehicle. The rules governing the controller are 
described in Table 1, where NB (Negative Big), NS (Negative Small), Z (Zero), PS 
(Positive Small) and PB (Positive Big) are the fuzzy sets shown in Fig. 4, and which 
are defined according to the characteristics of equipment. Thus, in the input 
corresponding to the displacement of the robot with respect to the midpoint of the 
crop row (d),  the value ranges of each set was chosen taking into account the 
distance between the wheels of the robot (41 cm). In the case of the angle of 
orientation (α), to choose the value ranges of each set it was considered that the robot 
will crush the crop row if it turns at an angle of either 30° or -30°. 

Table 1. Fuzzy control rules of angular speed 

    Offset d 

Angle α 
NB NS Z PS PB 

NB PB PB PB PS Z 

NS PB PS PS Z NS 

Z PB PS Z NS NB 

PS PS Z NS NS NB 

PB Z NS NB NB NB 
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Fig. 4. Angular speed controller. Fuzzy sets of input variables: (a) offset and (b) angle. 

The Takagi-Sugeno implication [6] was the method chosen, because it works well 
in applications that require on-time response. In this case, the output of the controller 
is the singleton type membership functions shown in Fig. 5a. The range of variation 
of the angular speed is -90° to 90° and the fuzzy sets have been chosen to cover the 
speed range that is considered necessary to be controlled by the robot. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Fuzzy sets for output variable: (a) angular speed and (b) linear speed 

In the case of the controller acting on the linear speed of the robot, the input  
variables are the same as the previous case, i.e. offset and angle, and the fuzzy rules 
defined are summarized in Table 2.  

The value ranges of fuzzy sets (Fig. 6) for both, displacement and angle, are  
chosen so that the vehicle moves at maximum speed (150 cm/s) provided that it is 
correctly positioned; otherwise, it slows down to avoid crushing the crop. 

 
 

 (a)                                                                      (b) 

   (a)                                                              (b) 
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Table 2. Fuzzy control rules of linear speed 

  Offset d 

Angle α 
NB NS Z PS PB 

NB MIN MIN MIN MIN MIN 

NS MIN MIN MED MED MED 

Z MIN MED MAX MED MIN 

PS MED MED MED MIN MIN 

PB MIN MIN MIN MIN MIN 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                         (a)                                            (b) 

Fig. 6. Linear speed controller. Fuzzy sets of input variables: (a) offset and (b) angle. 

The controller output is the linear speed applied to the vehicle and is characterized 
by three fuzzy sets (MIN: Minimum, MED: Medium, MAX: Maximum), whose  
values are chosen so that it covers the whole possible range of allowed speeds by  
the robot (Fig. 5b). 

To test the robustness of the controllers they were subjected to the same  
experiments conducted in [7]. It was demonstrated that they functioned correctly. 

4 Proposed Architecture 

To integrate this crop row tracking behaviour and other actions that will be developed 
for the robot, we propose a network of nodes of different functionality that, guided by 
the goals and needs of the robot, generates an autonomous behaviour that allows the 
robot to inspect the crop without human intervention. 
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4.1 Nodes 

This section introduces the concept of node, a fundamental component of the network 
that generates robot behaviours. A node is a basic unit with a specific functionality 
whose interconnection with other nodes forms behaviours. There are three types of 
node: perceptive nodes, cognitive nodes and actuator nodes. This division has been 
made based on the fundaments of cognitive psychology, rejecting the ideas of 
behaviourism, which ignores deliberative elements and explains behaviour as simple 
action-reaction reflexes [8]. Perceptive nodes are responsible for processing 
information from the world or from the robot itself. They are connected to the 
different sensors of the robot and process the information that other nodes use. For 
example, the crop row tracking behaviour begins with a perceptive node responsible 
for processing information from the camera detecting the position of the crop rows in 
the vegetation cover that appears in the image. This information is transmitted to the 
next cognitive node. Everything that is explained in the section 3.1 (crop row 
detection) will form this perceptive node. The cognitive nodes are deliberative 
elements, receive information from other nodes and decide how to act based on that 
information. Continuing with the above example, the cognitive node receives 
information regarding the position of the crop rows and decides how to act, 
correcting, if necessary, robot navigation by activating actuator nodes to avoid 
crushing the crop. The functionality of this cognitive node was outlined in the 
previous section 3.2 (navigation control). Actuator nodes materialize the behaviour 
and are connected to the actuators (motors, etc.) of the robot. They are usually simple 
nodes that perform the corresponding action when they are activated. To conclude the 
example, this crop row tracking behaviour has four actuator nodes: one that increases 
the speed of the robot, another that reduces it, another that acts by turning the robot to 
the left, and the last, which acts by turning the robot to the right. Depending which 
cognitive node is active it acts in one way or another. In Fig. 7 the nodes forming the 
crop row tracking behaviour may be seen; hereinafter, perceptive nodes are plotted 
with triangles, cognitive nodes with circles and actuator nodes with squares. 
 

Fig. 7. Crop row tracking behaviour 
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4.2 Network of Nodes 

To generate autonomous behaviour a network of nodes like those presented above is 
built. The goal is to generate this behaviour using this simple component structure, so 
that it is easy to interconnect with other nodes and use the same nodes for generating 
different behaviours. The structure of this network also allows affordable substitution 
of some nodes with others, thus responding to possible changes in the sensory 
equipment of the robot or the incorporation of other perception strategies. The simple 
replacement of nodes also responds well when the deliberative capacity of the 
cognitive nodes has to vary or when the actuators of the robot change and the actuator 
nodes have to be replaced. Another requirement of this network is to facilitate the 
incorporation of new behaviours to the robot’s repertoire. With the type of network 
used, this is achieved simply by adding new connections to the network between 
existing or new nodes, and adding this new behaviour to the robot hierarchy of 
motivations, as will be discussed in section 4.3. 

Behaviours are formed by the interconnection of nodes. The communication of 
information is unidirectional, perceptive nodes can provide information to cognitive 
nodes or actuator nodes, but not in the opposite direction, and cognitive nodes can 
send information to actuator nodes, but not backwards. The nodes can be active or 
inactive (so as not to lose processing capacity). Activation of the nodes occurs 
through the interconnections. The perceptive nodes are capable of activating the 
cognitive and actuator nodes that are connected to them. Likewise, the cognitive 
nodes, as neuralgic centres of behaviour, are capable of activating the perceptive, 
cognitive and actuator nodes connected to them. In the moment that an active 
perceptive node has information to transmit, it sends the data by all its connections, 
activating both receptor nodes at the same time so that they are capable of processing 
the information perceived. An active cognitive node, in contrast, has the ability to 
choose which nodes to activate or which to send information to out of all the nodes 
connected to it. 

As already stated, behaviour is formed by the union of several nodes. Those same 
nodes, or a subset of them, may be part of other behaviours. Thus, the nodes are 
interconnected and the network is formed. Most behaviour nodes will be formed by 
perceptive, cognitive and actuator nodes, but with this structure reflex behaviours, i.e. 
action-reaction, may also be implemented. These are typical of reactive components 
and consist only of perceptive nodes and actuator nodes. It is also possible to 
construct purely deliberative behaviours, i.e. they do not take perception into account, 
and are thus formed by cognitive and actuator nodes. This type of behaviours can be 
used, for example, to propose a plan that actuator nodes can subsequently perform. 

Under working conditions multiple active nodes run in parallel in the network. 
They may be part of the same behaviour, for example, perceptive nodes that are 
capturing information while previously perceived information is being deliberated, 
and actuator nodes are acting upon the world at the same time. But they may be part 
of different behaviours. This is because the robot can be alert, paying attention to 
different stimuli in the environment or its internal state in order to react appropriately 
in the event that the right stimulus is present. These behaviours on alert typically only 
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have the corresponding perceptive nodes active; the rest of the behaviours only 
become activated when appropriate stimuli are perceived. Fig. 8 shows a fragment of 
a network of the type explained, which includes crop row tracking and detection of 
the row end. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Fragment of a network 

4.3 Motives 

This section aims to answer the question of how autonomous behaviour can  
emerge from the node network discussed above, with no conflicts and interferences 
between different behaviours. In other words, how is a coordinated, correct behaviour 
generated? 

Motive may be defined as an inner driving force that activates the organism and  
directs its actions [9]. The most basic classification of motives is the distinction  
between primary and secondary motives. The primary motives are those related to the 
survival of individuals, while the secondary motives are considered as goals or  
reasons in themselves, mobilizing the individual into action. From this point of view, 
secondary motives are understood as the objectives or goals that originate inside the 
individual itself and that have themselves a meaning, a direction and an intention or 
purpose. 

In animals, when a need associated with a primary motive appears, all the 
motivation of the individual is directed to immediately performing the behaviour to 
satisfy that need. Thus, when an animal is hungry, an appetitive behaviour destined to 
satisfy that need is elicited. This approach also applies to the robot itself. When the 
robot detects that power is running low on batteries, it stops whatever it is doing and 
will elicit a response destined to satisfy its "hunger", looking for the nearest charging 
point where it can charge its batteries. 

In order for the robot to have a behaviour appropriate to its motivations and so that 
there are no conflicts between them, a hierarchy of motivational constructs is  
proposed (Fig. 9), with the primary motives in the lower levels and the secondary 
motives in the higher levels. All motives are organized from lower to higher levels so 
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that higher levels can only be satisfied when lower ones have been. Primary motives 
of the robot are the need to preserve its physical integrity and the need for power. The 
first of these is related to the need to react appropriately when some obstacle appears 
in the way, because if this need is not immediately handled, the robot will collide with 
the obstacle and it may be seriously damaged. The need for power is related to the 
need to find a point at which to recharge the batteries when its power is running low. 
The need to preserve physical integrity is at the lowest level of the hierarchy, since it 
is the most important need for the robot (if the robot is damaged by an obstacle, the 
other needs disappear), leaving the need for power in the next higher level. All 
primary motives have their behaviours on alert, to pay attention to environmental 
stimuli (obstacles) or its internal state (battery level) in order to react appropriately in 
the event that the right stimulus is present. As mentioned above, these behaviours on 
alert typically have only the corresponding perceptive nodes active, activating the 
other nodes only when appropriate stimuli are perceived. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Hierarchy of motivational constructs 

The robot’s goals are part of the secondary motives. These are organized 
hierarchically so that the high-level goals are achieved through lower level goals. In 
our example, the maximum goal of the robot is to cover the entire crop field. For this 
it must successively cover the different rows that make up the crop, which are lower-
level goals. In turn, covering a crop row means a series of lower-level goals, such as 
positioning itself correctly at the beginning of the row, tracking the crop without 
crushing it, and arriving at the end of the crop row (Fig. 10). The basis is to split the 
goals into increasingly simpler goals, so that as the goals of the lower levels are 
satisfied, the higher-level goals will gradually be satisfied. Within each level, the 
goals are pursued from left to right as they are located in the hierarchy. 

The cognitive nodes of the behaviours that are being performed to satisfy the goals 
are responsible for putting the behaviour in charge to reach the next goal on alert, so it 
is ready when the current goal is met, and for disabling its behaviour when the goal 
has been achieved. When a behaviour to satisfy a goal is being performed and a 
primary need appears, the latter will be addressed and, subsequently, if possible, the 
goal that was put on hold will continue. For example, if an obstacle appears in the 
way, the robot will stop but if after a certain time the obstacle disappears the robot 
will continue with the previous goal. However, if the robot cannot continue with the 
goal, it will begin to satisfy again the goals of the same level belonging to the same 
goal of the next higher level. For example, if the robot while it is tracking the second 
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crop row is forced to interrupt inspection to find a charging point (low battery), the 
higher goal of covering the second crop row will be incomplete. Then, when the robot  
finishes recharging, it will have to satisfy the goal by positioning itself correctly at the 
beginning of the second row, in order to complete the tracking of it. 

Thanks to this hierarchy of motivational constructs that guide the behaviour of the 
robot, an autonomous behaviour without conflicts in the different tasks is achieved. 
 

 

Fig. 10. Example of goals hierarchy 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we have established the different behaviours that a mobile robot for  
inspecting a crop field must present. Among these, the development devised for  
row-tracking behaviour has been shown. An image processing method capable of 
extracting the crop rows in real time from images taken with a high-quality web 
camera situated at the front of the robot has been implemented. Two fuzzy controllers 
have also been designed and developed to achieve vision-guided navigation for the 
robot. We have proposed a model for generating behaviours and we have suggested 
using this architecture to achieve autonomous behaviour in the robot. The division of 
behaviours into different components according to their function (nodes) facilitates 
the organization and implementation of behaviours, and facilitates reuse, replacement 
and addition of new nodes. Furthermore, thanks to the hierarchy of motivational  
constructs proposed, an appropriate behaviour for the robot emerges from its set of 
behaviours depending on the goals and needs that the robot must satisfy at each given 
moment. 

Furthermore, to improve the image processing method, work is currently being  
carried out to detect 3 lines (central row and rows at the right and the left) which 
would serve to extract the correspondence between pixels and centimetres. This  
is needed to control the robot since the distance between crop rows is fixed and 
known. This would be done in such way that the robot could be precisely controlled 
without knowing certain camera parameters, such as the height at which it has been 
positioned.  
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Abstract. This paper presents a multisensory system for the detection and 
localisation of fruits that are candidates to be harvested by a robotic 
manipulator. The devices that have been selected as primary sensors for this 
purpose are a high resolution colour camera, a multispectral imaging system 
that consists of a motorised filter wheel, and a Time-Of-Flight 3D camera. A 
controlled lighting system completes the set-up. The progressive RGB camera 
and the multispectral imaging system acquire the basic data inputs for the 
detection of areas of interest that belong to the fruits, whereas the Time-Of-
Flight 3D camera provides fast acquisition of accurate distances enabling the 
localisation of the targets in the coordinate space. Several experimental tests 
have been carried out in laboratory conditions in order to evaluate the 
capabilities of the proposed multisensory system. 

Keywords: fruit detection, multispectral system, optical filters, Time-Of-Flight 
camera, precision agriculture, image processing, classification. 

1 Introduction 

The first and most basic requirement for a harvesting robot is the efficient detection 
and localisation of fruits. This task is not trivial, since in natural scenes, most fruits 
are partially occluded by leaves, branches or other fruits. These occlusions remove the 
direct correspondence between visible areas of fruits and the fruits themselves by 
introducing ambiguity in the interpretation of the shape of the occluded fruit. In 
addition, colours of fruits cannot be rigidly defined because the high variability 
exhibited among the different cultivars within a same species and the different levels 
of ripeness. Moreover, fruits can be found in quite random positions and orientations 
in trees of various sizes, volumes and limb structures. Environmental conditions such 
as wind, rain, dust, moisture and lighting also increase the technical challenge 
imposed to the sensory system [1]. 
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In the last decades several studies aiming to provide automatic detection and 
localisation of fruits for robotic harvesting applications, have been reported in the 
literature. Parrish and Goksel [2] implemented the first computer vision system for 
detecting apples and guiding their harvesting robot. The proposed system was based 
on a monochrome camera and a red optical filter to increase the contrast between red 
apples and green-coloured leaves. Slaughter and Harrell [3-4] presented two 
approaches based on colour information to solve the fruit recognition problem for a 
Citrus Picking Robot. Whittaker [5] developed a system based on a monochrome 
camera to detect and located tomatoes in natural settings. Each acquired image was 
processed in order to find circular arcs that could correspond to tomato contours. 
Kassay [6] addressed the automatic detection of apples by using a stereo vision 
system which provided the 3D-dimensional position of each detected fruit. The vision 
system proposed by Buemi [7] for the tomato harvesting Agrobot robotic system was 
based on a single colour camera. Hue and saturation histograms were employed to 
perform thresholding to segment the image whereas the 3D information was obtained 
by stereo-matching of two different images of the same scene. Jiménez et al. [8] 
designed and implemented a sensory system based on an infrared laser range-finder 
sensor that provided range and reflectance images, capable of detecting spherical 
fruits in non-structured environments [8]. Some comprehensive surveys papers as [1] 
and [9] cover several aspects of these and other not-mentioned-systems. 

This paper presents an automatic multisensory system that combines a high 
resolution colour camera, a multispectral imaging system, a Time-Of-Flight (TOF) 
3D camera and a controlled lighting system for the detection, discrimination and 
localisation of fruits and other plant elements in natural environments. The proposed 
system is intended to be used in an autonomous harvesting robotic system, without 
requiring previous preparation of the crop. The rest of the paper is organised as 
follows: Section 2 describes the sensory rig that has been designed for the acquisition 
of images. Section 3 explains the perception cycle that has been proposed for this 
sensory system. Section 4 presents the results obtained from the experimental tests. 
Finally, major conclusions are summarised in Section 4. 

2 Multisensory System Description 

A sensory system designed for the detection, localisation and characterisation of fruits 
has to be capable not only of providing suitable data that can be analysed or arranged 
for a sensorial fusion procedure in order to extract the physical properties that identify 
the fruits, but also of managing the determinant factors of the different scenarios and 
environmental conditions.  

The multisensory system proposed in this study combines a high resolution colour 
camera, a multispectral imaging system and a TOF 3D camera. The high resolution 
colour camera is not only utilised for the acquisition of RGB images, but also as part 
of the multispectral system, in which case it is set in the monochrome mode. The 
multispectral system is completed with a custom-made filter wheel and a servomotor 
that is responsible for the accurate positioning of the filter wheel. This positioning can 
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3 Perception Cycle 

Taking into account the proposed multisensory system, the goals of the harvesting 
tasks that the robotic platform is supposed to carry out, and the environment in which 
the whole system will operate, it is mandatory to determine what else can be modified 
in a controllable way in order to improve the process of extracting information and 
consequently increase the success rate in detecting and locating the fruits. Three  
different points have been identified as crucial for this process of enhancement:  
acquisition of multiple views of the region of interest, adaptation of some sensors 
parameters, and the control of the illumination system. The sequence of actions that 
will be carried out in order to deal with the three mentioned points will define the 
strategies that will maximise the perception capabilities. These steps, which constitute 
the proposed perception cycle, are outlined below. 

1. At the start, the multisensory system will be located in front of the crop, and the 
scanning of the working area is planned to be carried out from the bottom part to 
the top part of the crop.  This order is selected because it is more likely to find ripe 
fruits in the bottom of the crop than in the top. At the start, it must also be defined 
a reference model of the fruit that is going to be detected and localised for the 
harvesting. This model should include at least some features such as the colour, the 
average or the minimum size (minimum number of pixels onto the image plane) 
and the level of ripeness which must be the fruit to fulfil the desired quality 
standards. The multisensory system is then initialised.   

2. The system proceeds with the data acquisition from the first window (effective 
field of view). For that, the integration time of the TOF camera is set according to 
the initial working distance, and the exposure time of the colour camera is set to 
the value defined for the RGB mode. Once depth information is acquired with the 
TOF camera, the illumination system is switched on and its intensity is adjusted to 
the level defined for the camera when it is operating in colour mode. An RGB 
image of the current window is then acquired. Next, the camera is set in 
monochrome mode, and filtered images are acquired for the same window. During 
the acquisition of the filtered images, the intensity of the illumination system, as 
well as the exposure time of the camera are adjusted in concordance with each of 
the selected filters. Finally, the illumination system is switched off. 

3. Acquired colour, filtered and depth images are pre-processed and registered for the 
current working window. As a result, a classification map will be obtained, 
showing the possible zones with fruits onto the image plane. These zones will be 
marked as blobs. 

4. If no blobs are marked in the previous step, the multisensory system will be moved 
to the next window, following the sequence defined in step 1, which goes from the 
bottom part to the top part of the crop.     

5. If one or more blobs are marked in the step 3, the algorithm proceeds to compare 
the blobs with the defined reference model of the fruit that is intended to be 
detected. From this comparison, at least two results should be extracted: the 
segmentation of blobs which contain pixels belonging to different targets, and the 
number of pixels onto the image plane of each segmented blob. 
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This will be especially important during the acquisition of filtered images, which require 
very different exposure times between them and with respect to the RGB image.  

The perception cycle will also be in charge of adjusting the integration time of the 
TOF camera if the distance between the sensory system and the target is varied 
significantly during the acquisition process. In this way, the error in the computed 
depth will be minimised, ensuring more precise distance measurements. To provide a 
correct illumination, which is crucial for attaining optimal image quality, the 
perception cycle will also take care of switching on and switching off the illumination 
system, as well as controlling its positioning and intensity. 
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Abstract. Lately, many computer-based sensors and actuators have been 
incorporated in agricultural equipment with the main goal of configuring 
agricultural robots capable of achieving different tasks autonomously. 
However, the incorporation of different electronic systems in a robot impairs its 
reliability and increases its cost. Thus, hardware minimization and ease of 
software integration is mandatory to obtain feasible robotic systems. This paper 
strives to find a hardware architecture for both individual robots and robots 
working in fleets to improve reliability, decrease development costs and allow 
the integration of software from different developers.  

Keywords: Sensors Integration, Hardware architecture, Autonomous robots, 
Agricultural vehicles, Fleets of robots. 

1 Introduction 

At the present time, there exists commercially a huge number of specific devices such 
as machine vision, global positioning system (GPS) real time kinematics (RTK), 
laser-based equipment, inertial measurement units, embedded computers, etc., that 
have allowed the development of many autonomous vehicles [19]. These autonomous 
systems provide accurate positioning and steering in outdoors scenarios, which make 
them able to accomplish many industrial and service missions if equipped with the 
proper tools. 

There are currently many researchers working on the basis of autonomy for 
vehicles but there are many others trying to apply the current knowledge to industrial 
and/or service applications, specifically in agriculture [16, 12, 13]. One step forward, 
in which this article is focused on, is the development of fleets of robots that 
collaborate to accomplish a certain mission. Their theoretical foundations have been 
investigated in recent years [1, 3], but the first developments will appear in the near 
future [5, 18].  

Fleets of robots grant many benefits [2, 14] but also exhibit a number of 
disadvantages. In a real robotic application, as those devoted to agriculture, for 
instance, lots of information must be processed and a large number of signals have to 
be handled to coordinate tools and devices. And this is an important limitation 
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because the number of total devices (sensors, actuators, computers/controllers, etc.) 
rises with the number of units in the fleet. As a consequence, the mean time between 
failures decreases significantly because of a failure in one robot component produces 
the entire fleet to malfunction. The reliability of a fleet is influenced significantly by 
that reduction in the time between failures, which is vital in robots for real missions 
and especially for those devoted to agriculture where a fault in a mobile robot can ruin 
a crop. 

To achieve a flexible, reliable and maintainable fleet of autonomous mobile robots, 
the hardware architecture design, involving sensors and actuators, for both the vehicle 
navigation system and the operation of the implements must be robust, simple and 
modular. These were the features sought in the configuration of the mobile robots in 
which our fleet is based on. Thus, this article attempts to define topologies of 
controllers for fleet of robots allowing shearing resources in a holistic way. To 
accomplish this objective, this article first presents the project RHEA, funded by the 
European Commission through the Seventh Framework Programme; thus, a brief 
description of the RHEA ground mobile units (GMU) based on a wheeled robot is 
presented in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on the description of the GMU controllers. 
The different topologies envisaged for fleets of robots working in agriculture are 
stated in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are pointed out in Section 5.  

2 The RHEA Fleet 

RHEA came out as an attempt to provide robotic solutions for crop and pest scouting 
and management avoiding the shortcomings of current huge agricultural vehicles 
(dangerous situation if the vehicle goes out of control, terrain compaction, cost, etc.) 
by configuring a group of medium-sized mobile robots endowed with specific sensors 
and actuators capable of achieving a number of field tasks. The following benefits of 
this proposal over the conventional agricultural machinery can be pointed out as: 

1. A number of medium-sized robots can attain better efficiency than one huge  
vehicle 

2. Fleets of robots permit re-planning the mission in case of failure of one unit; 
whereas, a failure of one big vehicle stops the entire mission until it is mended 

3. medium-sized robot (or a fleet of them) is intrinsically safer than a huge vehicle 
running autonomously 

4. fleet of robots can be supervised by a single operator, while large machines have 
one each 

RHEA is thus focused on different scientific and technical objectives related with 
(a) perception and discrimination of crops and weeds, (b) actuation systems for weed 
and pest control, (c) human-machine interfaces and (d) mobile robots both aerial and 
terrestrial. Specifically, the objectives related with terrestrial vehicles, the robots in 
which this article is focused on, are:  
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1. To devise a fleet of ground mobile units capable of getting images of the mission 
field and applying mechanical and/or chemical methods for management of crops 
and weeds. The ground mobile units will be based on wheeled platforms capable of 
carrying the associated tools and equipment. The ground units should be small, 
lightweight, and reliable, exhibiting communication and location features 

2. To steer the ground mobile units to follow the crop rows at about 6 km/hour with a 
positioning accuracy of about ±2 cm. Robot guidance is to be based on devices and 
algorithms relying on machine vision to detect and track the crop rows and avoid 
obstacles 

3. To develop human-machine interfaces for monitoring automated vehicle outdoors 

To accomplish these basic features the whole system is broken down into the 
following modules and subsystems (See Fig. 1): 

Mission Manager 

This module allows the operator to describe the whole mission by indicating (a) the 
type of task to be carried out; (b) the features of the working field including prior 
information on the field obtained by remote sensing, sampling, etc.; (c) the number 
and features of the available robots; etc. The mission manager based on this 
information and on decision-making algorithms computes a sequence of proper 
mobile unit actions to complete the task [6]. In case of system failure, the operator is 
allowed to re-plan the mission in order to accomplish the initial task. The Mission 
Manager runs in the Operator Station computer and takes into account different 
aspects such as coordination, cooperation and collaboration among units in the fleet. 
This computer is located in the Operator Station, a movable cabin located at the edge 
of the mission field where the DGPS base antenna and communication antennas are 
placed. This Operator Station is moved along with the fleet from mission field to 
mission field (See Fig. 2).  

Perception System 

The Perception System relies on advanced vision devices and image processing 
techniques and algorithms and aims at precise localization of natural elements and 
discrimination between crops and weeds. This system is based on cameras operating 
in the visible spectrum and lasers installed onboard the ground mobile units. These 
devices provide the data and particularly the images coming from the crops [11]. 
Those images are the inputs for the row detection system in charge of steering the 
ground mobile units in wide-row crops (maize, garlic, onion, etc). Objects in the 
robot’s path are detected by a combination of vision and laser data. The technical 
aspects of the object detection system are out of the scope of this article  

Actuation System 

The Actuation System provides direct actuation to vehicles and crops. It is divided 
hierarchical into the device system, the low-level actuation system and the high-level 
decision making system: 

The Device System is the lower module in the hierarchy and the ultimate system in 
the RHEA fleet. It generates the required actions for the actuation equipment, which 
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consists of a number of end-effectors for weed or pest control (chemical and physical 
application tools). The chemical tools apply the treatment through spray nozzles  
positioned in traditional or special spray bars [4, 20]. The physical tools act directly 
on the weeds applying mechanical and thermal processes with physical devices [15]. 

The Low-level Actuation System consists of a number of electronic drivers and  
algorithms acting directly on the Device System actuators: spray valves, electrical 
motors, the thermal-weed removal devices and the mobile unit actuators (steering, 
throttle, three-point hitch, power take-off, and the hydraulic pumps for providing 
power to the implements). 

The High-Level Decision Making System (HLDMS) is the heart of the ground 
mobile units and it is responsible for deciding what process to apply, where to apply 
it, the precise dose and the application instant. This system is based on decision 
techniques that take information of (a) the general features of the field (dimensions, 
irregularities, etc), (b) the a-priori knowledge on crops and weeds of the specific field 
and (c) data from the perception system as inputs and elaborate the pertinent actions 
for the Low-level Actuation System. 

 

 

Fig. 1. RHEA system breakdown 
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Fig. 2. Operator station: exterior and interior views 

Mobile Units 

RHEA uses a fleet of heterogeneous –ground and aerial– robots to carry the 
perception and actuation system over the mission field. The ground units are medium-
sized vehicles based on a commercial tractor chassis with onboard equipment for 
autonomous navigation and communications. These robots are capable of towing 
implements where the actuation devices for crop treatments are placed.  

In addition, a team of aerial robots relying on small commercial hex-rotors 
endowed with vision systems is operative to provide aerial images for off-line weed 
patch detection. This part of the RHEA robotic fleet is out of the scope of this present 
article.  

Communication and Location System 

Communication and location components are installed in the mobile units, the 
operator station, and personal mobile terminals that provide flexible service-like 
interfaces for wireless communication and data collection/dissemination among the 
elements of the RHEA system [9]]. The communication facilities at the operator 
station make available the Internet connectivity for the management of the system 
remotely (See Figs 2 and 4).  

Operator Station and Graphic User Interfaces 

The operator station is the point where the operator interacts with the whole system. It 
consists of a Graphic User Interface (GUI) for monitoring tasks, information record-
keeping and operation optimization. The GUI system communicates in real-time with 
the real system and displays the actual general status of every mobile unit (position, 
orientations, speed, and so on). The GUI allows the operator to send commands to the 
robots of the fleet and includes a simulation system to let the user test different 
missions in advance.  

The group of ground mobile units that configures the RHEA fleet for testing the 
concept is shown in Fig. 3; where each robot is towing a different implement. 

Communication 
antennas 

GPS base 
antenna 
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3 Ground Mobile Unit Configuration  

The concept of ground mobile unit in RHEA evolved from tailored-made vehicles to 
the adaptation of small commercial tractors (See Fig. 4(a) and (b)). This allowed the 
consortium to advance system integration and testing while avoiding other high-time 
consuming activities such as chassis design, manual assembling, testing, and vehicle 
homologation, for instance. Furthermore, these modifications drastically increased 
vehicle reliability by using a long-term tested items (engine, braking, steering and 
transmission systems, housing, etc.) while decreasing time for availability. 

The selected vehicle was a CNH Boomer-3050 (51 hp – 37.3 KW, 1200 kg) with a 
restructured and empty cabin used to place the computing equipment of the 
perception, communication, location, safety and actuation systems. In addition, some 
systems need to place specific elements outside the cabin: vision camera, laser, 
antennas (GPS and communications) and emergency bottoms. Fig. 4(c) and (d) 
illustrates the placement of elements and computers on both the vehicles and in the 
cabin.  

The hardware architecture is devised to control these ground mobile units, which 
contain the following subsystems: 

─ A weed detection system to detect weed patches that relies on machine vision 
─ A crop row detection system to help steer the vehicle based on machine vision 
─ A laser range finder to detect obstacles in front of the mobile units 
─ Communication equipment linking the operator station, the mobile units, and the 

user portable devices 
─ A Global Positioning System to locate the vehicle in the mission field 
─ An inertial measurement unit (IMU) for complementing the GPS data and allowing 

the vehicle positioning to be improved 
─ A vehicle controller in charge of computing the steering control law, throttle and 

braking for path tracking purposes 
─ A central controller as decision making system in charge of gathering information 

from all perception system and computing the actions to be ordered to the actuation 
components 

─ An additional energy power supply based on a fuel cell, which is monitored by the 
central controller 

In addition, the hardware has to take into account the needs of the low level actuation 
system described above. 

At the beginning of the project, all aforementioned subsystems, developed by 
different research groups, run in different computers working under different 
operating systems (Windows, Linux, QNX, etc.). In addition, the software modules 
were developed in dissimilar languages (C++, Python, NET, etc) making the entire 
system difficult to manage (See Fig. 5).  

A first attempt was made to integrate all subsystems in a single computer as a 
central controller. The initial clue was given by the fact that the vision camera is GigE 
vision standard compliant (global camera interface standard developed using the  
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Gigabit Ethernet communication protocol framework for transmitting high-speed 
video and related control data); therefore, selecting a powerful computer with GigE 
ports would ease the integration of the vision systems in the Main Controller. As a 
prospective solution, we consider National Instruments compactRIO series that, apart 
from integrating two GigE ports, allows the programmers to call external libraries in 
the form of DLLs (Dynamically Linked Library) and code interface nodes (CINs). 
This facilitates the integration of software developed under different programming 
languages. Furthermore, this equipment also integrates a Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA), which is also an interesting feature for executing some pieces of code 
with highly demanded time restrictions. Finally, this solution permits a direct 
interface between the camera and the Main Controller using the functionalities 
provided by LabVIEW for both configuration and acquisition, avoiding the 
development of new drivers. 

This is an example of possible system centralization of complex subsystems;  
nevertheless, NI compactRIO allows other subsystems to be centralized in a direct 
manner, for example: 

─ Ethernet communications: NI WLAN modules and Ethernet switch are 
commercially available 

─ Industrial communication buses: a CAN bus and an ISO bus can be integrated 
through National Instruments CAN interfaces 

─ General I/O modules: National Instruments analog and digital I/O modules 
─ Laser systems: connected through Ethernet or NI specific modules 
─ Inertial Measurement Units: connected through National Instruments serial  

modules 

 
 
 

Fig. 3. RHEA fleet: three equal robots towing different implements 
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Fig. 5. Initial hardware configuration for the RHEA ground mobile units 

4 Topologies for Fleets of Robots 

After minimizing the hardware of the individual mobile units, the next step is to 
minimize the hardware of the whole fleet. Basically, a fleet is a number of 
independent mobile units that must be coordinated by a computer and interfaced with 
an operator at given instants. The procedure of minimizing the hardware of a fleet of 
robots relies on these two items. The operator must be present at some instants: (a) 
mission configuration, (b) mission start, (c) mission stop or suspension, etc. Thus, an 
operator interface is essential, which can be provided in the form of a base station 
(computer monitor and keyboard) or a portable device (e.g., tablet, smartphone) that 
allows the operator to move close to the mobile units. Nevertheless, the computing 
system can be reduced to a minimum depending on the selected topology. Revising 
typical communication techniques, three topologies can be envisaged regarding the 
central computer: 

1. Central-external controller: a master external computer connected to the fleet 
units through a wireless communication system runs a mission manager (mission 
planner and mission supervisor) that sends commands to (and receives data from) 
the fleet mobile units. A failure on this master computer stops the mission of the 
fleet. This is the topology implemented in the current RHEA fleet, in which the 
master controller is the one located at the base station (see Fig. 7.a).  
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Fig. 6. Hardware configuration for the RHEA ground mobile units 

2. Central-internal controller: one fleet unit controller acts as a master running the 
mission manager while the rest act as slaves receiving commands and returning 
data. A failure in this master controller also stops the mission of the fleet, but the 
likelihood of failure decreases because the whole fleet has one less computer and 
communication system (see Fig. 7.b). Adaptation to this topology is straight 
forward: the mission manager running on the Base Station computer is packaged 
into a DLL and included, with minor software modifications, in a GMU controller, 
which will act as the fleet master controller. This process is the one explained in 
Fig. 5. 

3. Immerse controller: the mission manager is copied in all mobile unit controllers 
so that a failure in one unit means that unit stops, while the rest can reconfigure the 
mission plan to accomplish the task. Note the hardware is not increased and the 
same mission manager algorithms run on every unit controller (see Fig. 7.c), while 
the unit statuses are shared among all the robots by broadcasting a few status data 
in a sampling period basis. When a unit goes out of order the others received that 
information in the status or by a sampling period timeout; in such a case, the still 
active units will compute the mission manager taking into account that incidence.  

For the last two topologies, there is not a clear gain of reducing the amount of 
hardware in the general architecture but the immerse topology increases the 
robustness of the system by using a mirrored mission planer, located on each mobile 
unit controller. This immerse controller allows each mobile unit to supervise (mission 
supervisor) the execution of the plan and monitoring the status (position, speed, etc) 
of the others mobile units while is able to adapt the missions of individual units to 
meet the goal of the fleet. This topology, which the authors are currently working out, 
is well suited to the hardware architecture presented in section 4 for the ground 
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mobile unit, where the use of a cRIO system, as Main Controller, allows the 
communication with others cRIO systems to be direct and without the development of 
drivers and communication protocols, thanks to the LabVIEW utilities for sharing 
information between NI systems.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Different hardware topologies for fleets of robots 

This topology is well suited to the hardware architecture presented in Section 2 for 
the ground mobile unit, where the use of a compactRIO system, as main controller, 
allows the communication with others similar systems to be direct and without the 
development of drivers and communication protocols, thanks to the LabVIEW 
utilities for sharing information between National Instruments systems. 

5 Conclusions 

The hardware architecture presented in this article pursues to configure a well-
organized fleet of robots for efficient agricultural tasks minimizing the hardware of 
devices and maximizing deterministic performances. The result is a simple, powerful, 
robust and reliable system in charge of the navigation control of a fleet of autonomous 
mobile robots as well as the control of the associated agricultural machinery elements.  
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The proposed architecture for the centralization of the Main Controller and the 
principal sensory systems provides some advantages for a future sensor fusion. In 
addition, in an autonomous agricultural application, when the environment exhibits 
changing characteristics of light, soil and crop, among others, the sensory system is 
required to achieve more complex tasks, which leads to the problem of overcharging 
the Main Controller due to both the execution of multiple tasks in the same controller 
and the high use of resources for sensory fusion tasks. Nevertheless, in the proposed 
solution, this overuse is compensated by the Main controller characteristics and its 
ability of executing many processes in parallel and in real-time as well as the 
possibility of implementing very specific and time-critical operations in a FPGA 
device. 

This study is an attempt to increase the robustness of autonomous agriculture 
robots and fleets of robots by reducing the hardware of the equipment onboard the 
mobile units and easing the integration of different sensors, devices and software 
modules developed by professionals of different areas and skills. 
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REEM: A Humanoid Service Robot
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Abstract. REEM is a humanoid service robot designed to provide use-
ful applications in public spaces and to assist people in domestic environ-
ments. REEM is the result of several years of research in real scenarios.
Its main functionalities are autonomous navigation, person detection and
recognition, speech synthesis and recognition.

1 Introduction

Service robots are an extensive category of robots which perform services useful
to the well-being of humans, which include all non-industrial applications. The
main restriction which a service robot must accomplish is human safety. For this
reason, REEM, a humanoid service robot developed by Pal Robotics, has been
designed with extensive network of sensors which allow to detect humans and its
environment and react consequently, giving priority to human safety, afterwards
to environment protection and finally task accomplishment. Safety restrictions
affected REEM’s design to include passive safety by means of soft material cov-
ers, real-time actuator control, object and people detection, environment aware-
ness, effective HRI, safe wireless communications, etc. REEM is designed putting
special attention in its aesthetics and its functionalities to make it suitable for
application in real human environments. Several experiments in shopping malls,
hospitals, museums and trade fairs demonstrated that REEM could provide use-
ful applications assisting and entertaining people in public spaces.

2 REEM

REEM has been designed with a humanoid shape and a nice appearance. It has a
compact wheeled base that allows it to move through irregular terrains, a torso
and two arms with hands that it uses to interact with its surroundings. The
robot is equipped with 26 actuators and numerous sensors. Laser range finders
are installed in its base and torso allowing it to navigate and localize with state of
the art SLAM techniques robustly, even in crowded places. Additionally REEM
is surrounded by ultrasound and infrared sensors that in conjunction with the
lasers allow the robot to navigate safely among people. On the head there is a
stereo system that gives the robot the functionality to detect and identify places,
objects and people. Thanks to stereo microphones also placed in the head the
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robot can be operated by voice. The microphone array also allows to localize
the source of commands helping the robot to filter external disturbances and
focus its attention on the users. The humanoid appearence is really important
because for being engaged in social scenarios which are compelling and familiar
to humans, the robot has to provide a social communicative functionality that
is natural and intuitive. This can be achieved if appearance and functionality fit
the robots tasks and robots are as self-explaining as possible [2].

Fig. 1. REEM service robot

3 Autonomous Behaviour

REEM service robot performs autonomous mapping, localization, planning and
obstacle avoidance in large public spaces as shopping malls or trade fairs, where
the environment could be crowded and affected by significant modifications over
short periods of time [1].

Safety is a critical feature when the robot moves autonomously. REEM is
equipped with several sensors that enable the detection of both static and dy-
namic obstacles. When guiding people or when wandering around the environ-
ment the robot adapts its speed based on the distance to the closest obstacle. To
prevent the robot from moving towards dangerous location (stairs),virtual barri-
ers could be specified on the map used by the robot. Furthermore, to help users
in predicting its movements, REEM uses LED indicators and speech synthesis to
provide visual and sound feedback of what it is doing. When for example REEM
is going to turn left, it moves the head towards that direction and its left ear’s
LED starts blinking, to show to the users its intentions. REEM has been used in
several shopping malls and exhibition centers as guide and dynamic information
point:
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Fig. 2. REEM acting as guide in a crowded event at La Caixa Science Museum
Barcelona 2012

– GLORIES: Shopping Mall, Barcelona, Spain (∼36.000 sqm)
– L’ILLA: Shopping Mall, Barcelona, Spain (∼50.000 sqm)
– ADNEC: Exhibition Center, Abu Dhabi, UAE (∼90.000 sqm)

4 HRI

A service robot should be easy to use and the user should perceive that the
robot is aware of his presence. To achieve these goals REEM has an intuitive
touchscreen interface, can detect and recognize people and can communicate
through speech.

4.1 Touchscreen

REEM has a multimedia touchscreen from where the user can change language
and access to a variety of applications. The screen could be used to show pic-
tures or videos when the robot is working as entertainer or information point.
REEM touchscreen contents could be updated remotely through a secure wire-
less connection and touchscreen usage statistics are collected in a database to
allow developers to improve the user experience of the interface.

4.2 Speech Recognition and Synthesis

Speech is the most natural means for human communication and for interact
with humans, a robot has to be able to generate and understand speech. REEM
has a system that gives it the capability of speech synthesis in several languages.
Speaking allows REEM to give help, indicate its intention, warn people around
him or give information, in a really natural way. In order to remove the inner-
noise generated by the robot we are currently applying MCRA-based spectral
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Fig. 3. REEM touchscreen home page

subtraction [5] and for interference removal we are able to remove signals coming
from a different direction than the one we are interested in (i.e., user speech).
We are basing our algorithms on the work of [6]. Our recent findings indicate
that by combining these techniques it is possible to reduce the recognition error
by 25% in extreme noisy conditions (i.e., SNR < 0dB).

4.3 People Detection and Recognition

Person detection provides the input data to higher level processes like person
tracking or behaviors to interact with people. REEM exploits its base laser and
its stereo camera in order to detect persons, by mean of several algorithms: a
legs detector [3], a full body detector [4] and a face detector. REEM is able to
recognize a person by means of matching its face to a database. Therefore, person
recognition is restricted to the range of distances in which the face detector is
effective and in REEM this distance is up to 1.5 meters.

5 Conclusions

REEM robot has been used in several real scenarios and the robot was required
to provide information, interact with people and attract them while moving
safely around.

We conclude that service robots like REEM should have the following features:

– Humanoid shape: people do prefer interact with a robot that shows a (kind
of) human appearance. Every time REEM shows on public places, people
starts taking picture and interacting with it. REEM acts as an attractor
because of its shape and lively appearance.
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– Autonomous behaviour: people prefer robots that are autonomous and decide
by themselves. When we use the remote control to control REEM to perform
a show in an event, people show deception when they discover the human
behind. Instead, people gets amazed when they observe how the robot moves
by itself through the crowd or how it follows a face.

– Human robot interaction: the robot should be easy to use and the user should
perceive that the robot is aware of his presence. Face tracking and hand
shaking applications are successful because they give the user the perception
of the robot as a living machine.

We think that the future of Service Robots goes through the successful imple-
mentation of those three characteristics: humanoid body, autonomous behaviour
and human robot interaction. The race to improve those features will mark the
agenda of the Service Robots industry for the next years.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a locomotion control system for biped
robots by using a network of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) imple-
mented with Matsuoka’s oscillators. The proposed control system is able
to control the system behaviour with a few parameters by using simple
rhythmical signals. A network topology is proposed in order to control
the generation of trajectories for a biped robot in the joint-space both in
the sagittal and coronal planes. The feedback signals are directly fed into
the network for controlling the robot’s posture and resetting the phase of
the locomotion pattern in order to prevent the robot from falling down
whenever a risk situation arises. A Genetic Algorithm is used to find
optimal parameters for the system in open-loop. The system behaviour
in closed-loop has been studied and analysed through extensive simu-
lations. Finally, a real NAO humanoid robot has been used in order to
validate the proposed control scheme.

Keywords: Biped locomotion, CPGs, Humanoid robots.

1 Introduction

Biped locomotion is a complex problem that requires a robust control system
that deals with several unexpected situations that can arise during the robot’s
motion. Thus, the locomotion system should allow a natural integration of three
fundamental aspects: the robot’s body, the environment and the control system.
This control system basically consists of two stages. The first stage is responsible
for the generation of the locomotion pattern, whereas the second stage is respon-
sible for introducing feedback into the system in order to modulate the current
locomotion pattern such that stability may be recovered whenever unexpected
situations appear while the robot walks.

The generation and control of locomotion patterns have been addressed in
several ways for humanoid robots that use electric motors for controlling the
motion of their joints. Basically, the main objective is the generation of reference
signals for the robot’s joints, either as an angular displacement or as a torque in
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order to describe a stable motion. These signals are mainly generated through
either pre-computed trajectories or trajectories computed in real-time through
diverse control schemes. For example, the most common methodology to generate
biped locomotion is by using simplified dynamic models of the humanoid robot’s
body in order to describe the trajectories for the robot’s arms and legs in the
task-space. These approaches are mainly based on a controller of the position of
the Zero Moment Point (ZMP), which is used to ensure the robot’s stability [1].

Alternatively, biological studies have shown that neural networks control the
locomotion of vertebrate and invertebrate animals. These networks are called
Central Pattern Generators. They are constituted by a set of neurons that can
generate complex multi-dimensional rhythmic signals with simple input signals
for controlling coordinated periodic movements. Currently, there is a growing
interest in CPGs for controlling different types of robots [2]. Thus, some ap-
proaches recently used to solve the biped locomotion problem have been inspired
by CPGs. The first studies about biped locomotion with CPGs were conducted
by Taga, who investigated the use of CPGs for controlling the walking of a
simulated humanoid robot on a 2D plane [3], [4].

The control systems for biped locomotion based on CPGs can be classified
into CPG-joint control methods (e.g. [5]) and CPG-task-space control methods
(e.g. [6], [7]). The first one aims at the appropriate generation and control of
the multidimensional control signals in the joint-space through a CPG network
that generates the coordinated locomotion. In the second approach, CPGs are
used in the task-space to describe the Cartesian-space trajectories for the robot’s
joints. In that case, it is necessary to solve the inverse kinematics to determine
the joint signals in order to control the biped locomotion.

In this work, a control system based on CPG-joint control methods is pro-
posed in order to generate simple rhythmical signals for locomotion control of
biped robots. The system behaviour is characterized by a reduced number of
parameters. In an off-line stage, the parameters that characterize the walking
pattern are determined by means of dynamics simulations. Afterwards, in an on-
line stage, those parameters are directly tested on the humanoid robot in order
to validate the obtained locomotion pattern. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the proposed controller based on a CPG network for genera-
tion of biped locomotion patterns. Section 3 presents some automatic feedback
strategies implemented in the proposed CPG network. Section 4 discussed the
obtained experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in
Section 5.

2 Generation of Biped Locomotion Patterns

The proposed biped motion controller is based on a CPG network. The goal is
to generate the signals for the angular displacement of each of the robot’s joints
in order to describe a valid locomotion pattern. The combination of parameters
of the proposed network is found by evaluating the locomotion performance
through dynamics simulations by applying a genetic algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Matsuoka’s non-linear oscillator generalized to be applicable to a system with
multiple degrees of freedom, as proposed in [10]

2.1 Basic Oscillator

The proposed CPG network is modelled by means of a set of interconnected non-
linear oscillators previously proposed by Matsuoka in [8], [9]. The formulation
of the Matsuoka’s oscillator has been generalized to be applicable to a system
with multiple degrees of freedom, as proposed in [10]. In the present work, the
connections between oscillators are established in a single direction in order
to control the desired output phases corresponding to the outputs of the CPG
network. Each non-linear oscillator consists of two tonically excited neurons with
a self-inhibition effect, which are reciprocally linked via inhibitory connections,
as shown in Fig. 1. Each oscillator has four state variables (u1i, v1i, u2i, v2i). Its
behaviour is described by (1) and (2). In this mathematical model, subscript 1
corresponds to the extensor neuron and subscript 2 to the flexor neuron, with
num representing the number of oscillators.{

τu̇1i = −u1i − w0y2i − βv1i + ue + f1i + as1i
τ ′v̇1i = −v1i + y1i

y1i = max(0, u1i), i = 1, ..., num (1)
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{
τu̇2i = −u2i − w0y1i − βv2i + ue + f2i + as2i
τ ′v̇2i = −v2i + y2i

y2i = max(0, u2i), i = 1, ..., num (2)

The external input ue affects the amplitude of the oscillator output, whereas
its frequency is determined by the time constants τ and τ ′ [11]. The set of
parameters must satisfy some requirements in order to yield stable oscillations
[12]. The terms f1i and f2i are feedback variables. They can be used to control
the output amplitude and phase. Parameters s1 and s2 represent the interaction
between neighbouring oscillators within the CPGs. They are defined as (3),
where wij represents the unidirectional connection weight between a master
oscillator, Oj , and a slave oscillator, Oi. Only two types of connections between
oscillators are possible:

1) Excitatory connection: The weight wij is set to 1 in this case.
2) Inhibitory connection: In this case, the weight wij is set to -1.

s1i = wiju1j

s2i = wiju2j (3)

The output signals of the oscillators are calculated using (4). They are used
to directly control the joints of the humanoid robot.

oi = −m1y1i +m2y2i (4)

In order to modulate the frequency of the oscillator, an additional parameter,
kf , is introduced as proposed in [13]. The time constants in (1) and (2) are thus
reformulated as:

τ = τokf

τ ′ = τ ′okf , (5)

where τo and τ ′o are the original time constants of the Matsuoka’s oscillator. For
certain values of its parameters, an oscillator will generate a periodic oscillation
by itself. However, when a network of oscillators is set, they all oscillate together
according to the network connections, converging to a specific pattern and limit
cycle. Table 1 shows the internal values used for each non-linear oscillator. Figure
2 shows the output signals for the aforementioned parameters. Basically, the
objective is to generate a periodic output signal with a stable limit cycle.

2.2 Proposed CPG Network

The main goal of the proposed CPG network is to generate stable patterns for
controlling the motion of the humanoid robot. This network generates the motion
of the robot arms and synchronizes them with the motion of its legs in order
to yield a more stable walking pattern. The proposed CPG network follows a
master-slave topology, in which a central non-linear oscillator is used to drive
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Table 1. Oscillator parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

τo 0.2800 ue 0.4111
τ ′
o 0.4977 m1,m2 1
β 2.5000 a 1
w0 2.2829 kf 0.2193
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Fig. 2. Oscillator outputs for the fixed internal oscillator parameters defined in Table 1

the different joints of the robot through slave oscillators associated with each of
those joints.

The central oscillator is referred to as a pacemaker oscillator, since it generates
the first electrical impulse or master signal that is propagated across the other
oscillators in the different chains of the robot (left arm in the sagittal plane, right
arm in the sagittal plane, left leg in the sagittal and coronal planes and right
leg in the sagittal and coronal planes). The concept of pacemaker oscillator was
introduced in [14]. However, they did not utilize it to directly control the angular
displacement of joints with the CPG outputs. If the pacemaker oscillator does
not have any input or feedback signal, it exclusively oscillates according to its
internal parameters.

The proposed CPG network has been designed in order to imitate the human
gait, which has the following features:

1. The arms’ motion in the sagittal plane is in anti-phase.

2. The legs’ motion in the sagittal plane is in anti-phase.

3. The two motions mentioned above are in anti-phase, that is, the motion of
the right arm is synchronized with the motion of the left leg, whereas the
motion of the left arm is synchronized with the motion of the right leg.
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Fig. 3. Proposed topology for the CPG network

4. The coronal motion of legs is synchronized with the sagittal motion of legs in
order to generate the periodic motion by changing the location of the center
of masses.

The large number of parameters is one of the main drawbacks when dealing
with CPG networks. In order to minimize this problem, all oscillators have been
configured with the same parameters presented in Table 1. The parameters of
the CPG network shown in Fig. 3, which characterize the locomotion pattern of
a biped robot are: seven gains (kf , GAIN1 ,GAIN2, GAIN3, GAIN4, GAIN5,
GAIN6) and four offsets (BIAS1, BIAS2, BIAS3, BIAS4). Parameter kf can be
utilized for changing the walking speed, since it controls the locomotion pattern’s
frequency, achieving an extra control on the robot’s velocity. This is an important
feature, since it is possible to modulate the locomotion pattern’s frequency with
a single parameter.

2.3 Automatic Estimation of CPG Network Parameters through
Genetic Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are typically used to solve high-dimensional optimiza-
tion problems. These algorithms have proven to be a good approach for finding
the parameters associated with CPG networks. A genetic algorithm has been ap-
plied off-line in order to calculate the CPG network parameters with the objec-
tive of describing an optimal locomotion pattern in straight line. Each individual
of the genetic algorithm represents a different combination of parameters for the
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Fig. 4. Chromosome structure

proposed CPG network. In particular, each individual is modelled by a chromo-
some with 11 traits that represent the combination of parameters of the CPG
network, as shown in Fig. 4. The genetic algorithm has been initialized in this
work with a randomly selected initial population of 200 individuals. This number
was heuristically set after a large amount of simulations. The locomotion pattern
associated with every individual has been evaluated during 16 seconds using a
dynamics simulator and a 3D synthetic model of the robot in order to allow the
robot to walk a significant distance for calculating its fitness value. If the robot
falls down or strongly oscillates during that evaluation period, the fitness value
is set to zero for the current individual. Otherwise, its fitness value is calculated
as follows. The individual with the best fitness score proceeds to the next gen-
eration. The other individuals are chosen based on the roulette wheel selection
rule. In particular, each individual is given a probability of being selected that is
proportional to its fitness value. This rule makes it possible to select individuals
with a low score, thus preventing a fast convergence of the genetic algorithm to
a local maximum. The individual with the best fitness score and the selected
individuals from the current generation constitute a mating pool. Crossover and
mutation procedures are then applied in order to obtain the individuals of the
next generation. The simulation stops when a maximum number of generations
is reached or the variation of the fitness function is lower than a given threshold
ε (ε = 0.01 in this work). The fitness function used for sorting the individuals
in each generation has been formulated as (6), where vel represents the average
straight line velocity, dev is the lateral deviation distance with respect to the
straight line, α and γ are weighting coefficients.

f = α(vel)− γ(dev) (6)

3 Introduction of Feedback Strategies into the System

This section presents some automatic feedback strategies implemented in the
proposed CPG network in order to modulate the locomotion patterns obtained
with the methodology explained above. This modulation is performed accord-
ing to the analysis of the available feedback signals in order to compensate for
internal mismatches or external perturbations. It takes advantage of the ability
of the CPGs for adapting their behaviour through external feedback variables
introduced in the CPG model. The feedback strategies are introduced into the
system as explained below.
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3.1 Phase Resetting Controller

Whenever a humanoid robot walks on flat terrain, it interacts with the floor
through its feet soles. If the robot is walking at a constant speed on flat terrain,
the elapsed times between the transition from the left to the right foot and from
the right to the left foot should be approximately equal. This indicates that
the walking pattern is symmetric and the robot is correctly interacting with the
floor.

However, if the robot is walking on irregular terrain, the interaction times
with the floor can be modified. For instance, if the robot steps on an obstacle
or if it is experimenting an external perturbation, the interaction time could be
smaller or higher for one or both interaction times. The information extracted
from these time measures is used to synchronize the interaction between the feet
and the floor by means of phase resetting. It aims to synchronize the pattern
generation with the current interaction between the robot and the environment.

As explained above, the model proposed by Matsuoka for the non-linear oscil-
lator is used in this work. To our knowledge, the phase resetting of the oscillator’s
output has not been implemented in Matsuoka’s oscillator to control the biped
locomotion. In the study presented in [15] by the same author, some initial stud-
ies about the phase resetting behaviour in the oscillator are presented. In that
work, two phase response curves of the oscillator for slow and fast dynamics are
presented. These curves show that the phase shift introduced in the oscillator
output depends of the oscillator internal parameters and also on the current
phase of the output signal. These phase response curves have a non-linear be-
haviour. In order to adequately control the phase resetting through the current
interaction times between the robot and the floor, it is necessary to exactly im-
pose the needed phase difference. By using the phase response curves, the phase
resetting cannot be easily controlled since it can happen in whatever instant of
the gait due to irregularities in the walking terrain or perturbations that can be
applied to the robot.

Therefore, an alternative strategy for controlling the phase resetting is pro-
posed in this work by using the feedback signals of the original Matsuoka’s
oscillator model in order to adequately control the phase of the oscillator’s out-
put signal. This is done by controlling the current state of the oscillator variables
through the feedback signals in order to reset the phase of the output signal.
The introduction of this feedback in the oscillator model is presented below.

The mathematical model of each oscillator has two feedback variables, referred
to as f1 and f2. If these variables have a positive value, they can be used to
control the oscillator’s output amplitude in real-time. Otherwise, if they are
negative and with specific values, it is possible to control the time during which
the output signal is disabled and then turn it on again in order to impose the
required phase for the output signal. If these variables are set to zero, there is
no effect on the oscillator output.

In this work, the phase resetting mechanism is implemented in the pacemaker
oscillator. The output signal imposed by the central oscillator is propagated
along the slave oscillators in order to synchronize the interaction between the
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Fig. 5. Phase resetting

robot and the floor in real-time, aiming to prevent the robot from falling down
due to an unstable situation.

The exact moment of impact between each robot’s foot sole and the floor is
detected through the analysis of the signals provided by the force sensors located
in the feet soles. These force measures are used to calculate the elapsed time
between the change in the robot’s support leg. If this time is smaller or higher
than some fixed limits determined by the current walking frequency, the phase
resetting mechanism is activated in order to synchronize the interaction between
the robot feet and the floor. The phase resetting mechanism implemented for
the pacemaker oscillator is described in Fig 5. The zero phase for the pacemaker
oscillator signal is defined as the point of transition of the pacemaker oscillator
amplitude from a negative value to a positive value.

3.2 Pose Controller

In a bipedal gait, the robot’s trunk pose during motion must be controlled since
it has a higher concentration of mass and, therefore, it plays an important role
in the robot’s stability. A feedback strategy to control the robot’s pose through
the control of the pose in the sagittal plane is implemented. In order to maintain
the robot’s trunk in a correct pose, parameter BIAS1 is modified for controlling
the pitch angle of the trunk according to:

BIAS1new = BIAS1 +K1(θtrunk − θ̂trunk), (7)

where BIAS1new is the new value for the parameter BIAS1, θ̂trunk is the refer-
ence value for the trunk inclination in the sagittal plane and θtrunk is the current
inclination in the sagittal plane for the trunk provided by the robot sensors.
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Table 2. Fixed angles for other joints

Joint name Angle [radians] Joint name Angle [radians]

HeadPitch 0 LShoulderRoll 0.23
HeadYaw 0 LElbowYaw -1.51

RShoulderRoll -0.23 LElbowRoll -0.5
RElbowYaw 1.51 HipYawPitch 0
RElbowRoll 0.5

4 Experimental Results

In order to validate the proposed controller, a NAO humanoid robot has been
used [16]. The proposed CPG network, shown in Fig. 3, aims at imitating the
main features of the human gait in order to describe a biped motion by specifying
the phase differences for 12 joints of the sagittal and coronal planes. This network
is able to generate a 3D motion in both simulated and real environments. The
motion control of the arms is performed through position control of the shoulders
in the sagittal plane. The other joints in the arms, hip and head have constant
angles that aim to mimic an upright walking pose. These angles are shown in
Table 2.

The robot simulations have been performed with Webots [17], a commercial
dynamics simulator that includes the physical models of different real robots and
is able to simulate the dynamic interaction between the robots and the simulated
environment.

The genetic algorithm works in coordination with the CPG network and the
robot simulator in order to estimate the best combination of CPG parameters
within the predefined search space. The aim is to control the signals of the robot
joints through the CPG network in order to generate an optimal locomotion
pattern. The genetic algorithm was initialized in this work with an initial popu-
lation of 200 chromosomes. The crossover probability was set to 80 percent and
the probability of mutation to 10 percent. Those values were heuristically set
after a large number of simulations.

When the frequency of the locomotion pattern is higher than 2.28 Hz, the
simulator is unable to reproduce the real interaction between the feet soles and
the floor, leading to a noticeable deviation between the simulated motion pattern
and the real one. Therefore, the maximum frequency allowed for the simulated
locomotion pattern has been set to 2.28 Hz, which is reached with kf = 0.2.

Table 3 shows the different limits that have heuristically been defined for the
gains and offsets. Those limits define the search space of the genetic algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the results obtained with the simulator in order to find out the
optimal locomotion pattern in straight line. The weighting coefficients α and γ
have heuristically been set to in 80 and 100 respectively. The CPG parameters
shown in Table 4 were finally obtained through the proposed methodology. The
total simulation time was 132 minutes on an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9400 processor
at 2.66 GHz with 8GB of RAM.
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Table 3. Genetic algorithm search space

CPG network Parameter CPG network Parameter
parameters range parameters range

GAIN1 0.01 - 1.00 BIAS1 -0.90 - 0.00
GAIN2 0.01 - 1.00 BIAS2 0.5 - 1.2
GAIN3 0.01 - 0.50 BIAS3 -0.70 - 0.00
GAIN4 0.01 - 0.50 BIAS4 1 - 2
GAIN5 0.01 - 0.50 kf 0.2 - 0.5
GAIN6 0.01 - 1.00
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Fig. 6. Simulation results obtained with the genetic algorithm

Table 4. CPG network parameters found by the GA

CPG network Value CPG network Value
parameters parameters

GAIN1 0.24555 BIAS1 -0.60598
GAIN2 0.18665 BIAS2 0.70700
GAIN3 0.11685 BIAS3 -0.30590
GAIN4 0.40850 BIAS4 1.4797
GAIN5 0.43000 kf 0.462
GAIN6 1.00000

In order to feedback the system, the phase resetting mechanism described
above was implemented in the pacemaker oscillator. One example of the phase
resetting mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. The value for the parameter K1 in (7)
was experimental set to 10 in order to control the robot’s vertical pose.

For testing the robustness of the proposed closed-loop system, an environ-
ment with diverse classes of obstacles on the walking terrain was designed. Those
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Fig. 8. Snapshots of the simulation and real experiments

obstacles have round, triangular and rectangular shapes such as is shown in the
simulation experiments. Due to their shape, those obstacles produce forces in
different directions in the robot’s feet soles while it is walking on those obsta-
cles and as a consequence, different types of perturbations are presented. These
perturbations are used to test the robustness of the feedback system in order to
mainly prevent the robot from falling down while it is exposed to unexpected
situations. The system provides feedback to the locomotion pattern that is being
generated on-line in order to modify the joint signals for preventing the robot
from falling down. The proposed methodology has been validated on a real NAO
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humanoid robot. Comparative videos between the results obtained in simulation
and the real environments have been included in the companion website1. Some
snapshots with simulated and real experiments are shown in Fig. 8.

5 Conclusions

A control architecture has been proposed to control the locomotion of a biped
robot by using a CPG network based on Matsuoka’s oscillators. A new CPG net-
work has been proposed whose parameters are determined through evolutionary
computation in order to generate optimal biped locomotion patterns. These pat-
terns are generated in the joint-space by controlling the angular displacement
of the robot’s joints both in the sagittal and coronal planes. A feedback mecha-
nism is introduced in the network to modulate the locomotion patterns according
to the current sensory feedback in order to compensate for internal mismatches
and external perturbations. The feedback is performed by controlling the robot’s
pose and the interaction between the robot and the floor through phase resetting
of the pacemaker oscillator. The system behaviour is characterized with a few
parameters using simple rhythmical signals.

Experimental results have validated the proposed methodology on a NAO
humanoid robot. It can be easily adapted to other biped robots with a similar
structure of joints after performing the corresponding changes (robot model,
limits for the genetic algorithm search space, etc.).

Future work will include the study of the parameters that characterize the
CPG network in order to find out a mathematical description that automatically
finds the optimal values for the variables of the model.
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Abstract. Robots detect and keep track of relevant objects in their en-
vironment to accomplish some tasks. Many of them are equipped with
mobile cameras as the main sensors, process the images and maintain
an internal representation of the detected objects. We propose a novel
active visual memory that moves the camera to detect objects in robot’s
surroundings and tracks their positions. This visual memory is based
on a combination of multi-modal filters that efficiently integrates partial
information. The visual attention subsystem is distributed among the
software components in charge of detecting relevant objects. We demon-
strate the efficiency and robustness of this perception system in a real
humanoid robot participating in the RoboCup SPL competition.

Keywords: robot soccer, active vision, multitarget tracker, humanoid,
attention.

1 Introduction

Several international robot competitions and challenges have emerged in the
last years. For instance the DARPA Grand Challenge and Urban Challenge[6],
RoboCup[10], the FIRA Robot World Cup[13], and the DARPA Robotics Chal-
lenge. They aim to foster AI and intelligent robotics research by providing a
standard problem where a wide range of technologies can be integrated and ex-
amined. The motivation of competition makes them attractive, and they serve as
proof of concept of current technological limits, pushing them further. In particu-
lar, RoboCup chose soccer as a central topic, which is a complex and challenging
scenario for robotics research as it is dynamic, with opponents, and allows the
cooperation of several robots inside a team. It has the long term goal to develop
a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots that can beat the human world
champion team by 2050.

The RoboCup competition is organized into leagues according to the type of
robots. In the Standard Platform League (SPL) [7] all teams use the same robot,
and changes in hardware are not allowed, so the effort focuses on software. A
fully featured SPL soccer player has to get information from the environment,
mainly using its on board camera. It provides high volume data about the en-
vironment, and task relevant information must be extracted from them. Robot
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control decisions may be based exclusively on current image, but this suffers
from some limitations. The camera scope is limited to a 60◦ field of view, and
it is common to have occlusions of the objects and even false positives. Robots
must identify and locate the ball, goals, lines and other robots. Having this in-
formation, the robot has to self-localise and plan the next action: move, kick,
search another object, etc. The robot must perform all these tasks very fast in
order to be reactive enough to be competitive in a soccer match.

This paper presents the visual perception system of our humanoid robots
participating in the SPL (SPiTeam[21]), composed by a visual memory and
an integrated attention subsystem. The aim is to improve perception in order
to make good decisions and so unfold good behaviors. The visual memory is
composed of a collection of Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters (JPDAF)
[1] [4] that store and update the relative position of objects, like goals or the ball,
relative to the robot. This approach has been designed to cope with partial and
ambiguous observations. Partial observations occur when an object is occluded or
when the camera field of view is limited. The observations can also be ambiguous,
if the perceived feature is not unique due to symmetries or similarities with other
objects. We also propose a novel attention subsystem that controls the head
movement and continually shifts the focus of attention so the camera looks at
different areas of the scene providing new images to feed the visual memory and
to update the object state estimates. This visual perception system has been
integrated in the behavior-based architecture of the humanoid robot, named
BICA [11].

Next, we review the state of the art in world modeling, attention and multi-
object estimation, with emphasis on the other teams of the RoboCup SPL. The
two main components of the proposed perceptive system, the visual memory
and the visual attention module, are described in detail in sections 3 and 4,
respectively. The analysis of the experiments conducted is detailed in section 5,
while discussion generated by this work is presented in section 6.

2 Related Works

Researchers within the RoboCup community typically maintain an object repre-
sentation known as the world model containing the position of relevant stimuli:
ball, goals, robots, etc. The world model is updated using the instantaneous
output of the detection algorithms or by running an extra layer that imple-
ments some filtering. The most commonly used filters are Kalman filter[22],
its nonlinear variants Extended Kalman filter (EKF) or unscented Kalman fil-
ter (UKF)[20], particle filters[9], hybrid techniques, or even multi-modal
algorithms[19].

A topic closely related to visual memory is the control of camera gaze. In the
RoboCup environment, policies to decide when and how to direct the gaze to a
particular point can be divided into three groups. First, those that delegate to
each behavior the decision on the positioning of the head. Second, those which
continuously move the robot’s camera in a fixed pattern to cover the entire search
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space of the robot. Its main drawback is that it does not allow tracking a detected
stimulus. In addition, much time is wasted on exploring areas where a priori there
is no object. A third group includes those using a specific component responsible
for making this decision based on the requirements of active behaviors. There
are attention mechanisms guided by utility functions based on the task the robot
is currently doing[8], or salience-based schemes which increase with time[16] or
time-sharing mechanisms, among others.

One SPL team [16] associates a tuple < ρ, θ, anchor > with each stimulus
that the robot can detect. The ρ[0,max dist] and θ[−π, π] indicate the relative
distance and orientation to the stimulus, respectively. The anchor[0, 1] indicates
the confidence in the information of the stimulus. In this system, the behaviors
define the importance of each stimulus. Depending on the importance defined
for each stimulus and the values for anchor, the active vision system decides
which stimulus to focus on at any time. The behaviors themselves establish
which stimuli should be observed. This approach does not tolerate observations
with occlusions and partial observations. In this approach that only one of the
objects receives the feature’s update, while the other objects remain unchanged.
This association is carried out according to a specific function, like Euclidean
distance. In this work the search for new objects uses the same fixed pattern for
head positions, independently of the type of the object to search.

One interesting approach [2] shares information among all the robots of a
team. Each stimulus is labeled as valid, suspicious and invalid, depending on the
confidence on the stimulus. This label is set to valid when an object is detected in
the image of the robot, or suspicious if this information comes from a teammate.
The stimuli which are labeled as valid do not need to be attended urgently.
Those labeled as suspicious have to be inspected to check whether they are still
valid. There are behaviors that define the importance of a stimulus. All stimuli
are attended at all times. Regarding the visual memory, a mixed approach is
used to estimate the goal positions. The estimate of the goal extracted from the
self-localization system is mixed with the one captured in the last scan.

The approach proposed in [14] uses a multi-modal algorithm to estimate the
positions of other robots. The observations are compared with the positions
maintained by the world model using the Euclidean distance criterion. A similar
approach was used in [15] but using the Mahalanobis distance between observa-
tions and objects in memory. The disadvantage of these algorithms is their full
association between the observation and one of the objects.

In [18] and [5], the state of the robot is modeled using Monte Carlo Localiza-
tion (MCL). The state includes both the robot’s position and the ball’s position.
The aim of the active vision system is to minimize the entropy of the robot’s
state. Here the active vision is associated with a utility (self-localization and
detection of the ball), and that the utility of turning our gaze towards one place
or another is quantifiable depending on how it decreases the entropy of system.
Behaviors do not define the importance of the stimuli and do not modulate the
active vision system in any way.
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3 Multi-object Visual Memory

In BICA the humanoid robot intelligence is decomposed in perceptive compo-
nents, which provide information and behavior components, that make control
decisions taking into account such information. Some behavior components for
the SPL are SearchBall, GoToPoint, and several shooting movements. Some
perception components are BallDetector, GoalDetector and LineDetector

which detect the relevant stimuli in the RoboCup scenario. These components
are responsible for detecting the stimulus in the image, calculating its 3D posi-
tion, updating the visual memory with this position, and providing information
to the attention system.

Beyond the instantaneous detection in current image a visual memory is built
and updated. The visual memory is formed by the composition of various inde-
pendent JPDAF filters running in parallel, one for each object to be tracked. In
order to avoid the additional uncertainty the self-localization algorithms and to
be fast, the visual memory records the position and uncertainty of the objects
in a coordinate system relative to the robot. For each object the last time it
received a new observation is also stored. For the SPL humnanoid robot there
are three JPDAF filters running in parallel: one for the ball, one of the team’s
goal, and another for the opponent’s goal.

All filters are updated regularly based on the odometry generated by the robot
and the detected features from perceptual components. In the initialization phase
of each filter it is possible to set some features like the object motion model.
For the ball, as can be kicked by other robots, the uncertainty of its estimate
must increases if the robot stays still. As time passes without generating new
observations, it becomes more likely that the ball changes its position. However,
the goals will not move, so it makes sense not to increase their uncertainty if the
robot remains motionless.

The general working environment for the JPDAF algorithms consists of sev-
eral objects and several observations. These objects may have the same appear-
ance, and therefore cannot be assigned to each estimator straightforward. The
problem is to find out how we can associate each observation to each object.
Using the notation of [17], we have a set of objects Xk = xk

1 , . . . , x
k
T at time k.

The set of observations at that instant k is defined as Z(k) = z1(k), . . . , zmk
.

The entire set of possible associations between an observation j and object
i, is defined as a joint association event θ to a specific set containing couples
(j, i) ∈ {0, . . . ,mk} × {1, . . . , T }. The set θ uniquely associates each observation
with each object. The special empty observation z0(k) means that the object
has not been perceived. The term Θji expresses the set of all joint association
events that pair j with the object i.

The core of the JPDAF algorithm is based on calculating the parameter βj ,
whose mission is to measure the likelihood that the observation j belongs to
object i. Equation (1) shows how to perform the calculation of the posterior
probability.
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βji =
∑

θ∈Θji

P (θ|Zk) (1)

The probability P (θ|Zk) can be expanded according to equation 2 assum-
ing the problem is Markovian and using the theorem of total probability. The
full derivation of this formulation can be found in [17]. P (θ|Xk) evaluates the
probability of a specific θ set given the current state of the tracked objects.

P (θ|Zk) = α

∫
P (Z(k)|θ,Xk)P (θ|Xk)p(Xk|Zk−1)dXk (2)

P (Z(k)|θ,Xk) of equation (2) specifies how likely the set of observations ob-
tained with the current state of objects and a particular set of observation-object
associations is. To derive this term, it is necessary to consider the case of a false
positive. We call γ the probability that an observation is a false positive and the
number of false positives on a θ is expressed as (mk−|θ|). In turn, the probability
associated with all false positives in at time k and a specific θ is γ(mk−|θ|).

For P (θ|Xk) it is assumed that all sets of pairs of associations are equally
likely and, therefore, this term can be approached by a constant (as can be seen
in [3]).

Taking into account the derivation of the previous two terms and assuming
independence between observations, we have:

P (Z(k)|θ,Xk) = γ(mk−|θ|) ∏
(ji)∈θ

∫
p(zj(k)|xk

i )p(x
k
i |Zk−1)dxk

i (3)

Combining equations (2), (3) and (1) we get:

βji =
∑

θ∈Θji

[
αγ(mk−|θ|) ∏

(ji)∈θ

∫
p(zj(k)|xk

i )p(x
k
i |Zk−1)dxk

i

]
(4)

Once we know how to compute βji to weight each observation with each
object, all we need is to describe how to update the Kalman filters to estimate
each object. The prediction phase is performed by equation (5) and the correction
phase is described by the equation (6).

p(xk
i |Zk−1) =

∫
p(xk

i |xk−1
i , t)p(xk−1

i |Zk−1)dxk−1
i (5)

p(xk
i |Zk) = αp(Z(k)|xk

i )p(x
k
i |Zk−1) (6)

This is where we introduce the factor βji, integrating over all the observations
obtained and its association with the object i.

p(xk
i |Zk) = α

mk∑
j=0

βjip(zj(k)|xk
i )p(x

k
i |Zk−1) (7)
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3.1 Ball Object

The ball is one of the objects stored in visual memory. Although there is only
one ball, in practice and due to calibration problems or lighting, it is possible
to detect several balls in the same frame in addition to the correct ball. The
JPDAF ball algorithm is configured as a single object, i.e., you can not create or
destroy new estimates, only one remains. This causes the correct observation to
be weighted with a high value of β. The comparison between the correct obser-
vation and false positives greatly benefits the correct observation and, therefore,
the rest have less influence on the estimate.

3.2 Goal Objects

Unlike the ball filter, the JPDAFs for each goal are set to hold two indepen-
dent objects simultaneously, one for each post. Although the tracking algorithm
maintains an independent estimation for each post, there is a restriction that can
be applied and improves the accuracy of the estimate. This constraint imposes
the posts are always at the same distance from each other, in our case 1400mm.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the algorithm for the calculation of goal’s center

The idea of the algorithm is to assume that each post is correctly estimated
and therefore we can infer the opposite virtual post position ˆvpi. Along with the
position of each post and the opposite ones virtually generated, two hypotheses
with centers of the goals at X̂i are created. The end point where you estimate the
center of the goal would be in a straight line connecting these two hypotheses.
Although the midpoint of the two hypotheses could be a first approximation to
the solution, it does not take into account that the original estimations for each
post can have different uncertainties. Therefore, it is preferable to weight the
uncertainty as each of the hypotheses. Equation 8 calculates the desired point X̂
assuming X̂i is the position of the hypothesis i and its covariance associated with
Ci. Finally, the original estimations of each post Pi are adjusted according to
the calculated midpoint and the restriction of known distance from the midpoint
of each post obtaining P ′

i . Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps for calculating the
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Algorithm 1. Optimization to improve the calculation of the goal center

1: Update posts estimations Pi using JPDAF algorithm
2: for i← 1, 2 do
3: ˆvpi = Generate the virtual opposite post
4: X̂i Calculate the hypothesis between Pi and the vpi
5: end for
6: for i← 1, 2 do
7: X̂ = Obtain the corrected center applying weighting the two Gaussians

(X̂1, C1)) and (X̂2, C2))
8: Using X̂ as the center of the net, generate P ′

i according with the width con-
straint

9: end for

central point of the goal. Furthermore, Figure 1 shows an example of the whole
adjustment process made to the position of each object.

X̂ = X̂1 + C1[C1 + C2]
−1(X̂2 − X̂1) (8)

4 Visual Attention

Robots equipped with cameras have a limited field of view. Visual stimuli may
not all be present simultaneously in the image perceived by the camera of a robot.
For this reason, the robot has to search in the scene by varying the orientation
of the camera. The visual stimuli are incorporated into the visual memory, as
described in section 3, and they should be checked periodically to update their
position. The visual attention system is responsible for performing the scanning
for visual stimuli in a scene, and it verifies and updates the already collected
stimuli.

Some actuation components have perceptual requirements, i.e., a set of visual
stimuli to be aware of. These perceptual requirements are met by activating the
perception components responsible for detecting each one of these stimuli and
by setting the importance, in the range (0.1], for each visual stimulus.

Our visual attention system receives attention requests from each of the com-
ponents activated with interest in some objects. Each of these components have
different requirements that may conflict with each other, so the visual atten-
tion component acts as a referee assigning control of the attention fairly among
all visual stimuli. Figure 2 (left) shows how some actuation components send
their attention requirements about the visual stimuli in the scene. For each vi-
sual stimulus received, the visual attention attention system chooses the highest
value received and then it normalizes this value by the sum of all importances.
At the left side of figure 2 (left), the value of importance for the goals is 0.5
(max(0.5, 0.25)), for the ball is 1.0 (max(0.75, 1.0, 0.5)) and 1.0 for the lines.

If an actuation component sets a need for a visual stimulus, and then becomes
inactive, the visual attention system must adapt to this new situation. The com-
ponents are iterative, and their mechanism of deactivation is simply stop running
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Fig. 2. Example of attention Setup. left: Actuation components (A1, A2, A3 and A4)
send their perception requirements to the Attention component, which calculates the
importance relationship among the object. Right: The attention system receives desired
points to focus the camera. When it is the ball’s turn, the attention system asks the
component in charge of detecting the ball (red), and when it is the goal’s turn, the
attention system asks to the component in charge of detecting the goal (blue).

them silently. Because of this, each component in each iteration should resend
their perceptual requirements. The visual attention system discards those stim-
uli that are not refreshed frequently, recalculating the importance relationship
among visual stimuli.

The visual attention system implements a time-sharing policy, a time slot is
assigned to each visual stimuli. This time slot is dedicated to seeking and tracking
the corresponding stimulus. Figure 2 (right) shows how the turns are managed.
On each turn, the visual attention system asks the component responsible for
the stimulus what to do. The answers come in the form of attention points (AP).
These attention points are three dimensions coordinates where the camera should
focus. The only feedback sent to each detector is when the camera is pointing
at the requested attention point.

It is remarkable that the visual attention system does not decide where to
focus the camera, how to seek or track an object or when it is considered that
a stimulus has been found or when it is lost. The novelty of this system is that
these tasks are delegated to the corresponding perceptive component (detector):

– The attention component notifies to the detector components when the cam-
era is focusing to the desired attention point. If the object is not at the posi-
tion where it should be, the detector is responsible to guess if it is lost, using
the last detection time. Some detectors could me more robust to occlusions,
depending on the object characteristics.

– If an object is considered lost, or its position is not known, the detector
generates attention points sequentially in the positions where the object can
be found. Whenever a requested position is reached, the attention system
reports this event, and the detector generates the next attention point. It
is important that the focal points generated depend on which object you
are looking for: the ball can only be at a point on the ground, but it is
more effective to find the goals at the points on the horizon. Actually, it is
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even possible to use the self-location information to decide where to generate
search points. In any case, the selection of these attention points is done by
each detector, which is specialized to look for the object.

– When an object is detected and the current slot corresponds to its detector,
decisions may be different. In the case of the ball, being a very dynamic
object, the remaining time slot can be dedicated to track the object.

More details and a comparison between several developed attention mecha-
nisms can be found at [12].

5 Experiments

An extensive experimentation has been carried out to validate the system de-
scribed in this article. We have used the real NAO robot in the real SPL envi-
ronment as shown in Figure 3. The Nao robot is a medium-sized humanoid robot
with 58 cm. of height, with 21 degrees of freedom, and a built-in x86 AMD Geode
cpu at 500MHz running GNU/Linux. The Nao features two CMOS 640x480 cam-
eras, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, an inertial unit, force sensitive resistors, sonars, bumpers,
four microphones, two hi-fi speakers and a complete set of leds.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup. The environment is the real SSL field and the robot is
equipped with a pattern in order to be detected by a ground truth system.

During the experiments, we collected a great amount of data used to analyze
the visual attention subsystem and the visual memory. The data collected during
the execution of the experiments is stored in a log file for offline processing.
Meanwhile, we have adapted the SSL [23] ground-truth system that captures
the correct position of the dynamic elements of the field (robots and ball). This
system is composed of two ceiling cameras mounted above the center of each half
field. During the experiments, the robot is equipped with a visual pattern easily
detected by the cameras. The error of the ground-truth system is less than 3 cm.
in position and less than 5 degrees in orientation. Post-processing of robot log
data and the ground truth data led us to accurately calculate the error in the
perception of the robot.
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Visual Memory Accuracy Experiments. The first experiment makes a sta-
tistical analysis of the accuracy obtained in estimating the current stimuli in the
visual memory. The stimuli analyzed are the ball and one of the goals. For each
stimulus, we calculate the error (measured as the Euclidean distance between
the real and the estimated position) and the standard deviation of the estimate
over time. There have been two different tests, one with a static robot and a
second with the robot in motion. The attention settings for each test are labeled
in the key of the graph. Figure 4 shows the data extracted from the experiment,
where data analyzed from the static robot are located in the upper image and
the data extracted from the robot in motion are displayed in the lower image.
Besides the error in the estimate and standard deviation, Figure 4 also shows on
a horizontal bar the intervals where each object of attention has the attention
turn.

Fig. 4. Accuracy and standard deviation of the visual memory estimation

One interesting result is how the standard deviations vary while the robot
remains static (Figure 4 upper). In the case of the goal (displayed in red), the
uncertainty remains constant even when there is lack of attention. However, in
the ball case (displayed in blue), the standard deviations increase during intervals
in which no features are received from the ball. When the robot moves (Figure
4 lower), the dynamic of the stimulus is automatically configured with different
parameters and this affects how the uncertainty grows when the head does not
look at the goal and, consequently, no features are received. If we pay attention
at the lower blue curve on Figure 4, we notice that the standard deviations are
larger and grow faster when there are no features perceived, compared with the
static robot experiment.
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Attention Experiments. The next experiment analyzes how the visual atten-
tion system simultaneously detects, confirms and tracks two different elements:
the ball and goal. In some tests that are part of this experiment, the robot is
stationary, and in others the robot is moving. Perceptual configurations are dif-
ferent, giving in some cases more attention to the ball, and in some cases greater
attention to the goal.

As described in Section 4, attention is distributed in the stimuli detectors.
The search is different in the case of the ball (it looks at the ground) and the
goal (it searches the horizon line). Likewise, the ball tracking is different in the
case of the ball (all the time available is used to track and update the ball
position) and the goal (when the goal is detected and its position is updated,
it yields the rest of this time). Finally, the ball is a manipulable element, so its
uncertainty increases over time as the robot moves. Instead, the goal is static,
and its uncertainty only grows when the robot moves.

Figure 5 (right) shows the evolution of the uncertainty (standard deviation of
estimate) in the detection of the ball and the goal when the robot is stopped. In
further experiments we will analyze the accuracy of the system, but in this case
we want to show how the attention system keeps low uncertainty of the estimates.
This graph shows how in the configurations with the ball importance set to 100%,
the average uncertainty remains very low, as the robot performs a constant
tracking of the ball, without paying attention to other stimuli. The standard
deviation of ball estimate does not increase too much as the goal importance
increases. In the case of the goal, the uncertainty is high when the robot is not
actively looking for this element, decreasing as the goal detector increases its
importance.

Figure 5 (left)shows how the uncertainty is much greater when the robot
walks. When the importance of the ball is less than 50%, the uncertainty in-
creases to 750mm. The goal uncertainty, however, remains adequate when its
importance is greater than 50%.

Fig. 5. Attention experiment with the robot walking (left) and the static robot
(right). The graph shows the standard deviation of the ball and goal estimates, de-
pending on the attention modulation. The colored area shows the actual attention
distribution.
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Figure 5 show (colored areas) the real value of time spent on each item. The
percentage of time spent on the ball is always greater than on the goal due to
its internal implementation. The ball always take the most of all the available
time, while the goal detector yields the extra time.

Robustness Experiments. The next set of experiments measures the perfor-
mance of visual memory under undesirable situations, such as false positives or
false negatives observations. During the tests the robot has remained static. The
first experiment consisted in estimating the position of the ball in the presence
of false positives. A second ball located inside the robot’s field of view was used
to generate false positives. In the second experiment we used a single ball that
was periodically occluded. The third experiment evaluates the behavior of the
goal estimator against false positives. We used an extra goal post, which was
perceived by the robot’s camera during certain frames. Finally, a fourth exper-
iment analyzes the behavior of the estimator of goals to false negatives caused
artificially occluding one of the goal posts.

Fig. 6. Robustness against false positives and false negatives for the ball and goal

Figure 6 shows a summary of data extracted from the experiments. In Figure
6 (upper) it is displayed the error of the ball estimator under false positives and
false negatives. In Figure 6 (lower) we show the same information for the goal.
In both graphs we have labeled the time intervals for each experiment in which
false positives and false negatives appeared.

The graphs show that the estimators have high robustness, due to low error
variation when the false positives or false negatives arise. A rapid increase in ball
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position uncertainty is noticeable during ball occlusions due to the movement
mode associated with the ball.

Eficiency Experiments. The next experiment measures the visual memory
and the attention system CPU consumption. In this experiment we run the
main behavior for playing soccer (Striker component). Moreover, Striker

executes the attention (Attention component) and visual memory behaviors
(VisualMemoryBall and VisualMemoryGoal), along with several other compo-
nents that analyze images (Perception), self-localized the robot itself (Locali-
zation), among others. During the experiment a log file stores information about
the average execution time of each component. Thus, we can see the average exe-
cution time of the visual memory and attention components and we can compare
their values with the time required by other components. Figure 7 shows the re-
sults obtained.

Fig. 7. CPU consumption of the Attention, VisualMemoryBall and
VisualMemoryGoal components compared with the rest of components running
on the robot

The average execution time of the component that implements the visual
memory for the ball is 0.21 ms. In turn, the visual memory required for the
goal is 1.5 ms due to greater number of features received compares with the
ball. In turn, the attention component consumes 0.47 ms. to execute one of its
iterations. Looking at Figure 7 we can see how the results are comparable to the
fastest components contained in our architecture and thus they are appropriate
to ensure real time execution.

6 Discussion and Future Lines

In this work we have presented the visual perception system developed for a
humanoid robot participating in the Standard Platform League of RoboCup.
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This system is composed of a visual memory and an attention subsystem. The
visual memory has been designed to store the relative position of the objects,
like goals or the ball, around the robot. We use several multi-modal JPDAFs
to update the object features from the camera images. The images coming from
the robot camera fed this visual memory. The attention mechanism moves the
robot’s head in order to visually explore the environment for new objects, to
reobserve the existing ones or to cover all robot surroundings. Following a time
sharing approach this attention component combines several perceptive needs
of the soccer application like seeing the ball or seeing the goals to self-localize.
A time slot is reserved for each relevant stimuli. Inside it, the head control is
distributed among the active perception components for detecting and tracking
the different stimuli.

Advantages of this visual memory system include time persistence and better
integration of partial information, due to a multi-modal algorithm. It has broader
scope than the single current camera image and the object estimations are more
reliable than instantaneous estimations for occlusions, false negatives and false
positives which usually appear in the images. The visual memory provides more
and more reliable information about the robot surroundings than the current
camera image alone. Taking both into account, memory and current image, the
robot can take better behavior decisions.

The advantages of the attention subsystem include the convenient combina-
tion of perception requirements, usually contradictory, and the delegation of
control commands to the components specialized in each object. The perception
requirements are combined in a fair time sharing distribution among different
stimuli. This solves the need of looking at the ball and looking at the goals from
time to time. This organization allows the independent development of different
behaviors, because their perceptive requirements can be met regardless other
behaviors, so there is no need to consider interferences at this level.

The experimentation confirms the advances provided by this work. The vi-
sual memory system keeps object estimates robust to errors in perception, such
as false positives or false negatives. The different tests carried out on the vi-
sual attention subsystem have shown how perceptual behavior requirements are
met. During the experiments, we have shown how this system shares the turns
between stimuli and their uncertainty is kept low. In addition to laboratory ex-
perimentation, this system was also used in the RoboCup-2011 by the SPiTeam
during real games. It is difficult to provide quantitative results of the partici-
pation. Instead, from a qualitative point of view, the results of the perceptual
system were very satisfactory, since the software operated as expected.

We are extending this work in several directions. First of all, an occlusion
detection mechanism might be developed. When a new object has been detected,
we could check whether it is lined up with another object estimated before. In
the positive case, we could modulate the growth of uncertainty of the occluded
object in a much slower way, probably because the object remains in its original
position but it has been occluded by the new object. Other future directions to
extend the system is the introduction of other robots (teammates or opponents)
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into the visual memory and the use of sensor information from other teammates
to update the robot visual memory.
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Abstract. Humanoid robots are expected to work and collaborate with
humans performing in changing environments. Developing this kind of
robots requires them to display intelligent behaviors. For behaviours to
be considered as intelligent they must at least present the ability to learn
skills, represent skill’s knowledge, and adapt and generate new skills. In
this work a framework is proposed for the generation and adaptation
of learned models of robot skills for complying with task constraints.
The proposed framework is meant to allow: for an operator to teach and
demonstrate to the robot the motion of a task skill it must reproduce;
to build a knowledge base of the learned skills knowledge allowing for
its storage, classification and retrieval; to adapt and generate learned
models of a skill, to new context, for compliance with the current task
constraints. A learning from demonstration approach is employ to learn
robot skill by means of probabilistic methods, encoding the motion dy-
namics in a Gaussian Mixture Model. We propose that this models of the
skill can be operate and combine to represent and adapt the robot skills.

Keywords: humanoid robots, learning from demonstration, skill
adaptation.

1 Introduction

A major goal in robotics research is to develop human-like robotic systems ca-
pable of interacting and collaborating with humans. The ultimate goal is for a
robotic platform capable of performing, autonomously, in the unstructured sce-
nario of humans natural environment. Humanoid robots must realize any number
of tasks which could be reasonably expected from them by its human operators,
during the normal development of a typical workday. Working alongside humans
means dealing with continuously changing environments and a huge variability
of tasks, thus the robots should have the ability to continuously learn new skills
and adapt the existing skills to new contexts. Future humanoid robots would
need to execute a wide range of movements in a natural human-like manner,
process information from multiple sensors into a reliable representation of the
world in order to understand and react to their environment. Also, they would
need to provide means for a meaningful interaction with their human partners;
they must be engaging and responsive. And they must present intelligent, nat-
ural, predictable and reasonable behaviors.
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Therefore, humanoid robot need to be provided with intelligence, that is, the
ability to sense the environment, make decisions and take actions, to recognize
objects and events, represent knowledge, reason and plan for the future, and to
act successfully under a large variety of circumstances. An intelligent agent is
one that is flexible to changing environments and changing goals, learns from
experience, and makes appropriate choices given perceptual limitations and finite
computation [13]. Intelligence requires an interconnecting system architecture
that enables the various system elements to interact and communicate with
each other, integrating perception, reason, learning and behaviour generation
[1]. Figure 1 shows a model an intelligent agent architecture with systems for
perception, action, interaction, reasoning, world knowledge and learning.
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Fig. 1. Model for an architecture of intelligent agents. For an intelligent agent, with
the needs of a humanoid robot, it is necessary to have systems for perception, action,
interaction, reasoning, world knowledge and learning.

It is necessary that the humanoid robots display a sufficient level of intelli-
gent behaviour, this must include the capacity to perceive and understand, to
choose wisely, and to act successfully under a large variety of circumstances [1].
Humanoid robots, in order to cope with working in continuously changing en-
vironments and performing a huge variability of tasks, must be provided with
systems that allow them to continuously learn new skills, represent their skill’s
knowledge, and adapt their existing skills to new contexts, as well as to robustly
reproduce new behaviours in a dynamical environment.

A skill in our context is defined as a motor trajectory motion learned by the
agent, an acquire ability for the execution of a task. A robot skill is a complex
action reproducible when appropriate, and generalize to different contexts.
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Learning systems are required to acquired skills and developed task knowl-
edge of how to act. Algorithms for learning, and extracting important features
of task actions are fundamental in order to build intelligent behaviours. Robot
Programming by Demonstration (RPbD) [4], also known as Imitation Learning
or Learning from Demonstrations (LfD), has appeared as one way to respond to
this growing need for intuitive control methods.

The Imitation Learning approaches focuses on the development of algorithms
that are generic in their representation of the skills and in the way they are gen-
erated. LfD formulates user-friendly methods by which a human user can teach
to a robot how to accomplish a given task, simply by demonstrating this task [8],
and generalizing the demonstrated movements across a set of demonstrations.
The goal is on exploiting the variability inherent to the various demonstrations
and to extract the essential components of the task. Figure 2 illustrate this pro-
cess. Even though LfD offer natural, fast and implicit means of teaching a robot
new skills some very important questions are frame in [15]: Is there a basic set of
primitives? How can new primitives be learned, and old primitives be combined
to form higher level movement primitives? How can sequencing and recognition
of sequences of movement primitives be accomplished?

Demonstrations Model of the skill Reproduction

Fig. 2. Generalization of a skill in Robot PbD by extracting the statistical model across
multiple observations. Adapted from [4].

The robotic systems must be able to store and latter retrieve and use their
knowledge of learned skills. The knowledge base needs to hold all necessary
information for reproduction of the skills in the environment. Knowledge of the
task would be distributed among the representation of objects, actions and events
of the task and the state of the world. A behaviour could be represented by the
phrase “Do an Action (A), To an Object (O), For achieving Goal (G),
When State of the World is (W)” . Therefore, the tuple formed by 〈 Do =
Action(A), To = Object(O), For = Goal(G), When = World State(W)〉 holds
all necessary information for the reproduction of the task behaviour.

Despite the LfD approaches clear advantages, it would still be impractical for
the human operator to teach the robot the skills for every needed task and for
every foreseen situation. Therefore it is necessary to extend the classical LfD
approach of learning a skill model in a way that allows the adaptation of a robot
previously learned motion skills to new unseen contexts.
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To reproduce a task adapted for an unseen context the robot must be given
knowledge of the state of the environment and the constraints of the task. Using
both, the already learned model of a skill, and the extracted constraints infor-
mation of the current task, the model of the skill can be adapted to reproduce
the task. Figure 3, illustrates the process for enhancing classical LfD approach
to generalize a skill to allow adapting a robot previously learn skills models. The
traditional approach in LfD from [4] as represented by the Figure 2 presents a
somewhat static control scheme, a kind to an open loop controller, and it won’t
be sufficient to reproduce a task when the state of the environment is too dissim-
ilar from how it was when the demonstrations were given to encode the model of
the skill. By adding environmental and task knowledge as input to the scheme,
in Figure 3, the control diagram could be thought as a close loop controller, with
a feedback signal from the constraints of the task and the environment, which
allow the model of a skill to be adapted accordingly to its context.

Demonstration Model of a skill Reproduction
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Fig. 3. Augmenting the LfD approach for the generalization of a skill to allow adapting
a robot previously learn skills models. Adaptation of a learn skill to new context by
extracting the task constraints with a new observation.

This work is centred around the major idea of future robotic systems, more
specifically humanoid robots, that are capable of interacting with humans in
their homes, workplaces, and communities, providing support in several areas,
and collaborating with humans in the same unstructured working environments.
Our focus is on topics concerning the learning, representation, generation and
adaptation, and reproduction of robot skills. In this work a framework is pro-
posed for the learning, generation and adaptation of skill models to comply with
task constraints. The following sections described the framework presented in
this work. Section 2 presents the proposed framework followed in the rest of
this work. Section 3 address the learning of the skill models. Section 4 discuss
the knowledge representation and organization of the knowledge base. Section 5
address the adaptation of the robot skills. Section 6 describes the preliminary ex-
perimental validation. Discussion of the work presented in this paper is provided
in Section 7.
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2 Framework for Learning and Adaptation of Robot
Skills

From the discussion in the previous section it is clear that humanoid robots, in
order to cope with working in continuously changing environments and perform-
ing a huge variability of tasks, must be provided with systems that allow them
to continuously learn new skills and adapt their existing skills to new contexts,
as well as to robustly reproduce new behaviours in a dynamical environment.

To deal with those challenges in this work a framework is proposed for a cog-
nitive model for the generation and adaptation of learned models of robot skills
for complying with task constraints, as illustrated in Figure 4. The framework
is meant to allow:

1. For an operator to teach, and demonstrate, to the robot the motion of a task
skill it must reproduce.

2. To build a knowledge base of the learned skill models allowing for its storage,
classification and retrieval.

3. To adapt and generate learned models of a skill, to new context, for compli-
ance with the current task constraints.
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Fig. 4. Framework for learning and adaptation of robot skills. A knowledge base (2) is
built with the models of the skills learned through demonstrations (1). The constraints
of a requested task are extracted from the perception of the world state. With the
current task constraints and the models of a skill retrieve from the knowledge base a
new adapted task model (3) is generated for reproduction (4).

The rest of this work would describe the modules for learning the robot skills
models, representing the robot skills knowledge and generating and adapting
robot skills.
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3 Learning Robot Skills Models

The LfD approaches focus on development of algorithms that are generic in their
representation of the skills and in the way they are generated. One common ap-
proach creates model of the skill based on sets of demonstrations performed in
slightly different conditions generalizing overt the inherent variability to extract
the essential components of the skill [5]. Employing statistical learning tech-
niques is a popular trend for dealing with the high variability inherent to the
demonstrations. One of most promising approaches are those that encapsulate
the dynamics of the movement into the encoding, [4]. Autonomous dynamical
systems (DS ) has been proposed representing movements as mixtures of non-
linear differential equations with well-defined attractor dynamics [9].

3.1 Learning Motion Dynamics as Multivariate Gaussian Mixtures

The DS framework provides an effective mean to encode trajectories through
time-independent functions that define the temporal evolution of the motions.
First it is assume that the state of the robot system can be unambiguously
describe using a state variable define as ξ (end-effector positions, velocities, etc.),
and further assume that the motion is governed by a first order autonomous
ordinary differential equation,

ξ̇ = f(ξ, θ), (1)

A probabilistic framework is employed to build an estimate f̂ , of the non-
linear state transition map f , based on the set of demonstrations. Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM) are used to directly embed the multi-variate dynamics
of a motion through the encoding of the demonstrated data. A mixture model
of K components is defined by a probability density function,

p(ξ) =

K∑
k=1

p(k)p(ξ | k) (2)

where ξ is a data point, p(k) is the prior and p(ξ | k) is the conditional probability.
The GMM define a joint probability distribution p(ξi, ξ̇i) of the training set

of demonstrations as a mixture of the K Gaussian multivariate distributions,

p(ξ, ξ̇; θ) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

πkN k(ξ, ξ̇;μk, Σk)

with μk = {μk
ξ ;μ

k
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ξ Σk
ξξ̇

Σk
ξ̇ξ

Σk
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] (3)

The GMM estimates the function f , so the unknown parameters θ are the
prior, πk, the mean, μk, and the covariance matrix, Σk, of the K Gaussian, such
that θk = (πk, μk, Σk) , as in Eq. 3, define the robot skills models.
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To recover the expected output variable
ˆ̇
ξ, given the observed input in ξ∗. one

then can sample from the probability distribution function p(ξ, ξ̇) in Eq. 3. This
process is called Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR), taking the conditional

mean estimate of p(ξ̇ | ξ∗) the estimate of our function ˆ̇ξ = f̂(ξ∗) is,

ˆ̇
ξ =

K∑
k=1

hk(ξ∗)(Σk
ξ̇ξ
(Σk

ξ )
−1(ξ∗ − μk

ξ ) + μk
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) (4)

where, hk(ξ) =
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with hk(ξ) > 0 and

K∑
k=1

hk(ξ) = 1
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Fig. 5. GMM-GMR Learning process: (left) Recorded data of the demonstrated tra-
jectories. (right) The GMM model represented by ellipses centre at μi, magnitude and
direction of the ellipses are given by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σi.

Figure 5 illustrates the learning process. Theoretical analysis of GMM and
GMR can be found on [6], [16].

3.2 Stable Estimator of Dynamical Systems

The non-linear DS are susceptible to instabilities. Guaranteeing the estimates f̂
result in an asymptotically stable trajectory is one key requirement to provide
useful robot skills. The unknown parameters, θ, must be determined such that
by starting the motion from any point the energy of the system decreases until
it reaches the target.

To build a globally asymptotically stable DS [10] proposed a learning method,
called Stable Estimator of Dynamical Systems (SEDS), establishing a set of suf-
ficient stability conditions. Learning the parameters of the GMM proceeds as a
constraint optimization problem, ensuring that the model satisfy global asymp-
totic stability of the DS at the target [11]. By being time-invariant and globally
asymptotically stable at the target, the DS estimated with SEDS are able to
respond immediately and appropriately to perturbations that could be encoun-
tered during reproduction of the motion [11].
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4 Representation of Robot Skills Knowledge

An important challenge for robots acting on unstructured dynamic environments
is dealing with internal representation and understanding of the world. Decisions
must be made on which aspects of the world to focus on and which aspects of
the world to ignore, and how to structured the knowledge about the world. De-
spite claims against the use of internal representation, abstractions are necessary
because no system can possible manage a world model that includes the whole
of the world. However, representations must be limited and physically grounded
to the environment, good representations must be selective and oriented to a
particular use by a particular agent [2].

The central task of a knowledge representation is capturing the complexity of
the real world. Representations thus perform as functional abstractions of the
perceived environment, encoding an agents knowledge about its world, objects,
actions, events, etc., into manageable internal structures.

4.1 Representing Objects Knowledge

Organizing objects is a vital part of knowledge representation. The organization
of the knowledge of objects in the world towards a manageable structure of
objects knowledge is a critical aspect of the design of a knowledge base.

A system dealing with objects in the real world must deal with various forms
and types of knowledge. [12] suggested the idea of using object-oriented groups
of procedures, which where called frames. The frame knowledge structure can
be seem as instances of an object-oriented representation analogous to the de-
velopment in an object-oriented programming. [12] pictured a great collection
of frames systems stored in permanent memory, when the perception evidence
suggest one will fit a frame is evoked to working memory. In this work the data
structure of frames is used to store the knowledge about the objects.

4.2 Representing Actions Knowledge

The interrelation between objects and actions representations is fundamental
when executing tasks upon the world. For actions representations the concept
of affordances is essential, affordances relate the representation of objects and
actions. The affordances are proprieties of the objects and of what kinds of
interactions they can support.

To acquire an internal representation of an affordance, and agent must carry
out a complex encoding of the sensory stimulus; to reproduce the action an agent
must decode the encoded representation into proper signals. The representations
ought be encoded in the body and not in the head [2]. DS theory of cognition
provides a way to overcome the separation between mind and the world largely
prevalent in most work in AI [3]. The DS theory provides an alternative to
the traditional formats of representations, yet, despite their differences the ap-
proaches can be complementary [3]. Section 3 presented the learning of robot

skills as DS. The robot skills are modelled by the parameters θ of f̂ . DS can
store knowledge and have this stored knowledge influence their behaviour [7].
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4.3 Representing Events Knowledge

To Focus only on objects and actions would not be enough for the knowledge
representation needed by the humanoid robots. Representational attributes need
to also take into account the state of the world, grounding the representations
to the environment, the task at hand and present events.

The frames in [12] are a data-structure intended for representing a stereotyped
situation. The idea is that when encountering a new situation one selects a
frame structure. When a proper frame is retrieved its slots are fill with available
information. The matching process is controlled by the system’s goals and by
information attached to the frame [14]. Representations of events concentrates in
two frames, one of the system tasks knowledge, and one representing the state
of the world knowledge. Task frames would hold knowledge for the requested
execution of a task. The representation of a world frame would try to maintain
an accurate model of the agent’s environment.

When working in dynamic environments it is not possible to cope with many
details at once. At each moment one must work within simpler frameworks. One
does not process the whole of a scene but constantly discriminates information. A
worker focus all its attention into a small region of features. We propose building
from the two event frames, representing the task and world knowledge, a single
frame of what constitutes the relevant aspects of the scene. This active view
frame, consist of knowledge from objects and relationships in the environment
taken from the world frame according to what the task frame requires.
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Fig. 6. Knowledge base control flow. World Event Frame and Task Event Frame are
instantiated, and an Active View Event Frame is built from them. From Object and
Action Frames the models of the skill are taken for building the task model.
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4.4 Knowledge Base Structure

The process for using the representations begin by instantiating the appropriate
frames. The system representations include objects, actions, and events as stated
in subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. From a given scene the system instantiate frames,
generally governed by the precedence of visual evidence. From the perceived
given input the first step for extracting a task constraints is the matching of the
world to an instance of the World Event Frame and the instantiation of the Task
Event. From information collected in the World and Task event frames, which in
turned are made up by other object and action frames, the system would have
information about its current goals and situation of the environment, yet this is
not enough to ground the representation in order to effectively use them for sup-
porting its performance. [12] contend that any problem that a person can solve at
all is worked out at each moment in a small context and that the key operations
in problem solving are concerned with finding or constructing these working en-
vironments. For an agent’s working in an unstructured environment the focus
of its perception must be directed towards its executing action. Knowledge of
its environment and task would be collected into their appropriated frames and
a focused active view frame would be built taken from their global knowledge
and breaking it down into a simpler framework from which computations and
knowledge takes place. Figure 6 presents the control data flow for the process
of using the representations in the knowledge base and Figure 7 presents the
organization of the knowledge base.

Fig. 7. Knowledge base structure and organization of the knowledge representations.
World Event Frame and Task Event Frames represent the knowledge of the state of the
environment, with Object and Action Frames representing the available objects and
actions. From the knowledge of this frames an Active View Event Frame is built of the
focused knowledge required to drive the agent execution.
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5 Adaptation of Robot Skills

Reproduction of the robot skills if they are to be general enough need to present
the capacity for adaptation and to generate new skills when the current situation
of the world and its constraints of the task demand it.

The robot skills learned with the methodology described in Section 3 would
present stable trajectories that accurately reproduce the demonstrated motion
dynamics. The robot skills models were learned by employing a DS approach.
By learning the robot skills under a probabilistic approach employing GMM the
parameters governing the attractor dynamics of the motion are fully encoded
into the parameters defining the Gaussian functions. The learned robot skills
models would form a set of basic primitives of action from which a knowledge
base of robot skills was built in Section 4.

An approach based on movement primitives relies on possessing available se-
quences of motor commands, executed in a certain order, to accomplish a given
motor task. It is generally regarded that humans employ basic motor primitives
as an underlying mechanism of biological motor control. Evidence exist from
human and animal experiments supporting the believe that sets of motor primi-
tives are used to build a basis for voluntary motor control [15]. By working under
a theory based on the existence of basic primitives, from which full human mo-
tions are made off, it seen clear that following the issue of how to learn this basic
units of action primitives the next question would be focused on how can this
primitives be manipulated?

To generate complex motions from a learned set of basic primitive skills and
be able to reproduce various complex task behaviours, methods for operating
and manipulating upon the primitives are needed. The robot skills must be
adaptable to conditions of its operating environment. Also, the models of a skill
must be updatable, when given new information for the representation of a skill
the system must allow for the models to be improved. Additionally, the action
primitives approach must be able to generate new skills by merging two or more
primitives into a new skill, multiple desired robot skills may be composed from
superposition of various primitives. Another important property is the combina-
tion of the robot skills models to generate new models that encompass a larger
spectrum of the attractor dynamics. A final desirable operation over the basic set
of primitives skills consist on the sequencing and transition between models of
robot skills in order to generate complex behaviors with smooth transformation
among the reproduction of different skill motions.

Methods for model combination can be found in the field of machine learning
and pattern recognition. One method involves the learning of different models
and then use the average of the predictions made by each model. An alterna-
tive form chose one model to make the prediction as a function of the input
variables, so different models become responsible for in different regions. Proba-
bilistic framework for combining models, known as mixtures of experts, can be
viewed as mixture distributions conditioned on the input variables. A mixture
of experts can be given as:
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p(t|x) =
K∑

k=1

πk(x)pk(t|x) (5)

In which the mixing coefficients πk(x) are known as gating functions and the
individual component densities pk(t|x) are called experts. The idea behind is
that different components can model the distribution in different regions and
the gating functions determine which components are dominant in which region.
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Fig. 8. Generation of a new model of a skill by combining previously learned skill
models. Two or more basic models of a skill can be combine (top) to generate a new
complex model (bottom) for complying with the constraints of the current task.

The robot would receive from the different modules of perception and interac-
tion the required appropriate commands ordering the reproduction of a skill and
extract the constraints of the task and its environment to instantiated the appro-
priate knowledge frames as for Section 4. With this information taken from the
knowledge base, together with the robot skills models for the requested task, the
module for the generation of task models is called to adapt the skills accordingly
and generate the task models for the robot reproduction. Figure 8 illustrates the
process.

6 Preliminary Experiments

To validate the proposed methods for generating new skills from previously
learned models by updating or combining robot skills models we choose a very
simple scenario in which the robot is required to grasp a plastic cup, see Figure 9.

The contemplated task requires for the robot to grasp the cup at any possible
placement from a “cupboard” made up of two shelf, a bottom and a top shelf. The
HOAP-3 robot must be able to grasp the cup, as long as it is inside the robot’s
arm workspace, in any of the six possible placements, three at the bottom shelf
and three at the top shelf, i.e., left-, right- or center-, top or bottom, respectively.
Initially only the skills for learning to grasp the cup placed in the bottom shelf
are taught to the robot by the methods described in 3. The complete task would
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be unachievable with the robot skills learned so far, since the skill reproduction
would not generalize well to the target new position at the top shelf. To grasp
the cup, placed in the top shelf, at either side of the robot the skills learned
to grasp the cup at the bottom shelf must be updated to generate the required
new robot skill models. Finally, to generalize across the whole working space the
three models of the robot skill, for right-, left- and center-, top or bottom shelf
grasping, are combined into a single model of the attractor dynamics. Figure 9
illustrates the scenario.

Fig. 9. Description for experiment B in skill generation and adaptation scenario.
HOAP-3 robot grasp a cup placed at different positions (top-row) Robot is taught
a grasp skill motion for the cup place in the bottom shelf. By the update of the robot
skill a new model is generate to allow the HOAP-3 robot to grasp the cup place at the
top shelf. (bottom-row) By the combination of various robot skills the HOAP-3 robot
can grasp the cup place at its right, center or left, using a single model of the skill.

This scenario is a demonstrator for the combination of the robot skills method
presented in 5. First demonstrations are given, recorded by kinaesthetic teaching,
to the learning module to encode the models of the robot skills for grasping
trajectories at the possible locations, left, right and in front of the robot. Then
the learned robot skills are feed to the skill combination algorithm to generate
a new robot skill model from the combination of the previous skills. Finally, the
model of the skill is given to the HOAP-3 robot controller for execution of the
skill.

A second experiment would have an agent and the HOAP-3 robot interacting
to complete a simple task. The task in this case requires the robot to pick up a
cup and a spoon in each hand and then to put the spoon inside the cup, then
finally it would put down the cup in front of it. The agent would provide the
robot with the cup and spoon objects so it can pick them up, also the agent
would indicate the robot where to put down the cup, see Figure 10.
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Execution of the demonstration could vary depending on the actions of both
the human agent and the HOAP-3 robot. At the start of the demonstrator the
robot is given the task event frame knowledge for the desire behaviour containing
the knowledge of the 4 action skills needed to complete the action, pick spoon,
pick cup, place spoon in cup, place cup down. Extracting the adequate action
would depend on the agent interaction and the content of the rest of the knowl-
edge base. The purpose of this demonstrator is to validate the performance of
the developed knowledge base in a dynamic interaction with an agent where the
invocation of an action skill is controlled by the representations in the knowledge
base as is been described in 4.

Fig. 10. Description for experiment B in the knowledge base scenario. At the beginning
the task can be started by either picking the cup or the spoon. (left) The HOAP-3 robot
start the task by grasping the blue cup. (center-left) With the cup and the spoon in its
hands the robot performs the action skill to put the spoon inside the cup. (center-right)
Finally, the HOAP-3 robot places the blue cup on the saucer plate. (right) State of the
knowledge base at some step during execution. From the Task and World Events the
Active View Event is built to drive the action execution.

This demonstrator highlights the operation of the knowledge base and how
the representations in it of object, action, task event, world event and active
view event frames are used to command the robot execution of the desired task.

The perception system handles the interaction with the user and the detec-
tion of objects in the environment. The knowledge base system would receive
this information from the perception system and would instantiate the frames
and built the knowledge representation of the scene in the knowledge base. The
knowledge base system would select and activate an action skill when the con-
ditions in the knowledge representation afford such action. Once an action is
selected the HOAP-3 robot controller would execute the robot commands re-
quire for the skill reproduction. This demonstrator scenario is mean to provide
a proof of concept of how action execution is invoke by the state of the repre-
sentation frames present in the knowledge base.

7 Summary and Conclusion

This work is centred on the aspiration of building humanoid robots capable of
interacting with humans in their homes, workplaces, and communities, providing
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support in several areas, and collaborating with humans in the same unstruc-
tured working environments. The aspiration is to have humanoid robots acting as
robot companions and co-workers sharing the same space, tools, and activities.
This paper focus is on topics concerning the learning, representation, generation
and adaptation, and reproduction of robot skills.

The main contribution of this work is the proposition of a framework for the
generation and adaptation of learned models of a skill for complying with task
constraints, as in Figure 4. In which, a knowledge base of robot skills is built
with the models of the skills learned through demonstrations. During execution
the constraints of a requested task are extracted from the perception of the
world state and the models of an appropriate skill are retrieved from the skills
knowledge base. With all available representations a new adapted task model is
generated for reproduction.

A Learning from Demonstration algorithm have been studied and imple-
mented in teaching and learning with the robot the different sets of skills em-
ployed in the rest of the framework. The robot skills were learned in a Dynamical
System approach.

A knowledge base of skills has been developed and implemented. Representa-
tions for robotics must include information about objects and actions, the world
and situations, events and goals, for effective situated performance. A structure
build on frames has been adopted in this work. The knowledge of the environ-
ment and goals is represented in terms of World Event Frame and Task Event
Frames, with Object and Action Frames representing knowledge about available
objects and actions respectively. From their knowledge an Active View Event
Frame is built of the focused knowledge promoting the agent’s execution.

Also, methods for model combination has been presented. Probabilistic frame-
works for combining models can be viewed as mixture distributions conditioned
on the input variables. The idea behind is that different components can model
different regions and a gating function determines which components are dom-
inant in which region. The manipulation of the skills must allow for the adap-
tation, update, merger, combination, and transition between the robot skills
models as necessarily.

A framework for humanoid robots need to provide a minimum degree of intel-
ligent behaviour, this is, the ability to sense the environment, learn, and adapt
its actions to perform successfully under a set of circumstances. Efforts to gen-
erate robotic skills can only have a real implementation value for developing
humanoid robotic systems if the models of the skill can be operated upon to
generate new behaviours of increasing levels of complexity.
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Abstract. Variable Stiffness Actuators (VSAs) emerged as an alterna-
tive to conventional actuators in a variety of applications, such as walking
robots and service robotics. New requirements, which were obviated in
the design of rigid actuators, must be accounted for during the mechan-
ical design of such new devices. Among them, we find the possibility of
tunning the natural frequency of the mechanical system or damage re-
duction in case of impacts A multitude of solutions have been already
proposed in the literature, each characterized by the kind of mechanism
in charge of implementing the equilibrium position and the stiffness of
the joint. With this work, we introduce a new actuator design based on
tendon transmission, where a main motor controls the equilibrium posi-
tion of the link while a secondary motor is in charge of modifying the joint
stiffness. Unlike existing actuators, our proposal achieves a wide range of
stiffness values, from close to zero up to completely rigid. Another distin-
guishing feature of the new design is the existence of a torque threshold,
such that variable stiffness only becomes effective once the load is above
a certain predefined threshold.

1 Introduction

In recent years, advance in the variable stiffness actuators (VSA) has been no-
table in the robotic field. Several designs of VSA have been proposed and studied
the performance in different applications.

The concept of a VSA is to elastically decouple the link inertia and the motor
rotor inertia, where the stiffness of the coupling can be modified and controlled.
This mechanical implementation has two main applications. On the one hand,
the elastic component of the variable stiffness mechanism allows to store and
release energy, reducing the energy consumption and maximizing the velocity
peak torque achievable with a classical “stiff” actuator. Here, the capability of
modify the stiffness of the joint is needed to adjust the natural frequency of the
system. The most relevant application is in walking and running robots and in
robotic prosthesis, where by varying the stiffness of the mechanism, the natural
frequency is modified and adjusted to different step frequency [1–4]. Also, the
capability of store and release energy can be used to achieve faster movements
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of a robot arm. In a rigid actuator the link speed is the same of the motor, but
in a flexible joint, the potential energy can be used to accelerate the link with
respect the output shaft of the motor. Albu-Shäffer et al. [5] have experimentally
confirmed a speed gain of 265% for the link velocity between a rigid and an elastic
joint.

On the other hand, the VSA can be used as a safety mechanism. Since the
VSA decouples the rotor inertia from the link inertia, the rotor inertia and the
inertia of the rest of the links of the kinematic chain do not take part in case of
an unexpected impact with the environment. This mean lower impact forces for
the safety of the environment, or for the human safety in the case of a service or
an assistive robot, and lower joint peak torque for joint protection. For a safety
robot, the VSA can be act stiff during precise tasks at low speeds and compliant
in fast movements when positioning is not important [6].

As a result of works carried out in different robotic fields where VSAs find
applications, a large number of designs have been proposed. According to the
functional concept and disposition of the flexible components of the VSA, they
can be classified into antagonistic configuration or serial configuration. In the
antagonistic configuration, two elastic elements act in opposite directions at the
joint, and the equilibrium position and the stiffness of the joint are controlled
by two motors. In the majority of antagonist configurations, motors only act
over one of the two elastic components, so that motors also act in opposite
directions jointly changing both the position and the stiffness of the joint [7, 8].
Nevertheless, under the point of view of energy efficiency it becomes desirable to
use each motor for one independent task [9]; in those cases, a first motor controls
the link position while another one changes the joint stiffness [10, 11]. In the serial
configuration only one flexible element is required between the main motor, in
charge of settling the equilibrium position, and the link; a second, smaller motor,
modifies the stiffness [12–15, 4].

The present work introduces the design of a novel VSA, named AVASTT (Ac-
tuator with VAriable Stiffness and Torque Threshold), whose working principles
rely on tendon transmission, and set it apart from previous similar devices due to
the wide stiffness range, from close to zero up to ideally rigid; and the existence
of a torque threshold, where the compliance of the actuator only acts when the
external torque reach a predefined minimun value. In section 2 we firstly review
the desiderata regarding design criteria of this kind of actuators. Next, our pro-
posed design is introduced and a mathematical modeling is derived in section
3, while the next section describes our practical implementation of a physical
prototype. We end providing some conclusions in section 6.

2 Design Criteria

The most relevant design criteria of a rigid actuator are the maximum torque
that the driving motor should provide and the maximum rotational speed. In
contrast, new important characteristic must be taken into account when dealing
with VSA:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The conceptual design of our VSA, (a) in its rest configuration and (b) deformed
under an external force

– Allowed stiffness range.
– Permitted range for the angular deviation.
– Dependence between stiffness and angular deviation.
– Energy storage capability.

The characteristics of the different kinds of VSAs are strongly conditioned by
the specific type of mechanism employed to control the position and stiffness of
the actuator. Apart from the classification into antagonist versus serial config-
uration, another key feature of VSAs is the way in which stiffness is actually
modified. The most frequently-adopted solution is the pretension of the flexi-
ble component, usually a spring, which by means of the appropriate mechanism
becomes a variation of the actuator stiffness. However, an important drawback
of this approach is that the motor must operate working against the flexible
element [7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 4]. Different proposals that can be found in the
literature rely on the modification of the length of a lever, thus maintaining the
pretension of the elastic component constant during operation [12, 15].

Next we address the main aspects of the above mentioned VSA properties:

– Allowed stiffness range. It is defined by the minimum and maximum
stiffness values allowed by the device. Although this range may depend on the
particular application, in principle it would be desirable to have the largest
possible range. Most previously-proposed VSAs have a limited stiffness range
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and only a few proposals (e.g. those based on the variation of the lever length)
can reach a totally rigid configuration. Among those ones, AWAS-II [15] can
also achieve, at least in theory, a null stiffness.

– Range of angular deviation. This is the range of the potential angles
between the equilibrium position and that of the link under external loads.
The mechanism should allow a range of angles wide enough such that, dur-
ing normal operation, it does not reach its mechanical limit positions. A
deviation of 15◦ is considered enough for humanoid robot arms [11].

– Dependence between stiffness and angular deviation (stiffness curve),
that is, how the stiffness varies as the angular deviation increases. In appli-
cations where the goal is reducing the damage caused by a potential impact
between the robot and a human, increasing stiffness is preferable [11, 13–
15]. An stiffness that increases with deformation has been also found to be
desirable in active prostheses and in hopping robots [4].

– Energy storage capability. This property is closely related to the range of
angular deviation and the stiffness curve. The overall elastic potential energy
could be employed to absorb kinetic energy in an impact or to intentionally
accelerate the link motion by means of a proper control strategy [11].

3 Mathematical Modeling

In this section we first describe the working principles of our new AVASTT
actuator, then derive a suitable mathematical model for it. We must remark
that during the design phase we took in mind all the aspects mentioned in the
previous section.

The proposed mechanism comprises a serial configuration, with the driving
rotor determining the equilibrium position of the output link and a secondary
motor to modify the stiffness of the joint. Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual design,
whose main characteristic is the usage of a tendon-pulley transmission. The
output shaft of the motor is attached to the driving pulley, which has two wires
attached each with its own tensioner. In turn, the cables are attached to an
internal rigid rod whose end is pinned to a cylinder that can freely roll over a
lever. A third tendon is attached between the cylinder axis and a spring that is
attached to the link frame.

When a torque is applied by the motor shaft, the spring is compressed. This
elastic deformation leads to the angular deviation β between the shaft motor
position and the output link –refer to Fig. 1(b). The value of this angle clearly
reflects the degree of stiffness of our VSA, and is determined by the angular
position of the lever actuated by the secondary motor. When the lever is exactly
in the vertical position, according to Fig. 1(a), the actuator becomes an ideal
rigid actuator since no angular offset is allowed between the input and the output
link. On the other hand, when the lever is horizontal we achieve maximum
flexibility. Notice that Fig. 1(a)–(b) show two different states of our design for
the same configuration of the internal lever, i.e. constant stiffness, but with a
zero and a nonzero input torque, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Schematic description of all the variables involved in the analysis of our VSA

In order to properly characterize our actuator we must obtain the relationship
between the actuating torque T and the resulting angle β. Please, refer to Fig. 2
for the physical meaning of all the variables that we present next while searching
for the relationship between the angular deviation β and the torque T and the
stiffness K.

When the driving pulley rotates an angle β with respect to the equilibrium
position, and neglecting the elastic elongation of the tendons, it is clear that
part of the initial length l0 will move towards the pulley (in particular, a length
of βR) while the rest must match the final length of the cable (l1 in the figure).
Therefore,

l0 = l1 + βR (1)

In this new position, the cylinder has rolled over the lever a distance l2,
which depends on the angular position of the lever. Let θ be this parameter that
controls the stiffness of our actuator. Then, the angle α can be obtained from
the triangle with sides l0, l1 and l2 as:

sinα =
l2 sin θ

l1
(2)

and regarding the rolling distance l2, it can also be obtained from the cosine rule
applied to the same triangle, which leads to:

l21 = (l2 sin θ)
2 + (l0 − l2 cos θ)

2

−→ l2 = l0 cos θ −
√
l21 − l20 sin

2 θ (3)

The displacement of the cylinder generates a spring compression of:

xs = h1 − h0 (4)

with h0 and h1 the initial and final cable lengths as depicted in Fig. 2. It can be
then shown that:

h1 =

√
(l1 sinα+ h0)2 +

(
l1 sinα

tan θ

)2

(5)
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By now substituting (1), (2) and (3) into (5), then the resulting expression
into (4), we arrive at the expression that relates the spring compression xs with
the angular torsion β,

xs =
√
A2 + h2

0 − 2h0A sin θ − h0 (6)

with: A =

√
(l0 −Rβ)2 − l20 sin

2 θ − l0 cos θ

Next we address the evaluation of the torque T from the spring elastic force.
The tension of the spring tendon is simply its stiffness Ks times the deformation,
i.e.

Fs = Ksxs (7)

Three different forces act on the rolling cylinder: (i) the force Fs above, (ii) a
reaction force Fn, normal to the lever, and (iii) the tension Fc from the tendon
attached to the driving pulley. Solving for force equilibrium we arrive at:

Fc = Fs
sin(θ + γ)

cos(θ + α)
(8)

with the angle γ given by:

γ = tan−1 l2 cos θ

h0 + l2 sin θ
(9)

Finally, the torque T can be written as (the complete expression is not shown
for the sake of conciseness):

T = FcR = T (R, l0, h0,Ks, θ, β), (10)

and taking derivatives of (11) with respect to β we obtain the torsional stiffness
of our actuator:

K =
dT

dβ
= K(R, l0, h0,Ks, θ, β), (11)

Thus, both the torque T and the stiffness K depend on a number of parame-
ters: mechanism dimensions (R,l0,h0), the linear stiffness of the spring (Ks), the
lever angle (θ) and the angular deviation (β). For any given actuator the first four
parameters will remain fixed, while the lever position θ will be controlled with
the secondary motor. As previosuly introduced, when the lever is in the vertical
position (i.e. (θ)=0 deg) no angular deviation is mechanically allowed, then the
actuator is completely rigid. In the opposite behaviour, if the lever is horizontal
(i.e. (θ)=0 deg), no force is requiered at the beginning of the angular deviation
(as derived from (8)), hence null stiffness is showed. Others main properties of
the proposed VSA are summarized besides the mechanical implementation in 5.
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4 Torque Threshold

A singular feature of the AVASTT is the possibility of adjust a torque threshold.
In this configuration, the joint act as a rigid one since the external force applied
in the link do not overtakes a selected threshold. Once this value is exceeded
the compliance of the mechanism comes into operation. With this feature, the
robot can work as a rigid robot in precise positioning tasks assuring the joint
protection in case of an external overload. Also, in a compliant configuration of
the VSA, a slight torque threshold makes the joint more stable without losing
its benefits of store and release energy.

In AVASTT the threshold torque can be adjusted with the tensioner of the
wires. If the wires have an initial pretension, in the equilibrium position of the
joint the two wires have the same value of tension. When an external force is
applied at the link, the tension of one of the two wires start increasing, while is
decreasing in the other wire (Fig. 3). Until the first wire has doubled the initial
tension and the second one is loosed the spring do not start compression. Then,
adjusting the wires initial tension it can be modified the torque threshold at
which the compliant actuator acts.

5 Mechanical Implementation

Fig. 4 illustrates the mechanical implementation of the AVASTT. The driving
(main) motor is a Maxon DC motor with a nominal torque of 0.4 Nm, coupled to
a planetary gearhead with a gear ratio of 100:1. As a secondary motor we employ
a Maxon DC motor with a peak torque of 0.14 Nm. The latter motor acts on
the lever that controls the system stiffness by means of a non-reversible worm
drive with a ratio of 60:1. The linear spring has a stiffness of 80.5 kN/m and
a maximum length compression of 34 mm, which limits the angular deviation
(β) of the mechanism to a maximum of 54◦, when used in its minimum-stiffness
configuration.

We present in Fig. 5(a) a number of torque vs. angular deviation curves for
different configurations of our VSA (i.e. different positions of the inner lever),
which have been computed with the nominal dimensions of our prototype (R = 7
cm, l0 = 151 mm, h0 = 47 mm). It can be seen how the curves present an
increasing slope as the lever angle increases, becoming totally vertical when the
mechanism limit is reached, that is, when the pulley cable becomes perpendicular
to the lever. Fig. 5(b) shows the stiffness curves, which also exhibit the same
behavior of increasing with the angular deviation. A comparative between the
main characteristics of our prototype and other representative VSA can be found
in Table 1. Notice that the dimensions of this first prototype have been largely
overestimated in order to make it resistant to severe impact tests. A lighter and
more compact design is feasible in order to make it suitable for integration into
humanoid robots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Illustration of how pretensioning of the inner cables can be exploited to achieve a
torque threshold in the behavior of the actuator. a) Equilibrium position. Wires initial
pretension. b) Applied external force below the threshold limit. c) Applied external
force over the threshold limit, VSA actuation.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) CAD model and (b) real picture of our VSA design, without the motors
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Table 1. Comparison of the AVASTT prototype with other VSAs

AVASTT
(This work)

AwAS
[16]

AwAS-II
[15]

FSJ
[16]

MACCEPA
[2]

VSA-CUBE
[17]

VSA-HD
[18]

Nominal torque (Nm) 40 10.75 10.75 31.3 50 1.1 10
Maximum stiffness (Nm/rad) ∞ 1300 ∞ 826 110 14 8360
Minimum stiffness (Nm/rad) 0 30 0 52.4 5 3 0.38
Maximum elastic energy (J) 46 3.5 5.8 5.3 27.9 0.047 0.12

Maximum deflection (◦) 54 14 17 15 60 16 60

Active rotation angle (◦) 360 120 150 180 150 120 360
Mass (kg) 4.5 1.8 1.4 1.41 2.4 0.26 1.7
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Fig. 5. (a) Torque-angle and (b) stiffness-angle curves for our prototype

6 Conclusions

With this work we have introduced a new VSA design. We opted for a serial
configuration design, where a main motor drives the actuator while a secondary
one is in charge of modifying the stiffness by means of rotating an inner lever.
Our design allows fulfilling with the imposed design requisites, with a wide range
of achievable stiffness, even allowing a complete rigidity. One particularity of
the presented model is the possibility of adjust a torque threshold, with this
feature the compliance of the joint only acts when the external force overtakes
a certain level. Future works will address an extensive experimental validation
of the physical prototype in order to verify its predicted properties.
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Abstract. Exploring the full potential of humanoid robots requires their ability 
to learn, generalize and reproduce complex tasks that will be faced in dynamic 
environments. In recent years, significant attention has been devoted to 
recovering kinematic information from the human motion using a motion 
capture system. This paper demonstrates and evaluates the use of a Kinect-
based capture system that estimates the 3D human poses and converts them into 
gestures imitation in a robot. The main objectives are twofold: (1) to improve 
the initially estimated poses through a correction method based on constraint 
optimization, and (2) to present a method for computing the joint angles for  
the upper limbs corresponding to motion data from a human demonstrator. The 
feasibility of the approach is demonstrated by experimental results showing the 
upper-limb imitation of human actions by a robot model. 

Keywords: 3D pose estimation, constraint optimization, articulated structures, 
inverse kinematics, gesture imitation. 

1 Introduction 

Programming robots to perform complex tasks and extends its repertoire can be 
extremely tedious and time consuming. Learning from demonstration is a promising 
methodology that offers a more intuitive approach to teach a robot how to generate its 
own motor skills [1-2]. To this end, the robot should be able to estimate human poses 
when performing a desired task, as well as to translate the skeleton data into 
appropriate motor commands. In the last years, a large body of work has studied the 
use of computer vision-based human motion capture for extracting poses as input to 
robotic applications [3-7]. Despite much research progress, these systems are usually 
expensive, require careful calibration and its application is limited to rigid 
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environments. To overcome these limitations, the main challenge with the imitation 
learning paradigm is to develop accurate methods for extracting 3D human poses 
from image sequences using low-cost systems as a valid alternative.  

Recently, the field of markerless motion capture has experienced a strong evolution 
with the development of high-speed and cheap depth cameras. In particular, the depth 
data provided by the PrimeSense sensor opened up new opportunities for extracting 
gesture-based interactions with a more portable and less costly system. The 
publication of the tracking algorithm of the Kinect Software Development Kit [8] and 
the availability of several development environments (e.g., OpenNI, Microsoft SDK) 
have contributed for a growing interest in model-free approaches. However, the 
success of these alternatives depends on the accuracy and robustness required in each 
specific area of application.  

This paper addresses the main problem associated with the use of a Kinect-based 
human motion capture in robotics: the lack of a kinematic model to assure coherence in 
the provided poses. The main objective is to demonstrate and evaluate both a human 
action pose correction method and an inverse kinematics technique. The former aims to 
assure constant limb lengths over an entire sequence of poses. The later converts each of 
the 3D poses into the corresponding angles for the upper-body joints, including a 
validation test to deal with physical limits (e.g., joint velocity limits). The motivation of 
this work is to create a database of classified motions to learning control in robotics. In 
line with this, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
motion capture system based on a single Kinect camera and the experimental 
conditions. Section 3 describes the pose correction method based on constraint 
optimization. Section 4 focuses on the kinematic mapping from 3D poses to joint 
angles. Section 5 discusses the results achieved to validate the proposed solutions. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and proposes future extensions. 

2 Human Motion Capture 

The Kinect sensor provides a 640×480 depth image, at 30 frames per second, for the 
skeleton-based pose estimation with depth resolution of a few centimeters. The human 
skeleton estimated from the depth image includes a total of 20 body joints that will be 
the input for our approach. These captured data consists of a set of Cartesian points in 
the 3D volume for each human pose, which will be called raw-data hereinafter. Several 
studies have assessed the accuracy of the depth reconstruction and joint positions from 
the Kinect pose estimation, including comparisons with ground truth motion capture 
data [9-11]. In general, these studies highlight the potential of the Kinect skeleton in 
controlled body postures whenever self-occlusions are avoided. 

In our experiments, we have used a single Kinect camera positioned at about 3 
meters from the human subject to capture the whole body standing upright. In this 
study the attention is dedicated to the upper limbs, including the shoulder, elbow and 
wrist joints of both right and left arms. In order to ensure the most convenient 
acquisition conditions, the human subject was asked to prevent lower trunk 
movements and to perform controlled scapular motions. Precautions were also taken 
to avoid occlusions of the upper limb parts.  
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Besides the accuracy and robustness of the skeletal poses, a critical element is the 
stability of the estimated frame-to-frame body geometry. As mentioned before, a 
characteristic of the human body skeletonization with the Kinect sensor is that the 
limb lengths are not kept constant through the entire sequence and differ between the 
two arms. Fig. 1 illustrates the variations of the limb lengths, from frame-to-frame, for 
a static posture and a reaching arm movement. In the static case, the mean value 
rounds 268 mm for the arm and 233mm for the forearm, while the standard deviation  
is around 3.65 mm and 1.51 mm, respectively. These measures are significantly 
different during the execution of a reaching movement: a mean of 265 mm for the  
arm and 216 mm for the forearm with a standard deviation of 15.9 mm and 8.8 mm, 
respectively.   

  

 

Fig. 1. Frame-to-frame variation of the limb lengths for a static posture (left) and a reaching 
arm movement (right) 

3 Constrained-Based Motion Filtering 

The pose correction method aims to convert the motion of a source human subject 
into a new motion, while satisfying a given set of kinematic constraints. These  
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kinematic constraints are formulated in order to assure a kinematic model with 
constant limb lengths. The proposed method, applied to each individual frame, can be 
divided into two main steps: 

• Static calibration: the first step is a static calibration of the arms, prior to each 
data collection, to define the reference model of the subject anthropometry. 
Concretely, the human subject was told to hold their arms full extended aligned 
with the trunk (fundamental standing position), while several frames are 
acquired. A distance vector among consecutive joints (shoulder-elbow and 
elbow-wrist) is calculated as the mean value taken over all these frames for both 
arms. It should be pointed out that this arm calibration is the basis for the joint-
angle calculations in Section 4: all joints angles are defined as zero degrees at this 
calibration posture.  

• Pose correction: the basic problem is to find the closest configuration

( ) n
nxxxX ×ℜ∈= 3

21 ,...,,  ( )31,... ℜ∈nxx  to the measurements that are 

observed over time X̂ , such that the distance between consecutive points (i.e., 
link lengths) remains constant.  

 

In line with this, we deal with the following optimization problem: 
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where ⋅  is an appropriate matrix norm which measures goodness of fit. Here, we 

admit the Euclidean norm as measure of closeness. The goal is to minimize the 
objective function (1) by selecting a value of X that satisfies all equality quadratic 
constraints defined by:   

 1,1 ++ =− iiii dxx  (2) 

where the left part is the Euclidean distance between two consecutive points and the 
right part is the link lengths in the reference model.  

Since the main goal is to generate large sets of human motion data for robotic 
imitation, all the computations at this point are performed offline using the Matlab 
environment. The constrained minimization problem was solved with the OPTI 
toolbox that can solve this problem of optimizing a quadratic function of several 
variables subject to quadratic constraints. In this context, the execution time is around 
15 seconds per frame on an Intel Core2 Duo CPU T9400 @ 2,53GHz. The 
comparison of the human skeletons obtained with the Kinect raw-data and those after 
the pose correction are illustrated in Fig. 2. Different poses are represented for a 
movement sequence involving both the right and the left arm. Table 1 presents some 
statistical measurements applied for quantifying the error between the Kinect raw-
data and the filtered data after the pose correction. 
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Fig. 2. Overlap of the human skeletons extracted from the Kinect raw-data (green points and 
black lines) and those after the constraint-based optimization (red points and blue lines) at 
different frames (green and red lines represent the end-effectors’ paths) 

Table 1. Error quantification between the Kinect raw-data and the filtered data 

Joint 
Minimum 

error (mm) 
Maximum 
error (mm) 

Mean error 
(mm) 

Standard 
deviation 

Left Shoulder 0.5 25.7 15.1 7.0 

Left Elbow 8.6 89.5 31.7 14.7 

Left Wrist 5.2 75.2 30.9 16.0 

Right Shoulder 0.8 56.0 21.8 13.5 

Right Elbow 2.4 86.5 27.2 14.7 

Right Wrist 4.2 82.6 25.0 18.6 

4 Kinematic Mapping 

One of the main issues in using motion capture data for training robots is to convert 
the 3D joint positions into joint angles relative to a robot model. In this context, the 
human skeleton is replaced by two 4 degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot arms of the 
same dimensions. Then, an inverse kinematics algorithm generates the corresponding 
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joint angles of the robot for each pose. The problem is decomposed into a per-frame 
inverse kinematics algorithm, followed by motion filtering and interpolation.  

4.1 Inverse Kinematics 

The filtered movement data is the input for the inverse kinematics module in which 
the human arms are modeled as two independent 4-dof serial chains consisting of a 
3-DOF shoulder (rotations joints with intersecting axis) and a 1-DOF elbow joint. 
The implementation of the inverse kinematics follows some basic assumptions. First, 
the robot model was defined to match the anthropometric measures of the human 
subject, avoiding the retargeting problem (i.e., compensate for body differences). 
Second, the perturbations in the movement data caused by the movement of the  
subject’s shoulder are ignored. Concretely, we consider that all joint positions are 
uniformly affected by the perturbations and the shoulders are at the origin of the 
reference system with fixed coordinate frames. Third, the inverse kinematics 
considers mechanical constraints on the joints, such as physical limits both on the 
range of joint motions (e.g., the elbow cannot invert the motion when full-stretched) 
and on the maximum joint velocities.  

Given the 3D positions of the shoulder, elbow and wrist, the inverse kinematics 
algorithm is simplified: two degrees of freedom completely describe the elbow when 
the position of the shoulder is known (the elbow lies on the surface of a sphere 
centred at the shoulder). Similarly, the wrist can only lie on the surface of a sphere 
centred at the elbow. Thus, the configuration of the arm is completely represented by 
four variables (the joint angles). Attention was devoted to avoid discontinuous jumps 
near ±180º associated with the use of inverse tangent functions. 

Additionally, the implemented algorithm includes a validation test since there may 
be motions where the robot’s joints are not able to approximate the human pose in a 
reasonable way due to physical limitations. The proposed strategy to properly cope 
with the joint velocity limits is to slowing down the task-space trajectory whenever 
the limits are encountered. Thus, whenever the generated joint velocities violate the 
speed limits of the joint actuators, the trajectory is scaled in time by an appropriate 
constant that simultaneously assures tracking of the desired arm path and the 
fulfillment of the velocity constraints.  

4.2 Filtering and Interpolation 

The frame rate of the Kinect sensor and high frequency components in the movement 
data imposed a post-processing stage to refine results. The exact procedure combines 
basic interpolation and smoothing techniques. On the one hand, the joint-angle 
trajectories are filtered using a moving average algorithm to smooth out short-term 
fluctuations based on predefined trail onset and termination times. On the other hand, 
the strategy adopted to provide a more detailed description of the action performed by 
the human subject is to use spline interpolation over the set of observations to satisfy 
the requirements of differentiability. To evaluate the different steps of post-
processing, we use a measure based on jerk, the third time derivative of position, to 
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quantify smoothness at the level of the joint-angles trajectories. Concretely, the 
particular jerk metric used to quantify movement smoothness is the integrated squared 
jerk [12] defined by: 

 = 2

1

)(
t

tisj dttxη  (3) 

A comparison of movement smoothness measures among the original signal (after 
pose correction), the moving average filtered signal, the cubic spline interpolation and 
the fifth-order spline interpolation was performed (Fig. 3). The exact procedure to be 
followed depends on the ultimate goal. Anyway, the previous considerations may be 
of importance in determining what strategies are appropriate to the problem in hand. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the smoothness measure for different motion post-processing methods 
applied on the joint-angle trajectories (for graphical presentation, a log was applied to results 
from (3) before plotting) 

5 Gestures Imitation in a Robot 

Several real-time movements executed by a human subject were captured using the 
Kinect sensor to provide validation for our algorithms. Two different movements 
were chosen to illustrate the results: a rhythmic motion repeated many times and a 
discrete sequence of upper-limb movements. In the first experiment, the human 
subject is asked to repeat a circular path with the right arm trying to keep, as much as 
possible, a constant speed across all trials. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the variability 
always present in human movements in task- and joint-spaces, respectively. Since the 
details vary, it seems necessary to consolidate the demonstrated movements having in 
mind the desired final result (i.e., the extent to which the motor goal is reached).  
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The second experiment consists of a gesture imitation task using the two arms in 
different configurations around the T-pose. Fig. 6 compares the positions of the right 
and left wrists as seen by the filtered data and the robot simulation. The consistency 
between the two curves suggests the efficacy of the human motion reconstruction 
algorithm proposed.  

   

Fig. 4. Variability of the human movements in the task-space during the execution of a circular 
path repeated many times 

 

Fig. 5. Time course of the joint trajectories joint-space (right) for the execution of a circular 
path repeated many times 

For this particular movement, the difference between the motion capture data (after 
pose correction) and the gestures replicated by the robot are quantified using the 
Euclidean distance. The time courses of the error measure for the elbow and wrist of 
the left and right arm are shown in Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the motion capture data (left) with the corresponding gestures replicated 
by the robot (the end-effector path is represented in both cases) 
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Fig. 7. Difference between the motion capture data and the gestures replicated by the robot for 
the left arm (top) and the right arm (bottom) 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have described the potential of the Kinect sensor for gestures 
imitation of an upper-body robot from demonstrations of a human teacher. First, the 
pro-posed pose correction method proved to be effective for creating real data sets of 
human actions by data filtering on a per-frame basis. Second, the implementation of 
the proposed ideas on a 4-DOF robot model and the experiments on various types of 
motion show that human-demonstrated gestures are well reproduced by the robot. In 
this context, the approach is useful for providing a natural and intuitive interface for a 
human subject to teach complex movements to a robot. 

The main goal is to generate large motion capture datasets that can later be used for 
learning a compact representation of a given task. More concretely, these motion 
datasets will assist in developing learning techniques for manipulation/locomotion 
behaviours based on examples of human demonstrations using neural networks or 
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similar tools of soft-computing. Ongoing work is devoted to the analysis of motions 
where the robot’s joints cannot approximate the human pose in a reasonable way 
(e.g., closeness to the physical limits at different speeds). At the same time, the 
application of a retargeting filter to deal with the different dimensions of the human 
subject’s skeleton and the robot body is also being considered. 
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Abstract. In this paper we present a tool designed to provide entertainment by 
using social robots, specifically NAO humanoid robots. The tool takes as input 
a declarative representation of a theater piece that includes both text and 
movements to be said (performed) by robots. It can involve a one-robot 
monologue or a dialogue between two robots. Given the declarative 
representation of the input, it allows for anyone to create new pieces and easily 
test how they are represented by real or by virtual NAO robots. 

1 Introduction 

Often humanoid robots resemble humans in appearance and movements and, actually, 
they are in continuous development and research. One of its various utilities is 
entertainment, which this paper focuses on. More specifically, we focus on robots that 
can play theater [1]. Currently, in several cities, robots are representing theater plays 
originally designed in Japan.1 These representations are being very well received by 
spectators, and tickets are even sold out in some of the cities. So, more and more 
projects involve the use of social humanoid robots, such as the NAOs that we will use 
in this paper [2]. 

An example of such efforts is the European FEELIX [3], developed in 
collaboration between eight universities and robotics companies in the European 
Union. One of its objectives is to improve even more the interaction of NAOs with 
people by the use of nonverbal signals. So far, this project has succeeded in designing 
NAOs to mimic the emotions of a one-year child and to be able to create bonds with 
people who treat it kindly. It can also detect human emotions through a series of clues 
like body language and facial expressions. Furthermore, this NAO is able to 
memorize faces and remember iterations with people. 

Another project using the NAO platform is called ASK NAO (Autism Solution for 
Kids) [4], also created by Aldebaran Robotics and that will begin to be used to help 
autistic children. In the first phase this version has been tested in a school in the 
United Kingdom. The robot comes with games and applications designed by 
specialists to promote autism children attention and help them improve their state. 

                                                           
1 http://www.japansociety.org/event/seinendan-theater-company-
osaka-universityrobot-theater-project-sayonara-i-worker 
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Like the NAO robots used in this project, ASK NAO is equipped with sensors, two 
cameras, four microphones, voice synthesizer, two speakers and LED lights.  

In this paper, the objective is to build a system capable of providing entertainment 
by the interpretation of theater plays using robotic agents, specifically NAO robots. 
These dialogues may be performed by one or two robots, which can say text and 
combine it with pre-programmed movements. The system uses an XML text file as 
input, which includes the phrases and types of movements that must be performed. 
The robots coordinate (in case of two robots plays) to provide a small representation 
based in the contents of the XML file. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the architecture of the 
system. Section 3 describes the format of the input in the form of an XML file. 
Section 4 defines how two robots coordinate to interpret two-robots plays. Section 5 
shows some short plays represented by our robots. Finally, Section 6 draws some 
conclusions and presents some future work.  

2 Architecture 

In Figure 1 we show the architecture of the system, and its main components. Next, 
we present a high-level description of each component: 
 

 

Fig. 1. High-level architecture 
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– XML file: contains the text instructions and movement types. This file can have 
actions that could be played by one or two robots. We describe it in more detail in the 
next section. 
– Parser: analyzes the XML file, generating an internal representation of the contents 
of the XML file. It takes the structure of a tree. 
– Execution: analyzes the tags stored in the internal representation and decides, in 
each case, which robot plays (one or both) and what action it/they must perform (only 
speak, only move or speak and move). This module is responsible for deciding, from 
the movement’s database, the specific movements that must be performed by the 
robots. 
– Movements database: includes the list of available movements. Each of these 
movements corresponds to a function that will be called in the Execution component, 
depending on the movement to be performed by the robot.  
– Robots: we use two NAOs. They combine text and movements to interpret the 
plays. 

3 XML File Structure 

It must contain a list of <action> labels. In addition, each action can contain the 
following attributes that can take different values:  

 
– name: it may be “robot1”, “robot2” or “robot1androbot2”. It indicates which robot 
will perform the actions defined in the label. These actions can be done by only one of 
the robots or both, respectively. In case name = “robot1” or “robot2” the following 
attributes may be included: 

• “text”: that the robot indicated in the attribute “name” must say. 
• “move”: type of move that the robot indicated in the attribute “name” must 

perform. The values that this attribute can take are shown in Table 1. 
 
In Table 1, the movements corresponding to different ways of walking (move = 
“walk”, “walkTalk1” or “walkTalk2”) and different ways to turn (move = “turn180”, 
“turn90Left” or “turn90Right”) are based on the use of the function walkTo (float 
x, float y, float theta) included in the robot’s library. The rest of the 
movements have been programmed from scratch for this work and are available for 
any other theater play. There are several alternatives to program the movements such 
as: direct programming, programming by demonstration, using NAO’s programming 
toolts (such as Choregraphe) or learning. We used a mixture of the first three. 

Table 1 also shows, in the last row, that the value of the “move” attribute can be 
“null”. This will be necessary in case the desired robot must only speak without 
moving. For actions that include some movement, as “walk”, “walkTalk1” or 
“walkTalk2”, the XML description of the action should also inlcude the distance to 
walk. So, “distance” indicates the distance that the robot must walk, in meters. In case 
name = ”robot1androbot2”, the following attributes may be included: 
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– “move1” and “move2”: contain the type of move each of the robots must perform. 
– “text1” y “text2”: contain the text each of the robots must say. 
– “distance1” and “distance2”: indicate the distance the robots must walk, in meters. 
These attributes will be used only in cases where attributes “move1” and “move2” 
involve walking. Specifically, “distance1” will be used for “move1” and “distance2” 
for “move2”. 

Table 1. Table with the description of the different values for the attribute “move” 

Robot action “move” values 
Movements associated to actions ”speak”, “no”, “yes”, ”ask”, “anger”,  

“hello”, “shout” 
Different ways of pointing “point1” … “point6” 
Different ways of speaking and pointing “speakpoint1” … “speakpoint6” 
Deny with arms and head “noArms” 
Bow “reverence” 
Encourages to go somewhere “come” 
Moves an arm and checks the time “clock” 
Moves the hand to the chest “chest” 
Does a gesture of being cold “cold” 
Moves an arm to the eyes or ears “see”, “listen” 
Walks without talking “walk” 
Walks speaking in two different ways “walkTalk1”, “walkTalk2” 
Turns 180° and 90° to left and right “turn180”,“turn90Left”, “turn90Right” 
Turns head to left and right “turnHeadLeft”, “turnHeadRight” 
No move  “null” 

4 Robots Coordination 

One of the tasks that required more effort was robot coordination when they had to 
perform some action in parallel, or they should wait for the other robot to say some 
text. After several failed attempts, we succeeded by using the attribute “name” in the 
XML file. This attribute indicates which robot must play next. So, the complete play 
is sent to only one robot who will be responsible of coordinating the conversation. 
Each time the coordinating robot analyzes an instruction, it checks the attribute 
“name”. Depending on its value, it changes the values of the “ip” and “port” of which 
robot must intervene. 

5 Results 

In the following three links, three examples of pieces from Shakespeare plays can  
be found. We show the combination of talk and a variety of movements. And, in  
Figure 2 and 3 we show two movements of the play. 
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– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5Fa5zS3Q4c 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2pGcJWReEk 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJu1VweV3BQ 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. A moment where the two robots are interpreting Hamlet 

 

Fig. 3. A moment where the two robots are interpreting Macbeth and walk together and talk 
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6 Results 

We believe one of the strengths of this work is the declarative representation of the 
input. In [1], the authors describe the first robots theater play, where combine some 
robotics and artificial intelligence techniques to provide a complete program. The let 
the roots read some text dynamically generated by the public, performed small pieces 
and even sketch some drawing of someone from the audience. In their paper, it is not 
clear how the plays are interpreted, but it seems everything is programmed from start 
to end. In our case, instead of programming the whole play, we rely on a declarative 
representation of the play. This approach allows for the dynamic generation and 
modification of the play by other software. Also, artists can define their own plays in 
a simple way and the system, including the robots, will perform them. This opens a 
wide variety of applications of this system, as short comedy plays, product 
presentations, or companion robots. As future work, we would like to link this system 
with tools for automatic narrative compositions, in order to automatically generate 
plays and interpret them. 
 
Acknowledgements. This work has been partially supported by Spanish MICINN 
project TIN2011-2765-C03-02. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the novel humanoid postural control (PC) 
architecture for the humanoid robot TEO. It is outlined the high level and 
human inspired system for improving task performance. The study of the 
human PC system has inspired all processes involved in the control system. The 
information coming from sensors is interpreted applying neurophysics concepts 
and, then, the resulting perceptual parameters are applied for task performance 
improvement. The new PC system is an anticipative module complementing an 
existing reactive subsystem. This design tries to replicate the operation of the 
human case. In this way, the reactions can be more complex and higher 
perturbations levels can be overcome.  

1 Introduction 

Lots of human-like mechanical designs have been developed during last fifty years, 
from first prototype Wabot-1 [1] to cutting-edge humanoid robots ASIMO [2], HUBO 
[3] and HRP-3 [4]. From a mechanical point of view, the development of these robots 
has taken the advantage of leading technologies existing in their time but the concepts 
used were based on traditional mechanical solutions. For instance, joint designs have 
been mainly created with rotary motors joined to mechanical transmissions to increase 
velocity and torque at their output. But mechanical limitations and the desire of high 
human appearance favour the searching for new solutions for the humanoid robot 
design. In this sense, the field of bionics seeks to design technology by mimicking the 
salient features of biological structures [5]. Lessons learned from bionics state that 
success of natural inspired designs relies on effective embodiment: on clever 
morphology and use of material properties [6]. Taking this in account, it is obvious 
that it is necessary to develop new human inspired technologies to enable this 
embodiment. In this way, full body humanoid robot development has been slowing 
down during last decade and the mechatronics research efforts have been redirected to 
solve more focused problems: artificial muscles, advanced materials, etc. 

It has been demonstrated the feasibility of building full body humanoid robots. 
However, it has been recently paid attention to the second main issue involved in 
human being replication: the imitation of human behaviour.  
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This paper presents a different point of view when talking about the development 
of control architectures for humanoid robots. Specifically, the postural control (PC) 
architecture proposed is inspired by the study of the human PC system. The research 
carried out shows that there are two main sub-systems involved in human PC: a 
reactive one, and other predictive or anticipatory. The aim of the work is to replicate 
these control systems for the humanoid robot TEO. In this way, the work has been 
oriented to establish a predictive system complementing the reactive existing one. 

The anticipative control system has been analysed in the human case and it has 
been extrapolated to the architecture for controlling the humanoid robot TEO. The 
operation of this control system is based on the composition of sensorial perceptions; 
then, the evaluation of the resulting stimulus through the use of the psychophysics 
theory of the surprise and, finally, the creation of events that can be used for 
activating determined motor reaction strategies (synergies).     

The performance of the anticipative system for PC is being tested through 
simulations and the application of the results in the humanoid robot TEO from the 
RoboticsLab research group in the Systems Engineering and Automation Department 
from the Carlos III University of Madrid. 

2 Principles of Human Posture Control  

The PC correspond to a complex motor response that involves the integration of a 
variety of sensorial information, elaboration and execution of movement patterns [7]. 
The human PC system is continuously being developed from birth and it is critically 
influenced by sensor system maturation and the development of the Central Nervous 
System (CNS). During the growth process, humans learn to control posture by means 
of experience acquired in response to sensorial inputs. So, the human posture control 
system is basically composed by a sensor input system which collects information, an 
integration system which process this information, and an end-effector system which 
performs the movements to keep the right posture (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Basic human PC system components 
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PC is performed continuously because it is the foundation of any kind of task. That 
is, one task can be considered as a sequence of controlled and learned postures. 
During the execution of each posture of the sequence, the sensorial inputs are 
evaluated to generate appropriate CNS stimuli that are transmitted to the neural 
processor centres. Depending on the result of the evaluation, different levels of PC 
could be fired if it would be necessary. These reactions are classified in reflex, 
automatic or voluntary movements depending on the response velocity required. 

Table 1. Properties of the three motor systems in balance movement control 

 Motor System 
Reflex Automatic Voluntary 

Activation External stimulus External stimulus External stimulus 
Self-generator 

Role in PC Muscle force 
regulation 

Resist disturbances Purposeful 
movements 

Latency Fixed 20-60ms Fixed, 130-170ms Variable >150ms 
 
Another factor influencing response velocity is the operation type of the human PC 

system. There exist two basic modes of operation of the system when a disturbance is 
detected: reactive and predictive. Specifically, this paper is centered on the study of 
the predictive PC mechanism, in which the sensorial inputs are used to predict the 
possible consequences from perturbations. According to the human system operation, 
the main function of this predictive system is preparing the effector system to apply a 
reaction. It is essential when higher level disturbances are detected or faster reactions 
are required than the feedback control loop can manage or trigger.  

2.1 Basic Operational Mechanisms of the Human Postural Control System  

Different theories were developed in the past to explain how the human body controls 
its posture. But nowadays, PC has been oriented to a systemic point of view. Today 
researchers recognize that PC is complex and context-dependent and that all levels of 
the nervous system must be examined to account for this complexity [8]. Although 
some controversy exists regarding the range of subsystems involved, there is general 
agreement that the neurological system, the musculoskeletal system, the sensory 
system, the environmental context, and the task demands are important contributors to 
PC [9].  

Besides relying on their feedback systems, humans also maintain balance using 
anticipatory motor actions. During human movement, two control actions are 
performed continuously and in parallel: movement and PC. Meanwhile movement 
control system commands body limbs position, the PC performs actions to maintain 
balance taking in account the proprioceptive information. Fig. 2 shows this basic idea, 
but this control system is defective in the sense that it only provides information about 
the feedforward anticipative and feedback reactive postural adjustments produced by 
voluntary movements. 
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Fig. 2. Postural adjustment scheme from [10] 

It is important to state that posture and movement are close related but they are 
essentially different. From a biomechanical point of view, the movement can be 
described as the combination of motor gestures. Purposeful or voluntary motor acts 
are performed moving one or several body segments towards a goal [11]; meanwhile 
other segments must be positioned in order to regain posture and equilibrium. It is 
ease to point out that voluntary movements are one source of postural perturbations.  

Therefore, posture poses a static and dynamic dual nature. The former, static or 
postural fixation, is a local mechanism to maintain the body segments in stationary 
positions against internal (e.g. weight) or external forces (e.g. load ported) [12]. The 
latter, dynamic posture component is the continuous looking for keeping the desired 
target according to the task performed. 

2.2 Sensorimotor Integration in Postural Control 

To maintain PC during both static and dynamic situations, individuals rely on their 
sensory systems (visual, vestibular and somatosensory) to provide information such as 
their limbs locations and movement with respect to the surrounding environment. The 
CNS then interprets the sensory information and commands the musculoskeletal  
systems to adjust the body parts position trying to keep a desired or stable posture. 
However, since human beings are constantly interacting with their surroundings, one 
must not ignore the environment when studying PC. The influence of environmental 
factors such as light conditions, concurrent distracting factors, special surface 
characteristics, etc. are affecting the requirements to the PC. Similarly, it is easily 
understood that the PC demands during the task of walking and other locomotive 
activities are different from the demands when humans perform manipulation tasks 
(Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. PC is influenced by factors related to the individual, the task, and the environment 
adapted from [13] 
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Since PC has been defined as the control of the body’s position in space, it must be 
performed adjusting parameters such as centre of mass, base of support, joint 
momentum, etc. The adjustments are counterbalancing actions of the limbs, the head 
and the trunk influenced by the muscular strength, previous experience, etc.  

2.3 Interpretation of Sensorial Incomes for Postural Control 

One key point of the human PC system is the way in which the disturbances are 
sensed and how this perception commands body reactions. Using psychophysical 
principles, it is possible to model these disturbances as unexpected events or surprise 
events produced depending on the task context [14].  

Since surprise depends on the ‘unexpectedness’ of the stimulus [15], at least the 
three following layers and each corresponding test must be distinguished in order to 
provide an exhaustive model of surprisingness generated by expectation failure [16].  

• Mismatch-based Surprise: based on sensory-motor expectations, it is 
generated by the mismatch between active knowledge and disturbance 
perception, exceeding some threshold value [17], [18] (function of 
Unexpectedness). It is based on some form of 'statistical' learning [19] and its 
intensity is function of the degree of certainty and the value of the goal. 

• Passive Prediction-based Surprise: surprise results from a conflict or 
inconsistency between the updated set of knowledge and the perceived 
sensation [15]. Passive expectations are formed after the surprising event has 
occurred [20]. 

• Implausibility-based Surprise: This refers to those (quite numerous) 
situations in which the input proposition expresses information related to 
non-existent knowledge (function of Incredulity). 

Summarizing, capture surprise events or feeling surprise seems to play several 
functions: 

• Redirecting attention on the mismatching facts, concentrating cognitive 
processing resources on them. 

• Activating resources for possible practical activity; physical arousal, bodily 
preparation for fast reaction.  

• There are also long term effects (and functions) of the perceived surprise for 
a bad prediction (e.g. increasing controls before and during the actions). 

2.4 Motor Strategies Used in Postural Control   

The motor reactions during PC have been extensively studied in order to try to 
understand the mechanisms that humans use to overcome any kind of ‘postural 
perturbation’. One of the main conclusions is the existence of learned patterns that are  
automatically triggered in response to determined stimuli. These patterns are called 
motor strategies or ‘synergies’ (e.g. [21], [22]). According to Sherrington, the control 
of the movement related to the synergies is composed by a reflex motor unit above the 
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voluntary motor unit. Such reflex movements are organised more naturally into 
collective functional units defined over groups of muscles and joints [23]. By the 
other side, Bernstein suggests that a restricted number of programs may underlie most 
of our behaviour. 

For any given perturbation, one or more muscle synergies may be activated so that 
their combined influences define the resulting muscle activation pattern [24]. 
Extending the concept, complex synergies can be in general considered as programs 
for controlling some distinctive motor performance extended in space and time, built 
upon basic synergies of coordinated reflexes as substrate [25]. In summary, the 
establishment of a synergy is based on a common assumption that regularity in the 
behaviour of a set of elements is a sufficient sign to claim an existence of a synergy 
[26]. 

3 The Humanoid Anticipative Postural Control Architecture  

The human PC system, outlined in previous sections, is the result of millions of years 
of evolution. Its complex operation and physiology are still being researched and they 
are far from being completely understood. Although technology evolution is much 
faster than biology evolution, the same problems must be addressed and they are 
continuously under development. The main studies regarding physiology and human 
behaviour date back the turn of 20th Century. The advances achieved in the 
knowledge of the human organism during the last decades have made possible a better  
understanding of the underlying mechanisms that produce the different human 
behaviours. There is a variety of human behaviours and their classification is 
complex. Attending to their nature, behaviours can be classified as innate or learned.  

Innate or instinctive behaviours will be those, conscious or unconscious, that have 
a biological and genetic basis, are performed naturally, and are reinforced by practice. 
The human being has acquired this kind of innate behaviours thanks to thousands 
years of evolution, and they are “hard-wired” in the CNS. In general, instinctive 
behaviours are considered as “pre-programmed" responses triggered by external 
stimuli. They usually fit into one of the following categories [27]: 

• Reflex: it is the most basic innate behaviour. Correspond to the basic reflex 
arc involving only a few neurons. 

• Orientation behaviours: they are coordinated movements like walking, etc. 
• Kinesis: it is a change on the speed of movement or a change rate of turn 

which are directly proportional to the stimuli intensity. 
• Taxis: it is a movement directly toward (positive) or away from (negative) a 

stimulus. 

Learned behaviours are skills acquired or modified by the experience resulting 
from a learning procedure. Taking this into account, it is obvious to conclude that 
innate and learned behaviours are close related by means of experience. The human 
being acquires new skills and knowledge through trial and error, observation of other 
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individuals or memory of past events.  In general, learned behaviours will always be 
[27]: 

• Non-heritable: behaviour acquired only through observation or experience. 
• Extrinsic: it is caused by social interaction. 
• Permutable: pattern or sequence may change over time. 
• Adaptable:  it is capable of modification to suit changing conditions. 
• Progressive: subject to improvement or refinement through practice. 

The better understanding of the human PC system operation has enabled the 
development of a large number of control schemes in cybernetic/robotic and 
biomechanical fields. In the former, theoretical and experimental situations as 
standing posture and free fall [28], walking [29], run-to-walk and vice versa [30], 
[31], have been studied considering static or dynamic 2D/3D problems. In the latter 
field, studies are focused on experimental postural analysis [32], organization of the 
PC [33] or biomechanical modelling to study PC [34], gait initiation [35], 
musculoskeletal control [36] or jumping [37].  

These works are contributions for a better human motor behaviour understanding. 
These studies deal more generally with the selection of strategies to balance the 
external perturbation (force and moment) acting on the human structure. In these 
cases, the matter under control is the desirable posture during and after the 
performance of a voluntary movement. From the initial posture, the movement is  
the succession of instantaneous postures subjected to external perturbations. Then, the 
reactions against these perturbations are computed and deployed according to the 
response velocity required and the origin of the disturbance.      

The development of humanlike machines has motivated a deeper research in 
human PC systems. Early developments of humanoid prototypes were built to 
research the first postural problem humans must face up in the first year of their life: 
the equilibrium maintenance. The increase in computer processing power has enabled 
the fast development of these prototypes and the construction of full size humanoid 
platforms, which are able of performing complex postural tasks. 

The step up in mechatronics and computing has favoured the development of high 
complexity control schemes and their transformation into ‘human inspired’ control 
systems. The final goal of these control schemes is to imitate the human behaviour as 
much as possible.  

This human inspiration has caused a change in how the researcher considers the 
humanoid platform. The humanoid robot was only a mechatronic platform to test 
tasks and control schemes. Now, new robotic platforms have been developed to study 
the cognitive aspect of the human nature. In these platforms, the understanding of 
cognition and the analysis of how humans perceive the environment, how they 
interact within it and how the information is processed and applied, are the key point 
of control.  This is one of the reasons why techniques, derived from the study of 
human behaviour, are taking more importance in PC. Genetic algorithms, neuro-fuzzy 
controllers, etc. used in Artificial Intelligence are being applied in control, due to their 
similarity with real human processing.  

During the last decade, the RoboticsLab research group has been introduced in the 
development of humanoid robots. The prototype RH-1 [38], [39], [40] was the first 
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Table 2. Human vs. humanoid exoceptive perception 

Exoceptive Humanoid System Exoceptive Human System 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) Vestibular System 

Force / Torque Sensors (F/T) Muscles / Skin 
Vision (3D cameras) Vision 

 
The proprioceptive perception measures the internal body status. The sensorial data 

is provided by joint position and velocity sensors (Table 3).  

Table 3. Human vs. humanoid proprioceptive perception 

Proprioceptive Humanoid System Proprioceptive Human System 
Relative Encoder Joint Velocity 
Absolute Encoder Joint Position 

 
The result of the sensor data evaluation depends highly on the task being performed. 

It means that the resulting perception will not be the same if the task performed is, for 
instance, pure manipulation or pure locomotion. It is the task oriented perceptual 
system which filters the information and uses it in the proper way. Taking this into 
account, two premises can be established for TEO robot perceptual evaluation: 

• Same sensorial inputs will produce different perception depending on the 
task performed. 

• Exoceptive and proprioceptive perceptions will be composed by different 
sensorial sources depending on the task performed. 

The first premise means, following psychophysical principles, that the processor 
centres filters the sensorial information to speed the result of the evaluation up and to 
produce an accurate response (detection, identification, discrimination and scaling). 
Second premise remarks the task dependant nature of the perception production as 
well. For instance, the use of data related with equilibrium is unnecessary in a 
manipulation task when the robot is seated.  

Summarizing, not all information might be used in all cases and the information 
might not be applied in the same way in every task. Fig. 7 shows the modules in 
charge of perceptive evaluation in TEO control architecture. Sensations composed by 
the information captured by sensory devices are evaluated forming the proprioceptive 
and exoceptive perceptions. Both sets of perceptual information is then available in 
the system to be used depending of the PC necessities.  

3.4 Surprise Generation 

It has been described how sensory information can be processed and converted into 
perceptions. They are parameters that relate posture and sensorial incomes. In this 
stage the main problem is how to apply all this information in PC.   
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3.5 Behaviour Decision System 

At this stage, there has been described how perturbations are perceived by the 
sensorial system. After that, it has been introduced the system which transforms 
sensations into ‘understandable’ information (perceptions). At last, perceptual 
information is interpreted and converted into surprise events that will be used by the 
control system to act against perturbations.  

However, the anticipated actions deployed by the decision system can be defined 
as reactions against future consequences evoked by sensorial stimuli. That is, given a 
determinate task, it is possible to know so the correct behaviour as the deviation 
caused by determined perturbations. It means that the perceptual knowledge will drive 
the decision because the consequence of the perturbation is previously known. Then, 
it is possible to say that the anticipative PC system reacts against the future task state. 

Therefore, inside the behaviour decision module, the surprise events are processed 
to decide: 

• If any kind of future action or reaction is needed. 
• The kind of reaction that would be the most appropriate. 
• How the selected reaction should be performed. 

By means of evaluating the information from active and passive expectations 
(surprise events), it can be determined if a reaction might be selected and executed. 
The reaction is selected among all available motor synergies related with the 
corresponding task. These synergies are motion patterns that will be filled in using the 
results from the expectations evaluation (surprise task parameters). The outcome of 
this module will be a parameterized synergy that could be executed to enhance PC.  

4 Conclusions 

This paper presents the novel high level PC architecture for the humanoid robot TEO. 
Specifically, it has been exposed the guidelines for the development of the new 
human inspired anticipative system. It has been outlined the human PC system as 
design basis of a novel humanoid anticipative control system. From perturbations and 
sensation detection to control signal generation, the new control system established 
taking into account the way human’s body performs these processes. This high level 
architecture is the framework to develop all necessary human reasoning inspired sub-
systems to process task information.  
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Abstract. In this paper we analyze the issues surrounding the European 
Proposal for General Data Protection Regulation and the adaptation of law to 
the technical capabilities that have an impact on privacy. We start by 
analyzing the new capabilities of robotic machines and the involvement of 
new stakeholders as engineers, designers and manufacturers. Then we present 
the challenges of M2M relationships and the risks of being detected through 
devices. Next, we discuss the need to incorporate some concepts such as 
‘pseudonym”, anonymous processing and legal profiling. We also argue that 
law needs technical standards and we foresee that engineers, designers and 
manufacturers will not have a neutral role. Future regulation should ensure 
some guidelines for privacy safe robots, and guarantee privacy and freedom 
in a technological world. 

Keywords: personal data, identification, profiling, M2M relationships, privacy 
impact assessment, privacy by design, privacy by default. 

1 New Objects, New Features, New Stakeholders  

In the information society, robots can really improve people’s lives. Devices 
interacting between machines and people are more and more common. Some of 
them can work without identifying people: in principle, they are not risky from the 
point of view of privacy. But many other utilities provided by robotic machines rely 
on a device closely related to a person associated to online identifiers. Devices can 
be used to track or to single out persons. When behavioural profiles are related with 
an individual, or even when somebody fits into a profile, there is a privacy question: 
the service provider (data controller) has to comply with legal requirements. It is 
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worth noting that the legal framework1 protects fundamental rights: privacy and 
data protection2. 

Let’s think for a moment about some utilities provided by robotic machines: 

─ Devices providing information about surrounding services and locations, based on 
geolocation. 

─ Systems used to monitor certain services in smart cities (for instance, Bicing, a 
bicycle rental service allowing the control of when and where bikes are used); or to 
monitor behaviour, if relevant to set the terms of a relationship (for instance, YCar, 
a car insurance policy where price depends on the driving style, detected by 
computerized systems). 

─ Equipment with sensors used for employee identification or building access 
(identification by smart cards, biometric data or a combination of both).  

─ Robots designed to make life easier for people with disabilities (they memorize 
customs and health needs or are connected with an external helpdesk) or, simply, 
to be able to check sports performance. 

Clearly, robotization brings huge benefits. It is necessary to comply with law not 
only to avoid liability and sanctions, but also to ensure secure exploitation. Trust is a 
benefit both for industry and users. 

There are different kinds of players involved in these new situations. Laws on data 
protection focus only on data subjects and controllers. The “data subject” means an 
identified natural person, who can be identified, directly or indirectly, by means 
reasonably likely to be used by the controller or by any other natural or legal person. 
The “controller” means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any 
other body which determine the purposes, conditions and means of the processing of 
personal data. But actually there are more stakeholders involved. It is true that 
designers and manufacturers are not responsible for the use given to the goods they 
produce: the data controller (provider of geolocation services, health services, etc.) 
remains responsible for the legal processing of personal data.  

 
 
 

                                                           
1 Spanish regulation: Ley Orgánica 15/1999, de 13 diciembre, de Protección de datos de 

carácter personal; and Real Decreto 1720/2007, de 21 de diciembre, por el que se aprueba el 
Reglamento de desarrollo de la Ley Orgánica 15/1999. 

European regulation: Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 
data and on the free movement of such data; Directive 2002/58/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 on privacy and electronic communications 
(Directive on privacy and electronic communications), amended by Directive 2009/136/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009. 

2 We can state that privacy is a concept ('decisional autonomy') wider than data protection (a 
means to ensure privacy): see Rouvroy, A. and Poullet, Y.: The right to informational self-
determination and the value of self-development. Reassessing the importance of privacy for 
democracy. In: Reinventing Dara Protection?, Gutwirth, S., Poullet, Y., De Hert, P., De 
Terwange, C., Nouwt, S. (edit.), Spinger, Heidelberg (2009). 
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Recently, the proposal for General Data Protection Regulation3 has taken an 
important step forward and introduces the concept of “data protection by design and 
by default” (art. 23 PRGDP). It still remains a duty of the controller to implement 
appropriate technical and organizational measures and procedures in such a way that 
the processing will meet the requirements of the law. It is clear that this goal needs the 
collaboration of designers and manufacturers. In this article we consider technology 
as an emerging key element to protect privacy. ‘Privacy friendly technology’ is not a 
new idea but, finally, a reference to privacy by design can be explicitly found in a 
law4. This means that law should seek the cooperation of the industry to meet the 
technical requirements and to reinvent legal normativity5. 

2 M2M Relationships: Robots Detecting People as an Object 

The examples above show how the system is able to allocate consequences to people 
when detecting them. Sometimes terminals are absolutely related to a person (smart 
phones, devices controlling medication) but sometimes they are only related to an 
identifier without a clear relationship with somebody; however, in the latter case, a 
new event can relate the identifier with an individual: for example when paying for an 
item equipped with a tag with a credit card6. What’s more, tags are able to connect the 
device holder with external data stored in the cloud. We can conclude that robots 
detect individuals as an object and that their information is retrieved and crossed, and 
always remains available.  

The main feature of M2M relationships is the activation of automatic connections 
between the environment and devices which can finally be matched with an 
individual. Objects are able to interoperate and enable processing. There are two main 
consequences. First, the processing system is proactive and has an amazing effect: 
readers are true gateways to a single channel collecting, delocalizing and processing 
personal data; the digital person, increasingly transparent, loses control of his own 
                                                           
3 Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals 

with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data 
(General Data Protection Regulation). Brussels, 25.1.2012, COM (2012) 11 final, 2012/0011 
(COD). http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/ 
201305/20130508ATT65776/20130508ATT65776EN.pdf 

4 Art. 14.3 Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy and electronic communications (Directive on 
privacy and electronic communications) already contained a reference to the influence of 
technology: “Where required, measures may be adopted to ensure that terminal equipment is 
constructed in a way that is compatible with the right of users to protect and control the use of 
their personal data, in accordance with Directive 1999/5/EC and Council Decision 87/95/EEC 
of 22 December 1986 on standardization in the field of information technology and 
communications”. 

5 Hildebrandt, M: A Vision of Ambient Law. In: Regulating Technologies, p. 185, Ed. Roger 
Brownsword and Karin Yeung, Oxford, Hart (2008): “Facing life in a digitalised world, in 
intelligent environments with hybrid multi-agent systems, with real time monitoring and real 
time adaptation to one’s inferred preferences, legal normativity will have to be reinvented”. 

6 See Art. 29 WP Opinion nº 13/2011, adopted on 16 May 2011 (WP 185) on Geolocation 
services on smart mobile devices, p. 9, http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-
protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/ 
files/2011/wp185_en.pdf  
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privacy, for the benefit of the controller. Second, this processing is not even 
imaginable: while some forms of electronic communication (now "conventional" such 
as Internet) involve invisible treatment7, the Internet of Things involves unimaginable 
processing related to the most everyday acts. The system creates a continuous cycle of 
observation and people voluntarily participate with everyday microdecisions. 

So, the mere fact of living in society provides personal information about us. 
Acting through devices leaves an ineffaceable and reusable track that even makes it 
possible to locate the holder and to send him a decision related to his profile. This 
processing can not only discriminate (the individual is submitted to decision-makers) 
but also can standardize asymmetry between individuals (ignoring the processing) and 
controllers (able to use information)8.  We are dealing with a system of collective 
informational risk because tracking is embedded in social behaviour. There are three 
main threats: tracking and geographic surveillance (readers revealing the holder’s 
identity), profiling (identity is linked to a profile embedded in a tag or maintained in 
the cloud) and, finally, action. As Weinberg says referent to RFID, after learning a 
person's identity “people or devices associated with the reader network can take 
actions regarding that person (…) based on their knowledge of who the subject is and 
what he or she is like”9. 

Looking again at the previous examples, we can analyse the kind of tracks left by 
users and the purposes they can be used for: 

─ For instance, a weather information service involves location data (processed by 
service provider); when matched with login data (processed by the operating 
system) they reveal the places I visit and can be used to send new information. 

─ By using smart cards to control a bike service, the provider records when and 
where you take or return your bike and therefore the circuits you make and their 
frequency. Personal habits are information that may be used against you. 

─ By using facial recognition patterns, it is possible to identify the same person in 
other environments. Moreover, physical data provides anonymous profiles to 
match people, for example, to deny entry into a building.  

─ Equipment to help people with disabilities reveals health or physical data. Let’s 
think for a moment about asthma inhalers detecting overuse or pill boxes indicating 
the date of replacement: the provider knows outstandingly sensitive data which 
could be used by an insurance company. 

When robots do not use personal data, privacy law does not interfere with industry 
(for instance, a device only designed to warn of danger when detecting human 
presence). There is a privacy issue when robots are able to identify a bystander or 
even a device.  

                                                           
7 See Art. 29 WP Recommendation 1/99 on Invisible and Automatic Processing of Personal 

Data on the Internet Performed by Software and Hardware, 23.02.1999 (WP 17), 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/1999/
wp17en.pdf 

8 See Solove, D. J.: The Digital Person. Technology and Privacy in the Information Age, p. 41, 
New York University Press, New York – London (2004): “the problem with databases and 
the practices currently associated with them is that they disempower people”. 

9 See Weinberg, J.: Tracking RFID. 3 ISJLP, I/S A Journal of Law and Policy for the 
Information Society, p. 811 (2007-2008). 
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3 New Challenges: Pseudonyms, Anonymous Processing and 
Profiling 

The examples above illustrate that tracking devices set up new data. It is no longer 
necessary to identify a person to contact a device, perhaps itself linked to a profile10. 
New technical possibilities have raised the need to adapt the legal framework. The 
current concept of personal data means “any information relating to an identified or 
identifiable natural person”; and an identifiable person is “one who can be identified, 
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one 
or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or 
social identity” (art. 2.a Directive 95/46/EC). But identification does not remain 
necessary to contact a device. This has been noticed by some documents: it is worth 
noting the Art. 29 Working Party Opinion 4/2007, on the concept of personal data 
(20-062007, WP 136)11 and the 29 WP Opinion 01/2012 on the data protection reform 
proposals (23-03-2012, WP 191) encouraging to introduce explicitly the concept of 
pseudonymised data in the future European Regulation12. 

Recital 24 of the Proposal for General Data Protection Regulation considers that 
online identifiers provided by devices, applications, tools and protocols are not 
necessarily considered personal data in all circumstances (because the traces they 
leave can only be used if combined with unique identifiers and other information). 
However, the Draft Report on the Proposal by the Committee on Civil Liberties, 
Justice and Home Affairs (European Parliament, 17.12.2012) proposes many 
corrections and considers that the Regulation should be applicable to identifiers 
because it is impossible to know whether, in the future, some identifiers will make it 
possible to single out people. The Committee promotes ‘pseudonyms’ because they 
allow the singling out of people without identifying them. The consent to data 
processing in the form of pseudonyms may be given by automated means using a 
technical standard which allows the data subject to clearly express his or her wishes 
without collecting identification data13. This “Do Not Track” solution combines the 
                                                           
10 The concept of contactability comes with the Directive 2002/58/CE on privacy and 

electronic communications. Traffic and location data are both required to convey or to 
indicate the position of a terminal. In both cases, the issue is the connection to a terminal. 
See Recital 14 and 15 of the Directive 2002/58/CE. We can add that the MAC address of a 
WiFi access point, in combination with its calculated location, shows the location of his 
owner see Art. 29 WP Opinion nº 13/2011, adopted on 16 May 2011 on Geolocation 
services on smart mobile devices (WP185), 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-9/ 
documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2011/wp185_en.pdf 

11  This Opinion focuses on the relationship between objects and individuals and the capability to 
identify individuals making "unique combinations" or analyzing retraceable pseudonymised 
data. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/ 
wpdocs/2007/wp136_en.pdf 

12  http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/ 
documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2012/wp191_en.pdf  

13 See Amendments nº 85 and nº 105. Proposed art. 4. 2. a) defines 'pseudonym' as “a unique 
identifier which is specific to one given context and which does not permit the direct 
identification of a natural person, but allows the singling out of a data subject”. 
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use of pseudonyms and technical resources to avoid tracking related to an identity14. 
But still, it will be possible to contact a device when you cannot identify the owner.  

Finally, what about anonymous profiles? Robotic systems use anonymous factions 
or behaviours to predict concrete attitudes. Physical appearance or movements can be 
used as anonymous data to make discriminatory decisions on "dissident" or "right" 
people (for instance, refuse entry to somebody matching the profile of a “suspect”). 
The amended Proposal of General Regulation suggests a definition of “profiling” in a 
new art. 4.3.b) as “any form of automated processing of personal data intended to 
evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural person or to analyse or predict in 
particular that natural person’s performance at work, economic situation, location, 
health, personal preferences, reliability or behaviour”15.  

The new Regulation reinforces the right to not be subject to profiling or measures 
based on profiling by means of automated processing. Such measures should only be 
allowed when expressly authorised by law, carried out in the course of entering or 
performance of a contract, or when the data subject has given his consent (proposal of 
amendment of art. 20). The controller must disclose the existence of profiling and 
measures based on it; and the profiling activities shall not include or generate any 
special data (inter alia, data revealing race or ethnic origin, political opinions, religion 
or beliefs, genetic data or data concerning health or sex life). Measures based on 
profiling which produce legal effects concerning the data subject (or significantly 
affecting him) shall not be based solely on automated processing (proposal of 
amendment of art. 20.2.c). 

4 Legal Framework and Technical Regulation: Privacy Is Not 
the Problem but the Solution 

The principles of European regulation on personal data are still valid, but the law 
must be adapted to technical capabilities. The proposal for a General Regulation 
incorporates the role of technology. The first General Directive 95/46/EC is dated 
1995 and Directive 2002/58/EC, which includes technical references (identifiers, 
location data…), is only applied to public electronic communications providers. It is 
time to adapt the General Regulation and keep in mind technical factors. The Proposal 
includes technical aspects among the obligations of the data controller. This is an 
important development that adapts law to reality.  
                                                           
14 The Draft Report refers to the German solution in Telemedia Act of 26 February 2007 

(Federal Gazette I, p. 179), section 15.3: “For the purposes of advertising, market research or 
in order to design the telemedia in a needs-based manner, the service provider may produce 
profiles of usage based on pseudonyms to the extent that the recipient of the service does not 
object to this (…). These profiles of usage must not be collated with data on the bearer of the 
pseudonym”. 

15 Recital nº 21 states that a processing activity can be considered to ‘monitor’ data subjects, 
“when individuals are tracked on the internet or through other means (…) with the intention 
to use, or potential of subsequent use of data processing techniques which consist of applying 
a ‘profile’, particularly in order to take decisions concerning her or him or for analyzing or 
predicting her or his personal preferences, behaviors and attitudes”. 
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Apparently, only the service provider using robotic engines (the ‘data controller’) 
is responsible for law enforcement: designers and producers do not seem concerned16. 
Actually, the design of robotic machines creates default rules and their operation 
influences the processing of data in one way or another. Technical standards involve 
designers and manufacturers because they are responsible for incorporating privacy 
rules. Their role is essential to fulfill privacy standards because technology also has 
rule-making power17. 

Privacy should not be perceived as a problem but as a solution. Users’ and 
controllers’ trust is essential to incorporate robotic machines into social life. 
Increasingly, privacy is an issue of interest because people are worried about how the 
use of certain devices threatens personal freedom. And providers who use robots want 
to know if they are designed to withstand law enforcement. Technical standards are 
an instrument to ensure compliance with the law and give confidence to markets. 
Therefore designers and manufacturers will not have a neutral role18. 

This evidence has been highlighted by Art. 29 WP Opinion 02/2013, on apps on 
smart devices, adopted on 27 February 2013 (WP 202)19. The Opinion warns that “a 
high risk to data protection also stems from the degree of fragmentation between the 
many players in the app development landscape”, including app developers and 
Operating System and device manufacturers (OS and device manufacturers). The 
Opinion also highlights the necessity to cooperate among them20. 
                                                           
16  As the Art. 29 WP Opinion 02/2013, on apps on smart devices, adopted on 27 February 

2013 (WP 202) warns: “The OS and device manufacturers should also be considered as data 
controllers (and where relevant, as joint controllers) for any personal data which is 
processed for their own purposes such as the smooth running of the device, security etc. 
This would include user generated data (e.g. user details at registration), data automatically 
generated by the device (e.g. if the device has a ‘phone home’ functionality for its 
whereabouts) or personal data processed by the OS or device manufacturer resulting from 
the installation or use of apps”. 

17 See Reidenberg, J. R.: Lex informatica: the formulation of information policy rules through 
technology. Tex. L. Rev. 76, p. 553 (1997–1998); Trudel, P.: Lex electronica, 
http://www.chairelrwilson.ca/cours/drt3808/Lexelectronicatrudel.pdf, p.10; Ulatowski, L. 
M.: Recent developments in RFID technology: weighing utility against potential privacy 
concerns.  ISJLP I/S (2007–2008); Schmidt, J. M.: RFID and privacy: living in perfect 
harmony. Rutgers Comp. Tech. L. J. 34, p. 260 (2007–2008); A. Sanfeliu, M.R. Llácer, M. 
Gramunt, A. Punsola and Y. Yoshimura, Influence of the Privacy Issue in the Deployment 
and Design of Networking Robots in European Urban Areas. Advanced Robotics, 24 (2010). 

18 Trudel, P.: Privacy protection on the Internet: risk management and networked normativity. 
In: Reinventing Dara Protection?, Gutwirth, S., Poullet, Y., De Hert, P., De Terwange, C., 
Nouwt, S. (edit.), Springer, Heidelberg (2009). 

19  http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/ 
documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2013/wp202_en.pdf 

20  See Art. 29 WP Opinion 02/2013, on apps on smart devices, p. 2: “Most conclusions and 
recommendations in this Opinion are aimed at app developers (in that they have the greatest 
control over the precise manner in which the processing is undertaken or information 
presented within the app), but often, in order for them to achieve the highest standards of 
privacy and data protection, they have to collaborate with other parties in the app ecosystem. 
This is particularly important with regard to security, where the chain of multiple actors is 
only as strong as its weakest link”. 
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5 Guidelines for Privacy Safe Robots 

As we have seen, robotic machines should allow the use of pseudonyms and facilitate 
legal profiling. These examples show that it is important to think about design and 
technical duties from the perspective of law enforcement. Services providers and 
customers expect it to be so. It is normal to forecast safety standards to avoid legal 
responsibilities for damages (for example, a robot injures somebody). But to respect 
fundamental rights, it is important to adapt the law to technical environments and 
afford privacy friendly machines. Surely, this approach is more familiar to engineers 
than to lawyers.  

The proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation points to three main duties 
regarding security: data protection by design and by default, data protection impact 
assessment (PIA), and the establishment of data protection certification mechanisms, 
seals and marks (arts. 23, 33 and 39 PGDPR).  

The Regulation states the principle of ‘data protection by design and by default’, 
highly desired by some scholars21 and ‘Art. 29 WP’22. In accordance with art.23 
PGDPR, the controller shall implement appropriate technical and organizational 
measures and procedures in such a way that the processing will meet the requirements 
of the Regulation. This means that any service provided by robotic machines shall be 
organized ensuring the recipients’ privacy. Also, the controller shall implement 
mechanisms for ensuring that, by default, only personal data which is necessary for 
each specific purpose of the processing is processed, and is especially not collected or 
retained beyond the minimum necessary. The European Commission may lay down 
technical standards for these requirements. Default privacy means that the normal 
operation of the machines should not encourage excessive use of data according to the 
law. This relates to the principle of proportionality: if personal data are not essential 
for a performance, it is better not to process them.  

The Regulation sets out the duty for the controller (or the processor acting on the 
controller's behalf) to carry out a privacy impact assessment of the envisaged 
processing operations where they present specific risks to the rights and freedoms of 
individuals (art. 33 PGDPR). Some operations are considered to present specific risks: 

                                                           
21

 See Cavoukian, A.: Privacy by design… take the challenge, p. 25, http: // www. 
privacybydesign.ca/publications.htm; see also Kenny, S. and Borking, J.: The Value of 
Privacy Engineering. The Journal of Information, Law and Technology (2002): they define 
“Privacy-Enhancing Technologies” (PETs) as a “coherent system of ICT measures that 
protect privacy by eliminating or reducing personal data or by preventing unnecessary 
and/or undesired processing (and storage) of personal data, all without losing the 
functionality of the system”, http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/law/elj/jilt/2002_1/kenny/ 

22  See the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on 
Promoting Data Protection by Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs), Brussels, 2.5.2007 
COM(2007) 228 final, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007: 
0228:FIN:EN:PDF the Recommendation of 12.5.2009, on The implementation of privacy and 
data protection principles in applications supported by radio-frequency identification, 
Brussels, 12.5.2009 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32009 
H0387:EN:HTML and the Art. 29 WP Opinion 9/2011 on the revised Industry Proposal for a 
Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment Framework for RFID Applications (WP 180) 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2011/wp180_en.pdf 
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we can emphasize automated processing involving a systematic and extensive 
evaluation of personal aspects or for analysing or predicting the economic situation, 
location, health, personal preferences, reliability or behaviour, which produce legal 
effects concerning the individual or significantly affecting him23. The assessment 
shall contain a general description of the envisaged operations, an assessment of the 
risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects, the measures envisaged to address 
the risks, safeguards, security measures and mechanisms. The PIA is a duty before 
marketing a product and some companies are already offering this service in 
anticipation of the Regulation coming into force24.  

Finally, the Member States of the European Union shall encourage the establishment 
of data protection certification mechanisms and of data protection seals and marks, 
allowing data subjects to quickly assess the level of data protection provided by 
controllers and processors (art. 39 PGDPR)25. Also, the Commission may lay down 
technical standards for certification and promote mechanisms and data protection seals 
and marks.  

Actually, these patterns are well known among designers and producers of 
machinery. We can mention the Directive 2006/42/EC of 17 May 2006, on 
machinery, and the Directive 2001/95/EC of 3 December 2001, on general product 
safety. The former provides the basis for the harmonisation of the essential health and 
safety requirements for machinery at European Union level, the latter ensures that 
products placed on the market are safe and do not present any risk (or only the 
minimum risks compatible with the product's use) considered to be unacceptable in 
view of maintaining a high level of protection for the health and safety of users.  

In the future, privacy will also become an element of product safety and a 
manufacturing aspect to be certified according to UE legal framework. According to 
the Directive 2001/95/EC, producers shall be obliged to place only safe products on 
the market. A product is presumed to be safe when it conforms to safety 
standards. The producers shall provide consumers with the relevant information 
enabling them to assess the risks inherent in a product and they shall inform the 
authorities when they know that a product that they have placed on the market poses 

                                                           
23  Consider also art. 33.2 b) PGDPR: “information on sex life, health, race and ethnic origin or 

for the provision of health care, epidemiological researches, or surveys of mental or 
infectious diseases, where the data are processed for taking measures or decisions regarding 
specific individuals on a large scale”, c): “monitoring publicly accessible areas, especially 
when using optic-electronic devices (video surveillance) on a large scale” and d): “personal 
data in large scale filing systems on children, genetic data or biometric data”. 

24
  See Microsoft GS1 EPC/RFID Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) Tool, http: //www. 

gs1.org/epcglobal/pia/. Referring to assessment of privacy risks under American law, see: 
http://www.dhs.gov/privacy-compliance. See also some International Standards on ISO 
web: http://www.iso.org/iso/home/search.htm?qt=PRIVACY&sort=rel&type=simple& 
published=on, and the guidelines regarding the security of mobile apps: ENISA 
"Smartphone Secure Development Guideline": http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/ 
Resilience-andCIIP/critical-applications/smartphone-security-1/smartphone-secure-
development-guidelines 

25  About seals and marks as fair information practices, see King, N. J.: When mobile phones 
are RFID equipped- finding E.U.- U.S. Solutions to protect consumer privacy and facilitate 
mobile commerce. 15 Mich. Telecomm. & Tech. L. Rev., pp. 201-202 (2008-2009). 
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risks to the consumer. The Commission has laid down a European network of 
administrative cooperation (RAPEX) that enables the exchange of information and a 
joint surveillance and cooperation with regard to the tracing, withdrawal and recall of 
dangerous products. The Directive 2006/42/EC sets the EC declaration of conformity 
and the EC marking that ensure that machinery satisfies the relevant essential health 
and safety requirements relating to design and construction.  

All these measures should have a translation in the field of privacy. A secure 
processing depends on proper design. It is important to decide where the data will be 
stored (in devices, service provider’s systems, in the cloud) and how they are 
transferred, preventing a security-friendly environment and unauthorized access both in 
transit and when stored. In this sense, methods of user identification and authentication 
should be carefully designed and manufactured, through strong encryption algorithms 
and keys. End-users information is also important in order to allow proactivity: the user 
must be able to opt-in and to see what data are being processed and to selectively enable 
and disable permissions26. Devices should display icons and means to give information 
and have a proactive relationship with a device (‘kill switch’ technology to withdraw 
processing or to perform opt-in or opt-out options)27. 

6 Conclusions 

Privacy data protection needs technical normativity. The data subject’s consent to 
processing is not enough to guarantee privacy. The exercise of rights needs to be 
completed with appropriate technology standards. A European privacy mode should 
assess the privacy impact of robotic machines and avoid default options. In particular, 
it should facilitate the use of pseudonyms and the compliance of legal profiling and 
encryption. The collaboration of engineers and manufacturers is henceforth needed 
and leads to a new stage where privacy issues may be seen as a security solution 
rather than an obstacle preventing the development of technology. What’s more, note 
that standardization should not be limited to mere compliance with legal duties. The 
standardization should look for best practices. This is particularly true where law 
restricts protection to identifiable users but it is still possible to contact a device 
according to an anonymous pattern affecting the real user although not identifiable. 
We can state that design also builds trust and trust is a value exceeding the mere 
compliance with the law. 
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26 Art. 29 WP Opinion 02/2013 on apps on smart devices, p. 18. 
27 Hildner, L.: Defusing the threat of RFID: protecting consumer privacy through technology-

specific legislation at the state level. Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 41, p. 165 (2006). 
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Abstract. In this article we study the safety issue of deploying robots from the 
legal point of view. We start describing the needs for deploying robots and then 
the legal issues related to safe robots. Then we study the liability from the 
contractual and extra contractual point of views, and we explain how is the 
present legislation about the responsibility of the problems that can happen with 
robots and their deployment. Also, we discuss the company and public 
administration liability (quality problem) and how it is approached by the 
European legislation. Moreover, we discuss how tele-operation of robots by 
humans can affect the safety issues.  

Keywords: Legal issues, autonomous robots, safe robots. 

1 Introduction  

Robots are becoming a reality in ( ) many different aspects of our everyday lives. In the 
next decades networked robots will circulate in the streets and will perform different 
tasks that will help to improve the quality of life of the citizens in urban areas. The 
robots, human beings and the environment will share data to do tasks, for example, for 
information assistance; for guiding or cleaning public spaces; or to do surveillance. By 
the way, press has recently been published that in Geneva airport, an android -Robbl- 
will provide information to passengers. 

In order to allow robots to circulate freely, the safety issue will have to be solved 
from different point of views: from the technological point of view, robots must be 
reliable and safe to avoid hurting people; neither damaging any private or public 
property and other issues related to vehicle (automotive, motorcycle, etc.) safety. From 
the legal point of view they must follow the established rules and laws in private and 
public spaces. 

Due that the social robot [17] is an autonomous system which has full autonomy to 
take its own decisions, who will be the responsible if something goes wrong? Are the 
society and the legal issues prepared to allow circulating robots in the street? In which 
way have the laws and urban rules to be changed or adapted to allow the deployment of 
robots from the security and safety aspect? These and other issues will be discussed in 
this article. 
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2 The State of the Art in Safety 

The concept of Safety makes reference to the necessary technical regulations to avoid 
injuries to people that are in contact with the robots. It is identified with the idea that 
products must be usable without producing damages neither to people nor to things. It 
is guided through the legal dispositions that contain the safety norms and they are 
linked to the general duty principle of neither injuring, nor to put in danger the health 
and the physical integrity of people, as well as the preservation of their goods. In any 
case, the robot should fulfill the safety norms [6]. 

In the year 2000, the European Commission [7] emphasized that in order to have safe 
robots it is necessary to design prevention policies to the risks associated to the 
technological innovations. With this aim, it is necessary to identify, characterize and 
define what should be undertaken to protect people, the environment and other goods, 
following a coherence plan between the adopted measures and the state of the art. On the 
other hand, it is necessary to place, in perspective, the real or supposed risks, looking for 
the balance among risks and benefits that the science and the technology contribute to the 
society in general, and to each individual in particular. Let us not forget that the 
applications of the robotics are very general and they are applied in very diverse spheres: 
from the citizen security up to home assistance, as well as in applications to medical and 
hospital environment. Moreover, it has to be taken into account that the absolute security, 
"risk zero", is almost impossible to ensured in this area. 

Once detected or diagnosed the risks, we should know which the liability sphere is, 
where the involved agents have to assume the caused damage and, mainly, which are 
the legal cases that can induce the liability and how to avoid them. The working papers 
related with the production and installation of robots in the society, insist on the ideas of 
the production quality, industrial security and environmental security, aspects that 
impact directly in the juridical imputation of liability. 

We should distinguish two aspects that are related with the safety. On the one hand, 
we can refer to the existence of a general legal frame that imposes the execution of 
certain technical requirements in the machinery construction. On the other hand, it must 
also highlight the existence of a general legal frame related (?!) to injuries or liability 
damage, which will be applied to the robots, although they have not been specifically 
designed for them. 

2.1 Applicable Norms to the Robots' Production and Commercialization  

As we said, there exist(-) a series of norms that come from the use of robots in the 
production lines, in spite of not having been developed specifically for them. In the 
European Union territory, this legal frame related to technical requirements is embodied 
in a set of dispositions that include the guidelines that the State members should be aware 
of in the preparation of their norms concerned to safety in different fields: 

Directive 2006/95/EC. [8] The purpose of this Directive is that the Member States 
shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that electrical equipment may be placed on 
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the market, only if they have been constructed in accordance with the technical 
engineering criteria in safety matters, and that does not endanger the safety of persons, 
domestic animals or property (art. 2). The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, in particular, electrical equipment which complies with the 
safety provisions of harmonized standards shall be regarded by their competent 
administrative authorities as complying with the provisions of Article 2, for the 
purposes of placing on the market and free movement as referred to in Article 2 and 3 
respectively (art. 5). The safety measures make reference to aspects such diverse as the 
supply of outstanding information on the product (for example, user instructions), the 
adoption of protection measures against the dangers coming from the own electric 
material (for example, to avoid that temperatures or dangerous radiations take place or 
to have the proper isolation system) as of external influences (for example, the electric 
material must prevent the danger of an overload). 

 
Directive 2001/95/EC. [9] Their main purpose is to guarantee that the products that are 
introduced in the European market are safe (art. 1) from the point of view of the 
minimization of risks. 

 
Directive 2006/42/EC. [10] The purpose of the present Directive is to establish a legal 
frame to ensure that machinery may be placed on the market and/or put into service 
only if it satisfies the relevant provisions of this Directive and does not endanger the 
health and safety of persons and, where appropriate, domestic animals or property, 
when properly installed and maintained and used for its intended purpose or under 
conditions which can reasonably be foreseen (art. 4), but only when there are not 
specific Community Directives that cover more specifically the hazards referred in 
Annex I (art. 3). To accomplish this goal, the Directive forces the producer to carry out 
an evaluation of the risks that allows determining the safety requirements that are 
applied to the machine, applying the evaluation results to the machine design and 
production. 

2.2 Norms Applied to Injuries and Damage Liability 

In the case of injuries or damage liability we must differentiate two fields: On the one 
hand, the damages caused by defective products and, on the other hand, the damages 
caused due to the robot’s use. In the first supposition we have an European legal frame, 
but we do not have any for the second one, due that it is only applicable the legislation 
of each one of the Member States. However, the researchers are working determine 
general principles applicable to this type of liability.  

 
Council Directive 85/374/EEC. [11] The purpose of this Directive is to approach the 
legislations on producer liability among the Member States, with respect to the 
damages caused by the defective state of its products, betting for a regime of producer 
strict liability derived from the inherent risks to the modern technical production  
(art. 1). 
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Tort Law. The Tort Law is structured fundamentally around the division among the 
subjective or fault based liability, on one side, and the objective or strict liability, on 
the other one. In this way, the basis of the subjective liability is the existence of a 
behavior contrary to a juridical duty: the harm’s author is responsible for it only if he 
has carried out an illicit act, that is, if he has carried out an act not allowed by the Law. 
This fundamental distinction is actually included in all the European juridical systems 
[12]. In order to unify approaches, in 1992, the European Group on Tort Law was 
created. This Group presented in 2005 the Principles on European Tort Law, which 
fundamental basis is that the person to whom the damage suffered by another can be 
imputed legally; it is obliged to repair it. The damage can be imputed to the person if it 
is due to his/her culpable behavior, due to his/her abnormally dangerous activity, or if 
it has been produced by his assistant in the exercise of his functions. Moreover, it 
should converge a series of suppositions: The necessity that it exists a damage to 
compensate, the causality relation and the necessity that an approach of subjective 
imputation exists, be the blame, the risk or the duty of responding for third people's 
fact (art. 1:101 PETL) [13]. 

3 Safe and Defective Products 

The applicable norms to the production and commercialization of products offer three 
key concepts that should be analyzed and related with the robots: the product concept, 
the concept of safe product and the concept of faulty product. 

3.1 Is a Robot a Product? 

The answer is, in any case, affirmative. The art. 2 of the Directive 85/374/CE [11] gives 
a very large definition of product, considering that it is “any personal property”, be or 
not incorporated to another good. In this way, a robot is a product, in the same way that 
it is each one of the components that integrate it (from the sensors until the electric 
cables). 

The robot can also be included in the category of "product" to which the art. 2 a) 
refers, of the Directive 2001/95/CE [9], although this article contains a more restricted 
notion, since it includes what is the purpose of the product destination. To this precept, 
the robot could be considered as a product when his destination is being used by a 
consumer, either because it is the robot's receiver (for example, a domestic robot), or 
because under reasonably foregone conditions it will be used by a consumer, although 
it is not going to be the final receiver, in the mark of a commercial activity (for 
example, a robot placed in a shopping mall).  

The consideration of the robots as products, with respect to the mentioned norms, 
implies to take in consideration the rules required to their production and 
commercialization, as well as the subjection to the liability that is derived in the event 
of non fulfillment of them. 
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3.2 When a Robot Can Be Considered a Safe Product? 

The art. 2 b) of the Directive 2001/95 [9] defines what is a safe product on the base of 
diverse parameters like the normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions of use that will 
make (of?) this product. To study the elements that impact in the legal concept of safe 
product we will take the example of a domestic robot-vacuum cleaner. This robot is 
fabricated with components homologated in the UE and completing all the norms that 
are of the adoption, in the Member States, of the applicable Directive to the production 
of products. Moreover, in the documentation that describes the characteristics of the 
product, which is given to the user, there are the instructions explained to its assembly, 
installation and maintenance. In this documentation it is indicated that the robot's use 
doesn't require of any additional cleaning product and it is warned about the risk that 
can suppose putting in contact the robot with this type of cleaning products for the 
user’s safety. It is also warned about the convenience of maintaining the robot far from 
the reach of the children. Finally, it is indicated that the robot's approximate lifespan is 
of 8 years, whenever the maintenance instructions and upgrade of the software have 
been done. 

In principle, the robot will be considered a safe product, since it fulfills all the 
requirements that are required in art. 2 b) Directive 2001/95/CE [9]. 

In the definition of the safe product made above, the risk is included that the use of 
the product can entail. In this sense, the Directive states that the only existence of a 
potential risk causing damage does not exclude the consideration of safe product, 
whenever this risk moves in the parameters of minimization, admissibility and 
information. The introduction of the risk as an element of modulation on safe products, 
it is important in order to include it in this category and not in that of dangerous 
product. Indeed, if the product does not satisfy the characteristics reflected in the 
definition foreseen in the art. 2. b), it will be considered as dangerous product, in the 
way that establishes the art. 2 c) of the Directive 2001/95 [9]. Using the example of  
the robot-vacuum cleaner, let us imagine that the producer has not kept in mind that the 
robot should stop if it detects the presence of a person and for this reason, the robot 
injures the person; or he has not being warned about the prohibition of using cleaning 
products with the robot and the user uses them producing a short circuit and a fire in the 
robot. In both cases the robot will be included in the category of dangerous product. 

In any case, a robot will not be considered a dangerous product if it has the 
possibility to improve the safety level or to have a low level of risk. For example, if a 
robot has been already considered a safe product, the improvement of the sensors for 
the detection of people by one producer, does not convert the robots of the other 
producers into dangerous because they do not have such sensors. According to art. 2 b) 
the robot will continue being safe whenever the risk that generates moves in the 
parameters of the admissibility. 

3.3 When Is a Robot Considered a Defective Product? 

To know when a product is or not defective is not a simple task, since the current 
normative links the defective character to the absence of safety that would be when it 
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does not provide the safety which a person is entitled to expect. So, we move in the field 
of the uncertain juridical concepts, since the norm does not give a concrete content 
about the specific reach of what is the required safety for a product. Nevertheless, there 
are three circumstances that will allow to value if the product is or not defective. In this 
way, art. 6 of the Directive 85/374/CE [11], indicates that in the determination of the 
defective character we will value the presentation of the product, the use that 
reasonably could be expected of it, and the time when the product was put on the 
market. Anyway, the defect that allows the qualification of a product as defective is not 
a mere material defect, but rather it must generate a safety defect of the product. 

Beforehand we can affirm that any robot that cannot be considered safe according to 
the concept that we have given, that is to say, that should be considered dangerous, will 
enter in the widest category of defective product. A product can be defective for three 
causes: because there is a manufacturing defect, because there is a design defect or 
because the instructions that accompany it are defective. But are these causes 
sufficient?. 

1. Manufacturing defect. A robot will be considered defectively fabricated when it 
differs from his design, even in the case that in the manufacturing process all the 
cautions have been taken into account. It would happen, for example, if in the robot's 
manufacturing process, in spite of using the materials and appropriate components and 
that they have followed all the rules imposed by the current legislation, the assembly 
process has not being well done and when robot is put in operation, the robot damages 
the user.  

The manufacturing defect can only affect (-) one or few elements of the series, but it 
is not reasonable to attribute the defect to the complete series, so that the comparison 
between the defective product and the rest of the series can be useful to determine the 
existence of a manufacturing defect (this is the approach followed by the Spanish 
legislation in the art. 137.2 RD 1/2007 [14]). 

2. Design defect. Contrary to the manufacturing defect, the design defect will affect the 
whole series of robots affected by the same design. This way, when it is detected that a 
product presents a design defect that transforms it into a non-safe or dangerous product, 
the product must be withdrawn from the market. Considering the robot-vacuum 
cleaner, if the vacuum tub end has been designed triangular to improve the 
effectiveness in the cleaning of the corners, but the edges have been left sharp, then the 
product can injure the users. We could also refer to a design defect in the case of a robot 
which has been designed for a height which makes it unstable and, therefore, it is 
susceptible of causing damages to people or to fall over them. 

3. Defect in the instructions. As we have already seen, the lack of instructions or 
warnings converts a product to dangerous. Since we have included the category of the 
dangerous products in that of defective products, we remit to what we have indicated 
when referring of those. 

As well as the concept of safe product is modulated by the notion of acceptable risk, 
the concept of defective product also has a shade, in this case of 
technological-temporary character. Art. 6 of the Directive 85/374/CE [11] considers 
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that the improvement of a product does not transform the previous version into a 
defective one. It is obvious that it is fully applicable to the world of robots. 

4 Using the Robot Environment to Constraint Its Safety 

The definitions of safe and defective product must be also related to the use of this 
product.  

As we know, a robot can have a many diverse uses and for this reason, the safety 
norms will be also diverse in function of the expected utility. Now then, a standard 
group of norms relative to the safety of robots could be established in function of the 
environment in which there will be developed its task, since the risk of causing 
damages augments in the spaces open to the public and it diminishes in the spaces of 
restricted access. 

4.1 Robots in Public and Semi-public Space 

When we talk about public space we refer to the use of robots in spaces open to the 
public in general, whether they are indoor or outdoor robots, for example in the street, 
forests, shopping malls, amusement parks, museums, hospitals, etc. In all these 
suppositions we should keep in mind two aspects: on the one hand, the possibility that 
the robot's control is realized through a tele-operated or semi-tele-operated system (in 
this case some functions will make them in an autonomous way, for example the 
circulation in a street, and the other tele-operated, for example when the robot has to 
assist a person); on the other hand, the uncertainty of the people’s behavior when they 
are in contact with robots, which can carry out accidental robot behaviors. This single 
fact entails the necessity to extreme the safety technical measures, because it is not 
done, the robot can be considered a defective product in the open sense. In this sense, it 
will be of utmost importance, for example, to establish specific circulation rules (traffic 
rules) to specify the maximum robot speed in a specific area, keeping in mind the 
sensibility in the detection of obstacles and the necessary time to stop safely the robot.  

The use of robots in public or semi-public spaces increases the level of risk of 
accidents, which implies not only to produce safe robots but also to establish clear 
circulation rules in order to avoid the imputation of derivative liability, question that we 
will be analyzed in the following section. 

4.2 Robots in Private Space 

We identify the use of robots in private space when the robot's activity is developed in 
spaces restricted to the public in general or have the category of restricted access 
(private homes, industries, operating rooms). In most of the cases, the robot will have 
been conceived to do concrete tasks and the owner will be the one who will control the 
robot's activity; so, the identification and control of accident risks is easier. In  
these cases, with independence of the execution of the safety technical norms, the 
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information that producer offers to the end user, through the guiding manual, the safety 
warnings and the way of minimizing the potential accidents will be very relevant with 
respect to the liability of the producer.  

5 Liability: Types and Definition 

The concept of liability is linked with the existence of damage evaluable economically, 
that is, compensable. Nevertheless, all damage economically evaluable will not be 
susceptible of compensation, due that in order to be compensated it must concur all the 
legal circumstances to assign a responsible [16].  

According to the fact that originates the damage, we will locate the liability in a 
contractual environment or not, which will be decisive for the application of some or 
other norms of liability as, for instance, Kobayashi has noted related to Japanese Law 
[17].  

5.1 Contractual Liability 

This liability is applied for robots that will be sold on the market, whether they are 
bought by individuals or by public organisms, and that they are applied to own use or 
general interest. In these cases, the basis of liability is the economic imbalance that 
takes place among the contractual parts. The damage that the product’s buyer suffers is 
only economic, since he will have paid a price for a product that does not work well or 
that the robot does not offer the published performances. In these cases, the liability 
always has contractual character and it affects directly the seller (it is already the same 
case when he is the producer or the dealer) who, in the commercialization chain, sells 
the robot to an end user. As we said, if the robot does not work properly or if his 
benefits are not as expected, the seller should respond, not for damages caused due to a 
bad operation, but for breaching the sale contract (or another relationship type, like the 
robot’s rent or loan). It would be the case, for example, of a lawn mover robot that 
offers the cut to three heights and only cuts one. 

To analyze the forms of the seller's liability we need to distinguish two cases: 

a) The consumer buyer. If the buyer is a consumer, that is, who buys the robot for a 
not professional purpose, his options are wider. According to the Directive 1999/44/CE 
[15], seller responds for lack of conformity (in Spain, the transposition norm is the Real 
Decreto 1/2007 [14]. Any advertising message or any use specially recommended, in 
addition to a bad operation of the robot or if it is unsuitable, allows the buyer to request, 
at first, its substitution or repair, and in second place, if it is impossible or fruitless, the 
discount of the price or the definitive resolution of the contract. Damages suffered by 
the buyer for not being able to use the robot will be reimbursed.  

b) The professional buyer. If the buyer is a professional (for example, a company that 
exploits services of cleaning or surveillance or a Public Administration that places them 
in the street with resemblances goals), the general civil or mercantile law is applied. It 
is the general solution in Europe, where there is only uniformity in the norms that have 
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the consumer protection as purpose. In this case, the tribunals follow two directions, not 
always in a clear and separate way: the reparation for hidden defects (art. 1484 and 
following of Spanish Civil Code) and the contract breach, because it was delivered a 
robot that is not adjusted to that foreseen in the contract (art. 1124 of Spanish Civil 
Code). In the first case, the buyer can resolve the contract or request a discount of the 
price; in the second case it is only necessary to resolve it, but damages suffered by not 
being able to use the robot can be claimed (art. 1101 of Spanish Civil code). The basic 
difference among them is the seriousness. The seller breaches the contract if the robot’s 
performances are far from what is conventional or habitual, that makes it not suitable to 
its normal use (for example, it is unable to process the number of people in a space and 
to carry out recount functions). There is a latent defect if it does not work correctly, for 
example, because of a bad assembly. 

5.2 Liability for Defective Products 

In the case of the liability for defective products, the starting point is located in the 
concept of defective product in wide sense, this is, including dangerous products. 
Liability will arise when a defective product causes damages to people or its goods and 
damages can be imputed legally to the responsible according to legal criterions. In this 
case the purpose is neither reestablishing a patrimonial imbalance (typical function of 
the liability due to hidden defects) nor determining responsibilities caused by the 
robot’s use (non-contractual liability), but of repairing the damage that the product’s 
user has suffered because of a product’s defect.  

To define the suppositions of liability we should be specific about what damages are 
compensable, who is the responsible and which are the causes of liability discharge.  

a) Compensable damages. Art. 9 of the Directive 85/374/CEE [11] considers 
compensable damages caused by death or by personal injuries, damages or destruction 
of any item of property other than the defective product itself, whenever it is a type 
ordinarily intended for private use or consumption, and was used by the injured person 
mainly for his own private use or consumption.  

Therefore, compensable damages will be those that the defective robot has caused to 
people or to other things different from the self robot, whenever these goods complete 
the use requirements and destination to that we have referred. In definitive, it will be 
damages that have been caused due to the defective robot in the terms that we have 
already pointed out. This way, the unstable domestic robot (design defect) that loses the 
balance and falls above a child injuring him; or robot that suffers a short circuit causing 
a fire in the user's home due to a manufacturing defect; or, finally, the damages caused 
to the user that has utilized the robot in an inadequate way due to lack of instructions.  

b) Responsible. According to art. 1 of the Directive 85/374 [11], the producer shall be 
liable for damage caused by a defect in his product. Let us observe that in this case 
liability moves from seller to producer. When the responsible is the seller respect to the 
buyer, liability has contractual character. In this type of liability there won't necessarily 
be contractual obligation between the producer and the affected by the damage. 
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According to Directive 85/374 [11] producer is the manufacturer of a finished 
product, the producer of any raw material or the manufacturer of a component part and 
any person who, by putting his name, trade mark or other distinguishing feature on the 
product presents himself as its producer (art. 3.1). From the point of view of the robot’s 
production, there are included in this list, the trader who manufactures the whole robot, 
all the suppliers of the necessary raw materials for the robot's production, any company 
that manufactures the robot's integral part (for example, the company that produces the 
robot arms or the company that programs the robot) and, finally, any person that keep 
the robot by himself, that is to say that in spite of not having him fabricated the robot, he 
appears as such on the market.  

Moreover, art. 3 gives producer treatment to other persons that neither are nor have 
appeared as such in the product. Indeed, art. 2 e) of the Directive 2001/95 [9] adds to the 
list of producers, the manufacturer's representative when this is not established in the 
European Community, and, in his defect, to the importer. In this same way, art. 3.2 of 
the Directive 85/374 [11] gives producer treatment and imposes the same regime of 
liability to the importers and distributors of products in the European Union; and art. 
3.3 gives the same treatment to the product supplier in the cases in that it cannot be 
identified or to be known the producer or the importer. The inclusion of these people in 
the category of responsible responds to the idea of endowing from a high protection 
grade to the aggrieved person, facilitating the exercise from the judicial actions who 
can demand to people domiciled in the European Union, avoiding the necessity to 
contest in countries where does not exist treaties of judicial cooperation and also 
avoiding the necessity to be held to legislations different from the effective ones in the 
European environment. 

According to art. 2 e) of the Directive 2001/95 [9], must be included also in the list, 
the other professionals of the commercialization chain, in the measure that their 
activities can affect the product safety characteristics. In this sense, it could end up 
being responsible for the caused damages, the firm who has made the transportation of 
the robots if this transportation has not been made, for example, under the appropriate 
conditions of immobilization and for this reason the robot has diminished the 
manufacturing safety conditions; or the company that has stored the robots and has not 
respected the levels of temperature and the required humidity, causing the defects that 
finally have caused damages to people. Finally, to point out that Spanish legislation 
also includes the producer concept to the lenders of a service or its middlemen (art. 5 of 
the Real Decreto 1/2007 [14]).  

In definitive, the juridical concept of producer does not reduce to maker's material 
notion, but it is expanded to all persons that is presented as such, in the presentation of 
the self product. 

Given the wide delimitation of the producer concept offered by the Directive, it is 
probable that there exists more than one responsible. In these cases, art. 5 of the 
Directive 85/374 [11] establishes a joint liability regime, much more beneficial for  
the aggrieved, but more onerous for the eventual responsible. The joint regime allows 
the aggrieved to direct its reclamation entirely against anyone of the potentially 
responsible, which will fully pay the compensation in the case of considering it 
reasonable (articles 1137 and 1138 of the Spanish Civil Code). Once satisfied the 
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amount of the compensation, who has paid will be able to repeat the payment against 
the rest of responsibles, according to art. 5 of the Directive 85/374 [11].  

c) Causes of discharge of responsibility. The liability as a consequence of damages 
caused by defective products is configured with an objective character, this is, detached 
of the necessity of proving that the defect was due to the negligence of the producer; or, 
with other words, that although the performance of the producer has been diligent, if the 
damage takes place it will be imputed the liability likewise and it will satisfy the 
corresponding compensation. The only prove that it is demanded to the aggrieved is 
that concerned to the existence of the damage and the causality relation between defect 
and damage (art. 4 directive 85/374 [11]).  

Although in Europe concrete suppositions of objective liability already existed 
(Germany, France, England, Spain –in this case due to the jurisprudence criterion-), the 
Directive’s regulation is decidedly inspired in the North American jurisprudence. 

According to art. 7 of the Directive 85/374 [11], the producer will be been able to 
discharge of liability if he proves anyone of the following facts: 

That the producer did not put the product better: on the market into circulation. 
It was, for example, a robot prototype dedicated to demonstrations in the facilities of 
the company that manufactures it, and it is object of a robbery and put on the market to 
be sold later on. If the robot's user suffers derivative damages of the robot's defective 
character, the producer will be expected to have the responsibility proving that they 
denounced the robbery at its moment and that the circulating setting of the product was 
due to circumstances completely unaware of its will. 

That, having regard to the circumstances, it is probable that the defect which 
caused the damage did not exist at the time when the product was put on the 
market by him or that this defect occurred afterwards. There are facts which have a 
difficult prove, because they demand the accreditation that the product did not present 
any manufacturing defect. We could think of, for example, the case that the computer 
program which controls the robot and which, after some time, is damaged and causes an 
unexpected behavior in the robot that finishes causing damages to the end user. The 
producer should prove that the computer program did not present any manufacturing 
defect and that the defect has taken place with posteriori to the commercialization, due 
to circumstances completely unaware to the robot's introduction on the market.  

That the producer did not manufacture the robot for sale or any form of 
distribution for economic purpose not manufactured or distributed by him in the 
course of his business. It is to prove that the producer did not manufacture it with the 
purpose of introducing it on the market. In fact, prove of these circumstances is very 
similar to that exposed in the previouse analyzed suppositions, for what we remit 
ourselves to that what has been mentioned. 

That the defect is due to compliance of the product with mandatory regulations 
issued by the public authorities. The producer has been under obligation to follow 
some certain norms imposed by the State and the obtained result has been a defective 
product.  
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That the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put the 
product on the market was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be 
discovered. This cause of excuse of liability resides in the impossibility of imputing it 
due to the excusable ignorance. For example, if in the robot's production a habitual 
concrete material is used in the production of other products of similar characteristics, 
but, after some time, it is observed that it has a harmful behavior, it will not be 
considered the robot's defective character due to the ignorance of the harmful effect of 
the material which was used.  

It is necessary to keep in mind that if we identify the circulating setting of a product 
with their first delivery to any middleman or supplier or directly to the user or final 
recipient, the cause of excuse of liability will only be operative if it takes place in that 
moment. On the other hand, if the product was manufactured in a moment that the 
scientific knowledge did not allow to know the defect, but it is not put on the market 
until a later moment in which it is already possible to detect the defect, the producer 
will be considered responsible for the caused damages, since his product will be 
qualified as defective. 

If the responsible is the manufacturer of a component that the defect is 
attributable to the design of the product in which the component has been fitted 
or to the instructions given by the manufacturer of the product. This discharge 
cause leaves the base that the manufacturer of a component has carried out a safe 
product, nevertheless that, when incorporating it to the end product, it is defective. 
Whether the manufacturer of the component (for example, the articulate arm of a robot) 
has made it following the instructions of the robot's manufacturer, or already the robot's 
defective character once finished is derived of the incompatibility of the piece with the 
robot's final design (for example, the arm is, seemingly, subject to the robot's body but 
with the continuous use it comes off and it causes injuries to the user), it will not be 
responsible the manufacturer of the component, but the robot's manufacturer). 

6 Tort Law 

The last type of liability has a different basis from the previous ones, since the 
imputation center is either the self responsible behavior that causes the damage, or in 
the fact of people who should respond, or for circumstances of the things or animals of 
which he must take the liability. In the base liability for caused damage we find the idea 
that the harm’s author is the only responsible for it if he has carried out an illicit act, this 
is, if he has carried out an act not allowed by the Law. At this point, we have already 
pointed out that for this type of liability there is not a homogeneous regime in the States 
of the European Union, since it is a not an harmonized subject. Indeed, on the one hand, 
there are rigid systems as the German that insists on the base of a list of protected 
interests (§ 823 BGB) or the English that categorizes the civil illicit whose commission 
will have the liability (tort of negligence); on the other hand, there are systems like the 
French (art. 1.382 French Civil Code), Spanish (art. 1.902 and ss. Spanish Civil Code), 
Italian (art. 2.043 Italian Civil Code), Belgian (art. 1.370 Belgian Civil Code) or 
Portuguese (art. 483 Portuguese Civil Code) that establish a general clause of liability, 
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being doctrine and jurisprudence which are developing the rules and requirements that 
must converge to determine the suppositions that generate liability. Due to this 
situation, the task of determining the existence of imputable liability to the author of the 
damage is more difficult.  

The nonexistence of a harmonized legal frame prevents us to present some 
guidelines of the regime of liability for damage caused in the territory of the UE. For 
that reason, we will expose only the regime corresponding to the general clause of 
liability system, more extended. To determine the existence or not of liability the 
concurrence of a group of elements is demanded: the existence and prove of damage, 
the prove of the causality relation between the behavior and the damage, and the 
existence of a liability imputation criterion to the harm’s author.  

6.1 Robots Located in Public, Semi-publics or Private Spaces Managed by the 
Public Administration 

Let us suppose that the city council of a city decides to acquire a robot with the purpose 
that it carries out gardening tasks in the parks. The robot can be considered a safe 
product, not defective, since it has all the advantages that the scientific knowledge and 
technician allow, his design is adapted and it does not present manufacturing defects. 
The robot is designed to be tele-operated and an employee of the city council controls 
it. In spite of everything, one of the following circumstances could take place: 

a) A person jogging in the park appears in the robot's trajectory and they collide and the 
corridor suffers injuries in his leg. Will there be any type of liability of the city council 
or should the corridor be liable for the damages?  
b) While the robot is carrying out the gardening tasks in an area of non admitted access 
to the citizens, a person enters the area running and collides with the robot. Will there 
be any type of liability to the city council or should the citizen be liable for the 
damages? 
c) The computer program installed in the robot is prepared to design alternative 
itineraries that facilitate the realization of the tasks. After working correctly during two 
years, the robot presents an unexpected behavior and instead of avoiding obstacles he 
rushes against them, causing injuries to some children that played in the park. Will 
there be any type of imputable liability to the city council or to the robot's producer? 

In all the three outlined suppositions it is relatively easy to demonstrate the existence 
of the damage and the causal relation between the robot's intervention and the caused 
damage. But it is not so evident the existence of an imputability criterion to the eventual 
responsible.  

The first question that we should clarify is who should respond for the robot's 
behavior. In the first and second suppositions there is no doubt that the eventual one 
responsible would be the city council since it has been responsible that the robot was 
introduced in the park and, therefore, it is erected to be responsible for the damages that 
it causes, in the same way as if the accident was caused because of a not well installed 
traffic light, some swings in bad condition, etc. In the third supposition can exist a 
concurrent or alternative responsible, this is, possibly when they could be responsible 
as (-) the city council or the producer. 
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The second question resides in determining if the robot's intervention in some of the 
accidents has been due to an imputable behavior to the city council. Let us analyze each 
supposition separately. 

In the case a) it is highly probable that the tribunals consider the existence of 
imputable liability to the city council because the use of the parks for the development 
of sport activities as jogging is a habitual practice. Since the robot realizes its tasks in a 
public space, apart from having the appropriate technical mechanisms to prevent risks 
(supposedly the robot of our example counted on them) the tele-operator that controls it 
must be specially attentive to the environment vicissitudes, so that only if the damage is 
caused by the victim's the city council would be exempt from liability. Related to the 
Spanish supposition, the legislation articulates the Public Administration liability with 
a marked objective character, since the art. 141 of the Law 30/1992 [16] declares that 
they will be compensable only the harms coming from damages that the citizens does 
not have the juridical duty of supporting according to the Law. Therefore, the Public 
Administration responds with objective character of the caused damages, so that the 
only way of eliminating the liability of the Administration is to deny the existence of 
the causality relation or to prove that the victim was the only responsible for the 
damage. 

The injured jogger should, in this case, demand to the city council and this, if it 
considers it opportune, will be able to exercise the repetition action against the 
tele-operator responsible of controlling the robot. 

The pointed solution for the previous case practically has given us the answer of the 
supposed b). In this case, and in accordance with the jurisprudential criterions, two 
circumstances could be given: or to consider that it is a supposition of the exclusive 
victim's fault since the damage has had its origin in its self negligent behavior when 
consenting to a forbidden place for people, or to consider the existence of a concurrence 
of causes in the production of the accident, that is to say that the damage has been partly 
the victim's fault and partly the lack of attention of the tele-operator. Leaving of the 
base that in the jurisprudence can exist diverse interpretation criterions, both solutions 
are possible, being, evidently, more rigorous for the city council the second of the 
pointed solutions, when having a more objective character that the first one. For the 
resolution of this supposition the jurisprudence, without a doubt, would keep in mind a 
warning for the development of works carried out by a robot in the enclosure of 
forbidden access. Anyway, still in the case of declaring the city council responsible, the 
quantity of the compensation would be smaller than in the case a), just due to the 
concurrence of the victim’s fault considering the damage. 

Finally we must analyze the supposed c). Beforehand, we should discard the 
possibility that the robot was defective. The robot’s producer will prove that the defect 
was not in the moment it was manufactured and that the scientific knowledge and 
technicians did not allow foresee that unwished evolution of the computer program and 
that this behavior would annul the functions of the robot's detention. With regard to the 
liability of the city council, again we face the character quasi-objective of the Public 
Administration liability, so that it would probably be considered responsible the city 
council, because it is given that it has assumed the risk of placing a robot tele-operated 
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in public space. For this reason, regardless of the victim’s behavior, the city council 
must be responsible for the damages caused by the robot. 

6.2 Robots Located in Public Spaces or Semi-publics Managed by a Private 
Company 

Let us imagine the same suppositions that we have analyzed in the previous section, but 
now the scenario is the garden of a hotel complex managed by a private company. In 
this case the legal starting point is the principle of damage author’s fault, although the 
interpretation made by the tribunals about the negligence extension is always related 
with the risk created by the self agent.  

From our point of view, the placement of tele-operated robots in a public or 
semi-public space would resemble to the liability derived by the conduction of motor 
vehicles that is usually configured as an objective liability: proving the damage and the 
causation nexus, the harm’s author can only be exempted if he proves that the damage 
went imputable only to the victim’s behavior. For this reason, the solution for the cases 
a) and b) would be the same that we have offered in the same cases but in spaces 
managed by the Public Administration.  

In the supposed c), the hotel company could venture, with a scarce margin of 
success, to demonstrate that the damage was caused by a fortuitous case, that is to say, 
due to an unforeseeable and unavoidable event. 

Whether in the case of the liability of the Public Administration as in this last one, it 
would be advisable to contract a liability assurance that covers the derivative risks of 
the use of robots in the public or semi-publics spaces. 

7 Conclusions 

a) The concept of Safety makes reference to the necessary technical regulations to 
avoid injuries to people that are in contact with the robots. It is identified with the idea 
that products must be usable without causing damages neither to people nor to things. 
b) There are two legal aspects that are related with the safety: a general legal frame that 
imposes the execution of certain technical demands in the machinery construction and a 
general legal frame relative to injuries or damages liability, which will be applied to the 
robots because there is not any disposition specifically designed for the robots. These 
norms offer three key concepts that can apply to robots: product, safe product and 
defective product.  
c) The definitions of a safe and defective product must be related with the use to that the 
product will be dedicated. Therefore, a standard group of norms related to the safety of 
robots could be established in function of the environment in which a robot will 
develop its function, since the risk of causing damages increased in the spaces open to 
the public in general and it diminishes in the spaces of restricted access. 
d) In the case of the liability for defective products there is an European legal frame, so 
the European laws are quiet standardized. The starting point is located in the concept of 
a defective product. Liability will arise when a defective product causes damages to 
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people or its goods and damages can be imputed legally to the responsible according to 
legal criterions. 
e) In the base of liability for caused damage (tort law) we find the idea that the harm’s 
author is the only responsible for it if he has carried out an illicit act. For this type of 
liability (-) is not a homogeneous regime in the States of the European Union, since it is 
a not harmonized subject. In any case, the use of a robot in public or semi-public spaces 
increases the risk of damages, so liability is more objective than in private spaces. 
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Abstract. The development achieved by scientific and technical knowledge 
applied to robotics has long posed important ethical questions. In this paper are 
addressed some of these old and new questions that creates the human-robot 
relationship and its social dimension. This reflection is applied to the military 
use of drones, at a time in which the ethical and legal questions accompany 
some of these uses. As well as the plurality of evaluations determines the design 
and use of robots, the axiology is used to reflect the ethical problems of 
robotics. 
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1 'Roboethics': The Old and The New 

The ethical reflection applied to robotics faces two main questions: an old and a new 
one. The first one has to do with understanding the robot as an instrument of human 
action: both as the result of human actions and as being used in the development of 
their action. Thus, ethics has as its object of reflection the design, programming, 
production and human use of robots. The second kind of questions, the new ones, do 
not arise from a strictly perception of the robot as an instrument, but it raises the 
relationship human-robot. From this perspective, some state-of-the-art robots begin to 
be thought of as autonomous agents. 

The term 'roboethics' [1-2] is used in recent years in reference to the relationship 
between humans and robots: the elections followed in the design of robots, their use 
and the treatment given to artificial intelligence systems. Under the term 'roboethics' 
there is a group of concerns beforehand suggested and new questions that comes to 
light of the development and contemporary application of robotics. 

What time ago was typical of science fiction today has started to become a reality 
that interacts socially. Now, to the extent that the development of the applied artificial 
intelligence enables robots to have self-awareness and ability to make decisions, 
opens a new field for ethical reflection: the inclusion of robots in the field of ethics as 
agents and not only as instruments. 

Everything suggests that this field of ethical reflection will acquire greater 
importance in the coming years as it intensifies the social presence of the robots and 
they possess more and more capacity. One issue that has to solve this shift in ethical  
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reflection has to do with what should be the basis in the human-robot relationship: 
must robotics ethics respond to the parameters of a human-based ethics or can it 
consider a different ethical base than the human one? The vast majority of people, 
whom we would ask this question, would clearly answer that we must apply an 
anthropocentric ethic. However, despite the apparent clarity of the answer, we believe 
that the question requires a more accurate answer. As an example two qualifications 
are suggested. 

The first one is that nowadays, and as it will be seen later, is already becoming 
military uses of robots that for a part of the specialists and public opinion are in 
contradiction with the respect of the creation of important legal and ethical contents 
like the human rights. This military practice, made possible in part by the 
development and application of robotics, opens the debate about whether some 
contemporary Governments are violating some of the ethical and legal principles that 
they have formally signed at international level. 

At the moment to answer the question: what should be done? Deontic ethics set 
performance standards. However we see some of the acts performed by humans and, 
what is more important, the events organized by its institutional structures collide 
with these standards. 

The second qualification has to do with a fact that has not happened yet, but if it 
happens, would modify our conception of ethics focused on the human being. The 
goal of ethics has been expanded historically ushering other interests worthy of 
protection and even reviewing its foundations (the case of animalistic ethics). In the 
foreseeable future, we will have to consider the need to rethink the foundations of our 
ethical approaches at the moment that other agents like artificial or the result of the 
development of bio-artificial elements exist, and having self-awareness and ability to 
make their own decisions. In case of being able to identify these artificial or bio-
artificial beings, we have to think and socially agree which are the bases of that ethics. 
In fact, if progress is made in this process, the same as in other historical periods 
which have been a major change in the political and ethical reflection will happen: 
these changes take place from the interaction of paradigmatic events (for example the 
fact of the high degree of environmental destruction or disappearance of animal 
species), the transformation of the dominant values, the emergence of new interests  
socially and politically represented, the modification of lifestyle and consumption or 
the social use of available technologies. That is, the development of superior 
capabilities in robots and their presence and social interaction will respond to an 
accumulative process that will extend over time. 

These transverse processes raise already discussions for ethical reflection, and 
certainly will raise deeper debates. Questions arise enormously suggestive, still 
nascent: What limits should observe humans in their relationship with robots? Can 
they have rights and exercise them? Which rights and where they would base 
themselves? Could robots get to set their own idea, for example, about good life? 
Undoubtedly, this kind of talk has reminiscent shades of science fiction and films 
such as Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982). We shouldn’t forget that this film was 
based on a 1968 novel (Philip K. Dick, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?). The 
difference is that part of what time ago was read like fiction today has become reality, 
a reality that is rapidly changing. 
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The current development of robotics raises another perspective in the ethical 
reflection: how the use of robots influences in interpersonal relationships. The use of 
robots in the production process, in personal care activities and services, in games, in 
educational or military uses, is a novelty in personal interaction. It is not just the 
question of liability for the use of robots (bugs, defective products, unwanted 
actions...) but how to condition the use of robots in social relations. For example, it is 
proposed to develop robots designed to satisfy sexual desires, provide care, to keep 
company or carry out military operations. To the extent that these applications are 
extended, it will condition the relationships between people. 

Historically, applied ethics have been characterized by expanding their frame of 
reference to animals, the environment and future generations. Our ethical history can 
be seen, despite moments of historical regression, as a process of continuous 
expansion in which humans have reconsidered their relationships with their 
environment. This extension based on the reformulation, in ethical terms, about the 
relationship between human beings and other animate and inanimate beings has 
answered in part to a compelling need of the human being. In case of concern about 
the environment, what is at stake is the same human well-being and even their future 
living conditions. 

This same ethic expansion has conditioned the Law development that has also seen 
its borders expanded. Today are usual the environmental protection laws, or the 
protection of animal species in danger of extinction or existence of duties to animals. 
There is no doubt therefore that the ethical stance of human beings is not only referred 
to other human beings, but also to other nonhuman beings. 

Ethics applied to robotics has been used by some authors as a way of rethinking the 
human condition. As if it were a mirror, developing embedded applications in robots 
(for example, capacities of perception, learning, choice options, programming and 
verbal body language or facial recognition) suggests thinking on these same processes 
in humans. And, by comparison, inquire what place occupies these processes in the 
development of the human condition. 

An example of changes that are taking place, and some of the debates questioned, 
have been revealed in the play Three Sisters, original by Chekhov and directed by the 
Japanese playwright Oriza Hirata and the engineer Hiroshi Ishiguro. Hirata had 
previously staged plays that pointed in the same direction: Sayonara and I, Worker. In 
Three Sisters actors and robots interact. Hirata and Ishiguro, creator of Geminoid H1- 
2 in the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory at Osaka University, have collaborated to 
develop this project which explores the relationship between human and robot. The 
same Ishiguro explained time ago that he developed the Geminoid (defined as an 
android of an existing person controlled by a computer) to understand what is a  
human being [3]. 

2 A Question of No Return: The Extension of Liability 

The issue of ethics in relation to robotics has long been facing a question: we will call 
it the question of the Rubicon. The question, with no return from my point of view, is: 
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Where do we place now the border between humanity and artificial beings with 
artificial intelligence? It is true that this question contains an uncertainty that could 
only be answered in terms of its current development, by researchers with fully aware 
of applied artificial intelligence and, in the future, will be confirmed by the practical 
robotics applications. However, the question will not be resolved in the field of what 
should be, but on the ground of being (of what ends up being). 

Probably, we may be involved in a dynamic process that leads to the emergence of 
new forms of existence, or, if we want to be more cautious, it can lead to new forms 
of existence. When considering this possibility we must clarify the role that ethics can 
play in relation to that. In this way we must address to the scientific and technical 
processes, the political-strategic guidelines and the ongoing production and trade 
procedures: the development of robotics and the multiplication of its applications is 
unstoppable. It is wrong to think that ethical reflection may be able to stop this  
development. The reality is that the development of robotics is a phenomenon that 
conditions the ethical reflection, but I doubt that ethical reflection could mark the 
development of artificial intelligence. I don’t think that ethical reflection can solve the  
question of whether robots should be able to develop self-awareness, emotions and 
preferences. This reality, in case it really happens, will force to an ethical reflection. It 
is even possible it may be imposed to the law; in such a way that once its regulatory 
activity arises, there is already specific technological reality and emerging issues 
affecting people. This has happened, for example, with the development of Internet 
and the tremendous activity that it enables, the biomedical research or, previously, the 
regulation of polluting activities. 

If we accept that science is mainly responsible for what it is, not what it should be 
[4], ethical reflection applied to robotics will have to start from processes that are 
already underway and answer to opportunities and interests that are made in other 
areas of decision and under other objectives than the strictly scientific-technical. 
Therefore, ethical reflection can even propose criteria and limits to the development 
of robots, but it cannot be expected to go beyond this. Especially if we consider that 
ethical reflection is done on a scientific activity that takes place in a context in which, 
as in other areas of scientific activity, dominates the uncertainty and the probability 
(as well as the possibility of giving unintended results) and not certainty. 

However, it is increasingly less accepted the value-neutrality of science so that 
they have increasingly incorporated elements of ethical and political reflection to 
science and its application. Science and technology can no longer be seen as 
indifferent to good and evil, because they are made of systems of intentional actions. 
These systems include agents who deliberately seek certain goals based on certain 
interests. Doing that, they act and apply beliefs, knowledge, values and norms 
susceptible to moral evaluation [5]. It is therefore possible to ethically evaluate 
intentions, the interests at stake, the purposes, the results obtained and the methods 
used. 

In an age where ethics seems that replaces political discussion (it would seem that 
there is more concern for ethics than politics), we must recover the role of political 
discussion on the issue at hand. It is recognized that, in our societies, political 
discussion is influenced by ethical perspectives, but once the importance of the 
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development of robotics is given, the public debate on ethical and political has to be 
promoted. 

The ethical label, which in recent decades has been so widespread in our society 
(just remember the multiplication of institutes, ethic experts and observatories in 
charge of ethical studies or development of the ethic business) should not replace the 
political debate, because it is in the political arena in which they must make decisions 
that bind the contemporary democratic societies. 

In 1979, Hans Jonas published one of the most influential texts in ethical reflection 
over the development and use of technology: The Imperative of Responsibility. In 
Search of an Ethics for the Technological Age [6]. In this text, Jonas spoke about 
changes that the world had experienced and how these transformations had changed 
elements of the common life of human beings. He was worried about the ethical 
dimension of human performance, which was also a political action to him. The 
development and social application of technology had set a new kind of power: the 
capacity to cause effects on the world from scientific and technological joint agents  
combined with business, financial and state. This author suggested thinking about 
responsibility from power: the more power you own, the more responsibility you 
have. And this responsibility needed to be specified in duties [6]. 

The Declaration on science and the use of scientific knowledge [7] driven in the 
UNESCO framework, established some principles of action that could be transferred 
to the political field: 1. ethical standards that have to govern over the scientific 
activity have to be based on a broad public debate; 2. the free flow of information on 
all his possible uses and consequences of new discoveries and technologies, so that 
ethical issues can be discussed appropriately; 3. to promote the dialogue between the 
scientific community and society. This dialogue should also involve the governments 
to which the development of artificial intelligence has a strategic value, as well as 
companies and consortia that feature the development of robotics and its application. 

3 The Plurality of Ethical Status 

What constitutes the question of the Rubicon is the possible existence of robots whose 
characteristics we had previously considered too much important to give them a 
different ethical status. But which ethical status and why we should attribute ethical 
status to the robots? 

It is assumed that on ethical and legal terms, robots are not people [8]. From this 
perspective it is argued that ethical equality is between persons, so no-persons are in a 
different situation. The inclusion in the human ethics community for infants and 
children, the sick, and the mentally or physically disabled happens because they 
belong to the human species, not for being available or having certain capabilities to 
develop an specific behavior. But once an ethical community establishes the criteria 
to identify those who are part of that community, the most interesting thing is to 
observe in which position are their different members within that community. In other 
words, which rights and obligations are established for them? If we think that all the 
recognized members as belonging to an ethical community have the same rights and  
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obligations, soon we will realize that the reality contradicts that assumption: the 
combination of factors and the economic, political and cultural interests produce some 
cases in which is not possible to identify the not-ethical status of the person with his 
legal status. For example, it is common that people who migrate from one country to 
another belong to the same ethical community, at least from the perspective of 
universal ethics. However, in any contemporary State are immigrants recognized with 
the same rights as nationals. Therefore, the ethical community will not always match 
the political and legal community. 

In the case of primates, although they are not persons, it is understood that in some 
ethical conceptions, there is a closeness between these (first cousins of Homo sapiens) 
and humans. Primates are considered to have capabilities that resemble human. This 
reasoning model could at least be extended to robots and (this is an important issue) 
those who may have a closer interaction with humans. This interaction is established 
at different levels. For example, in the case of the play Three Sisters, the performance 
of an android generates in the viewer the activation of empathic incitements derived 
from the human figure that would not so easily be generated if the same robot would 
have given the appearance of a lamppost. At the level of the human-computer 
relationship, the designs HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) try to improve this 
interaction [9-10]. 

When Richard Dawkins [11] explains the appearance of the human being, he asks a 
question impossible to answer: Who was the first human? The answer is that the 
humanization process was a gradual process. At some point, probably less than a 
million years but more than 100,000 years ago, our ancestors were sufficiently 
different from us, so one current person could not have offspring with them. 
Something different is how we qualify the Homo erectus: as proto-humans, as almost-
humans, as ancestors or as distant relatives? This is a matter of how we use the words 
and the meaning we give to them. 

In the case of robots, the development of artificial intelligence could come up in 
the future the same issue of impossible answer: we speak of a gradual process, a 
cumulative and multifactorial one. In the development of this process will have great 
importance the application of adaptive models that provide autonomy to robots. If this 
pro-future process happens, it will be in connection with the development of 
symbiotic mechanisms between biological and artificial. Biorobotics is one of the 
combinations in which one works and whose development can be more innovative. If 
this development occurs (and to the extent it happens and how it happens), it will 
intensify a question that remains opened: the symbolic construction of the human and 
the implications of this construction in the human condition. 

Humans tend to intuitively establish naturalized ethical judgments: what we call 
ethics has played an important adaptive function in our evolution as a species. If we 
see a person burning a doll, it’s possible that this event may trigger a sense of doom, 
including physical alteration, not for the loss of the materials with which the doll was 
manufactured, or the pollution that could generate, but fundamentally by intuitive 
assimilation between the doll and the human being. The doll resembles a human 
being, so mentally embodied responses are activated and generate a feeling of 
discomfort. 
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With robots something similar could happen in those cases in which the robot is 
given a human form [12]. And probably it would not happen either with the robot 
that, without having being configured or designed in a way to remember develop 
skills or characteristics of human beings, has the same capabilities [9]. In this issue, 
human mechanisms of instinctive recognition of other members of the same species 
will play an important role. At least until other mechanisms of intellectual, ethical and 
legal recognition doesn’t appear. 

4 Robots as Artificial Moral Agents 

The Edinburgh School [13] proposed to contemplate science as a social process, 
which development is affected by a variety of factors: social context and political, 
economic or ideological factors. These ethical questions and their responses interact 
in this complex and transverse context. Peter M. Asaro [14] has adopted this view to 
talk about robots as almost-moral agents. This author, instead of talking about robots 
without moral, prefers to use expressions that allow him to approach to this new 
reality. He uses expressions such as: 'moral agency-robots with moral significance', 
'robots with moral intelligence' and 'robots with dynamic moral intelligence'. 

Wendell Wallach and Colin Allen [15] talk in recognition of this reality about 
'Artificial Moral Agents' (AMAs) [16]. The greater autonomy of robots, the more 
important is the clarification of what the contents of the artificial morality should be. 
The use of robots, as well as the development of other technological tools that 
increase the power of human action, and therefore the possible damage as a result of 
it, increase the responsibility of persons (natural and legal) and not the reduction of 
their responsibility. Accordingly, we must try to avoid demotivation in the design and 
implementation of technologies. Similarly we must achieve the realization of these 
responsibilities. Something different is that it could prove the existence of an intention 
to discourage the design and implementation of technologies or that trying to carry 
out these responsibilities would be even more difficult. 

Asaro [14] recognizes that these systems cannot yet be classified as 'fully 
autonomous moral agents’. However, this possibility is implicitly accepted and 
eagerly awaited, for example, by the heads of major military forces of the world: "The 
expectation is that robots on the battlefield will form the bulk of detachments, such as 
infantry units that would be comprised of 150 human soldiers working alongside 
2,000 robots" [17]. At the moment, some of the most advanced projects in the military 
use of robots is the DARPA (The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency): 
(http://www.darpa.mil), and in particular, the ARM program (The Autonomous 
Robotic Manipulation): 

─ (http://www.darpa.mil/Our_Work/DSO/Programs/Autonomous_Robotic_Manipula
tion_%28ARM%29.aspx). 

In the field of artificial moral have been developed some tests in order to assess the 
morality of robots. This means, to evaluate the programming and performance of the 
robots. Wareham [18], for instance, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of 
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three types of test used for this assessment by comparing the morality of a person and 
the robot artificial moral: the moral Turing test, the humanity test and the 
psychological test. Meanwhile, Sullins [19] observes that the artificial intelligence 
unit can be considered as a moral agent if it meets three features: autonomy, 
intentionality and responsibility for other moral agents. 

What is relevant is to establish the parameters to guide the action and how it acts 
instead of the humanity or artificiality of the actor. If we study the artificial morality 
from this perspective, two paradoxes could happen. The first one would be that the 
artificial morality of robots could become more reliable than the human one. And the 
second one would be that robots could remember and evaluate humans in relation to 
the fulfilment of their moral obligations. Undoubtedly, these issues are disturbing. 

This approach to the question of morality in robots has the advantage of dynamic 
perspectives. Moral development is seen as a gradual process, adaptive and socially 
interconnected. In fact, this has happened in the historical evolution of man as a moral 
being. This perspective helps to explain how morality in relation to robots is 
configured in a complex way not only from the development of the programming, but 
also, for example, from consumption habits and claiming needs by individuals (for 
example, care or military activities). The arrangement of robots and their development 
and type of development does not happen in a vacuum, but responds to a process 
aimed and linked to the uses of these robots. The same happens with the artificial 
moral development linked to that context. 

5 The Military Use of Drones (LARs): An Axiological Question 
Applied to Robotics 

Christof Heyns [20], United Nations special rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, 
has warned about the use of a new generation of weapon systems: "Lethal 
Autonomous Robots" (LARs). It was known that some armies used drones remotely 
piloted for attacks in Yemen, Somalia and on the border between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. It was also known that other governments were developing and beginning to 
use this technology. In addition to the information disseminated by different media, 
the UN had already documented in 2010 this use of drones. 

Philip Alston [21] presented a report to the UN General Assembly in which the 
practice that some states were developing under the term "targeted killings" was 
explained. To commit these murders, the different states used drones model 
"Predator" or "Reaper". These machines were initially designed for military espionage 
in order to use them in various territories considered as dangerous. Different countries 
used and use this technology: United States, Israel, Russia, Turkey, China, India, Iran, 
Great Britain and France among others. Over time, the military uses aimed at getting 
information, allowed the development of drones with destructive capacity that could 
be guided in order to kill people or disable targets. As a result, since 2004, 3,587 
people have been killed by drones. 884 of these persons were civilians (The Guardian, 
El País, 2013) [22]. 
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The novelty on which Christof Heyns warned in his document is the following: the 
new models of drones have the ability to make decisions about their pre-programmed 
targets. Apparently, it is not necessary the machine being controlled by remote control 
to achieve the extrajudicial killing of the person, but the same machine has margins of 
decision. This decision-making comes from the predefined installation on the 
machine, but also from the self-learning processes that develop these robots. In fact, 
today is a reality that robots controlled by remote control can kill people and destroy 
goals. It has been done and it is being done. 

This practice raises an important ethical debate: on the ethics of these uses and also 
about the ethical content of the programming of these robots. For example, a question 
of ethical content (besides having an important political and legal dimension) is: in 
case of military intervention of robots, should we contemplate the surrender of the 
person who is going to be attacked? Is this possibility not considered once its 
execution has been decided? It is possible that the practical answer to this question 
goes through a technical question: How can a robot distinguish from an opponent and 
an opponent who wants to surrender? In which time has the decision be made? In case 
of no attack, what does the robot with the person who has surrendered? Becomes the 
opponent a prisoner? How? These questions need to be answered, but depending on 
the answers (including technology) a mode of military interventions will be being 
establishing and, consequently, the degree of respect and/or violation of the 
international law and, therefore, its ethical content. For these reasons, Christof Heyns 
has called for a moratorium on the use of drones because of the international 
implications involved, especially when it is used in operations of attack and not 
strictly defensive purposes. 

In case of this destructive use of drones, the ethical, political and legal debate 
appear linked one another. One of the arguments used to defend this use of drones is 
avoiding deaths on the army that use this technology, and allows faster actions to be 
less dependent on assistance from people who have to control their operation. We 
must recognize, therefore, that there are arguments in favor of the military uses of 
available technology [17]. Other arguments are: increased national and international 
security, the development of technologies that can be used for welfare purposes or the 
accuracy of these military interventions that avoids an increase of military presence 
on the territory. These arguments can be refuted and considered obviously 
unacceptable, but not because of it are extinguished values to which they are 
associated. 

The confrontation between these arguments and their opponents is actually a 
confrontation between different premises, between opposing interests and between 
disparate objectives. This argument actually advised us to place ourselves, not so 
much in the realm of absolute judgments, but to considered judgments that are poised 
in values, interests, practices and objectives. In this ethical openness, the axiology is 
particularly fruitful. Axiology studies the linkages between values (for example, 
security vs. human dignity) and also considers the structures that shape these values 
and the study of the contexts from which these values arises and are applied. For these 
reasons, axiology helps to analyze complex contexts as are those in which it develops 
and the ones in which robotics will be developed over the coming decades. 
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Nevertheless from this opening of ethical evaluation that allows axiology, I 
understand the ethical notion of 'limit' needs to be preserved to guide the scientific 
and social application of their results. If in contemporary societies there is a plurality 
of values (core-natural, epistemic, technical, military, political, economic, social, 
legal, ecological, aesthetic, religious or moral) the discussion in axiological terms that 
we could ask is what values predominate at a time and concrete society in the 
development of research and application of robotics. Echeverría argues that  
the dominance of military values in a scientific community in a society is one of the 
biggest axiological risks of the scientific practice: precisely because science and 
technology increase the capacity of human action. And one of these capabilities is the 
destructive action. "Lo que es un bien científico desde una perspectiva militar, porque 
supone un nuevo instrumento que supera la capacidad de destrucción de los 
anteriores, puede ser un mal desde la perspectiva de otros subsistemas de valores, y 
en concreto desde el punto de vista de los valores básicos" [23]. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

The development of robotics, and their increasing application, involves the expansion 
of areas of ethical reflection: robots as object of ethical reflection, but also the ethical 
reflection on robots as agents. 

The development of robots emerges historically as a cumulative process, gradual 
and multifactorial. For these reasons, it is reasonable to think that we are engaged in a 
complex process that can lead to the emergence of new forms of existence. It is 
normal to us not being able to have the necessary historical perspective that explains 
this process and its consequences. This story will possibly not be written by us, but by 
future generations. 

What we have today are rudimentary and partial applications which pose ethical 
questions. Ethical reflection provides criteria to guide us when we face these 
problems. Specifically, axiology allows us to be better oriented in the labyrinths in 
which we are immersed. To the extent that we are witnessing the confrontation 
between values, we need to analyze them, see how they are related with the contexts 
in which they arise, and think about in which contexts these values are going to be 
applied. The weighting between the values at stake offers practical flexibility that is 
shown as necessary. However, this flexibility must not lead to an extreme relativism 
that justifies any act, any design or any use. 

Ethics, like axiology as part of ethics, provides criteria, but it should not replace 
the responsibility of political decision. A large proportion of opened issues that have 
been raised in this article are subject to political decision. The military use of drones, 
for example, can be analyzed from an ethical perspective, but it cannot be forgotten 
that their use is based on a government decision. We therefore need to develop an 
ethics applied to robotics, but an ethics that dialogue with politics. A political ethics 
to serve and help people to think about robotics: their development and their uses. 
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Abstract. In visual simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) with
a single camera, the use of 3D points as a basic feature has been shown
sufficient to reliably estimate the camera position and orientation. Never-
theless, the resultant maps are not clear enough for certain applications,
even for a large amount of point features. We propose a novel SLAM
technique that uses lines as basic features, and the unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) as a tracking algorithm. This paper discusses the mathemat-
ical foundations as well as the practical implementation of this technique,
along with the results of preliminary experiments.

Keywords: Cameras, simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM,
visual localization, line detection, Plücker coordinates, unscented
Kalman filter.

1 Introduction

The automatic extraction of relevant information from the image flow of a camera
is one of the main challenges of computer vision. One of the main successful
techniques in this field are the visual simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) algorithms. They provide 3D location of the camera in real time taking
as input only the image flow. An important precedent of SLAM is structure
from motion (SFM), which has been extensively studied with impressive results
over the past three decades [1]. However, the developed approaches usually didn’t
work in real time since its applications didn’t require it. New applications such as
augmented reality (AR) have motivated new approaches that focus in real-time
algorithms.

Many real-time AR applications with mobile cameras have been used in
videogames (e.g. InvizimalsTM), in industrial environments (e.g. Seabery’s Aug-
mented Training technology for welding) and in medical scenarios. Wearable
vision, the new Google glasses and robotics are other scenarios where these al-
gorithms can be applied.

Monocular Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (MonoSLAM) [2] was the
first approach achieving good performance working in real time. This approach
was based on sequential Bayesian estimation with an extended Kalman filter
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(EKF). Other approaches aimed at improving the MonoSLAM technique pro-
viding a new parameterization to work with features in the infinite [3], adding
new techniques to tolerate spurious features [5] or using particle filtering meth-
ods to scale better with the number of features [4]. Another issue to take into
account before using previous approaches is linearization; even though EKF is
able to manage non linear systems, it can be imprecise or unstable when applied
on a highly non-linear model. The UKF [6] is an alternative that can cope with
these non-linearities; however, it has more computational complexity that the
EKF. Novel works [7] state that in this case a square-root UKF can be used,
which maintains the same order of magnitude (O2) as an EKF.

Afterwards, a new kind of algorithm appeared to solve SfM problem in real
time. This new approach, called parallel tracking and mapping [8], introduced
a new point of view using optimization methods and decoupling mapping and
tracking into two different threads, since most applications need to work in real
time only for tracking and not for mapping. In [10] both methods MonoSLAM
and PTAM were compared and they came to the conclusion that EKF based
approaches work better for small feature sets, whereas PTAM based approaches
are more suitable elsewhere. Recently, PTAM approach has been improved with
new techniques to make it more robust [9].

Most of the state of art explained before is based on point features. Each
landmark is modeled as a point in a 3D space; 2D interesting points are de-
tected in each observation (e.g. with a corner detector) and their surrounding
small image patches are stored. Recent research suggests that the use of more
complex geometrical features such as straight lines can improve the performance
of the MonoSLAM algorithms. See [11] and [12] for EKF implementations to use
straight lines and points at the same time; and [13] for an analysis of different
parameterizations to work with point and line features.

So far, there are no visual SLAM implementations that use lines as a basic
feature and make use of the UKF for tracking at the same time. This paper
presents a novel algorithm, named LineSLAM, that covers this gap. Hopefully
lines would improve accuracy, robustness to blur and fast movements, and help
in the construction of more abstract and reusable maps. In addition, the pro-
posed line representation has been carefully designed to facilitate an efficient
and powerful management. The use of lines may be the first step towards more
complex objects that may improve the localization quality.

Several algorithms to detect straight lines in an image are available. A basic
technique [16] is to apply an edge filter on an image and then use a Hough
transform to detect lines, but it consumes too much time to work in real time.
More efficient and precise implementations are available, [17,18]; the detector
chosen for the present work [18] is explained in Section 3.3.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 of the paper describes the
proposed line representation and some related operations. In Section 3, the UKF-
, line-based SLAM algorithm is detailed, along with the image pressing required.
Some preliminary experiments performedwith the software implementation of our
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visual SLAMare shown in Section 4. Conclusions and future lines in section 5 wrap
up the paper.

2 Line Representation

We aim to take advantage of environments that contain straight lines by pa-
rameterizing them in both the 3D world and the 2D image plane. This section
describes the main mathematical tools (structures and operations) that will be
used to model the environment of the camera. In structured real environments,
especially indoors, straight lines are ubiquitous as they are formed by the in-
tersection of 2 planes (such as walls) and they are present between corners of
artificial objects such as pieces of furniture.

Some of the advantages of using lines instead of (or additionally to) points
are: i) lines having homogeneous visual features along themselves are easy to
detect and parameterize; ii) the schemes can be adapted to deal with incomplete
observations (segments) resulting from occlusions and image-plane cutting; iii)
the combination of corners (points) and edges (lines) can help detect and identify
objects in the scene; iv) scale- and perspective- invariance characteristics of edge
features [14] can be exploited to make the algorithm more robust.

Points in our model are represented using the homogeneous coordinates: the
2D point [u, v]T corresponds to the equivalence class λ[u, v, 1]T ∀λ 	= 0. A 2D
point corresponds to a subspace of a 3D space. Similarly, the 3D point [x, y, z]T

corresponds to the class λ[x, y, z, 1]T ∀λ 	= 0 (subspace of a 4D space).
Representing 2D lines by their slope and origin ordinate renders vertical lines

impossible to represent, since their slope equals infinity. To avoid such an ill-
posing, a line in the image plane is associated with the equation ax+ by+ c = 0,
different choices of [a, b, c] giving rise to different lines. Thus, a line may naturally
be represented by the vector subspace k[a, b, c]T ∀k 	= 0.

The homogeneous representation of lines and points allows us to write some
properties and line-point operations as simple vector operations.

This paragraph addresses planes and lines in 3D (see [1] for a more detailed
explanation). Expressing the plane as an equation similarly to the 2D line equa-
tion, the vector equation πTx = 0 expresses that the point x is on the plane
defined by the 4-component vector π. Having this in mind, note that lines in
3D cannot be represented by one scalar equation: at least two equations are
required. Moreover, the 3D line can be intuitively represented as the join of 2
separate points or, equivalently, the intersection of 2 non-parallel planes. As a
consequence, a line can be represented by a 4× 4 skew-symmetric homogeneous
matrix. In particular, the line joining the two points A,B is represented by the
Plücker matrix L = ABT − BAT . The matrix L is independent of the points
A,B used to define it and has the required 4 degrees of freedom for a line in
3D. Point and plane transformations defined by matrices can easily be adapted
to define a line transformation. A line in Plücker format can be more compactly
represented as a 6-entry vector corresponding to the 6 nonzero elements of L,
namely L = [L12, L13, L14, L23, L42, L34]. This form is more convenient for the
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Kalman filter formulation as using it is equivalent to updating only the relevant
components of the original 4× 4 Plücker matrix.

2.1 Point, Plane and Line Operations

Some basic operations concerning points, planes and lines are presented next
which are relevant to the line-based SLAM (LineSLAM) formulation.

The most important operation associated with the camera model is the obser-
vation function. This function is characterized by the 3× 4 projective1 matrix E
that can be computed as E = KRT, where K,R,T are the projection, rotation
and translation matrix. While R and T are 4× 4 matrices that convert absolute
(world) coordinates into camera frame coordinates, K is the 3×4 projection ma-
trix that converts camera frame coordinates into image plane (2D) coordinates.
More precisely, while R and T are time variant and depend on the camera state
(position and orientation) vector; K is constant and it depends on the camera
intrinsic parameters.

Once we have defined the observation projective matrix E, we describe the
basic transformations associated with it.

– Point projection. If we have a point p in absolute coordinates, its projection
on the image plane is p′ = Ep

– Line projection. If we have a line L in 3D absolute coordinates and in Plücker
matrix format, its projection on the image plane is L′ = ELET. To convert
the resulting 3 × 3 matrix into a homogeneous line vector, we take l =
[L′

23, L
′
13, L

′
21]

T.

L′ = ELET

l =
[
L′
23 L′

13 L′
21

]T (1)

– Finding the ϕ-plane corresponding to an observed line. When the true po-
sition of a line is not available, but a projection of it (from a known camera
state) is available, its coordinates cannot be estimated just from one view
(observation), but it is possible to find the plane that contains all the lines
that could give rise to that view. Since that plane also contains the focal
point of the camera in the position of the current observation, we call that
plane the ϕ-plane. Given the projection matrix E and the 2D line (the view)
l, the ϕ-plane is computed as ϕ = ET l. The proof is straightforward and
is omitted for space limitations. This representation is useful because ob-
servations of the same line from different viewpoints give rise to a pencil of
ϕ-planes that intersect on the same line. As a consequence, a set of ϕ-planes
that match the same line and their viewpoints have enough parallax can be
used to estimate the line vector. This will be further explained in Sect. 2.2.

1 Note that the projective matrix that maps from 3D to 2D is 3 × 4 because of the
homogeneous coordinates. The same applies to the dimension of K,R and T.
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2.2 Line Initialization

This section is devoted to the process of initializing newly observed features
(lines), which is key to the creation and maintenance of a map from the processed
visual information.

Mathematically, this can be defined as robustly estimating an unknown 3D
line which is the “rolling axis” of a pencil of planes, from noisy observations
(projections) of the planes belonging to such pencil. This is useful because, de-
spite all ϕ-planes associated with observations of a single line intersect in that
line, the observations are usually corrupted with noise and that noise makes the
planes not intersect on the same line. Moreover, errors in the visual line match-
ing could give rise to outliers in the set of ϕ-planes. A measure of the reliability
of the estimated line is needed to know when the available ϕ-plane observations
are “different enough” to reliably compute a 3D line.

To estimate the line most likely to give rise to a set of ϕ-planes, we rely on the
singular value decomposition (SVD) method. To do so, we construct an n × 4
matrix M, such that each line of the matrix is a ϕ-plane in the set, and we
factorize it as M = UΣVT. Intuitively, the 4×4 matrix U contains 4 “represen-
tative” ϕ-planes, and the diagonal, 4 × 4 matrix Σ contains the singular values
associated to these representative planes. The estimated line is the intersection
of the ϕ-planes associated with the 2 largest singular values.

In a scenario where the set of ϕ-planes is not corrupted with noise and there
are at least 2 different ϕ-planes, M has rank 2, and therefore, the resulting Σ has
only 2 nonzero values. In the case of noisy observations, if the different points
of view (location of the camera associated with an observation) of the line have
enough parallax, then M will have 2 large SVs (singular values) and 2 SVs close
to 0. If there is only 1 large singular value, that means that the observations
have not enough parallax and the line cannot be reliably estimated. If there are
3 or 4 large singular values, that means that the amount of noise is too high.
In practice we say that the matrix has 2 large singular values when the 2nd
SV divided by the 3rd SV is greater than a pre specified threshold value. This
threshold has been set to 20 in experimental tests with reasonably good results.
This provides a means to decide when to initialize a line, i.e. incorporate it to
the set of known lines that are used to refine the estimated camera location.

3 LineSLAM

LineSLAM is a SLAM algorithm that, starting from Ni known (landmark) 3D
lines, keeps these lines under track from the image flow of a single camera and
creates a map with N 3D lines. It also incorporates the detected lines in the
scene to the set of landmark lines. This algorithm is inspired by MonoSLAM
approaches, with the novelty of using lines as features instead of isolated points.

Most MonoSLAM approaches deal with their non-linear dynamic models
by using an EKF, which basically linearizes the non-linear functions replacing
these functions with their Jacobians where needed. Instead of using an EKF,
LineSLAM has been implemented with a UKF. The associated dynamic model’s
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functions need not be linearized; instead, a deterministic sampling technique
known as unscented transform is used to generate a reduced set of samples
around the mean of statistic distributions.

Figure 1 shows the main steps of the algorithm. At each iteration, a new
video frame is obtained and lines are detected from it [cf. Sect. 3.3]. Afterwards,
the UKF prediction step is performed, what involves predicting the probability
distribution of the current camera state and landmark line vectors. The predicted
line observations (resulting from projecting the known landmark lines into the
predicted camera image plane) are matched with the 2D lines detected (this
steps will be further explained in Sects. 3.2 and 3.4). The last step consists in
creating new “candidate” lines from unmatched observations and initialize them
as valid 3D lines whenever they fulfill the conditions explained in Sect. 2.2. The
newly initialized 3D lines are added to the initial map with the aim of improving
the accuracy of the camera localization.

Fig. 1. Main LineSLAM algorithm design

3.1 State and Observation Models

The dynamic model’s estimated state vector x̂ contains the camera state x̂c and
N line states l̂i corresponding to the known landmarks. Generally not all known
landmarks will be in the camera field of view, so that the state vector size will
change dynamically depending on the number of observed lines.

x̂ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x̂c

l̂1
l̂2
...
ˆlN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; x̂c =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
rW

vW

qWC

ωC

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ; L̂i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

The camera state vector x̂c is composed of its 3D position rW , its orientation
quaternion qWC and its linear and angular velocities vW and ωC . Each line’s
state is in turn a 6-dimension Plücker vector [cf. Sec. 2]. Coordinates are defined
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Camera and world coordinates

The state-transition (movement) model Ft in a time step Δt is constant for
each line. The camera transition model Ftc is defined by the following
equation:

Ftc(xc) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

rW|t−1 + vW|t−1Δt

vW|t−1

q(ωC
|t−1Δt)× qWC

|t−1

ωC
|t−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

The observation vector Ht is formed by concatenating all visible (2D) lines at
time t. The observation model associated to this is as follows: for each line Li de-
fined by its 6-dimension Plücker vector, a 3D vector Hti is computed converting
the Plücker vector into a 4x4 matrix:

Li =
[
L12 L13 L14 L23 L42 L34

]T ⇒

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 L12 L13 L14

−L12 0 L23 −L42

−L13 −L23 0 L34

−L14 L42 −L34 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = L

and then projecting the line according to (1).

3.2 UKF Prediction and Update

As it was stated before, the UKF uses a deterministic sampling technique to
handle non-linear dynamic equations. For a state x with Np parameters, whose
state prediction is x̂ and its covariance P , the UKF needs to calculate 2Np + 1

states χi (called “sigma” vectors) and its corresponding weights W
(m)
i and W

(c)
i

using the following formulas:
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⎧⎨
⎩

χi = x̂ if i = 0

χi = x̂+ (
√
(Np + λ)P )i if i = 1, ..., Np

χi = x̂− (
√
(Np + λ)P )i if i = Np + 1, ..., 2Np{

W
(m)
i = λ

Np+λ if i = 0

W
(m)
i = 1

2(Np+λ) if i = 1, ..., 2Np{
W

(c)
i = λ

Np+λ + (1− α2 + β) if i = 0

W
(c)
i = 1

2(Np+λ) if i = 1, ..., 2Np

where λ = α2(Np + κ) −Np is a scale factor, α represents how each sigma will
be spread around x̂, and κ and β are scale factors that can be tuned depending
on the a priori knowledge about the distribution of x.

Once the vectors χi and its corresponding weights W
(m)
i and W

(c)
i have been

computed, the Kalman prediction step is as follows:

x̂t|t−1 =
∑2Np

i=0 W
(m)
i F (χi)

Pt|t−1 =
∑2Np

i=0 (W
(c)
i (F (χi)− x̂t|t−1)(F (χi)− x̂t|t−1)

T ) +Qt

where x̂ is the state vector, P the state covariance matrix and Q the covari-
ance error matrix. The Kalman update step is in turn computed through these
equations:

Yt =
∑2Np

i=0 W
(m)
i H(χi)

St =
∑2Np

i=0 (W
(c)
i (H(χi)− Yt)(H(χi)− Yt)

T ) +Rt

Ct =
∑2Np

i=0 (W
(c)
i (χi − x̂t|t−1)(H(χi)− Yt)

T )
Kt = CtS

−1
t

x̂t = x̂t|t−1 +Kt(zt − Yt)
Pt = Pt|t−1 −KtSKT

t

where Y is the prediction mean vector, S the prediction covariance matrix, C
the prediction state cross-covariance matrix, K the Kalman gain matrix, z the
real observation vector and R the observation error matrix.

3.3 Line Detection

Each video frame is analyzed to detect segments of straight lines. We have
adapted the approach described by Solis et al. [18], which uses a compilation of
different image processing schemes involving normalization, Gaussian smoothing,
thresholding, and Laplace edge detection to extract edge contours from input im-
ages; then, these contours are labeled according to its orientation and segments
are recognized joining consecutive contours with similar orientations. Figures 3
and 4 shows the algorithm results in indoor and outdoor image samples.
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Fig. 3. Line detection in an indoor scenario, 36 lines detected in 4.5 ms

Fig. 4. Line detection in an outdoor scenario, 49 lines detected in 4.9 ms

This solution is far more accurate than other line detection algorithms; it
also exhibit robustness and obtains good results in a few milliseconds, what is
essential to maintain our algorithm running in real time. The execution time of
the algorithms vary from 3 to 6 ms with a 320× 240 image resolution depending
on the image characteristics.

3.4 Line Matching

While carrying out the UKF update step, the lines stores in MonoSLAM must
be matched with the segments detected in the image. To do so, each 2D segment
is converted into the general equation form of the line solving the determinant
with its extremes (ps and pe):

vi = (xi, yi, zi) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
i j 1.0

psx psy 1.0
pex pey 1.0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
These 2D lines are compared with the known 3D lines projecting each 3D

line into the image plane to obtain a 2D vector vl = (xl, yl, zl) [cf. Sec. 2.1]. To
match each detected line with the LineSLAM 3D lines we have implemented a
method to compare two 2D lines. The first step is projecting the 2D vector into
a subset of R3 with:
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w =

⎡
⎣ab
c

⎤
⎦ ⇒

⎡
⎣x/

√
x2 + y2

y/
√
x2 + y2

z/
√
x2 + y2

⎤
⎦

This subspace makes easier to compare distances and angles among 2D lines.
Thus, comparison between two 2D lines converted to this subspace (wi and wl)
is made by the equation:

d =

⎡
⎣ai − al
bi − bl
ci − cl

⎤
⎦
T ⎡
⎣1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 α

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ai − al
bi − bl
ci − cl

⎤
⎦

where α balances the importance between line-to-line distance and orientation.
Even with this equations, consecutive segments with the same orientation are
difficult to match because both segments might have the same general equation
form of the line. To rule out these cases we also store representative image
patches of the 3D line the first time it is observed and calculate the correlation
between theses patches and current segments patches with a zero-mean sum of
squared differences algorithm (ZMSSD), a technique that is fast to compute, and
invariant to brightness.

To validate a match between lines both d and paths correlation must be
below certain thresholds. These thresholds are set depending on image resolution,
image quality and current environment.

4 Experiments

We have tested our LineSLAM implementations first in simulated environments
with Matlab and afterwards with real observations from one single camera.

4.1 Simulated Data

The main objective of the simulations is to validate the numerical procedures
described in the body of this article. Moreover, they are intended to give insights
on the impact of different parameters such as noise, number of detected lines,
and the distance of the lines to the camera (relative to their length).

The results shown in this section are the results of a Monte Carlo estimation
of the mean square error of the camera position and orientation, as a function
of different parameters. The methodology of the experiments is as follows: for
each tuple of parameters, several sets of random 3D lines are generated. The
3D lines are contained in a unitary sphere and the simulated camera traces a
complete circle around the center of that sphere. The position and orientation
of the camera is estimated from the noisy observations of those lines. The mean
square error is averaged over all the independent runs.

The first set of simulations shows the effect of the noise in the camera local-
ization error for different numbers of detected lines. The radius of the camera
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circular trajectory is fixed at 28 cm. The error curves show that the performance
of the filter is limited for low levels of noise. Note that the slope of the loga-
rithmic error curve decreases as the noise tends to zero, meaning that it is not
possible to arbitrarily improve the quality of the estimation just by reducing the
noise in the observations (that would need an unaffordable increase in the cam-
era resolution). The results also suggest that, in order to improve the reliability
of the estimated camera’s state, the effect of reducing the noise by a factor of
10 is similar to that of increasing the detected lines by a factor of 2. Another
conclusion is that a reasonable performance can be obtained by using as less as
4 (non-coplanar) lines.

The second set of simulations shows the effect of the average distance from
the camera to the detected lines. As expected, the error increases monotonically
with the distance to the observed pattern.
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Fig. 5. Error in camera’s state estimation vs. observation noise for different number of
detected lines

4.2 Experiments with Real Data

We have implemented our LineSLAM approach in C++ to perform experiments
with real images in real time. For these real experiments we have used a Logitech
QuickCam Pro 9000 camera whose calibration matrix K is:

K =

⎡
⎣277.2 0 162.0 0

0 274.9 121.0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎦
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Fig. 6. Error in camera’s state estimation vs. average distance to the observed lines

The design of the algorithm is the same than in Matlab but we face new
problems such as less accuracy in line detection, what predictably will take to a
worse state estimation.

Fig. 7. Execution time vs. number of lines. It includes line detection (3-6ms), visual-
ization (1ms) and UKF prediction and update.
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Figure 7 shows how execution time increases with the number of lines N .
Since we have used an UKF, whose complexity order is O(n3), the execution
time increases quickly with N , being able to manage only until 18 lines in real
time (30FPS). Execution time would improve if we used an EKF, which has a
complexity order of O(n2).

Next experiment (Figs. 8 and 9) demonstrates the creation of new 3D lines
with the method explained in Sect. 2.2. The experiment begins with 4 known
3D lines (labelled from 1 to 4), which are matched to their corresponding 2D

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Left images are real observations which contains detected segments (green),
projections of consolidated lines (purple) and candidate lines (cyan). Right images
show a 3D simulated environment with current camera position and lines stored.

Fig. 9. Camera calculated trajectory (red) and real objects (blue). Labels 1 to 5 corre-
spond to the lines stored in the map whereas labels a,b,c and d are the camera positions
which correspond to the observations from Fig. 8.
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detected lines and allow the UKF to estimate a reliable camera’s state. Then
(Fig. 8(b)), a new candidate line in 2D is selected (labelled as 5), but its 3D
line is not properly calculated because the camera has not move enough and
its parallax is too small to calculate a proper 3D line. After some iterations
(Fig. 8(c)) the parallax is big enough and an accurate 3D line is calculated, and
therefore the candidate is consolidated as a valid 3D line (Fig. 8(d)). From then
on, this consolidated 3D line serves as a reliable and stable 3D line and helps
the UKF to estimate its state vector.

5 Conclusions

This article has presented a novel approach to the monocular vision SLAM based
on the detection of straight lines and the recursive estimation of the camera state
by means of the UKF. The mathematical details of the line modeling, the signal
processing (filtering) techniques as well as the image analysis tools related to
the detection of lines in the image frame, have been presented, and a novel
algorithm implementing all these aspects, LineSLAM, has been developed and
experimentally validated.

After testing several different methods, the Solis 2D line [18] algorithm has
been chosen as the best available technique for straight line detection. Regarding
the filtering technique, the UKF is preferred to the EKF because with UKF does
not require to compute the Jacobian matrix for the update step. The problems
typically associated with linearization-based approximation are thus avoided.

The representation of lines in 2D and in 3D has been carefully chosen, because
the quality of the estimated camera state depends on how they are represented.
The Plücker matrix format has been chosen because the functions associated
with this representation are expected to work well in conjunction with the family
of EKF and UKF filters. Additionally, we have presented a robust algorithm to
create new 3D lines from several 2D observations taken from known camera
locations. This algorithm is based on SVD and it is the mathematical basis to
incorporate 3D lines in the map. This is key to extend the built map to unknown
areas, as well as addressing the map maintenance task. A map built in terms of
3D straight lines provides more abstracted information and can be more useful
than a map based only on point features.

The performance of the developed algorithms has been assessed by two sets of
preliminary experiments. The first one with synthetic data shows the effects of
noise and camera-pattern distance in the camera location accuracy. The second
one validates the system real-time functioning with a real camera and shows an
example of addition of new lines in the map.

The obtained initial results encourage us to extend this work in several direc-
tions: i) making the algorithm able to deal with line segments of bounded length,
instead of infinite lines; ii) using EKF and square root UKF for filtering instead
of UKF to speed up the algorithm, and iii) making a thorough comparison be-
tween LineSLAM and point-based visual SLAM in terms of speed, robustness
and potential for the closed-loop problem [15]. Two long-term future lines of
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work are: i) exploring the use of a wider class of objects (e.g. more abstracted
shapes such as cubes or cylinders, widespread objects such as pens and books,
or scenario-specific objects such as surgical instruments) as features for visual
SLAM, and ii) the use of lines in bundle adjustment approaches like PTAM.

Acknowledgements. This research has been partially sponsored by the Com-
munity of Madrid through the RoboCity2030-II project (S2009/DPI-1559).
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Abstract. Event-based visual servoing is a recently presented approach that 
performs the positioning of a robot using visual information only when it is 
required. From the basis of the classical image-based visual servoing control 
law, the scheme proposed in this paper can reduce the processing time at each 
loop iteration in some specific conditions. The proposed control method enters 
in action when an event deactivates the classical image-based controller (i.e. 
when there is no image available to perform the tracking of the visual features). 
A virtual camera is then moved through a straight line path towards the desired 
position. The virtual path used to guide the robot improves the behavior of the 
previous event-based visual servoing proposal. 

Keywords: Visual Servoing, Event-based Control, Event-trigger, Visual Robot 
Control, Path planning. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, image-based control is a well-known approach to guide a robot using 
visual information [3]. These conventional approaches employ frame-based image 
acquisition and processing technologies in order to continuously obtain the image, 
extract features and apply the visual servoing controller. In general, the use of this 
kind of technologies is not computationally efficient because they do not take 
advantage of the dynamic characteristics of visual scenes. The constant image 
information processing does not stop even when nothing relevant occurs. In opposite 
with the previous approach, the event-based visual systems allows to increase the 
system performance [4]. In this paper, an event-based visual servoing approach is 
proposed which permits to reduce the image data stream using the event-based control 
theory [1]. In this case, an event is considered as something that occurs which 
requires some response. Therefore, it is only necessary to obtain and process image 
information when an event is generated.  Event-based control has been applied to 
many fields, as in [12] where this strategy is used to control the level of a water tank. 
A method approached to the evaluation of optical flow using an asynchronous event-
based acquisition is developed in [2]. From a pair of event-based cameras, in [11] is 
described an event-based stereo matching algorithm exploiting the asynchronous 
visual events. Recently, these cameras have been used in microrobotic applications 
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[9]. In these works Ni et al. introduce an event-based iterative closest point algorithm 
to track a microgripper’s position at a high rate frequency. These dynamic vision 
sensors (eDVS) have also been used to track angular 2D coordinates frame to guide 
and operate in real-time autonomous mobile robots [8]. 

As it is previously indicated, the visual controller only is applied when an event is 
detected. Therefore, a behavior must be indicated when an event is not detected in 
order to continuously guide the robot. To do this, an approach based on virtual visual 
servoing [10] is proposed. Using virtual visual servoing systems the camera 
parameters can be estimated iteratively. This is done so that the extracted visual 
features correspond to the same features computed by the projection of the 3D model 
according to the current camera parameters. This approach is employed to determine 
the 3D position of the camera when an event is generated. Therefore, when an event is 
not obtained the last 3D camera position is known. This information is used to 
propose a new path planning algorithm which allows the robot guidance in the image 
virtual space when no real image information is obtained.   

The main contribution of the paper is the use of an event-based approach to guide a 
robot using image information. Furthermore, a path planning algorithm is integrated 
in order to determine the desired behaviour in the virtual image space when no real 
image information is obtained. This virtual information is employed in order to guide 
the robot when events are not generated. 

The paper is structured as follows: first, the basics of image-based visual servoing 
are detailed; the event-based controller using visual servoing is described in Section 
3; Section 4 presents an improvement of this event-based visual servoing consisting 
on features’ prediction, Section 5 presents different experiments to validate the 
proposal; and finally, in Section 6 the main conclusions are discussed. 

2 Image-Based Visual Servoing 

Image-based visual servoing is based in minimizing the error between current and 
desired features on the image plane. The image acquired by the camera is the only 
information needed to obtain that error. The image function describing the task can be 
represented by et = s – s*, where s is an M x 1 vector containing M visual features 
corresponding to the current state, while s* denotes the visual features values in the 
desired state. 

In order to relate the variations in the image to the variations in the camera, the 
interaction matrix, Ls, is employed, =  [6], where  indicates the camera 
velocity. 

The control law of classical image-based visual servoing is obtained by imposing 
an exponential decrease of et ( ): 

 ( )*
c s

ˆ= λ− −+v L s s  (1) 

where  is the pseudoinverse of an approximation of the interaction matrix and λ is 
the proportional control gain. 

r

t tλ= −e e
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Image-based visual servoing can be schematized as in Fig. 1. This scheme shows 
how the image acquired by the camera located at the robot end-effector closes the 
control loop. This image provides the new position of the visual features, which are 
then compared to the reference, consisting in the visual features position at the desired 
configuration. The error computed in this way is then used in the control law shown 
in (1). The output of the controller is a robot end-effector velocity in the Cartesian 3D 
space. This velocity is performed by the robot’s internal controller, which computes 
the joint configuration to assure the desired end-effector velocity. 

 

Fig. 1. Classical image-based visual servoing scheme 

3 Event-Based Visual Servoing 

There are several reasons to modify this scheme in order to improve the image-based 
visual servoing performance using the event-based control theory. As stated before, 
an event-based strategy can be employed in order to reduce the transfer of data 
between camera and controller. Thus, there will be an image transmission only when 
something relevant occurs (e.g. visual features are near the desired position or in a 
region where it can be loosen going out the image plane). In addition, large images 
from modern high-res and high-speed cameras increase considerably the image 
processing time necessary to segment the objects and obtain the position of the visual 
features. Finally, events can prevent a visual feature from going out of the field of 
vision, which may spoil the positioning task. 

The event-based visual servoing proposed in [5] is shown in Fig. 2. The main 
modifications over the scheme of a classical image-based visual servoing are related 
to the event generator and the event detector blocks. 

Event generator is a module that produces an event when any of the visual features 
enter into a specific region of the image. An event-based camera has been emulated in 
the researches described in this paper. Thus, image is acquired from a standard 
camera, but after processing the image in a computer (the cpu is not embedded into 
the sensor), the Event generator module produces an event every time a visual feature 
touches any of the predefined image regions. This emulation is required in order to 
validate the proposed scheme. The image regions are defined so that the visual 
features cannot leave the field of view. Fig. 3 shows the different regions in the image 
space and the lines that set the event trigger. 
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Once the event has been triggered, the Event detector module that can be seen in 
Fig. 2 must determine the way in which the system will compute the robot’s velocity. 
Fig. 3 depicts the decision scheme of Event detector. If any of the pixel coordinates of 
the visual features is in the green region marked as ON in Figure 3, the event-based 
controller activates the classical image-based visual sevoing to compute the robot 
end-effector velocity. This velocity is then stored in order to be used if the Event 
detector determines that all the visual features in the red region are marked as OFF in 
Figure 3. Image-based visual servoing must be activated during the first iteration of 
the positioning task wherever the visual features are in the image (i.e., even though an 
event is triggered in this first iteration). 

 

Fig. 2. Event-based visual servoing scheme without features’ prediction 

 

Fig. 3. Event generator regions and Event detector conditions into image space 
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4 Features’ Prediction with Virtual Visual Servoing 

The scheme shown in Fig. 2 uses a very simple method to continue guiding the robot 
when the features enter into the OFF zone depicted in Fig. 3. This scheme proposes to 
deactivate the image-based visual servoing controller (as in this zone there is no 
image available) and maintain the last velocity computed in the previous loop 
iteration. In order to improve the behavior of the controller at this point, in this 
Section a new path planning algorithm is proposed. This approach is based on virtual 
visual servoing. 

4.1 Virtual Visual Servoing 

Virtual visual servoing is based on the classical image-based visual servoing scheme 
described in Section 2. In virtual visual servoing, a virtual camera is positioned in the 
scene. Virtual visual servoing moves iteratively this virtual camera in order to obtain 
the location of the virtual camera from which the object is observed at the same 
position as in a reference image acquired by the real camera. In order to define the 
virtual visual servoing systems, the observed features in the reference image are 
denoted by pd, and p are the current positions of the image features projected using 
the camera intrinsic parameters, ξ, and the current extrinsic parameters, cMo (pose of 
the object frame with respect to the camera frame). 

In order to determine the camera extrinsic parameters, it is necessary to minimize 
iteratively the error, e, between the observed data, pd, and the position of the same 
features p computed using the following equation: 

 ( )c o
ξ o=prp M P  (2) 

where oP are the 3D coordinates (in the object coordinate frame) of the points 
extracted by the camera and prξ denotes the perspective projection model according to 
the intrinsic parameters. From the previous defined error, e, it is possible to obtain 
(the camera intrinsic parameters do not vary. They can be obtained using an off-line 
calibration [14]): 

 d

d

d

∂= =
∂
p r

e p - p
r t

    (3) 

where r is the camera pose. Equation (3) can be rewritten as:  

 p=e L v  (4) 

where v is the instantaneous virtual camera velocity and Lp the interaction matrix 
related to p [7]. 

In order to make e decrease exponentially to 0 ( 1λ= −e e ) the following control 

law is obtained: 
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 1 pλ +=v - L e  (5) 

When e = 0, the extrinsic camera parameters are obtained. 

4.2 Features’ Prediction 

After performing a virtual visual servoing task, the pose of the camera in the 
Cartesian 3D space is obtained. Through this camera pose and the desired one, a 
straight line path for the camera can be planned. The tracking of this path assures that 
the robot arrives at the final desired position. In order to track the path, a simple time-
dependent method is proposed: 

 ( )( )*
c s

ˆ= λ t− −+v L s s  (6) 

The path of the camera is computed in the Cartesian 3D space because computing 
it in the image space is not possible (a path planned for a particular feature may not be 
coherent with the path obtained for another). The problem addressed in this section is 
to determine the 3D location cMok, which represents the extrinsic camera parameters 
at iteration k of the straight path planned. Fig. 4 summarizes the algorithm proposed 
to obtain this 3D location. 

 

Fig. 4. Scheme of the algorithm to predict the camera pose in the blind zone 

The camera extrinsic parameters cMos and cMoe are obtained from the set of 
features ps and s* respectively by using virtual visual servoing (see section 4.1). ps is 
the set of visual features at the last image obtained from the camera. This last image is 
obtained before the camera launches the event where the features enter the OFF zone 
depicted in Fig. 3.  

The translations ctos and ctoe can be easily extracted from cMos and cMoe. A linear 
interpolation between both translations can be obtained using the following equation: 

 ( )c c c c
o oe os oe=α + α ⋅ −t t t t  (7) 

with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Furthermore, the rotations cRos and cRoe can also be extracted from 
cMos and cMoe. In order to develop the linear interpolation for the orientation, it is 
necessary to represent the previous rotations by the quaternions cQos and cQoe. 
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Spherical linear interpolation [13] is used to interpolate the orientation, cQoα, between 
each pair of quaternions: 

 
( )( ) ( )c c

oe osc
oα

.sin 1-α .sin α
=

sin

θ θ
θ
+Q Q

Q  (8) 

where θ is the angle between the orientation of the camera in the end position and the 
orientation in the start pose of the camera obtained by virtual visual servoing through 
ps. After the computation of cQoα, the rotation matrix cRoα is obtained by transforming 
the quaternion. 

When the linear interpolation cMo(α) = [cRoα
 ctoα] is generated, the location cMok is 

obtained by iterating over this linear interpolation. In order to achieve a natural 
behavior of the visual controller this location is achieved as a function of time using 
an exponential distribution: 

 =1
t

e βα
−

−  (9) 

where β is a constant that can be used to increase the slope of the exponential 
distribution. Exponential distribution represents better the natural performance of a 
classic image-based visual servoing system than a linear distribution. After computing 
cMok from the current value of t, the visual features predicted can be computed from: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )c o
ξ o=s = (α)t prαs M P  (10) 

where oP is the set of object points considered and prξ denotes the perspective 
projection model according to the intrinsic parameters, ξ. 

The algorithm proposed in this Section is schematized in Fig. 5. The Event detector 
described in Section 3 activates the prediction module when there is no image 
available. The virtual information is then used to improve the controller performance. 

 

Fig. 5. Event-based visual servoing scheme with features’ prediction 
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5 Results 

Two different experiments have been developed using both the event-based visual 
servoing described in Fig.2 and the new proposal depicted in Fig 3. The testing 
platform consists in a webcam placed at the end-effector of a Mitsubishi PA-10. The 
PA-10 is a robot manipulator of 7 degrees of freedom. The webcam employed can 
acquire images at an image resolution of 640x480 px. 

Image processing issues are not the goal of this work, so, in order to guide the 
robot in these experiments, four visual features, , (centroid points from very easily 
segmentable circular marks) have been used. The webcam does not allow performing 
a quick image acquisition. However, image acquisition is not a crucial parameter in 
the proposed controller validation.  

Regions depicted in Fig. 3, can be adjusted to any experiment. For both the two 
experiments shown in this Section, the external ON region has been defined of 60 px 
width. In addition, the four internal ON regions are obtained from the image position 
of the points at the desired robot’s pose. The square internal region is centered at the 
desired visual features location and are 60 px width.  

5.1 Experiment without Features’ Prediction 

The first experiment starts with one of the four points in the external ON region. The 
set of desired visual features is sd=[249, 156, 382, 156, 388, 305, 247, 304]. With a 
gain of λ=0.1, Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the robot’s end-effector during the 
positioning task. The blue cross sets the desired position. The event-based visual 
servoing proposed in [5] is a valid scheme to position the robot. However, this 
experiment demonstrates that deactivating visual controller when visual features enter 
the OFF zone cannot assure direct convergence of the positioning. In this experiment 
the Event generator triggers six events. The evolution of the end-effector presents 
three different changes of direction. These changes match the main event triggered 
during the positioning task. 

 

Fig. 6. Experiment without features’ prediction. 3D trajectory of the robot end-effector. 
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Robot evolution in the Cartesian 3D space is not the best measure factor for the 
proposed controller. Image-based visual servoing systems’ input is the image. 
Therefore, the best measure factor for these kinds of controllers is the evolution of the 
features in the image. Fig. 7 shows this evolution for this first experiment. The change 
in the evolution of the visual features corresponds to an event. The test begins with a 
visual feature in the external ON area. An event is launched when this feature leaves 
this external region and enters the OFF region (E1). The Event detector deactivates 
the visual servoing controller and the last velocity is maintained until the next event 
occurs. Event 2 (E2) is triggered when the bottom right visual features enters the 60 
px security bottom area. The Event detector activates the visual servoing controller 
and a new velocity is sent to the robot. This velocity minimizes the image error, 
pushing the visual feature away from the bottom edge towards its desired position. 
The event 3 (E3) is triggered once this point enters again into the OFF region. 
Although the last velocity computed by the visual servoing controller pushed the 
visual features towards the desired position, the lack of new images prevents the 
correction of the velocity to achieve the desired position. Thus, event 4 (E4) is 
triggered when the top right visual feature enters into the top ON region. A new 
velocity is computed and the event 5 (E5) deactivates the visual controller. This last 
velocity guides the features towards the internal square ON areas. The last event (E6) 
is triggered when one of the visual features enters into its square internal ON area, 
and after this, the Event detector activates the visual servoing to guide the robot 
towards the desired position. 

 

Fig. 7. Experiment without features’ prediction. Evolution of the features in the image. 

The six events triggered during the experiment deactivate the visual servoing 
controller three times. During the deactivation (the visual features are all inside the 
OFF region), the velocity is constant. Figure 8 illustrates the lineal and angular 
velocity of the end-effector during the task. Figure 9 shows a zoom over time 
regarding the lineal velocity depicted in Figure 8.a. Over Figure 9, different instants 
have been shaded in green or red. 
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Fig. 8. Experiment without features’ prediction. Velocity of the end-effector: a) lineal velocity, 
b) rotational velocity. 

 

Fig. 9. Experiment without features’ prediction. Zoom in lineal velocity of the end-effector. 
Event detector decisions. 

Furthermore, the six events marked in Figure 7 over the evolution of the features 
in the image have been also marked in Figure 9. A green shaded area represents the 
lineal velocity sent to the robot when the Event detector activates the visual servoing 
controller. The velocity in this case presents an exponential decrease towards zero. 
This is the typical performance of the output of classic image-based visual servoing. 
Red shaded zones denote the velocity sent to the robot when the Event detector 
deactivates the visual servoing. When this occurs, the event-based visual servoing 
sends to the robot the last velocity calculated by the visual servoing. This is the reason 
why in the red shaded zones there is constant velocity. 

5.2 Experiment with Features’ Prediction 

This test uses the proposed algorithm presented in Section 4 to adjust the velocity of 
the robot when the visual features enter the OFF zone and, thus, there is no image to 
compute the current features. The previous experiment has demonstrated the necessity 
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of computing the velocity in this blind zone. The set of desired visual features is 
sd=[249, 162, 381, 156, 389, 303, 247, 310]. With a gain of λ=0.1, Fig. 10 shows the 
evolution of the robot’s end-effector during the positioning task. The camera tracks a 
straight trajectory when there is no real image to compute real visual features. The 
experiment shows that the positioning is more robust than the obtained in the previous 
experiment as the robot converges towards the 60 px width zone of the desired 
features.  

 

Fig. 10. Experiment with features’ prediction. 3D trajectory of the robot end-effector. 

Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the features in the image for this experiment. There 
is not a clear change in the evolution of the visual features. Only two events are 
triggered in this experiment. The initial position of the robot presents one of the visual 
features in the external ON area. Thus, the Event detector described in Section 3 
activates the visual servoing controller in order to obtain a velocity that approaches 
the robot to the desired position. In addition, this velocity pushes this visual feature 
away from the image edges, avoiding thus losing it. The first event (E1) is triggered 
when the last visual feature leaves the external ON region. The Event detector 
activates the visual features’ prediction, obtaining a straight path from the position of 
the last image acquired in the previous iteration and the desired camera position. 
Using this path, future iterations in the blind zone compute different camera poses 
obtained following the scheme proposed in Section 4. Once the camera pose is 
obtained the set of visual features is computed by using the intrinsic camera 
parameters. Finally, with this set of visual features the velocity sent to the robot is 
computed using the same image-based visual servoing used in the ON zone. This 
velocity is supplied to the robot. The second event (E2) is launched when one of the 
features enters its internal square ON area. This square region is centered at the 
desired feature position. The Event detector activates then the visual servoing 
controller and a new velocity obtained newly from a real image is sent to the robot. 
The new velocity sent to the robot attracts it towards the desired position. 
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Fig. 11. Experiment with features’ prediction. Evolution of the features in the image. 

The behavior of the method proposed in this paper to obtain virtual features to 
guide the robot in the blind zone is very similar to a classical image-based visual 
servoing scheme. The main advantage of using the proposed scheme is that there is no 
image to process when visual features enter the blind zone. The time saved during this 
phase can be spent in any other task. 

6 Conclusions 

Event-based visual servoing is a control scheme to guide a robot from any initial pose 
to the desired one using images only when it is necessary. It not only reduces the 
transfer load between the camera and the processing unit but also reduces the 
processing time during the visual servoing task. Moreover, this controller prevents 
visual features from leaving the field of view, which would cause the failure of the 
task. 

The system proposed in this paper improves the robustness of the event-based 
visual servoing. The Event detector of the previous proposal can only switch between 
visual servoing and the last visual servoing calculated velocity. In order to avoid 
situations like that of the first experiment, where visual features bounce more than 
one time over the external security area, an image position estimator based on virtual 
visual servoing has been used. Thus, the time saved during the deactivation of the 
visual servoing can be spent on estimating the set of visual features s. This estimation 
pushes the visual features towards the desired position as if the controller had a real 
image. 

The works presented in this paper opened a new researching topic. After validating 
the proposed controller using a standard webcam, the next step is the use of an event-
based camera in order to quantify the improvement in terms of data transfer load 
between camera and computer. 

The controller proposed allows avoiding outliers using a simple strategy. Events 
can be used in the future to perform any change in the parameters of the visual 
servoing controller. An event can order the system to increase the image resolution to 
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perform a more precise feature tracking, or to decrease the image resolution to save 
the data transfer bandwidth. An event can also trigger a visual feature change, using 
points, lines or ellipses depending on the different events. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes an appearance-based method to detect
loop closure in visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping).
To solve this problem, we make use of omnidirectional images and the
internal odometry captured by a robot in a real indoor environment.
We build an appearance-based model and, subsequently, two maps of
the environment are constructed, one metric and other topological with
relationships between them. These relationships are updated in each step
of our hybrid approach. The topological map is a graph built from the
appearance information in the scenes. A new node is added when the new
visual information is different enough from the previous information. At
the same time, we check a possible topological loop closure with previous
nodes. On the other hand we estimate the metric position of the new pose
using a Monte-Carlo approach with the aim of building a metric map.
The experimental results demonstrate the reasonable performance of our
method.

Keywords: Appearance-base descriptor, Omnidirectional Images,
Monte-Carlo SLAM, Hybrid Metric-Topological mapping, Loop closure
detection.

1 Introduction

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has received significant atten-
tion in the past decades as it constitutes a fundamental step when designing
an autonomous mobile robot. The SLAM technique considers the situation in
which an autonomous vehicle builds up a map within an unknown environment,
while simultaneously using this map to estimate its location. We can face the
SLAM problem from three different approaches: the Topological SLAM, which
represents the position of the robot through a list of states, and the map is
composed of a list of locations and the connectivity relationships between them
[6]; the Metric SLAM, which includes in the map a set of robot poses with
some metric relationships between them and the position of the robot in the
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map can be estimated with geometrical accuracy at each step [4]; and the Hy-
brid Metric/Topological SLAM, that combines the computational efficiency of
a topological map with the precision and detail of metric implementation [12].
Nowadays, it is usual that SLAM techniques make use of computer vision to
build the map and localize the robot. These processes can be approached from
two points of view: feature-based approach, where distinctive landmarks (SURF,
SIFT) are recognized in the scenes and tracked [13] and appearance-based ap-
proaches, where a database containing global image descriptors (PCA, Fourier
components, image frequency filtering) is built [8,2]. We present a unified frame-
work to carry out a hybrid metric-topological SLAM. We organize the SLAM
problem into a discrete estimation problem (topological SLAM) and a continuous
problem (metric SLAM).

An efficient loop closure detection is fundamental in SLAM to build a correct
map. It is necessary that the robot decides whether the current location has
been visited in a previous step. Two fundamental features to solve this problem
efficiently are choosing an adequate method to describe the scenes and optimizing
the data association problem [5,15]. The scene representation is one of the most
significant problem. In this paper, we use an appearance-based descriptor to
describe the scenes captured by the robot at each new pose. Therefore, we carry
out the loop closure mechanism when the appearance of the current scene is
similar enough to a previously captured scene.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the method
employed to construct the topological graph. In Section 3 a description of the
algorithm implemented to built the hybrid map is given. This is then followed
by the experimental results in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

2 Constructing a Topological Graph

2.1 Appearance Descriptor

Since we have decided to work with the global appearance of the images, we need
to build a specific descriptor that represents the global information that each
image has. The descriptor should retain as much information as possible with a
relatively small size, it must be computed quickly and it must be robust against
changes in the environmental lighting conditions. In this work we make use of
and compare two different image descriptors that are suitable to get a good
description of the appearance of the image: Fourier Signature [7] and Histogram
of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [1].

2.2 Topological SLAM

In our hybrid topological-metrical mapping approach, the topological map de-
scribes the environment using a graph, where each node represents an area of
the environment with similar visual appearance (containing one or more images),
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and the edges indicate the connectivity relationships between the nodes [9]. To
compute the most representative image of each node, we compute the similarity
between every two images in the node S(i, j) through the following equations
system:

S(i, j) =
1

D(i, j)

D(i, j) =

√∑
m

∑
n

(FSi(m,n)− FSj(m,n))2 (1)

Where FSi is the descriptor of the panoramic image Ii, and m and n are the
number of components the descriptor has in rows and columns, respectively.
Then, the closer the images are, the smaller the distance D is and the greater
the similarity S is. Once we have computed the similarity between every two im-
ages in the node, we compute the most representative image using the following
equations:

R = argmax
i∈P

( min
j∈P,i	=j

(S(i, j)))

NR = max
i∈P

( min
j∈P,i	=j

(S(i, j))) (2)

Where P represents the set of nodes in the graph. R is the image that best
represents the node and NR is its minimum similarity factor.

Whenever the robot captures a new image I, it checks whether this image
is part of the region that defines the current node using the representative of
this node, R. If the similarity S is over a certain threshold (Th), the new image
is added to the current node. If the similarity does not exceed the threshold,
it is compared with the node representative of all the neighbor nodes to the
current one, and the node with the higher similarity is chosen (loop closure).
We use a new threshold (Thnei) lower than the previous one in order to give
priority to the neighbor nodes. In the case that the similarity does not exceed
the neighbor limit, the image is compared to the rest of the node representatives
and if it exceeds the minimum threshold (Th) it is added to the corresponding
node (loop closure). Finally, in the case that no match is found, a new node is
added to the graph, and subsequently an edge between the new node and the
previous one is added too. On the other hand, every time we add an image to
an existing node, if Th ≤ S(i, j) ≤ NR, the node representative is re-calculated.

3 Metric SLAM

In the metric solution of SLAM, we estimate the position and orientation of
the robot with respect to a reference system with geometrical accuracy. In the
proposal that we present in this work we develop a visual SLAM process based
in a prior work [14], in which, we developed a visual odometry to estimate the
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trajectory followed by a robot by means of a camera sensor solely. In the present
work, we use the visual information in combination with the internal odometry
of the robot to compute an hybrid metric-topological map of the environment. In
addition, we use an approach based on fastSLAM ([8]), but with some important
changes. We combine a Monte-Carlo localization (MCL) algorithm with a land-
mark estimation process, so that, the robot decides when its current location is
included as a metric map landmark.

3.1 Monte Carlo Algorithm

We have built a formulation of mobile robot localization as a Monte-Carlo es-
timation that presents some differences with the traditional formulation. The
aim is the estimation of the robot’s pose xt = (x, y, θ) at time t using a set of
measurements z1:t = {z1, z2, . . . , zt} from the environment and the movements
u1:t = {u1, u2, . . . , ut} of the robot [3]. In a Monte-Carlo Localization prob-
lem [11], the probability density function p(xt|z1:t, u1:t) is represented by a set
of M random samples χt = xi

t, i = 1 . . .M extracted from it, named particles.
Each particle can be understood as a hypothesis of the true state of the robot
xi
t = (xi, yi, θi). The set of particles defines a discrete probability function that

approximates the continuous belief and the weight of each particle determines
the importance of the particle.

The original MCL algorithm consists of three main phases: Prediction phase,
in which a set of particles χt is generated based on the set of particles χt−1 and
a control signal ut; Update phase, in which the observation zt is used to compute
the weight wi

t of each particle in the set χt and Resampling phase that is used
to compute the resulting set χt. Finally, the set χt represents the distribution
p(xt|z1:t, u1:t). In our case (SLAM), as we begin the experiment without a map
of the environment, the initial set of particles is represented by a set of samples
drawn from a narrow Gaussian centered at the initial point (x = 0, y = 0). When
the experiment starts, the first map landmark (l0) corresponds with the first pose
of the robot (X0) and when the robot moves and captures a new image, the set
of particles of the initial pose also moves adding some error to the movement of
each particle, taking into account the movements u1:t = {u1, u2, . . . , ut} of the
robot.

Moreover, the topological algorithm computes the representative pose of the
node every time a new image is added, and it will appear on the metric map as
the set of particles that represents the metric localization of the node. Although
we compute each set of particles that represents each movement of the robot,
we only add to the metric map the set of particles that represents the node. The
main difference with respect to the traditional MCL algorithm is that we do not
carry out an update and resampling process in each movement of the robot but
when the topological algorithm detects a loop closure. On the other hand we
perform a prediction phase at each movement of the robot.

We activate the update and resampling process when a metric loop closure is
detected. The weight of each particle wi

t = p(zt|xi
t) that represents the current

pose of the robot (pt) is computed using as input both, the metric information
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Fig. 1. Bird’s eye view of the environment where the experiments have been carried out.
This is a realistic and challenging environment with visual aliasing and some people
walking into the laboratory. We can see the path followed by the robot to get the
necessary data to test the performance of our algorithm (green dots), some examples
of the images captured along this path and the initial and final position (big blue dot).
Several loop closures are presented.

(metric distance) and the visual information (appearance distance) through the
following equation:

ωi
t = exp{−viΣ

−1
l vTi } exp{−hjΣ

−1
d hT

j } (3)

Where vi is the difference between the position of the landmark lj and the
position (xi, yi) of the particle i (vi = (ljx, l

j
y)− (xi, yi)). Σl is a diagonal matrix

Σl = diag(σ2
l , σ

2
l ) where the variance σ2

l has been choosen in order to minimize
the error in the localization of the robot. h = |dj − dt| is the difference between
the appearance descriptor associated to the current observed image and the
descriptor associated to the landmark lj . The resulting set χt is computed by
resampling with replacement from the set χt, where the probability of resampling
each particle is proportional to its importance weight wi

t.

4 Experimental Results

With the purpose of evaluating our hybrid metric-topological SLAM proposal,
we performed a realistic experiment with a mobile robot in an laboratory-like
environment. First, we have captured the data we need and then we have carried
out several sets of experiments varying the main parameters of our algorithm
(Figure 1). To evaluate our method we need a mechanism to compute how similar
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Shape difference μ versus number of samples using the Fourier Signature
(blue line) and HOG (red line). (b) Processing step time to build the map versus
number of samples using the Fourier Signature (blue line) and HOG (red line).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Example of a simulation experiment using a number of particles equal to 200
and (a)the Fourier Signature descriptor and (b) the HOG descriptor. The particles that
represent the position of the landmarks are plotted as green dots and the position of
these landmark is represented as a blue cross. The particles that represent the current
position of the robot are plotted as red points and their position is represented as a
green circle. The internal odometry is plotted as a blue line where the blue squares
represent the current position of the robot according to the internal odometry. The
visual odometry is plotted as a red line where the red square represent the position of
the robot according to the visual odometry. Finally, the ground truth is represented
with a black line where the black square represent the position of the robot according
to the ground truth.

is the layout of the resulting map comparing to the real layout of the captures.
As we have begun the experiment without knowledge about the shape of the
map, it can occur that the resulting map has a similar shape comparing to the
original grid but with a rotation. We have decided to use the Procrustes analysis
[10]. Thanks to this analysis we get a measure of how accurate is the layout of
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the landmark after the SLAM process, comparing to the real layout. As a result
of this process we obtain a parameter μ ∈ [0, 1], where μ is a measure of the
shape correspondence between the sets of points A and B, so that the lower is
μ, the more similar are A and B. In this work we name μ as shape difference.

An exhaustive experimentation has been carried out, using as input the data
previously acquired in the real scenario. We have tested our approach using
the computed visual odometry and the two appearance-based descriptors. We
use the visual odometry as the input of the prediction phase in MCL. In the
simulations we have tested the influence of the number of particles in the final
result of the map. We have used the shape difference μ to evaluate the accuracy
of the resulting map (metric). In Figure 2 we can see the μ factor and the step
time needed by the algorithm t, versus the number of particles in the Monte
Carlo algorithm for both descriptors. It can be seen that in both cases as we
increase the number of particles, the shape factor decreases but it reaches a
minimum value from which the decrease is hardly noticeable. In the case of
Fourier Signature we reach the minimum value of μ equal to 0, 096 using 2000
particles. In the case of HOG we reach the minimum value when we use 4000
particles, μ equal to 0.097. Regarding the time, we can see that the time required
for each step of the process increases when the number of particles does. In the
case of Fourier Signature, μ takes a lower value than in HOG (except for a very
high particle number, when μ is slightly higher in Fourier Signature). On the
other hand, the time is lower in the case of the HOG although both descriptors
allow us to work in real time while maintaining good accuracy using a number
of particle about 200. We can see an example of a simulation experiment using
a number of particles equal to 200 and both descriptors in Figure 3. We can see
that the map obtained by means of our algorithm is more accurate than the map
obtained through the internal odometry in both cases. It can be seen that in our
map, and when we use the Fourier Signature, the initial and final position of the
robot coincides as occurs in the actual map. In the case of HOG, although this
position does not coincide, it is closer than in the case of the odometry.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented our own method of visual SLAM. This SLAM
approach uses the global appearance of panoramic images in combination with
the internal odometry of the robot. A hybrid metric-topological algorithm has
been developed to built a metric map, to maintain a topological graph and
to detect loop closures. The experiments have been carried out with a set of
omnidirectional images captured by an omnidirectional system mounted on the
mobile robot under an indoor environment.

In the experiments, we test our hybrid approach when we use the Fourier
Signature and HOG to describe the scenes globally. When we tune correctly
the parameters of the algorithm, we get a correct map in both cases. We show
that we need a minimum number of particles to get an acceptable accuracy
in both cases. We present detailed results of an experiments for both methods
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when we use a number of particle equal to 200 in both cases. Both experiments
results demonstrate the accuracy of our algorithm. The accuracy of the Fourier
Signature outperforms the results of HOG but HOG needs a lower computation
time. Since both methods allow us to work in real time we reach the conclusion
that the Fourier Signature is the best of both methods for our algorithm.

A future work includes the development of a new method to extract more
information of the sampling process when we detect a loop closure to get a
better accuracy. We will also try to test our algorithm in a large and outdoors
environment.
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Abstract. The problems of convergence to a desired configuration for a set of
robots and leader-following in formation are considered in a framework where
the robots have nonholonomic constraints, move in a plane and are observed by
a calibrated flying camera, which provides the only sensory information used for
the control. We propose a homography-based visual control method only requir-
ing a priori single image of the desired configuration to perform the task. The
proposed method consists of an image-based control scheme using the homogra-
phy induced by the multi-robot system. Therefore, an interesting property is that
the whole information regarding the multi-robot system is encapsulated in one
single homography. The results show that the system is able to track the leader
with the robots in formation despite the leader and camera motion are unknown.

1 Introduction

It is well known that some complex tasks cannot be adequately carried out by a single
robot or its performance can be greatly improve by using multiple robots. From the
variety of problems related with the topic of multi-robot systems, we focus in this paper
in the goal of driving a set of robots to a desired configuration while following a leader,
which is also part of the formation. A number of research works in this field focus on
the problem of reaching and maintaining a robot team in a particular configuration [8]
[13] [6].

Vision sensors have been extensively used for robot localization, navigation and con-
trol. Visual control is a wide field of research that has attracted the attention of many
researchers [4]. In multi-robot systems, it is common to have a setup where each robot
is equipped with a local perception system, and they share their information to ac-
complish the global task. This is the case, for example, of the localization method for
multiple mobile robots presented in [5]. Another related work is [13], where groups
of mobile robots are controlled to visually maintain formations, including the situation
where communication between the robots is not available. The vision-based formation
control with feedback-linearization proposed in [8] tackles the issue of switching be-
tween decentralized and centralized cooperative control.

Centralized multi-robot control approaches provide several advantages: they allow
simple and cheap robots, and release their local resources by transferring expensive
computations to an external computer. A centralized architecture is considered for the
leader-follower control proposed in [6], where the perception system consists of a fixed
camera on the ceiling. In general, vision-based tasks become more robust when multiple
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view geometry constraints are imposed [11]. Particularly, the homography is a well-
known geometric model across two views induced by a plane of the scene, and it has
been used extensively in visual control [3], [7], [10].

In the framework considered here, the multiple robots are assumed to move in a
planar surface and constrained to nonholonomic motion. The goal of the control scheme
proposed is to drive the multiple robots to a desired configuration defined by an image
previously taken of that configuration. One of the robots is designated as leader, and
performs an arbitrary motion without following the commands of the control law used
to maintain the formation. Therefore, the proposed control scheme allows the robots
to track the leader in formation. The visual information is acquired by a flying camera
looking downward that undergoes an arbitrary planar motion, in such a way that its
translation is parallel to the robots motion plane and the rotation is parallel to the plane
normal.

We propose a homography-based control approach that takes advantage of the planar
motion constraint to parameterize the homography. The image features we employ to
compute the homography are the projections of the multiple robots on the image plane.
Then, the computed homography gives information about the configuration of the set of
robots. In particular, from the homography we can determine if the configuration of the
robots is rigid, i.e. they maintain the desired configuration defined by the target image,
or nonrigid, meaning that the robots are in a different configuration. We propose an
image-based control law where a desired homography is defined as a reference for the
control in order to drive the robots to the desired configuration while tracking the leader
robot. We can highlight several advantages of our approach. First, any arbitrary target
configuration can be defined simply with one image, avoiding the need for information
such as 3D measurements or relative positions between the robots. Another advantage
is that in our method the camera can move, which allows it to carry out different or
additional tasks independently of the control. Moreover, the control performance is not
affected by the camera or leader motion, which can therefore be arbitrary.

This paper extends the work presented in [12] and [9]. The idea of homography-
based control of a set of robots by using a flying camera was introduced in [12], where
the camera performs an arbitrary motion that was constrained to be in a plane parallel to
the floor. This constraint was avoided in [9], where the method was generalized and sup-
ported with real experiments. Additionally, we tackle the problem of collision avoidance
when controlling multiple mobile robots [1], which has to deal with both inter-agent and
external collisions. In that work, we use a potential-like collision avoidance method
based on gyroscopic forces. We also proposed a purely image-based control strategy
that drives the robots while minimizing the sum of the squared distances the robots have
to travel [2]. That method features multiple cameras, each of them observing a subset
of the robot team, and overcomes the field-of-view limitations of single-camera meth-
ods increasing their scalability by exploiting the advantages of both, centralized and
distributed multi-robot control strategies. In this paper, we extend and test the proposal
for a control law which carries out the multi-robot configuration and leader-following
control task. The method is able to lead the robots to the desired configuration while
tracking one robot named as leader. The tracking task is hardened because the leader
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motion is not known a priori, but the control system handles it properly showing good
performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the parametrization of the ho-
mography and the definition of the desired homography for reaching the multi-robot
goal configuration. The control law for the multi-robot system is presented in section 3.
In Section 4 the performance of the proposal is illustrated in simulation. Finally, the
conclusions of the paper are given in Section 5.

2 Homography-Based Scheme

The setup consists of a set of robots undergoing planar motion in the x− y plane. The
motion of the camera occurs in a plane parallel to the floor and the rotation of the cam-
era is also parallel to the floor normal (n). The motion of the camera is arbitrary and
unknown while holding the previous constraints. One of the robots acts as leader, so that
although it still belongs to the formation it also performs an arbitrary and unknown mo-
tion. In the following, we parameterize the homography in this framework and propose
a procedure to define the desired homography that corresponds to the desired configu-
ration of the multi-robot system.

Two perspective images can be geometrically linked through a plane by a homogra-
phy H ∈ R

3×3. This projective transformation H relates points of the plane projected
in both images. Pairs of corresponding points (p,p′) are then related up to scale by
p′ = Hp. The calibrated homography can be related to camera motion and plane pa-
rameters as follows

H = R+TnT /d , (1)

where R and T are the relative rotation and translation of the camera, n is the unit
normal of the plane with respect to the reference frame and d is the distance along n
between the plane and the reference position. In the framework considered, the position
of the camera (x, y, z)T is constrained to the plane x − y (i.e. z = 0) and rotation φ
about the z-axis. This constraint yields

R =

⎡
⎣ cosφ sinφ 0
− sinφ cosφ 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ , T =

⎛
⎝ tx

ty
tz

⎞
⎠ , (2)

with T = −R(x, y, 0)T . In our framework, the mobile robots move in a planar sur-
face that generates the homography. Besides, the camera undergoes planar motion: the
translation is parallel to the plane and the rotation is parallel to the plane normal, i.e.
the z-axis, and n = (0, 0,−1)T . Notice that the distance d is the height of the camera
with respect the motion plane of the robots. Therefore, the homography matrix is

Hrigid =

⎡
⎣h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ ∼

⎡
⎣ cosφ sinφ −tx/d
− sinφ cosφ −ty/d

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ . (3)

In our framework, the homography across two views can be computed from a min-
imal set of two point correspondences solving a linear system. In particular, the points
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considered consist of the projection of the robots on the image plane, and each point
correspondence gives two independent equations. Given that Hrigid is defined by seven
unknown entries, and using the homography constraints h11 = h22 and h21 = −h12,
a set of two point correspondences allows to determine the homography up to a scale
factor by solving a linear system. Given that h33 is never zero because of the particular
form (3), the scale of the homography can always be normalized and fixed by this entry.

Similarly to the work [2], we wish to compute a 2D Euclidean transformation, but
we will derive it from a homography parametrization simpler than (3). This requires a
prior translation of the positions in the two sets of points. Here, this translation can be
such that the points are expressed with respect to the respective global centroids. These
centroids, c for the sets of points p of the current formation and c′ for the sets of points
of the desired formation p′, are also expressed in the reference frame of robot and we
assign

p′ := p′ − c′ , p := p− c (4)

The new coordinates transformed with the centroid are used hereafter (although in
the following some comparison is provided with or without this transformation). Then,
the two sets of transformed positions p′ and p are used to compute a homography
constrained to have the following form:

Hnonrigid =

⎡
⎣h11 h12 0
h21 h22 0
0 0 h33

⎤
⎦ ∼

⎡
⎣ s cosφ s sinφ 0
−s sinφ s cosφ 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ . (5)

Unlike (3), the homography (5) is not Euclidean. However, as shown in [2], it can be
computed linearly using SVD and allows to obtain the least-squares Euclidean homog-
raphy that we are looking for, Hd as follows:

Hd = Hnonrigid diag(1/s, 1/s, 0) . (6)

Each pair of robots induce a homography across two images, the current image and
the image of the desired configuration. If all of these homographies are equal, the rel-
ative motion of the robots is rigid. Otherwise, if any of the homographies is different
to the others, the relative motion of the set of robots is not rigid and they are not in the
desired configuration. A desired homography computed using all robots needs to be de-
fined in order to lead the robots to the desired configuration. The Hnonrigid relates each
point p of the current image with the corresponding point p′ in the desired formation
image with p′ = Hnonrigid p. The desired homography Hd is used now to define the
goal location of the robots (except the leader) in the image as

pd = (Hd)−1 p′ + c . (7)

The effect of using or not the centroid (4) in the computation of the desired ho-
mography is shown in Fig. 3. In this example, nine robots are depicted in an arbitrary
configuration. The desired configuration is an octagonal shape with the robots in the
contour and the leader in the center. The target location of the octagon is drawn with
thin line. Thick lines join each robot with its corresponding goal. The plots of the center
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the desired image location for the robots provided by the goal homography
in different cases for some instant time. The control law is performed without considering the
centroid of the robot distribution (left), whereas it is considered in the next case (center). The last
case translates the centroid of the desired robot locations to the leader (right).

and left shows the difference of using or not the centroid in the point target location, re-
spectively. This procedure minimizes the sum of squared distances between the current
and desired positions of the robots to reach the desired configuration. It can be seen that
considering the centroid the trajectories required to the robots are shorter. Furthermore,
one of the robots acts as leader and will not follow the control scheme commands to
reach the desired configuration. Thus, instead of using the centroid of the set of robots
in (4), we propose to center the coordinates in the image coordinates of leader. In this
way, the control law is not requiring any action from the leader to reach the forma-
tion. This is illustrated in the right plot of Fig. 3. This procedure improves the control
performance as shown in the experimental section.

3 Visual Control Law

From the desired homography computed as explained in the previous section, we pro-
pose a control scheme to drive the robots to the desired configuration defined by an
image of that configuration. Basically, in each iteration of the control loop, the flying
camera takes a current image of the robots, the desired homographyHd is obtained and
used in the control law to compute the robot velocities necessary to reach the desired
configuration of the multi-robot system. These velocities are sent to the robots except
the leader, which performs its arbitrary motion.

Different coordinate systems defined in the 3D space are depicted in Fig. 2 (left).
The state of each robot is given by (x, y, φ)T , where φ is the orientation of the robot
expressed as the angle between the robot body y-axis and the world y-axis. Each robot
has two velocity inputs, the linear velocity v and angular velocity ω, with v in the
direction of the robot y-axis, and ω around the robot z-axis. The kinematics of each
robot can be then expressed in general in polar or Cartesian coordinates as⎧⎨

⎩
ρ̇ = v cosα
α̇ = ω − v

ρ sinα

φ̇ = ω

, and

⎧⎨
⎩

ẋ = −v sinφ
ẏ = v cosφ

φ̇ = ω
, (8)

respectively, being x = −ρ sinψ and y = ρ cosψ . The alignment errorα is defined
as the angle between the robot body y-axis and the distance vector ρ with α = φ− ψ .
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Image plane

Fig. 2. (Left) Coordinate systems from a top view of the 3D scene. The robot position is given by
(x, y, φ)T or (ρ,α, φ)T in the global reference. (Right) Coordinate systems on the image plane
for each robot. Subindex m denotes that the variable is defined on the image plane (the same
variable without subindex m refers to the 3D space). Point p is the image projection of a robot
and pd its location to reach the desired configuration of the multi-robot system.

We now introduce several variables, depicted in Fig. 2 (right), to define the state of
each robot on the image plane with (ρm, ψm, φm). The origin of the coordinate system
for each robot p on the image plane is placed in the desired location pd, i.e. the robots
are in the desired configuration when all of them are in the origin of their respective
references (pd). The alignment error on the image αm is also defined as αm = φm −
ψm.

Finally, we define the control law in order to bring the robot team to the desired
configuration as follows: {

v = −kv ρm
ω = −kω (αm − π)

, (9)

where kv > 0 and kω > 0 are control gains. This control law drives the robots to
their image target positions so that the team reaches the desired configuration while
tracking the leader. The image projection of the distance to the desired position ρm and
the alignment error αm are measured directly in the image plane.

4 Simulation Experiments

The approach presented in this work has been tested is simulation providing good re-
sults. In this section, we describe an example in order to illustrate the performance of
the control scheme. The setup consists of a set of robots moving on the floor. In particu-
lar, nine robots are considered with one of them as the leader. The desired configuration
is an octagonal shape with one of the robots, the leader, in the center. This is shown,
together with the arbitrary initial configuration of the robots, in the first row of Fig. 3.
The camera looking downwards is flying over the scene taking images of the set of
robots and, using the image of the desired configuration, the controller computes the
desired homography that defines the goal location of the robots in the image plane.
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Fig. 3. The desired configuration of the robots and their initial positions for the simulation pre-
sented are depicted, respectively, in the first row. The robots are distributed in the desired for-
mation forming an octagonal shape with the leader robot in the centre. The linear and angular
velocities given by the controller to follow the leader in formation are depicted in the second row.

Note that the flying camera moves arbitrarily parallel to the floor plane and its motion is
unknown for the control system. The velocity commands are sent to the robots, except
the leader, to reach the desired formation. The leader does not accept commands and
moves arbitrarily being its motion unknown for the control system.

The resultant velocities provided by the control law are shown in the second row of
Fig. 3. The leader moves following a rectangular shape with rounded corners. The linear
velocity of the leader is v = 0.3 m/s and the angular velocity is ω = {0, 0.0157} rad/s.
It can be seen in the plots that the robots’ velocities converge to the leader’s velocities
adequately in order to follow it. At the beginning, the velocities are higher as the initial
configuration is very different to the desired one. Once the robots are in the formation,
the control law tracks the leader velocities while keeping the robots in formation at the
same time. A top view of the resultant motion of the set of robots and the flying camera
is shown in Fig. 4. In this example, the flying camera follows a circular motion also
compounded by sinusoids. The motion of the camera is depicted with black line and
its initial location is (−40, 0)m with height 50m. The initial location of the robots is
around the coordinates (0, 0) and the path followed by the robots during the simulation
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Fig. 4. Top view of the workspace showing the camera and robots motion in a simulation with
the flying camera undergoing a circular motion compounded with sinusoids. The trajectory of
the camera is depicted with a black line, starting at coordinates (−40, 0). The initial positions of
the robots are around (0, 0) and the leader of the formation follows a rectangular shape motion
anticlockwise. The path followed by the robots to reach the desired configuration and follow the
leader is shown with coloured lines. The robots are depicted in some intermediate instants during
the simulation.

is shown with coloured lines. The robots are also depicted in some intermediate instants
to show that the correct formation is reached and maintained while tracking the leader.

The evolution of the robots in the image plane is depicted in Fig. 5. In this figure,
the initial and final location of the robots is depicted with small coloured circles. Notice
that the robots’ trajectories in the image plane can be quite complex depending on the
coupled motion between the robots and the arbitrary motion of the camera and the
leader. Nevertheless, the proposed control law handles it correctly and in a simple way.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the approach presented, we show in Fig. 6
the evolution of the error in the formation. The distance between each pair of robots
in the the actual formation is measured and compared with the corresponding distances
in the desired formation. The mean of the absolute difference values are then given as
a measurement of the total error in the formation. Two different cases are considered
in the error computation. In the first case, an additional simulation has been carried
out where the control law is performed without considering the centroid of the set of
robots in the computations (first row). In the second case, the centroid in considered
and related with the leader robot of the formation (second row), this case corresponds
with the simulation presented in this section. Additionally, the left plots in Fig. 6 cor-
responds to the error distances between robots without considering the leader, whereas
the right plots consider the errors distances in where the leader is involved. It can be
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Fig. 5. Trace of the robots in the image plane. The initial and last configuration of the robot
formation is depicted with coloured circles. It can be seen that the traces of the robots in the
image plane are quite complex because of the coupled motion between the robots and the arbitrary
motion of the camera and the leader. Thanks to the homography-based approach, the control law
handles correctly the problem independently of the complex trajectories in the image plane.

seen that the controlled robots reach the desired formation without error, independently
of considering the centroid or not in the control law computations. The error distance in
the formation regarding the leader is different to zero in any case and higher when not
considering the centroid of the robots in the control law. Not considering the centroid
means that the control law assumes that the leader cooperates in reaching the formation,
but actually, the leader follows an arbitrary motion. Then, using the centroid centered
in the leader, means that the control law realized that no cooperation comes from the
leader and the robots compensate the leader motion to maintain the formation. Thus, re-
ducing the formation error. Note that the motion of the leader is unknown and therefore,
the control law cannot guarantee zero error while the leader is moving. The final error
can be reduced by increasing the control law gains, but too high gains could reduce the
system performance and lead to instability.

Finally, the evolution of the homography entries is depicted in Fig. 7. In particular,
entries h11, h12, h13, and h23 are depicted given that h22 = h11 and h21 = −h12.
Again, we separately present the homography entries of the set of robots without con-
sidering the leader (left column) and the entries of homographies where the leader is
involved (right column). The robots reach the desired formation when the desired ho-
mography is finally reached. The results in terms of homography entries is coherent
with the evolution of the error formation previously shown in Fig. 6. The homographies
generated by the robots except the leader converge to the desired homography, i.e. they
reach the desired formation, whereas the homographies that include the leader fluctuate
around the desired homography with a small error, denoting that the robots follows the
leader in formation with some tracking error. Notice that the final homography does not
converge to a constant value given that it evolves because of the arbitrary motions of
the camera and the leader of the formation.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the error between the current formation and the desired formation. The dis-
tances between each robot in the current and desired formation are measured and the mean of the
absolute error values is depicted. Different cases are tested: In the first row, we do not consider
the centroid of the formation in the control law, contrary to the second row, where it is considered.
In both cases, Left plot shows the error of all the robots in the formation without including the
leader errors, whereas right plots show the errors of the leader with respect the rest of the robots
in the formation.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of matrix entries of the desired homography (thick lines) and actual homogra-
phies (thin lines) between the robots. Entries h11, h12, h13, and h23 are depicted. Left column
shows the actual homographies except those where the leader robot is involved. Right column
shows all the homographies in which the leader is involved. All the robots reach the desired
homography with zero error except the leader, which is always moving away from the desired
configuration.
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5 Conclusion

The proposed control scheme is able to lead a group of robots to a desired configuration
and follow the robot leader while maintaining the formation. The key point is that the
control law is based on the computation of one single desired homography that allows
to define the goal location of the robots in the image plane. The control scheme shows
good performance, specially taking into account that neither the camera motion nor
the leader trajectory are known or estimated. The final error distances in the formation
during the navigation are zero between the robots but not with respect the leader, which
presents some final error. This error regarding the tracking of the leader depends on its
dynamics and can be reduced by tuning the control gains. However, this error cannot be
reduced to zero unless the leader stops or, as classical approaches consider, the motion
of the leader is known a priori or estimated online.
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Abstract. Tracking by detection methods are becoming increasingly popular in 
recent years. They use samples classified in previous frames to detect object in 
a new frame. These methods have shown successful results. However, due to 
the self updating nature of this approach, tracking by detection methods usually 
suffer from object drift. Inaccurately detected samples are added to the training 
set which degrades the performance. Another problem is that the object may 
change in shape and size which increases the potential for inaccurate detection 
and subsequently the chance of losing the object. We propose a robust object 
tracking algorithm that adapts to changes in the size of the object. The  
algorithm is divided into two steps. The first step uses random projections 
compressed using a sparse matrix to describe positive and negative samples 
generated around the object. These samples are used to train a classifier to 
detect the position of the object in the next frame. The second step searches for 
the best size to fit the object around the position chosen in the first step. 
Experimental results show that our method provides robust tracking and help 
alleviate the drift problems. 

1 Introduction 

Object tracking is an important problem in many applications such as robotics, 
surveillance, augmentation reality and traffic control. Many methods are used to 
address object tracking in videos such as template based tracking, shape based 
methods, mean shift methods, flow based tracking, etc. Recently tracking by detection 
is gaining popularity. These methods use the current position of the target to generate 
positive samples with a small degree of variation in position. Negative samples are 
generated from the background surrounding the object. These samples are then used 
to solve a classification problem in the next frame. A classifier trained with the 
generated samples is used to label patches in the scene as foreground or background. 
The new position of the object is chosen from the patches labeled as foreground. This 
process is repeated for each frame. Tracking by detection has demonstrated success in 
many applications [1-6]. 

There might be a conflict between the underlying paragraph style and some 
individual character and paragraph formatting. 

However, since this approach is based on self learning (i.e. uses its own predictions 
for training), tracking by detection is prone to drift. False positives used to update the 
classifier cause the detection to degrade. Moreover, even if the samples are correctly 
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classified, the sample may not fit the object tightly. In this case, part of the tracking 
bounding box is occupied by background. Over a few iterations of self updating, the 
tracker is likely to drift towards the background and loose the object. This problem is 
aggravated if the size of the object varies significantly due to its movement in relation 
to the camera.  If the object is scaled down, a greater are of the bounding box will 
contain background. This increases the chance of the tracker drifting to the 
background and loosing the object. On the other hand if the size of the object 
increases, the tracker would only fit part of the object. In this case the tracker cannot 
utilize all the details of the object which decreases its chances of accurate detection. If 
the increase in size is substantial, parts of the object surrounding the bounding box 
may be counted as negative samples, further compromising the performance of the 
classifier. 

The problem of scale variations in tracking has been tackled in the literature, 
mainly using mean shift methods [7-9]. Yilmaz [9] used a mean shift method with an 
asymmetric kernel to estimate the scale and orientation of the object. The scale and 
orientation are added as two more features to the x and y position of the object. The 
mean shift for all dimensions is evaluated simultaneously.  This approach produced 
promising results. However, due to the constancy of the kernel shape, this tracker 
works best if the shape of the object is unaltered. In most real applications the shape 
of the object often changes due to deformation, out of plane rotation or camera 
movement; which would affect the performance of the tracker.  

Babenko et al [10] used a tracking by detection method. When generating positive 
and negative samples for training, the samples are of the same size as the tracking 
bounding box. However, the patches to be labeled by the classifier may be larger or 
smaller than the bounding box. This approach has its advantages and disadvantages. 
On one hand, patches of varying sizes may be better aligned with object, thus 
improving classification and providing tighter tracking. On the other hand adding a 
scale parameter to the patches increases the search space, so there is more room for 
error, unless the number of patches to be detected is increased which is time 
consuming. So adding the scale parameter improves tracking in some cases and 
degrades it in others [10]. 

In this paper we propose a robust two-step approach to tracking by detection. We 
use a discriminative model to separate the object from the background using 
compressed features. Random projections have been used recently in tracking by 
detection [11]. Studies in compressed sensing have shown that a small number of 
randomly drawn linear measurements can keep most of the information in visual 
images [12], [13]. For the first step we use information about the object to generate 
positive and negative samples and random projections are used to project them into a 
low dimension feature space. A classifier trained with these samples is used to label 
patches of the same dimensions as the training samples. The best candidate of the 
positively labeled is then selected as the current position of the object. In the second 
step patches of different size are generated close to the position chosen in the first 
step. The classifier is used to separate the background from the fore ground and the 
positive sample most similar to the original target is chosen as the new object. This 
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prevents the tracker from drifting due to self updating. We demonstrate that our 
method provides robust tracking for objects with scale variations and decreases the 
chance of drifting. 

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we describe the random 
projections used to generate features for the training and testing samples. Section 3 
describes our proposed scale-invariant approach. We present our experiments and 
results in section 4 and conclude the paper in section 5. 

2 Random Projections 

Random projections are a method of projecting a high dimensional space to a lower 
dimensional space while preserving most of the information in the original signal. 
Bingham et al [14] show that using random projections for dimensionality reduction 
is favorable to principal component analysis (PCA) in image and text applications.  
The theory relies on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma[15] that states that with high 
probability the distance between a pair of samples in a high dimensional space is 
preserved if they are projected onto a randomly selected subspace with sufficient 
dimensions[11]. A random matrix R satisfying the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma can 
project compressive signals such as images onto a lower dimensional space without 
losing most of the information [16]. This allows for the use of robust features in 
detection without the computational cost that comes with high dimensional feature 
spaces. 

A random matrix R of size m × n projects data from an m dimensional space to an 
n dimensional space where n is much smaller than m. R is usually a Random 
Gaussian matrix with zero mean and unit variance. However, to further reduce the 
computational cost a sparser random matrix is employed where a member of R rij is 
given by the equation: 

This matrix satisfies the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma for s= 2 or 3[15]. For s=2 
half the matrix is zeros and therefore half the computations for the projections may be 
ignored. For s=3 two thirds of the matrix is zeros. This not only saves in 
computational load but also in memory as only the non zero elements of the matrix R 
are stored. 

 

=  √  ×  1 ℎ 120 ℎ  1 − 1
−1 ℎ 12

 

 
 
 
 

  (1) 
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3 Scale-Invariant Tracking 

In this section we present our proposed tracking method, employing two steps of 
detection to perform object tracking. 

3.1 First Step 

In the first step we employ the algorithm for tracking by detection using random 
projections in [11]. Given the position and size of the object in the first frame we 
generate positive samples near the object and negative samples surrounding it. All the 
samples have the same dimensions as the given object. Haar like feature are extracted 
from the samples by applying a set of convolution masks with varying scales. The 
samples are now represented with a very high dimensional feature space which makes 
the computational load very heavy.  The Haar like features are then compressively 
sensed with a very sparse measurement matrix R to randomly project them onto a 
lower dimensional subspace.  We only need to construct the measurement matrix R 
once. We then use the same matrix for the rest of the tracking process.  

The positive and negative samples –now projected to a lower dimensional feature 
space- are used to train a base classifier. We use to types of classifier for detection: 1- 
the ratio classifier used in [11] which models the samples with a naïve Bayesian 
classifier. When new samples are added, the mean and variance of the underlying 
Gaussian distribution are updated. 2- A K nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier which 
classifier samples based on their proximity to the positive and negative training 
samples. When new samples are added, older samples are averaged into fewer 
samples to save memory and computations.  

The base classifier is then used to classify patches generated randomly from the 
image around the last detected position of the object. The patches are projected into 
the feature space using the same measurement matrix R. The classifier then chooses 
from the positively labeled samples the best candidate for the position of the object. In 
case of the ratio classifier, it is the sample with the highest posterior probability. In 
case of the KNN it is the sample closest to the positive training samples. 

3.2 Second Step 

In this step we estimate the scale variation of the object and provide the new bounding 
box for the object. New patches are generated around the position provided from the 
first step. This time the patches may be up to 10% smaller or larger than the training 
samples. The new samples are projected using the same random matrix and labeled 
using the base classifier. The positive sample most similar to the original target given 
in the first frame is chosen as the new position and dimensions of the object. Step one 
is started using the new bounding box and the process is repeated. Since the ratio 
classifier can’t be trained with a single sample to choose the point most similar to the 
original object, we use Euclidean distance as a measure of similarity. 

By dividing the detection process into two steps, we treat the problem as two 
separate tasks: 1- finding the position of the object. 2- Find the size of the object. 
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This way we avoid the problem of having a large search space, where we 
needlessly search through different size in wrong positions. Since the radius in which 
we generate the patches around the object in the second step is very small, the 
generated patches are very dense and so we have a large chance of accurately fitting 
the object while only slightly increasing the computational load.  The original object 
is used as a reference in the second step instead of the self labeled samples to prevent 
the problems of loose fitting or jittering that arise from self updating. It serves as a 
correction step to prevent drifting. There is no risk however from the problems 
associated with not adaptive algorithms, since an adaptive algorithm is used in the 
first step, and the second step is restricted to a small radius around the tracked 
position. 

4 Experiments and Results 

In this section we describe our experiments and present our results. We compare our 
scale-invariant approach to the fixed scale approach used in [11]. The parameters for 
our setup is as follows: The radius for drawing positive samples is 4, the inner radius 
for generating negative samples is 120 and the outer radius is 150. In step 1, the 
search radius to detect the object is set to 70 and 1000 samples are generated. In step 
2 the search radius is set to 3 and 500 samples are generated. The dimensionality of 
the projected space is 50 and the learning rate is set to 0.9. The experiments are 
repeated using the ratio classifier and KNN as base classifiers. For fair comparison, 
the same random matrix is used to compare the two step and the single step 
approaches. 

We conduct our experiments on a video sequence of a toy cow. The sequence 
contains high scale variations and rapid change. The object is rotated off plane and 
otherwise. It also leaves the scene and is totally lost before returning to view.  

To evaluate the performance of the tracker and compare it to fixed scale tracking in 
a quantitative way we use 2 quality measures. Firstly we use a score representing the 
average Euclidean distance between the center of the tracking bounding box and the 
ground truth (in pixels). This score is only concerned with the position of the center of 
the bounding box and doesn’t take scale into consideration. Secondly we use a score 
based on the PASCAL challenge used in [17] and [18] which calculates the overlap 
between the detected bounding box and the ground truth. The overlap is calculated as: 

 
 

where ROIDis the detected bounding box and ROIGTis the ground truth bounding box. 
We use this score to calculate the percentage of correctly tracked frames in the 
sequence. A frame is considered positive if the overlap score exceeds 0.5. 
The run time for the fixed scale tracker using ratio classifier and KNN is 13.8 and 5.9 
fps respectively, while the run time for the scale adaptive tracker is 11.9 and 5.6 fps 
respectively.  
 

                  score = area(ROID ∩ ROIGT)area(ROID ∪ ROIGT) 
 

(2) 
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Figure 1 shows the results based on the distance score. The graph shows the error 
in distance between the centroids along the frames of the sequence. It shows that the 
average distance is reduced by more than 50% when employing our method. This is 
true for both KNN and ratio classifiers. It is worth noting that this measure of 
evaluation doesn’t take the size of the bounding box into consideration; so the 
reduction in error is due to increased accuracy in tracking the position of the object.   

 

Fig. 1. Tracking results using distance score 

Figure 2 shows the results of the Pascal score throughout the sequence. It also 
shows the percentage of frames in which the object was detected correctly (with more 
the 50% overlap between detection and ground truth). From the graph we can see 
where the tracker drifts and loses the object. We can also see a point where the object 
exits the scene completely before returning to it and is momentarily lost by all 
 

 
Fig. 2. Tracking results using Pascal score 
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trackers. Using KNN as a classifier, the accuracy improved from 30.3% to 73.8% 
when using our method. Using ratio classifier, the accuracy improved from 30.3% to 
70.5% when using our method. The results from both figures clearly show the 
improved robustness and accuracy of our tracker. 

Figure 3 shows samples of the results for both methods at different frames. The 
figure shows results using both the ratio classifier (left) and KNN (right) as base 
classifiers. Both classifiers perform similarly and we can draw similar observations. 
The scale-invariant tracking accurately updates the size as well as the position of the 
object and provides tight tracking for the object throughout the video sequence. We 
can see several examples of object drift fixed by using a second step. a) Shows a 
bounding box too big for the object and so is drawn to the background. b) Is an 
example where the size of the bounding box is correct but the tracking drifts due to 
the sudden rotation and translation of the object. e) Shows the case where the 
bounding box is too small for the object and can only capture some of its features. f) 
Is a case where the object is partially culled. Notice that our proposed tracker scales 
down the bounding box to fit the visible part of the object more tightly and avoid 
capturing a lot of the background. 

Figure 4 shows the object returning to view after being totally culled. Notice that 
tracking without a corrective step detects the object incorrectly when using the ratio 
classifier, while two step tracking reacquires the object upon its return. The target is 
not reacquired simply due to the employment of the original target in the second step; 
since the radius for finding the object is limited, it is obvious that the object was 
detected in the first step. Instead, this improvement is attributed to the accurate 
detection performed by the scale invariant tracker throughout the sequence; which 
decreases the chances of mislabeled samples degrading the performance of the 
classifier. 

Fig. 3. Tracking results using the proposed tracking method vs. fixed scale tracking. The 
object reappears after exiting the scene completely. 
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Fig. 4 . Tracking results using the proposed tracking method vs. fixed scale tracking 

5 Conclusion and Future Work      

In this paper we propose a robust real-time, scale-invariant tracking method to deal 
with object scaling and drifting. We employed random projections to describe image 
samples effectively in a low dimensional space. In the first step of our method the 
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position of the object is found by searching through fixed sized samples in a large 
area. In the second step we search for the object through samples of varying size in a 
small area. Our results show that our method provides tight tracking throughout the 
sequence and decreases drifting and inaccurate detection compared to the single step 
approach. In the future we aim to repeat the experiment on more datasets to establish 
the benefit of our method. Moreover, since a small number of projected features is 
used (n=50), the results are dependent on the generated random matrix. Using a 
different random matrix may significantly change the results. We aim to investigate 
techniques to alleviate the sensitivity of the detection to the random projections. 
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Abstract. This paper shows a performance comparison of two sensors capable 
of obtaining depth information using two different methods, i.e. stereo 
information and infrared based depth measurement. The sensors are a 
Bumblebee XB3 and a Microsoft Kinect, and they provide in-depth information 
with some advantages and disadvantages that will be presented and evaluated in 
this paper. The analysis compares the devices single characteristics and tests 
their performance. 

Keywords: BumblebeeXB3, Kinect, Point Cloud, 3D measurements. 

1 Introduction 

At the present time there exist different techniques to acquire depth information from 
a scene. These techniques are generally grouped in two main categories [1]: active 
and passive. The active group refers to the techniques that use a controlled source of 
structured energy emission, such as a scanning laser source or a projected pattern of 
light, and a detector like a camera. A common active vision device is a laser range 
scanner, where an active source moves around an object in order to scan the entire 
object surface. These sensors are dense in 3D measurements, but most of them are 
limited to static environments [2]. Few years ago a new class of active depth sensing 
systems based on the time-of-flight (TOF) principle, has emerged [3], [4]. The 
operational principle of these sensors is similar to other laser scanners but their 
advantage is that they can capture the whole scene at the same time, enabling their use 
in dynamic scenes applications [5]. The disadvantages of the TOF sensors are the big 
price and the low resolution. A recent development in active range sensing technology 
is the Microsoft Kinect sensor [6] that has a good working range, low price, a 
reasonable resolution and a low computational cost. 

On the other hand, the passive techniques do not use a specific structured source of 
energy in order to form an image and hence, the light source may not be directly used 
in the range calculation. The basic principle used in recovering 3D information is the 
triangulation principle. In active vision techniques, a triangle is created between the 
light, the object and the sensor. In passive stereo vision techniques, the triangle may 
be created between the object and two sensors. Many kinds of sensors have been  
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designed to acquire depth information using specific techniques making them suitable 
for a specific application.  

The objective of this paper is to analyze a passive and an active sensor in order to 
show their performance and to emphasize their differences. Some previous 
comparison of active and passive sensor for acquiring 3D information have been 
made; for instance in [7] a Kinect and a bumblebe2 are used under different light 
condition with the objective of appreciating the performance of each sensor under 
light variation; other interesting comparison can be found in [8] where the accuracy of 
a PMD and a stereo vision, both systems under optimal condition, is compared. 

2 BumblebeeXB3 Stereo Camera 

The BumblebeeXB3 is a stereo camera with three sensors that can be used with two 
different baselines; 24 cm and 12 cm. The 24 cm baseline allows obtaining 3D points 
with more accuracy in longer ranges making it useful for outdoor applications, while 
the narrow baseline is more suitable for indoor areas improving close range matching 
and minimum-range-limitation [9]. Table 1 shows the main specifications of the 
BumblebeeXB3 camera [10], and Fig. 1 shows an image of the BumblebeeXB3   
camera. 

Table 1. Main specifications of the BumblebeeXB3 camera  and the Microsoft Kinect sensor 

 

 

Fig. 1. BumblebeeXB3 camera 

BumblebeeXB3 Camera Specifications 

 Imaging Sensor 

Three Sony ICX445 a/3¨ 

progressive scan CCD´s 

1280x960 max pixels, 

3.75µm square pixel 

Baseline 12cm and 24cm 

Lens Focal Length 2.5mm with 100° HFVO or 

3.8mm with 70°HFVO or 

6mm with 50° HFVO 

A/D Converter Analog Device 12-bit ana-

log to digital converter 

Video Data Output 8 and 16-bit digital data 

Frame Rates 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.875 FPS 

Microsoft Kinect Specifications 

Imaging Sensor 

IR Projector. 

RGB Camera 

IR Camera 

Resolution, Depth 

Stream 

QVGA (320x240) 

Resolution, Color 

Stream 

VGA (640x480) 

Frame Rate 30 FPS 

Mechanical Tilt Rate ±28° 

Field Of View Horizontal: 57° 

Vertical: 43° 

Working Range 1.2 to 3.5 meters 
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2.1 Operation Mode 

The process followed by BumblebeeXB3 camera to obtain depth information is 
similar to the used by a normal stereo vision system. In general, the purpose of stereo 
vision is to perform range measurements based on the left and right images obtained 
from stereoscopic cameras. Basically, an algorithm is implemented to establish the 
correspondence between image features in different views of the scene and then 
calculate the relative displacement between features coordinates in each image [11].  

A general description of the process to obtain 3D points is described next. 

Camera Calibration. The first step is to calibrate the camera; the BumblebeeXB3 is 
accurately precalibrated by Point Grey Research for lens distortions and camera 
misalignment [12]. The camera calibration process is a necessary step to know the 
parameters that define the camera model in order to obtain scene measurements from 
images. The accuracy of the calibration will determine the precision of the 
measurements obtained from the images. 

Matching. To obtain a 3D data set from a scene, it is necessary to solve a crucial 
problem: find corresponding points in each image; i.e., points in image A, ( , ), 
and image B, P′( , ), corresponding to the same point of the scene. This is a 
difficult process because it is possible to have areas of the scene where there is no 
solution (occluded areas) or where exist multiple solutions (areas without enough 
texture).    

Reconstruction. The reconstruction is the method by which the spatial layout of a 
scene can be recovered from two views. Therefore, once the corresponding points are 
found (P, P’), the final step is to find the depth of the points  = /  , where b is 
the baseline, f is the focal length and d is the disparity = − . 

3 Microsoft Kinect 

The Kinect sensor was originally designed as a game interface, but the robotics  
community has seen in it an interesting 3D sensor for robotics application. This 
sensor is being used by the researchers because of its high quality and low price. 
Some applications where the Kinect sensor is being used are: 3D reconstruction, face 
detection, slam, object detection, and augmented reality, among others. 

Table 1 shows the main specifications of the Microsoft Kinect. Fig. 2a shows the 
sensor´s placement on the device. Each lens is associated with a camera or a projector 
[13]. The RGB sensor has a resolution of 640x480 pixels and a frame rate of 30 fps and 
the infrared (IR) camera has a resolution of 320x240 pixels and a frame rate of 30 fps. 

3.1 Operation Mode 

The Kinect depth is calculated by triangulation against a known pattern from the 
projector, (Fig 2b). The pattern is memorized at a known depth. For a new image, at 
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each pixel in the IR image, a small correlation window is used to compare the local 
pattern at that pixel with the memorized pattern. The best match gives an offset from 
the known depth, in terms of pixels: this is called disparity. The Kinect device 
performs a further interpolation of the best match to get sub-pixel accuracy of 1/8 
pixel. Given the known depth of the memorized plane and the disparity, an estimated 
depth for each pixel can be calculated by triangulation [13]. 
 

                                                                             

      (a)                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Kinect sensors placement, (b) Pattern projected from the Kinect 

3.2 Disparity to Depth Relationship 

In a normal stereo system, the cameras are usually calibrated so that the  rectified 
images are parallel and have corresponding horizontal lines. At zero disparity, the 
rays from each camera are parallel, and the depth is infinite. Larger values for the 
disparity mean shorter distances [13]. 

In the Kinect case, it returns a raw disparity that is not normalized in this way, that 
is, a zero Kinect disparity does not correspond to infinite distance. The Kinect 
disparity is related to a normalized disparity by the relation: 

 = ( − )/8                      
Where  is a normalized disparity,   is the Kinect disparity, and  is an offset 

value particular to a given Kinect device. The factor 1/8 appears because the values of  
 are in 1/8 pixel units [13]. 

4 Experiments 

In order to show the differences between the stereo camera BumblebeeXB3 and   
Microsoft Kinect sensor, a real experiment has been done for comparison. (The  
experiment has been performed during the afternoon in order to have enough external 
light, because the BumblebeeXB3 does not work without enough light).  

For a specific scene, the aim is to obtain the disparity image and the points cloud 
given by the BumblebeeXB3 and the Kinect. In order to compare the same area of a 
scene the cameras has been placed according to the setup of Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Kinect and BumblebeeXB3 setup 

4.1 BumblebeeXB3 Images Acquisition 

The Robot Operating System (ROS) has been used to perform the experiments, [14]. 
ROS has a package for the Bumblebee2, the previous version of the BumblebeeXB3, 
so it has been necessary to make some changes in this code to adapt it to the 
BumblebeeXB3. The adapted package allows to obtain the raw images from each of 
the   sensors of the camera (left, center and right) and, adding the parameters obtained 
from the stereo_calibration ROS package, it is possible to obtain calibrated images 
from each stereo pair (left-center, right-center, left-right). To get the disparity image 
and the 3D point cloud it was necessary to use the stereo_image_proc ROS package. 
In Fig. 4, the left and right images acquired from the BumblebeeXB3 using its 
maximum resolution are showed. 

 

Fig. 4. Left and right images from BumblebeeXB3 

To obtain the disparity image, stereo_image_proc uses the class stereobm of 
opencv. Fig. 8a shows the disparity image obtained using the left and right images of 
the BumblebeeXB3 (Fig. 4). The stereobm class computes stereo correspondence 
using the block matching algorithm. The class uses some parameters that define the 
size of disparity range for an optimal search and determine the size of the averaging 
window used to match pixel blocks. These parameters and the prefiltering and 
postfiltering parameters could be changed by the user through the 
dynamic_reconfigure ROS packages with the window showed in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Dynamic reconfigure window 

4.2 Kinect Images Acquisition 

For the Kinect sensor, the Openni_camera ROS package has been used. This package 
allows obtaining the raw IR image, the raw RGB image, the disparity image and the 
3D point cloud. Using the image_calibration ROS packages it is possible to get the 
calibrated IR image and the calibrated RGB images (Fig. 8) and, in consequence, 
obtain a better disparity image (Fig. 7b) and a 3D point cloud (figure 11b). 

 

 

Fig. 6. Software used to obtain 3D points from BumblebeeXB3 and Kinect 
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5 Experimental Analysis 

In order to visualize the images captured by the BumblebeeXB3 and the Kinect    
sensor, the image_view and rviz packages has been used. Fig. 6 shows an overview of 
the software used to obtain the 3D points from the two sensors. 

Analyzing the disparity images from the Kinect and the BumblebeeXB3 sensors 
(Fig.7), the differences between them are evident. By one side the BumblebeeXB3      
generates a disparity map (the colors of the disparity map indicate the distance of the 
objects from the camera) without information in the textureless areas, but describing 
the edges of the transparent objects. By the other side, the Kinect sensor generates a 
disparity maps with rich information in textureless areas but has problems with 
reflective objects. 

 

                                  (a)                                                               (b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Disparity map from BumblebeeXB3, (b) Disparity map from Kinect                        

Fig. 11 presents the point cloud images obtained from the Kinect and the 
BumblebeeXB3 cameras. Since the disparity is proportional to the depth ( = / ), 
it is coherent that in the point cloud there are not points in the areas of each image 
where the corresponding sensor has no information (explained above). In order to 
have some real distance measurements, several points from the scene have been 
chosen, and their real distance from each camera has been obtained with the digital 
laser distance meter Bosch DLE50 professional that has a range from 0.05m to 50m 
and a precision of ±1.5mm.                             

                       
(a)                                               (b) 

Fig. 8. (a) IR image from Kinect, (b) RGB image from Kinect 
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Table 2. Depth measurements 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 allows a comparative analysis of the accuracy of both cameras. In some  

areas the BumblebeeXB3 works better than the Kinect camera and in other areas the 
Kinect works better than the BumblebeeXB3; it is due to the different specifications 
of each camera, the characteristics of the scene and the intrinsic parameters like radial 
distortion; in points that are around the optical center the accuracy is better, but as one 
moves away from the center the accuracy decreases. In point 1, the BumblebeeXB3 
has no information because this point is out of the working space of the camera (using 
the 24cm baseline), while point 4 lies in an area where the Kinect has lost information 
because of an external interference. In point 16 the BumblebeeXB3 measurements has 
a big error because this point is in an area of low texture and at big distance away 
from the camera. By other hand, point 12 has a big error because this area had high 
external illumination and the Kinect is affected for it. In the case of the 
BumblebeeXB3 this point 12 is out of its field of view. In Fig. 11 it is possible to 
appreciate the 3D point cloud used to make the measurements of both cameras. 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show a dispersion of the points in the plane (x,y) (each point has 
the sample´s number and its corresponding error). It can observe how near or far are 
the points from the optical center of each 3D camera. Points near to the optical center 
of the camera should have less error, because of less radial distortion, but it is not the 
only factor that affect the quality of the measurements of a point The influence of 

Sample Real World 
(cm) 

Kinect (cm) Error(cm) BumblebeeX
B3 

Error (cm) 

1 145,8 146,1 0,300 NaN NaN 

2 164,0 164,9 0,900 1,659 1,900 

3 169,0 170,6 1,600 1,710 2,000 

4 175,0 NaN NaN 1,728 2,250 

5 184,6 183,3 1,300 1,867 2,100 

6 193,4 196,9 3,500 1,956 2,200 

7 206,9 207,6 0,700 2,058 1,100 

8 207,9 208,8 0,900 2,092 1,300 

9 233,7 235,9 2,200 2,314 2,300 

10 241,4 249,6 8,200 2,431 1,700 

11 247,1 251,4 4,300 2,484 1,300 

12 252,8 229,7 23,100 NaN NaN 

13 260,1 266,9 6,800 2,626 2,500 

14 299,1 301,9 2,800 2,957 3,400 

15 480,8 490,7 9,900 4,781 2,700 

16 490,4 483,8 6,600 4,749 15,500 
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external light, the camera calibration and the distance from the sensor are also 
important factors to take into account; that is why some points, despite being close of 
the optical center, have higher error than others.            

 

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of the points in Bumblebee's reference frame 

 

Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the points in Kinect's reference frame 

 

(a)                                                        (b) 

Fig. 11. (a) Point cloud from BumblebeeXB3, (b) Point cloud from Kinect 
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6 Conclusions 

The BumblebeeXB3 is a camera with high accuracy in areas with enough texture, has 
a high resolution and a big field of work, making it appropriate for indoor and outdoor 
scenes. Its disadvantages appear in textureless, low illuminated areas. By the other 
side, the Kinect sensor has high accuracy in textureless areas, is faster and works well 
in its work space (1,2-3.5 meters), its resolution is enough to obtain good 3D      
measurements and it is a sensor with low computer cost (because, most of the process 
is performed in the device chip). But it is not appropriate for outdoor applications 
because its sensibility to the interferences by external light, and it loses information in 
reflective objects. With this analyze we can conclude that these two sensor 
complement each other making think the fusion of their information as a future work. 
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